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PREFACE 

End of the brief 20th Centuryr 

1989-90 saw the collapse of a world political system that had largely detennined the 
post-war order and had long seemed to be unshakeable. As a consequence of the disap
pearance of the Iron Curtain a number of states collapsed that had been founded after 
the twO \Vorld \Nars. New states appeared on the map that had long existed only in his
tory books. "EternaI" borders vanished and huge populations began to look for new 
hornes. The brief 20th Cenrury (Hobsbawrn 1994) drew to an end. 

Initially these revolutionary changes were accompanied by general optimisrn. This was 
not by chance: dictatorships collapsed, there was an increase in the "extent of freedom" 
(Ilannah Arendt 1963), the new players on the poJjtical stage invoked western democratic 
val ues, the world spoke of the ultimate victory of liberal dernocracy. After the first phase, 
however, the general mood changed. The old-new ethnic conflicts, new types of politi
cal extrem i m, and ulurnatel)' bloody wars in former Yugosla\'la brought disquiet to all 
those who had earlier believed in the "end of history" . Suddenly we had to accept that 
the consequences of the collapse of the Cold \-Var order cannot yet be predicted. This is 
bound up with the search for new values: old meanings, concepts, ideologies and narra-

1 The collaboraoon be(ween rhe llungarian team und er rhe leadership of Andnis Kovacs (ELTE Umversiry, 

lnsmute of SOClolog), Budapest) and rhe Ausman team under rhe leadership ofRuth " 'odak (Research Urut 
DLScollrre, POlIties, Identlty) was made possible by the award of rhe \\'ingenstein prize ro rhe laner.\ \'e wish 
ro thank rhe F\\'F for chis suppon. \ Ve also wish ro e:l.-press our rhanks ro the Hungarian Kaoonal Fund for 

Soenofic Research (OTK-\ Pro)ect no: T025643), rhe Soros Foundaoon Research Scheme m Prague, and 
the Ausman-Hunganan Acoon Fund for financlal assistance. This comparative srudr IS based on (WO pre\1-
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bala Juhasz, Andnis Kovacs, Kann LIebhart, Rossalma Latcheva, Denes Kemedl, Anron Pelinka, Chnstoph 
Remprecht, ..\gnes Renp, Istvan iklaki, Rurh \\'odak. '\'e wlsh ro rhank the following colleagues for rheir 

help dunng some stages of our research: Fntz Hausjell, .\laria KargI, Klaus Sondennaru1. Commenrs from 
Richard .\lmen and Theo van Leeuwen were ver)' helpful. LIeselone .\larnn edtted pans of rhe manuscnpt. 

\\'e are also grateful ro our rranslators: BryanJeru1er and ~icholsJenlans . .\1lchael Lyman re\1ewed rhe 
",hole manuscnpt from rhe perspecove of a naove speaker. Specificalley, wo would like ro Hans Goebl for 
his paoence and suppon. Of course, rh aurhors are responslble for rhe final product. 
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tives are no longer valid. The centre and the periphery, friend and foe, Europe and "Be
yond-Europe", national identity and European citizenship - all these concepts require 
new interpretations. V/hat is clear is that national identities in the old sense no longer ex
ist, and moreover we are confronted with contradictions, ideological dilemmas (Billig 
1991) and fragmented identities (Wodak, DeCillia, Reisigl & Liebhan, 1999)' How do 
the approaches to new identity-constructing narratives appear now? What new interpre
tations are available? 

From the perspectives of these questions, this book would appear to be concerned with 
a very specific and special theme: namely, a comparison of the attitudes, opinions and dis
course on 0JATO and neutrality in Austria and Hungary since 1945 or 1955. Bur these 
discourses, in our opinion, should be looked upon as syrnptomatic in a fundamentally 
broader context, since the debates on the possible entry of Hungary into 0JATO, which 
signifies for Hungary, for the first time, an institutional membership in the modem West
ern world, or on the abandonment of neutrality in Austria - one of the most important 
defining features of the Austrian identity - exist in larger contexts. These debates show 
their true meaning if we regard them as the expression of a search for new orientation at 
the end of an epoch. At the first level these discussions are concerned with new socio-po
litical cenainties and security systems, with peace and with defence mechanisms. Bur in 
them is manifest a search for new European values, for coming to terms with past "un
pleasantness" and for new national and supra-national identities. As such they express 
considerations, judgments and prejudices, political concepts, ideologies and opinions 
about future European developments at the beginning of the 2 Ist century. 

Hungary and Austria at the End of an Epoeh 

Austria and Hungary have both been profoundly affected by all these new developments, 
albeit in different ways. All the dramatic changes since 1918, after the fall of the Austro
Ihmgarian Monarchy, have shaken these two Central European nations. Initially both na
tions coped badly with the collapse of the empire, and during the inter-war years had au
thoritarian and fascist regimes. Both countries supponed, in different ways, the :\Tazi 
regime. After 1945 Austria was occupied by the Allies, and Hungary by the Soviet Union. 
In 1955 Austria, with its state treaty and its decision for neutrality, was able to become a 
free democracy, bur Hungary remained under communist rule until 1990. This year 
marked the beginning of a new era for Hungary: the possibility emerged of establishing 
a democratic political system and of joining the 'Nest. In 1998, Hungary became a mem
ber of0JATO. 

The fall of the Iron Curtain and the end of the Cold War in 198<;-1990 also brought 
abour considerable changes in the role and function of Austria. Its function as a bridge 
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between East and \\'est disappeared, tOgether with its important role as a mediatOr dur
ing Bruno Kreisky's period of "active neutrality" (\'. Pelinka & \i\'odak, 2002). In 1995, 
Austna Joined the European Union and is still debating possible ="JATO membership. As 
a result of the dramatic changes of the last 10 years, therefore, Hungary has become a 
constituent of the \\'estern world, and Austria has lost its special role as the last bastion 
of the \\'est, and needs tO redefine its status. The violence of the debates on EU eastern 
enJargement and on the EU "sanctions" are a c1ear indication of the emotionalization of 

this development. (Mitten 1999, 2000). 
All of the significant changes brieAy listed here have severely shaken the national iden

oties of the rwo countries. For Austria, the abandonment of neutralitv is not a matter of 
any calculation based in realpolitik but adecision that concerns the strongest pillar of Aus
trian post-war identity. In IIungary, the moves tOwards integration into the \Vest set in 
motion furious debates about the status of the country within Europe and about national 
idenot)", in which histOricizing arguments about identiry regularly occurred. At the centre 
of the discussion was the question whether IIungary was historically an organic compo
nent of the \Vestern world or wh ether it can onJy rea]jse and preserve its identity by tak
ing an "0\\11 way", a sort of "SondertJJeg" between the (Wo worlds and opting for neutrality. 
In the background of the debates on NATO and Europe there was a hidden but para
mount question ofHungary's troubled national identity: the relation tO the huge Hun
garian minority in the neighbouring countries. I low would Hungary's \\'estern integra

tion affect their fa te ~ \Vould it help forward or encumber the preservation of their 
IIungarian national identity; "\'ould the gap deepen between them and the Hungarian 
state ~ And the basic question for all main actOrs of the Hungarian political scene: how to 
legitimize any steps toward supranational structures from this perspective? 

V.'e therefore e>.:pected that the question conceming "neutraliry or 0JATO" \\'ould prove 
to be a reb'ant indicator in both countries of the search for new political and culrural iden
tities. The use of man}' historical and histOricizing topoi and arguments in the discussions 
hows that histOries occupy a central place and that all the political forces are striving to 

find ne\\ discursi\'e legitirnizations, justifications and narratives for the new decisions. 
The present economic and political consequences of the changes had a stimulating ef

fect on the origin of the new discourses. The change of direction has caused so many new 
hopes and fears, and it is no accident that popu]jsm has emerged in both countries: such 
figures as Jörg Haider or Csurka should also be seen as symptOmatic, (cf. \\ 'odak & 
Pelinka eds. 2002, \Vodak 2000a, Matouschek, \Vodak & Janouschek 1995 , Munrigl, 
\\'ei & \\'odak 2000, \\'eiss 2000, Kodes 2000). 

In a more complex \\'orld many people require simple answers: new right-oriented 
populist parties seem tO offer these. Globalization at man)' levels is handled in similar 
fashion. Numerous fears deterrnine the thinking of the elites and of "ordinary cirizens", 
and these are expressed in hostiJe forms in precisely that area \\'hich \\'e investigated. 
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The debate on the eastern enlargement of the EU and the so-called EU "sanetions" on 
the Austrian FPÖ/ÖVP coalition since 4th February 2000 have had multiple effects on 
current political discourse in Austria (v. Report of the "3 'Nise Men" and related debates in 
the mass media, Möhring ed. 2ooI). A new-old nationalism has appeared and the division 
between "us" and "the others" has been reinforced. Official Austria feels itself to be a "vic
tim" of conspiracies, on this occasion by the I4 EU parmer states, as in the past it was a 
victirn of"other countries" during the vValdheim affair (Mirten I992, V\'odak et al 1990). 
In a related way, fears of unemployment and "foreigners" are heard, and old and new prej
udices and racist arguments go on the attaclc. (Sedlak-Ardu<; 1999, ter V\'al 2000, Wodak & 
Van Dijk 2000). This pardy chauvinistic and xenophobie dis course comes up against new 
realities, since for a number of years it has no longer been possible for Austria to deny that 
it is both a eountry of immigration and that it is also multicultural (cf. Fassmann & .?vlünz 
I996, Reisigl & V\'odak 2000). In Hungary similar noises are heard: after the disappoint
ment that the political turn-around did not immediately deliver a 'Nestern standard ofliv
ing, but that the transition to the market economy resulted in new difficulties for many 
people, there was an increase in the effect of anti-globalist, anti-western, anti-liberal and 
etat-collectivist voices of the extreme right and left at certain levels of society. 

In our case-studies we pursue all of these topoi, semantic concepts, discourses of justi
fication and legitimization, and arguments, and seek to determine their functions in iden
tity-politics. 

Theoretical framework of the research. 

\\'ithout 'wishing or, indeed, being able to elaborate all our theoretical bases in detail (we 
refer the reader to \>\'odak et al. I999, Billig I995, Halbwachs I985, Hall I994, Ko
lakowski 1995, Bourdieu 1993, Martin 1995) we shall surnmarize the most irnportant as
sumptions underlying our theoretical and empirical procedures. 

'Ve assume that nations are mental constructs, "imagined communities", in the sense 
of Benedict Anderson (1988, I5 ff), that are represented in the minds of nationalized po
litical subjects as sovereign and enclosed politieal entities. 

Consequently, we proceed on the basis that national identities - as special forms of 
social identities - are produced and reproduced, but also transformed and dismantled 
discursively. In this process a "national identity" is to be understood as a complex of 
shared and similar ideas or observational schemata, of shared and similar emotional atti
tudes and views, and of shared and similar behavioural dispositions that are internalized in 
the course of "national" socialization (from education, politics, the media, the world of 
sport or daily praxis). In this conception of national identity we proceed from the habitus 
concept of Pierre Bourdieu. The shared and similar ideas, in the case of the marter on 
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\\hich we foeus, concern the notion of an Ausman or Hungarian person, with a shared 
culture, hi~to!), present and future as weil as their "national body" or national territo!)-, 
but also alien national communities, with their culture, history and so on. 

Our neX! assumption IS that there is not olle national idcntity in the essentialist sense, 
but rather that different identities are constructed lingUlsticaUy according to audience, 
setong and topic. "'ational identities are therefore understood as variable, dynamic, brit
tle and ambivalent. \\'e believe that there is a process of reciprocal influence betwcen the 
identity designs provided by the political elites or the media and those of everyday dis
courses. For this reason, the srudy investigated a total of five different corpora from the 
public, semi-public and quasi-private domains (opinion surveys, political speeches on na
tional hobdays, newspaper reports, television discussions and focus groups). The net
working and interconnection of the different publics was of particular interest and can be 
captured by the concept of recontextlla/i::;ation (cf. Linell 1998, Wodak 2ooob): topoi and 
arguments are transported, transformed and semantically altered, and take on adynamie 
of their own in the respective different genres and publics. This "life of arguments" sym
bolIzes the power struggles within politics: particular meanings become more irnportant 
and suppress others \\~thin a new ideology or a new narrative. In analyzing the different 
discour es we wish to reconstruct this "life of arguments". 

In terms of content discourses about national identities mal' be categorized into the
matic blocks about a shared national history, present and future, about a shared culrure, a 

shared temto!)' and a homo nationalis (such as homo allstr7aCZIS or hzmgariClls). In the textS 
which we dealt with, narratives about national history and tradition played a particularly 
important role. According to Halbwachs (1985, 85ff) the coUective and historical memo
ries of anation differ in that the historical memo!)' seeks to create a "single", unified and 
"valid" national history, whereas the collective memory, as part of the identity of a social 
group, is pluralistic, like society itself. In times of radical social changes the universaliz
ing tendencies of the historical memo!)' and the particularity of the group-specific col
lective memo!)' come into confuct: the shattering of paradigms that were generally held 
to be valid increases the hunger and the need for new interpretations of events, and at the 
same time alternative interpretations compete for the position of "valid" history. Clifford 
Geertz (Geertz 1973, 2 18ff) gives an apposite explanation of the search for new narratives 
and ideologies as a consequence of general fears, uncertainties and changes of paradigm: 

Ir is when neither a society's most general culrural orientations not its most down-to-earth 

"pragmatic" ones suffice any Ion ger to provide an adequate image of political process that 

IdeologJes begin to become cruciaJ as sources of sociopolitical meanings and attirudes (Geertz 

197p 19) 
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IIe continues: 

... ideology is a response to strain. Bur now we are including cultural as well as social and 

psychological strain. Ir is a loss of orientation mat most frequemly gives rise to ideological 

acti,;ty, an inabilit}, for lack of usable models, to comprehend me universe of ci,;c rights and 

responsibilities in which one finds oneselflocated (ibid.). 

The hunger for new interpretations and new ideologies has two sources: in the first place 
the need of the elites for legitirnization in the new, fundamentally altered circumstances; 
and secondly, the need of different groups in society for orientation. Radical changes 
bring new elite groups into being - as in the case of Hungary after the change - or else 
they force the old elites to find new legitimization - as in the case of the debates on 
~ATO membership and on the abandonment of neutrality in Austria. 

On the other hand the increased needs for orientation in larger sectors of society mo
bilize the contents of collective and particularistic memory and thereby break down the 
former "unified" and "valid" national histories. But this moves legitirnization-seeking old 
and new elites to consrruct such new universalising historical narratives as are compati
ble with the largest possible number of variations of the group-specific memory, or have 
the greatest possible 1 egi tirniza ti on and orientation potential. These new narratives have 
at least three functions: they must guarantee autonomous ego-continuities; they must 
satisfy group needs and permit a we-discourse; and at the social level they must have an 
integrative and solidarizing function. 

Our most irnportant goal in this book is therefore to reconsrruct what types of narra
tives have arisen in the respective national elites, and to what extent these narratives have 
been able to satisfy the "demand" arnong other groups in the population. 

Methods 

Our case studies proceed methodically at different levels. In general, we base ourselves 
in the discourse-historical approach which - in the sense of critical discourse analysis -
favours a multiplicity of theories and methods, if this leads to a rational solution of prob
lems (Reisigl & 'Vodak 2001, Benke 2000). 

In an earlier study on the discursive construction of national identity we were able to dis
tinguish four macro-strategies that characterized all discourses of difference and sirnilarity: 

In general in the study presented here "strategies" are understood as more or less au
tomatized or else conscious action plans that are located at the various levels of mental 
organization and are more or less elaborated. In the five sets of material that we analyzed 
strategies were able to display different degrees of conscious intention and finality in view 
of the different conditions of origin and utterance. 
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Depcndmg on thc social macro-function we distinguish four mutually interconnected 
bundlcs of discursJ\'c macro-strategies: namei}, constructive (a), destructive or disman
tllng (b), presemng or justi!}.1ng (c), and transformational strategies (d). 

COllstructive strategies refer back to such discursive procedures as contribute to the de
velopment and establishment of a partieular national identity. PreseruatiOll strategies seek 
to uphold a threatened national identity, to support and reproduce it. Examples of chis 
are the talk of a threat to the "Austrian person" through immigration (keyword: repop
ulatJon "Umvolkung") or of the danger of annihilation of traditional Hungary values by 
sccular wcstern culture (cf. Reisigl & Y\'odak 2000). As a special form of preservation 
strategJes we find Justification strategies. These focus primarilyon the defence and up
holding of problematized narrati\'e versions of "national history". Through applying 
these an attempt is made, for examplc, to justi!}.' Austria's way of handling the crimes of 
-"ational Socialism, or to describe the adoption of anti-Semitic laws in Hungary in the 
1930's as a comprornise necessitated bp'ealpolitik to avoid brutal persecution ofJews. 

Trallsformational strategies again seek to move discursively from one relatively well-es
tablishcd national identity to another, for which the speaker already has approximate con
tours In mind. For insrance, public political discourse in Austria is panly concerned ""ith 
promoting a new definition of Austrian neutrality which incorporates the changed geo
political circumstances, \\ithout abandorung neutrality; or the attempts of certain post
communist ideologJsts in I Iungary who describe and legitimize the la te Kadar era as a 
system havmg been no longer socialist but representative of, and in accordance with, na
tional interests, and the last commurust governments as the essential actors. 

Admittedly the perpetuaLAustrian neutralif.) which, after it had been incorporated into 
the constitution on 26 th October 19S5, became an ever more distinctive feature ofthe 
Austl1an identity, is treated today not only as an object of transformation but also as a pre
ferred goal of dlsmalltling or dest17lctive discourse strategies. It is a general characteristic of 
these that they seek to dismantle or destroy parts of a pre-existing national identity con
struct. One consequence of the process of dismantling the myth of neutrality, which is 
their politJcal target, is the use of the strategy of heteronrJmizing: chis is used to point out 
that ncutraJity only came into existence at all through of the insistence of foreigners ("dik

tat of the victors''), and was really only the price that Austria had to pay to the üSSR for 
its independence after the econd \-\'orld \'\'ar (\. Haider's keynote speech to the Free
dom Party on "so years of the Republic - retrospect and prospects" on 26th April 1995)' 

Our central hypothesis in the present investJgation is that in the thematic areas which 
are relevant to us, the elites apply principally transformational strategies in order to con
struct new narrati\'es by discursive means. In what fo11ows we therefore foeus on specific 
aspects of such transformational discourses. 

Our investigations had three objectives: fustly the deconstruction of elite discozme; sec
ondly reamstruction of the reception of elite discourse at serni-pubbc and private levels of dis-
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course; and thirdly measuring the scope of different opinion blocks ffl7long the general public. In 
the deconstruction of elite discourses, the relevant data are evaluated by a process of dis
course analysis. To reconstruct the reception of elite discourse we organized focus dis
cussion groups in both Hungary and Austria, and the discussion material was analyzed 
using qualitative methods. To measure opinion blocks we evaluated demoscopic data 
sternming from surveys on representative national sampIes. Public opinion surveys give 
a general overview of attitudes and opinions which permits a classification of qualitatively 
analyzed texts. Newspaper analyses, TV discussions and political speeches are in astate 
of dialectic interaction with politics and the media. Finally the focus groups give an im
pression of reception phenomena, and also of group-specific co-construction of concepts 
and opinions. The materials investigated, therefore, combine to give insight into the dif
ferent public domains (media, ritualized, serni-public) and into different genres. Finaily, 
through the analysis of recontextuali.:::,ation we discover the "life of particular set pieces of 
ideology, as weil as of topoi and arguments". The comparison berween Austria and Hun
gary takes place, on the one hand, '"I,'ithin the same genre, and, on the other hand, over 
the whole range of results. Interdisciplinarity in our investigation is not to be understood as 
merely additive but as an attempt to apply different disciplines, theories and methods and 
to interpret these as a totality. The individual modes of procedure are presented in sep
arate chapters. 

Summary of Results 

Austria 

In our investigations we proceeded from the idea that in Austria neutrality is a factor that 
has been essential in the formation of identity. In this we were able to make use of the 
study on the Discurs1.ve Construction of~Vational Identity (Wodak et al. I998), where both in 
the media analysis, and in interviews and focus groups, emotional and affective use of a 
concept of neutrality was found: this frequently happened without any clear definition of 
the semantics of the concept. Ir was also evident at the beginning of the study that the 
debates were carried out in a strongly ideological fashion and that they had multiple po
litical functions. The precise his tory and transformation of the ideological concept of 
"neutrality", the meaning shifts and redefinitions were therefore at the centre of our new 
investigations. From all the materials investigated, and by means of a detailed linguistic 
analysis of recontextualizations, the following were the most important results we ob
tained, and we consider these as indicative of a general tendency. The detailed analyses 
and interpretations may be found in the separate chapters of the book. 

Austria is confronted with adecision for or against neutrality: in the course of elec
toral campaigns over recent years it is this decision that has become a major theme, and it 
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has been a decisi\'e factor in voting either for the SPÖ or the Green Party (for neutral
It) or for the Ö\ 'P or FPÖ (for ~ A..TO). 

eutraliry is one of the most important factors in the definition of identiry, and dur
mg recent decades it has been redefined several tirnes as an ideological concept: from be
mg an imposition, neutrality has transformed itself into a popular characteristic of Aus
ma. This wa particularly e\1dent in our analysis of the speeches on the national holiday, 
but Austrian foreign poliey has also used varying definitions of ne utrali ty'. Ultirnately this 
status has permitted a process of \\aiting, watching and \vithdrawal, but also one of sup
porung refugees from different countries and continents. Moreover, the role of Austria 
as mediator between East and \Vest was of central importance, particular during Bruno 
Kreisky's period of"active neutrality,,,. 

Ir IS not clear what wiU replace neutrality·. In all the interviews, foeus groups and media 
we found that people are afraid of a "vacuum": a range of concepts, such as "solidariry", 
are possible contenders. 

The debate for and against neutraliry is partly a party-political battle and therefore is 
massively symbolic from a political point of view. " 'e sa\\! this most clearly in the focus 
groups and in the TV talk-shows. The question remains, what is "behind" this debate: a 
side-sho\\ or real alternatives) The functions of neutraliry have changed greatly in the 
last fell' decades, the new functions since 1989 and Austria's EU entry are no longer 
clearly defined, and old functions have become ob olete. 

:\feutralIty· has a strong affective dimension without being clearly defined semantically. 
This fuzziness shows up most markeclly in focus groups and interviews: many of those 
questioned have very dogmatic views, but are unaware either of the legally defined func
tions of neutraiity or of any alternatives. 

All in all the discourses for and against neutraliry and for and against ~ATO are rep
resentative of the Important demarcation from Germany since 1945, and have thereby 
become part of Austria's "coming to terms with its past". This debate is therefore to be 
related to the attempt to create a new narrative for Austria during the Nazi period and 

sm ce 1945. 

Hungal')' 

At the start of our investigation we assumed that the change of direction in Europe in the 
1990'S would inspire many simiJar reactions in the neighbouring countries of Austria and 
Hungary which, in many respects, share a common history. At the conclusion of our 
analrses we have to state, however, that the differences are greater than the similarities. 
In Austria the debates about neutraliry and NATO express profound identiry problems 
and formulate varying identity strategies. In Hungary the situation is completely differ
ent. 
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Our analyses show unequivocally that the majorit}' of people in Hungary support the 
country's membership of );ATO. But this support is much less frequencly justified by 
identity discourses than by discourses of interest. For the majority ofHungarians, );ATO 
membership is a rational choice, corresponding to the security and foreign policy inter
ests of the count!)', but which is strongly associated with ideological values and positive 
emotions only by parricular groups in the population. 

This pieture of the "receivers' side" corresponds to the pieture set up on the basis of 
the analysis of the discourse of the elite. In the mainstream elite the arguments in favour 
of);ATO membership are principally pragmatic-political. Of course, different but clearly 
pro-);ATO discourses of interest appear in both main camps in Hungarian politics: for 
the left-liberal, liberal and liberal-conservati\'e blocks, all levels of integration imply fur
ther advantages for the modernization of the country, and further guarantees against the 
return of any type of authoritarian political system, whereas for those conservatives whose 
main concern is the loss of sovereign!)' and the fate ofHungarian minorities, dependency 
on the \\'est seeures at least Hungary's independence from the migh!)' Eastern super
power, Russia, and in case of any conaict on minori!)' issues, the counrry 'would appear 
as apart of a powerful western allIance. 

IIowever, some of our results indicate that a certain part of public opinion was indeed 
responsive to the arguments that raised the issue of );ATO membership from the level 
of everyday politics and rendered it part of the discourses on consrructing national iden
tities. Those for whom western integration also means ent!)' or return to a communi!) 
of values, are more determined in their suppon for )."ATO ent!)' than those who attach 
no such value to )."ATO membership. ~evertheless, even in this lauer group the rate of 
suppon is high. 

A strong historicizing anti-NATO discourse appeared only at the margins of the po
litical spectrum: the extreme right and the ideologues and adherents of the left-wing 
splinter party ("\\'orkers' party", jlunktisptirt). The extreme right-wing ideology con
cerning Hungarians as the "people of the East" who have always suffered under the yoke 
of \\ 'estern Christian ci\ilisation, who were always isolated and alien in the western 
world, and who were always betrayed by the \\'est, did appear in both extreme and in 
more moderate form in the discourse. The moderate form, which has dispensed \\ith the 
mrthology of origin, stressed the danger of western colonization of the count!)', in full 
agreement ",:ith the anti-colonialist argumentation of the extreme left. lnterestingly, the 
neutrality argument and the positive appeal to the I956 tradition occupied a central po
sioon only in the discourse of this group, and although it is undoubtedly still present as 
an alternative in public and semi-public opinions, it is otherwise treated as unrealistic and 
counterproductive. These anti-)."ATO discourses -like the green-pacifist dis course of 
small groups of intellectuals - remained weak and peripheral. 
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The main reason for the absolute dominance of the pro-0.'"ATO discourse is the unity 
of the otherwise extremcl} clivided political elite in this question and, consequently, the 
stahle and massive support for the enny option in the media. The reason for this unity is 
that the diverging identity di courses ofboth large Hungarian political camps lead up to 
the same practical consequences: joining the Western military alliance is the condition, 
on one hand, for recursion to Christian Europe, for defense of national independence 
from threatening Eastern neighbours and for an effecti\'e support ofHungarian minori
ties, and, on the other hand, for becoming apart of the modern, liberal-democratic and 
afAuent wodd. 

Discourses on NATO, however, are often kept separate from discourses on Europe. 
As the analyses of the elite discourse have shown, historicizing arguments are much more 
frequent in the discussions on Europe. "Europe" in I Iungarian historical discourses has a 
very high value in identity strateg)'. Both in liberal and left-oriented texts and in that of 
conservative voices, "Europe" represents positive values: the modern, liberal, democra
tic politicalor Christian community of values. In these discourses Hungary's "joining" or 
"return to" Europe is portrayed as the positive outcome of a long history of suffering
but in the discourses of the extreme right and left as the ultimate abandonrnent of a dis
tinct national path or accepting adependent and colonial status. Thus, those discursive 
strategies which have been obsen'able in Austria concerning neutrality occur much more 
frequently in the context of Europe-discourses in Hungary. 
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A STRlili'\'" ~TE TRALITY: 
HISTORICAL DE\~LOP~1E~TT 

A---~D SEi\lA---'\TIC C~~GE 

The accession of Ausoia into the European lJnion in JanuaI)' 1995 not onJy amounted 
to a much-acclalffied highlight in the success story of contempor~' Ausoian foreign pol
icy, which was aimed at the inclusion of the count!)' in the \ \ 'estern European process of 
mtegration, but also confronted the "perpetually neutral" Ausoian state ",ith several is
sues of integration and internationallaw. Indeed these issues had already played an im
portant role In the political di course in the run-up to integration: In Austria "the pre
vaihng intepretation of the international legal doctrine of neutrality has always 
determined arntudes towards integration, and has done so to a greater extent than m any 
other (neutral) state" "'Tote Hummer (1996, 12). The '''narrowness' or 'breadth' of mean
mg of the term neutrality" has always "determined [the count!)"'sJ room for maneuver in 
the field of integration polier" (ibid.). FuU Ausoian membership of the European üruon 
and the transformation of the Uruon into a miIJtaI)' and defensive commuruty meant, 
howe\"er, that these considerations recei\'ed greater sigillficance in the domestic and for
eign policy debates. Thus, the expiI)" of the treaty on the \\ 'estern European "Uruon 
(\ \ TU), which had functioned as the "operative arm of the EC in issues of defence pol
icy" (ibid., 15), confronted the neutral members of the "Uruon (Ireland, Sweden, FinJand 
and Ausoia) \\1th several fundamental que tion concerning their participation in any fu
ture European security system. The concrete structure of such a system is currencly being 
debated as part of the discussion on X ATO: "-\..Ithough on Its accession into the Euro
pean Cnion Austria accepted the full 'content' of the 'second' pillar of the ",-laasoicht 
Treaty on the EC (CFSP), it remains to be seen whether or not Ausoia's perpetual neu
trality can be compatible ",ith all possible forms of a future (pan-) European security sys
tem" (ibid.). 

-\usoian neutrality - its political functionality and its sigillficance as a core element 
of Ausoian (post-war) idennry - has therefore become an issue of the public political 
debate. ",-loreover. glVen that ever since 1955 Ausoia has derived not onJy its foreign pol
icy identity but also in large part its national identity from its neutral status (it is for this 
reason that the 26 th of October is Austria's national holiday), the raising of this issue 
means that simultaneously, one of the elements prO\iding the identity of the Second Re
public has been called into question. 
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1955: The political connection between the State Treaty and neutrality 

In the aftermath of the Second YVorld V/ar, there were just three neutral states in Eu
rope: Switzerland, Sweden and lreland (cf. Luif in Pelinka, Schaller & Luif I994, 272). 
The Austrian declaration of perpetual neutrality of October I955 was based on the Swiss 
modell and is c10sely connected to the signing of the Austrian State Treaty in May I955. 
The relationship between the State Treat:y and neutralit:y is political rather than legal: in 
order to ensure that the perpetual neutrality of the Austrian state could be interpreted by 
Austria alone, rather than by any other of the parties to the State Treaty, the unilateral 
undertaking of the Austrian National Assembly to uphold neutrality was deliberately ex
cluded from the text of the State Treaty (cf. Nick & Pelinka 1993, 22 and Rotter 1995, 
123). :-\evertheless, one cannot deny that the neutralit:y pledge did form an important po
litical basis for the State Treaty, which itself represented, in lieu of a peace treaty, the in
temationallegal foundation of a new and independent Austria. 

In the course of negotiations (between I947 and I955) which were aimed at the secur
ing of astate treaty, it soon became c1ear that a conditio sine qua non for the withdrawal 
of all allied troops was the avoidance of unbalanced relations with any one of the occu
pying powers. The demand that Austria should not be allowed in the future to join al
liances domina ted the negotiations. The worsening East-\Vest conflict of the post-war 
years meant that Austrian politicians rapidly became less \villing to support the establish
ment of a neutral Austria. Nevertheless, "a policy supportive of the \Vest was greatly lim
ited by the danger of Austria's partition" (Luif I98I, 60). The threat of a detachment of 
the Soviet-occupied areas of Burgenland, Lower Austria, the Mühkiertel, and parts of 
\'ienna, leading to a partition of Austrian territory (cf. Hummer 1996, 15), as weil as the 
desire for full state sovereignty, led politicians of the two largest parties (SPÖ and Ö\ 'P) 
to conclude that they should show a willingness to behave in the desired neutral manner 
in disputes between East and \\Test (Luifr98I, 60 and Lackner I997, 2 5f.). According to 
LIDf (I98I, 61), however, it would be inaccurate to speak of an "intentional policy of neu
trality on the part of Austria" in the period between 1945 and 1954. Luif points to the 
ambivalence and contradictory nature of official statements in post-war Austria on the is
sue of neutrality. Oliver Rathkolb (I993)' has demonstrated, on the basis of numerous 
records and a wide range of documentary evidence, the "dual" position of Austrian politi
cians in the post-war period. The neutrality of Austria should not, however, be viewed 

I Cf. \loscow .\1emorandum of ApnJ 15, 1955' Ausman declared Its mtenoon "ro practice neurrality on a per

peruaJ basis, as It is appiled by SWltzerJand" (Koja 1986, 231). 

2 RathkoJb, Oln"er (1993)' Großmachtpohtik gegenüber ÖsterreIch 1952/53-1961/62 un U. S.-Emschei

dungsprozeß. Habilitation. Universität \Vien. 
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~olely from a foreign poller or international political perspective. Perhaps the most im
portant political function of neutrality was domestic political integration: it became an 
element providing identity in the establishment of anational community. 

Für many Austrians, the year 1955 is connected to the "final rebirth" of Austria as an 
independent state and the regaining of a respected status VI~thin the European system of 
states. On the basis of twO official agreements, VlTote Gerald Stourzh (1990, 70), "the Sec
ond Republic of Austria was able to become a full member of the community of sQ\'er
eign states". After the negative experiences of the First Repu blic, the Austro-Fascist cor
porative state, the civil war of 1934, and above all the ~ational Socialist regime and the 
annulment of Austrian statehood foUowing the annexation or "Anschluss" of 1938, Aus
tna seemed to be rising like a phoenix from the ashes - at least ws was one popular in

terpretation of modem Austrian history.3 
The federal constitutionallaw of 26 October, 1955 (EGBI. 195512 II) was explicitly 

recognised by the states thar were signatory to the State Treaty through identically
worded diplomatie notes issued on 6 December, 1955. On 14 ;-.Jüvember 1955, sixty-five 
states with whieh Austria maintained diplomatie relations were officially notified (cf. 
IIummer 1996, 17). ~o objeetions were lodged by any ofthese states ~euhold 1986, 
233).4 I Iummer (1996, 17) has argued that, owing to these acts of notification, Austria has 
been astate with "all the rights and obligations stemming from the legal status of perpet

ual neutrality" since December 1955. 

Perpetual or permanent neutrality as an institution 
of internationallaw 

International recognition of, and respect for, the neutral status of Austria is based on the 
international legal institution of perpetual or permanent neutrality, which is bin ding on 

3 Some au mors, howe\'er, quahfy mlS euphonc mterpretaoon. "For the pnce of neurrabty (and me resulting 
lITesponsible neurrallsm and pactfism m me Ausman mentahty) Austna regamed Its mdependence after se\'
enteen years of occupaoon" (Bischof 1996,148). The often derogatory term of"neurraltsm" arose m me 

\\'estern European democracles m me context of me East-\\'est confrontaoon and me Cold \\'ar; for ex
ample, m Germany as a model for me pre\'enrion of parooon mto two states. In polmcal usage, "neurral
Ism" IS often assoclated wlm paclfist idealism, passivn:y, and a tendency to capltulate. (cf. Zemanek 198.., 

Lwf 1981, ,'erd ross 19-~ and Ermacora 1975)' 
4 The consotuoonal la\\ states me follo",mg For me purpose of me permanent mamrenance of its external 

mdependence and for me purpose of me m\1olablllty of Its temrory, Ausma, of Its own free Will, declares 

here\\1m Its pennanent neurraut) wluch It IS resolved to mamtam and defend wim all me means at Its dls
posal. In order to secure mese purposes, Ausma will ne\'er m me future accede to any rrulitary alIJances nor 
perrrut me estabhshment of milItary bases of forelgn Stares on Its temtory. 
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both Austria and the international soeiety of states (customary law). 'VI 'hether or not Aus
tria is able to free itself from ws obligation through a unilateral act is a matter of politieal 
and legal dispute; the various vie\-\O-points have ehanged over time.5 Perpetual neutrality 
obliges Austria, inter alia, to remain neutral in any future military eonfliets, to refrain 
from joining military allianees or from permitting the establishment of foreign military 
bases on its territory (Kramer 1997, 715)' In addition, the perpetually neutral Austrian 
state must defend its own territory with all means (Luif 198 I, 68). These obligations are 
derived - at least aeeording to the eomoentionallegal and politieal interpretations of the 
period until the mid-I98os - (cf. Zemanek 1984, Luif 1981, Verdross 1977 and Erma
cora 1975) from the international legal status of "permanent neutrality". Unlike "neutral 
behavior", whieh refers exclusively to non-in\'olvement in wars, "neutrality" is a more or 
less preeisely regulated institution of intemationallaw. It regulates the rights and duties of 
states that are not involved in a partieular war between other states or groups of states.6 

"Permanent neutrality" is also an institution of intemationallaw, albeit of a more speeifie 
type: The oldest "permanently neutral" state- is Swirzerland, whieh undertook to refrain 
from partieipating in any future wars in 18 15. Aeeording to the S\\iss model, "perma
nently neutral" states are required to make efforts even during peaee-time. They always 
have to eonduet themseh-es in a war that ensures their ability to remain neutral in an)' fu
ture eonfliet. Links \-\ith other states or groups of states may be made only to the extent 
that they exclude the possibility of the neutral state being drawn into a military eonRiet. 
Thus, even in peaee-time, there are customary rules based on international legal regula
tions and obligations. 

The Kreisky era: The policy of active neutrality 

At least until the mid-I98os, if not until the end of that deeade, Austria derived its for
eign poliey identity and its international politieal role from the international legal status 
of perpetual neutrality (cf. Neuhold 1986, 23 I). 0:eutrality was eonsidered to be the guar
antee for Austrian independenee, "Austria's war oflife, and even its raison d'etre" (Angerer 
1996, 125)8. Nevenheless, as time passed, neutrality was interpreted in \"arious different 
ways. 

5 Luif derued clus possibiliry in 1981 (cf. 6-f.). 

6 The obliganon applies onl)" to stares and nor to pn\"are conracrs, e.g. pm"are cornmerce - which lS not co\"

ered by such a regulanon. 
" BelglUffi and Luxembourg also assumed a neutral starus for aperiod of time, but only S\\ltzerland has re

mamed "permanently neutral" until me present. 

8 Cf. also Pelinka (1994173), who refers to neutrality as a poLtncal "Leitmotiv". 
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Cntil the late 1960s, Austrian neutrality inclined towards the Swiss model. The ideol
ogy and practice of Austrian neutrality changed after 1970: "Ir was situated berween the 
more passl\'e umlerstanding of the Swiss and the more active and flexible one of the 
Swedes, \\hieh was characrerized as 'not-allied'. The Austrian understanding of neutrality 
and of neutral pollCY developed more towards the wedish model" (Höll 1994, 37)' The 
doctrine of "peaceful eo-existence" became the new benchmark for an "active neutrality 
poliey" (cf. Kramer 1997, 715) and the guiding principle of foreign poliey' pracoce (cf. 
IIummer 1996, 12). As an important element in Federal Chancellor Bruno Kreisky's 
"Ausman \Vay" of the 1970S (Reiterer 1988, 172 f.), "aetive neutrality policy" greatly con
tributed to the "success story" of the Second Republic and to the image of Austria as an 
"island of the blessed" (cf. Pelinka 1994, 172).9 "The notion of a globally-oriented, aeti\'e 
neutrality poliey' became the norm of the Kreisky era that had begun in 1970. In his sec
ond initial governmental speech on 5 :\"ovember 1971, Kreish.)' explieitly stated that a 
successful foreign policy was 'the best guarantor of neutrality and seeurity in times of 

peace" CI Iöll 1994, 37f.)· 
,. >\ctive neutrality polier" became synonyrnous with Austrian foreign policy in general 

(Höll 1994, 38). In domestic politics, neutrality functioned as "part of the political carn
paign for an awareness of the responsibilities of statehood" (Prisching 1995, 72). For Aus
trian citizens, neutrality offered a clearly positi\'e point of identifieation: "For the Austri
ans, neutrality wa a recipe for suecess: After the i'\azi occupation, the corporative state 

and ci\'il war, after the state that nobody wanted, the economie crise and collapse, the 
eountry had (finally) become, under the aegis of Austrian neutrality, everything that the 
>\usmans \'alued: a demoeraey', a wealthy country, a country with a just social order, with 
freedom, in accordanee with European standards" (Khol 1990, 34)' 

The official national self-image saw the Austrian state in a balaneing mediatory posi
tion, and especially as the diplomatic host for delieate international negotiations in both 
the East-\\'est and :\'orth-South conRicts: "\\'hat it [Ca small, neutral eountrv'] could do 
was to establish channels of eomrnunications, arrange events where political talks on a 
high or summit level could take plaee or try to make proposals in the search for conRict 
resolutions" (Höll 1994, 36). lt is in light of this, that the status ofVienna as an impor
tant conference center and as the third U0J city should be interpreted, as weil as the gen
eral acti\'e role taken by Austria in the United ~ations and its partieipation in "peace
keeping operations" (cf. Schrnidl 1996, 1 38ff.). All this gave Austrian citizens a feeling of 
seeuriry, stabiliry and peaceful continuit:y. In this way, neutraliry gained a high symbolic 
\'alue, one that i expressed in the following quotation: "In a crisis-ridden \\'orld, Austria 
does indeed plal' the role of an irnaginary political first-aid man ( ... ) which eontributes 

9 For a cntical appmsal, see Cnterberger, Khol and Steiner (quoted after Höll 19940 50). 
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in a measurable way to ehe seeurity of Austria. The aetive foreign poliey of a small neu

tral eountry, ( ... ) makes \'ienna to an important meeting-plaee for politieal personalities 

and power-groups, to an East-\\Test hub of eonsrructive politieal ideas, eultural flows and 
eeonomie eontaets" (Vajda 1980,600). 

For a lang period, Austria's foreign poliey was eonsidered synonymous wieh an aetive 

neutrality poliey. Nevertheless - and ehis is indieative of ehe ambivalenee of Austrian 

neutrality - permanent neutrality was understood by many Austrians (primarily) as per

manent impartiality, or as a "happy abdieation from international involvement in gen

eral" (pelinka 1994, 172). Rotter (1990, 10) deseribed chis "non-involvement" in the fol

lowing way: "The real purpose of permanent Austrian neutrality is to stop us from 

getting involved in eonfuets or even wars that have nothing to do with us" (1990, 10). 

Towards ehe end of ehe Kreisky era, ehe demand for "equidisranee" was eritieized by 

some politieians of ehe Ö\ 'P, f. i. Andreas Khol. Among oeher things, ehey were partieu

larly eritical of Austria's close co-operation wieh the ~on-Aligned Movement (cf. Höll 

1994, 50).l' Luif (1981,65) points to ehe tendency of both larger political parties to 

equate "neutralism" >\ieh "a lack of principles" or even "ideological neutrality", a term 

connoting disapproval. In an ideologieal sense, Austria had been firmJy anchored to ehe 

\\Test from the verl' start and was clearll' eommitted to 'the values' of the \\Test" 

(Steininger 1996, 123)' This was expressed in its membership of the Couneil of Europe: 

Austria joined in 1956 G'Jeuhold 1986, 245, cf. also IIöll 1994, 37 and Gehler 1995, 65f.)· 
After 1955, the \\Test could rell' upon Austria despite its neutrality. The period of occu

pation had already seen attempts to gain aeceptance for the country's western ideologi

cal and econornic orientation. Also, Austria's \Nestern politieal and strategic orientation 

was also continued after 1955, as long as the Soviet Union raised no major objeetions. 

The country's pro-western neutrality policy and the continuation of Austria's policy of 

seeret allianees after 1955 are best expressed in a Uni ted States' ~ational Seeurity Coun

cil analysis ofOctober I958, in whieh Austria's voting behavior in ehe United ~ations is 

10 "~on-ahgrunent" arose out of the process of decoloTIlzacion and agall1St the backgroW1d of the Cold \\"ar 
tn the 1950$. As a foreign polJC) movement, Jt was supported by states that wished to avoid bemg drawn mto 
the nvalnes of the twO super-powers. At first, non-ahgrunent was also described as "d)11amic" or "posJOve" 

neuualiry and was considered to be dJfferent from uadltional neuuahry and the passJ\1t)' and isolacionism 
that was assoClated WJth neuuahry. A '"anery of tenns such as "neurrahsm", "non-engagement", "the un
commmed", "the non-alhed" and "non-involvement" were replaced m the mid-19505 by the tenn "non

ahgrunem", whtch became the official tenn at the Belgrade Conference of 1961. The hteral Gennan uans
lanon of "non-aligrunem" is ".Vichtpaktgebwuienheit", which JS a rather awkward word and therefore the 
tenn "BkK/ifrelheit" tends to be used. In the European come>."t, reference was still made to "neuuahsm" even 
where a non-ahgned pohc)' was meant. In prinClple, "non-aIigrunem" allows onc to take up apolincal posi
non, and e'"en take sldes, on the basis of each indi\ldual case. Cnlike "neuuality", "non-ahgrunem" tS not 

an msrirunon of tnternarionallaw. Its prinClples are not legaUy binding upon states (cf. Zemanek 1984, Luif 

1981, Verdross 1977 and Ennacora 1975)' 
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praised for being just as consistently pro-American as that of the 0.'ATO partners and 
"the banana republics of Central America" (Bischof 1996, 149, cf. also IIöll 1994, 36). 

The late 1980s: "Austria's horne is Europe"II 

For a long period, there was a consensus among representatives of the t\\.'o larger political 
parties in Austria that memberslUp of a supranational organization was incompatible \11th 
perpetual neutrality (of the Swiss model) and the foreign policy role defined by such neu
tralit) (cf. Falkner 1995, 33 Iff; ~ick, Pelinka 1994, 24; Luif 1982; Rotter 1990). );ever
theless, unlike Switzerland, wlUch has not joined the United ~ations, Austria integrated 

into that organization a early as in 1955 (Neuhold 1986, 236). 
Austrian membership - from 1960 - of EFTA., an exclusively economic-oriented 

supranational association, was decided upon in parliament \\-ith reference to the exclu
sively military character of Austrian neutrality, wlUch c1id not impinge upon econornic as
sociations (cf. Ilummer 1996, 18)." The position was different in the 1960s and 1970S 
with regard to possible Austrian memberslUp of the European Economic Community 
(EEC). \\'ith the exception of the FPÖ, wlUch considered accession to the EEC as com
patible with a policy of neutrality, all other political parties agreed that Austria should not 
stri\'e for full memberslUp of the EEC, ince the EEC had always seen itself as a political 
community as weil as an econornic community. As a political community, it could also be 
identified with ~.\TO (Nick & Pelinka 1994,24), 

In the late 1980s, howe\'er, the positions of many politicians changed. One reason for 
rhis was the changed political environment: as result of"1989" and the coUapse of the "Iron 
Curtain", Austria's "special intermediate position" bet\\.'een the [Wo opposing ideological 
blocs, lost its defining character for their national self-image. An additional reason was the 
threat of deterioration in conclitions for the Austrian economy after the ino'oduction of the 

single European market (Falkner 1995, 333, Nick & Pelinka 1994, 24, Kramer 1997,728-
732). In 1987, an e.\:perr legal opinion commissioned by the Federal Chamber of Com
merce broke through the political consensus concerning the incompatibility of Austrian 
membership of the European Community (EC) and perpetual neutrality (cf. Pelinka, 
Schaller & Luif 1994,152, Wodak et al. 1996). Efforts to integrate in both a political and 
economic sense into the " 'estern European community, led finally to a rupmre in the fun
damental continuity of the political interpretation of neutraliry. In fact, the perpetual neu
tral status of Austria had already been breached on several occasions in the preceding years. 

II For Austrian imegraoon poll'), see also Lwf (r99', 759---1). 
12 The bilateral trade agreements drawn up as part of co-operacion berween ehe EC and EITA also comall1ed 

neutrahtyand rermll1anon pro\"\Sos (cf. Hummer 1996, 2 I ) . 
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For example, the Ausman federal go\-emrnent had permitted state-mmed indusmes to ex
port armaments to belligerent counmes and had also permitted foreign militaryaircraft to 
fly into Ausma's airspace in the course of the Gulf\\'ar. Furthermore, Ausma did not be
have in a neutral manner in 1991 when war broke out in the former Yugoslavia (cf. Pelinka 
1994, 173)' The events of 1989 and the falling away of the "iron curtain" benveen the NO 

former blocs, established a completely new framework for Ausman foreign policy and its 
positiorung as a small (European) state. After the loss of the "special mtermediary position", 
the customary points of reference were no longer present (Reinprecht 1995, 341), wruch 
led some commentators to speak of a "crisis of orientation" in foreign polier (ibid.). 

The discussion of possible EC membership arose not just for foreign policy reasons, 
but conceming above all, issues concerning domestic politics. From 1987, EC member
shlp was supported primarily by the FPÖ, Ö\' T, and Association of Indusmalists. The 
SPÖ was quick to follow. The Office ofInternational Law of the Foreign "-1inistry sup
ported membership of the EC ~ith a neutrality proviso. This was also the position of the 
leading representatives of the social parmership, who demanded the fulJ retention of Aus
ma's neutral status. On June 19, 1989, the Ausman parliament commissioned the govern
ment to begin negotiations in this matter. On July 17,1989 a "letter to Brussels" was dis
patched, and negotiations began on February 1,1993 (cf. Falkner 1995, 3 Hff.). The NO 

governing parties (Ö\ T and SPÖ) attempted to portray themselves as the "European par
ties" (Falkner 1995, 3 H)· In adcLtion, there wa an expectation from the government side, 
of recei\ing a tool that could be used in domestic politics for the purposes of modemiza
tion and liberalization (Schall er 1991, 500). Accession to the EC was to serve as a "rod in 
the window" ~ith which to begin implementing unpopular political decisions in the eco
nornic and social fields (Schneider 1994, 8f; Kaiser et al. 1994)' At the same time, o~ing 
to a number of scandals (\Alne scandal, trade in armaments, the \\'aldheim affair), the 
Ausman state found itself in a crisis of image (Gehler, Sickinger 1995, 67 1-683)' Ausma 
sought an intemationally acceptable (\\'est European) identity (Kramer 1991, 192). 

1989- 1995: Austria's efforts to integrate into "' Nestern Europe" 

The idea of the European single market launched in 1985, led to increased efforts on the 
part of Ausma to obtain EC membership. The European Econornic Area (EEA), which 
had been established on the basis of the Luxembourg Declaration of 1984 (Hummer 1996, 
22), was considered by most Ausman politicians to be merely a tempora!)' solution, be
cause of the lack of powers of decision. Ausma "still retains the option of joining the EC" 
(ibid., 24)' The EEA .. agreement, which posed no problems for Ausman neutrality because 
it intentionally avoided doser co-operation berween signato!)' states in the field of foreign 
policy, was signed in Porto in :'I1ay 1992 (cf. ibid., 25)' Unlike the other neutral counmes 
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\\ ho were membershlp candidates, Austria's membership application of J uly 1989 con
tained a formal neutralll:Y proviso. The aim of which was tO ensure the ability of the Aus
trian state tO fulfill "its legal obligations flowing from its status as a perpetually neutral 
state" even as a member of the European Communities "on account of the treaty of ac
cesslOn" and "to continue its [policy on neutrality as a specific contnbution tO the main
tenance of peace and security !n Europe" (Außenpolioscher Bericht 1989, quoted after 
I Iummer 1996, z 5). In the negotiations leading up to membership, Austria pragmatically 
assumed that perpetual neutralJty was compatible with the Treat:y of :'Ilaastricht and the 
Common Foreign and Secunry Policl' (CF P), the "second pillar" of the European Union 
(ELl. The treary' of accesslOn of June 1994 no longer contained a formal neutraliry' pro
\1S0. According to the then foreign minister, Alois .\lock, the A.ustrian government was of 
the \iew "that there was no contradiction between the obligations of a EU member-state 
and the co re elements of neutrality, and thus Austria will join the EU as a neutral state" 
(Außenpolitische Dokumentaoon 1995, quoted after Hummer 1996, z6). Xevertheless, in 
agreement \\ith the other candidate member-states G'Jorway, Finland and Sweden), Aus
tria decJared a \~illingness to take a "fulJ and active part" in the common foreign and se

cunry' policy (Falkner 1995, 3 3 ~). In 199+. the Austrian parLiament enacted an amendrnent 
to the constitution permitting Austria to participate in the implementation of economic 
sanctions \\ithin the framework of CFSP (cf. Hummer 1996, 2 ~). 

In June 1994, the compulsory referendum on EU membership resulted in a large per
centage m fa\'or of membership (66,6 0/0). Accession into the European Union, which 
sen'ed to restrict se\'eral of the constitutional principles of Austria, may be seen as a break 
\~ith pre\10US Interpretation of the responsibilities and obligations arising out of perpet
ual neutraliry': "The rupture lal' in the progression from integration in its \\ider sense (in
sotutionalized European and international co-operation e. g., within the framework of 
EFTA or international agreements) tO integration in its narrower sense (participation in 
the supranational exertion of what had been national sovereignry.'). This change deeply 
contradicted, and continues to contradict, ideas about sovereignry.' that hold sway even 
toda) m the Second Republic" (.-\ngerer 1996, 124)' .\leanwhile, Helmuth Kramer has 
tnterpreted the poliocal decision to join the EU in the folJO\~i.ng terms: U[w]ith entry into 
the European Union [ ... ] the real post-war period [has] finally been cJosed for Austrian 

foreign poLicy" (1997,737). 

The myt:hical components of Austrian neutrality 

After 1945, perpetual neutraliry' slowly became a core element of Austrian post-war iden
tiry.' in the discourse of the elite. J'\'evertheless, acceptance of neutraliry.', which had been 
irnposed by the allies, was initially quite lirnited among the party eLites, particularly that of 
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the SPÖ: "in 1955 perpetual neutrality was in no sense an uncontrollable need of the 
Austrian population. Instead it sprang from the surprisingly advantageous results of ne
gotiations held in ;\10scow by the Austrian delegation. Since then, it has become the 
favourite child of the Austrian people. The success of an active neutrality policy in the 
period of the Cold IVar led to the assumption that neutrality might provide security 
against external rigors for all time" (KJenner 1992, 13)' 

Since 1955, as a result of the public, poli ti cal , meclia and academic cliscourse, neutrality 
has become embodied in the collective consciousness as a central myth of Austrian iden
tity. Neutrality steadily grew in importance in line -w,th an acceptance of the Austrian na
tion and an increase of "national pride". In the early 199os, neutrality still counted as one 
of the most favored elements (87%) of Austrian national pride (cf. Bruckmüller 1994, 
2 7f.).13 As one of the symbols of national identity, it continued to receive a high rating at 
least untiJ the &st half of the 1990S: A1though the number of people in favor of neutrality 
declined in the course of the war in the former Yugosla\ia, the majority of Austrians nev
ertheless continued to support the idea of neutrality (cf. surveys in S\VS-Rundschau 

21r991, 231-238 and .v1991, 535-542, as well as the profile survey of 13 January 1992). 
For example, in ;\1ay 1993 the Lin-::,er market-Institut (Dokumentation market-Archiv 
.\12 5) recorded 5 I % agreement -w,th the follo~ing statement: "A goal of negotiations 
must be to prevent neutrality from being endangered by EC membership".14 

13 Surveys dernonsrrate, however, subsranrial dlfferences between age-groups: Thus, at the urne of the SUITe)" 

accordmg 10 Bruckmüller (199'h 44) and Halier/Gruber (1996a, 89 and 1I 5), 38% of people und er 30, ver

sus 62% of those o\'er fift)", consldered neurraht)" 10 be ver) unportant. 

14 According 10 0plllion poils, m 198874% of the people would have opted for neurrall1:Y, rather than Ausman 

rnernberslup of the EG. The correspondmg figures were 64% in 1991 and 68% m 1993 (cf. "'erunger 1991, 

49'h and Pelinka 199'h 149)· 
The followmg are ehe results of a surve)" of 1000 people undertaken tn 1994 (Fessel+GFK-Cmfrage) on 

"Idennry and rnernberslup of ehe EF': 
• Austna "lIISt co-ordmale Its forelgn and seCUnl)' poltCJ wltb otber EU member-states 

probably' 85% 

probabi)' not: 11 % 

no response' 4% 

• Ho 711 tblI entlanger Ausman Identlt)'( 

endanger: 39% 

not endanger . 51 % 

no response: 10% 

• Ausma rn/1St gIVe up Its neutralil) Jor tbe benefit of a European secunl)' system 

probabi)" 49% 

probabi)' not : 46% 

no response: 5 % 

• Will tbls endanger Austrian Identll)'( 

endanger: 53% 
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Thc State Treaty and neutrahty have become, in the course of the Second Republic, 
codes for .\usman nacionalit} and S}l1onymous ",,;th Austrian sovereignt}, (BriInner 1993, 
20 and \\'odak et al 1998). '\"eutralit}· as a policical prerequisite for the State Treaty is still, 
in pan, an lmponant element of Ausman nacional idencity, an element that is linked ro 
the imagc of stabilit}, peace and policical concinuiry of the Second Republic. In a certain 
way, neutralit}' is a symbol far everyrhing that is connected with the successful founda
Don and hisrory of the econd Republic. ~eutrality as a core Austrian symbol and the 
raising of the pohcical field that surrounds neutrality to the level of a myth are very much 
embodied m the "collecti\'c memory" of Austrians. The link that is made berween Aus
tria's neutral statuS and the origins of Austria's statehood and independence, limits op
pOrtllntDeS for an objective poliDcal discussion of the purpose and political content of 
neutrahty. According to :\1arkus Katzenschläger, the provision of useful information to 

the Ausman people about the current pracocality of the concept of neutralit}, is made 
more dlfficult by the fact that "neutrality was highly stylized as a panacea promoting 
peace; as such, it seems to be more of a psychological phenomenon - one that (has been) 
meaningless at least since the end of the Cold \\'ar ( ... )" (1996, 17)' 

Owing ro its high le\'el of acceptance among the population and its identity-providing 
function, Austrian neutraliry has become a taboo - at least in the eyes of man} politi
cians: "'\"eutralit}, seems to have lost lts Leirmoci\' function intemacionaily. Has it lost its 
respecove domesoc and s}1nbolic function, roo?" (Pelinka 1994, 1~3). There is a second 
reason for the placing of neu trali ry under a taboo: The Austrian State Treary includes an 
obligacion upon Austria to remove all traces of'\"ational Socialism, as weil as a ban upon 
any union with Germany (Anschlussverbot): "~eutrality had from its inception both an 
open agcnda - mtemacionallaw and international politics - and a more oven agenda. 
This less outspoken pan consisted of domestic elements as weil as of symbolic aspects: 
neutraht}, as pan of an Ausman idencit}" which no longer should be seen as a German 
one" (pelinka 1994, 173)' Br declaring itself neutral in 1955, Austria had also "voluntar
ily" endorsed Article 1- of the State Trcaty, which ruled out any form of union ",,;th Ger
many; in doing so, it had sent a clear signal of its distinction from Germany.'5 The So
viet Gnion had not been convinced that the prm;sions of the State Treaty represented a 
sufficient guarantee of Austrian independence; a similar provision in the Treaty of Sr. 
Germam had nOt been adhered to. Thus, neutralit}, was understood by the Soviet side as 
an addItional constitutional - and, after notification, intemationallaw - guarantee of 
the independence of Austria (Kirchschläger)" (Koja 1991,62). 

not endanger · 3 % 
no response' 9% 

15 In ehe run-up ro ehe referendum on EC memberslup, thts aspecr of Ausman neucrau[}' served as a poucical 
argument for ehe opponems of membership. 
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1995- 199T From "active neutrality policy" to 
"common security policy" in an integrated (\'Testem) Europe 

Despite accession into the EU and the doser attachment of Austria to the \Vestern world 
(cf. Kramer 1997, 732-736), for a long period Austrian neutrality was not reaUy up for 
debate at the officiallevel. For reasons that have a1ready been mentioned, most Austrian 
politicians rejected any statements that were made against neutrality. Thus, it was fre
quently stressed that the issue was not the abandonment of neutrality, but its redefinition 
(cf. Unterberger 1992, IIf., Thalberg 1993,31, Brünner 1993, 2Off.). However, in terms 
of content, the definition was very much whatever people wanted it to be: the ideas 
ranged from the role of mediator in the :-\orth-South conAict and in South Eastern Eu
rope, to the speciaJ responsibility of Austria as counselor and conflict-resolver within the 
context of European integration and the eastward enJargement of the EU. \''ith refer
ence to political continuity, which was symbolized by the durability of Austria's neutral 
status, the "traditional" neutral position of Austria was underlined: Trus status could be 
retained, \\Tote Binter (1992, 14) for instance. Trus could be done under the motto "Sol
idarity In neutrality and neutral in Europe".ln 1993, Ernst Sucharipa argued in a com
mentary that an interpretation of the legal obligations arising out of neutrality that was 
limited to the original meaning of Austrian neutrality, i. e., the absence of any foreign 
bases, was quite compatible with membersrup of the EU. Participation in the EU's com
mon foreign policy ,-\"Ould pose no real problems for Austria, especiaUy since "we already 
hold the same positions in practicaUy aU issues; and do so as the natural consequence of a 
foreign policy that is oriented towards common values ".,6 Sucharipa continued, how
e\"er, "in the longer term, Austria ( ... ) will ( ... ) aJso have to examine wh ether and to what 
extent the retention of the status of perpetual neutrality is possible and usefuJ against the 
background of membership of such a system (security, political, ed.)". Christian Brünner 
emphasized the important role of Austria as a mediator: "An understanding of neutrality 
that rules out involvement in armed conflicts can also have a function in a system of col
lective security. Für instance, where parties to a conflict in their dismay are unable to 
think of imaginative solutions, neutral authorities can help them to find a wal' out. There 
are judges to whom conflicting parties may turn, and counselors in whom farnilies mal' 
confide, in order to find solutions to crises; and there are good friends whose detachrnent 
means that they are able to offer advice wruch can open doors and \vindows" (1993,21).'
The speeches of several ÖVP politicians, as weU as Jörg Haider (FPÖ) and Friedhelm 
Frischenschlager (FPÖ), wruch have been analyzed in \\Todak et al. (1998), al ready 

16 Cf. ~elSser (1993,19). 
17 Hans Thalberg meam sometlung sll11ilar when he satd: "The EC could rnake good use of a counny "hose cen

aal rask is the prevention of confliclS and the promotIon of the peace process in Eastem Europe" (1993. 31). 
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pointcd to the future obsolescence of Austrian neutrality.'8 This frequently happened 
~ithout ncutrality being explicitly mentioned. For example, the security policy arguments 
put forward in the speeches of Busek and Fasslabend both cited changed external cir
cumstances, thereby preparing the Austrian people for a possible abandonment of neu
trality at some point in the future. Usually the problems associated with neutrality are 
imphcitly discussed und er the issue ofEU membersrup. SPÖ politicians mostly avoided 
deaIing \\lth this awkward issue. At the time of the above mentioned project (i.e. 1994-
1996), a questioning of neutrality was still a relative taboo in parts of the politicians' dis
course. The exceptions were the FPÖ and the Liberales Forum. Several ÖVP politicians 
and Fedcral President Thomas Klestil, chose the safer strategy of rustoricisation. 

In its party program of 1995, the ÖVP gave unequivocal support to the inclusion of 
Austria in a European security system and dismissed neutrality as a model that was no 
longer satisfactory within the framework of current political problems. It was within this 
context that the idea of a so-called solidarity law arose, the aim of wruch was to perrnit 
the participation of Austria in a collective European security system in arrangement with 
the ccntral committee of the ~ational Assembly .• \1eanwrule, neutrality should continue 
to be cffective where conflicts arose outside of the European system. As time passed, the 
position of the SPÖ also began to falter. In this regard, Thomas Nowomy (1996, 20) con
cluded the following: "Overall, it is unnatural for a left-wing party to support the status 
quo and a conservative party to hold a more creative position". '9 The two parties of the 
coalition drew ever cJoser to each other in terms of their positions. 20 The government 
program of 1996 already had left all of the possibilities open. 

18 Dlsungulslung between rhe role of neurrailry' In rhe past and Its role in rhe present, Fnsehensehlager ex

presses Iumself more explieiclr rhan does any orher poiloeIan' ":\5 a secum)' srrateg)' of an indmdual state 

embedded in rhe secum)' srrueture of rhe POSt-1945 era, neurraliry' dId serve a purpose (fommatel) it was 
ne"er really ehallenged). Bur It eannot be eonsIdered a sUItable seeunty pohe)' reeipe for rhe future. The 

best proteerion for AusITIa is offered bya revamped \\'EC: a eomprehensIve eolleeove seeunry system of 
all rhe democraoc states of furope (rarher rhan sImply collecove defense) based on rhe C"ruted ~aoons' 
charter and rhe Cru"ersal Declaraoon ofHuman Rlghts," 

19 Aeeordmg to ~owomy, rhe foreIgn poile)' (of rhe SPÖ) was governed by rhe following pnneiples - at least 
unol1989 
- a broad mterpretaoon of neurrailry' poile)'; 

- detaehment from rhe rruiltary aspeers of seeunry' poliey; 
- a ,nllingness to medIate m mternarional eonAIets; 

- a enoeal sranee as regards to rhe C"S-dominated "global order"; 

- eeonomle and culrural onentarion rowards rhe \\ 'est, eoupled ,nrh simultaneous efforrs ro estabhsh a 
dlalog \\1rh rhe eounmes of rhe "CommunlSt East"; 

- emparhy for rhe "tillrd world" (e.g. suPPOrt for rhe someomes preeanous demands for national self-de
ternunaoon); 

20 See also ='oU (1996, 8,ff,). 
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The eurrent domestie politieal debate focuses on the (supposed) neeessity of a collec
tive European seeurity policy in a situation of supranational threats arising out of the al
tered geopolitical constellation. 21 The "new" security needs ofEurope (and in particular 
of Austria as the external fron tier of the EU) form the most important argument in the 
present politieal discourse on neutrality." On 2 7 April 1995, when Austria was eelebrat
ing the 50th anniversary of the Seeond Republie, Federal Chancellor Vranitzl'y said: 
"Austria finds itself in the middle of a world whieh, \\ithout the balance of the great blocs, 
is less seeure than it used to be. Migrations, fundamentalism, nationalism, and interna
tional eonfliet concerning the distribution of resourees, are contributing to this inseeu
rity. As a neutral and new member-state of the European Union, Austria must make Its 
contribution to stabilizing transnational security struetures" (quoted after V\'odak et al 
1998). These problems would require a new and intensive solidarity within the frame
work of a funetioning European security system, whieh even neutral states eould not 
evade in the long term (I-Iagen 1994).23 Aecording to one of the main arguments, neu
trality offered only relative proteetion from the new threats, just as at the time of the 
Cold \Var it had only been effieient in eombination with the 0JATO deterrent. IfXATO 
was a produet of the Cold \\'ar, argued Manfred Katzenschläger (1996), then so was neu
trality. Geopolitical changes required a rethinking of Au s tri an seeurity polie)', and Aus
trian Soeial Democrats should play an aeti\'e role in the construction of a European se
eurity system. A "eommon foreign and seeurity poliey" was one of the main aspects of 
European integration: "Austria must decide whether it should simply aeknowledge the 
result of this process or play an aetive role in its design. The latter was in line with the 
ideas of the EU eommission: A eommon foreign and security poliey cannot be estab
Iished where there is a lack of a deterrnined political will on the part of member-states 
and there are no dear objectives (position of the Commission at the intergovernmental 
Conference of 1996, EUR-OP Office for Publications, page 16, Luxembourg 1996)" 
(ibid., 16f.). In any future European security structure, NATO would play an important 
role, and the \NEU would be the European arm of NATO, "for this reason Austria 
should not dose its mind to a frank discussion ofl\'ATO membership" (ibid., 17)' Ac
cording to the coalition agreement, by the Spring of 1998 at the latest (i.e. be fore the start 
of its EU presideney), Austria should have decided whether it wished to join the \ VEU, 
an alliance "ith a compulsory obligation to provide assistance and thus ineompatible \\ith 

21 Cf. Gärmer (1996), Schmidt (1996), Kux (1996) and Sk'llhra (1996)· Ineidentally, in 1994 13 % of those who 

voted lI1 favor of Et.: memberslup clauned that domestie and forelgn polley secumy had been a mouve for 

doing so (cf. Plasser & t.:lram 1994, 1l0). 

22 See the ruscusslOn bet\\'een Caspar Einem and Hemrieh r>:elsser lI1 Der Standard, .\1ar 281291997, the pam

phlet Et.:ROPAperspek-oven 1/97 issued by the Dr. Kar! Renner Institut, and Gärmer (1996)· 
23 For the lI1lpaet of de\'elopments in Ausman secumy policy on the Austrian Stare Treaty and Ausman neu

rraliry, see Skulm (1997, - 54-- 57). 
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neutrality (cf. ~owotny 1996): "In a military-operative sense, the 'VEU is simply a shell 
behind which NATO is hiding. The WEU is the organizational tramework through 
which the military arm of~ATO can be employed by the EU alone, \.\-1th the support of 
the Uruted States" (ibid., 23f.). 

In the second half of the 1990'S the meclia cliscourse reduced the function of neutrality 
primarily [0 the security policy aspect: In its traclitional form, neutrality was thus consid
ered outJated and obsolete; after the end of the East-\i\Test controntation aredefinition 
was most urgent. lnstability in South Eastern Europe and particularly in the former Yu
goslavia was a threat to Austria's security. Thomas Nowotny argued that neutrality had 
never been a complete security poliey, but simply an element of security policy or a means 
to an end, and thus it could be interpreted only within a certain temporal conte>.'t: "Even 
as an element of this security poliey, neutrality was still bound to time and external cir
cumstances: and these happened to have changed" (1996, 22). There was no possibility 
of retaining neutrality and simultaneously recei,;ng security guarantees trom third par
ties. Aretention of neutrality would also mean increased military expenditure: "If Aus
tria insists upon aretention of neutrality, then it must pay the price of military rearma
ment, and join those European states -like Sweden and Finland - that wish to remain 
neutral and very well-armed even under the new circumstances" (ibid., 21). Opposing 
views were given little coverage by the media: "I find it paradoxical that the end of the 
Cold \Var and the dramatic threats that were associated with it are used as an argument 

for joining an anti-threat federation. The sneering question 'against whom should Aus

tria be neutral -' seems to me to be less plausible than the question 'against whom should 
Austria or Sweden now join a military alliance ?'" (Fischer 1996, 31). 

For Katzenschläger (1996) just two strategies of Austrian foreign policy were up for 
cliscussion: Either aretention of observer status in the \i\'EU and continued co-opera
tion with NATO \\1thin the tramework of the "Partnership for Peace" (under this op
tion, neutrality could be retained, but would have to be redefined) or full membership, 
which would allow Austria to have its say and take an aetive role. Katzenschläger argued 
for the latter option. His argument ran as follows: "Our country would then have the op
porrunity to make its mark as an aetive partner on the unploughed field of European se
curity policy after the end of the Cold V/ar. A new image as a social state in Europe would 
considerably strengthen Austria's position when it eame to European integration. \i\Te 
would then no longer have the image of an E member-state that applies pressure and 
demands common solutions in areas such as the struggle against unemployment, but 
which clismissively falls back on neutrality as soon as mention is made of solidarity in con
nection 111th security policy. Thus, if we really want to achieve our goal of having a strong 
voiee in Europe, then we cannot remain silent on one particular issue. Otherwise Aus
tria's great efforts in European politics will rurn out one day to have been a complete 
waste of time" (18). In Albrecht K. Konecny's \1eW (1996), however, involvement in a 
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common security system did not necessarily mean an abandonment of neutrality and the 
country's joining ~ATO: "For the altemati\'e cannot be getting in\'olved in 'lashing out' 
\'ersus bandwagon neutrality" (ibid., 6). The idea of the European Gnion as a military al
liance stands in contrast to the concept of developing new forms of security poliey for 
which "our form of neutrality" (ibid.) could serve as a model. As an example of how Aus
tria could participate in European securil)' poliey in a manner that was compatible \\ith 
its neutralil), Konecny clted the deplopnent of Austrian military volunteers on OSCE 
missions (cf. ibid. , 6). Even after the end of the bloc frontiers, inten'ention still primar
ily meant political inten"ention that was "unbiased, bur not blind to the varying degrees of 
worthiness of suppon of the conflicong parties (ibid.)", as weil as the prO\ision of aSS1S
tance for the (re)consn-uction of state and economic structures. \\'ith reference to the cir
cumstances that ga\'e rise to the Dayton Peace Accord, Katzenschläger saw ~ATO as a 
"Peacekeeper". For this reason, "the deployment of multinational troops under L;\" or 
~ -\.TO command" (Katzenschläger I996, I8) could be a reasonable option even for Aus
tna. An opposing opinion was offered by Heinz Fischer: "Today ( ... ) there is no longer 
any binding necessil)" to bring the project of European integration into line \nth :\'ATO. 
Although we are all foUo\\ing the new developments in :\'ATO with interest, to interpret 

the differences between the ~ATO of 1990 and the 0:"ATO of I996 in terms of the 
.'\orth Atlantic defence alliance changing into a pan-European peace movement over a 

sLx-year period, is to indulge in an illusion of \\ishful thinking. There is an enormous dif
ference between a Pax i\TATO and a Pax Europea, and it is the Pax Europea that we 
should be stri\ing for. Gnforrunately, one faces in this area some very sirnple-minded 
thought patterns. ':\'eutralil)" or "-'.-\.TO' is one of the most frequently voiced" (1996, 30). 
Although he argues that Austria should make a contribution to a pan-European securil)" 
policy "in many different areas" (196, 3 I), Fischer does not elaborate on what exactly is 
to be understood by this. 

Even the role of Austria in the process of European Union and ~ATO eastward ex
pansion \-\'as discussed in connection with the debate on Austrian neutralil)" and the pos
sibilil)" of Austrian membership of 0:"ATO. Austria's room for manem"ering in its rela
tions \-\ith its Eastem neighbors was now defined in terms of its ability to influence EU 
policr rather than as the ourcome of autonomous Austrian action: "The option of an 
_-\.ustrian 'Ostpolitik' no longer sen-es as a counterbalance to intensi\"e 'ties \\ith the 
\ Vest' . lnstead a strengthening of \\'estem ties is a precondition of such a policr" 
~owotny 1996, I8). Czech and Hungarian membership ofi\TATO changed the general 
set-up once again: "Austria would become a silent member ofi\TATO just as S\-\itzerland 
(surrounded by ~ATO countries) was. Is not open membership of :\'ATO better, given 
that membership allows one to take part in the process of policy-making, the conse

quences of which one is affected by anyway?" (ibid., 24)' 
Franz \Tranitzl...,y also saw dirninishing opportunities for an independent national poliey 
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and, simultaneously, a rem oval ofbarriers between domestic and foreign policy. The goal 
should be "tO develop a democratic, legirimate executive" (1996, 10) that would guarantee 
the necessary political framework for a European marker. In attempting tO achieve this 
goal, the concentration on military guarantees of securit)' should not diven our attention 
from the "manifold possibilities of co-operation in the field of security, especially in the 
area of prevention" (ibid.). 0Jational defense would become less significant in relation tO 
"complex, multifunctional peace initiatives" in conflicts moti\Oated by ethnic or religious 
differences (ibid., 12). In this context, Austrian neutrality could also be understood as "a 
directive addre sed tO ourselves ( ... ) tO refrain from supporting a confrontational, mili
tary-based model, and instead tO support active co-operation, conflict prevention, the 
peaceful resolution of conflict, as weil as humanitarian and peace-keeping initiatives based 
on ideas of solidarity" (12). Austria must be able, however, tO decide for itself whether or 
not it should participate in any particular action. One criterion, serving as the basis for 
an,. initiative, would be an international legal mandate and wh ether or not the security 
of Austria was endangered (ibid.). In this respect, NATO's Partnership for Peace offered 
a prospect of meaningful and intensive military co-operation with the reform states. 
"Owing tO the velvet revolution in Central and Eastern Europe in 1989, there is an op
portunity tO develop a stable and secure Europe, one that is not just open tO the \-\Testern 
democracies, but also tO the reform countries ( ... ) As the direct neighbor of four of the 
five future members, Austria will form the geographical heart of the EU. Considering 
Austrian histOry, c10ser contact with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe seems 
tO be only natural" (Van den Broek 1997, 164 and 166).'4 

Both in connection with the issue of EU and 0JATO expansion and as regards Aus
trian participation in a pan-European security system, Austria's role appears somewhat 
diffuse (I-Iumrner 1996,46). An example of this is the following quotation taken from one 
of Franz Yranitzk .. y's texts concerning Austrian membership of\VEU or NATO. \Vhile 
on other occasions Vranitzkzy had argued vehemently for European solidarity, here he 
stated: "Given the current structure of the military alliances of the vVEU and NATO, 
nothing can happen there against the will of the larger member-states. And this type of 
foreign direction driven by the interests of larger countries is not in our interest, espe
cially when it comes tO the issue of defense. The accusation of 'jumping on the band
wagon', which we hear time and again, is not an Idle one: It is not immoral, but clever 
and farsighted - especially for a smaller state in an exposed geographical situation - if 
one seeks tO avoid being drawn into the power interests of great powers through the au
tomatic mechanisms of an alliance" (1996, 13)' 

24 The deCJSJOn concenung possible memberslup of the counmes of Central and Easrem Europe raken ar the 
Copenhagen Surrurur lIlJune 1993 
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The state position of the cliscussion'5 

\ \lth a new wwards facilitating understanding. we present in the following a bnef 
schematic summary of the most significant internal and e).:ternal functions of Austrian 
neutraliry in the course of the Second Republic: 

PERlon LVTER."AL FL "CTIO~s E."I.-n:R~AL FL "CTIO~s 

1955 - Prevennng the counrry's partinon I - Promonon of the counIT}~s image as 

and a gJurantee of the ",thdrawal of an independent small counIT}" m the 
occupacion rroops mtemanonal power arena 

- A gJ1aCantee of nanonal independence - Guarantee of non-membership of 

and SO\"erelgllt:y any alliance amid mcreasing East-\\"est 
- Confirmanon of the rebmh as an conflter 

mdependem and free state, - Pretence oi equidistance and 

- Self-mythology of the Second guarantee of non-aligllmem in the 
Republic as a \'ictim of:\"acional bloc system 

I Soclalism and allied occupanon - Recm'ery of a distingwshed role 

- Guarantee of the impossibility of a 

reuruon \\lth Gennan}; major sigllal 

ofdisnnccion 

- Codifica non of the dlSnncoon from 

:\" a nonal Soclahsm 

.\lJd-19505 and 19605 - Faeror providing idencitr, consmuem - Sigll of foreigll policy mdependence 

element of the nanonal self-image as (Hungary 1956, Czechoslm"akia 1968, , 
an mdependent and respeered small YOcing pattern in the l")' ~ I 
counIT}' - Image as a humarutanan counIT}' 

- Consrrucoon of inlage as diplomatic offering asylum 

meenng-place - Image as a meecing-place 

- Reason for the chOlce of 16 Oerober - Retennon of a pro-\\'estern 

as the Ausman nanonal holtdar neurrality polie)" and a polier of 

secret alhanees 

19705 and 19Bos - Element pro\lding Idenmy and an - Image as a small counIT}" 

mtegracing factor pursumg an aco\"e fOrelgll poher 

- Imporram part of nanonal pnde - Sigruficant speaal role m mter-

- Consriruent part of the "Ausnian war national politics as a media tor and 

and the success story of the Second meecing-plaee for negonanons 

Republic" (Kreis!.:y) 

- Creanon of a taboo surrounding - EA,ernal percepoon as the "island of 

1SSUes such as EEC membership etc. the blessed" 

- Self-m13ge of hanng special role - ".-\co\'e neurraltty policr" as S).11on-

between the blocs }mous \\ith Ausnian foreigll polie}" 

25 September 2002 
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1989 and earl) 19905 - Against thc background of mcreasmg - Declming inrematJonal slgruficance 

msecurity after the loss ofa c1early de· of neurralit}; after the endmg of the 

fined role still pan of the consrruCt of bi-polar system 

Ausman identity and natJonal pride - This loss of significance facihtate 

- Connecoon mth pe ace, security, efforrs tO mtegrate intO a larger 

order, the success stOry of the pOSt- Europe 

1945 penod and the poJitJcal 
cononult}' of the Second Republic 

Smce 1995 - Idenory funcoon and affinnaoon - Counter-produco\'e for paroclpaoon 

remam, bot become rather fragile m a future European and/or "orth 

- Creaoon of a raboo by polJtJcal elites Adantic securiry S)"'tem (CFSP, \\1:1:, 
- EI: memberslup pomayed as ="ATO) 
compatible mth neurraltry 

- .\Ieans for S)mbouc pohcy 

Since 1000 - ="eurraurywas pot mtO quesoon .. 
officiall) b) the govemmenr coabtion 

Ö\ 'P-FPÖ and, tO some extent, 

funcoons, mter alia, as a means tO 

represenr the difference berween the 

ruling pames and the opposition 

In the coalition agreement of 1996, the two eoalition parmers (SPÖ and OVP) had eom
mitred thernseh-es to presenting a so-ealJed "option report" on Ausman security poliey by 
the pnng of 199 at the la test. (er Gärtner 1998,4)' The eoalition agreement itself eon
tamed detailed pOlnts on secumy poliey ideas and options: the conception of a more com
prehenslve understanding of security including economic, ecological, and social issues, As 
weil as, security within the framework of the EL' treaty incorporating the "Petersberg 
tasks", an examination of all securit:y poliey options (full Ausman membership of the 
\A'E ,active participation in ~ATO's Parmership for Peace Pro gram and in the OSCE 
as a forum for European-rransatlantic security (ibid,),,6 The coalition agreement 'ns in
terpreted In different ways by representatives of the SPÖ and Ö\ 1>: The 0\1> tended to 

be more willing to see the opDon of 0JATO membership (indeed in J uly 1997 the Ö\ 'P 
chrurmanship re olved that Ausma should join ~ATO), while the SPÖ was more inclined 
to yote (in the federal party chairrnanship and at a party conference held in April 199~) for 
a fuH examination of all other possibilities, concentrating on co-operation ~'ithin the 
framework of~ATO's Partnership for Peaee Program rather than full ~ATO member
ship (ibld, 5), Thus, there was no pos ibility of issuing a joint option-report, The posItions 
of the two coalition parmers were murually exclusive and neither party was prepared tO 

26 For the 0 CE, see also Tudyka 1998, 
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back dO\m: the ÖVP defined ::\'ATO as a new security-policy fonnation with new tasksj 
the SPÖ still saw the organization primarily as an instrument of the Cold \Var (ibid.). 

Heinz Gärtner argued that XATO combined both aspects: "Parts of XATO have 
changed. Other parts have been inherited from the Cold V/ar era. An old item is the al
liance's coilective defense strateg)', which requires member-states to provide assistance in 

the event of an attack on XATO territory (Art. V of the 0,'ATO treaty). Such a scenario 
no longer exists in the new security situation ( ... ). ::\'ATO is also undertaking tasks that no 

longer have anything to do with the Cold V/ar. Such tasks include crisis management, 
peace-keeping, humanitarian acrions, disaster assistance, as weil as peace enforcement and 

intervention outside the :\fATO area. Gnder the ell.1Janded program of the Parrnersrup for 
Peace (pfP), these new tasks mal' be tackled by both members and non-members alike, as 

has already been demonstrated by the IFOR and SFOR missions in Bosnia" (ibid., 5f.). 
According to Peter Kostelka, parricipation in "peace-keeping and peace-making inioa
ti\'es" should be seen as compulsory acts of so li dari ty stemming from perpetual neutrality 

(International 1-2h998, I I). On the basis of the Treaty of Amsterdam of]une 1997, Aus
tria could already take part, without acrually becoming a member of the \\'EU, in the 

elaboration and implementation ofVI'EU peace-keeping missions, including armed op
erations to end crises (ibid., 6). A similar enterprise would be co-operation with :\fATO 

within the framework of the PfP. Here too, there would be opportunities for taking part 

in decision-making where Austria wa actually parricipating in operations (ibid., 8): "In

ternational solidarity can be practised in the field of crisis management even without 
'\'ATO membership, under the auspices of various organizations" (ibid.). In Gärtner's 
\ie\\, Ausma is not exposed to an)" threat to wruch the only response is a traditional col

lecti\'e defense system. For this reason, it should first take part in all of the "new" elements 

of :\fATO and make full use of the inherent opportunities far parricipation and joint de
cision-making. Austria had already proven its solidarity' in cases of international conBict 

and crisis. Since 1960 more than 38'500 Austrians (military staff and civilians) had taken 
part in more than thirty foreign actions and Austria had spent more than 7.5 billion Aus
trian Schillings (ibid.). In an interview with the magazine "International", Peter Kostelka 
described Austrian membership of~TATO as a "joumey into the past". For the SPÖ, it 

would only be a realistic option if~ATO became "a pan-European security strucrure". 
Until then, neutrality was not perhaps "just an end in itself', but instead "a meaningful 
concept which, under the current circumstances, we (the SPÖ, ed.) shall defend by all 

means (International 1-2h998, 13)' Kostelka, who accused the ÖVP of damaging Aus
trian foreign polic)" interests through its offensive action on the issue of:\f-\TO member
ship and the abandonment of neutrality, found that his opinion was contradicted by that 
of Andreas Khol, (ÖVP). Khol, who based his argument on the co re value of solidarity 

and on the cost factor, saw "no alternative to :\fATO" (International 1-2h998, 16). At the 
same time, he alleged that the SPÖ was acring out of opportunism and of fear of losing 
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voter support (ibid., 17), The opposing positions of the t\. .... o representatives of the SPÖ
ÖVP coalition ean be seen as paradigmatie for the discussion about the retention or aban
donment of Austrian neutrality and the linking of this diseussion with seeurity polie)' and 
moral arguments: Even though the spectrUm of opinion within the t\.vo governing parties 
(until 2000) was clearly heterogeneous and the contributions of opposition politicians nat
urall)' also influenced the political diseourse, Kostelka and Khol, as spokesmen of their re
spective parties, were nevertheless laying out the benchmarks for both retrospective and 
current interpretations of Austria's perpetual neutrality in the late 1990'S. 

Recently, Austria rook part in PfP endeavors and Austrian soldiers participated in 
"'\JATO-maneuvers. :'\evertheless, SPÖ - the leading party of the coalition government 
until 2000 - presented itself as the party that safeguards neutrality, f. i. during the 1999 
campaign for the elections for European Parliament by using the slogan "Only a vote for 
SPÖ is a .... ote for a neutral Austria". This strateg}' turned out as a successfuJ one. A sUITey 
(August 2000) shows that 79% of Austrian citizens share the opinion that SPÖ stands for 
neutrality. The Green party as weil chose neutrality as a prominent ropic for the respec
tive election campaign. Both parties, in this case, selected a functional majority theme: A 
sUITey, undertaken in the forefront of the 1999 European Parliamentary elections, 
brought the result that 77% of Austrians would like ro perpetuate the neutral status of 
the country (ibid.). '" AJthough Amtrian neutrality is not at all a ropic ro be discussed in 
European parliament, it worked very weil as a popular theme for the campaign. This may 

seITe as an indicaror that in public opinion neutrality is as ever appreciated ro a high de
gree, despite the shift of the elite discourse and the change of the geo-political framework 
in the wake of " 1989/9°'" that has had a strong implication for Austria's foreign and se
curity policy: The country has lost its function as a neutral player, based on the self-image 
ofbeingsituated "in berween". 

From the cltizens perspective, Austrian neutrality did not loose its syrnbolic funcrion 
and meaning and eems as ever ro be conneeted with national sovereignty, sustainable 
peace, abstaining from military involvement and guaranteed security.'8 The meaning of 
the domestic, identity building function of neutrality did not decrease, although the in
ternational meaning of neutrality has changed considerably. 

In the run-up ro the Austrian parliamentary elections in 1999, former chancellor Vik
tor Klima (SPÖ) suggested that neutrality should no longer be disputed by the political 
parties for the next five years. He did not succeed, ÖVP representatives in contrary re
quested the integration of Austria into an new architecture of security of the European 

2 - Cf. Profil, .\lay 3' 1999, p. 2;, quoong a survey done by IFES 81% of.\ustrians would nOt like to cancel 
neutrahty. 

28 The Kosol'o war and the '\'ATO offensIve mcluding the Belgrade bomb arrack addltionally increased the 
populant) of neutralit)·. 
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Union as a conditio sine qua non for potential coalition building negotiations after the 
elections. 

The coalition governrnent ÖVP-FPÖ (built in Februal)' 2000) was the first Austrian 
governrnent to officially pur neutrality under question: I Ierbert Scheibner (FPÖ), min
ister for defense, declared Austria as non-aligned, bur no longer neutral (Der Standard, 

June 28 1999)' The govemmental coalition asserted the intension to intesify dialog with 
i'\'ATO, a new doctrine on defense was forrnulated, including the statement that Austria 
de facto has said farewell to neutrality (Der Standard,] anual)' 24 2001). Foreign M.inister 
Beruta Ferrero-H'aldner underlined this position by stating that there is no place for per
petual neutralit), within the new Europe (Der Standard, Februal)' 9 2001). 

The majorit)' of public speakers in politics, as weil as in media, do not I'et vote for an 
integration of Austria into a future European andlor i'\'orth AtJantic security system 
(CFSP, \\TU, :-\ATO) (cf. Der Standard, August 20 1999), but this attitude does not cor
respond to the perspective of the public at large: although 56% of Austrians support the 
implementation of a common European arm}' and - according to Eurobaromerer data 
),'Q\'emberlDecember 2000 - 65% support the European Foreign and Securit)' Polic}' 
(CFSP) (Der Standard, February 9 and MaI' 2 200r), there is a stable majority (71%) for 
maintaing neutralit), (ibid., Xe"UJs, Februral)' r5 200r). Chancellor \\'olfgang Schüssel 
(ÖVP) did, not succeed by comparing, in his speech on the :-\ational Holiday 2oor, neu
tra li t)' with "Lipizzaner" and "~lozanJ...'Ugeln", which - trom his point of view - seems 
as old fashioned as neutrality (Der Standard, October 292001). 
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~TE T RALITY I~ T HE 1956 

HU t\" GARliL ,\T REVO L UTI 0 ~ 

'I 'he revolunon of 1956 has been a point of reference in political and intellectual discourse 
and rhew[1c ever SlDce those October days. After 1989, it was evident that if the Kadar 
regJme was born out of the negation of the revolution, the new era had w rest on pre
cIseI} this silenced heritage of the revolution. Defining ws heritage, however, seemed 
more and more contro\'ersial. AJthough prm;ding a coherent and aJJ-encompassing nar
raove of the revolution (the traditional ideal of history writing) ought to be the task of 
professional historians and academic circles, it is arcruval research, scholarly debate and 
Interpretation that see m w take painfully long when politics is already in the making. 

For the deSIgners of post-1989 Hungary there were se\'eral SJmbolic milestones avail
able from Hungarian ruswry to be used in the restructuring of the constitutional, eco
nomlC, intemanonal and social fabric of the country, 1956 being only one of them. The 
po t-war coahtion period from 1945 to 1947 served as one such point of reference, ac
cording to some, an "innocent" era standing for true democracy and long awaited social 
change. dissoh;ng Hungary's feudal heritage. Although, on the basis of new documents 
on Cold \\ 'ar history (underplDning the traditional Arnerican \'iews of the 1950S) there is 
no proof that tahn did not plan the sovietization of East-Central-Europe befare 1947, 
the so called "year of turning". Despite the lack of any document that can be called a 
"proper scenario" for the o\;et expansion in ws region. the Comrnunist leaders of 
I Iungary and Czechoslovakia were not hesitant about their ultirnate airns. TemporariJy 
coeXlsong \nth the restored democratic institutions, a slow but steady transformation was 
planned w introduce the SO\;et system. r 

For "point zero" other analysts of Hungarian history looked far the break in continu
ity lD 'Ilarch, 1944 when the Gerrnan army occupied Hungary. According w ws argu
ment aint tephen's country, with her thousand year old foundations, and strongly in
tertwined \nth Christianity, is the desirable state of affairs to return to, which was 
dlsrupted when because of foreign occupation, Hungary lost its sovereignty,. In ws in
terpretation there is no difference whatsoever between the onslaught of German or Russ
lan forces, both being armie of occupation. Finally, another revolutionary beacon shed 
light on post-1989 Hungary at the cross-roads: the often ill\'oked Hungarian revolu
non and war of IDdependence in 1848, which also strongly influenced the concepts of the 
prime minister of the 1956 revolution, Irnre :-.Jagy. 
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Out of chis list, however, 1956 was the one that was ele\'ated spnbolically and even 
legalI) to represent alme of continuity in history and possibly to serve as apointer when 
setting the nationaJ targets: liberty. independence and democracy. The dropping of the 
word "people's" from the name of the country, or more formally the proclamation of the 
Hungarian Republic in 1989 fell on the 1 r d of October, the anniversary of the revolu
non. June 16", 1989, the ceremomal re-burying of the executed prime minister, lmre 
:\"agy and his fellow-\;ctims became the s:mbolic .-\ntigone act signalling the faJl of the 
communist dictatorial regime and the end to the omnipotence of SO\;et power. The first 
session of the newly elected democratic parliament on 2 nd .\lay 1990 codified the mem
ory of 1956. The 1990, XA'\ 1ll Act declared the 2 3rd of October, the first dar of the rev
olution, a nanonaJ holiday. Furthermore it stated, "The Parliament declares that in line 
\\ith the pmt of 1956 ir wi.ll do everything for multiparty democracy and for the protee
tion of human nghts and nationaJ independence ... '" Although deciphering the possible 
aims of the revolution is a complex task, which is aJways open to criticism and new inter
pretations, It is obvi.ous that if we see lmre :\"ag:"s three main declarations as expressions 
of these revolutionary aims, it cannot be overlooked that the idea of neutrality was lost 
somewhere aJong the wal : the first declaration, on 18t: Oerober. when the government 
declared a cease-fire and identified itself \\ith the demands of the people, the feared se
cret pobce was dissolved, and the \\ithdrawal of Russian troops from Budapest was 
promi ed, the econd on Ocrober 30th, when the one-party system was abolished, the 
coalition parties of 1945 were reorganized and Hungary left the \\'arsaw Pact, and finaJly 
on I" :\"O\'ember, when Hungary's \\ithdrawal from the \\'arsaw Pact and its neutrality 
were declared. This paper attempts tO rrace the development of the neurrality concept in 
1956, ws forgotten notion ofHungary's place in the internationaJ order, from a number 
of different \;ewpoints. 

The Idea of neurraJity is deeply rooted in Hungarian political and popular thought, 
although it was never achieved in reaJity. Two main ideas are evoked from the expen
ence of the past in the daily press concerning the revolution: Hungary's smallness (a 
thought that came into focus after the Treary ofTrianon, where Hungary lost one third 
of its territories) and its 10gicaJ consequence, the need for co-operation \\ith other small 
stares in the region. This concepr of a "Danubian federation" as an historical aJternative 
to inimical small stares domina ted by one of the great powers, was first elaborared by 
Lajos Kossuth, the leader of the 1848 revolution, while in the 20th century, two politicaJ 

I For a detatled analysis and documentar)" proof, see Csaba Bekes, "A hidegh:iboni eredete" [The origms of 

Cold \\"arl In EvkÜTl)-V (Budapest 1956-05 Intezet, 1999), 218-226. 
2 .-\Cts of me Hungarian Parliament, 1990. XX\ 1II. Quoted mAz I 956-as 11Ulf!)'ar farradalom (fhe 1956 Hun· 

ganan re\'oluoon) Ed. György LJ[van (Budapest; Tankönydaad6, 1991), 1- 6. Translated by me aumor. 
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thinkers developed the idea after the rraumas of the two wars, Oszlcir Jaszi and Istvan 

Blb6.3 
The leaders who appeared on 2 nd ~ovember, I956, reflecting on the news of the neu

trahty declaration, emphasized the dangers of being a small nation in the buffer zone. 
The most Important pillar of our independent foreign policy, however, must be friend

ship among, and co-operation with, neighboring small nations. Our dependence also im
peded thlS, although Kossuth already had chis great idea about a srrong alliance between 
the nations of the Danube-basin. "Yes, I Iungary from now on, as heir to the honorable 

heritage of Lajos Kossuth and ~1ihaly Karol:~, must work towards the establishment of 
a confederation of the Danubian peoples," writes an analyst during the days of the revo
lution.4 

IIungary's geopolitical position is its destiny. It could seITe as a bridge between East 
and ,,\rest, it could be the " last bastion" of\\Testern ci\~lization, but it may at the same 

time run the risk of drifting into the conflicts of opposing powers. As another leader ex
plains, "During the course of I Iungarian history we repeatedly drifred into insane, ofren 
crirninal, ofren antidemocratic wars - and we were punished willy-nilly for the crimes 

of other nations."5 The idea of punishment is echoed by the last lines of the Hungarian 
national anthem, v,;th I9 th century Iyrics: "IIe has suffered v,;th the worst! Time beyond 
all measure"6. 

Thi ofren prai ed neurralit)" however, as a modem politicaJ category in Hungary, only 

goes back to the early 20th century. At the level of govemment policy, it surfaced as a con
temporary' war strategy in I939 for the Teleki adminisrration, but events soon over
whelrned it, and Hungary' entered the war on the Gerrnan side. The unsuccessful, secret 
and tentative peace negotiations v,;th the "",Testern powers by the Kallay adminisrration 

in I943 already dropped the iJlusory ideas of neurrality, and aimed at preventing a future 
SO\~et expansion." ~e\'ertheless, the "pathos of sovereignry" was deeply imbedded in the 

IIungarian self-image of history, as the political scientist Laszl6 Lengyel reveals using a 

3 A marufaceted analysis of the quesnon lS the collecnon of essays edired by Igmic ROmslCS and Beb K Kiraly, 

Geopolmcs m tbe Danllbe Reg;on. Hllnganan ReconciluItlon Effrms, I 848 - 1998 (Budapest CE1: Press, 1999)' 
Bibo m E.ngLIsh· Isrnn Bib6, Dl!1llOcraC), Revoillt/On, Selfdmrmmatlon. Selected vVntmgs. Ed. Karoi)' ~agy. 
Translated by Andras Boros-Kazal , Te\\' York : Columbla C'rU\'ersiry Press, 199I) 

.. "A független .\lagyarorsz:ig legyen semleges I" [The mdependent Hungary should be neurral] Slgned KP. 
[rranslated b) the author).Hagyar S::.abadsag, 1956 ISt ~Q\·ember. Published m Pubhshed m I956 a saJlo 

tUkreben [1956 m the Press) Ed. La)os Izsak andJozsefSzabo (Budapest. Kossuth, 1989), 223. 
5 "Semleges Slagyarorsz:igot '" , 'eurral Hungary '), Vakisag, 1956 2nd ~ovember [Translated by the author). 

Ibld·30 3· 
6 Translated byG. Szmes. 

7 GyuJa Juhasz, A Tekkz-klm/laT!) kUlpolmkaja. 1939 - 1941 [The Foreign PoLey of the Teleki admirusrration) 
(Budapest .\kademlal KIad6, 1964) and ,\1og)'or-bnt mkos targ)·oldsok I943-bon [Hunganan-Brinsh Secret 
Talks in 1943)by the same author (Budapest. Kossuth, I9- 8). 
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distinct \Qcabulary reIlliniscent ofIstvan Bib6's rhetoric. "The pathos of sm'ereignty was 
developed by the pzmislmzent for independence and the r/?"t.lJard for dependence in a tragic 
understanding of history. A Hungary bleeding for independence and the sovereignt}, of 
the state became the symbol of the historical vocation of the Hungarian nation. It is evi
dent that Hungarian independence is punished, because Hungarians always aspire to 
something that cannot be recognized and cannot succeed. At the same time the accep
tance of this dependence, or resignation to accepting the lack of sovereignt}" became 
equivalent with the distortion of the Hunganan character and a cul-de-sac development."~ 

\\'hat then is the story in a nutshell of the dedaration ofHungary's neutrality: By the 
30ch of October, a week after its outbreak, the Hungarian revolution seemed to be ta king 
a more well-defined shape, and consolidation was possible. lmre Xagy could fee I a posi
tive change in attitude towards him both in the eyes of the people and the \Vest. 1. 
.\likoyan and .\1.A.Suslov, the special em'oys of the Smiet Union9 proIllised the prime 
minister that the Smiet Union would not send in more troops, their forces started to be 
\\ithdrawn from Budapest. On 30ch October, a Smlet statement pronounced that the re
lationship between the Smiet Union and the socialist countries would be placed on new 
grounds, respecting the principles of equalit}, and non-interference, they even hinted at a 
possible re\ision of the Sm'iet military presence in Hungary (the dedaration also ap
peared in Pravda). Disquieting news arrived, however, on the night of 3 1St Octoberlr S! 
0Jovember aboilt the Soviet \\'ithdrawal coming to a halt, new troOps arri'ving in the 
country and the sUIToundmg of strategic points such as airports and towns by Russian 
forces. The second wave of Smiet Illilitary interference had ob\iously started. 

Andropov, the Soviet Ambassador in Budapest was summoned to the parliament by 
Nagy. Andropov's techniques to evade offering any plausible explanation for, or even ac
knowledging, the military move were alarrning. His transparent lies about how these ne\\ 
mm'es simply served to assist the peaceful \\ithdrawal of the pre\ious troops, made it dear 
that .\loscow had changed ge ar and that chis was the final assault. Although lmre Xagy 
sympachized \\ith the idea of non-alignment and neutralit}" as will be further discussed 
in the second part of chis paper, and the demand for Hungary's independence in chis par
ticular form was "in the air", so to speak, from leaflets to editorials and demands of work
ers' councils, in practice the prime Illinister should have understood the dangerous na
ture of dedaring neutralit}'. From the point of intemationallaw it was again debated on 

8 Laszl6 Lengyel, "Kisallamok nyomonisaga vag)' dies6sege" [The .\1isery 01' Triumph of Small States) In 
.Hrr.;gaster es KbryszerptiJ;·a [Seope far Aeoon and Foreed Parh] (Budapest: Helikon, 1997), 186. [Translation 

of rhe aurhor] 
9 On rhe 25 th Oetober, [WO days after rhe outbreak of rhe revolution, rhe Presidlum of rhe Sonet Commu

ruSt Pany sem a delegaoon to Budapest. 1ts members were t\\'o pany offieials, .\hloyan (at rhe beginning 

",rh a "hberal" reputaoon) and Suslo\', rhe head of KGB, l\'an Sero\' and General.\1iehaJ! .\1almin, deputy 

eluef of general sraff. They left Hungary on rhe 31" Oetober. 
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what grounds I Iungary could leave the \Varsaw Pact to fulfill the ideal of ",,'ithdrawal 

from the bi-polar international system. 
The hopelessnes of the military situation was a decisive factor. This also changes the 

judgemenr on Imre ~agy's "Irreal, provocative and dangerous" move. As Csaba Bekes ex
plams, "By 1 St ),Tovember ... the situation became so hopeless, that no measures of the 
1 Iungarian governmenr could worsen it. The views according to which the withdrawal 
from the \\'arsaw Pact and the declaration of neutraliry were hasty, immature steps, pro

voking the next S0\1et intervention, are not correct."IO György IIeltai (1914-1994), re
form communlst in the 0:agy circle and depury minister of foreign affairs in rhe 0Jagy 
governmenr, also underlines the motivation of the lost situation. In his oral history inter

view he describes in great detail the decisive day of0Jovember I st ." 

The telephone hnes berween Irnre ~agy and Yuri Andropov (for a shon time first sec

retary of the Soviet Communist Pany in 1982-1984), the Soviet ambassador, were con
stantly hot. 0Jagy wanred guarantees that rhe Soviet troops pouring into Hungary and 
surrounding the strategic military points in the country would stop and wirhdraw. Al
though Andropov insisted that these were simply "units maintaining order", 0Jagy was 
worried and distrustful. On the morning of:\'ovember Ist he called Andropov and asked 

hirn to call back in an hour, but waited for the call in vain. Finally he called again. Ir was 
during this call that Heltai stepped into 0Jagy's room in rhe Parliament and overheard 

hirn tal king. " ... when I entered he was already talking. Then his face was turning red. I 

understood from this that something was wrong. I think the Andropov answer was, that 
he did talk [to .\loscow], but there is no change. It's adecision .... [Irnre ='Jagy] said, now 
we could initiate something, he has been thinking for a long time. I said: "we']] wirhdraw 

from the \Varsa\\ Pact". He said: "Yes."12. Heltai rhen made it clear that rhe declaration 

of neutraliry was a logical consequence of the withdrawal, a guarantee for rhe Russians 
that I Iungary ",,'ill not join the \Vestern bloc. A tactical move to "prevent scandal", if you 
wish. 

:\'evertheless, if we understand the imponance of ehe idea of neutraliry and indepen
dence in Hungarian historical thinking, it cannot simply be interpreted as a tactical move. 

The escalation of the revolution step by step forced the governrnent to accept its de
mands. Although international power politics is usually at rhe center of rhe discussion 

about neutrality in 1956, domestic politics cannot be overlooked eirher. Jena Szell 

(1912-1994), a reform communist trom rhe 0Jagy circle, in 1956 government commis-

10 Csaba Bekes, ",\ magyar semlegesseg 1956-ban" [The Hungarian neurraliry In 1956] In Smllegesreg.ll/u::>/lik 
es realrtds. TanulnuinJok • "eurraliry. UJUSlOns and Reabry. Essays.1 (Budapesr 199-) 118. [Translaoon of rhe 
aurhor] 

1I Orallfurory Arcluve of rhe 1956lnsorure, Budapest. Intemew wirh György Heltal. no. 184. (made In 1988) 
12 Ib,d. pp.166-16,. 
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sioner at the Hungarian Radio, and member ofImre 0;'agy's secretariat, describes an al
most folk-like tale and lively scene in his interview. 13 

On I" Xovember a miners' delegation from Borsod county, who had been waiting for 
two days, was adrnitted to see 0J'agy. The exhausted prime minister was standing in the 
doorway and asked them to listen to his radio announcement (the building of the Parlia
ment and the Radio is connected), afterwards he was ready to see them. This was to be 
the famous speech, declaring neutrality. After the radio speech the miners' delegation re
fused to take up "0Jagy's time, saying that he had announced in the radio everything they 
had wanted to demand. Hungary was independent and out of the \Varsaw Pact. :\'agy's 
announcement pacified the people, who, unaware of the seriousness of the militarv situa
tion and the change in the attitude of the so far sympathizing socialist countries, were still 
optimistic about the future of the re"olution on I " "0Jovember, and thought it was over. 
The revolutionary organisations reacted very fa\'orably to the announcemem. The gov
ernment finally won their trust. Even the stubborn workers' councils of Budapest 
changed their previous decision not to start work until the last Russian soldier had left 
the country, and at eleven o'clock in the evening they appealed to the people through the 
radio ro end their strike. 

The demand for neutrality was present from the very beginning in the revolution. 
\ '\ 'hen the newspapers reported the announcement of neutrality, JIagyor Függetlenseg 
(lIungarian Independence), the paper publi5hed by the Hungarian :\'ational Re\'olution
ary Comrnittee, prided itself on the fact that a11 of the twenty-five points they had issued 
six days earlier as their demands, had been fulfilled. Point number four demanded that 
IIungar-y should withdraw from the \\'ar5a\\' Pact, while point number five claimed, 
"Hungary declares its neutrality. ;\lodelled on Austria it airns to be good friends with every 
nation of the world on the basis of equality."'~ Or as the modem historian analyzes the 
same development, " ... in Ocrober of 1956, no matter how noble aims motivated it, the 
withdrawal from the \.\'arsaw Pact and the declaration of neutrality, as a matter of fact un
realistica11y and irrationally, resulted from the self-inducting mechanism of revolutionar-y 
euphoria. These demands would have increased the dan gers of destabilizing the situation 
and of another So\let interference, if the 0J'agy government had not accepted them."15 

The fateful decision of declaring neutrality in the afternoon session of Ist November 
by the Cabinet, despite the fear5 suggested by Realpolitik, or in a simplified version (as 
subsequently only one person was blamed for its consequences) by 0J'agy himself, has sub
sequently became a hotly disputed resolution. The official 'Nestern diplomatic view was 
that "0Jagy went toO far, and that if Hungary had found aleader of the Polish Gomulka's 

13 1956lnsmurc Oral Hiswry Archi,·c. InrcrvIC\\ ",thJcn6 Szill, no. 4. (imcrvIcwed In 1986) 

1-1- .\1agyar Függetlensig, 1956 :\'ovembcr 1. Publishcd In 1956 a SajId tük1'iben ... ,16-. 
15 Csaba Bekes, "A magyar semlegesseg" ... , 119· 
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calibre, ~ho carefully balanced national communism with being in a defense relationship 

wlth the SO\iet Union, then it would not have been necessary to say that "the clock had 

indeed been set back"16. It must be mentioned, however, that bl' "going too far" the ana

lysts did not mean solely 0:agy's declaration of neutralitl', but also his declaration of a 

multi-party system on the 30th October. \\Tith a neutral and democratic IIungary the 

double pillars of the Soviet system would have collapsed: its network of satellites and the 

one-party state securing the ideological monolith of communism. It would have set a 

dangerous example, the dominoes would have started to falJ (as indeed the events of 1989 

proved). 

The 199os, however, produced sophisticated, detailed studies of the 1956 revolution 
in I Iungarl' that could already rell' on versatile archival evidence. Janos M . Rainer, Irnre 

'.'agy's biographer, approaches the problem from a different point of view. He interprets 

this "dangerous" step of his hero partll' as a bold tactical move. In his opinion, by the I st 

November L agy onl}' had "one last trump card" to plal': the Uni ted Nations. IIe hoped 

thus, that the Soviets would be confronted with the international organizations and \\'est

ern public opinion, and as a face-saving measure would negotiate ""ith Hungary.l- As an 

old communist, familiar with the mechanism of the Soviet decision making process, and 

with sufficient experience behind hirn, Nagy was not naive, but too conscious of the 

threatening future, and he tri cd to maneuver. The ohen quoted Csaba Bekes also em

phasizes the previous interpretation, and talks about the prime minister's tactics and at

tempts at bargaining. So Nagy in this view was not passively "drifting \vith events", and 

he is "rehabilitated" from the verdict of naivete and uncertaintl', as someone who had a 

good sense of ho\\ to find the only possible way that might have had the slightest chance, 
although this was a very slight chance indeed. 

Others, like Ti bor Meray, the first biographer ofIrnre Nagl', argued that the move was 

motivated not by political calculations (since it was already a lost cause), but bl' Nagy's 

moral con\iction, not to abandon and betral' the revolution, but rather to appeal to the 

moral concern of the whole world. 18 In the steps that followed one another (unilaterally 

cancelling \Varsaw Pact membership, declaring neutrality, asking the four great powers 

through the Uni ted Nations to protect this neutrality) IIungary would protest, defend 

itself and appeal for the support of the United Nations and the \\Test simultaneously. By 

declaring neutrality ther would avert the suspicion of joining 0JATO or provoking a nu
clear con/lict between the two superpowers. 

16 Leshe Fr}', Bnosh nuruster U1 Budapest to Sel\\'yn L1oyd, on the Causes tJTUi bkel] amsequerues of the Hlmgantl1l 

rruohmon, 195~, February 5· (pRO, London. FO 371/1286-0) . . \Ir. Fr)' was de\'oted to the Hunganan cause 

and dld not share the above oplIllon, but It was wldespread U1 Foreign Office clrdes. 

1~ See Janos .\1. RaU1er, Sag) lmre. 1953 -1958. PolItIkaI detraF ll. (Budapest: 1956-os Imezet, 1999), PPF3. 
18 Ttbor .\leray, .Vagy lmre ilete es halala (\\'ntten U1 1958, first published In Pans, 1977)' 
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The most up-to-date biographer oflmre ~agy, Jänos ~1. Rainer also offers a similar, 
moral-personal interpretation. This comprehensive vie\\' argues that the disappointmem 
);agy feIt O\'er a hopeless situation, when he realized that the Soviets were double-cross
ing him, met W1th pressure from the people to "go far". His caution and his disciplme 
were washed away, and at the climax of the drama 0Jagy was reborn as the true leader of 
the nation. His own com1ction, and the \\1shes and demands of the revolution, for one 
ephemeral moment, were identical. 

Ir is almost impossible to reconstruct no\\" minute by minute how the decision making 
process occurred, although more and more information is coming to light. The official 
minutes of the decisi\'e Cabinet meeting on I st 0Jovember was first published in 1989.'9 
Istvan \jda, a Hunganan historian, found a precious document in the Archives of the 
Foreign .\1inistry of the Russian Federation: the memorandum by the 0Jagy governrnem 
to the S0\1et gO\'ernrnem about the \\1thdrawal from the \Varsaw Pact.'o Until 1999, only 
indirect \\TItten proof was a\'aiJable from the report of the S0\1et ambassador Andropov. 
Csaba Bekes made a similarly uruque discovery among Geza Losonczy's documents in 
the Imre ~agy files attached to his trial: it is a fragrnemed version of the minutes of the 
cabinet meeong on the morillng of I st );ovember. The results of this meeting were taken 
over almost \'erbatim by the official minutes of the same afternoon cabinet meeting. Pomt 
12 discusses neutrality: 

The Cabmet was discussing the issue of neutrality In order to end the fighting and to ab

solutel)' and finalI}' secure the independence of the countI)'. The Cabinet unequivocall)' took 

the position that the governmem should declare the countI)~s neutrality. For the time being it 

reframs from decidmg WhlCh form of neutrality it should adopt (Switzerland, Austria, Yu

gosla\la) .. . " 

In the heated everyday realit:y of the revolution, many of the decisive words were lost for 
future historians, as e\'eryone was using the telephone. This makes a wonderful case for 
oral history, and the opporturuty was not lost. György HeItai and .\1.ikl6s Vasarhelyi, both 

19 The documem has been published se"eral ames. First by Ferenc Glatz, " A korman}' es apart vezeto szen'e
mek dol,:umenrum:tib611956 oh6ber 23- nO"ember 4" Hmlina, 1989 XI. '\04-5, pp. 25-52, rhenJ6zsef 
K1ss, 201r:in Rtpp and Im'an \lda, "Fomisok a '(agy Imre kormany Külpohtilci)onak töm:netehez" In Tor

SatißllIlI SzmzLe 48.1993, '(0. 5, pp. - 8-94, In book format see Csaba Bekes, Az 19s6-osmaf!Jar fornulaüml a 

;;iltigpolrtikoban (Budapet, 1956-05 Intezet, 1996), 92. 
20 Pubhshed by lstvan \lda . "Rurm )ellegii megmozdulas -lsmereclen dol.:umenrum 1956-b61" [Rourme 

movemems - Cnkno\\,n documem from 1956) Xfps-.:.abadsog, 1999. Fd '(ovember. 
21 Hunganan '(aoonal Arc!m'es, :\10L, XX-5-h, Imre '(ag)' and accomphces trial. BnefS of mqUlry. \'0112. 

Geza Losonczy documents. Published by Csaba B€kes, .. A magyar semlegesseg 1956-ban" ... endnote nOI5· 

[Translaoon by rhe aurhor] 
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wltnesses and active participants, were interviewed. Other wrinen memoirs also revive 
tho~e moments. One description, for instance, comes from Janos K:idar, the "tumcoat", 
who betrayed Imre 0Jagy. He disappeared from Budapest on 2 nd ~o\'ember, to return 
from .\10scow as the chosen leader of the reinstalled communist regime, and remained 
so long in this position that the whole era between 1963 (the year when direct Soviet con
trol of the retributions in Hungary ended) and 1988 was named after him.'l 

As was shown above, neutrality as a demand had been present from the very onset of 
the revolution. In a practical form it meant the withdrawal from the Y\'arsaw Pact as a 
first step. On the 3 Ist October the Hungarian Foreign Ministry followed in the footsteps 
of other institutions and formed its own revolutionary comminee with Peter M6d as 
president. In their resolution they appealed to the government both to withdraw and de
c1are neutrality. On the same day, György Libik (1991-1995), the president of the revo
IUDonary comminee of the employees of the Parliament also prepared a sketch for a pos
sible neutrality declaration.' 3 Both were handed to Geza Losonczy, Secretary of State. 

In the moming of Ist November 0Jagy summoned the SO\~et ambassador, Andropov, 
to the Parliament and demanded an explanation for the alarming reports from all over 
the country about the moves of the Soviet forces.'4 Andropov, who supposedly already 
knew of the decision about the fate of the Hungarian revolution in the Kremlin, had the 
da}' be fore evaded giving an answer and promised to call back ~th definite information. 
Ile rerurned at eleven o'c1ock w~th a lame excuse. He denied that new fore es had entered 
I lungary and said that the present Soviet forces were ca.rI)~g out "routine movements", 
the} were onl)' surrounding the airports to seeure the rescue operation of wounded So
~1et soldiers. 0:agy did not believe this and repeatedly demanded that the Soviet invasion 
be called off. The telephone conversation between 0Jagy and Andropov that followed 
forty minutes later was described above in connection "I'ith an analysis of the hopeless
ness of the situation. 

This was the final bluff that was listened to by ~agy. He summoned the most irnpor
tant decision making body, the Temporary Executive Comminee of the newly reformed 
commurust party (the "MSZV1P", Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party), sometimes sirn
ply referred to in literature as "the cabinet". The follo~g men were present at this ses
sion on 1St 0Jovember, 1956: Imre Nagy, prime minister and from that date minister of 
foreign affairs,Janos K:idar, Geza Losonczy, György Heitai, Antal Apr6, Zoltan Szant6, 

11 See Domes 0 KTI!7I11hen, /956. A s::AJV]et ptinelnökseg vwii ,\1ofJ'OI'IYI-=igrol. [DeCislon m the Krem1m, 1956. The 

debates of the So\,et party presldJUrn abour Hungary] Eds \'yacheslav Sereda and J:inos .\1. Ramer (Eu

da pest 1956-05 lntezet, 1996) pp. -8. 

'3 The \'ersarile Llblk (engmeer, ann-fasCist and ski champion) ernlgrated to Sweden, "here he pubhshed his 
rnernolfs. C:;met a lesikitisbOl [:\lessage frorn Dmmlull] (Stockholm, 1981). 

'4 György HeItaI remernbers these talks as telephone conversanons. See Oral lustor)' mten,ew, no. 184. 167. 
(1956 lnsn ru te, Oral History Ardllve) 
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~k16s Vasarhelyi (press secretary in the Nagy cabinet, the only participant still alive in 
1999) and György Lulcics, the famous ;\1arxist philosoph er. During the discussion Xagy 
argued that the SO\iets had broken the \Varsaw Pact, which ga\'e a reason for Hungary 
to announce its v,ithdrawal. Nevertheless, this blow "must be softened" in order not to 
seem too provocative, by simultaneously declaring neutrality. The members all agreed, 
only Szant6 and Lulcics raised a slight counter-argument, since they were afraid of the 
possible Smiet response. 

In IIeltai's description, a seemingly unimportant, but very typical scene appears that 
perfectly characterizes the contradiction between words and reality in the communist 
regime. IIeltai and Vasarhelyi left the meeting to look for the text of the \Varsaw Pact, 
so that the declaration could be verbalized. However, no copy could be found either in 
the Parliamentary Archive, the ;\1inistry of]ustice, the Supreme Court or the .\linistrl' 
of Defense. The absurd running around for a copy finally ended \vhen someone had the 
idea of going to look for it in the archives of the AVO (the secret police, the Hungarian 
variant of the 0.'K\ TI). The idea proved to be a success, as the only available copy of the 
YVarsaw Treaty, an official document signed by the government ofHungary in 1955 'i.L'as 

there. 
Almost simultaneously the cabinet continued to hold meetings. To discuss neutrality 

they met in the morning and also in the afternoon. The participants were Nagy, Kadar, 
Losonczy, Zoltan Tildy (representing the Smallholder Party in the newly established 
coalition government), Ferenc Erdei (0Jational Peasant Party), Istvan Dobi (president of 
the Presidential CounciJ) and J6zsef Bognar (deputy prime minister). 

In the aftemoon at five o'clock the government met again, v,ith ambassador Andropov 
presem, and inforrned him of the follov,ing ultimatum: if the Russian troops were not or
dered to v,ithdraw immediately, Hungary would turn to the UN and ask it to place the 
Hungarian situation on its agenda. One hour after the meeting the SO\iet embassy re
ceived the note of the Hungarian Foreign :.Ylinistry signed by Peter M6d, the president 
of the revolutionalT committee of the Foreign Ministry. '5 At the same time as the diplo
matie missions in Budapest were being inforrned about the verbal note, Nagy sent a 
telegram to IIammarskjöld, the UN secretary. Losonczy was chosen to communicate the 
note to foreign journalists, whiJe at 7: 50 in the evening Nagy read out the declaration on 
Free Radio Kossuth, followed by the Hungarian national anthem and choral works by 
Kodaly including Pet6fi's Xem~eti dal (the emblematic "National Song", v,Titten by the 
famous 1848 revolutionary poet). In the evening, Andropov rerurned to the Parliament 
to inforrn the cabinet that his government had accepted the offered compromise, al
though this was no more than a time sa\ing deception. The next day was All Saint's day, 

25 Tlus is the nOte fOW1d and pu blished by Vida. 
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the Day of the Dead, and it was only (\,vo more before the tragic 4th 0Jovember that 
marked the end of the political experimental part of the revolution. 

Ir is strange to see that the question of neutrality rarely surfaces in the historiography of 
1956. Apart from mere descriptions of the declaration, it is only approached from two as
pecrs; foreign policy on one hand, including both Western and Russian attitudes (in the 
first case generally the treatment of I956 is part of an extended Cold V/ar analysis ofWest
ern attitudes towards the satellites, or a speculation on the double crisis of Suez and the 
I Iungarian revolution) and on the other hand the question of Imre ~agy's personality, and 
hIs mtellectual Bildungsroman in the days of the crisis from staunch communist to democ
ratic patriot. \Ne will attempt to sununarise the main findings of both of these viewpoinrs. 

In a newly formed bi-polar world of the Cold V/ar, non-alignment and neutrality were 
often mentioned alternatives. Finlandization'6 was one of the models avaiJable. It was a 
precedent that demonstrated the possibility, of the Soviet Union accepting a non-com
munist country in her sphere of interest (even if they had been at war with each other in 
the Second \Vorld V/ar) , if its government was friendly and not pan of the Western bloc. 
\J\'hether it was wishful thinking or the reaJization of a missed opporrunjty, the issue of 
lIungary's "Finlandization" has appeared several times. Straight after I945 the Russians 
were differentiating berween the countries their armies occupied. Hungary and Czecho
slovakia were allowed more scope for action. The post-war winner of the first free elec
tions in Hungary, the Smallholders Party, tried to pursue a foreign policy thar was exaccly 
a case of "Finlandization". A non-aligned, friendly, albeit non-socialist Hungary could 
just as weil guarantee the Soviet Union a safe buffer zone. " ... I think it is no exaggera
Don to say that if the communist take-over had not raken pI ace in 1947-48 in IIungary, 
rhen in the coming years most probably even Hungary would have followed a foreign 
policy characterized by rational self-restraint, similar to the Finnish quasi-neutrality" , 
write an analyst.'-

This does not mean, however, that such an opporrunity was ever offered. Although we 
do not v.ish to give a full historiographical summary of modern literature on the Cold 
\Var, it is \\'orth noting that the plans for the regional Finlandization ofEast-Central-Eu
rope were the hopes of the \Vestern powers, rather than the wishes of Moscow. ,8 Despire 
the plans drawn up by the so calJed "~\1ayski comrnittee" in I944 abour securing the safety 
of the SO\iet Union with a zone of friendly states, this was only realized in the case of 

26 For a descnpnon of the Finrush ca se see Domokos \'arga, "ßlb6 Istvan eszmei es a firm feJI6des utja" [Istvan 
ßlb6 and the Finmsh \ \ 'ay] In Btbd nlllikkiinyJ 1. (FIrSt published in samizdat form lnI9- 9. In officlal form 
Ir appeared as ßudapest-ßer: Szazad\'t!g-Eur6p31 Protestins .\ 1agyar Szabadegyetem, 1991) 

27 Csaba ßekes, ,.,\ magyar semlegesseg 1956-ban" ... , 113. [Author's rranslanon] 

~8 For a comprehenslve Iusronography of the recenr Cold \ \ 'ar hlsrory see Csaba ßekes, "A Iudeghaboru 
kezdete" [The begmrung of the Cold War] In Evkiin)'v: ßudapest: 1956. (Inrezet, 1999). 
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Finland. The question \\'hether the smi.etization ofEast-Central-Europe in the form of a 
communist take-m'er was the reason or the consequence of the Cold ,,var. is answered 
by the contemporary dominant Interpretation in favor of the second option.'9 The fate 
ofEast-Central-Europe was decided earlier than the actual take-m'er: Finlanclization was 
ilJusory. 

From the two most important scholars smd:i.ng the role ofHungary and the revolu
tion in world politics, both Csaba Bekes and Liszlo Borhi 3° emphasize the role of the 
a\'ailable neutralitJ, models (Ausma, Finland, Yugosla\i.a) in forming a strateg:' towards 
the Sm-1et satellites. One such model is ob\i.ously Austria. whose TreatJ' of I955 was 
signed by the great powers agreeing to the \\-1thdrawal of Sm-1et troops there and .-\us
tria's neutrahtJ'. As Borhi describes, " ... in the .\1ay I8 [I956] meeting of the X ational Se
cuntJ' Council [of the Cnited States]. Secretary of State Dulles expressed his comi.ction 
that the Austrian TreatJ' would prmi.de areal occasion to push back the Smi.et influence. 
As a result, Eastem Europe would receive Finland's status. The Americans wanted an ad
yantageous settlement and advocated So\i.et \\1thdrawal from Eastem Europe, indepen
dence for the buffer zone nanons. German unification. and X ATO membership."3! 

In line \\lth the abo\'e described CS State Departrnent \i.sions and preferences, the ac
mal news of the declaration of neutralitJ' was warmly welcomed by Great Britain. In a 
telegram from the Foreign Office to Sir Pierson Dixon. British C X delegate in X ew 
York, on 1 n, Xovember, I956 the follo\\i.ng clirectives were sent: 

\\'e welcorne me Hunganan declararion of neurrality and you should seek to obtain its apo 

pro\'al br me Crured :\'arions. 

2. \\'arsaw Pact contaIns no pro\-ision for \,;mdrawal before me expirarion of rwemy years. 

""or, howe\,er does jr contain any pro\ision for sancrions against an)' seceding stare. \\'e hope 

me Cnired ""arions will press me So\'ier GO\'ernment to accepr Hungarian neurrality. 

3. Budapest telegram ",,0. 536 suggests mat Hungarians are conternplaring neurrality on Aus· 

29 György Bence andJanos Kis ",nring in 1979 about me ongms of me cold war (adrruttedly ",imout a\'ailable 

archi\'3l documems) say exact!y me opposite. They doubt me eXlstence of a "corrunwust takeO\'er scenario", 

and tIunk me break of me twO superpowers happened first, ",luch finally mggered me total so\;eozarion of 

Hungary and Czechoslovalaa. G~'örgy Bence & Janos NS, "Hat:irolt forradalom, megszoritott 

többp:intrendszer. feIteteIes szuverenitas" In Bibo ('l;kÖTl) 1.. .. 
30 See Csaba Bekes, ..1.:0 19 56-os TIUlglar forradolmn a vlldgpclinkaban (Budapest' 1956·os Intezet, 1996), Läszl6 

Borhi,.4.:o Eglesidt AlJamok es a s=l1JeT =Una (19';5-199°) (Budapesr. Hist6na· Tönenenud. Intezet, 1994), 
and "The Great Po\\'ers and me Hunganan Crisis of 1956" In Hlmgarian Snt4zes Vol. 12, 199- and several 

of metT omer publicanons. 
3 1 Liszl6 Borhi, Tbe T rumpm ofJn7cho, unpu blished ma rerial. \ \ 'im me land pemussion of me aumor. 
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man model. This ",ould involve the passage of consriturionallaw laying down that IIungary 

declares 

a) its perpetual neutrallt}' and her intenrion tO defend it; and 

b) its intenrion not (repeat not) tO Jom any mi II tal! alliances or tO permit establishment of 

an} forelgn milItaI!' bases on her terntOl!'. 

Other go\'emments would then formali)' take recognizance of this consriturional la\\ and 

recogruze Hungary', perpetual neutraht}, as defined therein. 

4- As YOll knO\\ there has not been an) guarantee of _\usman neutrality and you should a\'oid 

an) reference to a guarantee ofI lungarian neutrality. 

5. _\5 regards to taCDCS, you should try to arrange for your American colJeague to take the 

lruoao\'e In vie\\ of our own difficulries over Suel:; bur you should give him close and firm 

supporLl' 

Neutrality was, therefore, part of an ideal scenario by the \\'est for ehanges in Eastern 
Europe, and its declaration on Ist ~ovember, 1956 was appreeiated. In a similar vein to 
the British reaetion, the Freneh also issued instruetions to their U0J mission and its rep
resentative, Cornut-Gentile, to press for neutrality. The United States, on the other 
hand, eemed less ready to support the idea of neutrality.33 The indireet messages of the 
\ Vest influeneed IIungarian politieal discourse and raised high hopes. 

The ease of I Iungary was be fore the highest ad\'isory body in US polities, the ~a
tional Seeurity Couneil (i\SC) on its Oetober 26th session. Harold E. Stassen, presiden
tial advisor on disannament, suggested that the Soviets should be gi,'en a guarantee that if 
an)' satellite were to aehieve freedom (apart from Hungary, Poland was also on the 
agenda) it would not jeopardize the security of the Soviet Union, as the \Vest would not 
cize this opportunity to provoke the Russians militarily. After several amendments to the 

Stassen sugge tion there were two ways it reaehed the right ears (although in a mueh dis
torted and paeified version): John Foster Dulles, Head of the State Department, made a 
peeeh on 27 th Oetober in Dalla during the eleetion eampaign tour. Eisenhower en
tru~ted him to include this message to the Soviets, but Dulles, after previously eonsult
ing the president, left out the two erueial points of neutrality of Eastern Europe and the 
offer that the US would not insist on ~ATO membership of the freed satellites. The 

F PRO, Fo r1/122r9 :-':0.1482. Published m the Enghsh origmal: E\'a Harasz[y- Taylor ed Tbe Hungartan 

rr..'OlutlOn of 19 56. A Collemon of DOCImunts from rbe Brttlsb Forezgn Office • 'omngham. Asrra Press, 1995) 
160. Ir appeared m llungarian m Sindor Gen:b ed. TitkosJelentesek 1956 oktobl!7' 2J-novemher + (Budapes[: 
l-lIrlapkJad6 \':ill., 1989), 10- , and Csaba Bekes, /b 1956-os11Ulgyal: opm. 14-. 

33 See Csaba Bekes, 2 \z. Egyesw[ allamok es a magyar semlegesseg 1956-ban" [The un![ed Stares and Hun
ganan neurraht} m 1956] In Evkll7l)'U (Budapest. 1956-os In[erer, 1994). 
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truneated message was aetually "watered down" to one often quoted sentence: " ... the 
United States did not see the eountries of Eastern Europe as potential alJjes"H Ir was en
sured that ~loscow would also be inforrned of this, so Henry Cabot Lodge, the lJ.\' del
egate of the USA quoted this passage of the Dulles speech on 28th Oetober, while Charles 
Bohlen, US Ambassador in the Soviet eapital repeated the sentenee ro the Russian lead
ership, including Zhukov, on 29th Oerober on the oeeasion of a reeeption there. The 
Stassen proposal would have been diseussed more intensively at the next session of the 
~SC on 29th Oerober, but the Hungarian ease was eaneelled, as the Suez erisis rook pri
ority over it. Although later on the question of neutrality eame up again and again, (the 
Oetober 3 I and 0Jovember I3 0JSC resolutions expressed the view that the neutrality of 
Hungary would be desirable) Csaba Bekes still blames the Uni ted States for "negleet
stra tegy" . 

On the whole, however, there was hardly any time for a strategy of praetieal reaetion 
ro the neutrality statement ro be erystallized, beeause the military situation soon pre
sented a fait acamzpli. As the \Vest was in any ease preoeeupied \\lth its o\m erisis in Suez, 
when hisrorians analyze \\'estern reaetions ro the revolution they have ro be contented 
for the most part \\lth pre- or post-revolutionary ministry plans on poJje}' towards the 
satellites or the Hungarian question at the ~. A eouple of general conclusions surfaee, 
however, that have reeently undergone re\lsionist examinations. These ean be summa
rized as follows: 
• \Vestern leadership was unprepared and taken by surprize 
• Responses were laeking a sound strateg)' and were often haphazard 
• Hungary was negleeted because of the parallel Suez erisis 
• Detente and the status quo were more important than the Hungarian eause 

As Llszl6 Borhi re\lews this tradition al stand: 

Bennet Kovrig asserrs mat "me prompt recognition and symbolic guarantee of Hungary's in

dependence and neutrality by me United States ... and the dispatch of an international ob

servation comrnission could have at least delayed me Sm~et decision to intervene and any 

delav would have increased me chances of consolidating me gains of the revolution." In a 

sirnilar I'ein, Csaba Bekes concludes mat ~agy's plea for the recognition ofHungarian neu

tralit}, was deliberately m'\,l'arred by me Americans. According to Bekes, "such a move would 

have elicited an unpredictable, but expectedly vehement reaction on me part of me So'\,~ets, 

H The Enghsh ongmal of the speech 15 publIshed from the Seele)' G. ,\ludd ;\lanuscnpt Llbrary, Princeron 
GtU\'erSIty, Pnnceron m Depamnent o[State Bulletin, 1956 ~Ol' 5 and Forezgn relotzons o[ the G"nited States, 

I9551I957. Eastern Europe Volume XXV. (\\'ashington DC: Gruted States GOI'ernmenr Printing Office, 
1990), 317. The Hungarian translation i5 pub1I5hed by Csaba Bekes, Az I956-osmagyar ... opcit. 122. 
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which \\(JUJd have seriously endangered the So\;et-Arnerican relationship and the whole de

tente proces~. "lI 

BorhJ and Raymond Garthoff refute alJ of these statements, arguing that no "sacrifice far 
detente" and no "bargain for Suez" was made. "Although the US response w the crisis 
was at odds with the tenets of psychological warfare and with many of JF. DuUes's bel
ligerent remarks, \ Vashington's sober evaluation of the limits of American power and its 

resulting cautious approach did haye a sound inner logic ... "36 

-\tter this short overview of the concept of neutrality against an international perspec
ti"e, the second part of the paper will look at how lmre 0Jagy developed me idea of neu
traht) for I lungary.r Ir did not simply emerge from the "cries of the street" and was not 

a sudden act of desperation either, but had asound intellecrual, and we might add, "con
fessional" background. The main source is i"agy's collected writings, proposals and 

polemical essays, mat were first published in the spring of 1957 by unknown editors, en
titled: A magyar nep vedelmeben (In Defense of the llungarian Nation))8 

Imre Nagy was the emblem behind the so-called New Course, an anempt to reform 

Hungarian communism starting in 1953. Ranier notes mat "lmre Nagy was the only one 
during the two decades since the war who had ... a definite foreign poliey program"39, al
though he rarely dealt with foreign policy issues. I Iis characteristic view, mat the transi

tion from capitalism to socialism (as a first generation communist he ne\'er doubted mat 

it was wlshful) should take on unique national forms, was an important element in the 

formation of his foreign polic)' views. I Iis first fallout of favor happened in 1946, he was 
dismissed from government and "put away" into a foreign affairs comminee of the Na
tional assembly. For a short period, Nagy thus dealt with foreign policy, and wok part in 
the sub-comminee for peace preparation. 

In 1955, he fell out of favor for the second time, while Rlkosi managed w convince 
.\10sco\\ to re\'erse aU of the economic and political reforms achieved unru then. On the 

pretex1: of "health reasons" (he had indeed a heart attack in Januar)', 1955) Nagy was prac-

35 LJszlö Borru, OpClt. The guores are from Bennen KO\TIg, OfWalls and Bndges - The l .. ;mud States and &sr
f171 EI/rope (:'-:e\\ York GmverSlty Press, (991 ), 102 , and Csaba Beb~s, HlfieghdborU, enyhülis es a-:; 1956-os 

m0gJar jorradalum, (Budapesr:1956 -os Inrezer Evkön)'\, 1996---l)") pp. 206 

36 Borru, opm. For Garthoff see Rarrnond Garrhoff, A magyar forradalum es ~Oshlngtcm (Budapesr : 1956-05 
InrezerE.\'kön}'\,1996---l)7)· 

37 For a deralled srudy of the guesoon see Janos .\1. Ramer, "~anonaIIndependence, ~eurrahry and Cooper

anon In the Danube RegJOn . lmre ~ agy '5 Forelgn Pohcr Ideas" In Geopolmcs In the Danube Regzcm. Hun

gOI! s ReccmaiIatlcm Effrms, 18-18 -1998 Eds. Bela Kmily & 19nac Rornslcs. (Budapesr CEG Press, 1999)' 
38 The Enghsh edlOon 15 Imre Sag) on Clmlnlllnlsm: In Difense ofthe .Ye-UJ Course. "ew York . Praeger Pubhsh

er" 195" Second edItion. "'esrport CT, Greenwood Press, 195 - ). In Gerrnan Politisches Testament, mit 
emem ~i",:.'ort lXlTl Hugh Sncm-r~l:ascm (.\lünchen Kindler Verlag, 1959). 
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tically und er house arrest from 1955 and, except for the few days of the revolution, this 
isolation continued until rus death in 1958, first m Romania, where he was abducred, and 
then put in prison. From 1955, he 'was prevented from meeting rus colleagues, and re
ceiving any information aboilt the sessions of the Central Comrnittee cliscussing rus fu
ture, although nominally he was still president of the Council of ~isters and a mem
ber of the Politburo. In this phase, however, he was still bound by his communJst 
cliscipLmes, as a "private member of the Party", and his wntten protests and petitions were 
strictly addressed only to the Party leadersrup. 

From April 1955, on the other hand, he arrived at a turning point when it became ob
\;OUS that his whole 1953 program and he himself would be purged. Breaking w;th rus 
faithful com;ctions he changed style, and circulated rus essays and polemical treatises 
through rus circle of friends and followers. Every new attack on him by Rakosi motivated 
a new paper on economic, political and theoretical issues. Although the vocabulary and 
style remained strictly ;\'1arxist and Leninist these writings already signal a new approach 
to policy making. Each of the papers was sent to the Central Comrnittee of the Party, the 
presidenC) of the SO\;et Comrnunist Party and the Yugoslav Comrnunist Alliance, some 
addressed to Tito personally. The typed versions, however, were clistributed by his friends 
in Hungary, possibly creating the first sa771i=-tUzt texts in the satellites. These writings were 
then collected in the Februal)' 1957 \"ersion, whiJe he had already been under arrest for 
months. Trus anonymous, bacIJy circulated publication wa later used in rus trials as pri
mal)' e\;dence for the prosecution. In the following seetion we will analyze the treatise 
entitled "The jive fundamental pn'nciples of internati(mal relati(J17.S and the qllestüm of our foreign 
polü)'''40written in]anuary 1956. 

The five fundamental principles on which 0Jagy based his \.;sion were originally the 
so-called Bandllng principles, as Bandung (Indonesia) hosted the conference of 29 Asian 
and African countries in April 1955. The term "peaceful coexistence" (or panchasila) was 
coined there with its five principles: national independence (that is territorial integrity), 
sovereignt}" self-deterrnination, equality and non-intervention. The principles were pre
\.;ously envisaged during Tito's \;sit to India in 1955 bya declaration signed by the guest 
and rus host, )Jehru. Later, in ]uly 1956 Tito, i\'asser and i\ehru met on Brioni island in 
Yugoslavia and reinforced the principle of peaceful coexistence. Nagy matched these 
principles \\;th a sublime 19th century national rhetoric, demonstrating that: 

... the principle of naoonal independence, sovereignry, equality and self-determination, 

wruch from a rustorical point of \;ew became the cause of masses \\;th the bourgeois trans-

39 Rainer, "~ational Independence ... " ... , 28r. 
40 "A nemzetköZl kapcsolarok ör alapel\"e es hilpolitilcink kerdese." In :""agy Imn: A magyar nfp videlmiben. Vi

tl1lratok es beszedek 1955 - 1956. EnIarged, correcred ,"erSlOn (Pans: ,\lagyar Füzerek, 1984) 
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fonnation and national liberation movements, is not only the characteristic feature of bour

geOIs transformation and de\'elopment but an important factor in the period of transition 

from capltalism to soclalism and also ID the soclah t transformaoon and de\'elopmenr.'1 

National independence thus was "rediscovered" by the treatise, and shunning even the 
orthodox 'vlarxist discourse a traditional patriotic one was emerging from these Iines. 
The essence of the five Bandung principles was seen as the idea and ideal of national in
dependence and sovereignt}-, transplanted, however from old IIungary to the socialist 
one as the heritage of the working class. "The working class cannot be opposed to the 
principle of national independence, sovereignty, liberty and equality, it cannot subordi
nate the universal interests of the nation to its own class interest ... "42 

The duality of social and political change and the struggle for national independence 
is evident here, or in other words the 1848 tradition of revolution and the struggle for 
freedom dominates Nagy's theory (He refers to the vision of the older Lajos Kossuth 
about a peaceful confederation of independent states of Eastern Europ(13). Reading his 
essay it is no longer surprising that in October 1956 he could take on the new role of the 
leader of anation instead of that of a reliable party revolutionary. Nagy further e>.:plains 
the idea of wh at later became widelv known as "national communism", an alternative to 
Soviet dominated satellite status as evidenced in the case ofYugoslavia, Romania and, ac
cording to some analysts, Gomulka's Poland. Nagy did not waiver when answering his 
own rhetorical question; "ean the ideas of socialism, proletarian internationalism and 
national independence be reconciled? The answer to the question is absolutely yes. "44 

In addition to the strong emphasis on national independence the idea of neutrality is 
also stressed. Military skirmishes and war do not, in Nagy's opinion, stern from the exis
tence of nation states and nationalism (as might assurne today), but from the division of 
these countries into antagonistic power blocks. As a smalJ country, Hungary must vote 
for peace in every circumstance, "it must avoid the country's involvement in war, her be

coming an active participant in the clash of power blocks, becoming a theater of war or 
operational base, and it must be guaranteed that the nation could decide in these ques
tions for itself in fulJ power of its sovereign rights."45 For small countries to be truly able 
to distance themselves from power blocs these blocs, have to disappear. How? Together 
,"ith the principle of peaceful coexistence, goes the optimistic, idealistic argument. This 
and neutraJity will help to achie\'e the ultimate goal; peace. 

4' Ibld. 266 [my translaoon] 

42 Ibld. 228. [my rranslaoon] 

43 On Kossueh's Danubian Federaoon plans see Ge()fJolirlcs ... , 
44 Ibld. 230. 

45 Ibld. 235· 
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As has been shown, the ideas of neutrality and national independence were already 
formed by the beginning of the fateful year of 1956. 0Jine months on from these ideas a 
political act, a declaration, was born. According to Rainer, "The fact that a poJitician 
headed the country who had been considering the possibilities of a turn of direction in 
policy - which would have assured independence for the country and would have found 
a modus vivendi with the empire- was of major significance."46 

If we analyze the text of the radio announcement on Ist 0Jovemberr , all the elements 
contemplated in the In Defense 01 the Hungarian "Yation are crystallized, while the inter
national situation, the reaction of the great powers and the situation at horne, allleft their 
mark on the final version. This can also serve as a summary of the main points of our lll
vesogaoon. 

People ofHungary! 

The national governmem ofHungary, inspired by its deep sense of responsibilit:y towards 

the Hungarian people and history, expressing the unequivocal will of rnillions of Hungari

ans, declares the neutrahty of the Hungarian People's Republic. 

It is true that the idea of neutrality was present. An editorial of JIagyar Szabadstig (Hun
garian Liberty), a newly founded newspaper with the people in the editorial board who 
were purged in 1955 from Szabad "Yip, the party newspaper, for backing Imre ~agy, 
among them Ylikl6s Girnes, Pal L6csei and Peter Kende, demanded neutrality for Hun
gary on the Austrian model. Revolutionary and workers' councils all shared this opinion. 
This was after all, a logical outcome of the clear demands for the withdrawal of Russian 
troops from IIungary, as seen everywhere from leaflets to captions and slogans painted 
on captured tanks, even be fore the Soviet intervention. 

The Hungarian people, on the basis of independence and equality and according to the spirit 

of the Ui\' charter, wish to live in true friendship with their neighbors, the Soviet Union and 

all the nanons of the world. 

Mentioning the U0J and "true friendship", which is just another term for the more high
brow "peaceful coexistence", reflects both 0Jagy's view on a desirable non-bloc place for 

46 Ramer, "Kational Independence" ... , 294. 
4" There are dIfferent \1eWS on ",ho exaccly "'Tote me speech. Accordmg to Gyärgy Heltai's tesrirnony, h':in 

Boldizsar, a wmer composed me text. In his Xagy bIograph}' Rainer, quormg documenr number 9. from 
Fomisok ° Sag)' lmre- kornuiny külpolitiktil'inak tdrtmetihez (pubhshed by J6zsefKIss, Zolt:in Ripp & !sn'an 
\ida, Ttirradalmi Szemle, 1993,1'05.,87.) attribured me speech to Peter Varkon}'l, bur emphaslzed mat 
Xagy alll'ays actively took pan in "erbalizing his mOSt in1ponant speeches, so it is highJy unprobable mat 

someone else would have firushed me speech. 
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1 Iungar) in the international theater and the US poliey of guaranteeing the non-al.igned 
status of possible independent communist countries as expressed !TI the Dulles speech 
mentioned above. 

Ir desJres the consohdation and de\'elopmenr of the achieyemenr of 1[5 national revolution 

without JOlrung an)' power groupmg. 

Considenng that ~agy was deeply embedded in the :\lar:xist revolutionary tradition and 
dIscourse, the word "revolution" might not solely refer to the 1956 revolution but to the 
revolutionary aehievements of the post-1945 social and economic changes, such as the 
nationalizaoon of large-scale property'. The fact that 0.'agy's beloved working class did 
not intend to turn the clock back is e,ident in the workers' council movements. As Bill 
Lomax braveI)' argued, 1956 might be interpreted as the only true socialist revolution, 
creating the combination of grassroots democraey and communal ownership.48 Lomax, 
however is unhappy because he docs not see this heritage of 1956 surviving, he considers 
hirnself its solitary knight. If this side of the revolution seems to be lost for future gener
aoons, what can one say abour the idea of neurrality, which was solemnly silenced and pur 
in the grave ofHungarian utopias; 

\ centur} old dream come true with this for me Hungarian people. The re\'olutionary 

struggle whlch was fought by the heroes of the Hungarian past and presenr finally won the 

cause oflibeny and mdependence' This heroic fight made it possible for our counrry to as

sen 1[5 basic national mterest in inrerstate relations: neurrality. 

Thc expression "century old dream" underlies our previous assumptions abour ~agy's 
rcferences to 19th century patriotic rhetoric. This declaration seems to reconcile all the 
antagonistic concepts: socialism and nationalism, Soviet friendship and non-aligrunent, 
Hungarian pre ent and the past, the continuity of which was severely disrupted in the dis
course after 1947, leaving onJy the revolutionary heritage worth mentioning from Hun
ga rian history. 

[ ... ] \\'orlang millions ofHungary' 

\ \'ith revolutionary determmation, self-sacrificing work and the consohdation of law and or

der, protect and srrengthen our homeland, the free, independenr, democratic and neutral 
Hungary'-I9 

48 BIll Lomax. Hungary 1956 (London AJlison and Busby, 19-6) 

49 Ibld. 262. [my rranslanon] Several orner sources for rne announcement are avaJlable. 
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Tragically at the moment when the end game almost staned, the full program of the 
Nagy governrnent was ready, symbolized in the clear-cut words of: free, independent, de-
1Jlocratic and neutral. \ "hen ~agy had already been abducted from his refuge in the Yugo
slav Embassy in Budapest and taken to Romania, in the torturing uncenainty of waiting, 
he staned to write. These "Snagov notes" (named after the Romanian reson of Snagov) 
made an attempt to solye the antagonistic opposition between revolution and his own re
form ideas. Finally he found a name for the "event": 1956 was a "nationalliberating rev
olution", and it was quelled because of the surviving Stalinist spirit in the Russian lead
ership, and their imperial ambitions. \"hat he failed to recognize was the reaction of the 
other socialist countries and most imponantly China, who went back on their early syw
pathetic words, as a multi-party system, withdrawal from the \Varsaw Pact and the dec
laration of neutrality "went too far".50 

The neutrality program was later, further developed in an a1ready drastically changed 
situation by professor Istvan Bibe, minister of state in the Nagy govemment in his E1ll
iekirat (.\1emorandum)5 J

, which, however, will not be discussed here for lack of space. 
There are no better words to conclude this section on Imre ~agy's role in the neutrality 
story than Rainer's: "Several elements of his concept - independence, regional co-op
eration, the perils of bloc policy- fit into centuries-old trends of Hungarian foreign po
litical thinking. Its attractiveness is assured by the fact that Imre ~agy - in the history 
of Hungarian politics- represented his comiction with rare moral force and personal in
tegrity until his final end."5' 

To conclude, we >\ill mention two items. "'ben investigating the question of neutral
ity in the 1956 Hungarian revolution one must understand how new the international 
system still was which the declaration wished to modify. Today the Cold \Var seems to 
be a solid block, a chilly, long draught that lasted for a very long time, although between 
1945 and 1956, the year of the revolution, only eleven years had passed. Comparing it 
with the ten years that separates us in 1999 from 1989 we must sense the relati .. ity of 
time. Nato was founded in 1949, panly as a response to the Berlin blockade, seven years 
before 1956. The \-\'arsaw Treaty, from which HungaI)' tried to \\ithdraw among heated 
debates, on how it would be possible without violating internationallaw, was established 
on May 14th, 1955, one and a halfyears before the ~ithdrawal was announced in desper
ation. It was only the previous year when several different answers were given to the 
question of international security: \-\-Test Germany joined NATO in 1955, but Austria be
came neutral in the same year, whereas the Bandung conference of Asian and African na-

50 Far an analysis of the Eastem bloe reaeDon see Csaba Bekes, " A magyar semlegesseg" ... 

5 I Istvan Bib6 U1 English: De7llocrac)', Revoluti01l, Selfdete771linati01l. Sekcted wl7tmgr. (Ed Karoly ;--;agy, transla

nOn Andräs Baros-Kazai, ColumbJa C'niversny Press, 1991) 

51 Janos.\1. Ramer, "~arionallndependenee" ... 301. 
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Dons establishmg the notion of "peaceful coexistence" also took place in the same year. 
ThlS demonstrates that everything might still have seemed very pliable. 

The second point i to see how the meaning of neutrality has changed in the discourse 
in I Iungary between 1956 and the 199os. The key words of safety, pacifism and non-in
terference were embedded in the idea of neutrality in 1956. In contrast, however, by the 
late 1990S all these seem to be safeguarded by NATO on the level of rhetonc. As Gyula 
I Iegyi, a socialist politician in the 1990S (although despite hjs party affiliation his views 
are shared by the wh oie of the political elite) argued in his article in JIagyar HirlapB, be
ing anti-X-\TO means nationalism (which has long lost the heroic twilight it still enjoyed 
in 1956), and paradoxically enough NATO membership is the onJy possible way of paci
fism. 

To sum up, the neutrality concepts of 1956 did not survive. lndependence, freedom 
and democracy were pur on a pedestal, while neutrality was labelIed a hasty, thoughcless 
decision motivated by utopian idealism and a complete lack of practical, tactical consid
erations (this view probably originated in the \ i\Testem view, which always treated Nagy 
~lth distrust, although we ~mess a re\lsiorusm among contemporary Hunganan histo
nans). \Vhen Hungary was agajn given the chance more than thirty years later to decide 
on its own fate it was not neutrality, but the older ideas of looking for a strong aDy in the 
form of NATO which prevailed.54 
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Zsu:::sanna Dtikai 

:t\TATO MEMBERSHIP AND HUNGARIAN 
DOMESTIC POLITICS IN THE NI:t\TETIES 

A newspaper cartoon pur an ironie spin on lIungary's application to join NATO. Gyula 
IIorn, the socialist prime minister, is made to say 'You do not have to worry about 
NATO, Comrade Yeltsin. Every power with whom we have made an alliance during the 
last hundred years has faced total disaster." And yet NATO membership was entered into 
with apparent enthusiasm . Herein is a puzzle, namely how the issue was so easily and 
quickly internalized in the IIungarian political arena. There were of course econornic and 
military considerations, bur the role and opinions of the political elite was of great im
portance. This is the topic of the present paper. 

The political background to I994 

As the result of the first parliamentary elections of the post-socialist era (25 March - 8 
April 1990) a conseryative coalition of the Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF), the In
dependent Smallholders and Civic Party (FKgP) and the Christian Democratic Peoples' 
Party (KD~TP) formed the new government on 23 May 1990.2 The coalition accounted 
for 59.33 % of the seats in parliament, of which the MDF received almost 45 %. Hence, 
understandably, both the Prime \1inister 06zsef Amall) and the Minister for Foreign Af
fairs (GezaJeszenszky) were members of the MDF The program of the MDF (which 
provided the basis for the governmental pro gram) set up as its primary aim the restora
tion of sovereignt}" saying that the 'Hungarian Republic pursues an independent foreign 
policy ba ed on the primacy of national interest and its aim is the complete restoration 
of our national sovereignty'.3 They established three main priorities: (I) the program de
clared that the restoration of the sO\'ereignty of the country, linked \.\-1th closer coopera
tion and integration >11th the international political, econornic and security systems of the 

I .\1ag)·ar F1iru17l, 9 Oetober 1997, 6. 

2 The 0pposloon were rhe HW1ganan Soclabst Party (.\lSZP), rhe Allianee ofFree Demoerats (SZDSZ) and 
rhe Alliance OfrOW1g Democrats (FIDESZ). 

3 A nmlzetI ullOs:.üktis progru71lJa (Tbe progrmmne 01 TUTtional rebirtb). Elecroral program of rhe HW1ganan De
mocraric Forum, Budapesr, 1990, 1--. 
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\\'est was a key objective; (2) itoutlined regional cooperation (with IIungary as the cen
ter) as an important element of foreign polic)'; (3) it pointed out that 'the support of the 
perseverance of the Hungarian nation as a cultural and national community is a special 
responsibility of the Hungarian State'.4 As far as security policy was concerned, it set up 
as a principal aim the secession from the \ Varsaw Pact, though it was envisaged to be 'a 
procedure not a single, prompt action'.5 :\'ATO membership was not e\'en mentioned; 
the security of the country was to be strengthened by bilateral, regional and European 
agreements. 

This omission of~ATO membership also characterized the parliamentary debate.6 At 
the extraordinary parliamentary session on the relations of Hungary with the \Narsaw 
Pact, ;\01Ps tried to avoid giving the impression that Hungary's withdrawal from the So
viet military pact would mean the intensification of its relations with ~ATO. In their 
speeches, \1Ps concentrated on the necessity for a smalJ country like Hungary to be cau
tious in changing its orientation. They emphasised that at the Political Board of the \\Tar_ 
saw Pact in :\loscow on 7 June 1990, the Hungarian delegation was alone in its intention 
to dismantle the Organization, while other delegations aimed for reform and moderni
zation . lIence, the resolution which was passed calJed upon the 'government to start ne
gotiations on the withdrawal of Hungary from the \ \ 'arsaw Pact according the article 62 
of the \'ienna Convention [on international treaties] referring to the fundamental change 
in the circumstance of the treaty. Ir is desirable that we arrive at an agreement with alJ 
members, that Hungary would not stay a member'.-

One year later this 'shyness' in Hungarian policy disappeared completely, with at first 
a substantial change in the content of political declarations.8 Geza Jeszenszky - ;\01inister 
for Foreign Affairs - announced in Parliament on 15 October 1991 that 'during the last 
year the Hungarian governrnent made considerable efforrs to strengthen its relations 
with ~ATO, the principal support of the security of the Euro-Atlantic region. The rais
ing of our relations to an organisationallevel is more than desirable'.9 This desire was 

4 A ne111::-m uJJti:cüktir progml1lja, 184. 
5 A nem::-m uJJdszükter progral1ljO, 182 
6 _-\.lthough G)ula Horn - soeialist eandidate for the posioon of :\lmlSter far Forelgn Affairs - first men

ooned the Idea at the meeting of the Society of Poutical SClenee durmg the election campaIgn in Februaf)' 
1990, saymg that Hungary nught evenrually )oin the political organizaoon of~ATO. Quoted in Reich, AI

fred, 'Hunganan neurrabty : hopes and reauoes', RFE, Report on &stern Europe, 30 ,\1arch 1990· 

7 :\1inures ofthe proeeedings ofthe Hunganan Paruament, I - th da)', Session 1990-1994 26June 1990· 
8 ~e"ertheless , m 1990, Geza Jeszenszj.,:), and, later, the Pnme .\1inlSter \1.sited ,\lanfred \\'örner at ~ATO 

Headquarters, followed by the nSlt of the seeretary-general ro Hungary. Subsequently, Iugh-Ievel contacrs 
became regular evenrs. Hungary was also offered the StatuS of associate delegation by the ~orth Aclanoe 

Assembly. 
9 ?l1inures of the proceedmgs of the Hungarian Parliament, I36th day, Session 1990-1994, 15 Oerober 1991. 
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confirmed at the Krakow meeting of the \ 'isegnid countries lO on 5 Ocrober, and later on, 
by the Pnme .\1inister (on 28 Ocrober) at the meeting of the ~onh Atlantic Council. In 
Krakov., the representatives of the three countries declared that 'the present formula of 
dlplomatlc relations must be v.ridened considerably in order ro establish the conditions 
for the dJrect participation of the Czech and Siovak Federal Republic, the I Iungarian Re
public and the Polish Republic in the activities of0JATO'." This quick change shows 
that the idea of integrating IIungary inro \ \ 'estern organizations had been largely ac
cepted, but that the geostrategic situation of the counrry had pre\~ously made the politi
cal eltte cautious in reconsrructing foreign poliC)'. );ow, however, the international situa
tion had changed completely: by 1991 Soviet troOps had already left Hungary, and the 
\Varsa\\ Pact and Comecon had broken up, hence there was no more reason ro be so cau

tlous. 
The desire for full integration was reinforced in 1993 by Parliament's adoption, by 

consensus of (Wo basic documents: one on the principles of securiry poliey, and the other 
on those of national defense. They state: 'building upon the level of cooperation that we 
have already reached, we must initiate such concrete foreign and securiry policy and mil
itary cooperation as \vill gradually lead ro the creation of the conditions of full-rights
membership in 0JATO and V/EU (\.Vestern European Union)," land that the] aim of 
the IIungarian Republic is adhesion ro the existing international securiry organizations, 
such as 0JATO and \ VEU on the principle of full membership' .13 .\1eanwhile, several 
steps were raken ro build cooperation at the military, scientific and information exchange 
levels. So me of these were of symbolic value, such as the publishing of the 0JATO 
I Iandbook in I Iungarian and the organising of seminars. Others, such as the parliamen
tary approval of the patrolling of A\VACS-planes in Hungarian airspace in October 
I992, or the signature ofthe Partnership for Peace program in February 1994, were of 
great Imporrance. 

There was thus, a continuous rum of rapprochement and Euro-Atlantic integration. 
IIowever, the conservative coalition, whose principal politicalleaders were mainly part 
of the 'humanities' intelligentsia, also incorporated the issue of Hungarian minorities in 

10 Czechoslm·akJa, llungal)" and Poland. 

" Anne~ n Statement made at Krakm\ on 5 Ocrober '99' by ehe three rrunisters for forelgn aff:urs concenung 
cooperaoon wleh ehe :\orth Atlanoc Treaty Organisaoon. Quoted in Dunay, P., ':\ATO hrtvicik G"ATO 

debates)', 298, m Duna), P., Gazdag, E, Az &-...ak Atlanl7 S=-er-Odis S:;erve-::;ete (The S017h Atlanl7c Treary Or

gamsanun), Budapest, S"\ TI, '99". 
12 ,\rocle.., Resolurion of the Hunganan Parilament, 0:0 : A rr1r993' (III. 12 .), On ehe secum} poilc)" prmcl

pies of the Hunganan Repubilc, (Orszaggyulesi hatarozat a .\lagyar Köztarsasag blzronsagpolHikai 
alapeherr61). 

'3 Arncle ,6, Resolution of the Hunganan Parliament, "0. 2 - 1r993. (l\ ~ 23') on ehe pnnclples of nanonal de

fence of ehe I Iunganan Republic, (Orszaggyiilesl hatarozat a .\lag)·ar Közcirsasag honvedelrm alapelvetr61). 
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the core of its political program. Consequendy, the government aimed to achieve the in
clusion of the national minorities question in every international document dealing with 
human rights issues. 4 They hoped that international organizations would pay more at
tention to collective rights, and would recognize that the situation and rights of national 
minorities cannot be regarded as internal affairs of the host country. The program of'15 
million Hungarians' '5 (10.5 million inside, 4.5 million outside of the borders) meant the 
reintegration of emigrants (.vho left the country for V/estern states during the socialist 
period) and an active proteetion policy of Hungarian minorities in neighbouring coun
tries. The improvement of the situation ofHungarian minorities and the consent of the 
representatives of the Hungarian minorities abroad became a condition for the im
provement ofbilateral relations ""ith Hungary's neighbors. Although it became clear that 
Hungary could have serious difficulties over \\Testern integration if it did not solve its 
exisnng problems in bilateral relations "'1th its neighbors (for example, \\Testern anti-en
largement voices claimed that enJargement would bring serious security problems), the 
Antall government failed to sign the Basic Treaties on Mutual Understanding and Co
operation \\1th Slovakia and Romania. The issues which prevented the signature were 
the question of national minorities and the recognition of the immutability of present 
borders. \ \'h eth er the failure can be blamed primarilyon the Hungarian government is 
a controversial issue, but it is clear that unsettled relations worsened the image of both 
parties, irre pecrive of responsibility. The Hungarian government must have been aware 
of this. 

The policy of the socialist-liberal coalition 

As the result of the parliamentary elections of May 1994, a socialist-liberal coalition 
formed the government in October 1994. As the Hungarian Socialist Party (MSZP) won 
the majority with 54.14% of the seats thel' nominated Gyula Horn as Prime Minister, 
Laszl6 Kovacs as ~1inister for Foreign Affairs and György Keleti as ~1inister ofDefense. 
The Alliance ofFree Democrats (SZDSZ) received only minor posts in the management 
of foreign policy. The new government did not change the growing Euro-Adantic ori
entation of Hungarian foreign policy. The three priorities established by the conserva
tive coalition remained much the sanle as those followed since 1990: (I) acceleration of 
the European and Euro-Adantic integration processj (2) good relations with neighbor-

14 See ehe paroclpation in ehe concluslon of proposlOon ~o: 1201 of ehe Council ofEurope and ehe final doc

uments of ehe CSCE Summits lfl Genen and Copenhagen. 

15 Revesz, S., Antail Jo-.csefuivolrol 1932 - 1993 (lrbef Antail frum a distaTUe 1932-/993), Budapesr, Slk KIad6, 

1995, 103· 
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ing eounmes; (3) the representation and the safeguarding of the interests of Hungarian 
mlnorines Ii\ing beyond the borders of the counrry.16 

One could mmess an important change, however, for under the new government, pri
orities seemed to move towards Euro-Atlannc Integration, despite the fact that foreign 
polIey was domina ted bya left-wing party. Gyula 110m declared in Parliament that 'this 
government \\"111 reahze the procedure of aclhesion to 0.'ATO and to the European 
Union. Ir will give priOIit}, to that aim [Euro-Atlantic integration] over every other [for
eign polieY]lssue' .1- Since the unsettled relations \\ith neighbouring counmes might de

crease the chances of suceess, 18 the socialist-liberal coalition proclaimed a program of re
conciliation and accord and signed the basic treaties with Slovakia and Romania despite 

protests from minorit}' representatives. Showing that they could aehieve results in an area 
where the conservatives had faiJed also played a significant role. Their main argument 
was that the conservative governrnent had not paid attention to the sensi ti vi ti es of the 
neighboring counmes and that ueh a policy was dangerous, not only far good relations 

with neighbors, but al 0 for the integration ofHungary into the \\'est. 'V.'e have to face 
the fact that wlthOut the resolution of problems in a European manner, neither Hungary 
nor her nelghburs ean enter into the European Gnion and 0.'ATO."9 It was thus in Hun

gary's enlightened self-interest to do everything possible to improve relations \\ith neigh
bonng counmes and also to help their V/estern integration. The recognition that public 

opinion 'was not much interested in the life and rights of minori ti es outside the borders 

and that Hungary, beeause of its size and geographical posinon, did not possess much 
leverage on the beha\ior of the go\'ernrnents of the neighboring counnies also helped to 

encourage this change of po Ii cy. 20 

There was more, however, than a fresh approach to basic rreaties and a more prag
matic view of rninority rights. The socialists argued that Hungary was now in a situation 

to get on the 'right side' ofEurope and this necessitated positive partieipation in sohing 
International secunty problems. This ininated the playing of an active role, far example, 

\\ hen Hungary held the ehair of the OSCE in 1995. During the Hungarian presidency, 
the 0 CE played a role in the movements towards resolution of the Cheehnyan and the 

16 G<n>eT7lmmraJ progrom, Budapesr, Hunganan Parliamenr, 199.f, 146. 

Ij ,\!.mutes of proceedrngs of the Hunganan Parliamenr, 58th day, Session 1994-1998, 11 Februaf)' 1995. 

18 'The settled relaoons "1th the nelghbormg counmes and the settlement of the quesoons on ffilfloricies and 

the border, confonnmg ro the European norms are indispensable for obta=g ~ATO membership' con

mbuoon made brJenö Racskay ro the session of the parllamenr on 11 Februaf)' 1995. 

19 Kovacs, L., '_\ haz.:u hauer hitelesici a külpolicilcit (fhe mternal baclSOTound arrest forelgn polie)")', .Hagyar 

Htrlap, II .\larch 1995. 

20 Howe\'er, one has ro see that chis polle)" srrengthened the interna I and '\ "estern' legttimizaoon of the '.-\no

Hungarian' lliescu and .\leclar govemmentS, and mlSSed the opporrunity ro solve by means of the rreaties 

themselves, the long term ffilflOnty problems. 
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Yugoslav crises. Moreover, the country showed that its diplomacy was eapable of eo-or
dinating a major organisation. It was also a good opporrunity to participate in NATO de
bates, getting to know the interna I rules of the game and at the same time contributing 
to improving the eountry's image." 

As far as relations with the :\forth Atlantic Alliance were concerned, mutual high-level 
visits eontinued. Hungarian military forees partieipated in several joint military maneu
vers under the aegis of the PfP, and politieal leaders aimed to get the most out of the 
0:"ACC meetings." These steps, however, simply represented the realization of initiatives 
begun by the previous government. The next, more important, step was the Hungarian 
endorsement on 6 December 1995 of the use of a military base in Southern Hungary 
(faszar) for IFOR operations in Bosnia. This not only showed the willingness ofHungary 
to contribute to the Yugoslav settlement, but also meant a permanent de facto NATO pres
ence in the eountry, whieh could be seen as an additional proof of practieal eooperation. 
The use of the military base did not meet much opposition, but the next step - the par
ticipation in the settlement in Bosnia met with a lot more. The request made by NATO 
to send a technieal corps to Bosnia in December I995 was intensely debated in Parlia
ment,2) but finally the view that Cour desire to join NATO must be confirmed byaetions, 
too"4 won out, eonfirming the engagement of political cirdes in NATO aceession. In ad
dition, the army reform to support :-..rATO conformity advaneed considerably.'5 All these 
steps were taken against an awarene s that I Iungary had lost the political capital of being 
the first reform country and that new active partieipation in the international arena was 
neeessary to imprm'e its image and to enhance eonfidenee and interest in it. 

The motives behind governmental policy 

The coalition government did not change the foreign poliey orientation of the eoun
try, despite the fact that the left-wing - the soeialists - were represented by the Prime 
\1inister and also the :'.1inisters for Foreign Affairs and Defense. Their motivation ean 

21 For more details see: Lengyel, L., 'A harom kosar (The mree baskers)" Knttka, 1997, ~o: ll, 3-1 1. 

22 For more details see: Gorka, 5., 'Az Eszak Atlanti Egyiimnüködesi Tanacs es a Bekeparmerseg (The :--:onh 
Atlanoc Cooperation Councll and me Parmershlp for Peace)', in Dunay, Gazdag, 193-209. 

23 Ir was mamly worries like gerung mvolved m a conflict in a neighboring counO)', and me shadow ofhlS

tory CHungary emered \\'orld \ \ 'ar Two m defense of me Hungarian populaoon in Yugoslavia) mat were 

ralsed. 
24 Comribuoon made by Janos Sebo""k at me 135"' da)" Session 1994-1998 of the Parhamem on 5 December 

1995· 
25 For more details: Vegh, E, '1\ magyar katonai srrategia kidolgozasa es f6 minyal (The elaboraoon and me 

mam rurections of me Hunganan military srrategy)', HadtuMmdnyi Szemle, 1997, ~o: 1,3-20. 
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Ge summarized as folIows: (I) there was a \.\-1sh to avoid the shadow of the past. ;\lost of 
thc sociahst leaders were educated in the ex-Soviet Union and had played an active role 
in the Part} du ring the Cold \ Var, w hich was not forgonen, especialJy by parties of the 
opposition. ,6 lIence, any non-pro-\Ves te rn move risked the reappearance of accusa
tions that the party was Bolshevik or communist. As the socialist party worked hard 
during its period in opposition (1990--94) to mark itself off from both its past and the 
communist part}" it understandably did not \.\-1sh to regress in the eyes of public opin
IOn. As a result, the socialists voted for a pragmatic approach in all policy issues. First, 
thJS helped them to become disassociated from 'ideological' policy making, hence 
avoiding getring into conRict with left-wing ideology. Second, it was bener suited to 
the needs of the country. 

The poJiC} choice of the socialists cerrainly showed some opportunistic characteris
ti es, too. lt could be argued that the needs of the country indicated a priority for acces
sion to the European Union rather than to ;\fATO, as Hungary looked primarily for ways 
of securing economic progress and the improvement of welfare. However, owing to ex
ternal factors, NATO membership became a realizable aim, whiJe EU membership was 
pushed back. The socialist government had consequently every reason to take the op
portunity offered'" and to make political capital out of the Madrid invitation, clairning 
that it was the result of their foreign poLc)'. 

The political consensus behind the governmental position 

Arguably, the most imporrant reason for the development of the general consensus was 
the historical experience of the region of Central and Eastern Europe. As Liszl6 Valki 
has noted, 'the observer of the region could see that it is characterised by the syndrom of 
anything-can-happen-anywhere-and-at-any-time, and the lack of predictabiLty?.'8 In ad
dition, it was clear that after the end of the Second "Vorld "Var, the Euro-Atlantic region 
managed to establish the basis of long-term stability and prosperity, a situation which was 
to large extent associated \.\-1th organizations such as the European Communities and the 
;\form Atlantic Alliance. 

By contrast, on the eastern side of Central and Eastem Europe one could witness the 
increase of instabiJiry after 1991, \.\-1th the end of the Soviet Union. Neither the econornic 

26 For example, br me Smallholders Part}. 

2., - whlch could hardlr ha"e been done \\1mout challengmg melr democranc self-Iegmrmzanon (see p. - .). 
28 .\luch of dus secnon 15 based on. Valki, L., 'Szeret nem szeret' A ;\"ATO kioo,·ltes kc~rd6Jelel (It likes me, 

Jt does nOt like me' The question marks of~ATO enlargement)', Ki1Ipolmka, 1995, Aurumn-\\-U1ter, 97-
12 3. 
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nor the political situation could be regarded as stable, and the members of the CIS 
(Commonwealth of Independent States) were struggling with internal and external con
fiicts. In Hungary, however, the econorruc and social situation, after the nadir of 1991, 
started to improve and politicians intended to do everything to preserve that. Euro-At
lantic integration was seen as joining a more developed region: it not only meant stability 
in social , political and rrulitary terms, but was also seen as the pledge of econorruc devel
opment. J6zsef Antall- Prime .\liruster between 1990 and 1993 - expressed concern 
at the Paris Summit of the Orgaruzation for Security and Cooperation in Europe in ~o
vember 1990 about the rise of the 'wall of poverty' after the fall of the Berlin V/all. '9 The 
image of the waU of poverty, although not in such a strong form, reappeared later on, too 
as a fear of rrussing out on successful econorruc moderruzation or the loss of the final 
chance to put an end to the lag between Hungary and the 'de\'eloped world'. Paradoxi
cally, ~ATO - a pohtico-military organization - appeared as a solution to securing 
such economic development. 

In addition to the fears of rrussing the last chance to avoid being on the econorruc pe
riphery, the econorruc image of the country was also brought up as the justification of ac
cession. Liszl6 Kovacs - .\1inister for Foreign Affairs between 1994 and 1998 - de
dared that 'in several countries of the world (for example in Japan and in the US), 
representatives of the big investment firms stated that for them it is ~ATO membership 
which signifies the genuine guarantee for the security of their investments. For thern it is 
more important than any bnd of bilateral agreement on the promotion and protection 
of investments'.3° The validity of ws argument is questionable, hO"wever, since interviews 
with leading foreign investors in Hungary show that ~ATO membership was not high 
on their list of vital conditionsY 

Paradoxically, the costs of~ATO membership were often used as an argument in fa
vor of ~ATO accession. It was dear that the myth of systemic change, which said that 
the socialist regime had spent the wealth of the population on armaments, was un
founded. Rather the new system inherited obsolete equipment which had to be changed, 
irrespecnve of the status of the counny towards ~ATO. Military leaders emphasized that 
~ATO accession would mean reducing apart of these unavoidable costs deriving from 
the necessity of moderruzation of the army. The main justification for that was the expla
nation that a member of a military aUiance does not have to establish a fully comprehen-

29 Quored m \ 'alla, L., 'Ervek es ellenervek (pros and contras)' in Duna)", Gazdag, 159-192. 
30 ;\agy .\leIylnio, E., 'A jÖ"öre gondolva keil polmulru (polmcians must rhmk of the future)', J.fagym· Hir

lap, I2 ;\ovember 199- , 3· 
31 For example, the head of AueL Hungana, the adnsor of General Elecrric and the spokesman of the Durch 

l:'G group welcomed HungalT ;\ATO memberslup as a factar m increasmg srabihry, bur emphasized that 

in"estments are based primarilyon econonuc coneLoons. in ';\,ATO panor:ima C\ATO panorama)', "HaJ!J'ar 

Hfrlap, 12 ;\ovember 1997, II. 
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sivc dcfense to aim for autarchy in defense mauers. This is what made military integra
tion efficient and less expensIve than neutrality in the eyes of the Hungarian military and 

polJtical leaders. 
The lack of other options also worked in favor of accepting :\'ATO acceSSlOn. In the 

ycars 1990-1991 with the restoration of sovereIgnty, the country faced the task of choos
ing Its onentation. In the light of the strategie and geopolitical SItuation ofHungary, five 
different opnons emerged: (I)The option of a reformed or modemized \\'arsaw Pact, 
but only considcrcd as a temporary solution if the peaceful, prompt, secession of Hun
gal) was unfeasiblcY (2) :\'eutrality was vel)' popular in Hungarian political circles espe
ciall} during 1989-1990)3 Trus was based primarilyon a perceived traditional and emo
tional attachment of the population to neutrality,H owing to the bad experience of 
prC\1OUS alliances. I Iowever, the end of the bipolar world undermined the possibility of 
a neutral Hungary or a neutral bloc in Central Europe. The lack of any superpower guar
antce, the posslble increase in defence costs, and the quest for self-justification of the Eu
ropean neutral states made the maJority of the polirical elite renounce the illusion of neu
trabt}·. (3) The Central-European option; there were effortS to rein force regional 
cooperanon, but none of the initiatives could become a genuine catalyst of an emerging 
Ccntral-European bloc35. In realit}, the years of separation since " 'orld " 'ar I, reduced 
the Importance of factors wruch could have sen.·ed as the basis of a genuine regional co
operation ( uch a economic complementarit}', cultural and political homogeneit},), but 
could not resolve the unsettled issues separating thc counmes (such as territorial debates, 
mutual rnistrust or even hatred)l6. Thus today, there are few possibilities for genuine co
operation, only for loose contaets. (4) The European option, wruch reckoned on joining a 
European Gnion wruch was stronger in political and securit}' terms. Trus option would 
have handJed the securit}, challenges of the region in more complex and wider tenns (in
cluding deploying econornic integration in order to reduce instabilit},), and was more 

F 'Our aim 15 ehe secesslOn ofHungary from the \\'arsaw Pact ... 1:ntil this becomes realizable ... a resolu-

tion must be raken on ehe reJecnon of ehe Brezhne,' docmne ... \\'e fee! ehe reform of ehe srrucrure of ehe 

\ \ 'a1>a \\' Pact necessa ry.' m Alliance 0 f F ree Dem ocra IS, A rends-..ervtilttr.:.ds progr071lJo (Tbe progrom of sysremlc 
change), Budapest, 1989, 19. 

33 'The Hunganan chplomaq must formulare neurrallt)' as a genuine future rum.' in ehe program of ehe Hun

ganan Democranc Forum lfl 19l19, p. 157. 'Our declararion on pnnclples considers ehe Declaranon of neu

rrahty of ehe re"olunon of 1956 as lts rradinon.' lfl.-\lhance of Free Democrats : A rends-..erJtilr=r prOgr071ljO, 
Budapest, 1989, 18. 

H See for example the long-term effeclS m ehe memory of ehe populanon of the Declaration of neurrality of 
ehe 1956 re"olunon 

35 For more der:uls see' Pataki, 1., 'Hunganan foreign poliq; ehe European 1:ruon and regional cooperanon' m 

Glatz., F., Europo uruf C'ngorn, Budapest, Europa Insotute, 1996, 17-24. 

36 For more details see Kende, P. : J1iirr nzncr rrrui KeIer-Nr.LfJ Europdbon? (U-~ zr Ir rhor rbfTl! zr no order zn Eosr
ern Cmtrol Europe?), Budapest, Osins-Szazadveg, 199+ 
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popular in the eyes of the voters, too. However, as the further withdrawal of the United 
States from Europe and the strengtbening of the European defense identity were taken 
off the agenda, this orientation became unlikely, prirnarily because of factors outside the 
region. (5) The only possible and likely orientation thus, remained the Euro-Atlantic one. 

Another irnportant reason which contributed to the general parliamentary consensus 
behind :\fATO membership was the democratic self-Iegitirnization of the parties them
selves. All of the major parties had built their foreign and security policy (and to some ex
tent their domestic policy) on \'\'estern values and value systems. The airn of joining the 
\Vest and 'Vestern organizations became an integral part of the legitimization basis of 
these parties. The word 'Vlestern-oriented' became equal to 'democratic' in political 
thought. In other words, only those parties which accepted the aim of integration into 
the '\Testern system could be regarded as democratic political forces. In these circum
stances, none of the major political fore es could have risked saying 'no' to the quest for 
NATO membership. 

The irnportance of cultural identity is controversial. Although politicalleaders, espe
cially conservatives,r usuaUy emphasized the irnportance and continuity of the European, 
Euro-Atlantic and \\Testern cultural and historicallinks (from A.D. 1000 onwards), \\ith 
which I Iungar-y was tied to '''estern Europe. Judging whether Central and Eastern Eu
rope has its own identity or can be regarded as a region which was always part of\\'estem 
Europe or Europe in cultural terms is far beyond the scope of this article. One must, 
however, keep in mind the fact that such a \iew was \\idespread among political fore es in 
Hungary especially after I990, and acted in part as a justification for full organizational 
integration within the Euro-Atlantic region. 

Anti-NATO forces 

As far as political fore es are concemed, three different groups of anti-:\fATO fore es can 
be distinguished. The first group was the extreme right-wing under the leadership of the 
nationalist Hungarian Justice and Life Party. The second group was the extreme left
wing, \\ith the communist '\'orkers' Party at their head. The third group being the al
ternative movements such as green movements, religious organizations, and peace move
ments. The most powerful opposition (because of their highly developed organization 
and largest membership) came from the Workers' Party, the Hungarian Justice and Life 
Party, and the peace movement, the Alba Circle. Although the style and ideology of the 

37 'The loosening of bloc solidanty and the s\\'eep of the concepoon of parliamemarr democracy m Cenrral 
and Eastem Europe shows the European idenoty of these counmes.' m the program of the Hungarian De

mocratic Forum, I989, I52. 
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three groups were considerably different, one can see the similarities berween their ar

guments and mooves. 
The practical background to ideological motives is clear. From 1994 onwards there 

was a stable 20-25% opposition to 0JATO membership amongst the population. The 
rwo polltical parties, the nationalists and the communists, which otherwise did not re
ceive the 5% of votes necessary to enter Parliament, represented the opinion of 20-25% 
of the population on the ~ATO issue. They had thus every reason to make political cap
ital of this and to try to turn their anti-~ATO campaign into apreparation for the par

liamentaI) elections of 1998. In the case of the Alba Circle - not a political party, but a 
pressure group - their aim can be viewed as a quest for popularity to become a nation
ally welJ-known movement. The lack of any coordination and cooperation berween anti
.'\JATO forces JB did not derive only from the ideological distance between the parties, but 
also confinns the fact they were seeking electoral (or other) popularity. 

The ideological scope of the arguments of the anti-NATO forces was narurally differ
ent. The IVorkers Party argued that NATO would help Hungary only in the defense of 
the capitalist system and that the Alliance was nothing other than the long hand of Amer
ican dominance, interested only in selling annaments. This ideology originated from 
their Marxist values and political and economic preferences. The IIungarian Justice and 
Life Party stressed that the government had learnt nothing from the past and still wanted 
to intemationalize the country but this time 'not with Soviet tanks, but with New York 
bnks'.J9 Their reluctance was often mingled with racist, anti-Semitic and nationalist el
ements. 

V, 'hen it comes to the reasons given far these stances, we can see the same arguments 
in a di fferent mode: a mixture of the costs of membership and adaptation; the sale of sov
ereignty; the idea of neutraliry. A possible Russian reaction, and the fear that Hungary 
could find itself at war with those Hungarian minorities serving in the forces of non 
~ATO-allied neighboring countries, or the threat of deterioration ofbilateral relations, 
were presented. In addition, issues such as nuclear weapons and foreign troops on IIun
garian soil were cited by all opposing parties.40 

38 For example me spokesman of me \ \'orkers Party finnly reJected me possibihty of cooperaoon \\'Im omer 
ano-:-;'ATO forces m his mter\lew '.\11m ab haikan beleperr (As someone who emered qwetly)', ,Hag)'01' 
Sarancr, 1OJul) 199-,11. 

39 In '\llt teg)'ünk es mlert' (\\ 'hat to do and whl), '''1agyar Forum, speciallssue on me referendum, 13 r-;-o
vember 199',. 2. 

40 Leaders of ano-,\;ATO forces pubhshed several arncles m weekl)' polmcal and national daily newspapers 
and meii campalgn was weU reponed, too. Howe\'er, me best wal' to follow meii reasonmg IS by loolang at 
me edltonals of me weekJy pohocal newspapers under melr conrrol. They are me .\lagyar Forum (Hun

ganan Forum) ln me case of me Hunganan Jusace and Llfe Part)', and me A Szabadsag (The Libeny) ln 

me case of me \\ 'orkers' Party. AB far as me Alba circle IS concemed, mey pubhshed me book: Csapody, T. 
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The anti-~ATO reasoning of the two parties usuaily remained on the level of propa
ganda declarations and were less than professional. The arguments of the Alba Circle 
were more weil thought out, but were detennined by their paeifist values. One must also 
mention the few intelleetuals who examined the anti-~ATO arguments in greater 
depth.4' These voiees, however, remained quiet sinee most of the researehers wanted to 

avoid being put in the same eategory as the extremists. 'I am against ~ATO membership, 
but I do not want to declare it loudly,' said a famous soeial seientist to the weekly eco
nOlnie newspaper the IIVG.4' 

The result was that otheru:ise legitimate questions eould easily be S\\'ept under the ear
pet as the rantings of demagogues. The importanee of this laek of eritieizm ean be seen 
for example when the que tion of the referendum was formulated in a pro-)JATO, rather 
than a neutral fashion,43 and, later on, the problems ereated for the Hungarian minorit}' 
in Vojvodina (Serbia) during the :\'ATO air-strikes in 1999. 

The beginning of I997 as a turning point 

The bcginning of 1997 was a tuming point in how the 0,'"ATO issue was handled in Hun
garian domestie politics. 0Jow it was more or less eertain that an invitation to join ~ATO 
would be fortheoming. A.ttention therefore tumed from external to domestie aspeets of 
),TATO poliey. Sinee the aim of eon\'ineing the 0,'"ATO powers that Hungary was ready 
for aeeession seemed to ha\'e been realized, the go\'emment now planned both to eoilect 
the fruits of the external vietory in domestie terms, and also to ensure that the internal 
legitirruzation of its poliey would reeei\'e a eomweing eonfirmation in the referendum, 
thus reinforeing their external poliey. In other words, their plan was to finalize a sueeess
ful referendum on ),TATO aeeession in order to reinforee both their eX1:ernal and domes
tie images. These polieies ean be traeed in the referendum debate in parliament as weil 
as in a publie information eampaign. 

- \'ir, L., Amokfuttis a SATO-ba (Running amuck into .YATO) Budapesr, 1997, ll1 wluch mey collected me 

major arocles pubushed by melT speclalists ll1 me wnrren medIa. 
41 For example see .-\ndor, L., )\z euro-atlano csomag (The Euro-Atlanoc package)', &milet, 1996,:\0 32, 

204-21 9. 
42 'KI fizeo a reveszt' (\\110 mll pay')', Hetl I 'ilagga;:;dastig, 14 :\ovember 199-, 10. 
43 'Do you agree mat rhe Republic of Hungary should pronde for rhe protecoon of rhe counrry by 101lllllg 

~ATO)' In a Hunganan ;\'aoonal Elecrion Commirree repon on rhe referendum on 16 ~ovember 199"· 
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The legal background and the hiswry of referendums in HungaIT 

Slnce referendums were in practice, absent during the socialist period in Hungary,44 they 
only really began mth the change of their political system (1989) and even then only two 
referendums had been held by 1997. In the first, held on the initiative of the Alliance of 
Free Democrats (SZDSZ), citizens were asked to decide on four issues. The first three 
issues delegItirruzed the socialist regIme, depri\ing them of the human, economic and au
thoritanan bases of their power. The last airned to prevent any SUf\;val of socialist power 
In the fonn of a soclahst President. After a vigorous campaign reAecting the irnportance 
that people placed on the debate, 58% of the population voted, the majoriey for 'four yes's 
to systemic change'.45 

The second referendum was not so successful. In 1990, the Hungarian Socialist Party 
tried to achleve the direct election of the President of the Republic by referendum, but 
onl} 13.91 %46 of the voting population rumed out, thus invalidating the event. The rea
sons for the low poIl were: bad timing (mid-July), and the efficient govemment propa
ganda discouraging anendance. The lessons leamed from this experience were (I) a suc
cessful referendum can rein force the initiator' electoral position (there was a c1ear 
connecnon between the success of the first referendum and the face that the voters of the 
SZDSZ doubled in number); (2) a badly timed referendum can result in invalidity be
cau e of low rum-out; (3) relative political inactivity on the part of the people meant that 
thelr decision was unpredictable and easily manipulated. These lessons encouraged the 
polmcal eIlte to beheve that referendums should be instiruted \,;th the greatest care and 
only in very speclal cases. A corollary was that parties on the periphery of the political 
spectrum and soclal groups outside Parliament continued to regard referendums as a use
ful means of exercising pressure on the parliamentary political elite. 

Legally, the picrure was very controversial. As elsewhere the referendum was regulated 
by the Constirution and by the Referendum Law.4- These ewo starutes - both enacted 
In 1989 - lett several questions open. They did not make c1ear the limits of direct 
democracy - repre ented by a referendum - and its relation to indirect democracy
represented mainly by Parliament. Additionally, the modification of the Constirution in 
199~ acrually increased the anomalies between the Referendum Law and the Constiru
tion. The modified Constirution contradicted the conditions of the validiry of a referen
dum prescribed by the Referendum La\\'. Hence, because of the lack of c1ear regulation, 

44 A.lthough referred tO In the ConsOluoon. 

45 The referendum slogan of the SZDSZ. 

46 In Szoboszlal, Gy., '.-\ nepsZ3nz:is alkooninyos helye es a polmka (Ibe consriruoonal place of the referen
dum and polmcs)', In .Hag:,arorr..ag Politikal Evki1Tl)'ve [998 (polttical YeaT'book 0/ HungaT)} , Budapesr, BKE, 

1998,104-

47 In Hungary: Law :-';0: A\. TI. (1989) on the referendum and popular Inioaove. 
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referendums were able become tools of daiJy political battles, instead of senwg as tool 
for controlling legislative and administrative power. 

The start of the l\'ATO referendum 

The idea of the referendum on :\A.TO membersrup originates from FebruaI"}' 1994, 
,\'hen during the parliamentaI"}' elections, the Hungarian Socialist Party declared in its 
electoral program that it would hold a referendum on :'\ATO accession if it won, al
though it was the only parliamentary party to do this, This intention - since the SOClal
ists gained a majority at the elections - was confirmed in the program of the new gm'
emment in October I994, despite the fact that their coalition partners (the Alliance of 
Free Democrats) were not very enthusiastic about the issue. The gm'emment neverthe
less declared that 'the further development of relations between HungaI"}' and :'\ATO is 
necessary ... The govemment desires to confirm its decision on :\ATO accession bya ref
erendum'.48 This program also mentioned that the referendum would only be held after 
negonations on acces ion. At fir t sight, the referendum might seem to question the hy
po thesis of this article - namely that the idea of joining :'\ATO was quickly internalized 
and accepted in Hungary - since it suggests that the Socialist party, being a left-wing 
party, was trying to find Ideologically more acceptable alternatives to joining :'\ATO and 
that the referendum was a way ofkeeping the door open to other solutions. 

Certainly. there were some in the party who fa\'ored alternative solutions, but once in 
power the SOClaliSt Party followed the foreign policy - Euro-Atlantic integration - of 
Its consen'ative predecessors, and deyeloped a practical rather than an ideological ap
proach towards foreign and security policy. The reason for including a referendum on 
0."ATO enlargement in their electoral program \vas panly the result of electoral tactics, 
since the socialists realized it could mean many extra \'otes. They hoped to use the refer
endum to appear to be 'neutra!', whilst gaining the votes of those citizens who were 
against :'\ATO membership as weil as those who were undecided and who might other
wise have voted for the \\'orkers' (communist) Party, which led an openly anti-:\.-\TO 
campaign. Such a policy also dictated that pro-XATO members of their voting camp 
could continue to feel comfortable in voting far the Socialists. Hence, the issue of:'\ATO 
was handled as an issue of secondaI"}' importance compared ",-ith their electoral interests. 

The second stage in the referendum issue was in October 1995, when the \-\'orkers' 

48 Governmmlal program, Budapest, Hunganan Parbament, 1994> 14~ . ThlS was a small srep back fonn the 
electoral program of the SOClalisr where rhey srated rhat a 'referendum must deode on accessIOn' ro rhe Eu· 
ropean Cruon ' 35 the same 15 valid for mcidemal ,\;ATO memberslup'. In Kibi-vasok es -vdkl=k (Cbalkngts 

anti ans-,:;=) , electoral program of the Hunganan Soclabst Party, Budapest, 1994> 285. 
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Party launched a pention in order to force a referendum on IIungary's 0JATO member

ship, and started collecting signatures in support. 142,540 valid signatures were collected, 

which, according to legislation then in force, was more than enough49 to make the refer
endum compulsory. Gyula Thürmer, chairman of the \\'orkers' Party, justified launch

ing the referendum mitiative by stating that Hungarians did not wish to join the arms 

ra ce which :-\ATO membership would ine\;tably bring: internal stabiJity and a pre

dlctable system of administration were more important than joining a military organiza

non. He also wanted to build an axis of neutrals, with Hungary joining Switzerland and 

-\usma, later to be followed by Ukraine and BuJgaria.50 The motives for the petition were 

several: (I) on :\1arxist grounds, an anti-:--JATO program was self-evident, and, since they 

were outside Parliament, the only wal' for the V\Torkers' Party' to prevent NATO mem

bership was through a referendum; (2) the sociaJist party was a betrayer of the principles 

of the left. rather than a natural a11y, so taking up their initiative and turning it against 

them was an appealing option; (3) at the end of 1995 around 26% of the population was 

against NATO membership. Some might weH support the \\'orkers' Party, resulting in 

the party"s reaching 5% of electoral support (the necessary percentage to enter to the par

hament) smce they already had 3.19%51 in 1994-

The petition put Parliament in a difficult situation. 100,000 signatures constituted a le

gal obligation to hold a referendum, but there was a reluctance to organize one; a reluc

tance whlCh had everal cau es: (I) fear conceming the result. Opinion poils showed that 

the number against NATO was increasing, reaching its c1imax in February 1996 (w;th 

35°10 of the population against), while the number of those supporting ::\fATO member

ship had decreased considerably (to 44% in February 1996). Apathy, moreover, might have 
led to an invalid resuJt. Both outcomes would have been a failure for a11 the parliamentaty 

parties since both government and opposition had confirmed their commitment to 

:-\ATO accession. Abroad, the Government might even have to face a more serious loss 

of confidence since their diplomatic image was one of a country fully engaged in Euro

-\tlantic integrationY (2) The impact on party loyalty if a nationwide referendum took 

49 Accordtng to .-\n:icle 10 of rhe Referendum La\\ If 100 rhousand cinzens U1JtJate a referendum rhe Parlia· 
ment 1$ obliged to enact It. 

50 'Jogi szakertc5k a .\lunka part kezdemenyezeser61 (Legal expens on rhe irutiative of rhe \\ 'orkers' Party)', 

Yep=badstig, 18 ;-';ovember 1995, 3. 

51 In ';-';epSZ3\ azas Jog es polmka hararan (Referendum on rhe border of la\\ and politics)', Eid es b-odalm71, 5 
September 199-, 3. 

52 Also, according to rhe Referendum La\\" a referendum on rhe same 15sue cannot be repeated \\1clun two 

rears. In orher words rhe peop1e would not be ab1e to decide on ;-';ATO membership untJl after rhe negoo· 
aoons on JOtntng were fin15hed. 

53 ProposItlon .\ ennsaged rhat an optnion-screerung referendum could have been held wlrh rhe followtng 

quesoon 'Do you want Hungary to be a member of;-';ATO;' on rhe IOIh of Slarch 19l)6. 
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place. It was feared that the three months authorized by the Referendum Law for cam
paigning would not be enough to make up for the lack of communications during the pre
"ious years between the people and the political elite conceming :\'ATO membership. 
Conversely, previously lilie known or unpopular political groups might grab the center 
of attention. Had the referendum taken place in the spring of 1996, it could predictably 
have caused a great redistribution of votes to the benefit of extra-parliamentary anti
:\'ATO parties (such as the \i\'orkers' Party or the Hungarian Justice and Life Party) at the 
expense of parliamentary ones. Hence, a referendum would have been a high risk move 
for the parliamentary parties since a successful outcome was not yet certain. 

Parliament therefore accepted Proposal B.53 of the Constitutional Standing Commit
tee on 19 December 1995, which suggested that a referendum then, would not be weil 
timed, since an informed and weil founded decision could not be reached54. Parliament 
clid, however, undertake to hold a referendum when conclitions allowed. It is clifficult to 

say whether concems about :\'ATO accession, or about party stanclings in later general 
elections were more important in this decision. But one thing is sure, there was a con
sensus on :\'ATO accession to such an extent that Parliament accepted aresolution which 
was clearly against the law in order to avoid risking an undesired expression of popular 
\vill. 

The extent to which :\'ATO accession was intemalized amongst the elite can be eh ar
acterized by the attitude of the Constitutional Court. Shortly after the parliamentary de
cision, the \i\'orkers' Party turned to the court to seek legal remedy against the 'illegal' 
action of parliament. Despite the fact that 'on paper' their position was more defensible 
than the parliamentary one, at the end of February 1996, the Court declined to make a 
judgement, stating that the issue was not ~ithin its competence. It stressed that the Con
stitutional Court was competent to supervise all legal means of the state administration, 
but not to decide single, concrete, issues.55 This ruling could mean that the members of 
the Court accepted NATO membership as a natural aim in essence, and one which was 
perhaps not to be put at risk by an unprepared referendum, even if the law might have 
seemed to suggest othernise. 

The parliamentary debate in 1997 

The third time the NATO referendum issue arose, was in the spring of 1997. The char
acteristics of parliamentary discussions conceming NATO in that period were: (r) the 
necessityor desire to join :\fATO was not opposed; (2) :\fATO membership often played 

54 AdeClSion which the parliament would have preferred. 

55 Resolution of the Constirutional Coun ~o: 3/1996 (TI. 23·)· 
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a secondaJ1 role to other issues. Prioriry was given to domestic issues which could more 
readily influence the opinion of the \'orers; (3) e\'en when orher issues were not mixed 
into the debare, rechmcal or legal questions concerning the referendum were discussed 
rather than the consequences of membership; (4) the main aim of govemment and op
poslOon was to claim credir for the likely imitation to join A'ATO for themsehe and to 
sho\\ thar ther were rhe true represenratives people's intere ts. The debares focused 
around four issues; \\ hether to hold a referendum or not; when to hold it; wh ether to or
ganize an opinion-gathering or a declsion-making referendum; and the inclusion of the 
agriculturalland issue.s6 

Until the end of April, discussions focused on whether the referendum should be held 
or not. Several specialists argued that according to the constitution, a referendum was 
only necessaJ1 In the case of accession to the European Union, since that is a suprana
nonal body. Howe\'er, smce ),'ATO works on the basis of consensus, accession would not 
affect the sovereignry' of the country. Others worried about external factors, such as the 
ratification process, which could have been hindered by the referendum. The internal de
bate, such as potentially insufficient suppon for ),'ATO membership owing to lack of in
formanon, or the emotional arguments used to influence the population by several anti
'\'ATO groups, were also addressed. The technical difficulties of organizing a referendum 
bet\\een the two main elections of 1998 (namely, parliamentaJ1' and local elections) were 
also raised, The main moti\'ation behind these often dubious arguments was the ner
vousne of the pro-),'ATO camp which was worried abom the result of a possible refer
endum. For the government though, there was no other choice than to stick to the orig
inal plan. FaiJure to hold a referendum, c1early presented in its program and confirmed 
bya decision of Parliament, would have been a very powerful tool in the hands of extra
parliamentary forces, and would result in a risky loss of prestige. Anti-~ATO voices 
could only be conclusively dimini hed bya referendum, in which a comincing majority 
voted for ),'ATO. Consequently, they had to go ahead and make the best of the referen
dum. This obliganon was reflected in the declaration ofLiszl6 Kovacs, Minister for For
eign Affairs, on 28 April 1997; 'the govemment is commined to its program of holding 
a referendum when the negotiations on accession finish'.5" The same commitment was 
confirmed on 9 July 1997 ar the .\ladrid Summit of NATO - where the first wave of 
counmes to be lmited to join NATO was determined - by the then Prime :\linister 

56 \ \ "lule the agriculruralland lSSue dld not have an)" direcr link \\;th the :\"ATO issue, Ir was considered a \,tal 

JSSUe in Hunganan domesoc pohtics. The pnncipal debare cenrered upon who should O\\TI Hunganan agn

culruralland. Tirrung was comcldental, bur resulred in clus issue becoming embroiled \\,th thar of J01I1lI1g 
:-.'ATO. 

5" In ':\"epsla\'azaskenyszer (push for referendum)', ;I.1agJar .\'emzet, 29 Apnl 199",3. 
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Gyula Born. He characterized the invitation as 'of great historical importance', and said 
that 'there will be a referendum in IIungary on NATO membership'.58 

The second question to solve was the date of the referendum. The Young Democrats 
and the Smallholders Party - both of them in opposition at that time - backed hold
ing the referendum after the parliamentary elections of May 1998. The reason for this 
could have been a hope of winning the elections and forming the govemment which 
would conduct the event, and thus profit more trom its success than they would have 
done in opposition - or simply delay or reduce the advantage the sociaLsts might gain. 
On the other hand, early 1998 was supported as a date by a number of politicians regard
less of their poLtical affiliation, who argued that this was when the conditions for joining 
would more or less be known, and the ratification process would already have started. 
They v;ished to organize a referendum in favor of joining :\fATO, and they considered 
that one organized after some 0JATO members had already ratified Hungary's accession 
,,\'Ould have positive effects on public opinion. However, the majority of the government 
and some of the opposition preferred to hold the referendum before the ratification 
process, arguing that a positive answer would faciLtate the ratification process for 'diffi
eult' and unsure NATO members. In addition, such timing would be an excellent tool 
for improving the image of Hungary, especially since many :\'ATO officials emphasized 
how important it was to convince the Hungarian population of the necessity of member
ship. Indeed, this last option was aceepted by the parliamentary parties on 10 July, when 
they opted for an opinion-gathering referendum59 on the :\fATO issue to be held be fore 
the end ofl\'ovember 1997. ParLament would also issue a declaration in response to the 
invitation by the :\forth Atlantic Alliance. The text of the declaration, which was prepared 
by the ~ster for Foreign Affairs in cooperation with the speeialists of the parliamen
tary parties, was sent to a general meeting of Parliament on 15 J uly 1997, where it was 
accepted unanimously.60 Party leaders stressed the importance of the issue for Hungary, 
but mainly addressed anti-:\fATO fore es which contested their arguments. The style of 
debate had changed. Hitherto, :\fATO debates had been dorninated by party skirmishes. 
The new consensus indicated thar all the parties were genuinely engaged in Euro-At
lantic integration, and had pur aside daily poLtical battles.61 

\\'hiJe there may have been a consensus, there were also differences in nuance between 
thespokesmen of the different parties. The centre-right parties, for example, emphasised 

58 In 'Ev vegi nepszavazas (Referendum at the end of the )'ear)', ;Vep=badsdg, 10 July 1997, I. 

59 An opmJOn-screening referendum on I}' gives an mdlcaoon of public opmion and does not bind Parliament 

tmIike a decision-making referendum. 

60 ,\1mutes of the proceedmgs of the Hungarian Parliament, 293m da)" Session 1994-1998, onJuly 15 1997· 
61 Ir also mrucated that they knew if an}' one of them made a move to quesoon the ments of~ATO member

stup, all the other pames would regard them as anodemocraoc according to the prevailing Vlew that '~ATO 

; \\ 'est ; Democracy.' 
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the importance of the national interest<Sl and historical values - 0JATO membership seen 
agamst a thousand years of I Iungarian bistory and most notably the events of 1956.63 In 
addioon the Smallholders Party added apopuLst spin referring to 'EngLsh parachutists' 
and 'KGB agents'. Both liberals and sociaJists were more value-oriented14 and were con
cemed with the post-1990 present, and concentrated on the prospects for collaboration 
\\ith the \Vest. The liberals took an unexpectedly objective stance, weighing up the situ
aoon in an analyocal rather than a poLtical manner.65 The \'oung Democrats expressed 
an mteresting mixture of national mteresr66 and ci\ic values.6-

The consensus, however, wa short-Lved. In]uJy 1997, an opposition party, the IIun
garian Democratic Forum, expressed its opinion that the issue of ;\TATO membership 
and the question of ownership of agriculturalland should be addressed in a joint refer
endum. The latter was one of their chief domestic political platforms. The iilltiati\'e orig
mated from thelr declaration in] une 1997, saying that if the govemment subrnitted its 
proposal for the Law on agricultural land to Parliament, they would initiate a referen
dum on the issue, Some weeks later, on August 20, they began to collect signatures for a 
petition to hold a referendum whjch they hoped would prevent foreign ownership of 
agnculturalland. Sirnilarly, the \'oung Democrats IIungarian Civic Party - again from 
the opposition grouping - suggested that it would be useful to hold a decision-making 
referendum linking both causes - 0JATO membership and land-ownersbip. At first, the 
govemment parties protested that such linkage was as unnecessary as it was undesirable. 
lIowever, a week later - on August 28 - they backtracked and agreed to a decision
making referendum in the case of 0JATO membership and to the possibiLty of holding 
a referendum on the land issue. They also presented their O\m version of questions to be 
asked concerning the latter, in an attempt to take the iilltiative away from the opposition. 

Since alJ the parties had agreed on 15 ]uly that a single-issue opiillon-gathering refer
endum should be held on 0JATO membership, this later debate raises the question of 
whr such a change m political tactics had occurred. I believe that the explanation can be 
found in the rapid intemalization and broad consensus on the NATO issue, and the rela-

61 '\n Arm} IS needed. _-\ self-confident high-command WhlCh respecrs lJ1 equal measure European and na

oonallJ1rerests ... sold,ers who can represent the noble \1rnJes ofHunganan mJhrary rradlOons ... ' lJ1 .\lm

ures ofthe proceedings ofthe Hungarian Paruament, 293"' da)" SessIOn 1994-1998, on IsJuly 199-. 
63 'OpenlJ1g the doors ro OU! EU!o-Atlanoc communJ(y memberslup is the recogruoon of our reyolunon and 

war of independence of 1956 and our role lJ1 the collapse of world commwusm .' Ibld. 
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65 'From 1990 onwards, Hungary has made grear effons ro wluch each go\"ernment contnbured.' Ibid. 
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gar)". Poland) these naoons ... ' Ibld. 

67 ' ... ir is necessary ro WlJ1 over ... CIYlUan orgaruzations and the majonry of soclery.' Ibld. 
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tively low importance ofi'JATO in everyday politics, compared to that of the land issue. 
There was a clear divergence of opinion between the opposition and the government 
with regard to the latter. The ruling socialists (who had strong links with agricultural en
terprises) favored the possibility of economic societies being able to buy agriculturalland, 
no matter where they were from. The right-wing opposition on the other hand (aware 
of the importance of independent farmers to their voting base) defended Hungarian and 
individual ownership of agriculturalland. The issue was very delicate, and of vital interest 
for both parties. As far as i'JATO is concerned, alJ parties had characterized the ~ladrid 
imitation as an event of great historie importance. 

,\ 'hy then was there a perceived need to combine the 0.'ATO debate v.ith another is
sue, and thereby possibly endanger the smooth running of the accession campaign? Per
haps from the opposition point of "iew such a linkage was deemed desirable because the 
),TATO issue had already been integrated into Hungarian political thinking and was taken 
for granted. The Hungarian Democratic Forum might have thought that a joint referen
dum would have greater credibility, since mare people would come to vote. They could 
thus ensure that the greatest number possible, would vote on the land issue, so that the 
referendum on that would be valid. In addition, the governrnent, wanting to organize the 
i'J -\TO referendum befare the end ofi'Jo\"ember, was in a hUITY, and would be more v.ilJ
ing to agree on a joint referendum. Hence, a deal could be concluded which, v.ithout 
damaging the ~ATO referendum timetable, would enable them to gain influence on a 
\ital issue. As far the Young Democrats, they did not have such a direct interest in the 
land issue, but as the party seeking to be the leader of the opposition, they tried to playa 
dominant role in the organization of the referendum. They argued that the anti-::-·JATO 
farces would be convincingly defeated onJy by a decision-making referendum as opposed 
to an opinion-gathering one, since the latter did not have such legal weight. Thus they 
started to lobby far a change in the referendum conditions. 

In fact, this argument was not terribly convincing. Although an opinion-gathering ref
erendum was not legalJy binding upon the government, no government would risk ne
glecting public opinion over such an important issue, especially when observed by far
eign countries with whom it was planning to enter into an alliance. Ir is likely that the 
Young Democrats did not want the government to gain the whole credit far a referen
dum and were thus aiming to stress their sensitivity to public opinion. The government 
was being pushed by the lack of time and so agreed to the linkage of the 1:WO issues, but 
took the initiative and composed the questions itself. This action took away any advan
tage the opposition might have gained. Opinion polls68 showed that the result of the ref
erendum on agriculturalland would have been the same irrespecove of whether the ques-

68 In Am/rot a mese dl (Tbe subjea oi tbe tale) analysIS made by the Hunganan Gallup Institute m September 

199-· 
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tions of govcrnmcnt or opposition had been used. Hence, as the composer of the ques
tions on the referendum, the gO\'cmment would be the main beneficiary of a successful 
vote In the referendum. 

On the first da} ofits aurumn sessIOn (on 8 eptember) Parliamenr started discussing 
the govemmentallruoative on the referendum. The general debate concluded on 16 Sep
tember. At the same urne, a petioon was submitted containing the questions favored by 
the 0ppOSlOon, supported by 280,000 signarures, to the Speaker of Parliament, who con
sidered that it was highly unlikely that the referendum would be held on the basis of these 
questions.6c} However, the :'\aoonal Election Comrruttee promised to examine the valid
itr of the signarures by 13 nober. On IO September, the Hungarian Democratic Fo
rum rurned to the Constirutional Court and asked for its opinion on the priOIity of the 
initiative of the clozens (thelr version of the questions) as opposed to the initiative of the 
parhament (the govemmental questions). They also approached the Supreme Prosecu
tor, who on 23 eptember stated that the issue was more political than legal, therefore 
beyond rus competence. Following this, the Forum turned for help to the Ombudsman 
for cid rights. \leanwhile, on 30 September. the majority of the governing coalition re
jected the 0pposlOon's referendum questions. 1\~0 days later. the Ombudsman a ked the 
Constirutional Court for its inrerpretation on wh ether Parliament could decide on the 
govemmenr's inioative, or whether It had to wait for verification of the signarures. Later 
on, ix.\ 1Ps asked for a ruling on wh ether the Constirution had been viola ted or not. 
\\lthOut wainng for the interpretation of the Court the govemmental majority in Par
liament declded, on ~ October, to hold the referendum on 16 :'\ovember 199- using as a 
basis, their own questions, while opposition \1Ps walked out in protest against such 
methods. Despite fierce criticizm, not to mention the legal problems, the Presidenr of 
the Republic announced the very next day that the referendum would occur on the basis 
of the parliamentary decision taken effectively by the Govemment on - October. 

Here we can \\1mess the un\\ise haste of the govemment coalition. They were bound 
by their prorruses for a :'\ATO referendum (made both inside and outside of the coun
try) and the opposition appeared to have begun to poil their plans. Hence they opted for 
strong-arm politics and tried to push their \'ersion through by using their parliamentary 
majority. Behind their decision wa the hope that the opposition would not risk the suc
cess of the :'\ \TO referendum by objecting to their preferred questions, and that the 
Constirutional Court would stick to its decislOn of Febru3l)' 1996 and would not become 
Invoked in pohtical issues. They were, however, eriously mistaken. 

On 13 October the Constirutional Court concluded that an initiative of the citizens 
(I.e. the 280,000 signatures supporting the opposition's proposal) definitely had priori[}' 
over a govemmental initiative. On the same day, the :'\ational Election Committee fin-

69 In " 'ATO panor:ima • 'ATO panorama)', .Hll[!Jar Hr'rlap, 11 ~o\'ember 199- , 4. 
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ished certifying the signatures and found at least 200,000 yalid signatures, hence malcing 
the petition legalJy binding.-o 

The Constitutional Court had changed its policy entirely and in an unprecedentedly 
short time. Ir had also ruled on an issue which had direct political consequences. This was 
contrary to its decision of February 1996, but the circumstances had changed drastica11y. 
On the first occasion, there had been a parliamentary consensus, and the verclict of the 
Cltizens had only been postponed until some future date. This time, there was a battle be
tween the opposition and the government, and the initiative of the citizens was clearly 
being overridden by the government.- I 

In response to the decision of the Court, the Government proposed the next day (14 
October 199~) to Parliament that, in view of the problems of ownership of agricultural 
land, the referendum of 16 i':ovember should only put :\TATO membership on its 
agenda. As this proposition would have required an exemption from the rules of Parlia
ment (which needed the 0/5 of the votes) the opposition had an opportunit)' to torpedo it. 
After an emergency Cabinet meeting, the Prime Minister asked the Constitutional Court 
to decide whether the referendum could be held on the question of :\TATO membership 
alone. At the same time it continued to put pressure on the opposition to force it to ac
cept the new proposition. At the Constitutional Stancling Committee of Parliament, gov
ernment 2VIPs rejected putting the petition on the agenda of the general meeting. The 
Prime :'.linister declared that, aalast res ort, the government would decide by itself on 
:'\ATO membership, without a referendum, and postpone discussion of the land issue 
untiJ the next session.-' Adding to the confusion, the Constitutional Court then rejected 
the Prime .\linister's request for further clarification, referring to its lack of legal compe
tence. On 17 October, after another emergency Cabinet meeting, the government de
cided, despite everything, to hold a referendum but on I)' on the :\TATO question, and 
thus the initiative passed to Parliament for appro\·al. 

Finally, on 2 I October both the opposition and the government agreed that Parlia
ment would examine the possibiliry of a referendum soleI)' on the question of:\TATO 
membership. On 4 :\Tovember Parliament decided ,",1th 323 votes for, and 16 against, that 
a referendum would be held on Hungary's :\TATO membership on 16 :\'ovember 1997."3 

The issue had at last been resolved. 
This messy period clearly showed that although there was a consensus amongst par

liamentary parties on ~ATO membership, and that a11 of them considered it to be a ver}' 
important opportuniry, it was not handled in Parliament as an issue of primary impor-

-0 The mod,fied Consoruoon of 199- reqwred zoo,ooo "alid slgnarures far holding a referendum. 

- 1 Resoluoon of me Consoruoonal Court :-';0 : 5 z1r99- (X. 14') ' 

~2 In 'Vegs6 esetben a korminy döm (As a last resort me govemment will decide)', ,l1agyar .\'em::n, 16 Oerober 

199~ , 3· 
~3 ,\1inutes of the proceedings of me Hungarian Parliamenr, 3 19th da)" SessIOn 1994-1998, on 4 :-.'ovember 199~ 
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tancc. In effect, thcre was so much confidence that the pro-0.'ATO groups would win that 
thcr fclt ahlc to pla} party politics ovcr an extremely significant national issue for IIun
gary. Thc question of agricultural land was considered more important for the standing 
of both parocs amongst the IIungarian elcctorate and the debate in parliament was thus 
uscd to serve thc cvcryday electoral intcrests of the parties in\'olved. The ~ATO refer
endum, by contrast, was used as a tool by each side for the strengthening of its own posi
tion and the weakerung of its ad\'ersaries, as each grouping attempted to show that its op
POSltC number was insensitive to public opinion. In fact, this attitude reinforces the 
argumcnt that ~.\TO membersrup \Ias indeed deeply internaIized in the t1unking of the 
IIunganan polIocal elite. Although politicians expressed concern that such political ma
ncuvenngs were dangerous and risky for the country's membership of0.'ATO, verl' fe,I' 
of thcm were preparcd to sacrifice pcrccived domestic political interests in deference to 
thcse conccrns. At the back of most politicians' minds, it was considered natural and in
cl1table that lIungary would join 0JATO. Only when each side had played cvery possi
blc card in its hand, was the question finally resolved. Since no one could gain furcher po
litical advantage from the issue, it finaUy dawned on politicians of aIJ colors that the whole 
polItical system was becoming subject to ridicule and it would be in their 0\111 best inter
ests finally to bnng the issue of~ATO membcrship to a dose. 

Concluding remarlcs 

As far as the information campaign was concerned, there were time constraints, there 
were major adaptation problems, given the nature of the elite debate on ~ATO since 
1989, and the population remained poorly informed about the perceived benefits of 
mcmbersrup. 0Jevertheless, the result of the 0Jovember 1997 referendum showed that a 
dcar maJority of those Hungarians who chose to take part, favored joining the\Vestern 
Alliance. Though less than half the eligible voters turned out to vote (3,968,668 out of a 

total of8,059,039; or 49.2 %) the re ults in favor of joining 0.'ATO were impressive. The 
number of'yes' votes from the IO,82 3 clectoral districts totalled 3>334,13 I as opposed to 
only 574,983 'no' votes. In othcr words, of those who voted, approximately 85· 3 % voted 
'yes' whilst only 14· 7% voted 'no'. Fortunately for the politiClans, the numbers voting 
comfortably exceeded the total required by the constitution to validate the result. (Over 
25% of eligible voters are required to take part, if an outcome is to become binding). 
IIungary was thus effectively given the green light by its people to join NATO. 

IIo\\ far was the 'yes' vote duc to the politicians' input? A key concern of theirs 
should, theoretically, have been to show potential 0JATO partners that the IIungarian 
people were genuinely enthusiastic about membersrup. In fact, the politicians ofboth the 
govemment and the opposition probably sailed a little too dose to the wind in the han
dling of parliamentary debates, of legal issues and of the information campaign. Fortu-
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nately for them, the referendum result ultima tell' mmed out positive. IIungary's voters 
ell.'pressed a wish to join up with the '''est. 
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FRO~1 PRICE A.. ,\TD PRIZES TO 
OGTMODED THli\TGS 

:'\eutralityand identity in the speeches of Au s tri an Presidents 
on the 0,'"ational H oliday (26. IO.) in the Second Republic 

I. Introduction 

Karin Llebhan has traced the political development of Austrian neutrality as a political 
Instrument in her chapter. In chis chapter ,\'e shalJ focus our attention on the discursive 
reflecuon and construcuon of neutrality in the Second Republic in the light of an analysis 
of speeches made by Ausman presidents on the national holiday Q\'er several decades. By 
examining the diachronic de\'elopment of chis cliscourse, we are able to trace the lI1tegra
tion of one element 'neucrality' inro the (public) naoonal self-image; that is, byemploying 
a micro-soclOlogJcal cli cursi\'e approach, and by analyzing tex'tS over an extended period 

of time. we are able ro deterrnine changes of self-image present in the cliscourse, as welJ as 
changes in self-perception which were dri\'en by chis cliscourse. 

I. I. SeutralitJ and the national holidll) in the Second Repllblic 

Ocrober 16d has been anational holiday in Austria almost since I955. Ir is the day on 
which Ausman independence and statehood is celebrated. As Liebhart has described in 
her chapter on the hisrory of Ausman neutrality, the declaration of neutraLty was made 
on 16'" Ocrober I955. The date of the declaration was not an historical accident: the pre
ceding da) (15,h Ocrober I955) was the deadline by which, according ro the State Treaty, 
alJ of the occupying power were to leave Austria with their troops. Thus 26th Ocrober 
I955 was the first da}- of official freedom from the occupying forces'. Sitting on chi day 
as the legJslative organ of a now free and sovereign state, the :\'ational Assembly passed 
the federal constiruoonallaw on neutrality. In chis way, the day acquired a double slgnif
Icance: It was both the first dar of (official) liberty and the day on which Austrian neu
trality was officially declared. 

I In fact the rroops of the nrious signatory counaies had been \\ithdrawn se"eral da}'s earuer. 
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In the following year (I956), the decision was taken to celebrate 26th Oetober as the "Day 
of the Flag" in commemoration of the country's regained freedom. But this decision 
came too late for the day to be declared a public holiday in that year. Thus in I956, most 
of the celebrations were organized by schools. The federal president made a short speech, 
which was broadcast to the nation and printed in the newspapers. The National Assembly 
held anormal working session, but the day's proceedings began \I/ith a short ceremonial 
address by the president of the Assembly. This speech was also broadcast to the public on 
the radio. 

0:0 mention was made of neutrality in connection \O\-;th the Day of the Flag. It was 
only in reply to a congratulatory telegram from Bucharest that Theodor Körner, then 
federal president of Austria, spoke of the "premier anniversaire de la proclamation de la neu

tralire pennantente de l'Autriehe". There was no such reference in sirnilar reply tele grams 
made to the SO\;et Union and Poland. 

In I957 the "Day of the Flag" became an official public hoLiday. The day was designed to 

be a day of remembrance "of the final liberation of Austria and the signing of the State 
Treaty, the declaration of perpetual neutrality, and the acceptance into the United Na
tions". (Bundeskanzleramt ZI. 8762 - Pr.\1I57). The federal president once again made 
a speech that was broadcast on the radio, but in his speech he made no mention of neu
traliey. Nevertheles , neutraliey was mentioned in a reply telegram to the Sm;et Union. 

In I957 and in the immediate subsequent years most of the celebrations were held by 
schools and the Ministry of Education. In I958, the president gave his speech on the 
"Federal Celebrations of Austrian Young People at School" to "young people". Then, in 
I959, efforts were made by various committees to mobilize the regions, churches, and 
\;llage communities of Austria, and an even more imPOftant act of state was organized in 
the Stadthalle in Vienna, at which various ceremonial addresses were given. 

In subsequent years, interest in the da)' seems to have waned once again. ~Te have no 
record of any speeches in I960, while in I96I and 1962, school pupils were received by 
the federal president on the eve of the Day of the Flag. In I962 the federal president 
made a speech in honor of the "V\Teek of the United Nations". The archives contain 
nothing for the Day of the Flag in I963', and in 1964 the President's speech at a cere
mony in the Burgtheater was addressed to "young Aus tri ans". 1 eutrality was not men
tioned in any of these speeches. 

The situation changed in 1965 when the state holiday of the "Day of the Flag" was de
clared anational public hoLiday. In 1965, for the first time, a ceremonial session was held 

2 "oe are grateful to rheArchlV der Republik for irs suPPOrt. 
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in the Ausman parliament on 26 th October. As part of the ceremonial session, the federal 
presldent also made a speech. This practice was repeated in the following two years, but 
für 1968, 1969, and 1971-73 there is no record of any such speeches. For these years, 
the archives contain only the daily commands of the federal president that he made to 
the Ausman armcd fore es as their supreme commander. 

From 1974 cercmorual sessions of the 0Jational Assembly were held every year on the 
naoünal holiday \\ith speeches by the federal president, the president of the :\Tational As
sembly, and the federal chancellorJ• Over the years it became customary for the ceremo
nial speech of the federal president to be broadcast on radio and television4 . 

In the following, we present our hypotheses concerning the development of neutrality 
in the discourse as marufested in the speeches of the various federal presidents. \\Te shall 
then present our methodological instrument and describe the analyses in more detail. 

2. Hypotheses. 

In her chapter, Karin Liebhart presented the historical context in which neutrality was 
- and is - embedded. Against a background of chan ging domestic and foreign policy 
fundamentals, it seems likely that the po ition of neutrality as a discursive political con
cept has changed. In what folIows, we shall put forward our ideas concerning the chang
ing meaning of the concept of neutrality. 

The following (very much abbreviated)historical circumstances are of particular irnpor
tance as we attempt this: the historical-political paper demonstrated how neutrality arose 
out of the negotiations with the occupying powers, with Switzerland being regarded as 
the (official) model. As the Second Republic progressed, a specific type of Ausman neu
traLty policy developed: the active neutraLty poLcy. In the late 1980s and in the 199os, 
neutraLty lost its significance in terms of Austrian security policy. 

In the light of these historical-political circumstances, we expect to demonstrate thIee 
different discourse configurations, as weil as rwo phases of transition (as one configura
tion passes into the next). In the first discourse configuration, neutrality is regarded as 
something eA'temal that was determined bya treaty and which ubsequently defined (or 
partly defined) the politicallirruts of the Ausman state. In the subsequent "construction 
phase", this is gradually changed; neutrality is still not apart of identity, but it is being 

3 E.xcepoons are the years of I98I and I983. For these two years, no speeches could be found in the archives. 

4 The appendlX contams a table mth detaJls of the federal presldents of the Second Repubuc. 
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mtegrated into the identit) discourses. Thus, there arises a new discourse configuration : 
"\\' I" "A . " d th ' , th, · I ( I ) e are neutra justna an us we , e "",ustnans, are neutra a neutra country, 
(perpetual) neutralit)" becomes an integral part of Austria . .l.ustria is defined \\ith and 
through neutralit)T. After this "peak" in the neutralit), discourse, there follows a "decon
srruction phase" in which neutralit)T once again becomes removed from the identit)' dis
course. In the end, neutralit), is something that was useful once, but is not so anymorej 
Austna is also something that is well defined "ithout reference to neutralit)T. 

-\s linguists we assurne that these changes '.,ill be manifested in the discourse in a linguis
tic manner both at the level of content, m the argumentation used, and at the micro-ana
lyticallevel in the syntax and semantics of sentences. These assumptions led us to a se
ries of hypotheses. 

Given the (historical) importance of neutralit)T for the constirution of the Second Repub
lic, it seems probable that neutralit), \\ill be present as an explanatory element. Histori
cally, neutralit)T can be seen as a means to an end. In a linguistic sense, this means that 
neutralit)· - if it is mentioned - ought to be found mostly in the attributive part of the 
explanations (i.e. in the part in which the explanation is made). \\Te therefore expect that: 
I. neutralit), \\ill be found mostly in the attributive part of the explanations . 

. .l.t the same time, we expect that the functions of neutralit) in these explanations \\ill 
change according to the various phases (or discourse configurations) described abm'e. 
\Ve therefore assume that the change in the meaning of neutralit), mentioned abm'e is 
manifested in a change in the specific characteristics of the attributions in which neu
tralit) is addressed. 

2. in particular we expect that, owing to the initial status of neutralit), (which was the 
result of negotiations), neutralit)' \\ill arise in attributions that we might dassify as ex
ternal, and that after an 'inner acceptance' and incorporation into the self-image, neu
tralit)' "ill be found in attributions that may be dassified as 'internai'. (consrruction
phase) 

3. In the deconsrruction phase, we assurne that the 1055 of meaning of neutralit)' \\iil be 
manifested in the sense that neutralit)" is now less dosel)' (or not at all) associated "ith 
the eA'Planations, and that 

4. the attributions in which neutrality continues to arise, may now be dassified as vari
able (whereas the attributions in the consrruction phase - the second phase - would 
be constant). 

This supposition is linked to the theoretical premise that both identit)' concepts as weil 
as elements of i dentiti es must be generaily constant in order to pemut a stable identit)' 
consrrucnon. 
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In general we also suppose that the different interpretations of, or attitudes towards, neu
tralityaml neutrahty poliey (aetive neutraliry policy) are refleeted in eorresponding lin
gUJsoe roles. In praetiee, we expeet that neutrality will sometimes appear in the role of 
agent (neutraliry does something) and ometimes in ehe role of patient (someching is 
done to neutralIry). This, we feel, would be a linguistie manifestation of ehe phases de

seribed above, 
5. In which we expecr a more active role to be played in the construction phase and dur

ing the peak of neutraliry, and a more passive role to be played in the deconstruction 
phase. In addition, \\'e expecr that neutraliry 'Will also appear instrumentally until the 
deconstruction phase. 

6. \Ne suppose that 'Ausoia' as a participam in chis discourse (e,g. in sentences like 'Aus
oia has ... ') will continuously be found in the role of beneficiary, that is, the person 
who benefits from the action described in the senten ce in question. 

1\,!eutrality is both a political concept and the product of certain historieal events. \Ve 
therefore expect changes in the concept of neutraliry to be reflected in ehe historical 
points of reference that are associared 'With neutrality, (or how and whether, if at a1l, chis 
happens), 
7. \\'e suppose that the historical image of the circumstances which gave rise to neutral

ity" will initiall} be rather differentiated, but that this image ,I-ill become less differen

tiated as time passes, particularly as neutraliry begins to lose its significance. 

In addition to changes in the historical points of reference, we also expect that changes 
In the concept of neutraliry ",ill be accompanied by changes in the foreign policy points 
of reference, that is, by changes in the relationships Ausoia has \\-ith other countries (i.e. 
counoies \\ hich Ausoia is eompared to or associated with in some way). Ob\~ously, \\'hile 
neutrality, was 'strong', federal presidents were obliged to avoid expressing blunt opin
ions about any party about a conflict, because the expression of such ~ews might have 
been understood as an expression of support for one side or the oeher. 

Ir is only as the significance of neutrality, begins to diminish that we see references in 
the speeches to spccific states or conflicts. Nonetheless, in such cases it seems likely that 
neutrality, is no longer mentioned in connection \\ith these foreign countries. 
8. In other words, we suppose that neutraliry initially appears in connection with an un

differentiated block of foreign countries, and that later these foreign counoies will be 
treated in a more differentiated manner - by which time, however, they \\oill not arise 
in connection with neutrality" 

In this study, we assume that the discursive indusion of neutrality, in the identity discourse 
expresses itself in the dose connection that exists between neutrality as a diseursive ele-
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ment and the characteristic topoi of identity discourses (see V\Todak et al. 1998). ' Ne think 
therefore that the change in neutrality as a discursive element of Austrian identity may 
be linked to changes in the discursive embedding of neutrality ",ith respect to these other 
elements of an identity discourse. This change is already anticipated in the hypotheses 
formulated above (in connection with history and foreign countries, for instance, as the 
role of neutrality changes, it may be related to other historical events). 

As was shown above, 'we suppose that neutrality as an identity-forming element gradu
aUy loses its significance. This leads us to ask what role neutrality had in forming iden
tity and whether the function performed by neutrality is now fulfilled by some other ele
ment. V\'ithout giving a c1ear (empiricaUy-based) answer to this question, we should like 
to suppose in our srudy that neutrality in the identiry discourse is partly replaced byele
ments of a new identity discourse about "European identity".5 In ,iew of the intensive 
discourse about accession to the European Union, we should like to propose in our hy
pothesis that a change in the meaning of neutrality was accompanied bya change in the 
meaning of the word 'Europe' - a change that is reflected in new forms of application. It 
remains an open question wh ether this is just a coincidence or an acrual transfer of func
tion. 

3. Methodology 

The analyses of the speeches of the federal presidents are based on the linguistic meth
ods of text analysis and discourse analysis. In order to provide a point of reference for the 
detailed analyses of the individual texts, a simple quantitative text analysis was performed. 
Among other things, this quantitative analysis determined the number of times neutrality 
was mentioned in the text. 

5 Theoreocally speakmg, we may assume that this dlScourse would be considerably more complex than a dis

course about neurrahty. Keurraliry is just one element In an identiry discourse, \\"hereas "Europe" has its 

O\\TI identit:y or may give nse to its o\\"n identity-dtscourse, which would then have to be investigated In its 

relationship to "Ausma" and the Ausoian idenory discourse. Nevertheless, the assertion "we are neurraI" 

could be el eva ted into "we are European", particularly if the proposItion "we are European" also increas

Ingly lmphes positions on security polier Conce=g the relationship between European identiry and Aus

man identity, Bruckrnüller (1994) makes the following observation with reference to a survey (p. 52): '''Peo
pIe who are for the European t:nion have ( .. ) on average more areas that they as Ausmans can be proud of.' 

Baslcally, this means that Ausoian self-eonfidenee is the safest prereqwsite for acceptance of European in

tegraoon with Ausoian participation. This comes as no great surpnse given that it is only this self-confi

dence that pennits Ausma to accept a secure place in the European concerr of the future." (p. 52) 
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Then a text analysis was perfonned on each individual presidential speech, focussing 
on the use of key concepts Jike neurrality, different historical events and so on . 

'Iext linguists and discourse anaJysts are careful to distinguish between the macro-Ievel 
and the micro-Ievel of text-srructure anaJysis. At the macro-level, the globaJ srructuring of 
a text is examined (e.g. ho\.\ the text begins, what folJows, and how the text ends). At the 
micro-Ievel, experts observe the detailed realization (the specific linguistic means) with 
which a text is srructured (e.g. ho\~ a sentence is folJowed by another sentence, wruch per
specti\'es are expressed in a gIven sentence etc.). 

Our analysIs focused on the linguistic position of neurraJiry (and rustory) at the micro
level; the textual macro-Ievel was oflittle interest to uso For a precise anaJysis (and using 
the text analysIs program ATLAS.ti), we looked at all senten ces in wruch neurrality was 
present, as weil as adJacent passages of teA'!. At content level, the texts were examined for 
references to rustorical events, 'Europe', and foreign countries. Such references were then 
analFed in their l1TlII1ediate contexts. 

Other methods of analysis employed by us included several Jinguistic methods chosen 
lD accordance ~ith the linguistic features of the passages under examination. In order to 
descri be each of the phenomena6 adequately, we applied theorie for each of the charac
temtlcs obsen·ed. Such theories were: the speech act theory (SearIe 1990), Toulmin's 
'c1asslcal' argumentation theory (1958), general methods of rhetoric (rrope theory), se
mantics (for determining vagueness and obscurity of reference - also described as a phe
nomenon \\ith the help of rhetoric and st:ylistics), the frame theory of Goffman (1981) (at 
the b'el of interaction), and pragmatic theory (in particular concerning deixis, Le"inson, 

1983)' 
In the analYSIS of the incidence of neurraJity, we used a role theory- based on systemic

functional Iinguistics (fhompson 1996); systemic-functional linguistics - \.\ith its em
phasl on the communicati\·ely-determined functional selection of a certain reaJization 
- was aJso used as a method of interpretation (cf. van Leeuwen8 1996). 

6 Language as a complex system may be regarded as a ünked suucrure of a multirude of relam'ely mdepen

dent subsystems, each of "ruch reahzes cenain cornmunicative functions. The phenomena und er mvesti
gaoon are found at very different levels and manifest themselves in various subsystems. Trus necesslrates 
different approach es to the matenal. 

; In systernic-funcoonal hnguisocs, a distinction IS made between three b'els of srrucruralJZaoon that deter
mme sentence-reahzaoon: the interpersonal, experiential and texruallevel. At the expenenoallevel, "erb 
argument> are asslgned roles primarily but not onl) as leXlcal resmcoons of the verbs. Ir should be made 

c1ear. howe"er, that to my knowledge a complete role typology is soll nOt available; aseries of"proto-rypi
cal" roles (e.g. reClpient, beneficiary) are "idely used m grarnmatical-synracoc wor!,s, and these roles may 
(or may not) be funher differenriated If necessary. 

8 ystemlc-funcoonal grarnmar assumes that, from a great number of possibtlioes of sapng someclung, the 
reahzed form is chosen because - "ith ItS connoraoons - it best corresponds to the mtentions of the 
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In addmon. we al 0 perfonned two funher pecial analy es on neutrality. On one 
hand. we ought to reyea! the topical COnte.\.LS. This would re\-eal to which elements neu
traliry is percei\-ed to be lmked. \\here neutrality is een as topic-ally releyant (in the real
ized di course. i.e. in the te:"1:). On the other hand, we ought to detennine the argumen
tatiye conte\.LS in \"hich neutrality i embedded. The methodological framework was 
prmided by attribunon theory (see al 0 Herkner 19 0). In attribution theory. one distin
gUlshes bem'een the obJeet of attribunon (i.e. the element that 1 e.\.-plained ar 'attributed' 
in ome war' and the attnbunon . a' the e:"lllanation). Dr3wlllg on psychological theorie 
on the funcnons of e:"lllananons far indi\iduals. attribunon are then categorized ac
cording tO whether they dassify \\ hat 1 to be e.'-lllained a an "lllternal" feature of the ac
tant (e.g. personal characten oc) or a an ~external- feature of the ituation (e.g. cir
cumstancc). B~' \\'ay of illUStration. Ralph may help hi mother because he is a good child 
(lnternal motivation) ar because he i rewarded far doing 0 (e:"l:ernal moti\'ation), ar 
Ralph broke anse on purpo e (internal) or because he slipped (e\.l:ernal- 'force ma
jeure'). .\ funher disnncnon 15 made on the basis of whether the e.'-lllanaoonslmoovaoons 
are constant or a "anable 'nth re peet tO time. i.e. whether something i always pre ent 
(e.g. a stable charaeten tic) or occurs une.\.lleetedly. suddenl~-. or 'ju tonce' (e.g. as above 
when the boy' Iips'9) . . \5 for neutrality. we were intere ted tO ee whether the attribu
tions which contarned neutrali~' po itioned neutrali~- ar omethmg neutrali~' is a part 
of a an intern al cause or omething enernal. and whether neutrali~- wa located diseur
siyel~' in a \-ariable or constant conte.\.1: ar depicted as a ,-ariable or constant concept. 

In addition tO neutrali~. we analyzed a fe\\' funher 'target obiecrs', namely (change 
in the representaoon of) ru tOry. forelgn counmes and Europe in the peeches. "ny did 
we choose the e particular dIscursi\'e elements rather than other elements: Throughout 
the in,·etiganon. our intere t is the role of neutrali~' in the discourse of (Ausman) iden
ti~·. Identi~· di course are determined by a serie of tOpoi that haye been de cribed in 
more detail in "'odak et al (199 ). Ba ed on that tudy, and taking intO account the man
ner In wruch the discursi'-e elements of neutrali~' are linked logicallylO. the abm'e ele
ments were e1eeted far doser anal, IS. 

spea~er. The parncu!ar slgnificance oi a real1z.aoon firsr becomes apparenr "hen jr j compared ro other 

\non·used) alremaoYe5. In my analy -is. I compare reahzed senrences ,nth other possible senrences, m this 

an:icle "on Leeuwen compared group-Hems reahzed 'nth other posslbihoes thar were nor used. (For exam
pIe. an unemployed person is called a - lob-seeker -. a -soca! parJSHe - or sunpl~ an "unemployed person -.) 

At any rate. dtfferent enluaoons are expressed. and these rlifferences become obnous when the ,-arious pos
sjbihoe5 of expressIon are compared. 

9 The oppoSIte "ould be. Ralph broke the vase because he was an~' \mremal. nnable) because Ir was stand

mg so precanously(enemaL consrantl. 
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4. Analyses oE the speeches oE the Eederal presidents 
oE the Second Republic 

111 

In the following, we sha.U attempt to characterize the tellLS quantitatively. \\Te sha.U then 
prcscnt the results of the qualitative anall'ses, begjnning with the incidence of neutrality 
In thc speeches. Subsequently, we shall turn to an analysis of the incidence ofhistory, for
Clgn countries and Furope in the textS. \\'hile debating these elements, we shall address 
the hypotheses that have been formulated above. 

4. I. Quantitative characteristics 

The prcsidential speeches under analysis are political commemorative speeches, as de
scribed by \Vodak Ct al (1998: I65ff.). In order to obtain a first impression of the fre
quency of ccnain subject matters and concepts, we noted the frequency of several key 
words in the text. The word 'ncutrality' has no brief substitute word (i.e. functional syn
onym), and thus one mal' assume that the lexeme will be used when the subject matter 
(of neutraüry) is under discussion. This also seems to be true for the word 'Europe'. Ad
dltionall}, we cxamined the incidence of the word 'Ausma'. 

Since the speeches und er analysis were political speeches (designed to invoke or produce 
the idenoty of Aus tri ans), we also analyzed the 'V/e-discourse"'. This is not direcrly related 
to the characteri tics of the neutrality discourse, but does nevertheless indicate the iden

nty-strcngthening character of the speeches. \Ve also observed the addressing of the public 
m the third person ("Sie", "Ihre" - i.e. politelformal "you") as well as the 'I-discourse'. 

10 In \\'odak et al. (1998) me followlI1g live ropOI are determll1ed as me cenrral charactenstics of me Ausrrian 
Idenory discourse 

(I) Hrmlo.111smacus 

(u) Common culrure 

(111) Common polmcallusrory and presem 

(rv) Common furore 

(I') (Ausman) landscape 

\ \"e mought mat POll1[!, (111) and (1\') - i.e. me polmcal realm - rrught appear 1I1 me speeches dJrectly re

lated to neurraLt}'. For me change in neurrahty as a forelgn polt<) concept, It seemed ro us mat an 1I11'esti

gaoon of me represemation of foreign counrries and me percepoon of Europe would be lI1teresong. The 

historical represemaoon and me consrrucoon of a common past as one of me Importam elements of an 

Idenory dJscourse, whJch also qwte ob',ously subsumes me neurrahty d,scourse, offered a second approach 

to ehe embeddmg of neurrahty in me generalldenor)' discourse. For a furcher meoreocal interpretation, see 
also Benke & \\·odal.: (1999). 

11 This (consclOusly) brief representaoon is only indlreccly reb'ant to me subject mauer "),'eurraht»'. ),'ev

enheless, gJven mat in me investigaoon of pohocal commurucaoon me "we-discourse" as a means of poLt

lcallanguage 15 granted conslderable auention, we wished to pro"de mterested readers '\'lm a bnef charac
tenz.ation 1I1 order to facilu3te a comparison. 
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T he results of the analysis are shown in Table I. 

lABLE I. The firrt coll/mn shows the absolute frequencies, the second COlll771n contains the figllres 
for a n07711ali=:,ed text of 500 wonls. 

Summary 
we(p) we(Ö) we(p)· we(O) we (all) och (all) Sie, Ihnen, Ihr europ neutralrty words 

NT NT NT NT NT NT NT 
42 363 24 207 180 155 66 570 09 1 09 2 17 09 579 
15 166 4 44 110 122 19 21 1 4 44 1 11 1 11 11 451 
10 106 9 95 1 11 19 201 2 21 0 00 3 32 4 42 472 
21 309 5 74 16 235 26 382 6 88 6 88 0 00 0 00 340 
38 412 5 54 33 358 43 466 6 65 3 33 11 2 22 461 
26 221 21 179 5 43 47 400 7 6 .0 3 26 09 09 588 

13 145 12 134 1.1 25 278 9 100 8 89 11 11 449 

10 134 9 121 13 19 255 3 40 1 13 3 4 0 0 00 372 
20 193 8 77 12 116 27 260 10 96 2 19 1 10 0 0 .0 519 
22 185 16 135 6 51 38 320 13 109 8 67 0 00 08 594 

15 154 6 61 9 92 21 215 3 31 0 00 1 1 0 0 00 488 
10 97 19 183 ·9 ·87 29 280 5 48 6 58 2 19 4 39 518 

5 50 19 191 ·14 · 14 .1 25 251 3 30 1 10 5 50 2 20 498 
4 30 16 121 · 12 -91 20 152 6 4 6 5 38 6 4 6 1 08 659 

15 130 22 190 -7 -60 37 320 4 35 3 26 10 86 0 00 579 

17 116 12 82 5 34 29 198 25 171 7 4 8 16 109 0 00 733 

8 55 26 179 -18 ·124 34 234 15 103 7 48 6 4 1 1 0 .7 727 

29 18 .7 8 52 8 52 8 52 1 06 n 4 
38 252 12 80 6 4 0 2 13 0 00 754 

43 254 24 14 2 4 2 4 0 00 0 00 845 

Key we(p): number of tokens of"we" referrmg to a group of people 
\\ ·e(Ö): number of tokens of"we", where "we" mal' be replaced semanocally by "Ausma". 

\ \ 'e(all): Sum of we(p) and we (Ö) = ÖsterreIch 

Ich (all): a11 uses of"Ich" (=I) mcludmg self-references like mine, myetc. 
S,e, Ihnen, Thr: all uses of second person pronouns again including possessives etc. 

Europ : number of tokens wruch contam 'europ', e.g. European, Europe, 
~eurrallt:y . number of tokens of 'neuuauty' 

\ \ 'ords : number of words of the presldenoal speech of thar year 

T he table demonstrates that text-length has increased over the years. As regards neutralitI', 
in general we maI' state that neutrality was repeatedly mentioned until 1978, hardly men
tioned from 1979-1987, 'used' more often in the cliscourse from 1988 until 1990, and then 
not mentioned at all after 1994- The subject matter 'Europe' was mentioned particularly of
ten from 1989. Both processes will be studied in more detail in the fOIJO\Vllg sections. 

In our analysis of the "Ve-discourse', we distinguished between (I) the use of 'we'/ 
'us'/'our' where these could be replaced by 'Austria' or 'Austrian' (we/ Austrian in the 
table), i.e. by a reference to the country (thus Austrian people clid not count), and (2) the 
use of 'we' where such replacement was semantically impossible (e.g. because the verb 
needed an anima te subject, we(p) in the table). This investigation was undenaken on the 
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basis of the hypothesIs that the establishment of national identity is expressed by the fact 
that one's own group I seen less and less as 'a group of people who ... ' and more and 
more as a holistic unit, that may no longer be dilided into the single elements (or peo
pie) which make up the group. The difference between the use of 'we' as a 'group of in
di"lduals' and the use of 'we' as a 'complete group' is demonstrated by we(p) - we(Ö). 
A real change from an "tndilidual we" to a "holistic we" does seem to have occurred be
t\\ een 1974 and 1994- \\'e conslder this to be a linguistic manifestation of increasing na
tional consclOusness as demonstrated by public opinion research. 

Mother general conclusion that mal' be drall1l concerning the we-discourse is that be
tween 1974 and 1979 the we-discourse was stronger than later on. There are two mutu
ally-tncluslve reasons for this: on the one hand, the changing content of the speeches sup

ported a de"elopmen t in this direction; in this wal', in the pre-1979 period we observe a 
growing 'domesticlinternal discourse' (a discourse about ourselves) together with a very 
homogeneous image of society. .\ft:er 1979 and the econornlc recession, the homogeneity 
of the 'in-group' is dismantled and an increasing number of different groups may be iden
tified wlthin the group of Austrians as a whole (for example, the various generations). 
From 198- the ruscourse focuses increasingly upon events in foreign countries, and there 
is also a decrease in the number of times that 'we'/'us'/'our' are mentioned. On the other 
hand, during these various periods, several different presidents held office, all of whom 
had their own characteri tic tyle of discourse. IIowever, one may not rule our the possi
bihty that in cenain political and econornlc conditions, politicians \\ith a certain style of 
discourse I\ill be preferred, that is, that cenain idiosyncratic aspects (also with regard to 
the we-discourse) resuJt in particular types of personalities becoming successful politicians. 

In addition to changes in the 'we-discourse', there are also changes in the self-represen
tanon of speaker , i.e. in the 'I-discourse' and its symmetricn 'you-discourse' ("Sie
Diskur "). Compared \\ith the speeches of KirchschJäger, \Valdheim's speeches have 
shghtly fewer references to '1', while Klestils's speeches have considerably more refer
ences to '1'. Although such differences primarily reflect the 'indi\'ldual styles' of the iliree 
presidents, we hould like, nevertheless, to point out the interesting coincidence that at 
a time when the old Austrian identity-providing element of'Austria is neutral' is breaking 
down, :\ustria has a president who once again emphasizes the indilidualistic elements in 
addmon to the holistic Austrian 'we', and who talks about what 'he' thinks (I) and what 
'we' (you) must do. This is of particular interest if one considers just how few discursi\'e 
opnons are available for use when ir comes to identity. At the time of bis speeches, Aus
trians considered Austria to be one nation; the holistic 'we' was endowed with a certain 

12 "'\:ou" ("Sir") IS pracocally me con\'ersational dual of"I" ("Ich") - IfI speak ro someone 35 "I", men I am 

spealang ro "you". Thus, where "we" IS replaced by "I", we may expect mar "you" .... 111 occur more frequently. 
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image of the nation, so that a discursive treatment of the image of 'ourselves' could not 
be managed in a simple 'we-discourse'. How could one introduce new elements and be
gin a new identity discourse ) It would seem that this could only be done by re-inrroduc
ing the individual element into the discourse. Th.is was achieved by separating '1' and 
'You'. Suddenly, once again there were clearly identified (signalized) persons who can or 
must position themselves in the new global political context . 

. -\fter this short quantitative characterization, we shall now turn to the more detailed 
analyses. \\Te shall begin by examining our central concept of neurrabry', then we shall ad
dress h.istory, foreign counnies, and finally 'Europe' (as a special case in foreign relations). 

4.2 .• Veutralit)' in the presidential speeches 

As indicated in the section on methodology, four partial investigations were performed 
for the analysis of neutrality. 

Initially, we exarnined the topical contexts of neutrality - to what has neurraliry' been 
linked (over the time period of the Second Repubbc) and in what context does neutral
ityappear? 

Secondly - in particular because of our hypotheses - we observed the argumenta
tion contexts of neutrality. Is neutrality used in the various argumentations, and if so, in 
what form: This sheds light on the (changing) explanatory functions of neurrality,. 

Th.irdly, inspired by systernic-functionallinguistics, we observed the (semantic) role 
relationships and the processes of sentences in which neurrality, is embedded. Does the 
semantic role (i.e. the representation) of neutrality change over time? 

Ey their very nature the three methods are categorizing data, abstracting away from 
the particulars of the context of use. In order to preserve the tone of the particular uses 
of key concepts, we also performed detailed contex'tUal and functional analyses of each 
occurrence", now without imposing presupposed categories on the material. \\'ithout 
the pre\ious categorizations, however, it would be far more difficuJt to obtain overall con
clusions from the detailed text analvses. In other words, we need to complete all these 
analyses in order to describe the material in a satisfactory manner. 

4.2. I. CmrrEXTs 
For this analysis, we examined all the passages containing the word neutrality, and estab
lished the contexts in which the word neutrality occurs. In doing so - as in the case of 
most of the analyses presented below - we did not apply a gi\'en system of categoriza-

13 As pan of our m\'esngaoon, we performed deraiJed analyses on all of me presldenoal speeches; for reasons of 

space, we shall show JUSt three of mern as charactenstic of cerram penods. 
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tion, but sought instead - in the light of Grounded TheOI) (Strauss 1987) - to assign 
an appropnate type to eaeh of the tokens, and to plaee these types in a unifonn system. 

\,villi e lnvestigating the various eontexts, we found that a1l referenees to neutrality in 
the presidential spceehes under analysis were either 'illstorieal' (seeking to remind peo
plc wh}' the national day is eelebrated on the 26 th Oetober) or refer to the situation of 

Austria in the world and Austrian foreign poliey. In addition, in 1976, 1978 and 1981 ar
gumentative links are established between the two areas - Austria chose neutrality in or
der to re ach its present foreign policy position. In 1988 the two eontex'tS (foreign poliey 
and history) are mixed onee again - this time in the fonn of an appeal to support the 

earlier wise deeision. 
The various eontexts of neutraliry are presented in ehronologieal order in Table 2. 

'tear Foreign counmes l-Lstory The two connected 

197 4 X 

19~5 X 

1976 X X X 

19-" 

19"8 X 

19"9 X 

1980 

1981 X 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 X 

1986 X 

198-

1988 X X X 

1989 X 

1990 X 

1991 

1992 

1993 X 

1994 X 

1995 

1996 
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Ir seems that be fore 1981 the eontext was both historieal and foreign poliey-based, 
from 1982 untiJ 1988 it was mainJy historieal, and thereafter it was prirnarily foreign pol
iey-based. If one examines the individual passages in detail, one finds that untiJ 1982 his
tory was usually mentioned in the above argumentative eontext, i.e. we ehose neutrality in 
1955 in order to produee a eertain positive foreign policy image. From 1982 referenee is 
made onJy to the day itself, while its funetion in foreign policy is ignored. From 1988 the 
foreign polier funetion is mentioned onee again - both in the defense of neutrality and 
in a rejeetion of neutrality. Finally, it is declared obsolete after 1990. By this time the his
torieal base of neutrality is of no signifieanee. 

In general, the foreign poliey points of referenee for neutrality are very vaguely for
mulated (see also the seetion on foreign eountries). Neutrality helps (or is in the interest 
of) 'Europe and the world'. Ir is onJy in 1988 and 1989 that conerete referenees to the Eu
ropean Union are made and that the Iron Curtain and the territories beyond the eoun
try's eastem borders are mentioned (1989). 

4.2.2. EXPLANATORY CONTEXTS 

lABLE 3 

ObJect of arrribuoon Atmbuoon Classificaoon 

19-4 (Imernaoonal esteem f-) rasks That fall to us 111 Europe and else- External, con tant 
where owmg to the perperual neutral 
statUS of Ausma.[we are respected 
becallSe we are neutrall 

19-5 to retain the mternaoonal funcoon Based on the perpetual neutral StatUS Interna I, constant 
[\"e ean keep X, becallSe we are neutral] 

1976 to preserve our independence for the That neurralJt)' shall be a means that Extemal, constant 
furure and under an)" clrcumStances. Will help us 

[,"e can preserve mdependence (we 
hope) becallSe we are neutrall 

The sUf\1val of Austria is therefore dosel)' cormected with External, constan t 
neutrallty 
[Ausma exists, becallse we are neutrall 

And the)" have obtarned a slgruficance has through t1us neutralit:y External, constant 
even for the other states of Europe [Austria has slgruficance ... , becallSe it 

15 neutralI. 

19-- :-\A 

1978 ,,"oArg 

19-9 :-\oArg 

1980 -

1981 ['\'e have] known very weil how to be Our perperual neutraliry was of great Internal, consrant 
effecove rn the rnternaoonal asslsrance to us rn tIus. 
eCOnomlc and p olioeal field. [' , oe ha,"e been a ble to be effecove 
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becouse neutrahry has helped us ro 
be so. 

, 

'982 

'983 '\-\ 

'984 '\\ 

'985 '\oArg 

'986 To eelebrare rhe naonnal hohday In commemoraoon of rhe neurrahry 
resoluoon [because neurrality was 
deClded upon at rhat time] 

'98- '\\ 

1988 To celebrate rhe naoonal holiday In eommemoration of rhe neurraht) 
resolution 

'989 '\·o.-\rg 

1990 There is rhus no reason to question lt [because lt] 
neurrahry]. has gJven rhe world an urumstakable 

profile 

'991 '\\ 

'992 '\\ 

'993 In reeent days, voices have been Beeause neurralll)' has lost Its onginal 
heard c1aimmg rhat 26th Oerober is a slgnificance. 
date rhat IS perhaps ouonoded 

1994 '\o.\rg 

1995 '\ \ 

1996 '\\ 

Key '\ -\. '\eurraht)· nOt used at all in rhe rext 

'\o.-\rg· '\0 use of neurralit)· in an)' argumentaoon 

- '\0 text available for rhis year 

II7 

Internal, constant 

Internal, eonstanr 

Interna I, constant 

Internal, constant 

As in the case of the comext-analysis, in this analysis all passages of the text mentioning 
neurrality were investiga ted. The clauses were then analyzed in accordance wi th the at
tri bution theol) presemed in the methodologica l section. 

Table 34 provides an oven lew of the explanatory comexrs in which neurrali ty arose. 
T he rrend that we had indica ted in our hypotheses was only parti ally substanti ated: -
although a shift from 'external' to ' internal' is very noti ceable, a change from 'constam' 
to 'vari able' is not clearly recogrUzable. X evertheles , the foll O\\l ng conclusions may be 

drawn : between 1979 and 1985 neurrali ty is rarely presem in argum ents, and thereafter 

14 In rhe table, in order to faeihtate eomprehenslon, rhe explanations are dlsplayed In paraphrased form in 

square braekets in rhe armbuoons eolumn. As shown by rhese examples, for rhe presence of an explanation 

In rhe sense of aruibution rheory, a eorrespondmg marking as an explanaoon on rhe surface of rhe text IS 

not necessary, see H erkner ' 98o, Titscher et al ' 997. 
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the variet)' of arguments is reduced to one explanation, namely why the national day is 
celebrated on this particular day (1986, 1988, 1993)' This is very different from the pre
vious explanations that seek to explain Austria's place in the world through references to 
the country's neutral status. Such explanations gave meaning to neutrality through the 
causal relationship that was established between the external image of Austria and neu
trality. Explanations of why the national day is celebrated on this particular day are Lnca
pable of doing this - they instead tend to assume a background knowledge that is ac
cepted by all. The national day simply 'makes sense' because of neutrality (and any 
further explanation of why neutralitJ, makes sense is perceived as superfluous). 

This new attitude that neutrality is a matter of fact, is expressed through the absence 
of explanatory arguments containing neutrality rather than through changes in the attri
butions and the role of neu trali ry therein. 

An exception among all the attributions is the explanation given in 1990. In 1990 neu
tralitJ, itself becomes, for the first and only time, the object of attribution. This clearly 
shows that by this time neutrality is no longer the matter of course that it was in previ
ous years. 

4.2.3. ANALYSIS OF THE ROLES AND PROCESSES 

Our third analysis of the incidence of neutrality in the various speeches, addresses the 
roles given to neutralitJ, in a sentence. Here we distinguish betv;een the agent (someone 
who does something), the patient (someone to whom something is done), the instrument 
(the means in the transaction), the beneficiary I 5 (the person who benefits from the trans
action), and the transfer object (the object that is transferred). 

Table 4 gives an overview of the ways in which neutrality is used. In addition to the 
roles of neutrality, we have also noted the incidence of evaluations and have included (far 
readers familiar with functionallinguistics) the lexeme denoting on the process of the 
transacoon. 

15 In works dealmg ",ith syntacoc fearures, "reCIpIent" is often used instead of "benefiaary". It should be noted 

that m prototypical rransacoons the mearung of the tWO words is mdeed the same. 
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lABLE 4= Agents, Beneficianes, Patients, anti other ra/es. 

Year ~ent Beneficiary Patient Instrument Transfer obJect Process 

19C4 - we 1'\ E1."TI<ALITY tasks fallen to 

1975 our repubhc - international l\' E1."TI<ALITY retatned 

function 

19~6 "aoonal ~"1:1. "TI<ALITY proclauned 

Assernbly 

~"1:L"TI<ALITI' our help to 
Independence preserve 

The eXJstence thlS ~"1:1."TI<ALITY dosely 
oL-\usma connected 

to!\\;th 

-\usma Through mearung recelved 
~"1:1. "TI<ALITY 

1978 NE1. "TI<ALITY our repubLc, wormy task medJated 
Europe 

"aoonal LA\\' ON declded upon 
-\ssembl} ~"1:1. "TI<ALITY 

1981 ""1:L -rRALITY us It was a help 

1985 " aoonal LA\\' ON deClded upon 

1986 \ssembly ~"l:1. "TI<ALITY 

1988 "aoonal STAn.:S OF decided upon 
\ssembly !'-. cl. -rRA.LITY 

- Ql;"R !'-"'EL-rRAL- enJoys 
ITI' POLICY 

Ausma OUR L~'DER- is deClSlve 
STA.''DlNG OF comparibiLty 
}. cL -rRA.LIT1' 

1989 ~"l:l."TI<ALITY process of re- was helpful for 
form In the East 

1990 "'"1:1.-rRALITI' us room for makes posslble 
maneuver 

1992 Ausma rrs :!'>. "'EL -ntALrn' understood as 
\\ ' 

1992 we CO~TE~' A.''D conslder 
K F1.>L~ OF OL"R 

~"1:1. "TI<ALITY 

situation In DE\'ELOPME~' prornotes 
Europe o F "'"1:L"TI<ALITY 

1993 neurra1tty Onginal lost 
mearung 

1994 (neurrallfY) does not hold out 
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The table demonstrates that particularly in the early 1970S neutrality was a means (be
sides being a patient). Ir then became something more active, something that produces 
something for you - a kind of transformed means function, in which the instrumental 
role manifests itself in the corresponding verb (media ted, made possible). Very soon, 
however, neutrality also appears in a passive context - in references to the formal neu
trality resolution. This discursive role - i.e. that of patient - is retained even in 1988 
when emphasizing the role of neutrality in order to stress its irnportance. In the two fol
lowing years, when again neutrality is defended, the active nature of neutrality is empha
sized. Thereafter, the then new president Thomas Klestil proposes a change in the mean
ing of neutrality: neutrality once again appears in the patient position, but now even as a 
pp to another object. This indicates linguistically the desired transformation of neutrality. 
~eutrality is no longer direcdy understood in the discourse. Instead, several variants and 
aspects of neutrality (neutrality's content and further development, etc.) have become the 
subject of discussion. 

\\'e should now like to illuminate this brief description ,,--ith the help of conceptual maps. 

FIGURE I 

TRANSOBJ: 
tasks 

INSTRUM: 
By means of 
neurrahry 

Figure I shows the situation between 1974 and 1976. ~ eutrality appears above all as a 
means in an instrumental role. The exception to this is a repon explairting how neutrality 
arose ("the ~ational Assembly proclairns"). In 1976 an identity relationship is established 
between neutrality and the existence of Austria. Of decisive imponance, however, is the 
fact that neutrality in relation to "us" is always a means. This changes in the follo,,--ing years 
as the broken arrow in Fig. I indicates. ;\ eutrality begins to appear in the role of agent. 
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In a complementary manner, the original means function of neu trali ty is expressed in cor
responding verbs. everal of the connections shown in Fig. I continue to be used - the 
National Assembly (agent or patient) continues to proclaim neutrality (patient). The rep
resentation of this predominantly historical relation did not change over time. 

On the other hand, the means function, which has now found expression in the verb 
\Vlth an argument position for a transfer object, is e:x.'pressed in an even more condensed 
manner. The verb and the additional argument are nominalized (see the circle in Fig. 2). 
In 19 I the phra eu ed is imply"wa a help". 

FIGL'RE 3 

.-..... 

...... ---_ ..... -_ ...... _._--.. _ ... - .- '- ---.. -... "'-... 
~._. 

IS an ald 

'--._-_ .... _ ......... - ... _._.. . ... _- . ..-.-_ ... -
. .......... _ ............. . 

In all of these cases, "we" (i.e. "us") was a patient. In 1988 even this changes. 

FIGURE 4 

IS appreclaled 
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"Our neutrality policy" may be seen against the background of \-vhat came before as a 
grammatical metaphor in which what had been the patient suddenly becomes a posses
sive, and the aiding function of neutrality in the composite "neutrality-policy". This con
struction is now incorporated as a patient by a non-reabzed agent. 

In I988 a completely new perspective on neutrabty is adopted. (Fig. 5) 

FIGURE 5 

decides 
upan 

IIere, for the first time, neutrality is "our" (as AGEJ'\TT) patient, and it is we who may de
eide what neutrality iso This new position on neutrality is also subsequently expressed in a 
change of the processes - two verbs from I992 (understood, consider) are both mental, 
intentional verbs, with neutrality in the patient role, i.e. in the scope of the intentional 
verb. Thus, the negotiability (or non-clarity) of the denotation of neutrality also becomes 
manifest in a bnguistic (semantic) mann er. 

In the fo11o\-\ing years, inasmuch as it is mentioned at a11 as a word, neutrality neyer 
appear in relation to "us". Ha\ing been detached from "us", neutrality is now portrayed 
as something that is rather superfluous. 

4.2.4. FOtJR EX&\1PLES OF DETAILED ANALYSIS 

In what fo11ows, we present four detaiJed analyses, each of which illuminates a particular 
neutrality discourse at a certain political and historical point in time. 

'\Teutralier- a foreign element: 19- ,* 

P 1: Pl_74.txt - 1:17 (58:63) Dur repllhlic 01 Austria has a good l'eplltation in the interna
tional field as weil, hecause we are really ahle to fuifill the tasks that have failen to us in Europe 
and elsewhere in the world as a result 01 perpetztal neutl1llity. 

As in many of the subsequent years (see the table in the quantitative section), in I974 neu
trality is only mentioned once in the text in a seetion on the status of Austria abroad. 

In the passage in question neutrality appears in a subordinated sentence, which for its 
part qualifies an explanation. In the follo'>ling, an attempt is made to exarnine in more de
tail the structure of the senten ce in question, as weil as the role of neutrality in the sen
tence. 
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'I hc scntence cited above is made up of three clauses: 
-\ Our republic has a good reputation in the international field as well 

B wc are really in a posItion to fulfill those (certam) tasks 

12 3 

C (tasks) that ha\'e fallen to us m Europe and elsewhere in the world as a result of per

pcrual neutrallry. 

Thc relationslup between these clauses is (a) explanatory between A and B, and (b) elab

oraton- between Band C. If one considers an object that is the subject of explanation to 

be thc focus element, and an assigned explanation (warrant) as supportive bac1s:,around in

formanon, then neutrality as an even more embedded elaboration in this sentence struc

rure appears - In terms of informanon - to be in the bac1s:,around. 

The analyzed sentence (henceforth (I» is itself embedded in a larger argumentation, and 

consDrutes a continuation of aseries (list) of arguments indicating why one maI' view 

onc's ov:n achie\'ements "with satisfaction". (Thi explains the "as weU" in A). Thus, in 

(I) a posItive e\'aluation ("good") of a characteristic that is already positive in a lexical 

sense ("reputanon") is expressed, the possessi\'e of which ("has") is attributed to the re

public, which in rum belongs to "us". In the concrete realm, "possessivity" is a transiti\'e 

rclation (if I (A) possess something (B) that possesses something else (C), then I CA) also 

posscss this latter item (C». In the ca e of ab tract notion (like respectlreputation) a pos

invc evaluation of the republic can only be conferred upon "us" through a metaphorical 

interpretation, or through a metonymic interpretation of"our republic". 

B explains the positive e\'aluation made in A, and at the same time indicates that this 

should be regarded as something requiring explanation. It is still not obvious that Aus

tria has a good reputation in the international field as weil. The fact that this is not obvi

ous is shown by the use of "reallI''' in B. The word "reaUy" explicitly denotes facruality, 

but Its usage agam calls into question the extent to which the statement is obvious in a 

facrual sense. This is particularly true given that the preceding "as well" serves, in an ad

verbIal sense, as an intensifier, thus further strengthening the word "really". \\ 'hat is be

ing indirectly disputed and refuted i not the international respect enjoyed by Austria but 

the capability of Austria to fulfill the tasks it faces. If this capability is not seen as ob.ious, 

it foilow that the consequence of this capability is also caUed into question - in this case 

the reputation of Austria. 

The uncertainty surrounding one's own position is expressed in another lexical ele

ment. Each utterance, forms part of aseries of decisions conceming \'allOUS alternative 

utterances. Br comparing the \'arious alternati\'e utterances, it is possible to elaborate 

which meaning wa chosen (or not chosen) consciously or unconsciously through the re

jecnon of another variant and through the choice of the components used. 
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In B. the speaker could have used the following variants: 
B'. (because) we can also really fulfill the (certain) tasks. 

Unlike B, B' emphasizes the intrinsic capability of the agents. "Can" is usually understood 
to indicate a constant proficiency on the part of the agent, and is also positively conno
tated. Meanwhile, "in a position to" links a successful outcome to the situational circum
stances, rather than to the proficiency of the agent. The agent is placed in an abstract 
area, which is expressed grammatically through the use of the local prepositional phrase. 
Locality is, however, an item of variable size, and something that mayaIso contain ran
dom elements. In this way, however, capability is deprived of its maner-of-factness - just 
as be fore in the case of "as well" and "really". Ir might easily have been the case that we 
were "not in a position to" - at any rate, rather than us (or our characteristics), the deci
sive factor comprises external circumstances. 

The determining of the circumstances in B as "external" is achieved lexically through 
"tasks". Unlike "intentions" or "responsibilities, "tasks" are usualJy something that are given 
to people (from outside); one tends only rarely to give "tasks" to oneself. The disrance to 
tasks introduced from outside is also expressed through the use of word "those" (Helbig & 
Buscha, 1991: 363), instead of the more neutral (in terms of disrance) word "the". 

The tasks that have been placed at some disrance are made more precise by CIn order 

to elaborate the functional relationships in greater depth, it is possible to reformulate C 
syntactically (whilst largely retaining the semantics) as demonstrated by C. 

C. a) \iVe have been assigned tasks 
b) in Europe as weU as elsewhere in the world 
c) by perpetual neutrality 

C.a) is a ditransitive passive construction with agent deletion in which "we" appear as the 
recipients of the external tasks (as outlined above). The passive describes a resultative sit
uation in which "we" are the recipients of the (grammatical) patient "tasks". This pro
duces an interesting contrast, given that the transferred patient "tasks" are closely con
nected with aseries of typical activities (to perform a task, etc.) that are evoked through 
the mentioning of the lexeme (Devlin & Rosenberg I996) and which place the passive 
recipient ("us") in the role of agent. At the same time, however, in Ca) the passive nature 
of the recipient is emphasized through the corresponding verb, which unlike other di
transitives has no symmetrical analogue in which the recipient becomes the agent (e.g. 
give-take). The word "assigned" [Zuko17lmm] implies - or, more weakly - associates no 
other perspective in which the recipient would be active in some way or another. 

Cb) determines more precisely the tasks in one dimension - their spatial dimension 

- with the focus on Europe. 
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Ce) finally defines the insrrument that made possible or deterrruned the transfer-ae
non In C'.a) "As a result of perpetual neutrality" tasks have been assigned to USo \i\'ithout 
perpetual neutrality, we would ha\'e no tasks. ="-'onetheless, neutrality IS an instrument 
rather than an agent. It is not neutraLty· that has given us the tasks, even though they have 
been asslgned to us as a result of neu trab ty. The specific role that neutrality, plays in this 
process remams open. ="-'evertheless, in general the role of the insrrument implicitly in
troduees an agent, slnee there has to be an agent who performs the action (with the as
sistanee of the insrrument). Additionally, the instrument itself limits the possible denota
non of the agent (who has to be someone capable of doing something with the 
insrrument). Thus, In the present case, the agents must be able to do something \\ith or 
through neutrality. 

If we eonslder the recent historical context - in which neutrality was the subject of 
negonanons between and \\ith the four OCCUP}ing powers - \\'e may conclude that the 
agents (at least for the recipients of the text) were these oceupying powers. 

In summary, an analy is of the speech of 1974 gi\'es the follo\\ing picture: Through neu
trahty, \\rueh in a historical ense was aeeepted for politieal reasons in an agreement with 
and between the occupying powers, "we" receive tasks (from the occup}ing powers) that 
are consldered as something extemal to "us" and which "we" can perform at present for 
whatever reason. Beneath thi uncertainty' lies a threat, because - by definition - tasks 
are something that must be fulfilled or performed, yet in the speech we do not find cer
tamty that "we" are indeed capable of doing this. Thus, the cliscourse of 1974 does con
taIn a threat to us "stern.ming from" neutrality', for neutrality· pI aces tasks upon "us" which 
"we" may one day no longer be able to cope with. ?vleanwhile, "our" status abroad seems 
to be linked to "our" ability to manage these tasks. 

In the follo\\ing years, neutrality, becomes increasingly a matter of fact. In 1979 there is 
even a change in the wal' neutrality is referred to: 'this neutrality' becomes 'our neutral
Ity·'. From 19"" 8, neutrality, is no longer to be found in an argumentation which is sig
nalled on the textual surface (as opposed to the more implicit form of argumentation dis
eerned In attribution theory.) 

'\'eutrahQ.' as a matter of fact - 1981 

P 6: PI_8I.txt - 6:]3 (48:50) (. .. 7.l:e experience that we as a smaLl countr)' in the politically 
difficliit cente·,. of ElIl'ope have knrr4:n ver)' well hrr",' to be effective in the international eCI)/l(ll7lic 
and poLitical field.) 

Our perpetllal neutralit)', the taking effect of which 26 years ago, is wmme?1lOrated by the na
tional do:y, ~'as of great assistance to llS in this. 
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A Our perpetual neutrali tl' was of great assistance to us in this 
B The taking effect of which 26 years ago, is commemorated by the national day. 

In 1981, neutraliry is mentioned in passing. Placed after a longer account, the remark is 
made that neutraliry was of great assistaTIce in this. However, the circurnstance itself could 
have been exposed in a discursi,'e sense wlthout neutrality, that is, neutrality is not given 
discursivell' the significance that would have required that it should be directly added to 
the circumstance as, for example, an adverbial addition or a causal statement. In the final 
clause, (A.) neutralitl' is identified as a means: neutrality was of assistance. Of particular 
interest here is the tense used - "neutralit)" was of assistance" - in order to reach a cer
tain position which continues to hold. The antecedent dause, however, appears in the 
present perfect tense, and its meaning is clearll' to be understood in a perfective sense 
rather than a preterite sense, that is, the speaker's intention is not to emphasize that some
thing happened in the past (preterite) but to indicate astate of being that is the conse
quence of cerrain actions and that continues to exist in the present (perfective aspect). 

Unlike in previous years, the relationship between "us" and "neutrality" has moved 
considerably. )Jeutrality is "our neutrality" and assists "us" (rather than "our republic" as 
before). Since neutraliry was not mentioned in the years in berween, we are unable to fol
low this development in detail. 0:evertheless, this change is a further sign of the marter
of-facrne 5 of neutrality - as something that belongs to "us" an}'\vay, which does not 
have to be mentioned additionally. Y\by then is neutralit)' mentioned again in 1981) \\-°e 
suppose that this - as in the two subsequent l'ears when neutralitl' is mentioned - is 
done in reference to the date, in a metaphorical recognition (or by way of implicit argu
mentation) of why the national day feU on this day rather than on any other day. This in
terpretation is also supponed by the fact that in 1985 and 1986 neutralitl' is mentioned 
relativeIl' early in the two speeches, i.e. at a time when speakers still engage in making the 
very relevance of the speech explicit. 

Tuming back to this particular piece of text, we find the relationship established in B be
tween the national holidal' and neutrality of additional interest. The reference used here is 
extrem eIl' \'ague - the "taking effect of neutrality" is comrnemorated, but no further spec
ification is gi\'en. In this way - and in contrast to the immediately preceding years - the 
definition of neutraliry becomes less clear. 15 there something which exists, something that 
is effective before this act? Does neutraliry therefore exist before the legislative act' 

\\Tjthin a discourse of identity, such a timelessness of a concept seems quite effective 
(stabilizing the identity), but in the following years the forrnulation of 1978r6 is repeated 

(in 1985 in a nominalized form). 

16 "Ir [the national hollday, GB] rerrunds us of thar 26'" Oerober 1955, on "luch the Ausman :-:ational Assem
b1r voted in favor of the federal consorutionallaw on the neutraliry of Ausma," (19- 8). 
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In summary, we may conclude for I9 I that the rusrance beNeen ~us" and neutrality has 
JisappeareJ and that neutrality i no\\' "our neutrality". Although neutrality hardly ap
pears dlscursJ\'ely in the sense of being a matter of fact, gi\'en the way m wJ-uch neutral
Ity appears In I9 I, i t still seems to be acti"'e as a means. 

In the second half of the I9 os, neutrahty was often disputed in the pubhc political dis
course, as the coun~ sought to become a member of the European Community (tater 
European CflIon). Dr Kun \\ 'aIJheim, who was federal presldent during ws period, 
prO\'ed to be a strong supponer of neutralitr His speeches (includmg those of I988) are 
dlstingUlshed byan Intensive attempt to ponray neutrality as somethmg valuable . 

• eutraht},-threat and defense. I988 
In I98 neutrah(}' i mentioned in [WO separate passages of the text. Ir i mentioned for 
the first time at the begmnmg of the speech as pan of an rustorical re\iew, and then for 
a second time in connecrion wlth accessIOn to the European lJnion.ln the first passage, 
the significance of neutrali(}' is bnefly addressed and the emotional \'alue of neutrali(}' dis
cursi\'ely trengthened. 

P12: P1_88.t.xt - 12:29 (';:9) Tfe wmme71l0rate on this natzonal da) 26tiJ Octobe1' 1955, on 
u'htch da; the Alistrian parlirnllent, that o.;;as mue again free and independent, voted fm' the sta

Ws of our perpetzlal neutralit)'. (In this u·~· o.;;e unanim()llsl), established a foreign poliey as a mat
ter of fact, u'hich had not e.llsted at the beginning of the htstorJ of 0111' republic 70 )'ears ago.) 

I Iowevcr, at ws point we \nsh to examine parricularly the second passage of the text, in 
which \ \ 'aldheim cxplicitly argues for the retention of neutrality. 

P12: PI_88.t.xt - 12:25 (35:44) 1f the federal government - afte'r thorough consultatim/S -
stnves fm' the accession of hustl"ia to the European C011l7711Wif), 0111' neutralif) l'e77zains an indis
pensable basis. Let 71Ie 17l<Jke one thing deal' in thls connection: it is e.l'clztsive6 a 17l<Jtter foT Aus
tria to decide u'hat is reconcilable u'ith OUT undersumding of neutraüf) and u'hat IS not. 

For 33 yars 01l1' polle; of neutrallt) has enjo)'ed a high degree of credibilif) .lf u'e p-repm'e next 
Jem' to begin negotiatilms u'ith the European G'niml, u'e ckJ not Cm7le as the makers of a petition. 

A If the federal go\.'ermnent stri\'es for thc accesslOn of Austria to the European Com-
mUflI(}', 

B after thorough consuJra tions. 
C our neutrali(}' continues to be an indi pensable basis. 
D Let me make one thing dear in ws connecrion: 
E Ir 15 exclusi\'ely a matter for Austria to deClde, 
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F what is reconcilable \\ith our understancling of neutrality and what is not. 
G For 33 years our policy of neutrality has enjoyed a high degree of credibility. 

A. - G. consists of a sequence of pure assertions. A. - C. is a syntactic 1- conditional 
consrruction that is represented as a rule \\ith no further explanation. Like\\ise in E. and 
F. a circumstance - that is recogrUzed explicitly by the speaker in D. as a non-matter of 
fact - is sustained \\ithout explanation. One may presume that the speaker - as a for
mer high-ranking diplomat - considers that his statements, inasmuch as they refer to 

the international situation, possess sufficient authority (as the opinions of an expert), and 
thus do not require further eA-planation, even though they address a dispute characteristic 
of everyday politics. 

To facilitate the analysis, A. is reformulated as K 

A:. The federal government strives for the accession of Austria to the European Commu
nity. 

In X a subject of everyday politics - affecting neutrality - is addressed. The formula
tions in A. on ce again are in an implicit relationship with aseries of other possible de
scriptions, ome of which are given here: 

XI. Ausma strives for accession to the European Community. 
A:.2. Austria wants to join the European Community. 
A:.3. Austrians want to join the European Community. 
A'4. " Te want to join the European Community. 
A' 5. The federal government strives for an accession to the European Community for 

Austria. 
X6. The federal government strives for the accession to the European Community. 
X7. The federal government wants Austria to join the European Community. 
A:.8. The federal government wants Austria's accession to the European Community. 
1'(9. The federal government wants our accession to the European Community. 

In the comparison, the connotation of the assignment of the agent-role to the federal gov
ernment becomes clear. The federal government wants something that affects Austria (as 

1- Semanocally, A.-C. does nOt represem the nonnal condicional, which usually implies a temporal sequence 

between twO e\'ents or circumsrances. In conrrasr, in the consecutive part of th.is semence, the retention of a 

state that already eXlSts IS presemed. 
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the semannc patient). Discursively, "Austria" and the "federal government" are separated 
into two quite different objects. V\'hiJe the "federal government" is a clearly defined group, 
"Austna" IS the name for the state, or possibly even for the "nation", to which the listeners 
belong and with whlch they can therefore Identify themselves. Although a certain amount 
of distance is given (" '\ustria" is more abstract than "Austrians" or "we", and so on, -
where an identification could take place directly), inasmuch as the listeners can find them
selves reflected in the speech, they can associate themselves with "Austria" but not with 
the "federal government". In this way, the federal government does something as an ex
temal agent "to us" or "to Austna". The decision, or the willingness, to join the Union is 
thus embodied in the federal government rather than in "Austria"/us. 

The distance to the activities of the federal republic is also expressed in the choice of 
the post-positional genitive "Österreichs" (Austria's). The fact that "Austria" is mentioned 
at all (unlike in A'6), we ascribe to the (already noted) discursi\'e separation of "Austria" 
from "the federal government". As long as the federal government does not mean pars 
pro toto Austria, Austria (or we) must be explicitly named. Instead of the genitive, how
ever, the prepositional phrase (in A' 5) could have been used. This phrase, however, is pos
itively connotated through the preposition "for" (and indicates grammatically the role of 
"beneficiary" - which, unless negatively evaluated in some explicit form, represents the 
beneficiary, as the term shows). In contrast, the geniti\'e construction is semantically neu
tral at the level of evaluation. 

As indicated above, lexicaJly Austria could have been replaced by "us" (A'9), which 
would again have positively connotated the accession to the European Community, as 
something for which we could have made a claim. :\fevertheless, in A, any lexical refer
ence to "us" is avoided, and the issue is represented as an extemal one managed br the 
federal government. 

Through B. the passivity and the "distance" of the listeners from the decision-making 
process (in which they were clearly not involved) is further strengthened 18. 

In C. the conclusion is presented. As before, neutrality is attributed as "our neutral
ity". This hould "continue to be" something - a "basis". As elsewhere in this e>''P0si
tion, we should on ce again point out that astate which already exists can only be themat
ically rele\'ant (i.e. informative) if it is under threat. Otherwise, the informativity and 

relevance maxim - and thus the co-operation maxim - would be violated (Grice, 1975)' 

18 At first slght, it may seem mat a pOSIO"e e,'aluation of me federal govemment is to follo\l. However, if one 

eX3ITIlneS me field of possibilmes, It qwckly becomes dear mat \lhat we are dealmg wlm IS a l1ul11mal state

ment about me dec15lon-makmg process - at no pomt does me speaker state mar, for insrance, me "nght" 

dec15lon \las bemg raken (at eimer a moral or facruallevel). lnstead he states only mat me declslon was no 
arbltrary one. :--:0 more man this is dalffied in B. 
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Thus, it is no longer ob\ious that neutrality "continues to be a basis". In addition, the use 
of "continues to be" presupposes that the state in question already existed in a factual 
sense. That is, until "now" "our neutralit:y [was] an indispensable basis". The use of"in
dispensable" strengthens and positiveI}' evaluates "continues to be". Something that is in
dispensable cannot be - and should not be - dispensed \\ith. 

IIowe\"er, in this connection, the reference to "basis" is unclear. For what or for whom 
IS this basIs: Semantically, "basis" is a relational predicate - something is a basis for 
something. In the text under examination, the semantic role is not filled, i.e. in the inter
pretation, Iisteners themselves are required to give a suitable object to the role (e.g .. -\us
tria). In addItion, one should note that rhetorically such an approach is extraordinarily 
skillful, for listeners are less likely to question the links that are being made (or to demand 
an explanation) if, in the interpretation of the text, the} themselves have established the 
links (using what are - to them - plausible elements). 

In D., \'"aldheim direccly addresses his public as the speaker, and refers to himself and 
the difference between himself and his public ("You"-"me"). By referring to himself as 
the speaker who makes something clear, \\Taldheim also refers to himself as president, as 
former Secretary-General, and as a politician. In other words, he refers to himself as an 
expert and as an authority. 

In E. and F. he then presents his "authorized" statements as facts. 
In E. he uses an idiomatic figure of speech ("It is matter for x to decide y"), which al

ready contains the exclusi\ity of the responsibility. This is still further strengthened 
through the use of the explicit addition of "exclusive". The meaning of this idiom is a 
meta-discursive one - it means that, in the matter of "y", x receives the role of agent. 
Here, therefore, "Austria" is given the position of agent in an abstract model of the world 
rather than syntactically or semanticalJy in this sentence. Austria is active. 

This stands in an interesting contrast to A., in which the federal republic was active and 
Austria was given the role (semantically) of patient. If one sustains the separation between 
_-\ustria and the federaJ republic, then the right of the federal gm'emment to act is rejected, 
and that right is then transferred to "Austria". The exact identity of Austria still remains 
an open question, especially because in F., the more personalized phrase "our understand
ing of neutrality" is used. (\'"aldheim could ha\"e said that it was "a matter for us ... "). 

In F., the decision that is to be made is presented. However, \,Taldheim uses "our under
standing of neutral i ty" rather than "our neutrality"(F'). 

F', what is reconcilable \\ith our neutrality and what is not. 

GnJike "our neutrality", which as such is presumed to be known and defined in a discur
sive sense and thus to be a concept of static meaning, "our understanding of neutrality" 
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is a dynaffilc concept which can have a different meaning depending on each indlVidual's 
"understanding" . 

In the sequence of c., ~ith "our neutraLt}''' "to continue to be a basis", such a dynamic 
scems to be less than 10gJcal. "Continue to be" implies a rigidiry, as does "basis" also. 

\Ve assume that the discursive difficulry of the transitional period is manifested in this 
scquence - on one hand, there is a de ire to hold on to the old image of identity, and on 
the other, a recognition that prior decisions as weil as the political changes in Europe will 
force Austna to make changes (especially in its foreign policy). 

G. contall1s a historical legitimization of E. and F 

In summary, the conclusion may be drawn that in 1988 neutraliry once again becomes an 
lmportanr topic. The speaker (\Valdheim) initiares a preservation discourse about neu
trality. This is ex'traordinary in that it seeks to deny those with the power of action the 
right to determine the fate of neurraliry, and gives that right to a rather vague agent
"Ausma". :\'eutrality, which is at issue here, is declared to be "ours". This neutraliry 
hould definiteI}' be retained. At the same time, with the inrroduction of "our under

standing of neutraliry", the concept of neutraliry (i.e. of a single well-defined neutraliry) is 
undermined in terms of content. In this way, the preservation discourse is already dealt a 
blow. The obJect that is to be pre ervedlretained changes in the hands of the preserver. 

The entry into office of a new federaJ president brought with it a change in the political 
line on neutrality. Dr. Thomas KlestiJ, an enthusiastic supporter of the European Union, 
seemed to be prepared to sacrifice neutraliry. 

:\"eutralit:;, as an outrnoded concept: 1993 

PIT PI _93.0.:1: - IT33 (I 6: I 8) In recent days, voices haue been heard claiming that 26th Oeto
ber is perhaps an olltmoded date, because nelltrality has lost its original significance. 

I don 't see it Like this, since Jor 11le this da)' is - and shaLL renlain - linked to tbe regaining oJ 
libe·rty. 17 years oJ dietatorship, war and occupation had to pass bef01'e Austrians were once again 
freeon thot 26th Oetober 1955. 

In recent days voices have been heard clairning, 
B 26th October is perhaps an outrnoded date, 
C because neutrality has lost its original significance. 

In Ä- C. we find once again an argumentation with an explanation. This does not, how
ever, relate to neutraLtr and its retention but to the national holiday. The necessiry of ar-
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guing for aretention of the national holiday on this date indicates the dose discursive 
linkage that existed at this time between the national holiday and neutrality. The speaker 
presupposes that the national holiday is primarily acelebration of the neutrality resolu
tion. Thus he goes on to redefine the meaning of the day (see also our discussion of the 
representation of history/histories in the speeches). 

In the explanation in C. anonymous speakers are quoted, a!though the authenticity of the 
quotation , i.e. what is the prima!)' and what is the secondary discourse in the statement, 
does not become dear. "'Tith these "voices of others", Klestil introduces a propositIon 
which he does not return to later, and thus leaves uncontradicted as the only statement 
on neutra!ity: :'-Jeutrality has lost its original significance. By subsequently redefining the 
meaning of the day, he implicitly consents to this viewpoint - for it would seem that ac
cording to the speaker, neutrality really does not give meaning to the day. As regards neu
trality (which appears to be what is affected) it is asserted that it has lost its "original sig
nificance" rather than "its significance" which would constitute a much stronger 
proposition. Thus, Klestil continues the earlier course in which, discursively, he uses neu
trality, as a lexeme, but speaks of a (necessary) change to this neutrality,. In doing so, he 
places few limitations on these changes. Indeed, he himself promotes changes that Ob\1-
ously conflict with the existing understanding of neutrality. 

4.2.5. Smü1A.RY 

The results of the analyses of the discursive use of neutrality· mal' be summarized as fol
lows: 

• Thematically, neutrality was prirnarily linked with the foreign policy (of Austria) and 
\\1th history. Three or four phases of thernatic relevance may be distinguished: 
1. Pre- 1981 - historical and foreign references are linked together (teleologically). 
2. Until 198T only the historical reference to the day is of significance. 
3. From 1988 foreign policy is of primary relevance. 
4. After 1995 neutrality no longer appears in any of the contexts. 

• In the course of the 20 year period under examination, there are changes in the ex
planatory contexts in which neutrality appears. 
1. In 1981 there is a change in the argumentation, from argumentation in which neu

trality appears as an exrernal element to argumentation in which neutrality appears 
as an internal element. Thus, neutrality is considered in the first case as an exrernal 
element in the explanation of changes, and in the second case as something that in
fluences - as an "interna! motivational element" or as an "Austrian characteristic" 

- the process that is to be explained. 
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2. Between 1985 and 1989 there are only a few examples of argumentation, and where 
the} do occur, neutralit} is used as a self-explanatory final element in the explana

tory relationship. 
3. In 1990 the previous matter of fact nature of neutralit}, is dispensed with. 

• The themaDc roles used also change during the period examined 
I. Until 1988 there is a gradual grammatical metaphorization of neutrality and a 

change from instrument to agent. During the whole period, "we" are patients in the 

relationships examined. 
z. In 1992 this relationship is suddenJy reversed, "we" observe neutrality in amental 

process, which thus loses its defining matter-of-fact nature 

• In the detailed anal)'ses, a similar transition was observed, from 
I. a rather dismissive attitude towards neutrality, wruch was considered to be something 

external (1974), 
2. to a positiveI)' valued but still external element (until 1978), 
3. to a discursi\'e matter of fact, expressed also by an absence of discursive references (un

til 1987). 
4- In 1988 a preservation/retention discourse begins, wruch among other things falls back 

on a relativeI)' explicit identity discourse (1990). 
5. In 1992, with the departUre oHValdheim and the arrival ofKJestil, a proponent ofEu

ropean Communit}' membersrup becomes president. The preservation discourse is re
placed by a legirirnization discourse. 

6. FinaJly, in 1994, a firm rejection of neutralit}, is made. 

Compilation of the linguistic results reveal the foUowing: 
1. Fven if the trends under discussion take place at all levels and may always be traced 

back interpretati\'ely to political events, they do not always take place simultaneously 
and do not mark exactly the same fractures. Thi once again demonstrates the com
plexity of the relationship between language and social reality - vmous linguistic lev
els react and construct a social reality at different speeds. \Vhile in 1990, neutrality had 
lost its matter of fact nature at the argumentative level, this is onJy expressed at the 
le\'el of proces in 1992. One might possibly speak of a gradual change in the means 
of language used, which first introduce a topic indirectly and then express this in
creasinglyexplicitly. 

2. If one compares the discursive developments that manifest themselves linguistically in 
the various presidential speeches, it becomes obvious that the corresponding phases 
occur somewhat later than the real political events. For example, Kreisky's foreign pol
icy was maintained onJy until 1983, and yet neutralit}, played an imporrant role in for
eign policy (in the presidential speeches) until 1988. 
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This last observation is probably explained by the function of the federal president in 
Austria: traditionally the federal president is regarded as a balancing figure who is above 
politics (i.e. an integrator) rather than as a "pace-maker" of policY'9. 

4.3. History 

An important element in the construction of national identity is the construction of a na
tional, common history For this reason, changes in the construction of history also indi
cate changes in the discursive national identitl" In the preceding seetion, we have seen 
ho\\, over the decades, the discursive role of neutrality has changed, including the \-val' in 
which it represents its historicity, that is, how it represents the developments that led to 
the passing of the neutrality resolution. In this seetion we v,1.sh to address the overall rep
resentation of history in the speeches. 

In the follO\\1.ng, all text-passages containing references to the historical events are cate
gorized according to the time-period in que tion. 

The number of historical events mentioned, that is, events that clearly dld not belong 
to the realm of everyday politics or to the respective legislative terms, is relatively smalI. 
Such historical e\"ents do include post-war reconstrllction, the period of);'azi rule, the 
"particular date" of 26" October 1955, as well as the period leading up to the signing of 
the State Treaty on this date - 1945-55. On occasion, his tory is also mentioned in an 
unspecific manner: "oUf long history". In addition, there are several (mostly implicit) ref
erences to the history before I938, references to the First Republic and references to the 
period of the Austro-IIungarian Empire. 

In table 5, we present a chronological overview of the most important historical events 
mentioned in the speeches. 

lABLE 5 ChronokgicaL npresentation of the incidence of references to variolls historicaL events in 
the speeches. 

Year W1Speclfic 
E"ems / hl5[ory 

26 Ocr 1955' 
Penod of:\"aZJ Post-war years, 

before 1938 1945-55 rule ReconsrructJon 

19c4 X (IongH) 

19-5 

19-6 :\" X 

19-- X 

19~8 :\" X 

19 In Ausma, me federal presldem 15 elected direcclr by me people ramer man by me :\"atJonal Assembly. 
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1979 

1980 

1981 ". 
1982 

1983 X 

1984 X X 

1985 X " X X 

1986 X " X 

198; X X 

1988 X X ~ X 

1989 X 

1990 X X F (Regained 
freedom) 

1991 X F (Regamed 
freedom) 

1992 

1993 X F (Regamed 
freedom) 

1994 X F 

1995 X X 

1996 X, 1000 years 
ofAusma 

·Years marked .. ~" are years m which a cormecnon was made between the 26d! Oerober and the neurralit) res

oluoon (\nth a menoon of that date); Years marked "F" are years m "luch 26"' Ocrober srood for "freedom". 

Table 5 reveals several trends in the repre entation of Austrian history. One observation is 
that the range of hi torical evenrs mentioned, \\idens from 1985. Referenees to the pe
riod of '\aZl rule become more frequent, and \\ith the years of remembrance in 1985 and 
1988, the 0!azi past of Austria and the period of 1945-1955 are dealt \\ith in greater 
depth than before. From 198,l the "achie\'emenrs of reconsrruction" of the Second Re
public are mentioned. \\'e consider chis to be a "historicizing process". Something that 
pre\'iously belonged to the present is transfonned into history, and then used in a sym
bolie manner. (For example, the irrunediate post-war history is used to demonstrate the 
eapabilities of Austrians.) Prior to 1987, scant mention is made of pre-195 5 Austrian his
tory. 1955 is "year zero" and the neutrality resolution is almost the inaugural act in the 
discourse. This changes in 1987. Austrian history acquires greater "depth" and Austria is 
seen as part of a continuity stretching back to the First Republic and even to the Austro
IIungarian Empire. From 1990, any direct reference to Austria in what were always in
direct references to the period of0!azi ruJe is faded out. Thereafter, mention is made only 
of "regained freedom" - whereby on at least one occasion the period of occupation 
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(1945-55) IS also explicitly included. Othenlise references to the period 1945-55 dis
appear. As a logical consequence. in the anni\'ersary year of 1996 the only historical ref
eren ces lett, concern the "1000 \'ear old historv of Austria". This is true once aaain when •• b 

it comes to .\ustria's attempts to join the European Gruon. Ahistory of Austria be fore 
1945 - in particular the history of the Austro-Hungarian Empire - lS easier to blend 
into "European history". And it can then be used to sack "European identity" on to 
"Austrian identity" or to de\'elop a European identity on the basis of Austrian identit:y. 

As in the case of neutrality, detailed analyses were performed on indi\idual passages of 
the texts containing historical references. It became clear that in the course of the Sec
ond Republic changes had occurred not only in the references to the \"arious historical 
events but also in the linguistic realization and argumentati\'e basis of the indi\idual his
torical el'ents. 

Based on the derailed analyses, over the decades the follo\\wg discursive functions of his
tory may be recognized. 

On one hand, one may recognize the identiry-prO\iding function of history that has 
been diagnosed by other scholars. History is represented as the "jointly experienced past" 
or as a common (older) history, and all those who share this history form one unity. 

In addition to chis "primal)' function" of histol)', which is not present in argumenta
tions, there are also several argumentative uses ofhi tory. The e change over time20

. 

1. In 19~6 an indirect reference is made to the period of"azi rule \lith the airn of deriv
ing responsibillties for the present, that is to sar, the past is used to encourage listen
ers to adopt a certain (humarutarian) position in a domestic Austrian debate. 

2. Between 1983 and 1985 the past is compared repeatedly \Iith the present in order to 
emphasize the positive aspects of the present, and to create a more positive attitude 
among listeners towards the republic (and in 1984 to provoke national feeling) at a 
time of \'arious domestic scandals. 

3. In 1988 histol)' is told on ce again as "collecti\'e history", albeit from a different per
spective: histol)" was a lesson in which Austria had to gain experience in order to "find 
itselP'. Thus. this collective histol)" is at the same time a remote "past histol)'>'; as it be
comes clear in 1990 - the Austrians of today have nothing in common \\ith the .\us
trians of that period, the lesson has been learnt. 

4. This distance berween "then" (1945-55) and "now" is subsequently used (at the level 
of politics) in arguments for changes to conditions that stern from "then". 

20 ;\lention is no longer made of me represemation of neurrality as an rusroneal eoncept, because we have al

ready cliscussed ehe de\'elopment of neurrality in me previous section - first embedded m an rusroncal nar
rative, and ehen, in an isolated and a-hisrorical marmer, as somemmg mat happened on 26th Oerober 1955· 
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5. hom 1991 there i~ areturn to an older history (to the empire), and this is used to in
dJcate Austna's place in Europe. 

6. SJmilarl}, the hJstory of the State Treaty is invoked in order to motivate listeners 
(through references to the "Austrian" virmes of that earIJer period) and imbue them 
wlth confidence for a new beginning in Europe. (1994) 

The following conclusions mal' be drawn from an analysis of the passages containing his
torical references: 
I. In the speeches, history serves as a means of visuali zation and as an appeal to the com

monality of the listeners. The mentioning of common history is used to reassure one
self of one's collective identity. Lmguistically, the collectivizing function is expressed 
In the use of man)' \'ague terms in connection with history. This allows a great variety 
of interpretations concern.ing wh at exactly is meant and how things should be looked 
upon. 

2. No less significant, however, are the argumentative functions of history; history is in
'>oked in order to argue for an affirmation of, or a change in , the status quo. The fact 
that, as a result of this process, the historical image sometirnes becomes rather contra
dictory is of no great concern (for example, attemptS to distance oneself from the past 
in order to encourage change are not fully compatible with references to the '>irmes 
of the period of post-war reconsrruction, througn which on ce again a positive similar
Ity is estabLshed). 

3· A considerable break in the historical image takes place in 1990. Areturn is made to a 
"more profound" history, i.e. the Austrian Empire, while National Socialism and itS 
political consequences are seen as transitory "things of the past" and of no significance 
In the present. 

4- At the same time, neutrality is historicized impLcitly. ln other words, we find an inter
esting co-occurrence in the Austrian historical collecrive narrative: neutrality seems to 
be both positive and necessary, as long as Austrian history is also narrated at least partly 
as a story of Austria's 0:azi past. Here neutrality appears to take on the function of an
nouncing a new consciousnes - and neutrality (with itS ideological and international 
legal consequences) realI}' does offer itSelf for such a role, given that it putS a stop to 
any desires of affiliation". 

2 I The dlscurslve de"elopment mar be interpreted soclOlogIcaUy and polmcallr 111 3 vanet)" of different wars. 

Thus, one could S3) that "Austria re-ente red European lustory>' \\1th Its JOl11ffig of the European Cruon (as 

was sald of Gennanrl, the "chapter" of. 'azi ruJe was pm aslde, and thus the legIarruZl11g funcnon of neu

rraln:y was no longer of sigI1lficance. Or one might sa) that with the loss of the forelgI1 polic)" sigruficance 

of neurrality, the legiOl11lZ3oon pro\1ded by neurrality was consldered to ha"e been remo"ed, and there was 

thus adesire to forget the ~aZJ penod as qwckJy as possible, because it became more clifficult to clisassoclate 
oneself cliscursively from that penod through the use of neurrali ty. 
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4-4- Fonir;n COZl71tries 

There are various very different references to foreign counmes in the speeches from 1974 
untiJ 1996. These references indicate from what elements "Ausma" disassociates itself in 
these speeches, and thus indirectly how "Ausma" defines itself. 

A list of all foreign counmes mentioned over time was established. Based on this list, we 
grouped various counmes into categories (see tabJe 6). In general, we found that many 
references to foreign counmes were rather unspecific (see tabJe 6 and exampJes therein). 

lABLE 6 

Caregory Example 

Foreign countries Other counrnes, foreign counrnes ("das Ausland"), other stares 

Europe Europe, our continent 

\ "orld The world, mremaoonal 

lndusrnallZ.ed stares lndusrnahzed stares 

Cenrral Europe/ Danube regIOn Cenrral Europe, Danube regIOn 

The Easr The Easr 

The " 'esr The "~esr 

Other Baghdad, .\loscow coup attempt, foreign rroops 

The use of the various references to foreign counmes changes over time. 'Nhile foreign 
counmes ("das Ausland" - i.e. non-specified) are always a topical theme, it is during the 
1970s, at the time of Kreisky's foreign policy successes, that "the "'orld" becomes a fa
vorite reference point. "East" and ",\Test" are mentioned above all from 1989 in connec
tion with the "upheavaJs in the East". At about the same time "Europe" gains in impor
tance, aJthough Europe was also repeatedJy mentioned in earlier periods. See Figure 6 

(P·139) 
Changes may be observed not only in the categories from which Ausma disassociates 

itself. O"er time there are aJso changes in the relations used to describe the relationship 
between Ausma and "foreign counmes". 

Thus, untiJ the mid-1980s Ausma is constantly subject to an assessment". Either we 
are judged by foreign countries ("how weH we are doing things") or we compare our
selves fa\'Orably with "foreign counmes". 
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frequency 

... 'iI..'hich Irrought llS the jlldge771lmt of a welL-fimct/Oning de7710craey e-';Im /rom criticalobse1'ven 

in Jorezgn colilZtries. (1974) 

rf.e are no longet the siek child of Europe. (1974) 

This comparati\'e aspect was almost always present, whene\'er foreign countries were 

mennoned. 

And Jet Allstria has a ve1) good plau In intenzatirmal statisties (.) with regard to its ecollo711ic 
daw induding its lIIlf!'11lpluJ771lmt mte. (1983) 

TheTe are fe-u: European eount?-ies in whieh such basic politieal decisions as the elections to the 
XanonalAsse771blj are admrrt!Jledged in such an objective manneT ... (19-:5) 

:\fter 19 ), howe\'er, the comparati\'e aspect i hardly present. Cntil 1984, the topic of 
"gi\ing" IS al 0 important in relanon to foreign countries. Austria gi\'es something to 
"Europe" and "rne world" - and this is possible, largely owing to Austria's neutrality. 

rner beneficiaries (see secnon +2.2) are not mentioned. 

The existence ofAltStl-iO is thete/ore close~\, eonnected to this 7leutralif) , and it [AltStriaJ has gaimd 
a Slgnifoance throllgh 7Ieutralif)for the otheT e0U1lt?1es ofEll1'ope, too. (1976) 
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Relations other than those mentioned here (i.e. comparing oneself, giving) occur only 
sporadically until 1985. ~ evertheless, one aspect of the representation of "relations \\ith 
the East" appears every once in a while over the complete time-period ('78, '81, '89, '90, 
'95)' Austria is always implicitly counted as belonging to the \Nest, and portrayed as a 
"show-case" of vibrant democracy (for "the East"). 

"Austria has become a show-case once again - one that is admired b)' 11lillions of people in the 

East." (I989) 

Apart from this one element, there is a significant change in the relations used from 1989. 
Suddenly there are references to foreign political events which do not directly concern 
Ausma, but which nevertheless indicate the changing circumstances. '\lention is made 
prirnarily of Europe (European Union) and the East (collapse of the lron Curtain). 

Other "locating aspects" also become significant. \;I,'ith reference to Europe, the spe
cific "situation" or "Iocation" (Germ an : "Lage'') is mentioned frequently, but it is not al
ways dear whether Austria's geographicalor political situation is meant. 

Finally, there are also part-whole references again relating to Europe but also to the 
world. 

Throughout the period, but especially from 1989, these references to foreign coun
tries are dosely connected \\ith (foreign) political events. Concerning the vagueness of 
such references (abroad, the world, Europe), the assumption mal' be made that this is also 
connected with neutrality - as a neutral country Austria was unable to take adefinite 
stance during the Cold \\'ar. Vague references meant that events abroad could be spoken 
of without taking a stance on certain "foreigners". 

With the end of the Cold \;I,'ar and the dismantling of the Iron Curtain, this became 
possible once again - and there are indeed an increased number of references to "\\'est" 
and "East" as weU as "our neighbors" in the discourse. Austria's changing foreign polier 
orientation and the prospect ofEuropean Union membership lead to a greater presence of 
"Europe" in the discourse after 1989. "Foreign countries" becomes a bit more concrete. 

In the folJo\\ing section, we seek to take a doser look at "Europe" as a highJy specific 
foreign reference. \\'e do this particularly because, as indicated in the hypotheses. acces
sion to the European Union rnight provide an opening for a new European identity dis
course. As neutrality becomes obsolete, this new identity rnight then take over various 
discursive functions of neutrality. 

4-5- Europe 

Europe appears in various forms and functions during the period 1974-1996.'3 

23 As ll1 the case of the other elementS uwestigated, as part of the analYSIS we examll1ed all incidences of 'Eu

rape' ll1 our data. 
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First of all , It appears as a locality: for instance, when Austria is described as the "center 
ofEurope", In the "middle ofEurope", and so on. Secondly, "Europe" appears as an ab
stract term, wruch stands for a w hole to wruch Austria belongs. Trus abstract term is both 
geograph,callj detennined and morally loaded: "Austria is (no longer) the sick child of 
Europe". The exact meaning of "Europe" (apart from the fact that the word is c1early 
more than slmplj a geographicaJ localization) is hard to detennine in this usage. \\Te de
note this use as "abstract use" as an indication of its abstract content. Trurdly, we find jux
taposlDons with "Europe" or "European", which already [end to ha\'e their own lexicaJ

ized meanings'4. 
'Iable 7 displays the various incidences in chronological order. A.lthough the first two 

uses occurred concurrentJy before 1987, the use of"Europe" in a largely localJlocalizing 
sense declined after 1987 . .\leanwhile juxta positions occur primariJy after 1989. 

Localtzanon use \bsrract use ]unaposlOons TOTAL 

Gses before 1987 1975 , I 19'4,2 
1976,3 

1978, I 
1981,1 
1983, I 1983,2 
1984, I 

10tal before 19 7 - /0 5 ° 12 
58.3 % 41,6% 0% 30,- % 

C ;es after 1987 1987, 1 1987, I 
198 , I (?) 1988,1 
1989,3 1989,2 

1990, 1A~A 1990,4 
1991, lAX-\. 1991,8 1991, I 
1992,IA\.".-\. 1992,2 

Total<: fter 1987 1/3 18 5 J' - ' 
3.'% 11 ,1%(\4,8) 66,6% 18,5 '" 69,2% 

TOT-\.L 8/3 23 5 39 
20,5 ',6% (28,2) 58,9% 12,8% 100% 

ke} \.".-\. - 'Europe' IS used denonng a place \11thOut establtshmg a relation to or mcludmg .-\.usma 

Localization uses be fore 198, mal' be divided into two types: localizations that place Aus
tria (e. g. apart of central Europe), and localizations thar are established in a more im
plicit manner in relational contextS: for instance, in comparisons with other stares ("other 
states in Europe ... " 1970). 

24 ln other \lords, abo\'e all \le filee here "proper names" that comain a rnorpho·sernanncally recogruzable ref· 
erenee to Europe (e.g. European C'nion). 
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After 1987 Austria is no longer defined through a facroal geographie position in Europe. 
In this period, almost all references to Europe are made at an abstract level. This differ
ence is also shown in the fact that many localizing uses of Europe be fore 1987 were made 
in relation to Austria. IIowever, three of the four uses after 1987 are not relational in this 
sense, but speak instead of what is happening in Europe (as a locality) (e.g. 1991: "IIas 
our patriotism become questionable - only because we are now seeing tragic cases of 
degeneration ... "). This is also shO\m by the fact that during this period Europe (also as 
a geographical area) was becorning an individual discursive unit within the national dis
course, it can be discussed \\ithout it having to receive its relevance through an explicit 
reference to Austria. 

In the following analysis, we wish to exarnine in greater depth the uses here referred 
to as "abstract uses". 

Before 1987 we find two types of use: (a) on one hand, Austria is represented as part 
of Europe (and given further characteristics), (b) on the other hand, Austria's relationship 
to Europe is represented. In the latter case Austria and Europe are actants that are quite 
separate from one another, and Austria "gives" something to Europe. (This happened at 
vanous levels of abstraction either explicitly (1983 "Austr1a ... has much to give ... Europe") 
or implicitly ["tasks in Europe"]). The "giving relationship" is the context in which neu
trality arises (inasmuch as it does occur with "Europe" which happens five times: three 
times before 1987, twice after that years). In the main, neutrality is usually perceived as 
"assistance" that enables (Austria) to give. 

After 1987 (a) is no longer present, (b) is still found, and other uses also appear: 
(c) Europe occurs as a kind of abstract locus even where there is no reference to Austria. 

lt is addressed as a whole and as a unit that is forming politically. 
(d) This political unity is sometimes placed in relation to Austria, Austria must find its 

place in the political field of Europe. In a linguistic sense, what is happening is the 
construction of metaphors as in Lakoff & Johnsons (1980); the "field" of the political 
is strucrored analogous to the topological strucrore of the geographicallocalization 
of states. In this localization, Austria is commonly seen as the "center", "core" or 
"core zone of political stability" etc. This metaphorization of "Europe" appears only 

after 1987. 
(e) In addition, aseries of further relations between Austria and Europe make their ap

pearance, which develop (b) further (i.e. Austria gives Europe) unti] there is almost an 
identification between Austrian attributes and what is European (e.g. "Austrian patri
otism can serve as a European model; there is no Austrian security without European 
security"). This leads finaHy to: 

(f) the fusion of "we Europeans" 
(e) and thus (f) may be seen as a discursive continuation of(a). 
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Summanzmg, the follO\nng may be stated about the relationship between "Europe" and 
"Ausma": rrom 1987 we can obserye a change in the meaning of"Europe" rrom a material
referentiallevel to a symbolic level. "Europe" becomes a symbol that appears in a meta
phorical space. As a symbolic space (rather than a factual-topological space) this space is 
dlscurslvel} structured, that is, it can be designed and redesigned by the discourse. Y\ 'e con
sider thlS as the essential first step towards an identity discourse. In order to gain entr)' into 
an IdentIt} dlscourse, an element must first be elevated on to the symbolic le\·el. 

At this symbollc level, Austria is increasingly linked discursively with Europe until a 
quasl-Idenoty is established. Ir remaIDS to be seen how successfuJ this ruscursi\'e link will 
be for Ausman identity. In 1993 Bruclanüller ascribed a "partial identity as European" to 
2 I 0/0 of the population (Bruclanüller, 1994: 49), while in 1987 Europe was a primaT}' fig

ure of identification for 4% of the population (ibid.: 19)' 
.'\'eutrality is rarei}' linked directly with a discourse about Europe. As described above, 

this happens above all in connection with a transaction, in which Austria gives Europe 
something aided by neutrality. The onJy exception is a quotation rrom 1988 which con
tains an implicit reference to an inherent contradiction between the European Union and 

neutrality. 

(I)" If the federal goverrrment - after th01'Oligh C071SlIlttltions - rtrives Jar the accession of Am
tria to the Ellropean CfYl717nzmity, our neutralit') remains an indispe71Sable basis." (1988) 

In (I) an impliCIt contradiction between the European Community and neutralit} is estab
hshed. Something that remains unaffected byan action does not normally have to be men
tioned. The fact that in (I) mention is made of neutrality means that generally one does not 
expect there to be no change. In other words in accepted "common knowledge" the Euro
pean Community and neutrality are indeed contradictory items (i.e. mutuaUy exclusive). 

5, Conclusion 

In this study, we have descnbed the discursive development of neutralit}, in the presiden

tial speeches rrom its entry into identity discourses unril the deconstrucrion of these neu
tralit}'-identity discourses. InitiaUy we established aseries of hypotheses concerning the 
linguistic realization of this discursive development. Some of these hypotheses have been 
substantiated, but other aspects have tumed out to be different from what we expected. 
Linguistically, however, it is possible to trace a line from the consrruction-phase (unril 
about 1978), to the identity-discourse (1979-1987), to the deconstruction-phase (from 
1988), e\'en if the various linguistic indicators operate on somewhat different time-frames. 

Thus, neutrality appeared in argumentations less often than was expected. ~everthe
less, where it did appear, neutralit}' was to be found mainly in the attributional part of the 
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senten ce as "\ve had expected (hypothesis I). The transition of the atnibution "neutrality" 
in the construction-phase from something external to something internal (hypothesis 2) 
was substantiated. The expectation that neutrality would cease to be mentioned in the 
deconstrliction-phase (hypothesis 3) was partially confirmed. ~eutrality that was once 
again the subject of discussion (whereas before it had been largely accepted as an obvious 
matter of fact), once it appeared as an attributional object in itself, that was finally re
jected. The hypothesis concerning the classification of the atnibutions as constants/vari
ables (hypothesis 4) was only partially confi.rmed: neutrality was indeed a "constant" ele
ment as apart of the identity-discourse, but it remained a constant element thereafter as 
weIl. This is probably connected to the fact that the semantics of neutrality changed in 
this period, neutrality (in the discourse) became a variable in terms of content (one even 
spoke of "neutrality-policy"). An additional observation (not covered in the hypotheses) 
was a substantial shift (in terms of content) in the atnibutions. \\'hile in the construction 
phase neutrality appeared in "normal" explanations, which causally eX'Plain a course of 
events with the assistance of neutrality, in the high-days of the identity-discourse, neu
trality tended to be found in "formal" explanations (why the national holiday is cele
brated) that refer to the factual existence of neutrality but not to its content or meaning. 

The anticipated role-relationships (into which neutrality would enter over the course of 
the various phases of the discourse) tumed out to be more complex than we had imagined 
(in h}'P0thesis 5). The development of the neutrality discourse at this le\'el proved to be a 
step-by-step process of grammatical metaphorization. The anticipated means function of 
neutrality is characteristic (only) in the construction phase; meanwhile, during the neutral
ity-identity discourse phase, neutrality does not function as agent or as means but as patient 
in the "formal" eX'Planation that has been mentioned in connection with the atnibutions. In 
these, however, neutrality is not used in its historicalor political sense but predominantly as 
a "date" (which has funher meaning only in the world-knowledge of the Iisteners but not at 
the level of the manifest text). This is an eX'Pression of the identity-discourse. ~eutrality as 
an "obvious fact" no longer has to be defined or discussed in discourse. Finally, a character
istic of the deconstruction phase is the patient role of neutrality that is to be defined by"Aus
ma" or by "us". In contrast, previously (in the construction phase) "Ausma" or "we" had ap
peared (as expected) primarily in the role of beneficiary (h}'Pothesis 6), although not in later 
phases, where "neutrality" was fused with "us" to produce "our neutrality". 

The eX'Pectations concerning other contextual relationships of neutrality also fit into 
the framework of the various discursive phases, in particular in the deconstruction phase. 
'Vith regard to his tory (hypothesis 7), rather than differences in historical representation, 
we observed instead a tendency to refer to quite different historical periods (the period 
of Nazi rule, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, European history). In the representation of 
foreign counmes our hypothesis that (concrete) foreign counmes were a little more likely 
to be named after the abandonment of neutrality (h}'Pothesis 8) was confi.rmed. At the 
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same time a ne\\ discoUfse about "Europe" begins. This shows that - with the change 
in thc meanmg of ncutrality - all other connected areas change, as we expected, follow

ing \\'ittgenstcm (1995): thus foreign countries and history were not only a context for 
ncutrality, but neutrality was also a conte>.'!: for the representarion of foreign countries and 
hisrory in the speeches. The step-by-step exit of neutrality, from the idenrity discourse is 
accompanied by a change in the representarion of "the others" as well as the "hisrorical 
I". \\'ithout neutrahty the idenrity' discourse is a quite different one; it is more than a dis
course "without neutrality". Once again we find here a concordance of real political 
changes (accession to the EU) and changes in the discoUfse ("old hisrory", Europe as the 
point of reference). The (discursive) move away from neutrality was made not so long 
ago. The future direcrion of the idenrity'-discourse remains an open quesrion (and we do 
not knO\\ which political path it will take). 

The discourse that has been the subject of OUf in\'estigation is only an official ty-pe of 
discourse, the polirical discourse of the heads of state. During the period under examina
tion, this discourse was usually - but not always - concordant with "public opinion" as 
expressed in the newspapers. In the light of the present poliricaJ situation (from the be
ginmng of 2000), the direcrion of the road ahead remains uncertain: has the federal pres
ident turned away from public opinion, and will neutrality - in an abandonment of the 
European Union - be addressed once again and used to deterrnine the particular indi
viduality of Austrians ? Or will neutrality become ob olete (even in a symbolic sense) 
while Austria's hisrorical image is "Europeanized"? At any rate, one thing is dear: The 
current discourse conceming Austrian identity' is undergoing profound change. 
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Appendix 

I. List of the federal presidents of the Second Republic 

Presldent Year of election PollOcal party membership 

Kar! Renner 1945 SPÖ 

Theodor Körner 1951 SPÖ 

'\dolf Scharf 195" SPÖ 

1963 SPO 

FranzJonas 1965 SPO 

1971 SPÖ 

Rudol f K.!rchschläger 19-4 mdependent (supported by ehe SPÖ) 

1980 mdependent 

KUrt \Yaldheun 1986 mdependent (supported byehe Ö\ 'P) 

Thomas Klesol 1992 Ö\'P 

1998 Ö\'P 
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"AUSTRIA OWES ITS POLICY 
o F NE UTRALITY ... " 

~eutrality in Austrian :r-;ewspapers in the Second Republic. 

This ehapter comprises an investigation of the diseursive development of neutrality in 
scvcral Ausman national daily newspapers. In the course of our analysis, we examined in 
particular (a) the ineidenee of neutrality on the national holiday (parallel to our investi
gaoon of the presidential speeehcs) and (b) the ineidenee of neutrality during several im
portant events in foreign poliey. In doing so we wanted to uneover to wrueh extent the 
presidential discourse (and the presidents' voiee) on neutrality would be reAeeted in the 
mass media. And who would figure besides the president, to inform a publie image on 
ncutralityon the symbolie day of eelebrating ones nationhood: \ \ 'hieh voiees are put for
ward to be heard - and would there be a differenee to be found for the analyzed papers 
reAecting different poli tieal orientation and addre ed audienees? 

Our seeond analysis of daily papers, looking at the oeeurrenee of neutrality during se
Icetcd key events, was guided by the fundamental hypothesis that the changing signifi
eanec of neutraliry' would be reAeeted in the discourse sUITounding erises in foreign pol
ley. As a defining factor of foreign poliey, a major event in foreign policy (or a politieal 
erisis in international affairs) is a potential opportunity for a discourse about neutrality to 
unfold - for one to define oneself as neutral and to aet in one's self-defined spaee. Our 
partieular interest is to find out when and how this kind of discourse oeeurred. Did neu
traliry' always play an important role during such erises, or was this omy so after neutraliry' 
beeame a factor of identity; (That is, in terms of both aetual poliey and real policy-mak
ing, how signifieant was neutraIity in publie discourse during the various stages of the de
velopment of identity after 1955) 

Thi~ kind of diseursi\'e in\'estigation is also interesting from a further perspeetive. ln
deed, as we exarnined the material for the first time, we arrived at the following thesis: 
history was rewritten retrospeetively as the identity funetion developed. i'JeutraJity was 
later on regarded as ureason" and "cause" for eertain aetions, but as such was hardly men
tioned in the discour e about events when thev did oeeur. Our diseursive investigation . ~ 

pcrrnits us to expose myths in the eurrent discourse. 
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In the following, our first task is to examine the incidence of neutrality in the newspapers 
published on the national holiday and these newspapers' coverage of the presidential 
speeches. Then we shall present our choice of major foreign policy events (crises in in
ternational affairs) and the related analysis. 

Methodologically speaking, the analysis of the reportS is based on the same funda
mentaIs that were applied in our investigation of the presidential speeches. :-Jevertheless, 
in this chapter we shall primarily apply micro-linguistic parameters from the study of 
both rhetoric and stylistics. 

The incidence of neu trali ty and coverage of the 
presidential speeches in newspapers 

For the purposes of this IDvestigation, we examined newspapers published between 26 th 

October and 28 th October each year from I968 until I996. For our analysis, we decided 
to concentrate on three major Austrian daily papers, which were all in print throughout 
that period. Any article that dealt in an)' mann er with the president (or his speech) or 
mentioned neutrality was selected (see Figure I). However, we rejected articles mention
ing, for instance, that the president had received congratulatory telegrams (unless neu
tralit), was also mentioned in some way). vVe also rejected articles that related to the 
speeches of a variet)' of different government members, but did so \\-ithout actually men
tioning the federal president or neutralit),. 

The four papers, we were looking at, are Ktlrier, "Veue Kremen-Zeitzmg, Die Presse, and 
Der Standard. Of these, aD but Der Standard are not regional papers that were published 
throughout this period. In terms of their target audiences, the Xeue Kremen-Zeitung is 
worldwide the most successful tabloid paper in terms of its reach, Die Presse is an old 
(since I848) paper for the elite, politically conservative and Christi an with a focus on 
economy and foreign politics. Der Standard (since 1988) is presently its major competi
tion, also an elite paper, yet politically oriented towards "Ieft-wing" parties and promot
ing economic liberalism. The target audience of the Ktlrier is somewhere in between the 
readership of the .Yeue KrOllen-Zeitung and Die Presse, Der Standard, neither completely 
boulevard, nor an elite paper. Its political orientation is usually also seen leftist. The po
litical orientation of the .Veue Kremen-Zeitzmg is not readily defined; it is usually held to 
be apopulist paper, yet concerning national identity, immigration etc. it frequently takes 
a consen'ative stance. Thus, we have Die Presse and Der Standard representing papers for 
the elite, Kttrier and "Veue Kronen-Zeitzmg targeted towards a less educated audience, and 
Der Standard and Ktm'er as media more onented towards voicing leftist positions, and Die 
Presse and Neue Kremen-Zeitzmg tending to voice more conservative right-wing positions. 
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Quantitative Analysis 

From chapter 4. we repeat (in the second column) the table showing the occasio ns (o\'er 

the 28-year time-period) on which ncutrali ty was m entioned by the feder al president in 
hi peech. 

WU I. The OCCUITcnce of neutraliry in the presidential addresses and various Austri an 

dailies. 
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As shown in table 1, statements on (or references to) neutrality were frequently not cov
ered In the newspapers texts, and this was parncularll' so in the period 1977-1988. Ref
erences that are covered tend to have been made bl' other protagonists. Also remarkable 
15 the number of occasions on which neutralitl' was not mentioned at all. ~eutralil:Y was 
often completely ignored; there were simpll' no references in the newspapers to the fact 
that the neutrality resolution had been passed on that day. 

'!able 1 demonstrates the dlfferences between the various newspapers in terms of re
pornng. \\'hereas, In general, reporting was fairly uniform comparing K1t11e-r, Die Presse 
and later De-r Standard, the absence of references to neutrality - even when neutrality 
was a disputed pohtical issue - is particularly noticeable in the case of the populist pa
per .Veue KJ'onen-Zeitzmg l

• 

Qualitative analysis 

In the following, we will present the results of the qualitative analysis of the newspaper 
texts featuring discourse on neutrality or the presidenrial addresses. Similarly to the 
analysis of the presidential speeches presented in the previous chapter, we looked at the 
discursive context and function of every appearance of the lexeme 'neutrality". Yet, in con
trast to the discussion in the pre\10US chapter, we will not provide a detaiJed account of 
the analysis (which would take up too much space), but summarize our results and dis
cuss a fe\\' selected quotations from the texts. 

In general, we found that in all the newspapers, statements of various political actors 
\\here neutrality, is mentioned are very close to the original texts. Changes in the text are 
usually the result of items being left out or rearranged. \VhiJe words or parts of sentences 
are repeatedly left out, on the whole sentences are usually quoted directll' or indirectly 
wlthout an)' additional changes. IIowe\Oer, where various sentences are quoted from a 
speech, this is frequently done in an order that differs from the order in the speech. Such 
rearrangement usually takes place where sentences have been taken from various different 
paragraphs rather than from one single paragraph. Thus, while the constfUction of argu
mentation remains intact (given that argumentation is usually restricted to one para
graph), there is a change in the order of the topics. This does not necessarily mean, how
ever, that a change in emphasis mal' be detected. 

From 1988 there is a noticeable trend towards the use of quasi-lead senten ces, in which 
it is stated, for instance, that a particular speech had dealt with a particular topic. This 

I Tlus finding, wluch IS pervaslve for almost the whole urne penod, is somewhat surpnsing glVen the active 

role the ."nu KrrmmZLltung takes on m other pohucallssues. Yer, we do nOt have a good explanation why 
the Snu KrunmZLltung reframed from playmg an active role m t1us case. 
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constitutes an implicit interpretation on the part of the newspaper - something that does 
not happen in earlier years. In the final two years (I994-I995) mention is also made of 
the fact that Klestil (the president during that time) or Vranitzky (the federal chancellor) 
have said nothing about neutrality. This is a significant change; in earlier years the ab
sence of the topic of neutrality from a speech had not been reported. 

Given the marked differences in reporting, the period under investigation was di\ided 
into two sub-periods (I968-I988 and I989-I996). Since Der Standard was only intro
duced in I988, this also means that we are only looking at three papers for the first pe
riod, and four for the second one. 

Reflection and reception of the presidential speeches 
in the newspapers up to 1988 

As already demonstrated in the analysis of the presidential speeches, in the years leading 
up to the mid-I980s, neutrality increasingly became a constituent part of _l..ustrian iden
tity. The arguments sUITounding neutrality became fewer in nurnber, and neutrality was 
increasingly mentioned in connecoon \\.ith the historical reference - that this is the na
tional holiday because it is the day of the neutrality resolution (1978, I98 I). 

It i5 hardly 5urprising that this proposition, where it is made in the presidential 
speeches, is rarely quoted. The "news-value" of such a statement is minimal, because the 
president is saying something that his listeners believe they already know. :\10re perplex
ing, however, is the alm ost complete absence of this proposition from the prima!)' dis
course' in the various newspapers. 

Over the years, three "institutions" are repeatedly quoted - the federal president, the 
federal chancellor, and a press organ of the Soviet Union. The three newspapers under 
investigation are markedly different from one other in terms of the exrent to which they 
quote statements of other protagonists on neutrality in addition to (or instead 01) state
ments made by the federal president. In the Neue Kronen-Zeitung quotations of state
ments on neutrality made by other protagonists are rare, and so they are in the Kurier, in 
which just four such quotations were made between I968 and I987. 

In this respect Die Presse differs remarkably: quotations of statements of"others" occur 
consistently in this newspaper. However, the number of (other) actors is quite smalI, the 
same ones appear time and: Soviet organs and the incumbent federal chancellor. IiVith 

In report analysIS, a disrincnon is made berween pnmary discourse and secondary discourse, rhar is, berween 

sraremenrs rhar are armbured ro orher people m rhe form of drrecr or indirecr quorariorts (secondary dis

course) and sraremenrs for which rhe wrirer of rhe arncle rakes final resportsibiliry (pnmary discourse) (see 

also Benke, 1994). 
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regard to the vel} quotations of statements made by the federal president, Die Presse and 
the KIlrie1' frequently draw on the same statements (the Xe1le Kronen-Zeitung brings ver)' 
fe\\ quotanons). Finally, since Die Presse IS a larger newspaper (in terms of the volume and 
range of reporting), one might describe this newspaper as "a more accurate barometer" 

of changes m atritudes towards neutrality. 

Over the years, a small change in the quotations may be identified: 
UnnJ J973, neutrali!:)' and active neutrality policy are repeatedl, defined, and provided 

wlth content and attributes. From 1976 until 1983 the significance of neutrality is men
Doned. In J984, following a particular remark by \\Taldheim (the then-president) , the 
content of neutrali!:)' becomes once again the subject of debate. Finally, in 1987, the fed
eral chancellor and head of the social-democratic part)' Vranitzky addresses the identi!:)'
onented components of neutrality. 

Thus, the Imes of development of the quotations of the federal president and of "oth
ers" fully correspond with developments as they have been deterrnined with regard to the 
presidential speeches. Seen from this perspective, for the period under investigation, the 
presidential speeches appear in their portrayal of neutrality to be quite representative of 
the positions and imponance ascribed to neutrality during chis period. 

In the follomng, three examples of the thematisation of neutrality in thi period will be 
discussed: 

"Both Federal President Jonas and Federal Chancellor DI" KlaZlS stTong9' e1llphasized on the 
occasioll of today:s- national holiday the intention of Austna to defend the inviolability of its 
sovereign te-rritOl)', its independence, and its neutralif)' evm at great cast. In an order of the 
day to the federal anlled forces Jonas also expressed his SUpportfOT the 'lJlobilization ofunits of 
the federnl anned forces during the crisis in Czechoslovakia, 'evm ifit is elear that our coun
try itself 'was not e:1-posed to arl) immediate dange1"." (ku 6801) 

This first quotation in our data (1968) is c1early motivated by the conditions prevailing at 
the time - the Prague Spring led to a significant emphasis on Austrian sovereign!:)' and 
neutrality. From an objective point of view, "the defense of neutrality" was an obvious 
chimera - if Austria had been attacked, its neutral status would have been irrelevant. Self
defense is simply a completely different issue. In this sense it is impossible to "defend neu
trality at great cost". The fact that in the discursive realm this does happen, indicates that 
the proces of ideologization has at least begun - neutrality is no Ion ger an instrument 
of internationallaw but a fictive-yet real object which should be defended and preserved. 

In subsequent years "neutrality polier" is focused upon repeatedly. The significance of 
this poliey for Austria is emphasized and seeured. 
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"Federal President Fran:::. Jonas has explained, in his order of the dtl), to the soldiers of the 
federal anned forces, that it is owing to a detennined policy of neutrality that our country 
has not become a center of unrest. Since our neutrality is a military one, the significance of 
the federal amzed forces is particularly great, said Jonas. " (ku690I) 

I975 

"In an order of the da)' to 77lembers of the anned forces, Federal President KirchschliigeT spake 
about the perpetual neutrality of Austria, which was, in tll1'72, guaranteed b)' the federal 
anned forces. "Xeutralit) has contributed a great deal", according to the wording of the order 
of the day, "ta the Republic of Austria being able to assume areal task within the intenla
tional com77lzmity." This neutrality must, hcrt.Vever, be upheld and defended b)' all means. This 
should happen as part of the c0771prehensive system of national defense, a vital part of which is 
the military system ofnational defense." (P1750I) 

As outlined above, after I976 quotations of statements on neutrality made by the federal 
president are rare and very brief. 0.'"eutrality as such is no longer defined in terms of its 
content. 

Reflection and reception in the newspapers after 1988 

The reflection in the newspapers after I988 is distinguished bya considerably greater re
porting volume on the part of all the investigated newspapers. 

From I988 an increasing number of speakers are quoted in almost all the newspapers. 
Such speakers usually include representatives of the two governing parties (SPÖ and 
Ö\ 1» as well as representatives of the other political parties (Greens, Liberals, FPÖ). 

It is noticeable that despite the different political positions of the various political par
ties in Austria (see Benkel\\Todak in this volume), in the late I980s no significant oppo
sition to neutrality is expressed in any of the papers. The position raken by the KIlrier on 
neutrality is initially supportive, whiJe DeT Standard and Die Presse are neutral on the is
sue (even though the significance of neutrality is more emphasised in Der Standard). The 
;'\fem Kronen-Zeitung expresses no opinion whatsoever. 

The positions and perspectives taken by Die Presse, Der Standard and the Xeue Kronen
Zeitung remain relativei}' consrant throughour the period. In the Presse increasing atten
tion is given to the topic, which leads in turn to a greater balance (in terms of presented 
positions on the topic) in coverage. In the main, Die Presse and the .Veue Kronen-Zeitung 
were quick(er) to present voices promoting the abandonment of, or change in, neutral-
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ity (from 1990), whereas Der Standard tended to give more room. to supporters for a re
tention of neutraht}, which was soll the official position of the PO. This c1early demon
strates the party allegiances of the readerships of the three newspapers. 

tJnhke the other two newspapers, the KllrieT underwent a significant change in orien
taoon. Thls newspaper appears to have followed the opinions on neutraliry of the vari
ous presldents. Thus, after 1992 the newspaper changes its position from one of support 
for neutralit}, to a more critical posItion on neutralit}, (or to the vlew that neutralit), as a 

concept should be redefined). 
In our opinion, another surprizing fact is the relative late appearance of voices calling 

for a change apart from Haider (the head of the FPÖ). Those politicians of the ÖVP who 
had previously been in favor of a change in neutraliry, or who had even favored its aban
donment, were not given a voice in the papers on this occasion until after the newly 
elected president K1estil's statements in 1992. lnstead, the newspapers quoted Josef 
Riegler, (head of the ÖVP and vlce chancellor from 1989 to 1992) one of the few ÖVP 
supporters of neutrality. 

;\'eutralit}, became areal political issue in 1989. In this year as well as 1990 statements on 
neutralit}, are reported from representati\'es of almost all parnes. It is noticeable that the 
\'oices for change are "weak" even arnong those who do seek "to change neutralit},". Even 

if rhetorically the emphasis ha been changed, the upporters of neutrality are still far 
more numerous and conspicuous in the various reports relating to the national holiday. 
Thls is the ca se despite the fact that according to Schall er (1994) the political realit}, of 
the elite had already begun to look quite different by this time. 

The various positions of the politicians and the associated coverage in the newspapers 
are demonstrated in the following example from 1989. In this year of the great political 
transformaoons in the East (1989), the social-democratic federal chancellor 'hnitzky is 
presented - as he has been for a w·hiJe - as the champion of neutralit}'. In 1989 the min
Ister for foreign affairs ;\lock and the vice-chancellor Riegler (Ö' 'P) are also given a voice: 

'54.t the special meecing of ministers,federal chancellor Vranit:;/ry, foreign minister .Hock, 
and vice-chancellor Riegler, e11lphasi:;ed the signijü:ance of neutmlit)' with regard to the re
quest for [Eu] me711bership and the 1'ef01711S in eastern Ezwope." 

Ir should be noted at this point that the mentioning of the "significance of neu tra li ry" 
leaves the real meaning open. 0Jeutralit}, as an object of negotiation has an intrinsic "sig
nificance", but this does not automatically imply adesire to retain neutralit}'. The vague 
reference of" ignificance" allows supporters of neutralit}, (i.e. Riegler and ''ranitzky) to 
take a common stand \~;th the "neutrality negooator", minister for foreign affairs, ,\10ck. 
There is room for each of their various positions. 
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The position ofVoggenhuber, a leading figure of the Green party, (and of the other 
Greens) is presented more blunt. Voggenhuber "opposes Ausnia relinquishing its neu
traliry for the benefit of the 'world power dreams' of the European Community" (Die 
Presse, 27 th October 1989, P.5). In Der StancUzrd, the accusation is made in an even more 
concrete form: "[to say] that accession to the EC is possible [\\;thout relinquisrung per
petual neutrality] is a pure defensive lie, lip-service, which \\ill be revealed to be a ]je after 
accession." (Der StancUzrd, 27 th October 1989, p. 5) 

In 1991 neutraliry is not made an important topic, while in 1992 the change in presi
dency also results in a change in political discourse: Klesru is very prominently in favor 
of a change in securiry politics. In that re ar neutraliry is stilllargely ignored by the news
papers, but in I993 they do begin to examine the issue in depth \\;th various articles about 
neutrality (both supportive and dismissive). By now it seems as if the topic has really be
come a central issue; it is discussed very explicitly in the media and by politicians. There 
is a tendency for reporting to be more "to the point". Instead of selecting statements 
made by several of the participants in the discussion and arranging these statements in an 
implicit argumentative order, the newspapers initiate a primary dis course on neutrality 
and portray neutrality as a disputed issue. For instance, the follo\\ing title and subtitle ap
pears in Der StancUzrd: "Does neutrality still serve a purpose? Positions taken on the na
tional day reveal a great diversiry of opinion." 

1994 is the last year in which neutraliry remain a topic. The discourse of pre\;ous 
years is repeated, but with less intensiry. The referendum on membership of the Euro
pean Union has just been held (12 th June 1994) and the question of whether neutrality is 
reconcilable with membership of the European Union is thus somewhat obsolete. The 
key issues now are how to deal with neutrality, what to retain of neutrality, and whether to 

abandon neutrality completely. 

Summary 

Ü\'er the examined period of almost three decades, it seems that - apart from the final years 
oH\ 'aldheiJ:n's presidency - the significanceJ (and ambivalence) of neutrality that was ex
pressed in the newspapers corresponds in the main \\;th that of the presidential speeches. 
Thus, the results of the analysis of the presidential speeches mayaIso be regarded as repre
sentative of the public media discourse, even if the lauer obviously has more "voiees" and, 

3 Here we do nor mean the concrere \1eWS thar were formuJared for or againsr neutraut}", but the degree to 

wruch neutra li t}' is defined, as weil as Its funcoon, in the m\"estigared discourse. In both speeches and news
papers, neutralit}' is, subsequently, something thar 15 being defined, somethmg thar is qUlre obvious, and 

something thar is disputed. 
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at the time of transformation, gives expression to more numerous and diverse positions. At 
such nmes, the posItions of the two public domams may ruffer brieBy, and it seems that this 
difference (ina much as it is poliocally sigrlificant) may have consequences for the presiden
tial elections, thcreby re-establishing a synchrony betv.:ecn the public domams4. 

'lhe difference between the opinion of the federal president and the statements of the 
newspapers (or thc quotations published by the newspapers) never lead to an open con
frontation. Elthcr the presidential speeches are received with skeptical detachment (with 
thc detachment being established only through the use of linguistically subtle means, and 
wlth no blunt rCJcction or counter-argument) or cenain passages of the text are simply ig
nored, and quotations from numerous other participants in the discourse ar used instead. 

eutrality in the reporting of events in foreign policy 

\Ve now turn from the presentation of neutrality on the national holiday to the wal' neu
trality features during various criscs in foreign policy. Doing so, we move from a context 
whlch implicitly fosters the prescntation of unity (and thus lack of conRict) to one, in 
which conRict is present and conRict on various issues is newsworthy and mal' be openJy 
expressed. In looking at these conRicts, we will analyze (a) whether neutrality was an issue 
at all, (b) what positions on neutrality were pre ent(ed), (e) who taok whieh stanee on 
ncutrality, and (d) which paper promoted whieh vision on neutrality. 

The investigation comprised a detailed analysis of the reporting of the following 
ycars/events in foreign policys. Eaeh of these events questioned (or eould have ques
ooncd) Austria's neutral status: 

• I956: The uprising in Hungary 
• I968: The Praguc Spring (Soviet invasion of Czeehoslovakia in August I968) 
• I98I: Poland (Declaration of martiallaw in response to the demands of Solidamosc 

- the representative organization of the trade unions). 

• I989: Request to join the EC (EU) 
• I992: Use of Austrian air-spaee by NATO planes 

In seleeting the e e\'ents, we intentionally excluded a more in-depth investigation of the 
dlseourse on Europcan Community membership, beeause of the large amount of mater-

.. One might speculare, whether the elecnon ofThomas Klestil for presldent was also mfluenced by rhis dis

CUISI\'e "gap", wruch he W35 hkely ro bndge (realigrung the posioon of the presldent agam \11th the ongomg 
pro-EC dlscourse). 

5 These events are exanuned m greater detail in Kann uebhan's chaprer (clus volwne - hisroncal o\'ef\,ew), 
and so the accounr gwen here 15 brief. 
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ial on this subject and the availabiliry of several excellent studies (e.g. Schaller 1994, 
Rinderer 1995)' 

Once the events had been selected, we looked at reports published in the period of two 
days before until six days after the key events. Any article that either addressed the event 
or related to neutrality was included in the analysis. The newspapers investigated were: 
Kurier, Die Presse, "Yeue Kronen-Zeitung (from 1968) and Der Standard (from 1989)' 

The folluwing comprises the results of the investigation in chronological order. 

1956 
The reforms of the Soviet Communist Party und er Khrushchey gave rise to ho pes for a 
liberalization in the countries of the eastern bloc. At a demonstration on 2 r d of October 
1956, Hungarian students expressed their solidarity with striking Polish workers and at 
the same time called for greater democratic freedoms and Hungarian independence (the 
Soviet army had been stationed in Hungary since the end of the Second \-'-'orld \,\Tar). 
The demonstration turned into a popular uprising, wruch was joined by parts of the army 
and police force. Imre ~agy, a reform-Communist, established a new governrnent and 
demanded the withdrawaJ of Sm-iet troops. He then introduced a multi-party system, left 
the Y\Tarsa\~ Pact, and declared Hungarian neutrality. Moscow reacted with military 
force, deplo]-ing tank uruts. The uprising was put dmm after bloody street battles. Imre 
~ agy was detained (two years later he was executed) and a Communist govemrnent 
backed by \10scow was established. 

Both of the rwo newspapers wruch we examined ga\'e substantial coverage to the 
events in the neighboring country. Many of the articles concentrated on the portrayal of 
events in foreign countries ~-ithout reference to Austria. Other articles concemed the re
actions of Austrian poJiticians and the Austrian public, as weU as the effects of the crisis 
upon Austria. In the analysis of this event as weIl as of the others, our attention was fo
cused on articles that contained some reference to Austria or related to the Austrian self
image and Austrian foreign policy. \,\'e naturally concentrated on the discussion and rep
resentation of neutrality (whether and where these were present). 

Die Presse 

21. 10. 21. 10 23. 10 24.10 25. 10 26.10 27. 10 28.10 29.10 

Total number of arucles SC I 4 8 12 12 SC 

ReportS on foreJgn affaJrS 2 6 - 6 

Reference to Ausma 2 2 5 6 

="eurra!iry 2 I 

Key: SC ... Sunday. ="0 paper appeared. 
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In Die Presse, the number of reportS on forelgn affaIrS only slightly exceeds the number 
of arti cl es that relate to Austria. :-\eutrality is rarely mentioned. 

Articles "relating to Austria" comprise of articles describing the role of Austrians in 
the events and their offers of assistance (25, 27, 28 October), security measures and other 
events along the Austrian bord er (25,26,27,28), and the consequences for Austrian 
Commurusts. On 28& October there are reportS about the demonstrations ofHungari
ans In Austria, a statement by the national organization of Acadernics (Akademikerbund), 
and a plea for asslstance. ReportS in the newspapers of events as described by Austrians 
returmng to Austria from Hungary were considered "reportS on foreign affairs" for the 
purpose of analysIs .• '0 attempt was made to divide these reportS into two groups on the 
basis of whether they were reportS about e\'ents in Hungary or reportS about the reac
tions of other countries to the events in IIungary). 

Two factors are very noticeable in the reportS: first, the low frequency of references to 
neutrahtJ" and second, at the level of content, expJjcit support for the "freedom-fighters" 
in Hungary. In \;ew of the fact that Ausrna had oilly just become "neutral" (in I955), and 
that there were long discussions in the public domain of what neutrality would imply
wh ether Austria would now have to refrain from voicing any opinion -, the extent to 
which the newspapers take up positions is highJy surprising. However, most of the nor
mal "pubuc voices" are largely absent in this di cour ei statements by federal chancellor 
Raab or by other top politicians are rare. \\ 'here the reportS concern Austria, only the 
"voice of the people" is made known. 

This suggests the folJowi.ng: in I956, neutrality was still not an issue for the general 
publici ordInary Austrians did not think of themselves as neutral. The silence of the 
politicians might indicate a feeling on their part ofbeing restricted either by neutrality 
or by the general world-wide political situation (including the fear that Soviet forces 
rnight reoccupy Austria). Thus, in this insrance, the discursi\'e location of the politicians is 
different from that of the people, but no identitJ' discourse on neutrality is present in ei
ther case. 

In the follo~;ng, we shalJ brieAy examine three quotations on neutralitJ, as well as a 
seCDon of text containing the most important positions on the crisis, 

I. 27.IO. "Austria'ssympathy" 

On the occasitm 01 the Da)' 01 tbe Austrian Flag, a celebration was held b)' the Association 01 
Trades' Unions in the Concert Hall. President BOlml declared that the celelTration was a pro
fession 01 luyalf) to the de7710cratic constitlltion. The signifoance oineutrality and the signif
icance 01 the freedom and independence 01 anation, we are experiencing with devastated 
hearts m these do)'s. 
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In this quotation, neutrality appears syntagmatically with "dernocratic constitution" and 
"freedorn and independence". Inasrnuch as neutrality had no clear political function at 
this time (the policy of"active neutrality" was practised only at a later stage), one rnay as
surne that the sigruficance of neutrality is restricted to its role in the establishment and 
rnaintenance of the rnuch-valued freedorn and independence. Given the conflict in Hun
gary, one's own "freedorn" acquires an even greater value, and neutrality also receives a 
positive evaluation as a successful means to an end. (The situation is very different in the 
presidential speeches of later years when neutrality appears to be sirnply a price that rnust 
be paid. Cf. chapter on presidential speeches, this volume) 

2.27.10. Archbishop König: Donate for Hungary' 

In an appeal, the Archbishop ofVienna, Dr. Fran::. f{jjnig, called upon believers to pra)' and 
make sacrifoes for the brethren in Hungar)' and Poland. The appeal states that howeve1' the 
blood)' confiicts are concluded, the suffering that was already present will now increase to an 
zmbearable level. The neutralit)' of Austria and the links of Austria with these countries 
through history and geographical proximity i111pose a doubly-grave obligation uponAustria 
at this hour. 

It is possible that assistance from the western countries will not be accepted. Assistance 
fro?ll12eutraIAustria, howev(!J; which is not tied to any political conditio12S, cannot be turned 
down b)' an)' regime. (. . .) 

This appeal b)' the Archbishop ofVienna expresses what countless Viennese people have been 
thinking in these days: the obligation to offer assistance in recognition of a shared part stretch
ing back man)' hundreds of years, the close personal relations that still exist even today be
tween Austrians and Hungarians, and the fare of Hungary, which Austria has been spared." 

Interestingly, it seems that neutrality is first used for political purposes by the church and 
by Archbishop König. 

Linguistically, neutrality is seen not as a means to a (past) end, but almost as an end in 
itself, as something we should strive to be (like). Neutrality (as astate of being) imposes a 
moral obligation upon "us" to take certain (moral) actions. In this formulation, neutrality 
takes on the role of agent; as the patient "we" or "Austria" receive a task (as in the presi
dential speeches of 1974). The formulation chosen here connotes neutrality (as such) 
rather negatively. As has already been described in the chapter on the presidential 
speeches, this formulation is used to describe an "enforced situation": instead of our do
ing something voluntariJy, we are actually forced to do sornething by a certain external 
agent (i.e. neutrality). The less than matter-of-fact nature of this responsibility ("Verpflich
tung": here the lexeme "Pflicht" - duty/obligation - indicates the potentially involun
tary character) is also apparent through the subsequent explanation that is considered 
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necessary. If something is obvious, it does not have to be explained. A special status for 
ustria is established discursively through reference to neutrality, and then a (moral) du!}' 

IS denved from this special role6. 

Slgruficantly, In the follm.ving extract ("the archbishop expressed what many Austrians 
are thinlang ") the reference to neutrality is left out. The motivating elements noted now 
are of a qUlte different nature: personal contacts, emphasis on shared aspects through ref
erence to common history. 1'.'eutrality is not mentioned as a motivating factor - proba
bly just because neutrality has not yet become a motivating factor for the people. 

The "moral" appeal is effective (in the representation of the newspaper; it will be men
tioned agam the following dar), because it meets people's emotional needs - even if ther 
take aCDon for other reasons. 

One can see in this "discursive dualism" the foundation stones of a transfiguration 
whlch is to take place later on: what takes place at first for very personal reasons, is rein
forced morally - even at this earl)' stage - with a reference to neutrality, which in ret

rospect can remain as the single explanatory component. 

3. 28 tl October: Commentary: help freedom! 

(. . .) "rr e Jollrr",' the events in HU71gary with great ecmcern and anxiet)', kllrrtVing that our 
rrll/ll fate u'lll be affected as the situation unJo!ds for better 01' for worse. If the brave HUIl
gan'an nat/on were on!)' to break free of the Rllssiall sphere of infiuenee, that w01lld also be 
a battle won for A1Istria,for we would move a fair wll)fr017l the olltermost =e of the west
ern wO'rld towards the safet)' of the center. 

(. . .) The tangibl)' eapitalistie 17lethods with whieh ,\1osCO"tV has undertaken the exploita
tion of the "-tVorking dass" zmder the cover of C01ll17lunism ... 

(. . .) It is ineu1llbent upon the most powerful military states of the West to stand b)' the 
HZlIlgariall people through effective intervent/'on in the politieal and diplomatie field. We 
A1Istrians, hrrll:ever - citi:::.ens of a neutral cozmtry - have eveT) reason to heed the coura
geolls appeal of the Arehbishop ofVienna and prove our feelings of solidarit)' with self-sacri
ficing deeds. AIl1lleans that are O"rJailable to Z/S os a neutral state 71111St be SlI7J177umed, in order 
to belp those u'ho toda)' are standing on the front line in the struggle Jor freedum and who 
risk their lives for this. They a7'e fighting and d)'ingfor Z/S too,for there is on0' (me freedum 
in this world, and it is indivisible." 

Our last example reveals two things: the explicitness of the support for one party to the 
conRict and another instance of a reference to neutrality. There is little to add to the first 

6 For the morallmphcaoons wluch are atrributed ro neurralit}· in the Ausman discourse of nacionalldenot}· 
see also the chapter on focus groups, t1us volume. 
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observation; the passages are so explicit in their rejection of the "Russian might" and of 
"Nloscow" that a linguistic analysis is superfluous. An interesting point in this connection 
is perhaps the identity discourse (which takes place simultaneously) in which Austria is 
characterized as the "outermost zone of the western world ". Thus, not only is support 
dedared for the "struggle for freedom in Hungary" but also - in the self-definition of 
belonging to the V/est - a political position is taken up as early as 1956 that surpasses 
an)' kind of "neutrality between the bioes", although of course this position is expressed 
onl)' by the public media and not by the political elite. 

In the second pan, Austria is first marked off from the "most powerful military states 
of the west" (i.e. we do not belong in that group), and then their role in the conflict is 
cxposed. There follows a discussion of the role of Austrians as "citizens of a neutral coun-
0)''', which is of course a different role. The description "citizens of a neutral country" is 
made in apposition, that is, in a manner that is unconnected with the semantic structure 
of the scntcnce (l leim & Kratzer, 1998). Thus, the pragmatic function appears to lie pri
marily in the reference to the speech of the archbishop. However, in reference to the 
speech, rather than the moral consequences of neutrality, mention is once again made of 
the solidarity feit by Austrians (which is not linked to such moral consequences), the 
deeds are again grounded in "direct" emotions feit for "the neighbor" rather than being 
mediated by "us" being "neutral". 

The key point in this dis course is a struggle for the way to deal (discursively) \\>ith neu
trality: Austria has a special role because of neutrality, but what this 'special role' implies 
is not at all dear. 

THEKurier 

21. 10. 22. 10. 23. 10. 24.10. 25.10. 26.10. 27.10. 28.10. 29.10. 

Total arncles - I - I 3 - 1 -. 11 

Forelgn reports I 1 1 6 7 

.-\usrnan reference 2 I 4 

~eurraliry 1 1 

• A speCial edlOon war was unobramable 

The repons in the IVtrier relating to Austria were similar to those in Die Presse. Here too, 
we find descriptions of events at the border (25,26 October), the reaction of the Com
munist Party (25 th October), an appeal for help (29th October), assistance measures, and a 
demonstration of solidarity by writers (29 th October). In general, there are fewer refer
ences to Austria in this newspaper than in Die Presse. In particular, there are fewer arti
des about events at the bord er (and the securing of the frontier), and there is no refer-
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ence to -\rchbishop Kärug's appeal, although this may be because we are missing the spe

cial edIDon of 28 October. 
There are only two references to neutrality; one of these has nothing to do with the up

nsmg m I lungary and just happens to feature in the newspaper during the period under 
invesogaoon. The second reference comes from a statement by the federal govemment. 

25. 10. Raab on Hllngary: "State treat)' gave 1'7Se to neu; desire fol' freed017l" 

"The sigmng of the State Treaty was a preconditirm for the striving of the peoples of the SllC
cessol' states of the J IonarchJl for freed071l ", said the federal chancellor Raab when asked for 
his opinion about the events in Hungary at a reception for Allstrians living in Germarry yes

terda;. 
(. . .) U'hen asked whether - in vieu; of the nelltralit)' declaration passed by the .Vational 

Asse71lbly - Alistria wOlild join a Central Ellropean syste'nz of defense, the federal chancel
lor stated that Austria "could not take part in a military pact f01' the time being". 

This article shows both the important role as igned to the State Treaty (even in terms of 
its effect as a model) and a slightly negative attitude towards neutrality,. 0-'eutrality is pre
sented as ahmdrance, i.e. as something that "stops one from doing something " (i.e. as 
an external factor that prevents Austria from doing omething) that one would (obvi
ously) like to do. This impression is further strengthened through the use of a temporal 
restricoon "for the time being". 

The second passage - from an article appearing some days later - represents the only 
substantial political statement on the issue to be made public. As already described in the 
inve ogation of the reporting of Die Presse, the official stance taken is one of restraint. 

29. I O. A cOllrageous appeal by the Alistrian govenl171ent 

The Austrian govenrment, which, in vierd) of the events in Hzmgary, had been brought to
gethe'r for a special meeting under the chainnanship of federal chancellor Raab, decided to 
make an e1uouragingly resolute and courageolls appeal to the Soviets yesterday. The text of 
thc appeal reads as folIows: 

"The Allstrian federal goverr1171ent follows with pain and great conCe17/. the bloody events 
and heavy losses 'which have been taking place in Hungary during the last jive doys. It llr
gentlyl reqllests the l..lSSR to playapart in bringing an end to the military engagements and 
in preventing all)' fu rth er loss of lift. 

Based 01/ the freedm71 and independence ofAustria that is secured by neutrality, the federal 
gove17lment of Azzstria calls for a normali:.ation of conditi(ms in Hungary with the aim of 
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st:rengthening and seCllring peace in Europe through the re-establishment 01 freedo7'll in 
tenns 01 human l'ights." (. . .) 

Nowhere in the passage is Moscow blamed directly (unJike in the commentary investi
gated above). The "events" seem to happen by themselves without any active participants. 
The government of the USSR is caUed upon to playa part ("mitzuv.irken") in bringing 
an end to the crisis. Although this would seem to mean that the USSR does have the 
pm\ er to act, thus indirectly placing some responsibility upon it, the extent of this re
sponsibility is immediately limited by the verb "mitv.irken". The use of this verb implies 
that the Smiet Union is not the onJy agent capable of acting; it is not the Soviet Union 
alone that can bring an end to the military engagements. 

The foUm~ing section begins \~ith some self-positioning: from which vantage point is 
the Austrian federal govemment formulating its position; The first point of departure is 
neutrality, which has played an instrumental role in the establishment of Austrian free
dom and independence. This point of departure is not linked in any meaningful sense to 
the next statement. Thus, the purpose (or function) of mentioning neutrality also appears 
to lie outside the context of this passage. This is definitely not an argumentative back-up 
to a statement on Hungary. Instead, its purpose is probably to prO\ide discursive support 
for the status of Austria: Austria is neutral and independent, i.e. irrespective of the out
come of the conflict in Hungary, Au tria sees itself a a overeign state pursuing a poliey 
that is independent of .\loscow. UnJike Hungary, Poland and other states, Austria is guar
anteed this indi,idual existence through the State Treaty and neutrality. 

The formulation of a position on the situation in Hungal)' comes onJy after one's own 
invincibility has been established. Even then, onJy a minimal statement is made: rather 
than making a demand or an aceusation, the govemment simply "calls for" something, 
i.e. a normalization of conditions. The term "normalization" leaves open a whole range of 
interpretations, some of which \\ill aecommodate the SO\iet position. The most critical 
phrase would seem to be "freedom in terms ofhuman rights", but this phrase is found in 
an explanatory subordinate clause, i.e. at a subordinate point in the text structure. 

Overall the reporting of the Kllrier is no different from that of Die Presse. In both news
papers neutrality is rather irrelevant, that is, neutrality is still far from being a component 
of identity. \Vhenever neutrality does appear, it tends to be negatively connoted. 

Nevenheless, some of the models of argumentation that are to be employed in the fu
ture (and some of the discursive functions of neutrality) may already be recogruzed: Neu
trality is seen as a positive means, which has established freedom for Austria. Because of 
neutralit}" Austria has been assigned a special status that seems to make Austria espeeially 
suitable for the functions of a mediator. 
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I968 
J968 saw the violent suppression of an attempt by another Communist state bordering 

-\ustna to introduce democracy. 
In the course of I968 increasing efforts were made by Czechoslovakia to introduce 

democraC}. These developments became known as the "Prague Spring" (or as "Social
Ism wlth a human face", and the changes included the abolition of cen orship and the 
introducoon of the right to assembly and free association etc.). In a night-time offensive 
(20--2 I August I968), the country was occupied by the trOOps of five \-\'arsaw Pact 
states. Elected representati\"es were imprisoned, the governrnent was restrllcrured, tele
vIsIon and radIO stations were occupied, and so on. O\oving to this well-organized and 
rapid occupation, Czechoslovakia made no attempt to resist rnilitariJy, but civiJ resistaTIce 
did cononue for several days. On 26t1 August I968 representatives of the Czechoslovak 
govemment, who had been taken to .\1oscow, were forced into promising to rescind the 
reforms. 

THE Kllrier 

In the KlI17e1' the reporting of the Prague Spring is qualitatively different from the re
porong of the uprising in Hungary. The yolume of reports i ignificantly higher in the 
period J9--26 August I968, and the boundary between reports on foreign affairs and re
ports about Austrians is blurred. Articles on the events in Prague frequently contain a 
paragraph on, for example, Austrian bord er security or the reaction of the Austrian peo
pIe. There are even differences in the form of the layout: pages are headed by a general 
subject headline with articles of varying lengths below. In view of the strllcrure and the 
general mixing of subject-matter, there seems to be no point in counting the number of 
articles and sub-headings. 

In general, about si.x pages are devoted to the Prague Spring each da)'. 

19.8. 20.8. 21.8. n. 8. 23.8. 2-t.8 26.8 

Total 1 arncle 1 arncle 3 pages 6 pages 6 pages 7 pages 5 pages 

"\."eurraI Ity 4 articles 

dunng the uprising in Hungary, the role of neutrality is not a dominant one. All state
ments on neutrality are made on a single dar (2 2 nd August I968). The position on neu
trality appears to have changed moderately since the uprising in Hungary. ~evertheless, 
Austrian politicians are still characterized by extreme reserve. 
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22.8. "TVith fiags against tanks and eanons" 

[C:::,eeh jounzalists have asked Austrian Radio and Television to broadcast ne-t.!.!s programs in 
C:::,eeh when the)' would be no longer able to do this the17lselves.} 

As radio chief Ha7Tner told the KURIER just yesterday evening, Jar the nurment there 
are no plans to broadcast programs in C:::,eeh on Austrian ehannels. Directar-general Bacher 
is negotiating with the Jlinistry ofForeigllAffairs in this matter. Sinee Radio Vienna has 
not broadcast C:::,eeh language progra71ls befare, the introdu.ction of such programs eou.ld, un
der emain cireumstanees, be irreconeilable with the neutral status of Austria." 

Some days later, programs broadeasting in Czeeh and neutraliry is seen as eompatible, 
and, even more, the deeision is regarded as the institutional deeision of Austrian Radio 
and Tele\lsion instead of being astate issue. 0Jevertheless, the matter demonstrates the 
existing inseeurity. lt is still questionable what neutrality really means, what restrietions 
it imposes, and what freedoms it permits. In 1968 understanding of neutrality is stililaek
ing. This is aeeompanied by an uneertainty about who is to deeide what the correet un
derstanding of neutrality is: Are the Austrians (or their politieians) entitled to deeide, and 
what is the role of the signatory states of the State Treaty J 

22.8 Conlmentary: The invasion 

"Yobody ean sa)' what will happen in the next fe-tJ.) doys. It is lrtJ.)ing to its polic)' of nltutralit)' 
that Austria lies on the edge of the difficult epieenter and ml1)' watch the events in the nltigh
boring eountry with sYl7lpatby but also with a feeling of relative security. Only relative se
Cll1ity - for people who resort to Sllch desperate and brutal 17leaSilreS (ould, under eircum
stances, Jeel themselves eonlpelled to take others, too. 

At the same time, as shown by the above example, neutrality and neutrality policy are re
garded as guarantees of freedom, while Austria remains subjeet to a potential threat from 
the Soviet Union (an invasion by troops). One may weil ask what did "neutrality~' 
mean in eonerete terms. \Ve hypothezise that this refers to the eareful balaneing aet of 
the Austrian govemment between the East and \ Vest, whieh also reaffirms the poliey of 
offieial restraint. 

22.8. Austria: Xeutral and prepared to help 

Lead: Vienna. While the invasion of C:::,eehoslovakia by troops of the eastltn1 b«Je gave rise to 

strong emotional reactions a1ll0ng the people [of Ausm'aJ, ojJicialAustria, and above all the 
govltn117lent, have shown extreme rest raint. After a special session of the federal govltn1ment 
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that had been called together immediateL;, it 7J:as dete1771ined in a cO'l717lluniqlle that Aus
tria shall adhere smctL;' to its nelltralit;-responsibilities, /mt shall also continlle to fuljill its 

resp(msibtlmes in the field of the right to mylum. 
(. . .) [Staternent b)' the Ö VP} 
The Ö VP calls upon the government . ,. (. . .) 
In addition, the government is ealled upon to take alt measures to ensure that the tradi

non of neutralAlistria in the field of the right to as)'lulll and the offering of assistance is up
held. The Ö VP rejects any interferenee in the inte17lal affairr of another state and has al
ways replldlated atte17lpts to exert foreign infiuence mAlistrian affairr. 

In the statements of "official Austria" quoted by the KJlrier, the function of neutrality as 
the "guarantee of freedom" becomes particularly clear. Thus, neutrality appears on one 
hand as a "reminder" to Commurusts that Austria is neutral, i.e. an individual sovereign 
state between the two blocs. At the same time, it is emphasized that the country does not 
belong to the \.\Test as such. These two aspects serve as a basis for argumentation, the ex
pression of criticizm, and the legitimization of speciflc measures (asyl um policy). At the 
same time, the "silence" of the government and the "passivity" of Austria are indirectly 

legitimlZed. 

22..8. C017l1nentary ofReinald Hiibl: Seen in human tmns 

The bitter suffering of t;'ranny The relentless nde of force has snatched at our neighbor with 
the pincer movernent of trained tank units, 

Let us now S~' not only: "HrrU) fortzmate that we are neutral, nothing ean happen to us." 
Instead let us say: "How fommate that we are de17l0crats - democrats that now stand once 
again on the very front line." 

In 1968 the position of the government outlined above is very different from that of the 
people and the position expressed in the newspapers (this fact will become even clearer 
when we analyze the reports in Die Presse). The people see more security in neutrality 
than do the politicians. Indeed, to the people, neutraliry already seems to be a matter of 
fact (as the abo\·e passage shows). 

Overall we can derermine the follov.:ing position on neutrality: neutrality is both a re
striction (it does not permit certain things) and a positive instrument (which has prO\~ded 
freedom and independence). For the various actors, the two aspects are of differing im
portance. For the people, the positive inAuences of neutrality are more imponant, and 
they regard neutrality as a matter of fact that is no longer endangered. The situation is 
different for the politicians, who exhibit a cenain ambi\"alence towards neutrality. This 
mal' be because the politicians see themselves as actively defining neutralit)" yet this 
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defining of poliey is happening under considerable political pressure, and the reaction to 
their independent measures is waited upon \,ith some anxiety. Mother significant factor 
is the state-Iegitimizing function of neutrality. 0Jeutrality seems to guarantee the contin
ued existence of freedom and independence, and this function is employed rhetorically 
in everyday politicallife. An important aim was to preserve this major political function of 
neutrality. Therefore, a1l attempts by Austrian politicians to define neutrality had to en
sure that they did not endanger the internanonal consensus (including the SO\iet posi
tion) on the status of neutrality. One may assurne that the length of the internal discus
sion about the broadcasting of Czech language prograrns by Austria Radio and Television 
(it las ted several days) was due to the fact that one wanted to wait for a possible reaction 
on the part of the Soviets. The uncertainty about the definition and who was to define 
neutrality would also explain why neutralit:y was so rarely mentioned. 

Die Presse 

Unlike in the case of the Kurier, articles in Die Presse are more easily set off from each 
other, and therefore we shall categorize them individually. 

17/18.8 19.8 20.8 2l.8 21.8 J' -) .8 24/25.8 26.8 

Total 3 2 23 2 3 27 15 

Forelgn 2 (1) 2 13 (1) 19 (4) 20 (3) 10 (1) 

Ausman 10 4 " (1) 5 

:\"eurrabry 2 2 - 1 (K) 

Key' The number of commentanes is gIVen in parenrhesis. 

Most of the reporting in Die Presse is concerned with the events themselves, and the in
ternational reaction; there is much less of a focus on Austria and the domestic reactions. 
Artides which report reactions in Ausma address the following types of subject matter 
(apart from the political discussion in which neutrality is mentioned): the position of the 
Ausman Communist Party on the invasion of Czechoslovakia (19, 22, 24 August (com
mental')' and report)), the consequences for, and preparations of, the federal armed forces 
(22,24 August), events at the border (22 August (2),23,24,26 August), Czechs and 
refugees in Austria (22,23, 24, 26 August), repercussions for trayel and the pos ta! servlce 
(22, 23, 24, 26 August), events outside the Czechoslovak embassy (22 August), reactions 
in Austria (23 August), reactions to a violation of air-space (24 August), appeal of youth 
to the president of the "ON (U Thant, 24 August), and areport about attempts to restrict 
critical press activities in Austria (26 August). 

Overall, the official political reaction is onl)' of limited importance: most of the arti
des concern the immediate concrete repercussions (e.g. for the federal armed forces, for 
the pos tal service and travel, etc.). Compared with the situation today, there appears to 
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exist a lower expectaaon concerning a political reacaon. If the federal president were to 
rem31n silent m a criSJS today, we would expect to read exactly that - rather than this fact 

simply being left out of the reportS. 
The reporting of neutrality m Die Presse resembles that in the lVlri!!'r. Given the large 

number and length of the texts, as well as the fact that the same basic trend may be ob
served, we haye placed the passages in the appendix. Only individual quotations from the 
texts will be dJscussed here. The context of these quotations is to be taken from the ap

pendLx. 
On 2 2 nd August the newspaper publishes statements made by the federal chancellor 

and a commentaI) b} Thomas Chorherr. In both teXts, neutrality plays the role that we 
have alread} idenafied \\ith respect to the lVl1ier: In a statement of the chancellor broad
cast on raruo, neutraLtr policy is again linked to freedom and used \\ith a reference to the 
State Treaty; criacmn of the Soviet Union is then porrrayed as something that, in prin
ciple, contradlcts neutrality. Linguistically this is indicated through the use of "at the 
same ame" (gleIchzeitig) and "nevertheless" (jedoch). In the subsequent text, the assumed 
contradiction is expressed even more strongly: "Ausma is quite aware of its neutral sta
tus, but cannot, nevertheless, accept ... ". "Solidarity" \\ith Czechoslovakia is still formu
lated in muted tones, a circumstance that subsequently led to massive public criticizm (ac
cording to Die Presse). 

\ \ 'hile the very cautious approach taken by the govemment is criticized in the com
mentaI}, there 15 recognition that "of course, it is an awbvard matter whenever neutrality 
is in Jeopardy - from whichever side." Xevertheless, the same article nores the follow
ing: "A c1earer statement would have done more good for the reputation of Ausma, and 
would have sounded far less like an attempt at appeasement and lack of courage, and def
initel} would not have damaged the neutral status of the country'. (Eern offers a good ex
ample.)" Here too, the ambivalence of the politicians is expressed - ws time from the 
side of the commentators - but it is solved in a different mann er. On one hand, a pes
SlffiJstic picture 15 still painted - "it is an awkward matter", on the other hand It is stated 
"that It [a c1earer statement] would not have damaged the country·". In this comparison, 
the threatening scenario receives no argumentative support - ",ho questions neutrality, 
ho\\ is the question posed, and so on, - and thus the scenario remains veI}' vague. This is 
then contrasted \.\ith the active role played by S\\itzerland, whose neutrality permits such 
a role (Austrian neutrality was resolved with an explicit reference to S\.\itzerland). Lin
gulstically subtle means are being used to urge for a more active role: in this argumenta
aon, the potential threat to neutrality turns out to be less motivated than taking up a crit
ical stance. 

The criticizm of the cautious approach adopted by the gO\'emment leads to another 
statement by the govemment, which is then reported in the newspapers the following 
da}'; on the same day, the paper publishes areport conceming the mood of the Ausman 
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people. The basic direction of the position taken by the government, however, does not 
change; the general-secretary of the ÖVP supports in astatement, the position of the 
government: "für political reasons linked to the state and neutrality, the government shall 
strictly adhere to the policy of non-interference ... " Once again the cautious approach of 
the govemment is legitimised with a reference to the threat to Austria's freedom and in
dependence: "for the Austrian government, in the interest of its own life interests, mea
sures and considerations are necessary [ ... ] which other states, which are further from the 
arena, are released from." 

Arnbivalence is also expressed in an article about the views of the people; in there Aus
trians are shown to be afraid that the events in Czechoslovalcia will have repercussions for 
Austria - not, however, because of violations of neutrality, but as a result of border vio
lations. At the same time, neutrality is marked linguistically as a hindrance when it comes 
to the frank expression of opinion: "For a11 [our] neutrality, we must be clearer ... ". "Für 
all" ("bei aller ,"\Teutraiitiii') is an adversative, something that contradicts the statement or 
transaction that folIows. This is also clearly demonstrated by the following quotation: 
"YVe are neutral militarily - that's all we11 and good, but is one therefore not allowed to 
speak the truth;" This is one of the few quotations in which an attempt is made to define 
neutrality; in this case, an attempt is also being made to restrict its area of applicability. 
:--Jeutrality is "militaristic", and the following question turns into a rhetorical one, which 
hould then lead the position of the government ad absurdum. 

Three days later, (Wo more articles appear, one of which concerns neutrality directly and 
the other indirectly. (There were no articles in the K1l11er about this particular contro
versy.) According to the articles, an attempt was made by the state to exen pressure upon 
Die Presse, which was asked to be more moderate in its coverage of the Soviets. 

In general, in Die Presse, ambivalence about neutrality is more frequently expressed than 
in the Kmier. Neutrality prQ\.~des freedom and the securing of freedom - and this is ac
cepted by the population with very few questions - and on the other hand, neutrality 
also forbids cenain things. A lack of certainty about what is permitted and disa110wed by 
neutrality, stands and falls \\~th the corresponding definition. Even more, one is less than 
sure of who now owns neutrality, who is in the position to legitimately define neutrality. 
Thus, neutrality becomes a vague image, which one simultaneously appreciates, does not 
know, and whose assumed restrictions one rejects. Neutrality itself, however, is not given 
up in the process. Here one may begin to observe the later division of the discursive con
struct of "neutrality" into an identity-providing discursive object which has lost its polit
ical meaning, and a po]jtica11y real instrument, which is at the same time discursively non
functional (or not existing as such). Neutrality is valued, but its political consequences 
(i.e. its political being) are not. 
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THE Kronen-Zeitung 

In the Xeue Kronen-Zeitung, again the identification of articles as separable muts is diffi
cult, and so we chose instead to count pages devoted to the coverage of ws event, 

20.8 2l.8 22.8 23.8 14.8 25.8 26.8. 

'Ioral number of 
11 pages, 

arucb I pages 
2 (I) I (I) abaut 11 pages 10 pages 5 arcicles 

5 plcrures 9 pages 

\usrna 5 2 1 (I) I I (I) 

'\curraht) I 1 - -

Key The number of cammenranes is glven m parenmesis after me total number af arucles. 

The .""elle Kronen-Zeitung contains - in comparison to the other newspapers - relatively 
few arucles concerning Austria. In addition, the selection of events is different from that 
of both the Kltrier and Die Presse. 

For example, the Xeue Kronen-Zeitung does not report the internal conflicts in the Aus
tnan Communist Party. There is little about the army, just one article about events at the 
border (22 nd August), two articles about the assistance giyen by the newspaper to Czechs 
(22,23 August), nothing about other acts of assi tance, and so on. There are, however, 
other e\'ent-stories (see Lüger, 1983): someone throwing agas bomb in front of the 50-
\let embassy (22 nd August), a protest march of\jennese srudents (22 nd August), and a 
bomb alarm at an outer space exhibition (2 r d August). 

ATeutrality is mentioned above a1l in commentaries. 
-\s in the case of Die Presse, the cautious reaction of the governrnent is also criticized 

in the .Yeue Kronen-Zeitung. Unlike Die Presse, however, the newspaper doe not mention 
neutraliry as a factor that could potentially hinder the frank expression of opinion. "Offi
CIal Austria is not just behaving in a neutral way, but, more than that, in an expressI)' re
sen'ed manner and with complete detachment" (nnd August). Here the approach taken 
by the gm'emment is deemed to go beyond what is required by neutraljty: neutraliry' does 
not result in a conflict of interests for the governrnent. Instead, the governrnent is acting 
In a cowardly manner of its own free Voil!. 

Two days later, in a commentary bl' "Cato", the \iew is repeated that neutrality does 
not prevent Austria from condemnillg the Soviet Union: "If our officials [the govemmentJ 
do not have the ci\1.1 courage to condernn in a morally unmistakable wal' the actions of the 
Sovlets in Czechoslovakia - our neutraliry' would not be impaired by this -, then they 
do not need to inflate themselyes because of a completell' tri\ial \iolation of air-space ... " 
In ws passage, the potentially Iirniting function of neutrality is expressed in a very sub-
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lime manner: only the necessity of excluding neu trali ty as a factor that could rule out crit
icizm shows that this could have been a common assumption. "Cato", i.e. the newspaper 
publisher Hans Dichand, clearll' considers this to be an unfounded assumption. 

For the Xeue Kronen-Zeitung the potential danger for Austria does not lie in the actions 
of Austrian politicians, which might violate neutrality and thus give the Soviet Union an 
excuse to reoccupy Austria, but in the Austrian Communist Party: 

26. 8., c0771771entar)' by Cato: A question: 

The Soviets 7llention that the)' were caLled into C::;echoslovakia by "leading persanalities of 
the C::;echoslovak Ccmnnunist Party". Thus, in their opinion, the invasion was "legalized". 

What will happen if one day leading Com77lunists in the Federal Republic [of GernlanyJ, 
in ftal)', France or Allstria suddenl)' think of requesting the help of the Soviets in the same 
wa)'? 

In brief, the position on neutrality expressed in the .Yeue Kronen-Zeitung is substantially 
different from that expressed in Die Presse and in the Kurier. In the Kronen-Zeitung there 
is no ambivalence; neutrality is not seen as a factor that might prevent the frank expres
sion of opinion. 0,'eutralitl' as such is hardll' addressed in a meaningful wal'. Instead neu
trality is portrayed as an accepted and integral part of an Austrian self-image. '''hat is re
vealing he re is at most the formulation "our neutrality would ... ". The significance of the 
discursive manner in which neutrality is ascribed to "us" in "our neutrality" has already 
been described in greater detail in the analysis of the presidential speeches. The conclu
sion was made that "our neutrality" is distinct - also in a historical sense - from "this 
neutrality", which was the other phrase used m the presidential speeches. Any one of sev
eral other means of reference ("this neutrality", "Austria's neutrality", "neutrality") could 
have been used by the writer of the article in the ;Velle Kronen-Zeitung. Thus, while the 
writer rarely mentions neutrality and does so in an unsentimental manner, his choice of 
"our neutrality" shows that - for him at least - neutrality has already become a con
soruent pan of "us", and as such no longer needs to be debated. 

If one also considers the various audiences of the newspapers under investigation, the in
terpretation suggested in the case of the KIln·er· and Die Presse, namely that members of 
the political elite have an understanding of neutrality that is different from that of the 
general public, is confirmed. ~eutrality was more widely and unconditionally accepted 
by the general public than by the politicians, who displayed a greater awareness of the 
politicallimitations and consequences of neutrality. 
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1981 
Thlrteen years after the Prague Spring, a further democratic movement arises in one of 
the \Varsa~ Pact states. This movement is not suppressed byan mvasion of\Varsaw Pact 
(Scmet) troops, mstead the Poush president imposes martiallaw. Comrnentaries in the 
newspapers conslder this to be a preventive measure: if]aruzelski had not acted, an inva
sion of Soviet trOOps would have been inevitable. 

\\'hatever the case, from the Austrian perspective, reactions to events in Poland are 
qUlte different from reactions to the events in Czechoslovakia in 1968 or the events in 
IIungary in 1956. A1though once again an eastern European state with a fairly close rela
tions to Austria is affected, and although once again the democratic will of the people is 
suppressed by military means, Poland lies, nevertheless, at a greater geographical distance 
from Austria, and the events represent less of a direct threat. Moreover, this is the era of 
detente.ln addition, the "economic debate" regarding people from Eastern Europe has be
gun. In subsequent years their entry into Austria is seen more and more as economically 
motivated (see _Vlatouschek, \Vodak &]anuschek, 1995) and less and less as politically mo
tivated. Shonly before the imposition of martiallaw, Austria introduced a visa requirement 
for Poles entering the country. Given that the political situation in Poland clearly does en
danger the li\'es of certain Polish citizens, some people fear that Poles claiming political 
persecution will use the e\'ents as a cover to gain entry into "the golden west". Such a view 
15 expressed in the Seue Kronen-Zeitung: "Foreign minister Pahr and interior mini ter Lanc 
have indeed ordered oUf bord er posts and embassies (\Varsaw, Prague, and so on) to handle 
all visa requests generously. The chancellor, howe\'er, has made it clear that we are not a 
country of immigration for economic refugees." (The Pope issues an urgent waming of 
bloodshed in Poland, 14- 12., .Veue Kronen-Zeitung). 

Indignation at the military suppression is therefore ambivalent: the Poles should 6-
nally SOrt things out in their own country. 

In this whole conteA't, neutralIl)' was not mentioned in any of the newspapers investi
gated. ln order to illustrate the "absence" of neutrality in the newspapers in 1981, we shall 
now brieHy discuss a number of arti cl es in which Austrian foreign poliey is mentioned. 

In this respect, commentaries, and reactions of Austrian politicians are of particular 
interest. The Seile Kronen-Zeitung may serve as an example of one of the early reactions: 

.Yeue Kronen-Zeitung, 18. 12. ,p. 2. 

Commentary, Cansolation: Xon-inteife'rence 
The titan)' was lang. The English-Ianguage service olRadio JIosaru; read out the na11les 01 
prmuinent western politicians who have described the i11lposition 0111lartial law on Poland 
as an intemal affair and have stood up for the principle 01 non-inteiference, Even federal 
chancellor Kreisky expressed, in his initial reaction, lmderst.andinglor the Poles' atte11lpts by 
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drastic 77leons to prevent the complete destruction of the state. KreiskJ hos since conde77171ed 
the wave of arrests and the use of fone 17)' the military allthO'/7.ties, and has done so in such a 
wo)' that he will certainf) not be qlloted b)' &dio ,\!OSC(fW." 

\, 'hile overall there are few reporrs in the .Yeue Kronen-Zeitung concerning condemna
tions of events in Poland by important politicians, the president of the Xational Assem
bly, Benya, is quoted. In his "Christmas address to Parliament" Benya emphasized "the 
great empathy with which Austria follows the events in Poland. It is painful to have to 

watch how the order of astate can be established using tanks and weapons rather than 
through la\\ and order." (.\'em Kronen-Zeitung, 18 12., p. 4., Benya: Sympathy for the 
fate of Poland). On another occasion the federal chancellor Kreisky is quoted. At a meet
ing in the press club Concordia, and in reply to a charge made by representatives of the 
Sm-iet newspaper hvestiia that "Soviet-Austrian relations would be negatively affected 
by reporrs on Poland - which had appeared, among other newspapers, in the .\'eue Kro
nen-Zeitzmi' Kreisky stated: "Rumors that a Sm1et general mal' ha\'e ordered the 
proclarnation of martiallaw in Poland, cannot be dismissed out of hand. ~loreover, there 
is no censorship in Austria." (.\'eue KJ'onen-Zeitung, 19 12., p. 5., "~ever so dangerous 
since the end of the war !"). 

This last quotation is of course interesting when one considers the (at least perceived) 
attempts at censorship on the part of the Austrian governrnent during the Prague Spring. 
By contrast in 1981, when faced ~1th Sm-iet hostility, the federal chancellor notes in a 
self-confident mann er the freedom of the press in Austria, ob\-iously not at all afraid of 
any repercussion for Austria. 

Official Austria shows itself to be sure of its neutrality, which is never questioned. The 
issue of the extent of press freedom and ideological neutrality in the broader public 
sphere is considered irrele\'ant. Ne\'ertheless, the number of reported statements on 
Poland made by official Austria in its official function (i. e. diplomatie notes and the like, 
rather than press briefings) is still noticeably small. This also applies to the other news
papers (see below). The question therefore arises whether Austrian foreign poliey is still 
intentionally cautious, despite its outward self-confidenee. 

In 1968, stronger statements were demanded by the press and certain political func
tionaries. In 1981 there are no such reactions. This appears to be linked to the geograph
ical disrance between Austria and Poland as weil as to the economically frarned migration 
diseourse that was developing sirnultaneously (Vie\~1ng Polish irnmigrants as "economic 
refugees"). 

Other reporu on Austria are more concerned ~1th refugees and asylum-seekers in Austria 
and ~1th the issuing of \1sas. 
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In thc follomng, we shall briefl} examine reports in Die Presse ,\'luch contain statements 
by "official .'\.usrna". (Examples of analogous articles appearing in the Ntrier may be 
found In the appendix.). In Die Presse article published on I5 th December I98I, we see 
again significant restraint in the government's statements. 

Die Presse, 15. 12., "Despite martiallaw, strikes in Poland", p. I 

"111 a general statement of all Allstnan parlia711entory partie.s the deputies declared an J 1011-

dD) their "great cancern" about the zntroductioll of martiall= in Poland." 

The repon published on I6 th December shows the ambivalence between the exclusion 
dlscour~e ("Aood of immigrants") on one hand and solidariry with the srriking workers 

on the other. 

D · P "Kr . ky" /e resse, 15. 12., eIs" p.l 

Kreisl-:y: Polish workers have the right to resist 
"ln Kreis!.) s vie-UJ, Polish u'orkers are entitled "to llse an)' form of resistmlce that thl!) 

callS/der effective". As the federal chancellor explained on Tuesda)' after the cabinet meeting, 
in thlS Sltllotian "an)' actian raken bJ' working people" was pennissible. Kreisk;' called the sus
pension of the right to strike bJ the milita/)' govermmmt in Wimtlwa "violation of human 
rights ", and aSSlLred all immigrants !rain Poland that thl!)' would be allowed into Allstria: 
"arrivals at the border will be let in arl)rUJf1)'. This has alwa)'s been the case". The visa re
qllirement for Polish citi:;ens wOl/ld, hawevl!1; be maintained, becallSe Allstria is not in a po
sition to cope with the food of i71111ligrants." 

FinaU}, the repon published on I9th December includes Kreisky's view of the world-\.\'ide 
pollOcal situation. As in simiJar articles, the fact that neutrabry is not mentioned is par
ticularly notewonhy. Such a context represents an ideal opportunity to speak of the me
diaong role of -\ustria as a neutral country. :\'evenheless, ws is never done. Even reports 
about the CSCE in I Ielsinki, which was proceeding at ws time, contain no references to 

the neutral status of Austria. 

Die Presse, 15. 12., Kreisky fears wave of rearmament "The situation in the world is very 
d " angerous ,p. I, 

The Austrian fedl!1'al president cansiders the present situation in the world to be "ver)', very 
dangl!1'ollS ": As KreiskJ' observed at a press cllliference in Vienna, we are living todD) through 
"the most dangerazlS situatian since the Second Warld war". Kreisk;' linked this to the sitll-
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ation in Poland, the annexation of the Golan heights by Israel, the Iraq-Iran war, and the 
continuing tension in Afghanistan. All this "requires that eve1)' effort be made to prevent 
the situation fr0111 getting out of cut/trof" said the federal chancellor" (. . .) 

Thus, in 1981 a consensus in Austria was reached between the (quoted) politicians and 
the voice of the people concerning neutrality. 0Jeutrality and the power to define it lay 
finnly in the hands of -\ustrian politicians, who are voicing their disagreement with po
litical measures used in countries of the Eastem bloc, even though the statements made 
still are somewhat cautious. At the same time, we find the precursors of a cliscourse of ex
clusion, in which Austria situates itself as pan of the 'golden \i\Test', setting itself off from 
the Eastem countries, and seeing upheaval in the East more from a stand point apan clif
ference and threat for oneself (through immigration of 'foreign cultures') than in terms 
of solidarity. As far situations of political unrest in neighboring countries, this discourse 
shall dominate the domestic discussions. 

1989 
On 17'h July 1989, the Austrian fareign minister Alois Mock (ÖVP) delivered the Aus
trian application to join the European Community ("membership application"). This 
event was proceeded bya lengthy domestic po]jtical debate on whether or not European 
Community membership was compatible with Austrian neutrality. The issue at stake in 
the debate that took place shortly before the application was submitted, concemed the 
formulation of a "neutrality proviso": in 1989 the SPÖ was committed to the unconcli
tional retention of [Austria's] "perpetual neutrality", and wished this to be clearly ex
pressed in the membership application. Follo\\wg a compromise between the two then 
goveming parties (SPÖ and ÖVP), the follm\wg paragraph was insened into the "letter 
to Brussels": 

"5. The neutrality of Austria is its specific contribution to the upholding of peace and secu
rit)' in Europe - a contribution which finds it analogy in the preamble of the EEC treat)" 
and that reads: 'to preserve and strengthm peace and libert)'. '" 

As part of our investigation, we examined statements made on neutrality in the week be
tween 15 th July and 21 St July. During this period- there are reports of the reactions (15-
16 July) in the preparatory committee of the Council ofMinisters of the European Com-

7 The aecounr given here IS mrentionally bnef. For example, we do nor examme rhe monves of rhe BelgJan 
foreign mmlsrer, beeause rhese moti,·es are irrelevanr ro rhe Ausrrian inrerpreranon of rhe 1ffiporranee of 
neurraltrr \\1rhm rhe Ausman self-1ffiage. For rhe same reason, we ignore rhe full extent of rhe diplomatie 

eonsequenees of rhese e'"ents during rhe reporring week invesngared. 
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munitv be fore the aetual subrrussion of the applieation, and of potential opposition to 
Austria's aeeesslOn among the member-states of the CommunirI" The "neurraliry pro
\iso" IS porrrayed as one of the problems surroundmg aeeession. On 17 th July there are 
reports coneeming the delivery of the applieation (whieh takes plaee on this day). Ini
tially, the Couneil of .\1inisters displayed a surprising willingness to deal with Austria's 
applieation more rapidly than normal, but later this was bloeked by the veto of the Bel
gJan foreign mlnister (Eyskens). Tim was reponed in the media on 18th JulI' and the po
sition of the BclgJan foreign minister was eritieized even within Belgium (19th Jul}'). On 
20th Jul~ Die Presse published an interyiew with Eyskens in whieh the Belgian foreign 
minister ealled upon the European Community to initiate a diseussion about Austria's 
neurrality \nth the SO\iet Union. Eyskens had made the same proposal on the same day 
in other Interviews, and thus it was not possible for him to claim that he had been rnisin
terpreted. The request of a European foreign minister to negotiate ~ith the Soviet Union 
on the lssue of Ausrrian neurrality (~ithout the panieipation of Austrians) led to a politi
eal outery in Ausrria ~ith various diplomatie eonsequenees. The independent interpre
tation of the meaning of neurrality on the pan of Ausoia was being questioned, and the 
So\iet Um on was being granted (by the European side) the right to make its own inter
pretation. The ver}' nen da}' (2 Ist JulI') it was reponed that Belgiurn had relented. The 
proposal was referred to as ha,mg been no more than an "idea", and was withdrawn. Bel
gJum then \'oted for the immedJate forwarding of Austria' member hip applieation to 
the European Comrnission. 

All articles on this event are eoneerned ~ith Ausoia and man)' of them address Aus
tria's neutraLty. Articles that deal solely with foreign aspects of the events (e.g. reaetions in 
Belgium to Eyskens' eomments) are rare exeeptions. 

Given the nature of the events, it was expeeted that the diseursive "YValclheim effeet"8 
would be repeated - this time in relation to "Ausoian neutrality" (\Nodak et al., 1990). 
Thus, panieularly after the first di missal by Belgium, the discourse is dominated by an 
outward defense and the fonnation of "we" and "them" groups. The substantial and ar
gumentative debate around neutrality suffers. Often neutrality appears as a lexeme, as a 
"position m a diseursive field", whose meaning is deri\'ed more from its position than 
from an Independent definition of eontent. This ehanges only after Belgium relents, and 
the diseourse ean reAeet onee again upon the multiple voiees heard at horne. That is, one 
ean think about what neutraLty reaUy means in terms of eontent, what eonditions it pre
seribes, and how these eonditions are to be reeoneiled with various demands. 

8 By the \\'aldhclm effecr we mean the stance ""0\\ all the more" - ",ruch was posted dunng the \\'ald
heun campalgt1, meaning "\\'e" won't ha"e anyone (a forelgt1 counrry) have tell us what to do, and if"we" 
are rold not to do something, thar pro\ides all the more reason to da just tlus. 
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Seue 10'onen-Zeitung 

In the .Velle Kronen-Zeitung the volume of reporting is rather smalI, \\;th just six articles 
in the period under investigation. Five of these articles mention neutralitv, one of the five 
IS a comrnentary. 

~ ________________ -4 ___ 1)_-._-~~_16_._' __ ~_1_,._' __ ~_1_8._-__ ~_19_.7 __ +-_2_0_.' __ ~~2~1.~7~ 
Total number of Arucles 2 I I 
~---------------+-----+-----4----~~----~ 
~~_-e_u_u_ah_~~' __________ ~ ______ -L ______ L-____ -L ______ L--2_(~I ~) ~ ___ I __ -L ___ l __ ~ 

Key ' The number of commentaries is given m parenthesis. 

Four of the five articles in which neutrality is mentioned name neutrality without ex
pressing a positive or negative perspective on neutrality. Only one headline speaks of"our 
neutrality" ("Scandal: EC is to speak \\;th the Kremlin about our neutrality'" 20. 7.), por
traying neutrality again as part of Austria, i.e. as something that is very close to us (cf. 
"Austria 's neutrality"). 

As an illustration of the lack of (explicit) evaluation, let us look at two statements of 

I9 th July (EC-application: Belgium wants time to think, 19· 7, P'3'): "The neutrality of 
Austria should be no obstacle for the EC, it is said in Belgium. Federal Chancellor Franz 
Vranitzky emphasized on ce again that neutrality is not up for negotiation [ ... ]". Here 
worries are expressed by the "adversary of Austria", that is by someone who does not be
long to one's own group and has received quite bad press in Austria, that neutrality might 
be an obstacle and therefore something bad (in relation to the goal of EC membership). 
This is set against the statement of the Austrian federal chancellor, that is a statement by 
someone who does belong to one's own group and who is known \\;thin Austria as one 
of the keenest supporters of neutrality. However, instead of making a positive, affirma
tive statement on neutrality, the federal chancellor simply confirms that neutrality is not 
for negotiation. The issue of evaluation is not addressed explicitly in his statement. How
ever, the newspaper did have an opportunity to make an evaluation, for it could also have 

quoted other politicians. 

A (more) definite perspective on neutrality is given in a comrnentary by Staberl: 

19.7. Staberl: rUJo shoes, but not () pair, p. 2 

[. . .} We could really da with a kind 01 magie hat in Bnmels, if we 'want to eheat olmelves 
into the EC. The lmzee was drawn on the veryfirst My, as our foreign minister and eourier 
Jlock delivered the application Jor me711bership. [. . .} [Es] The Belgian Joreign minister, who 
was probablJl asked to step forward, stamped quite a bit and expressed frankl)1 what every-
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one had known Jor a long time: that juli membership oJ the EC and neutrality were two 

shoes that together might never make a 11latching pair. 
Until the establishment oJ the EC intf:malnUJrket in 1992 nothing [will happen). [. . .] It 

cmainly cannot hann us to prepare until that date as if we also might be allowed in!" 

In this commentary Staberl m'ice demonstrates the incompatibility of the EC and neu
trahty. First he states this indireccly, saying that a magic hat is needed, i.e. thar und er nor
mal conditions accession is impossible. Then he reiterates this, stating in a very transpar
ent analog)- that neutrality, and the EC are "two shoes" that do not make a pair. This 
statement is given extra weight by the headline above the commentary. (The first pan of 
the article concerns US expenditure on armaments.) 

At the end of the commentary Staberl draws a picrure of a furure in which the Euro
pean internal marker has been realized. IIe states positively, although in weakened fonn 
("it can do no hann"), thar we can "prepare as if we might be alJowed in". On one hand, 
by using the subjunctive, he again calls inro question wh ether we really will be able to join 
the EC, on the other hand he states that we should at least establish the conditions nec
essarv for this. ~e\'ertheless, one of these conditions, if one understands the senten ce ro 
mean poJitical as well as economic conditions, is to relinquish neutrality, a condition that 
arises out of the incompatibility of the EC and neutrality, which has already been ex
pressed. In order to read this evaluation from the text - an evaluation that has been 
weakened linguistically through the use of "it can do no hann" - one is required ro study 
the text in detail and ro follow the argumentative links bet\\leen the various paragraphs. 
For this very reason it is doubtful whether readers would have undersrood the full mes
sage. Thus, overall, the ""\Teue KJ'onen-Zeitung refrains from making an evaluation. This is 
surprising, given that otherwise the newspaper is quick ro evaluate matters of public in
te rest (Bruck, 1991, \\Todak et a1. 1985). 

Die Presse 

15."/ 16.- 17./ 18.7 19.7 20.7 21.7 

.\rncles ] (1) I 2 3 (1) 4(1K,I1) 2 (1) 

" I 1 ] 3 4 ] 

The volume of reporting in Die Presse is considerably greater. ~eutrality is mentioned in 
almost every article, although on almost every occasion from an externaJ perspective. Re
portS concern events "in Brussels" and the reactions of various diplomats and politicians 
(mo t of whom are not Austrian) to the Austrian application for membership. Thus, in 
the main, an external point of \1ew on neutrality, is presented. Contexts are primarily the 
"debate abom Austria's neutrality", "neutraliry as an obstacle", the "question of neutral-
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ity", and the "neutrality proviso". PartS of the membership application are cited: for ex
ample, a passage stating that Austria assumes that it will be able to "fulfill the legal re
quirements arising out of its status as a perpetualJy neutral state" (15 7., p. 1.) and that 
"despite its neutrality, Austria will not irnpede a political union." Thus neutrality appears 
prirnarily in negatively connoted contexts in which it is seen both as an obstacle and as 
an impediment. Even the letter drawn up by Austrian politicians speaks of "require
ments". 

These (foreign polier) requirements are then set against Austria's "insistence" upon 
"its" neutrality. 

" . " raised questions cOllcerning the neutral status, but received onl)' part0' satisfactory an
S"UJf!1"S. Fo?' instance, .Uock stated that the neutrality that anses out of the State Treaty is de
finitive and irreversible." (Eyskens in an interview, 18.7). 

Only in exceptional cases is neutrality granted more of a profile and seen as a flexible con
cept. One instance of this is a quotation from the letter of application where it is stated 
that Austria assumes that it will be able to "continue its poliey of neutrality" (15· 7). On 
another occasion it is stated "that for fundamental reasons [;\10ckJ does not want to em
body neutrality in any future accession agreement, in order not to establish the "nght to a 
sa)''' in the shaping of neutrality" (18. 7). The most significant passage includes a quotation 
from a statement made by Vrarutzky: "in the application for membership "neutrality per 
se is defirutely not to be regulated, because Austria is not negotiating about that, but that 
the purpose of this treaty is to secure room to maneu\'er in wruch the neutrality-poliey 
will be resolutely continued as before"." (19· 7) 

AJthough in these quotations the word "neutrality-policy" does offer some indication 
of the presence of interpretative components of neu tral i ty, the representation of neutral
it:y as a defined concrete object - in the assumed contradiction bet' .. veen the EC and neu
trality - is of far greater significance. This is strengthened further by a defense of Aus
tria's sovereignty - it is not up to the Soviet Gnion to make statements about Austrian 
neutrality. Consequently, Austria's neutrality is defended from extern al attacks (negative 
context) by a refusal to aUow neutrality to become the subject of discussion. This implies, 
however, the existence of concrete knowledge about the identity of this neutrality. 

In Die P?'esse, neutrality appears primarily as "neutrality" or "Austria's neutrality" (and 
corresponding composites). "Our neutrality", which in the past has been used much more 
frequently, occurs just twice - in questions posed by a journalist whiJe interviewing Mark 
Eyskens (20. 7). Thus, in Die Press~ it is "Austria" which ",,'ishes to retain "its neutrality" 
rather than "we" who want to retain "our neutrality". 

Compared ",,'ith other texts (see, for example, the presidential speeches), reportS on 
neutrality in Die Presse displaya greater detachment. ='Jeutrality is a matter of the state, 
and this is one step away from "us". 
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As deseribed at the outset, the content of neurrality is debated only after the Eyskens
eonAict. In a commentary by Andreas Unterberger (21.7, p. 1 ":'\eutral c1arities"), it is 
stated that "-\ustria must begin an internal c1arifieation about everything that until now 
has been understood under neurrality polier- In reality, many things that aetually have 
nothmg to do \\~th neurrality have been paeked into this [tenn]." 

As an example, we now brieAy exarnine the last paragraph of the commentary: 

';4.lIstria shall amtinue to fuLfill the elear obligations that arise out of 7Zeumdity. And if the 
EC so dem·es, solutwns to all the problems will be found - even zn the hypothetical case of 
an EC security union, one could imagine some sort of military autonom)'. But even in ten 
Jears time Alistria 71.iill still be sitting in the foyer of Brussels if it believes that it has to in
fote lIeutralif)' into a great 'm)'th, into a model for Europe itself" 

Two points in this text stick out as representative of the whole discourse. First, obliga
Dons are mentioned in connection \\~th neurraJity rather than possibilities and opporru
nities. In this way, a rather negative impression of neurraliry is given. Seeond, as in the 
ease of the .\,Teue Kronen-Zeitung, the image established is one of the incompatibility of the 
FC and neurraliry (even if here it is expressed more indirect and less ardent). Austria will 
star in the foyer, i.e. will not enter the EC, if neurrality is elevated to the level of a Euro
pean mrth. This leads immediately to the followmg que tion : to what extent is neurral
irr alreadj eonsidered to be a myth, i. e. as something unreal - after all rather than a 
myth bemg created, is it not said that myth is being expanded upon? And what fonn does 
the "inAation" of the myth take? \ \Te interpret this as being an allusion to the (rather mar
ginal) voiees in the pro-neurrality discourse (see analysis of the TV discussion of politi
eians, Benke & \ Vodak, this volume) who see neurrality as a positively valued speeific 
fonn of peace policy. 

In general, therefore, for this period we may detennine a rather dismissive position on 
neurraliry on the part of Die Presse. Rather than making direet negative statements, the 
newspaper expresses its position through underl)~ng negative perspectives and the re
sulting detaehment. This also corresponds to the image of the newspaper both as a "qual
irr newspaper" with an A-category readership (whieh restriets the possibiliry of adopting 
a direet position to commentaries) and as a newspaper with dose relations to the ÖVP. 
At the ome, the poliey of the Ö\ 'P was pro-EC, and the party was also prepared to re
lmquish neurrality (see historieal seetion by Liebhart, this volume). 
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THE K1l1'ier 

16.7 17.7 18./ 19.7 20./ ~ 1.7 21.7 23.-

Articles 2 (I) 3 3 4 ~ (I) 4 3 (I) ~ (I) 

" ~ (I) 2 1 4 2 (I) 4 3 (I) ~ (I) 

The IV/rieT takes a quite different position than Die Presse. This becomes dear at the very 
beginning of the week of reporting, that is, at a point in time when the foreign policy 
dispute with Belgium was still to begin. At that time, the Kurier was publishing aseries 
on the EC which dealt with the political background of the EC and the events that led 
up to the Austrian application for membership. In an artide (16 7, p. 5: "The letter is just 
the beginning") the condusion is drawn that the "central issue of accession is narurally 
neutrality". But what follows is not the foreign policy difficulties or an incompatibility 
of the EC with neutrality, but statistics on the level of support tor neutrality among Aus
trIans: 

"Tbe central issue of accession is naturalI)' neutrality. About tbree quarters of Allstrians are 
not prepared to give up nelltralit)' Jar tbe sake of accession to tbe EC, and only 16 percent 
wou/d bllJ a ticket to BnlSSels for tbe price of neutralit)'. Even one of tbe 7twst active EC sup
porters, tbe secretary-gene'ral of tbe association of indllstrialists, Herbert Knjci, considers 
neutralit)' to be tbe ''greater good". 

Antipodes in tbeir evaluation of tbe neutralit)' of Austria are foreign minister Tbomas 
.Y(Tt1)otrry, SPÖ, and fonner fo-reign minister Erwin Lanc, wbo botb consider EC member
sbip to be si711ply "not compatible" witb our neutrality, and tbe constitlltionalltro.ryer Andreas 
Khol, Övp, wbo explains tbat tbis is "olruiously possible". (. . .) Khol, b(Tt1)ever, sees our ne1l
trality as primarily a milita7)' one and points to tbe EC member-state Ireland, wbose neu
trality was accepted by tbe Community witbout complaint. (. . .) 

It is onl)' dwing tbe negotiations witb tbe EC tbat it will become clear wbetbe7" Austria ~ 
nelltralit)' is regarded 17)' tbe EC or b)' Austritt as an obstacle to accession. And tbat will last at 

best jive years (. . .)." 

Here a positively connoted framework for neutralit)-, is established. ~eutraliry is depicted 
both here and later on as "our neurrality", which never happened then in Die Presse. The 
newspaper is aimed at broad sections of the public and competes with the .Yeue Kronen
Zeitung. As "the voice of the people", the newspaper cannot go againstthe wave of pop
ular support for neutraliry as expressed in the statistics without further argument. 

The positioning of the news paper on the side of those who wish to rerain neutrality be
comes dear even from the representation ofHerbert Krejci as an "active" (a positive term) 
EC supporrer, who even in his respected position does not wish to give up neurraliry. 
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"Anripodes", thar is, people who follow political goals that contradict the wishes of 
three-quarters of the population, are then set agamst this positi\-ely porrrayed figure __ -\n 

interesting point here IS the naming of .-\ndreas Khol (a weU-known supporter of the EC) 
among the anopodes - his opiruon, namely that neutralir}' and the EC are compatible, 
does not preclude a positive evaluaoon of neutrality_ The statement may come to be re

garded as contradlctory if one consider Khol's Interpretation of neu trali ry (as a military 
one) anJ contrasts it with other possible interpretations that could be held by the people 
or by KreJci. \ \'e cannot reconstruct the speclfic interpretation, but we may conclude that 
for the author of this arncle neutraLry' stood for more than just its military components, 
and that areduction of neutraliry' to its military aspects (resulting in compatibihry- \\ith 

the FC) was not a desirable goal. 
\ \ nate\'er the case, at the end of the article - again unlike Die Presse - rather than 

emphasizing the posslble "incompatibiliry'" of EC membership and neutraliry', the issue 
is left open on account of the long time-span in which these things must be soh'ed and 

the possibihry of further negotiation. 
The position expressed on neutrality is accompanied by some rather critical articles 

the Fe. For Instance, a commentary published on the same dar (Rauscher, r6. -., p. 2. 

"-\.t the begInning of a long path") points out weaknesses and political problems of the 
EC9. -\.lthough It does mention possible incompatibilities of neutraliry' with specific aims 

of the FC (e.g. common currency), the arricle nevertheles porrray the issue as just one 

of many problems (that could anse berween us [AusoiansJ and the EC), rather than as a 
core problem. 

In subsequent reporting, which (because of events) were more concemed \\ith the po
tential problems linked to neutrality, we find time and again positive statements on neu

trallry', includmg one made by]anko\\itsch (foreign policy spokesman of the PÖ): "In 
Great BntaIn there IS a certain amount of skepticism, which is linked to the disrance from 
\ lenna. There exist in part bizarre ideas about neutraliry ',said the SP-expert: "One has 

to keep explaining the political purpose of neutraliry". In this passage, an opinion is ex
pressed, which c1early assurnes a positive assessment of neutralitr. This opinion goes to
gether \\lth a posim-e presentation ("expert") and \\ithout a critical commentary or a quo

tation of a statement made by a politician of a different opinion. "Great Britain has 
bizarre ideas" - i. e. neutraliry' doe have a purpose, and the only requirement is to ex

plain thlS properly. If one considers thi article to be a "lens" through which one hould 
read subsequent reporu in the newspaper, it rums out that negative statements on neu
traliry' made by foreign politicians are not to be taken seriously, for they simply reflect 

9 Anomer noreworthy feature 15 thar all commenraries appeanng in the Kun~ on me -EC memberslup ap
pbcatJon" also deal \nm the lSSUe of neurrabry. 
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gaps in knowledge. The positive image of neutrality cannot be damaged by such state
ments. Thus, the view of a domestic "expen" offers a interpretaove model for the evalu
ation of foreign opinions. 

0Jegative evaluations are consequently reponed with great detachment. For example: 
"The Belgian [Eyskensl considers Austria's neutrality to be 'a poütical obstacle'" (18. 7) 
By using a direct quotation the newspaper disassociates itself from the content of the 
statement. The use of the verb "to consider" clearly inclicates that the statement is to be 
regarded as no more than the opinion of "the Belgian", a subjective >1ew on the issue, 
which casts doubt on the facmality of the statement. This can be contrasted ~1th the verb 
"to say" which leaves the position of the newspaper open. 

Quotations of statements made bl' imponant Austrian supponers ofEC membership, 
for example -\lois ;\10ck, are rather low-key and can be easily integrated into a positive 
framework: "\\'e are not disruptive factors - and we ha\'e no illusions." And on the main 
subject: "Austria's neutrality is fully compatible ~1th the present goals of the EC. I can
not make poliey for the year 2050. I have to make poücy on the basis of what the EC is, 
and ~1shes to be, today." 

0Jegative evaluations of neutrality by "foreigners" are rhetorically devalued still funher. 
In this wal' Belgium's history is used to explain why Belgians have a permanent tendency 
to reject neutrality auch. Reference is also made to internal EC politics and goals, as 
weil as di\'ergent \1sions of the future EU, as a way of explaining wh} cenain countries 
would be pleased to have a neutral country as a member, while others might not (Kurier 

19· 7)· 

Overall the Kun.er's position is pro-neutrality, and the newspaper displays a somewhat 
critical attitude towards the EC. In terms of party politics, in line ~1th its left-wing lib
eral reputation, the KJlrids reponing reAects the position of the SPÖ, even though the 
newspaper's party alignment is generally weaker than that of Die Presse. 

Der Standard 

14.7. 15JI6.'. 17.7. 18.' . 19.-. 20.7. 21.' . 

Artides 2 (2,A) 2 2 (!) 5 (1) 4 (J) 3 5 (2) 

;--: 2 (2, A) 2 2 (I) 4 (!) 3 (1) 3 5 (2) 

Compared with the other newspapers, Der Standard contains a remarkable number of 
commentaries, including articles presented as "analysis". This allows Der Standard, 

whose reponing in other respects closely resembles that of Die Presse, to include other 
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a~pccts and POInts of \iev. in the discusssion. As in the case of Die Presse, most of the ar
ticles ID DeI" Standard stern from a correspondenr in Brussels. In addition, DeT Standard 
males use of thc reporrs of several news agencies. Thus, similarly to Die Presse, Der Stan
dard usuall} offers an extemal perspecDve in which neutrality is considered to be an ob
stacle to f'_C acceSSIOn. ~eutrality thus appears as "the neutrality of Austria" and never as 
"our neutralll:y". ~evertheless, the number of pro-neutrality statements is higher in Der 
Standard than In Die Presse (even if the number of such voices is small in both news

papers). 

A slightl} different picrure from the one in the regular articles is prO\ided by the com
mentanes. Of particular note here are the commentaries (of others) made at the begin
rung of the period under im·estigation. \\ 'hile they offer a perspective on neutrality that is 
in principle no different from the perspective offered in other reporrs, they do criticize 
the approach of the govemment and argue for a frank discussion on the value of neutral
ity ID Austria today, without acrually making a case for EC membership at the same time. 
AccorcLng to the e articles, it is an open question whether the EC and neutrality are com
patible, but in this discussion, accession to the EC is not an indispensable condition. 

Subtle positive evaluations of neutrality may be detected in the headlines which ac
company the articles: "Diplomatie fraudulenr labelling. The 'Lerrer to Brussels' threat
ens confidence in Austria's neutrality" and ":\eed to catch up in defen e policy. EC mem
bersrup application underlines the necessity of a sincere safe-guarding of neutrality". The 
first headlDg assumes the existence of confidence ID Austrian neutrality. In everyday lan
guage use, "confidence" is usually placed in somethIng positive. In this passage, there
fore, neutrality is positivcly connoted as something that is desen.ing and worthy of con
fidence. Ir is this confidence that is "under threat". This view is in itself an evaluation, 
given that something can only be under threat if it has value and its loss would be feIt. 
Something that one would v.ish to dispose of anyway, cannot be "under threat". In the 
second heading, facruality (instead of a subjective opinion of an organization) is estab
lished through the use of the lexemes "necessity" and "sincere". At the same time, the 
"safe-guarding of neutrality" is portrayed as a necessity, i.e. neutrality is portrayed as in
dispensable. Thus, the headings (if not the texts) include strong statements in favor of 
(the retennon of) neutrality. 

Two further commentaries in Der Standard also provide an interesting point of view on 
neutrality. They both appear on pages dedicated to commentaries and were wrirren by a 
correspondent who also \\Tote the new reporrs from Brussels. The first commentary ap
pears on r8 th ] uly and the second on the 2 r"] uly, i.e. after the dispute. 

In the first commentary, the heading "From now on, the art of politics is required. 
Austria's application fore es the EC to reconsider its goals and limitations" introduces a 
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quite new perspecrive on the subject matter. At this point in time, the issue of neutralitv is 
already the subject of a lively debate, i.e. the issue of neutrality is always referred to at 
least indirectly whenever the EC and associated potential problems are spoken of. In this 
heading, however, the perspective is reversed. The problem is no longer Austria (with its 
neutrality). Instead, the questions and problems associated "vith Austria's neutrality are 
forcing the EC to reflect upon its position, that is, to develop and move forward. Mov
ing forward and making up one's mind on an issue are usually considered to be positive 
developments. Thus, irrespective of the results of subsequent negotiations, Austria has 
already presented a "gift" to the EC, by encouraging positive developments. Seen in this 
context, neutrality is an "opportunity" for Europe rather than a "problem". 

The first paragraph states: 

"Since yesterday it is on record. After thorough preparation and a consideration of the ad
vantages and disadvantages, neutralAlIstria sulTmitted, in BnlSSels, an application for mer/"l
bership of the EC. Jlerit and responsibility for this is due to the grand coalition. The way 
was paved by the SPÖ 's foreign po/icy expert, Peter Jankowitsch, and Alois }.lock could 
rightly play the role of proud courier." 

These e\'ents are portrayed using very positively connoted lexemes: "thorough prepara
tion and consideration ", "merit", "is due", "the way was paved", "proud courier". All 
these expressions suggest approval. 

0Jeutrality is later on thematized in the following passage, immediatel)' after a short ac
count of the changes in international politics brought about by the events in the former 
eastem bloc: 

"The level of interdependence becomes ever clearer, lines of force cross one anothe1; and they 
lead, even if this does not suit some people, through Austria. Dne should therefore see the 
me?nbership application in the context of hopeful signs Jor a European order of peace, and 
arme to terms with the fact that perpetual neutrality, as an institution of the international 
law of war, will assume a different role as soon as military confiicts on the old continent have 
become impossible." 

[ ... ) 
The application registers the wish to participate as an equal partner in the process o[Eu

ropean integration and a willingness to fulfill the man)' associated responsibilities while pre
serving perpetual neutrality. In terms o[ the econ071ry, there are no insurmDuntable prob

lems, 
[. . .} 
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And Jet the cloor to the EC is still stuck, ls it [because of] the intention - regarded b) 
most as an attempt to square the cmle - of fulLJ co-operating politicalLJ despite the 1'estric
tlons of neutmÜt), or are the varied a7710zmts of skepticism shfT<lJ7Z tfT<l.lards the ne-<l.:c07ller the 
result of an instinmve ave-rsion tfT.:.:ards an; additi(mal t!).pansion?" 

In these statements, neurraLty as such is ne\'er seen as a negati,'e factor or clismissed out
nght. AJthough in the first seetion the \niter does argue that the historical roje of neu
rrality is no\\' obsolete, he reframs from demanding that neurrality, be given up. Instead 
he suggests that people should come to terms with a Uclifferent role", porrraying this role 
as a possibility. In subsequent passages, whiJe debating the application, the \\TIter refers 
to neurrality, as pan of the general politicaJ make-up of Austria rather than as a federal 
Jaw. (Ey conrrast, 1D a similar passage in Die Presse, one finds the formulation: "despite 
neurraLty , or a negation: "neurrality \\ill not be an obstacle".) 

FinaUy, mention i made - again with significant detachrnent - of negative evalua
Dons of neurrality: "the intention regarded by most". That is, agents ha\ing a particular 
optnion are inrroduced, but their opinion can be rejected, particularly in ,iew of the fact 
that the author subsequencly presents a second reason for disrnissing them: namely, that 
the limitaDons of neutrality are no longer considered to be the "real" problem by e\'ery
one. For a brief moment, the author does indicate a negati\'e assessmenr of neutrality, 
through rus use of the formulation "limitations of neutrality,,, (in place of, for in tance, 
"percelved re trictions posed by neutrality,,,). In the nominal construction, the abstract 
object is given an objecti\'e existence (Thompson, I996). Howe\'er, in the context of the 
rest of the article, these !imitations, even though perceived as real, do not give rise to any 
furcher general negative evaluation. 

The second commentary of the correspondenr (Eyskens' bad turn, 2 I. 7, p. 28), ",hich 
appears after the dispute \\ith Belgium, concerns the value of neutrality· and the "igno
rance" of certain foreign dlpJomats. In the course of the commentary, it is stated: 

".\ Ir Eyskens has not grasped that neutralit) is understood by Allstrians as an advantage alld 
as an unmistakable contributioll to a Em'opean order of peace, and not as a burden from 
which it should be freed. He must acknfT.:.;/edge thatAustria akme and nobody else, 7Wt even 
.UOSCfT':':, has a right to mterp-ret this status." 

X ot much needs be added to this. In a very explicit marmer, neutraLty' is presented he re 
as the (positively valued) propen)' of Austrians, despite the complete absence of the nom
inal phrase "our neutraLty'''. 
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In general then, positions and attitudes are more heterogeneous in DeT Standard than 
in the other newspapers. Although a number of positive internal (Austrian) voiees maI' 
be heard, the reports deal mainly >vith the negative views expressed by individuals (diplo
mats and politieians) on the outside, who have an external perspeetive. In eontrast, the 
commentaries refleet a view that is eritieal of the govemment and ambivalent or positive 
on neutralil). 

Ir is for others to determine wrueh voiee was the more influential among reeipients: 
the "faetual" and subtlI' negative foreign polieI' perspeetive present in the re ports, or the 
eritieal, subjeetive, domestie and less indireetly formulated, positive perspeetive offered 
by the eommentaries. 

In brief, 1989 sees the development of a wide range of opinion in the newspapers. The 
positions taken by the various newspapers in the diseourse on neutrality differ eonsider
ably, refleeting in part the range of party preferenees. The reports of previous deeades 
seem rather homogeneous in eomparison. 

1992 
In FebruaI)' 1992, 0:"ATO requested that the Austrian govemment should grant permis
sion for reeonnaissanee planes to fly through Austrian air-spaee. Sinee these planes were 
not to be armed, the deeision fell in the first instanee to the foreign minister, who acqui
eseed to the request. Trus led to a eoalition dispute. The view was expressed that acqui
escing to this request at a time when Austria was debating the value, purpose and func
tion of neutralil)', eould be seen both at horne and abroad as an indieation of the Austrian 
interpretation of neutrality. Even though the responsibility lay clearly "'1th the Austrian 
foreign mi ni s try, the Soeialist federal chancellor (as weil as other politieians) expressed 
the view that the deeision should have been taken by the government as a whole, given 
that the ministerial decision represented an interpretation that was more or less binding 
upon Austria. 

The deeision of the foreign minister quiekly led (on 7th February) to reaetions from 
several ne"l'spapers. The issue was then diseussed at a eabinet meeting held on lI th Feb
ruary. Trus led in turn to further reaetions on the part of the press on 12 th and 13 th Feb

ruaI)'. 

The following table shows the frequency of the articles published by the various Austrian 
dailies. 
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'\;ewspaper -.2 . 8J9.2. 10.2 11.2 12.2. 13.2 

Kr011en-ümmg 10tal - - - - 1 -
'..:eurrahty 0 

Preße Total 1 3 (1) - - 3 (I) 1 

'\'eurrahry 1 I ( I) 2 I 

Standard Total 2 ( I) 4 (I) - - 4 (I) I 

'\'eurraht} 2 (I) 4 (I) 2 (I) I 

Kun~ Total I 2 (I) I ( I) 2 2 (I) 

'\' eurraht}· I 2 (I) I (I) 2 I 

Key '\, eutralit} '\' umber of arncle; addressing neurraliry. 

() '..:umber of commentaries among the number of articles stated lfl parenthesis 

As in I989, several differences may be ldentified between the newspapers in terms of the 
range and content of their reporting. 

The .Velle Kronen-Zeitung is once again remarkable for its refrainment to cover the 
subJect-matter. The issue of neutrality is not addressed in ws newspaper. 

The lssue of neutrality recei\'ed less attention in Die Presse than in the Kllrier or Der 
Standard. The number of arti cl es dealing \\.;th neutrality is low and the coverage in Die 
Presse of the issues surrounding neutralit), is brief and arbitrary. The conRict tends to be 
seen as linked to the dinsion of responsibilitie between the federal chancellor and the 
foreign minJster IO

, rather than as a neutralit), issue. The newspaper guotes a statement 
made by]\ 'PlI-chief Himmer: "the federal chancellor is using the neutrabty issue as a 
pretext to interfere in the work of other ministries" (I3. 2, p.6, "Busek On the Ryovers: 
"no threat" ro the c1imate of the coalition"). Characteristic of the position of Die Presse 
on neutralit) at this point is a commentary that appears on 8th February "Radar and 
mmes", which says that: 

"The greatest mistake 01 the loreign minister is his approach to domestic politics. Such smous 
qllestions cannot be solved throllgh the back do01; if the front door see'I1lS to be locked ITtlJing 
to the 171Jth 01 nelltrality fixaticm [den Mythos der ='\ eutralitätsfirierungJ and the ill
fiexibilif) 01 the coalitio71 partner. Such a grave change in neutralif)1 poliey cal/not be pushed 
thnmgh bJ the loreig;n 71liniste'r acting akme, who also happe'11S to belO1lg to the weake'r party 

10 Even though we concenrrare pnmJnlr on aspeclS of the neurralit}, debate (in order to elaborare positions 

on neurralit}, at tIus point lfl urne), we should point Out mat this interpretation was pouocally well-founded 

.\usmas choice of a federal presldenr known intemationall)' for a quesoonable handlmg oflus '\'azi past re

sulted in considerable lflternaoonal isolation. Thus, during the years of\\'aldhetm's presidency, the federal 
chancellor assumed an increaslflg number of representative funcnons. 

11 j\ 'P is the )'outh organizaoon of the Ö\ 'P. 
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The truth is that a good govern771ent should have gone on a security and nelitraLity poLiey 
seminar lasting several da)'s a long time ago. [. . .]" 

Of significance here is the manner in which neutrality is criticized - it is branded as the 
"myth of neutrality fixation" and "inAexibility". But there is no accompanying indication 
of wh at consequence should be drav.'T1: should neutrality be abandoned or should it be 
changed) Is one simply defending oneself from the "fixation" of neutrality (i.e. the en
shrining of a certain interpretation of neutrality), or does one seek to oppose neutralit:y it
self? The vagueness of the passage allows for both interpretations, and thus covers the 
range of opinions held by the readership (many of whom supported the Ö\ 'P) at this time. 
Seen from a different perspective (for insrance, that of the SPÖ), the two positions lie dose 
to each other anyway, given that the Ö\ 'P's endeavor to reinterpret neutrality seems to en
tai! the abandonment of what is (or used to be) \'alued under the name of"neutrality". 

More room is given to neutrality in Der Standard. Three of the articles in the period un
der investigation deal primarily with the neutrality debate, i.e. focus upon neutrality. 
\t1oreover, the controversy surrounding neutrality is also seen less as a coalition dispute 
and more as areal questioning of Austria's position \vithin the European securit),' system. 
Thus, almost all artides indude references to Europe, ),'"ATO and so on, while the coali
tion dispute is not always covered. In other word , Der Standard differs from Die Presse 
primarily in terms of the subject-matter being focused upon. Y\'ith respect to a particu
lar topic, however, the positions taken do not seem to be very different: of fourteen state
ments on neutrality found in the articles, only one - a quotation of a statement made by 
federal chancellor Vranitzky - is in favor of "not changing the basic policy of neutral
ity". Another statement (by Fischer) does emphasize the value of neutrality, but refrains 
from defining this any further. Five statements refer implicitly or eA.'plicitly to a change 
in current neutrality policy or in our understanding of neu trali ty, and three statements 
even imply that neutrality should be given up. (The four other statements are to be un
derstood as political criticizm of the other political camp.) 

Thus, in Der Standard the "old" form of neutrality is considered to be outrnoded. For 
this newspaper, the real question is now whether neutralit)· should be retained in a dif
ferent form or given up altogether. The follmving cornmentary is made v.ithin this frame
wor!e, and pointeclly indicates the position of Der Standard. 

Der Standal'd, 8/9.2, Commentary b)' Helmut Spu.dich: "Virtztal nelltralitf', p. 28, 

Xow that neu.tralit:y is not needed a11Y'7lore, it can just go, but everyone shouLd believe that 
it is still here. Since our neutrality is "perpetual", it is LiteraLL)' not at our disposaL. Bet"JJeen 
the Lines and in the airy heights in which reconnaissance planes cross neutral airspace for no 
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reasan, nNitralit)' has devewped infO quite an ever)'da) mtbarrassment of Austrian d0711estic 

politics. 
If s07l1ething has the status of anational identity Jonnlila it is proteaed against aiteratio71S 

JllSt likc a historic building. ;Vevenheless, the alteration plan is olrviOllS: Altstria wams to give 
IIp ztr 1Jeutrallt)' Jor the benifit of Europetm unity. Neutrality is valid in the case of confiictr 
that do not affect this commzmit)' - whether it be called the EC, CSCE or something else -
!lnless the United Xatio11S should decide othe'rUJise. There is not mllch else left, 

The government does not want to inlpose either a disCllssian or itr UWIl eleal" position on 
the people, and thus there is a ne-J.,' interpretation, read: messing arozmd, every time. Huw
eve1; f01' neutraütJ to be realI)' "covered", it is necessary far the govermllent to formulate itr 
directiall, like the Swiss fareign minister did recentfJ'Jol' the canfederation, 

ElectTmllcs invented the expTessi01z vinual reality: things that do not exist in a an)' real 
sense but mzfJ In electr011ic simulatian. Aztstria IS in the process of inventing virtual neutral
ity. 1f sa17lemle l'ealfJ' wantr to knuw whe1'e we are going, the)' should simpfJ' JolkJw the track 
In the sk)', Xo wonder that reconnaissance planes - of all planes - have been granted pe1'

mISS! 017 to fi)' erver. 

Thc prima!) object under auack - despite the introducto!), formula: "~ow that it is not 
needed anymore" - is not the retention of neutrality in itself, but that neutrality "is lit
terally not at our disposal", that it is not reflected upon, but uddenly changed between 
one occasion and the nen, and thus basically "virtual", The use of this argument allows 
the article almo t to be read as a plea for neutrality. Thus, although he mentions the in
flexibility of the concept, the cornmentator clearly does not wish to see neutrality given 
up (or undermined) without any consideration of the consequences. 0.'evertheless, it 
seems that the author has nothing against an "alteration". 

The position of the KIlner is similar to that of Der Sta7u1ard, V. 'hile neutraL!) is strength
ened in several tatements, ar the same time mention is also made of the existence or ne
cessiry of a new definition of ncutraliry. Unlike in De1' Standard, however, in the KIlner 
the abandonment of neutrali!)' does not appear to be an option. From eighteen state
ments on neutrality, only two speak out against the retention of neutraL!) .. Both of these 
are quotations of statements made by foreign politicians. The only reference to an Aus
tnan pohtician's opposition to neutrali!)' appears in brackets after astatement: 

"PP-chief Haider c01lSiders the fi)'overs to be incm71patible with neutrality (which he wantr to 
abolish)." (80.2), 

The statement made by Haider that is reponed (flyovers are incompatible v,,"ith neutral
i!)') does not tell us whether neutraL!)' hould be given up or whether the flyover permits 
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should not ha\'e been is ued, i.e. how the dispute should have been soked. Haider's po
sition, which is added on to the sentence, teils us how he would decide, but leayes open 
how the lVtrie'r or its readership would (or should) decide. 

The posltion taken by the lV/rier may be illustrated through another commentary. 

"If Austria permits L'S reconnaissa7ue planes (in the service of"\ATO) a short flyover, it is 
taking part in conCl:rted 7Ileasures to proteet against a am/mon danger, 7Ulme6' the stubbo771 
nuclem' 7.::eapons' man, Saddam HlISsein. At the same time it de-manstTfltes to the EC that 
Austna is '/J.:iLling even ncr,,: to make its cantributioll to a future C0711mon securitJ poliC). AI
thaugh "Hock's action dear6' cantradlCfS the traditional1l7uleTstanding of Austria's neutrality, 
VTflnit:.ky did not react direet6. Fm- "the ~'estenzer" VTflnit:;kJ is also ver)' 1ll1lch tr,,:are that 

Austria s securit; lies in the COUnD) being part of the carmmmit; of values of the 'ilJestenz 
derlIocrades. Hcr,,:e-,.Je7; he also kncr,,;s that neutTfllit; is high6 vallIed b; the cruer,,:helming 

majm-it; of AlIst7-ians - even if this Is 71l-am6 lInderstood in the sense of not wanting to be
carne involved in difficulties." 0. 2). 

):owhere in the commentarv (i.e. the secnon exarnined here) is the retention of neutral
it) itself called into question. ):evertheless, a distinction is made between a "traditional 
understanding of neutrality" (which is negati\'ely connoted) and current practice. 

'Ye m3} conclude thar in 1992 none of the newspapers supported aretention of neu
trality in its traditional political form. \\ hile the ,Yeue Krmlerz-Zeitzmg expressed no real 
opinion, the other newspapers '\vere in agreeance that change was necessary. The various 
newspaper do have different ideas about the right solution or at least about the right di
rection. ,\ bereas, Die Presse (in line \Iith in line '\Iith abolishment of the Ö\ 1» tends to 
argue for an end to neutralit}" Der Standard is noticeably unsure. Ir \\ishes to see a broad 
discussion of the issue. and for the moment continues to opt for a change in neutrality 
rather than its abandonment. Finally, the lVirier expresses the greatest arnount of support 
for aretention of neutrality, although what neutralit} means is seen as chan ging. 

1994 
A detailed srudy of the media coverage a week prior to the referendum on EC member
ship was underraken by "'odak et a1. (1998, p. 282 - 314). The investigation examined 
the incidence of neutrality in various Austrian newspapers and magazines. 

In contrast to 1992, on this occasion the Xeue Kranen-Zeitzmg gave substantial coverage 
to neutralit}'. At the same time the newspaper also emphasized the necessit}, of joining 
the EC, 

"Dunng the period under in\'esogarion, neutrality is rransformed by the ~"KZ into an inte

gral pan of the policy of peace and security \\;thin the framework of the ElJ. The neutrality 

debate is completel)' replaced b)' a debate about security in the 'ntrU! Europe'." (p. 288) 
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ccording to the authors, the assumption made is that Austrian neutrality would be 
retained even if the country Jomed the EG, and that the EG would provide an addi
tional (military) safeguard. :\'eutrality IS re-evaluated: The cold' form of neutrality 
would be outmoded (smce the end of the Cold \Var), nevertheless, neutrality as an in
strument of peace-keeping (which Austrians actively employ) would have acquired a 
slgnificant ne\\ function. IIowever, the latter is not expanded upon; the authors speak of 
the term's vagueness, wluch allows neutrality to appear as if it were quite compatible 

with the FG. 

:\ pro-Fe position is also taken by Der Standard. This newspaper does not regard neu
trabty as an obstacle to joining the EG. At the same time, it consider that neutrality is 
in ufficient In terms of security pohey (and uses this as an argument for joining the EU). 
Gnlike the Xeue Kronen-Zeitung, De-r Standard considers the security policy aspect to be 
so central mat, in principle, neutrauty could be given up if this were to be a condition far 
a common secunty policy - far neutrality was always no more than an instrument of se
cumy pobey. In thlS way, neutrality is defined implicitly at as a facIDal issue in Der Stan
dard, and It IS denied any ideological and identificatory aspects. Der Standard has there
fore changed iß position since I992: the question concerning the definition of neutraliry' 
has been answered, and the response gives rise to a "rational" political position. 

Finally, Il In Die Presse, while no explicit argument is against neutrality, it is regarded as 
over and done \\;th and as existing onlI' on a formal level. At the same time, the newspa
per demands a new definition of what is left of neutrality. This redefinition should be 
compatible \\ith me intervention measures of European countries during crises. 

Thus, of a11 the newspapers investigated, Die Presse is the most adamant in its portrayal 
of the "end" of neutraliry'. The newspaper emphasizes that the concept has lost meaning
ful content, making aredefinition imperative which should be compatible with European 
securiry' policies. 

Summary 

Over the course of the Second Republic, the follO"wing conclusions may be drawn - at 
least \\ith regard to the periods (the weeks of reporting) under investigation: 

In I956 neutraliry' had still not become an integral part of Austrian identity. In the me
dIa, neutraliry' was not relevant in the reporting of events. At the same time, the restraint 
of politicians during this period maI' reAect the in ecuriry' sUITounding Austria's status 

12 The Kuntr was not un'esngated In "'odak et al. 1998. 
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(including 4.usrria's neutrality) .. \dditionally, in a statement by abishop, neutrality be
came for the first time a "moral duty", fulfilling a cenain (assisting) role in political con
flicrs, i.e. neutrality became an element of a cliscourse of identity. 

Br 1968 the situation had changed. ~eutrality - as the "guarantee of freedom" -
had become an important element (even more imponant than the State Treaty) in Aus
rria's self-definition as a sovereign state. In this respect, neutrality had begun to function 
as a po iti\'e discursive suppon, prO\iding enough room to observe and criticize events 
in foreign counrries. \ \ 'hile the "voices of the people" eem to be quite sure about this, 
the politicians continue to act with caution and to understand their own position as some
thing that must be safeguarded by political caution in foreign affairs. Thus, by 1968 the 
general public had positively identified \\ith neutrality. :"'\evenheless, politicians contin
ued to regard Austria's "neutral identity" as something that required proper elaboration. 
In contrast to 1956, the analyzed newspapers differ slightly in how much voice they give 
the different positions. ~ot surprisingly, the Xeue Kronen-Zeitung mices only the con
cerns of the people, while the K11rie-r and Die Presse adclitionally present the more cau
tious dIscourse of the politicians. 

):eutrality was not mentioned during the crisis in Poland in 1981 (in all papers). This 
may inclicate that by this time neutrality was regarded by both the public and politicians 
as a matter of course. But it could also reflect the geographical clistance between the two 
counrries. Poland does not share a border with Ausrria, and the events were considerably 
less threatening in nature. On the other hand, the debate concerning the exclusJOn of 
"econoffilc refugees" had already begun, and this appeared to be far more significant in 
terms of domestic politics than the threat of Soviet sanctions. 

In 1989 neutrality became once again a subject of discussion. The main aspect of the 
discussion was the incompatibility/compatibility of neutrality with the EC: here for the 
first time clifferences arose between the newspapers under examination with regard to 
their positions on neutrality. Die Presse concentrated on the negatively connoted extemal 
perspective on neutralitYi neutrality appeared to be a "hindrance". The Xeue Kronen
Zeitung also emphasized the incompatibility of the EC and neutrality. The Kurier spoke 
out in favor of the retention of neutrality, and was rather critical of the EC. In Der Stan
dard a cliscrepancy arose between commentaries and reports. \\wle the external per
spective presented in re ports was negative, the internal perspective taken in commen
taries was rather positive and tended to foster discussion. 

The "clividing line" between people and politicians is now reflected in the opinions of
fered by the newspapers. \\'hile the top newspapers tended to represent the position of 
the government (or of politicians), the K1m'er quoted statistics about suppon for neutral
ity among the general public, and then adopted the majority opinion as its own. (The 
Xeue Kronen-Zeitung remained silent for most of the conflict.) 

In 1992 the trend of 1989 continued. By 1992, however, all the newspapers wanted to 
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gi\'C up ncutrality "in its tradinonal fonn". Thc issue nO\\ became whether neutraliry 
should be '"changed" (but retamed) or rehnqui hed. Overall reporting in I992 seems to 

bc dri\'en morc by the "pubhc-political" discourse i. e. the elite discour e, than by the 
"\'OICC of the pcople", If one considers that 59 % of those questioned in an opinion poil of 
Decembcr I998 were in favor of ncutralny (In :\larch I998 the corresponding figure was 
6~oJo )11, it appcars that the "voice of the wo/man on the street " is not reAected in the 
ncwspapcrs \'ery much. 

Finally, in 19941:\\0 strategies were adopted. Either neutrality was dcfined in the dis
coursc in a manner that allowed for an argumentative debate about the definition (DeT 
Standard), or as meaningless the concept was presented and thus branded as more or less 
superAuous (Du Presse). Ha\-ing shown restralllt In pre\-ious years, the .Yeue Kronen
Zeztllllg no\\ dlsplayed a pervaslve vaguenes , which allowed far consensus \\-ith e\·eryone. 

Thus, we find that over the nme-span analysed, o\'eralJ the discourse around neutrality 
rescmbles the dlscourse of neu trali ty in the prcsidentiaJ addresses. Yet, looking at details, 
gaps bctween different pohtical and social groups become apparent. Thus, at times the 
under tanding (and thus the discour e) of neu trab ry' differed remarkably bel:\\'een the 
people and thc pohnclans. At other nmes, the pohtical affiliations (or stances) deterrnined 
the resulnng discour e, 'fct, despite all the differences, not surprisingly on the national 
holidays ome degree of uruty was preserved m discourse, 
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Appendix 

Die Presse, 1968 

22 8. 1968 Special cabinet meeting in Vienna. 
[. . .} It was still m0172ing when the Jederal chancellor made a speech broadcast on radio in 
7.L'hich he underlinedAustria s resolute policy oJ neutralit) and independence, wh ich had won 
the trust oJ all the states signing the state treaty as weli as the neighbaring cozmtries. At the 
same time, the head oJ the gave-rmnent emphasi-:.ed that in Austria people have been watch
ing the events in C:::;echoslovakia with great C01uern and that our country could not be in
different to the fote oJ neighboring peoples. 

[. . .} It is said that the chancellor told his visitor [the Sovie-t ambassad01· Pod:::;erob} that 
Austria is Juli)' aware oJ its neutral statllS, but it would not be pre-vented fr01n offering fLI)'

lum to refllgees. Particular impartallce was attached to the unimpeded return oJ Austrians 
current6' sta)'ing in C:::;echoslavakia to their herme countl)." 

228. 1968 Connnentary t.e. Unconzmitted 
"fVas not the first reaction sonl/?what zmcomrnited and ail too diplomatic, and, as sonze would 
s'9', typicall)' Austrian? We are talking about the position oJ the gave17l'ment and that oJ the 
federal chancellor on the e-vents in C:::;echoslovakia. Of cmlrSe, it is an frtlJJrtlJard matter when
e-ver neutralit)1 is in jeopardy - fronl whiche-ver side. And thus people see-m to think that it is 
sufficient that the federal chancellor Klaus infol7ned the Savie-t ambassadur ';4ustrians could 
not be indifferent to the Jate oJ its neighbors". For it was the gaverning parties not the gav
eroment - wh ich is a big difference in our count!)' - that chose the stronge-r words oJ 
protest, as weil as the SPÖ, FPÖ and ÖGB, and yes e-ven the Jluhri-Conzmunists expressed 
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their displeaSllre. At the level of goverrmlent, hlTUJever, restraint is shovJll. And that - 71:ith 
all duc respea - is really shmneful. And has nothing to ckJ with being a stateS711an. A clearer 
statement would htIVe ckJne Tl/Ore good for the reputation of Austria, and weruld htIVe sozmded 
Jar less like an attempt at appeasement and lack of courage, and defmitely would not have 
damaged the neutral status of the cozmtry. (Bern offers a good example.) Perhaps the idea is 
to test, wait, and see what happens - and then s~' hlTtIJ Ve1Y 7llzu:h Austria feels Jor its in
vaded nelghbor. It really ckJes so - you just have to listen to the people ... " 

23.8.1968 Cautious statement by Klaus 
,\,Tot least becal/Se of the lively critici:::'1Il from the fll7utionaries of the Ö VP about the position 
of the federal gove17117lent on the events in C:::.echoslovakia and some pressll1'e from the pub
lic, on Thursd~' federal chancellor Klaus made a state1nent on television concerning the 
events. The c01llmentary climaxed in the rathe1' rozmdabout formulation that one was con
tinuing to observe develoyments with sympath)' and concenz. The concern was direaed in 
partiClllm' at the respea Jor inte17zationallaw, the obSe1'Vation of the UN charteJ~ and the 
guaranteeing of the rights of smaller countries. 

From the vantage-point of its neutrality poliey, the govenmle1lt could onl)' regret that, 
owing to the events of the last fort)'-eight hours, its poliey of an easing of tension and secu
riry has been called into question. The events are a blow to the poliey of dhente of1'ecent years. 
Olle hopes that all remaining opportzmities for a peacefullegal and potitical SOiutiOll, refiea
ing the deszres of the C:::.echoslovak people, will be exhausted. 

The secreta1)'-general of the ÖVP was cOJlsiderably more frank in a broadcast in which 
it was stated that 1, for foreign and neutrality poliey reasons, the government kept mial)' to 
its poliey of non-intezference, this did not 17lean that the functionaries and SlIppOrters of the 
ÖVP were Jollowing the developrnents in C:::.echoslovakia with an)' less sympathy than the 
11le171bC17; of other political com17lunities. It is deeply regretted that the l.Xv charter and the 
declaration on hU17lan rights ckJ not prevent the gOVe177111ents of some states fronl inte1'Vening 
with anned troops in another state which has been forced to submit to the will of foreign 
PITc1.'ers several times alreM)' in the history ofthis century. 

Klaus had also indicated in his state111ent that for the Austrian govern1llent, in the in
terest of its lTum life interests, meaSllres and considerations are necessa1)' which other states, 
wh ich arefurther from the arena, are released from. 

23.8.1968. Sympatby and indignation everywhere. 
[ .. .} Despite all sympathy for the neighbor across the bortler, the Viennese resident listening 
to the radio ne-tlJs while having his breakfast, 01' the Lhwer Austrian, who perhaps lives close 
enough to the bOl'der to hear the .I 11Gs, thinks not at least ofhis ITtlJn country'; and the feelings 
range front 'Just as long as nothing conles out of a violation of the border that could drag us 
into the events" to "hlTtL'ever important neutraliry 11light be, we must make it better under-
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stood 'il:hat all Austrians think oJ the rotten occupation". Pro711 "hopefulf), all Allstrian holi
dUJ-makers 'il.:ill get out safef)from the 'il;itch s call1dron'' to "the Allstrian gm'erTl7nent should 
immediatef) and energeticalf) take a stand! He are neutralmilitarif) - that s all u'ell and 
good, but is one therefore not allo-LL'ed to s~ the muh? And the muh is that a crime is being 
crmmzitted agamst e-ve1) single internationalirrtL' and against ever; single human right! 

26.8.1968 Crrmmentar; dh. Tf-7Jat ckJ )'011 mean "drumati:.e "? 

The cOllllSellors oJ appeasement (BesclTc!:ichtlgzmgshofrate) are on the march. TheJ u'ere or
dered m at the weekend to the state secretar; Pisa, who is othertlJise Jar from being like a 
cOllnsellor, in order to call1lpon the jounzalists oJ Allstria "not to dramati::::.e" the events in 
C:.echosÜrvakia. As if theTe 'illere anything more to dramati:.e, in view oJ the things that are 
happening on the othf:r side oJ the bonier. But it real~} ckJes hmle to be reme711bered that these 
e-vents ckJ closef) affect Austria and oJ course its neutral statllS, and e-ven more than that: hit it 
so to speak, right on the nerve center. POl' people who ignol'e allianus, 'will onf)' Obse17Je neu
tralif) as long as it benefits the711. COl7ect: that is exactf) the argz17nent oJ the goverrrment, 
'iJ..·hich not on~} has led it to retreat to a position oJ cautiolls indifference, but u'hich it now ob
ViOZ1S~l attempts to spread even Jurther. In vifr",' oJ the blatallt unpredictabilif) oJ the inl
tated Rzzssian bear, one had bette.,. not provoke all) jzmhe7: But confronted 'iJ..·ith a people 'iJ.,·ho, 
'iJ..·hen Jaced 'iJ..·ith the cannons oJ tanks, have still not lost the courage to speak out, pllSS)footing 
o the Al/stn'an public u'ollld be more than pathetic. Xeutrality ma) meall all sorts oJ things, 
bm Sllref)' not insensitivif)' when Jaced with injzzstice and raped hllmanif). 

26.8.1968 ÖVP wants to muffle the press 
"The events on the other siele and on this side oJ our bo7'ders should be reported without an; 

glossing oveT but also 'iJ..·ithout an; exaggeratioll. Those affected 0 these tragic events be)'ond 
our borders are not se7-ved 0' a11) additional drtrmati::::.ing." This 'iJ..·as stated 011 Saturda) 0 
state secretar; Pisa in a short radio address; the sentences take on a special significance given 
the reports from inJomzed circles that the federal goverrmmzt is currentf)' making llnofficial 
efforu to muffle the reporting oJ the AllStrian media, in particular that oJ the radio, on the 
events in C::::.echoslovakia and its tone ttrc1:ards the Soviet Union. A:mong other things, it is 
said that interventions above the fines have alread) been made 0' ÖVP-71le711bers oJ the Sll

pe7-vis01) board oJ the radio. [. . .} 

The Xeue Kronen-Zeitung, 1968 

22.8. 1968Allstria: detached 
Vienna (Ed). The special cabinet 71leting took place Jor ma11)' hours in Vienna )'esterda). The 
govenzment contacted the opposition. The a17ned fones were declared ready to march, fed-
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eral chance/Urr Klaus made a radio announcement. All this activity showed the fo/UrtlJing: Of 
.ficial Austria was behaving not just in a neutralmanner but with deliberate l"estraint and 

complete detaclmlent. 

24- 8. [968 C017l1llentary b)' Cato: On the edge of the dl"anza 
Foreign minister Waldheimmade a "grave remonstration" to the Soviet a17lbassador, because 0. 

R1/.man plane had violatedAustrian air-space - clearly b)' mistake - fo1" a period of two min
utes. The event was shown prominenth' on television with a ckse-up of the minister. J Ieanwhile, 
the govermnent is in session, the provincial governments are in session, the opposition is being 
mformed, politicians appear with gri771 faces at the borders, where television Cfl'meras camwt fail 
to be absent, the federal chancelUrr talks on the radio several times 0. da)' etc. etc. 

All this vaClI01/S activit)' on the edge of a drama of hunzanit)' is gradlla/h' becoming rather 
emban"assing ... If our o.fficia/s da not have the civil courage to conde771n in 0. morall)' un-
17listakable wO)' the actions of the Soviets in C::::,echoskvakia - our neutralit:y wou.ld not be 
impaired b)' this -, then they da not need to inflate themselves because of a completel)' triv

ial violation of air-space ... " 

[4. [2. Subject of the day: ,\ 1assive reactions to [events in] Po/and 
In Austria: Head of the VP Alois ,\fock spoke of a "serious bu.rden" on East-West relations 
and c01llbined this with an appeal to domestic political forces to demonstrate 0. high levelof 
willingness to colllprrmli::;e in finding SOllltions to economic and social problems in Ausrna. 
Broda, minister ofjustice, expressed hope during the TV-press hour that the great achieve
ments of the free trade unions in Poland would not disappear. Friedhehn Frischenschlager 
(FP) spoke of 0. declaration of banknlptc)' on the part of the Crmmlllnist Party system. Giin
ther Engelmayer (FCC) de771anded the immediate release of detained Polish trade union of 
ficials. Universit)' students urged the gove17l11lent to reconsider the conditions of entry for 
Poles (visa require17lents). 

[5. I 2. Dramatic statement by Cardinal Kimig 
[. . .] In parliament the three parties elaborated a unanimous statement of intent on the part 
of the Austrian representation of the people. It reads: "In the fongrolInd of all considerations, 
must be the interest to enSllre that the problems of Poland can be solved without the inter
vention forcefnl of other powerr in the develofTment of this country. The freel)' elected mem
berr of the Austrian XationalAssembly e:xpress theil" solidarit)' with the Polish people, whose 
great historical task is to achieve an expansion of its democratic rights and a solution to its 
econrmzic problems without bloodshed and without extemal inteiference." 
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ÖVP-chairmanAlois JJock added: "We see it as a dreadfuL event, if a C071l71umist Part) 
regime empirJ;'s alL means of prr.;;er to combat its rr.:m peopLe. Responsibilit)' Jor the situation 
must be born by the Commzmist Part) rather than 17)' an:; other societaL group, especiaLL)' not 
by the PoLish workers." 

At a press conferenee ,\fock was also asked about his opinion coneerning a statement by 
feder aL chancellor Bruno KreiskJ, who had decLared that he hoped "that in this wa) a Last 
great effort has been made to pre-vent the ver; worst." ,\lock: "1 eannot [()'me to terms with 
thls statement, 1 aSSU1Jle that it just sfipped out." 

The chairmanship of the ÖGB has condemned the military take-over and the arrest of 
almost aLL of the Leaders of the tmde union "SoLidarit)" as a violation of human rights. The 
ÖGB lIrged the immediate nLease of aLL trade union officiaLs and the restoration of democ

ratic and trade union lights. 

19. 12. Kreisky on the dramatic situation in PoLand: "The most dangerolls situation since 
the Second WorLd War" 
[. . .} 1f a military intervention b) another' cOllntl) (witho'llt stl)'ing it, Kreisky meant the So
viet L'nion) in PoLand v.,'ere to be added to the aLread)' extremeL) te?zse worLd-7.vide poLiticaL 
situation, "then the poLiC) of düerlte is dead, then HeLsinki is dead, then disannament is 
dead," said the chancelL07: .\'0 v.:estern parLiament v.,'ouLd be in a position to pre-vent a huge 

reannament. 
[. . .} 
"ShOllLd the "peaee of the grave)'ard" enter Poland, alL hitherto amieable relations 'with 

this government wOllLd be cooLed drr.:m" said KreiskJ'. His judgment of the regime itseLf was 
deal': "One shollLd take a militant stand on aLL methods of ter'TOI:" 
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NATION, EUROPE, :t\TATO 

(Analysis of the President's addresses I990 - I997) 

The basic problem of narional celebrarions lS the ntuallinlcing together of the celebrants 
and the stockpile of symbols at the celebrarion 's center. I will demonstrate what I mean 
w1th referencc to two dassical analyses. \ Vamer's analysis of the foundarion ceremony of 
Yankee City demonstrated that the community was divided into two parts: the acrive par
ricipants in the celebration who were those on the processional Aoat, presenring, by 
means of a tableau, a (highly selected) hi tory of the town. But the enrire production 
would have been bereft of meaning \~ithout the second segment of the community, the 
onlookers, \~ho lined the processional route. Those embodying historical remembrance 
performed a theater piece before their peers, and together they consrituted what can be 
called the 'Yankee City idenrity construcrion'" The celebrarions of the French Revolu
tion, as.\1. Ozouf presents them, do not generally organize themselve around a histon
cal construcrion (with the exceprion of the celebrarion of the federates), but serve directly 
to depict the naoonal community's moral and polirical content.' The celebration (pro
ce sion)3 required that the members of the community don the attributes of the symbol
ized values, creating a dose connection between the emphasized status of the community 
members (their age, gender, occupation) and the national values that are assumed to be 
mutually espoused. The essen ce of the celebratory identity strucmre is the connection of 
these two elements. In themselves, neither the h.istorical evocation of the celebrated 
e\·entlsymbol, the narrarion of a h.istoncal or abstract po]jtical national myth, nor the pre
sentation of the community's moraVpolirical problems result in a celebratory discourse. 
Ir merely results in them being connected.4 

1 \\"arner, \ \ .. Lloyd 1959 The Livmg and the Dead. ,\ rod) of the Sjmbohc Llfe of Arnericans, '\'e\\ 
Hayen Yale L·flI\·ersltj Press 

2 Ozouf, .\lona 19~61Afiten'JOlutionnarre r;89-1":99, Pans : GallJmard 
3 See. Ozouf 205, particularly 22 5 I 
4 Perhaps the funcuonal Imponance of tIus connecting together IS thar wluch rusongwshes a secular nanonal 

celebrauon from an expressly rehglOus one. The reuglOus ntual (accordmg to Durkheunian analysis: Emile 
Durkhelm Lts lomres dmrrotarres de la VI( reirgie-use, Pans: Presses C"ruversltalres de France (7 th edinon), 

1985, .\lauss, \1arcel er H. Huben 1899: Essar sur La nature et La fonaion du sacnfoe, reprinted: .\larcel 
.\1auss (Euvres. I. Les foncuons soclales du sacre, Pans: Les Edlnons de .\1mwt, 190, 193-307) reqwres 
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The realization of these connectional requirements organizes the celebratory dis
courses in the broad sense. Visual communication, and the commemoration as shown on 
television (e.g. the historical visual material and the cross-cutting of pictures taken of the 
pohtical dignitaries celebrating the national rite), use different means for creating the 
connection. Joumalists cO\'ering commemorations apply different methods (with the 
combination of articles \\ith different themes)5. And vet other means are available for the 
official speakers at the celebration. The genre therefore circumscribes the possible 
processes, but ~ithin these limits, those involved are granted reasonable room for ma
neu\'er in prcsenting what are reasonably di\'ergent versions of identity consrrucring dis
courses. 

The ritual-ceremonial function of the presidential address6 which constitutes one part 
of the state commemoration, is precisely that he establish such a connection. The con
stitutional role of the President, in the absence of real pohtical power, is to express the 
unity of the nation creating the state. Although there is no lack of current political refer
ences in the state presidential celebratory addresses, their backbone is created by an iden
tity consrructing discourse. They are thus especia11y suitable for allowing us to examine 
the connection of certain central historical-political concepts (in this case, the concepts 
of Europe and NATO) to the national discourse. 

13 addresses by the Hungarian state President '.\i11 compose the subject for analysis. 
They were gi\'en at the three Hungarian national celebrations between 1990 and 1997 
(although one address was pre\'ented bya group of protesters)". The President ~Tote the 

that the believer emers the sacral space and time, that the profane become temporarily sacred. The nte of 
national celebraoon howe\'er resultS m the sacral rradition and ItS stockpile of S}mbols commg mto con
necoon wlth the Imagmary (and represemedl consrructed br the participantslobsen'ers) nationaVpohtical 
commwut) 

5 See. ~ emedi Denes: '\ürclUs 15. Az ünnep es sa)t6ia (.\larch 15 th , celebraoon and ilS press) m. Szaoo .\I3r
ton (erutor.): S=iiveg;vaLOsdg. frtisok a S':.lmboltkus es dwJur:::.iv polmkdnil, ("'nongs on S}mbohc and discursi\'e 
politics) Budapest. SClentia Humana, 199- , 239-261. and ~emed, Denes. Egy sajatos politikaI ritus: a 
nemzeti ünnepek a naptlapokban (keZlrat) (A wuque polmcal nte the naoonal celebrations in newspapers 
(manuscript). For the history of the .\larch 15 th celebration, see. Gyannati György' .Hdralls batIJ/ma, a bat
aIO'11I11uirallSa. Fejezetek mdraus 15. 1lI11Ieplisinek tortmetebo7 (fhe power of .\larch, the .\larch of Power, 

Chapters from the rustory of the .\larch 15 th celebration), Budapest : Pagmarum, 1998 and Gero Andnis Az 
dllamOSlton fon'adolum (The naoonahzed revolution). 1848 cemenariuma (the cemenary of 1848), Budapest. 
C) .\landarum, 1998, for the story of August 20th.: Gyannao György: .\ nemzerrudat-hasadas ünnepi ko
reografiaja (celebratory choreography of naoonal consclOusness-scluzm). Augusztus 20. fel evszazada (Au

gust 20th , half a century), .\1o-:;go Viißg, 1995,8. and 8----99· 
6 u ... das öffentlIche Herausstellen \'on Inhalten lustonschen BewußtSems .. " (Ruth \\'odak er a1. DIe 

Spracben der VergangenbeIten, Frankfun a . .\I.: Suhrkamp, 1994, Ir.; c.f. Ruth \\'odak et a1.. Zur dislrnmve71 

KIl1/srruktion nationaler Idennriit, Frankfun a.\1:: Suhrkamp, 1998, 165) 
- The source of the addresses: Göncz Arpad: Sodt:isban. Selected Speecbes, Budapest: Eur6pa, 1998, 84-110, 

14-128,135-46,155-1- 2. 
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Thc followmg speeches are analyzed, grouped accordmg to the celebranon 

Length of speech (number of sentences Letter code 
Date ofSpeech compnsing the speech) ofspeech 

\ larch 1 i d• speeches In all 243 (a'erage 81) 

199~ 46 D 

1994 98 G 

199, 99 J 
..\u!!llit ~O<h speeches In all. 451 (average; 5 .2) 

1990 r ., A 

1990 33 B 

1991 144 E 

1993 102 H 

1995 78 K 

199" 67 .\1 

October 2}cd speeches In all ' 2 H (a,erage 58.5) 
-~ 

1992 (a nght'\\Ing group shouted over 47 F 
the President so the speech was not made) 

1990 ~4 C 

1996 94 L 

1997 69 ~ 

Because of the oratoncal style of the Presldent, the speeches - If measured b)' the number of sentences -

appear to be longer than the)' are. He IS mclined to create short eillptical sentences, arriculated with brief 

silences. Commemoranons of more recent e\'ents tend to be shorter on average, although the President 

lumself was an acnve paroclpant. This 15 perhaps connecred ...,th the faCt that the order of nrual of the other 

tWO evenrs are \\'orked Out, offering more read) formulae than the relanvely fresh and, despIte the change 
of S)"tem, nOt yet legitimized celebranon. 

The length of the addresses per )'ear 

'lear '\wnber of add resses Total sentences Average length 

1990 3 84 28.0 
1991 2 1' -.., 118.5 

1993 I 102 102.0 
1994 I 9b 98.0 
199i ~ 177 88.5 
1996 1 94 94.0 
199- ~ 136 68.0 

The Presidem's first year in office dlffers from the rest wlth Irs excepnonall)' short addresses. 

In \\ hat follo\\'s, I \\1 11 refer to the Presldent's addresses ,,,th the letter of the address (see the above table) 

and the serial number of the semence (fo r techrucal reasons, the serial numbenng IS not connnuous). 
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addresses in advance (from the evidence of tele,-ision broadcasts, he read them from his 
notes), but thel' were edited in such a way as to give the impression of a live speech. This 
is primarily shown by the large number of elliptical senten ces. The President is a profes
sional writer, so presumably the texts are ofhis own work. 

During the course of the analysis of these addresses, and before lexamine how two 
current political problems, those of European Integration and ),'ATO accession, are built 
into the characteristic celebration-dlscourse of the prcsidential addresses, I would like to 
examine how the President constructs the entire celebratory discourse, as a discourse 
connecting the real moral political constitunon of the national community, and the his
torical constitution of the community of fate. I would like to verify that in this rhetorical 
construction, the linking together of a historicizing and a moral-political contractual na
tion construction does not signify a problem. (I) Following this, I will show how the 
"Theme of Europe" builds into this discourse. Europe now constitutes an organic part 
of the Hungarian national history of identity, but the role of Europe in this discourse -
as \\ill transpire from the analysis of the addresses - is ambivalent. (2) Finally, I would 
like to show that in spite of its great direct political relevance and exposure through the 
media of mass communication, the theme of~ATO accession appears only as a practi
cal (and not identity-making) question and is powerfully undervalued in the national dis
course. (3) 

I. 

The President solved the historical construction problem of the national celebration in 
all his speeches (\\ith a single exception)8 b} a historical model "ith a basically religious 
origin. Described schematically, this model appears as folIows: the starting point of the 
story is a large event, the source of values (I). This event is followed by the "descent to 
hell", and suffering and decline (as a consequence of mternal or external causes) (2). The 
present is the return, or the possibiliry of areturn, to these values which the original cel
ebrated event brought about (3). In part, the model constructs the nation historically, but 
it also depicts the "communJty of fate" in the sense used by Otto Bauer.9 

8 In clus speech as weil (me second in chrono!ogJcal order) lustory is present (me rhetorical poinung to me 

statue of St !sn'an, 0ppOslte me Presldent), but he places moral-polnical elements of me celebration m me 
foreground, mdependent of lustory - me celebraoon was JUSt an excuse for an address (this IS me omer 

model of celebratory ruscourse \\luch lS weil documented from me press matenal mat was examined m par

allel). 
9 The Presldent unambiguously - like me "senous" daily papers - used what accordmg to POSt modern 

tenets is a varushing 'large narraove". 
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This model -it should be noted in passing - is not the invention of the President. For 
IIunganans its most familiar example is the poem of Ferenc Kölcsey, \Hitten in 1823 and 
now used as the text of the IIungarian national anthem. A relation can be found between 
the model and the story of Christ (the President has not exploited this possibility, but 
onginalJ}, the national narratives that drew comparisons with Christ, and wruch were de
\eloped m Polish national idenmy stories, also appeared in Hungarian discourses)IO. For 
those who learn the IIungarian national discourse in a natural mode, effectively as a 
"mother tongue", this consrrucOon is presumably self explanatory, and for this reason I 
do not thlnk that the President uses it entirely consciously. 

The model, m the strict sense of the word, is a narration-generating structure. In the 
surface texture of the address it can appear in a \'ariety of modes (wruch is to sa)', it is not 
necessafj for it to show explicitly the above narrative structure las also witnessed in the 
national anthem]). 

Six addresses" realize the model in a simple, narrative form. 'Ve can take as an exam

pie the address of August 20th, 1990. The address &st evokes the story of the legendary 
gathenng of the I Iungarian tribes at Pusztaszer (where the address was given) after they 
had first arnved in the Carpathian Basin. This is based on the first survi\'ing written his

torical source, the Hungarian Gesta (b03o-b037) 

OO3~ "\nd chis tradition, that the a sembly decided the nation' fate, and the first 'parlia

mem' wok place here, and it lives on wda}." 

In thlS address, the President caIJs this event a "binhday" - a birthday of a community 
of fate. (I) A longer meditation follows the evocation of"binhday" on the moral require
ments of the country's and national community's survival (folJowing on from the place 
where the address was given, the President stressed primarily the values of solidarity and 
political equality), and it connects the moral discussion express I}' to the act of state foun
dation. 

0038-0039: "\\ 'e have celebrated chis birthday since the rnillenniwn, since the one thousand 

year anmversaf} ofHungary's birth - as a consequence of changes of hiswrical time, it has 

been celebrated \nth varying comem, but unchangingly, and ",ith celebratians fimng far chis 

10 As research on three rears' worm (1995, 1996, 199-) of naoon-wide daily ne\\'spaper" whlch was camed 

Out in parallel "ith the currem research, shows thaI several ne\\'spaper arncles cornmemorated the evem us
ing this rhetorical model. See '\emedl : .\l:irClus 15 . es Egysaj:itos pourikai ritus (:\larch 15 th and unique po
LIneal rite) 

II On the occaSlOn of Ist .\ ugust 20.,2 October 23., I .\larch 15. 
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blrthday. In "hich we find welded together the [memo!) of the first arrival of the] Hungan

ans into the Carpathian Basin, the memo!)' of our King, Saint Stephen, and the consorution 

e>.."pressing our state - now the esteeming of the new Constirution of the Hungarian Re

public, and the esteeming of our peasant people producing bread, and the thought of count!) 
and progress III inseparable service of each other." 

bo41: "Kings - the best kings as weil - ha\'e only subjects: the repubbc - the gathered 
community of free people - have only ciozens ... " 

The evocation of decline and "descent into hell" follows the moral rum.inations con

nected to the foundanon of the state. (2) In this, the "sins" (siek and disillusioned society) 

augment the sufferings (quashed revolutions, rule of terror, reprisals) which can be at

tributed to extemal factors. This augmentation is natural, since the national identity-con

struction places great stress on moral elements, which is to say that the expiation of sins 

comm.itted by collective subject, and those comm.itted by the individual, is more impor

tant, from the perspective of national moral dignity and education, than the suffering of 

extemal forces. 

b052: "The ~ ew H ungarian Republic set off from the deep - the time between the two 

world wars, the lost war, the four year doomed democracy, the revolubon crushed on the 

threshold of victo!)·, the Stalirust nightmare, the reprisals following the remlution - thus It 

was carrving a sick and disillusioned society on its shoulders." 

Then the optimistic future or future image follows, which almost returns to the de

scription of the starting point. (3) This element creates the unity of the narrative, and 

makes the structure complete. 

bo54: "But this people - the Hungarian people - in 1848 and in 1956 as well, was capable 

of demonstraring that it recognized its own interest, that it knew what to do for it, and that it 

was guided not by revenge but by wisdom.·' 

In its pure form, the model orgaruzes a narrati\'e that comprises of three phases. The 

model however also permits various kinds of transformation. The omission of the (3) el

ement (e.g. L) is possible because the address as a gesture always conrains in this phase 
the essential element of renewal (since the fact of the narrative of the address demon

strates the return to an irutial constructing event.) Four addresses (F, G, H, K) create a 

direct link between (r) and (3). On these occasions, the element (2) appears in references, 

and instead of a chronological structure, the speaker uses a parallel design. The justifica

non of the parallel is created by the fact that, what happened between the present and the 
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cornmemorated event signified decline and suffering. (2) can also precede (I). (L): the ad
dress at first, evokes the suffering cornmurury of fate of the nation, the cornmuruty of fa te 
- as we aU know and as the President presumes of his audience, and therefore only men
Dons explicitly in the latter part of the address, - is the result of previous, praiseworthy 

constituting acts (the nation, suffering from the clashes between 1918 and 1956, had al
ready constructed itself in 1000 and 1848). In this case the order is: (2) - (I) - (3) (In the 
case of L, (3) is implicir). The one element which cannot be omitted from any of the 12 

speeches that follow structurally identical models is (I) - in the case of], this element 
hypenrophically squeezes ro the end the other two elements which constiture the mean

ing of the address as a celebrarory address 12
• 

The structure organizing the speeches makes ir clear why sentences with a hisrorical 
characrer make up such a large proportion (they relare hisrorical events, they refer ro 
events and historical personalities, they contain hisrorical evaluations). 13 

Table I: Histo1"icall"eferences in the State President's addresses 

Celebraoons Urustoncal" sentences non-"historical" sentences 

\larch 15 140 (5".6 %) 103 (42.4 %) 

\ug.20. 166 (36.8 %) 285 (63.2 %) 

Ocr. 23. 152 (65.0 %) 82(35 .0 %) 

Total (49.3 '0 ) (50.- %) 

The numerical division of sen ten ces is slightly misleading. Ir is understandable why in the 
president's addresses on Ocrober 2 3rd (C, F, L, ~T) there are a high number of sentences 

~ith hisrorical references, since the President hirnself was imprisoned following the 1956 

revolution, and thus each of his Ocrober 2 r d addresses were full of senten ces with brief 
personal allusions. The President narrared with visible relish, the events of 1848 (D, G, J) 

12 The speech was made on .\1arch 15 th 1995, t\\'o days after ehe govemment, wruch enJoyed ehe Presldent's 

sympaehy, mrroduced Irs economlc austenty measures - preswnably rIus event explams ehe extremei)' 

rusroncizmg nature of ehe address. 

13 For lIlformacion, 1Il ehe folJowmg table I sho\\ ehe rough ehematic division of celebrarory arncles from ehe 

1995-----9" penod, of four naoonal daily newspapers. 

Celebraoon l-Lsrorical eherne present '\'0 rusroncal eherne 

.\larch. 15. 209 88 

Aug.20. 111 88 

Ocr. 23. 196 -0 

.\lrogeeher 516 246 
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and in his August 20th addresses, ",hich contain relatively many "non-historical" sentences, 
and (in four of the six: E, II, K, ~1), it is possible to find the most developed historical rep
resentation. 9 of the I3 addresses (C, D, E, H, J, K, L, ~1, ~') are strongly "historieal" in 
character. There is one - (A) - which scarcely contains any historical references, and 
three - (B, G, F) - where the "historieal" references are suborclinated. 

Ir is possible to di\ide the sentences of the address \\ith historical content roughJy into 
(Wo I arge grou ps : 
I. First, there are those senten ces which evoke with brief allusions the celebrated event, 

they indicate the values belonging and relating to the celebration, they evoke em
blematic personalities. As an illustration, let us look at one senten ce from each of the 
three celebrations. 

a002. "Standing before the starue of Saint Ist\'an we are confronted \\.;th a miUennium, the 

thousand year bloody storm of Hungarian history " 

In this sentence, St Ist\':in (in the \\Test, Saint Stephen) the principal player of the August 
20th celebration and the founder of the state, is the embodiment of the whole of Hungar
ian history The President, by stancling opposite the starue and personalizing it, also 10-
cates himself in history, from which he is capable of turning to the future in a more ex
alted manner (this early address is filled virtually in its entirety with entences dealing 
with questions of the present). 

g351 : "_\larch 1848 proves sharply that tomorro\\ - even if today is shackJed to the past by 

a thousand strands - \\.;11 always be stronger than yesterday." 

The great event of the past in this case is the guarantee of a generally valid moral-political 
prineiple. In the eontex't of this speech, this assertion ereates a connection with the subject 
matter of the Oetober 2 3rd eommemoration, the 1956 revolution, inasmueh as 1956 is 
presented as a repeat of 1848. (g355: "The voiee of the delayed future even penetrates the 
stone wall of the eentury as did the crushed voice of eighteen fony eight for it, in 1956, 
again to form a unity of the eountry's people."). Also it grants the basic tone far the in
terpretation of the present and its analysis. 

n95z: "The abortive objectives of the country's inner and ourer secunty and peace in 1956 

todar stand on the threshold of realization: the :-;orth Atlantic Alliance has in\;ted us to be

come one of i ts mern bers." 

The sentence identifies today's politieal objectives with the goals of the sequence of events 
whieh constitutes the subject for eommemoration. The present thus appears as a contin-
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uation of the past. just as in the address, the President alludes to the failure of those en
deavors. In thlS wal' the sentence IS in Itself a surface manifestation of the memorial snuc
ture as adumbrated earher: 1956 and the sm\ing for peace and security is phase 1. failure 
(\\ hich the Presldent does not have to characterize in detail, because it is a weil known 
e\'ent in public dIscourse) is the "joumey to hell" - phase TI - , and finally the invlta
tion to jOIn :\'ATO is phase III, the "resurrection." The fascination of this senten ce is 
givcn by the fact that among the objecti\'es of 1956 - as the President mentioned in bis 
pre\ious sentences - was I Iungarian neutraliry rather than ~ATO accession. Therefore. 
thc President has to make strenuous effortS to demonstrate that the 1956 demands for 
neutrahry' and the 1990 accession to ~ATO are identical. 

2. The greatest proportion of sentences containing historical allusions and elements 
are histoncal narrating sentences. History, as it appears in the President's addresses, is not 
reduced to allusions and the eyocaoon of histoncal values and moral-political lessons. 
I Iistory is the story of e\'ents - sometimes in quite grotesque forms. The historical past 
that creates the national comrnuniry' of fate is not reducible to the evocation of weil 
known symbols: in the majority of cases, the President feIt the need to reconstruct his
tory- for rus hstener , and from chis, draw moral-politicallessons. 

Table 2: The proportio1l ofhistoricaL narrative smtenas tmlOng aLL smtmces cOlltailling hist011-
caL aLil/sums 

Celebranon "arra tJ\'e senten ces 
:\on-narranve, bur sentences 
comammg hmoncal alluslOn5 

\larch 15. 111 (80.0 ) 28 (20.0 %) 

August 20. 11- C6.5 0'<) 39 (23.5 %) 

Ocrober 13 14 100 (65.8 ) 51 (34.2 %) 

In numerous cases, the bistorical narrative sentences describe identifiable deeds of iden
ofiable personalities. 

h.f5S-456: U\bm'e all, I would like to surnmon to rnind the memory of Saint Ismin, who 

founded one of the firST Hungarian monasteries here [in Pecsvarad, where the speech was 

made). Perhaps there IS something fateful- as we know from the Greater Legend - that 

14 The relanvel} smaller emphasis on narrati\'e sentences In 1956 addresses is probabI)' because of the Presl

dem's Sltuanon and that the evem is still recem. The Presldenr ofren speaks in the first person plural, ",ruch 

(correcdy) defines rurnself as a parriclpant ",ho does not ha\'e to ex-plain evenrs, It is enough simply to aHude 

to them. The e\'em IS recem. wruch has the same result : the older people remember it. 
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after the overthro\\" of Koppany, and before he acceded [Q the throne, our great King declded 

on the monastery's foundation." 

The local connection, the allusion to the overthrow ofKoppany, the leader of Somog} 
and a dose relative of St Istvan (this is one of the emblematic events of Hungarian his
torical memory, ,vhich is \\illingly interpreted - as the President does - as the battle 
for the linking of East and West) strengthens the narrative character. 

g358: "It 15 not accldental that we can trace Hungarian democracy from this symbolic mo

ment, when Petöfi placed his hand on the printing press and declared it the propen}' of the 

people, and the owner of the printing works bowed his head before the 'revolutionary might', 

the will of the people." 

In this sentence, the President is evoking a scene that is weil known and depicted in etch
ings from 1848, which has, for many years, constituted a stable element of school history 
teachmg. The symbolic act of a popular hero realizes a historical tum-around. The con
crete pieture is exceptionally useful for introducing the first phase of the story, the great 
founding act. 

n9H: "lmre ~agy, in a last desperate effon to save the country from renewed occupation 

and bloodshed, declared our homeland neutral." 

The picture evokes those tragic days of earl)' :\'ovember 1956. At the time ofImre :\'agy's 
entry into the govemment, the euphorie atmosphere of .ictory still prevailed among wide 
cirdes of the population. The expression "the last, desperate anempt" evokes the Prime 
Minister of the 1956 revolution making his radio broadcast on the dawn of~ovember 
4th , when he announced the renewed Soviet anack. The image is higWy suitable for rep
resenting in concrete terms the beginning of the rragedy, the "joumel' to heil" - phase 2 

of the story. 
The e\'ocation of the story is not restricted to the pictorial evocation of emblematic 

e\'ents and figures. The President selects figurative, descriptive sentences with descrip
tions and evaluating summations from historical writing, using at times abstract social the
oretical terms. These assertions prepare the argumentative connection of abstract prob
lems sketched in the generalizing terms of historical narration and modern politics. The 
President does not rreat individual celebrations in an identical wal' from this point of view. 

The celebrated event, which is also the most distant - the founding of the Hungar
ian state over lOOO years ago - is strongly connected to the acts of identifiable person
alities. There are few true heroes of August 20th : those mentioned are primarily St Istvan, 
otherwise known as King Istvan, founder of the state, and his father, who himself is an 
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imperfeet premonition of his son in celebratory commemorations (starting trom the XIth 
cenrury legends). The general historicallessons are virrually inseparable trom the histor
ical heroes (who narurally barely show personal characteristics.) 

~65: "\\'im this, [Gez.aJ did not assume me smallest task far himself, and handed it on to his 

son Vajk - who in baprism, received me name Istvan, ar "me crowned one" - and received 

me obbgaoon to keep on rooting out e\'ery tradition, every intellecrual, religious and moral 

mhentance "ruch stood in me way of Hungary's large social transformation, its new Euro

pean onentation, e"erything wruch made it difficult, that is to say, endangered, me survivaJ 

of me Hungarian people." 

The President also feels in this address that it is one-sided to connect everything to the 
discernment of the personalities. Therefore a few sentences hter, he feels it necessary to 

add the followlng: 

~68--469: "In me interest of me process of a change of system, and precisely in me interest 

of our furure, we must be aware that the biggest "change of system" in Hungarian history -

me new order mat formed in the tenth and elevenm cenruries - cannot simpl]' be linked to 

Saint Istvan or Saint Istvan and Geza. Ir needed me predecessars and successors and the ma

jority of me people to have insight." 

The abstract historical wording is far more common in the case of the 1848 anniversary, 
where the number of heroes raised to the fictional national Pantheon is greater. 

d088--d089: "V.'e have all gathered to celebrate me memory of 1848, the revolurionary bat

tle for freedom, to celebrate this event, "ruch was a milestone in our modem da)' history. In 

spite of defeat it was a decisive step on the road which lead to the crearion of a civil society, 

wruch, taken in a contemporary sense, lead to freedom." 

This wording represents a variet)' of addresses about history in which the place of direct!y 
tangible, real-life events and the place of personalities co-operating in the events with 
their exemplary good or bad moral qualities, is occupied by abstract entities and subjects, 
which are identifiable with the aid of actions that transcend the indivldual in their expe
riences and symbolic means bOITowed trom scholarly discourse. 

1956 shows a unique duality. The President presents the revolution as the result of 
non-irnpersonal processes, but the actors are for the most part collective subjects (peo
pIe, workers, students, the peasantry, the great powers) characterized by generalizing 
terms, which is to say the players stand half way between concrete indivlduals of real-life 
remembrance and abstract entities of objectivizing social science. 
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1759: ",\nd when it happened in Poland and when here, sparked by Sralinist stupidity, revo

luoon exploded, and In a hisroric thousandth of a second - in three days - I[ had tumbled 

the Srabnist building that was poised ro collapse, and the world held its breath." 

m852: "And if the leading powers of the world, with their hands in their laps, jUSt watched 

at the srormy and authenDc Aaring up of a wounded nation's self-consciousness, and the de

mand for human dignif), and then jUSt obsen:ed its violenr snuffing out, in the inrerest of pre

scrnng thc balance of power - this was whcn, in thc eycs of the peoplc of the world, the 

counrry was glVen back 1ts honor." 

The president's addresses naturally (with one exception) are not historical essays but texts 
following the standard model of celebratory commemorations, where historical remem
brance is a means of emphaslzing current, moral-political values. The President's func
tion, his constitutional political neutrality (which the right wing, be it in government or 
opposition, has always doubted) defines the tone of the addresses. 

This construction, which in my opinion organizes the President's addresses as a basic 
model, \\1th a three-pan structure, offers the most ob\~ous means for the connection of 
past and present in commemorative form. The addresses go beyond this by dissecting the 
thoughts and tasks of the present. 

Ir dcrive from the President's function that it is primarily he who has to stand guard 
over the nation as a unity of bodies, and give emphasis to this on the occasion of ceremo
nial acts. And this is what he did. 

He stressed the imponance of preserving social peace and solidarity. 

aoo9: "\\'c must bc ver}' careful: Hungary is again threatened, that it will bccome again a 

nation of, if not threc milllOn beggars, then of threc million poor people'''15 

He represented values of political equality. 

bo.p: "Thc kings - and cvcn thc best kings - have only subjccts: a republic - the assem

bled communif)' of frce peoplc - has only citizens, who are responsible for thc salvation of 

the homeland, and m the knowledge of their rights - civil and human rights - bravely takc 

their fate in their hands, ... " 

15 In the first twO 1990. August addresses (A, B) tlus therne was U1 the foreground, and did not shrink frorn 

srrong wordmg: co83: "The enerny today is the rughrrnare of po\'erty, the exlStenoallack of certaUlty -let 
us nOt rnake SLX enernies of each other." k699"-7oo: U\\'e rnust thmk very deeply what we pul] do\\n. Lest 

we tear down the hornes of the defenseless with abulIdozer." 
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IIe gavc promincnce to the necessity for mimmal political agreement, which was a con
dioon for the survival of thc nation as a fundamental political umt. 

a022: "~ol,\, above all we need social peace, strong and open debates pursued for the com

mon good, nursing wounds as best we can, but by no means should we open new woundS."'6 

Civil equality and solidarity is a condition for the happiness of the national commumty. 

h536: our democraoc order "is maruring, because this society is mature and strong, and what 

IS soU more unpOrtant, it is awaking to the knowledge of its power, and is thus capable of gi\'

ing voice to its mtere ts, of securing validity, and at the same ome glVing evidence, in the ab

sence of state care, of preparedness to help, and of sympathy for those who have fallen by the 

wayslde." 

A characteristic and - in the knowledge of the delicacy of relations between Hungary and 
thc neighboring countries - understandable feature of the addresses is that the President 
often mentioned the creation of agreement with other nationalities living in Hungary. 

eI98: "\Ne must ensure those same rights for the naoonal and ethnic minorioes as those 

which we demand for ethnic Hungarians living in area beyond our bord er ,",-

In the serious econornic and social crisis that followed the change of system, the empha
sis on the insight into realities, the "cruel reality" (k7I7), received unique value. \Nhat at 
other times is a general common-sense rule - the requirement for straightforward, 
everyday moderation - becomes, in the given context, a founding value of national soli
darity. The sense of reality of the members of the nation makes the political commumty 
able to preseITe their umty in "hard times", and - even if there are material and moral 
sacrifices - capable of not fragmenting into parties who politicize passionately but pur
sue ghosts. This system of arguments was always present in the communication of all 
governments, and the President also adopted it in his addresses. The sense of reality, ac
cording to the principal scheme ofHungarian historical-political thinking, is the principle 
virtue of Saint Istvan, and in the President's addresses it is the figure of Istvan who pri
marily appears in this connection. 

16 This 15 also the lesson m relanon of 1848: d123: "Have we learned that, only holding tOgether, the inten

non of understanding brmgs us forward '" g436: "And let us accept that we Hunganans are all HunganarlS. 
And that the Hunganan Rag IS fine the wal' lt is: red, ",lute and green - It IS not worthwhile changmg lt 

\11th the red of Stalm, the white of the anstOcracy, and the green of the Arrow Cross"." hS13. "\\'e "'ere 
condemned tO stick tOgether." 

1- Ibid. k68~91 
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eI94-195· "-\nd since the siruation provides slmilarities, the thinking ofSt Stephen can be 

an example for uso ,\bove all else, in the assessment and judgement of OUf place, weighr, 

role and possibilities."18 

Primarily in connection ,-,,'ith the commemorations of 1956, the Presidem had to avoid 
mentioning that the advemsed objecti\'es of the 1956 re\'olution and the actual goals of 
the change of system diverged from each other to a significam degree, although the po
litical powers involved in the change of system consciously reached back to 1956 as a 
source of legitimization. 19 

The Presidem's addresses were not always, in the strict meaning of the word, impar
tial. For example, in .\1arch 1994 (G), when he realized the values of press freedom 
among the messages of the celebration (which was a theme weil founded by the events of 
1848), he was in practice arguing against the government which was then endeavoring to 
acquire greater control over mass communication. Another example is ;\1arch 1995 0), 
when, after a long historical dissertation, he avoided having to talk about the unpopular 
measures of the new governmenr. 

There is no doubt that the Presidem's historical chains of thought and moral-political 
messages are a coilection of political and historical cliches. Considering that these are cel
ebratorv addresses, this is natural. This should be mentioned, because the aim of their 
lengthy presemation must also be clarified. I consider it irnportam to stress that the two 
differing layers of the addresses, the historical remembrance and the moral-politicalles-

18 IIe devoted me 1995 August address (so after ,\larch's drasoc measures had been dlgested) (K) enorely to 

dus meme. But else\\ here as wel! e246: "\ \ 'e must give up, like it or not, apart of me living Hungarian tra

dition, part of me past mat cames va lues ... f306-30- ' ""'e can onlr confront it if we confront ourselves. 

If we mink through Wlm a cool head, what "alues we must preserve like me shmmg of our eyes, and what 

we must gl\'e up and what we \\'Ul \\im Ir." k69+ "Cnlike m me times of Saint Im'an, It is not me obliga

tion of SUf\1\'31 but me danger ofbemg left behmd whlch forces us to base dus pam not on idle dreams, but 

on me hard, strong reahty of me present." m88S: ";-";0\\ we are standmg here like me Hunganans at me 

time of Samt Istvan, at me begmnmg of a newl)' opened but unknown road. Ir JS perhaps narrow and rugged, 

but we have to go along Ir." The sense of realu)' can also mean gl\'Ulg up me ll11posslble, but also me con

slderatlon of self mterest: h506 preservation of our independent face" ... we must assess our situation and 

posslbi!Jties mmout underesnmaong our own \'alues and lustorical acluevcments, mmout haughty and ex

aggerated self assessment. "The wisdom of hmdsight shows mat in 1993, mls address was more opomlsoc 

man It ought to ha\'e been, and masmuch as me lughlr "alued sense of rea li ty gwded ie. Tlus is me fate of 

celebratory speeches. 

19 co80: "To me future, "luch possibly is not forming as we imagined m nmeteen !iftr SIX, for SlDce men man)' 

tenns - socJa!Jsm, Europe, neutrality, pm'ate propeIT)' - has been revalued and changed - and IS chang

mg snll- and all around us me world." The President is personally of soclalliberal persuasJOn, so for him 
dus problem JS personally more ll11pOrtant man for a member of me right "ing; he has rerurned tO rhis sev

eral tll11es. (f302, f3 18, n960) 
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son rclated to the present, together create a unique configuration.'o The presidential ad
drc ses, using a historical consrrucoon, bring into a framework hi analyses relating to 
Ci\lC values and the cxistence of the naoonal community, In the story, the naoon or the 
pcoplc are a "collective subjecr" which has a fate, a fate which guides them from a glori
ous past through trials and tribuJaDons and a "Joumey to hell" to current or future promi
nence, The notion of naoonal fate presumes that the nation is not a community formed 
by indi\;duals, but an independent entiry thar rranscends them, Ir is a crmmumit; offote in 
the war that this ideal is described in European Romanticism, By conrrast, the Ideal of 
the current naoonal communiry in the President's speeches is depicted as a democratic 
community, capable of adapting its desires to reahty, one that relies on solidary and ra
oonal deliberaoon and also on resignation, and which is created unambiguously out of 
sovereign Lndi\iduals - \\hich is to say, a crmtractual c(J1Jl7nunit;, Ln the sense expressed in 
the \\'estern Rousseau tradition, Is the President being inconsistent when he thinks at the 
same time 111 categories of"culture nation" and "state nation,"? Rather I think that these 
categones are inappropriate for the description of types of national identity. The Presi
dent's idennry consrruction is plausible, logical, workable (which is to say, comi.ncing and 
capable of bemg produced as broadly usable discourses), As every competent Hungarian 
reader \\;]1 in1rnediately recognize, ws consrruction is not the in\'ention of the President 
but a \'ersion of the national concern ofHungarian liberalism, 

2, 

The word "Europe", which can be u ed Ln many senses, indicates the more spacious con
text In which Hungarian political discourses locate domestic processes, This has been 
particularly proffil11ent since the change of system ,bur not only since then,lI This chapter 
does not wish to prQ\'e that the attitude towards "Europe", however it is raken, is an es
sential component of the Hungarian national idenory, because ws i weil knQ\m and has 

20 I am thinking precisely of what Le\1-Srrauss peerlessly expressed o\'er 40 year, ago, when he spoke of the 
scrucrural sunilarioes of myths and polmcalldeologJes : "Or, que falt l'histOnen quand iJ evoque la Re\'olu
rion franc;:aise: Il se refere a une swte d'e\'enements passes, dont les consequences 10lntaines se font sans 
doute encore sentir a rra\'ers tOute une sene, non re\'ersible, d'evenements intermediaires, .\lals, pour 

I'homme politique et pour cell.\ qUI l'ecoutent, la Revoluoon franc;:alse est une realtte d'un aurre ordre; 
sequence d'e\'enements passes, malS aUSSI scheme doue d'une efficacite permanente, permerram d'inter
preter la scrucrure sociale de la France acruelle, les anragonismes qw s'y manlfestent et d'enrrevOlr Jes linea
ments de l'e\'oluoon furure," Claude Le\1-Srrauss La scrucrure des mythes, In: Anthropologze srruaurale, 

Pans : PIon, 197~ 235-265, quote 239 
21 ee Helyunk Eur6paban, Sruuk Es k011Cryaok a 20, suizodi .\lag;arors"..Agon, I-I1., (Our place in Europe, 

\'iew, and concepts U1 20th century Hungary) Budapest, .\lagvet6 1986, 
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been supported by appropriate scholarly means. However, since the "Europe" symbol has 
been used in so man} ways, it is far from uninformative if we investigate how the Presi
dent uses "Europe words." 

ls Europe mentioned frequently or rarely in his celebratory speeches 'Z2 In three of his 
13 analyzed addresses, (B, C, G) he does not mention either Europe or any synonym for 
it (primarily "The \Vest"). In other places, "Europe" occupies a stressed place, and plays a 
central role in the argument. 

Table y The frequenC)' of'Europe' words in the President's speeches per celebration 

:\'umber of 
:\'urnber of sen- ;\"umber of :\'urnber of Xumberof 

Celebraoon 
addresses 

tences m celeb- 'Europe words' 'Europe words' / "Europe words 
rarol) addresses address /sentence 

.\1arch 15. 3 2+3 3 1.0 0.01 

-\ugust 20. 6 451 67 1J.2 0.15 

Ocrober 13. + 138 14 3.5 0.06 

10gether 13 928 6.5 0.09 

In his speeches given at various times, the President referred to Europe in verl' differing 
degrees, taking the verl' different meanings of the word together. These differences, how
ever, do not reAect the President's personal values. This becomes clear if we compare the 
frequency found in the President's speeches with the frequencl' that can be observed in 
the celebratory newspaper articles bw .. veen 1995 and 1997 (in this case, onll' the number 
of articles and references to Europe were available). Moreover, it is worth considering 
\\-ith what frequency the "Europe words" appear in the "socialliberal" papers, which, in 
respect of political values, are closest to the President. 

22 Accordmg ro a humorist, roo frequenti)': " ... here, )"ou need a bIt of a brain-dead da)' for a naoona! celebra
non, so und er this banner, there is always a great policical gargling cornpecinon, carmibalized Kossuth, 
Szechenp, Pet6fi and Ha}nau quotes, wItb tbe mdr:rpensable EU7-ope gtbberzsb ... " UJ Peter: A vilagnap, (world 

dar) XSZ 199-, .\1arch 26. 
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lablc 4: Occurrence ofmentions ofEurope in the four national papers bet"UJeen 1995 and 1997 

Combined 
Celebratory ~umber of .\lenuons of 

celebratory 
arncles in ,,'umber menuons of .\lemions of Europe / 

Celebrauon 
arricles 

socialliberal ofmenoons Europe in Europe/ arricle m 

(number) 
papers ofEurope soclalliberal arricle sOClalliberal 

(number) papers papers 

\larch 15 29, ;9 19~ 86 0.66 1.09 

Aug.20. 199 84 384 216 1.90 2.6 

Ocr. n. 266 86 132 ~i 0.50 0.9 

10tal 762 249 713 379 0.94 1.5 

Thc figures sho\\. a very stable and general pattern. On one hand, 'Europe words' occur 
wlth greater probability in social-liberal newspapers, and with greater probability in the 
President's speeches (but in this case there is not only a fundamental social-liberal orien
tation, but the ceremonial function must also be taken into account). Otherwise it is a po
litical clichC - which can probably be observed in every country in the region - that the 
"left-'.\·ing" 15 more pro-Europe (in the very uncenain meaning of the word) than the 
conservative right-wing. \\'hat is more interesting is that the celebrants' behavior is at 
odds with the preconceived ideas of unprejucliced (non-Hungarian) observers. 

August 20th is the 'true' European celebration in Hungary (although the word wa 
rnissing from the vocabulary of contemporaries). (In my view - although I cannot prove 
It - 'Europe' came into use as a secular synonym for the prevailing "Christiaillty" in cel
ebrations be fore 1945; in the 19705 the celebration of the founcling of the state slowly su
perseded the celebration of the socialist constirution introduced in 1949). In 1848, in ·the 
people's Spring', and in 1956, the historical actors themselves began to use "European" 
representations more widely. Howe\'er, in the cliscourse of celebrations "Europe" is men
tioned less orren than in the celebration of August 20th . This fact in itself sho\\.s that men
tions of Europe have a ceremonial function. 

:\lentions of Europe are built into the historical narrative exceptionally strongly. They 
become less frequent in those addresses where the "historieal" element is weaker. 

Table 5: Crmnection bet"UJeen 77lentio71S ofEurope and historical elements 

'\'umber of '\'umber of .\lenuons ofEurope/ 
sentences menuons of Europe senten ce 

Strongl)' rusrorlcal addresses 
i23 -- 0,106 

(C, D, E, 11,], K, L, .\1, '\') 
11 

\ \'ealJy rusrorlcal addresses 
205 7 0,034 (A, B, F, G) 
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\\'hile in the more strongly "historieal" addresses it can be expected that the President's 
every tenth senten ce will contain amention of Europe, if the address is not of an "histor
ieaI" character, then these mentions can only be expected in every thirtieth sentence (in 
other words, once or twice per address).'3 

"Europe", if it appears, is generalJy organically built into the narration and the argu
ment. One August 20th speech shows its inclusion in paradigmatic form. The story is con
nected from the beginning with Europe. 

eI38 "The fateful question a thousand years ago, and after the passing of these thousand 

years, IS the same: are the Hunganan people capable ofbecoming part ofEurope'" 

0:aturally St Ismin, who was being celebrated on August 20th , anS\.\'ers in adequate mode. 

eI54 "He created not simply a European Hungarian state, but created a model valid for a 

thousand years." 

Istvin's European orientation, however, is of ambivalent value content. 

eI64 "He accepted the burden of sacrifice, because without changes in ideals, and changes of 

beha\'ior, we would remain a foreign bod}' in Europe." 

If "Europe" supports a requirement which cannot be fulfilled without loss of value (sac
rifice, which in the given context means resignation, loss), then the Hungarian people as 
a collective subject, are not without sin either. He talks about the sixteenth century aris
tocratic wa)' of thinking, and its long term inftuence: 

eI82 "This did not just oppose the principal direction of the European spirit of the age, but 

signified a step bachvards compared to St Istvan's legal thinking as weU."'4 

2 3 \\'e obtam a sunilar plcrure in me press analysis already menooned. 

~umber of A11lcles menrioning 
~ umber of arricles a11lcles makin g Europe/ 

mennon of Europe rotal a11lcles 

HLsroncall)" memed a11lcles 359 127 0,353 

~on-Iusrorically memed 311lcles 403 82 0,203 

Ir can be expected mat e\'ery third a11lcle "1m an Iusroncal meme and every fifth a11lcle ",m a non-Iusron
cal meme ",11 menrion Europe in some form. 

24 The August 10th address is of similar character in 1997. The starting point is me tuUty of me Hunganan 
people and Europe: m832 "Then a succession of ",se kings made me horne of me Hunganan people and 
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The present in this sense means the rerurn to valuable beginnings, that racional insight 
promises a harmonic relacion. The so-called thinking of Saint Stephen can be an exan1ple 

for uso 

eI95 "\bove all, In the measurement of European realities, in the judgement of our place, 

welght and role and possibilities." 

The narracion of the story follows the three pan strucrure analyzed above. \\Te must now 
point out that in all three separable points of the story, the "beginning", the "descent to 
hell" and the "rerurn", "Europe" is an organic pan, as a template, a sympathecic or an
cipathetJc player. 

In relacion to March 15th, "Europe" rather connects to the beginning (I): the cele
brated event is naturally a component of a pan-European event. 

)553 "Ir was nearly one hundred and fifry years ago - in the interest of battling for indepen

dence, for modernizing the economy, for civilizing sociel) - that Hungary foughr for its 

freedom as its pan in the European revolutions." 

"Europe" appears at the key point in the story, and so it is the lead player. However, the 
story then unfolds as a battle between the collective national ubject and "the Court of 
Vienna" which embodies "the bad", where "Vienna" does not connect in any sense to 
so me "European" value. 

In the connection between 1956 and the "European" concept'5, the mocives of "pur
gatory" and "ascension" stand in the foreground. The evocation of the memory of 1956 is 
ambivalent: the country and the people were betrayed on the great political stage. 

n899 ,,\\re kno\\' the political and military components and origins of the political and diplo

matic betrayal of our revolution: thar the intention of preserving the balance berween the 

grear powers outweighed aU other considerations." 

"Society" however behaved differently, and positively. 

of mose omer peoples ",ho bved ",m mem, U1tO a respected empire, one ",luch ennched me whole ofEu

rope \11m Its culture and rradlOons." Then follo\\"s me purgatOry, from me late ffilddle ages (m839 " The 

countr)" was queezed to me peruneter of Europe.") lasung tO me 19505 (m848: " Europe left it on its own, 
and become moralI)' and pohticaU)' \\"Imout fnends, something disowned."), men in 1956, me arrempt to 

return to Europe wluch was reahzed m me 90S (m8S5:" By me tm1e 1ts mAuence had reached omer eche
lons, Hungary had ahnost U11perceptibly ceased tO be me pariah ofEurope."). 

2 5 In me text me Presldem here uses synon)'ms for Europe (\\'est, world -I.e. \\'estern world) 
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n9IO: " . .\frer the revolution was pm down, there was a sharp diyergenee between Y'"estern 

polier and \\'estern publie opinion. 

This gaye the basis for the eurrent aseension. 

n918: " Because in world eonsClousness, the name ofHungary became synOn)IDOUS with the 

powerful demands for freedom and democraey." 

* * * 

'Europe' naturally means many things - and not neeessarily or even primarily a geo
graphieal area. Of the Presldent's addresses, 6 cases out of IO (62 0/0) eontain Europe used 
in a meronyrrue or metaphorieal sense (whieh is to say, not as a referenee to a geograplu
eallocation).!6In many eases it IS clifficult to separate the metonymie or metaphorical use. 
There are eases where it is dear that "Europe" is being used in a metaphorieal sense, for 
instanee as the embodiment of some (usually positive) \·alue. 

eo8o: ~To the future, wrueh possibly is not forming as we imagined it in 1956. for sinee then 

many terms - soclalism, Europe, neutrality, printe properry - have been revalued and 

ehanged - and are ehanging sti11- and all around in us the world." 

On other oeeasions, the metonymie use of the word is unambiguous, for the most part in 
the form: "in plaee of the name of a geographieal area in plaee of the western half + in 
plaee of eounmes forming the "\ \Testern half of the geographical area." 

d094' "The winds of the Freneh re\"olution skirred br Hungary. Until then, European mod

erruzation had not touehed it either:' 

For the most part though, it eannot be deeided whether the President is using a given 
"Europe-e>.:pression" in a metaphorie or metonyrnie sense. 

er38: "The fateful question a thousand years ago and now, a thousand years [ater, is the same: 

are the Hungarian people capable of beeoming pan ofEurope?" 

16 The raoo of metonorruc and metaphorical use of words is practicallr Idenocal \\,m me raoo found in cele

bratorr issues of me dally papers 59 . In me same war, m me use of words tdentifying pI aces, me raoo of 
memions of East or Eastem Europe (nearly a durd. ,8% \nm me President, 33% m daily papers). The use 
ofEastem-Europe m articles in daily papers showed onlra single metaphoncallmeton~IDIc use, wrule none 
occurred m me Presldent's addresses. These faCts allude to me faCt mat m me case of Europe-representa

oon, we are he re encountering a well-fonned and stable representaoonal pauem. 
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In this ease, thc use of 'Europe' is metonymie, beeause the President is referring to the 
(\Vcst)-Europe system of states, but it is also metaphorieal beeause in this ease 'Europe' 
sIgnifies a eollection of values, the summation of poLtical, economic and cultural good 
things. In I Iungarian national discourse, this is not too ~~ILngly to put into words in this 
expLCIt wa y, but the sense of the President's question is wh ether the I Iungarian national 
communit:y is capable of (finally) becoming civilized. 

The difficulties of separating the metaphorical and metonymie use of terms is not sim
plya question of linguistic-stylistic problems. The diffieulties of separation derive from 
the term "Europe" being exceptionally pregnant in meaning in normal Hungarian poLt
icallanguage. Ir is strongly connected ~~th the central questions of national identity, 50 

it cannor be reduced to a single aspect of the word's meaning. To pur this more clearly: 
speakers often use the rerm "Europe", because the many meanings of the word make it 
possible for them to avoid commirting themselves to a particular defined meaning. The 
senten ce eI38 whieh was quoted above emphatically puts this into words, ffith no further 
commentary needed, as does the folIoffing: 

m82 7: "Our aneient tradition, that on the name day of our Saint-King we celebrate the turn

ing point of our people's history, which stretehes back over one thousand years, we celebrate 

the birthday ofEuropean statehood." 

rn83I: "Then a succession of wise kings made the horne of the Hungarian people, and of 

those other peoples who lived with them, imo a respected empire, one which enriched the 

whole ofEurope Wlth its culrure and traditions." 

V/e are compelled so far to present the well known facts. Analysis of the President's 
speeches allows U5 perhaps to draw a sLghtly less common-place conclusion. The number 
of Europe references is conspicuously large (39 out of 84, which is almost one half) 
which, from the point of view of "alue, appear in a strongly ambivalent environment. 

The addresses - as I have already mentioned - present bel on ging to Europe as a 
central element of the Hungarian national identity (in the aforementioned multi-colored 
ense of the rerm). By the same token, in many cases this joining signified a compulsion in 

the President's addresses: 

eI40: "The rno t significant realization of the tenth century Hungarians was that they were 

obliged to accept the European order, if they did not wish to follow the fate of other East

ern peoples and be sucked back imo history without a trace."'" 

2 - f299 "Followmg our re"oluoon, and men the revoluoons of me other Easr and Central Easr European 

counmes, the regIon wluch embraced us " 'as radlcalJy rransformed, conformmg to me power relations and 
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The alternative to the otherwise positively valued accession in this case is (in the national 
sense) desrruction, \,\ hich implicitly defines European accession as the lesser e\,il. The 
special and higWy valued \irtue of the national co mmunity, projected back to the Tenth 
century, is a realistic assessment of the situation and adaptation to circumstances, and 
therefore it is a secondary moral value. Accordingly, the command of accession follows 
from insight and from comrnon sense, and does not bring \\ith it any clear identification. 

This moove is sufficiently present in the President's image of Saint Istvan, that on Au
gust 20th , 1995, foIlm\ing the governrnent's \\ide-ranging economic austerity measures, 
he gave it the metaphorical title "The economy on the Lech meadow." This parallel, 
since negative concepts are Jinked in Hungarian historical memory to the battle ofLech 
meadow, was dangerous: accordingly, adaptation to the "triumphant \\Test" (k68o) is an 
enforced consequence of defeat and the acceptance of a model that it not valuable in it
self. 

k66S-666, 668---6-0: "For us, on the Lech meado\\, it was shown urunistakably that the 

\\'est was also shut be fore uso Our community of fate bound us to the people of a narrower 

area, but if we want to protect ourselves, we must also adapt to the \\ider emironrnent ... Ex

ecuting the fate-determining - and to this dar, most far-reaching - modernization of our 

history. Let us not fool ourselves, the price is a cruel one. \\'e gave man}' building blocks of 

our self-identity for it." 

The principallesson, of course, for the President as weIl, is that adaptation to Europe in 
its entirety shows a positive balance, but in any event, it means an interest-driven adap
tation and not a value-driven autonomous action. 

eI5~IS7: "Saint Istvan built on the trinity ofknowledge, integration and circurnscription. 

It is interesting in our time how we strive for precise and ever more exact information, for 

the assessment and measurement of the power relations of European and narrower emiron

ments."z8 

The relation between Hungary and Europe is based on identity of interest. 

compelling reaiIry of the world and of a Europe that was beconung umted." ~ "4' "\ \ ruch in all cerramty 
convinced our ancesrors that rhere was no return back Easr, bur mat m Europe rhere was no other place for 

us bur he re - he re we must hang on." 
28 f303; "If we want ro become pan of a future united order ofEurope, we must adapt ro !t." ~64:"Ir IS un

amblguous, and has been confinned many nmes ever since, and rhe recogrunon [expressed by GezaJIS more 

omely than e\'er, that the Hunganan people can on I)" survi\'e if they adapt ro theu- environment, ro conrem
parar)' Chnsnan Europe." ~95: "He and Ius nanon must conform to a developed Europe, \nrh regard ro its 

soclal and econonUc srrucrure, and -like it or not - become like it." 
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hszo-p I' "Self mterest go,'erns polier, profit go\'ems economy (let us suppose, in a good 

case, mutual profit). \'\'e must base our future not on the chanty of Europe - or the world 

- but on the mutual interests ofEurope and as part of that, Hungary."'9 

By definition, adaptation brings \\olth it danger: 

eI64: "11e accepted sacrifice [Saint 1stdn], because without change and different beha\;or, 

we "",11 remam a foreign body \\;thin Europe." 

"European linkage" demands a "merciless da)' of reckoning", and its perpetuation en
dangers our inheritance. Ch465)30. European accession is a difficult and tiring process. 

f29z-z93: "\:\'e have a true parliament, and we have set out on the only conceivable route, 

\\ruch leads \'\ 'est, through the market economy towards a Uruted Europe. This road is nar

ro"" and rugged." 

Adaptation out of compulsion, obeying the edicts of common sense about "European" 
fundamentals, ultimately means integration into institutions wruch, from some points of 
>lew, represent a higher degree of value. The European positioning of Hungary, how
ever, brings with it a large measure of powerfully negative elements. Trus is the tragic 
"Central-European fate" (eI90), the pan-European relevance of wruch is reduced by the 
restricting adjecti\'e. 

Europe is not just the value wruch must be adapted to (and in ws sense Europeanism 
is a deduced value) but at the same time, in Hungarian national stereotypes, Europe ap
pears as an actor who commits acts against the Hungarian people that are of morally 
doubtful value: it was ungrateful, it forgot about them, and so on. The President presents 
this stereotype and rejects it, but \\.lth this, he finalJ)' introduces the "Ungrateful Europe" 
element into the discourse. 

hS14: "One of our wmecessary burdens - our false beliefs - is that Europe - or the world 

- wouJd owe us graritude because in our own defense, from the :\longol invasion, through 

the 1956 uprismg, to the collapse of the communist dictatorship, to the redemprion of the 

29 n8,,;"Ir IS rrue \\'e must adapt tO me common values of Europe, and this means mat we must give, in ex
change, a degree of our own self-possesslOn." 

30 The "mercilessness" was a stable element of me Image of Saint Istvan, and this srrongly differs from me im
age preserved In conservaove rradloons and me medIa plcrure of me "landly lang." The porrrayal ofIst\'an 

me First In me soclahst penod g<I\'e prorrunence tO Ius narure as a hea\')' handed lang and quasl-revolunon
arI'. 
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Central-East European landslide, not only did we serve our own ends and mobilize them, 

but also the interests of the whole ofEurope." 

Europe was "foreign and hostile" (k677) after INorld V\ 'ar TI, Hungary remained "an out
cast ofEurope" (1739), where the verb used refers to those inside, and not to the Eastern 

great power (which simply occupies). The address (L), in which this latter aJlusion can be 
found, was made on the 40th anniversary of the I956 revolution, and in the three strategic 
points contained reproaches addressed to the "European" V\Testern "\vorld: on one hand, 

he mentions that after I945, the "victors", the "world", the "well-wishers" v.Tote off and 

identified Hungary with communism. Then, in I956, the people's uprising surprised 
them, and finally Radio Free Europe tried to confront the people with their leader lmre 

"agy. In this story then, the "I~!est" consistently leaves Hungary in the lurch and is irre
sponsible, while the uprising IIungarian people appear in the role of the morally supe
rior VlCtlm. 

The picrure can be usefully supplemented if we look at the extent to which "Europe" 
and the "IIungarian people" appear as actors3\ and how much the combined positive
value emphases relate to their deedsY 

Ir is no wonder that in the national celebratory discourse, the "horne side" appears in a 
positive light. It is notable, however, that in a fairly "Europeanized" cliscourse, "Europe" 

is rather the sufferer of (positive) actions, and if it acts, then it is strongl}' ambivalent. 

3 I I take acnon m a very wide sense. -\n acnon relanng to Europe. lOtegranon, acceptance, recogrution, making 
room, resemble, adapt, leam, ennch etc. Acnons relanng to "us": tolerance, gratirude, shuts me dOOf, for

gets, reJects. makes a parmer, m\·ites etc. There is a no doubt mere is a particular asymmerr)' between "Eu
rope" and "us": "Europe" onl) comes lOto consideration as a collecnve subJect (and not as areal or symbolic 
mdl\;dual actor), "we" however bom as mdJ\;dual (e.g. St Ismin) and collecn\'e actors. 

3 z In me already quoted exammation of me daily papers mere was no detailed qualitan\'e analysIS, but data was 
available of how \'alues attributed to players were di\;ded in me sentences of daily papers ",ruch mention 
Europe. 

The player Altogemer The act is positive The act is negative 
AmbIvalent or 

cannot be listed 

:-':0 player 4-4 

'Europe" acts -0 31 38 I 

'me IIunganans' act 180 149 22 9 

Remark mulnple listing was permitted 

It was e\;dent mat Europe, ",ruch was generally positivei)' evaluated, was less acnve man "me Hungarians", 

and if it was acti\'e, it tended towards actions wruch were negati\'e, rejecrmg or moraUr obJecrionable. 
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"fable 6: EI/rope and the actions ofHlIngarian people' (multiple Listing pennitted) 

Player Combmed 
The acoon 15 The action 15 Ambi\'alent or can 

posltl\'e negam'e not be categ'orized 

-':0 player f,67 

Lurope acts Ib 9 5 3 

'I lung'anans' act 50 +6 3 1 

'Europe' therefore constitutes a cenrral element in popular Hungarian identity consrruc
tions and fulfills an ambivalent role in them, As we have seen in the President's addresses, 
"European accession" always means a posiove I'alue, but on the periphery there are ac
companpng negative connotaoons, In the Hungarian identity, the thought has long been 
present that the Hungarian people hal'e been mlssing omething or been left out, that 
"others" clid not do everything for thelr admlttance, "Europe" therefore means at least 
four different things: an obJect embod};ng lugh-level political-moral values, an ungrate
ful parmer, a parmer for whose sake "we" made sacrifices (and who should be grateful for 
those sacnfices), and a parmer "11"lth whom" we have mutual values, The question re
mains, when the question of:'\ATO accession ente red political discourse, whJch element 
of"European-representanon" was best mobilized in the argumentation. 

3· 

In relation ro "ATO accession, the presentation of the argumentS used and the cliscourse 
elementS in the President's addresses do not require much space since the President onll' 
referred explicidy ro the question of ),'ATO accession in two speeches, on August 20th 

199- and Ocrober 23 r
' of the same year. Consequendy the number of tim es :\'ATO is 

mentioned 15 1011 (8 occasion in all). Apan from this, he only referred ro ~ATO acces
sion implicitl} (in 1990. (C)) when he spoke about changes ro the meaning of neurrality. 
This fact in itSelf is remarkable, since we know that the question of :\'ATO accession had 
featured on the poliocal agenda slnce 1989. and that el'ery govemment had committed 
themseh-es ro It. :\'ews about " ATO was also frequendy featured in mass communica-

33 '-arurally, me frequency of mentiortS of'\'ATO m me Presldent's addresses IS more common man in me 
wntten press. Of me President's 13 addresses. twO menooned :\'ATO, and if this were reflected in me wnt
ten press, Ir "ould mean mar e\'ery stxth arncle would ha\'e to menoon :\'ATO. The reason, narurally, is 
mar me maJonty oi arncles concern memes mat ha\'e norhmg to do "1m :\'ATO. Ir would be more worm
while to compare me frequency of '\'.\TO "1m me frequency of omer reb'ant memes e.g, me Europe 
meme. 
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tion. 33 It would have been expected and logical for the President to cite the question of 
NATO accession as a real national problem, and relate it to national celebratory com
memorations. Ir would have been more logical because on one hand, in political practice 
and speech, the question ofNATO accession and European integration are linked. \\1tat 
is more, the President devoted most attention to the problem ofEurope. This linkage 
would have been logical because all three celebrations had a strongly "Western" theme 
(all three cases could thus be interpreted by the Hungarian people as wanting to join the 
'\Vestern" world, which an Eastern great power prevented both in 1848 and 1956). The 
'Westernness' of both the August 20 th and March 15 th celebrations caused more than 
enough problems for those planning them during the State Socialist era (and October 
2 r d was naturally banned). 

The neglect of :\fATO is not the result of the President's personal choice. An exami
nation of the celebratory numbers of the daily papers yields a sirnilar resultH. Ir appears 
that those responsible for "staging" the celebrations ayoided a connection being made 
between NATO accession and the highly valued national stockpile of symbols. In this 
sense, NATO belongs to the world of the profane. This interpretation is also supported 
by other analyses. 

34 Arricles appearmg m special celebrarion edlrions of the daily papers 1995-1997 containing arncles men
oorung 1\'ATO (in brackets, number of menrions) 

Articles Totalof Arncles Articles Amcles 
Paper menoorung celebratory menrioning menooning menoorung 

NATO arncles NATO 1995 NATO 1996 l\'ATO 1997 

_\lagyar Hfrlap 5 (6) 124 2 (3) 3 (3) 

Nepszabadsag I (2) 125 I (2) 

:'I1agyar N emzet - ( 15) 211 2 (3) I (I) 4 (11) 

Vj :'I1agyarorszag 7 (15) 302 2 (6) 5 (9) 

Combmed (38) 3 (5) 5 (10) 12 (23) 

In the daily papers, there were conspicuouslr fe\\' mentions in 1997, the year of the 1\'ATO referendum. 
The liberal papers closer to the goveming pro-NATO parnes have fewer than usual mem:ions ofXATO. If 
we look at the value emphases and comexts, then the picture alters. 

neurral context 
context contains 

Newspaper positive comext 
negative value elements 

liberal papers 3 arncles I arncle 2 arncles 

Conserntive papers I arncle 2 arncles 11 arncles 

That is to say that in conservative papers, NATO features relatively often, that the context m wruch It ap
pears carries negative elements. The President's addresses cannot carry negative references - as we see, 

reservations are expressed in another form. 
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A10re Interesring than the relam'e Infrequency of menrions is the argumemaoye con
text in which mentions of:-\ATO appear In the Presldenrial addresses. In the August ad
dress, the President directly lmks the theme of :'\ATO accession tO abrief eyocarion of 
1956 and references tO the change of system. As a consequence of the change, Hungary 
ceased tO be "the pariah ofEurope" (m855), "thanks tO his people's courage and wisdom, 
the: dlscarded thelr past piece by piece. and stepped back - or arri\'ed again - at the 
POint where Saint tephen started out" (m858). The lustOric fulfillment which has been 
analyzed above IS European accession. The question of:'\_-\TO accession is related tO this 
theme. The Presldent menoons that IIungary has been invited tO jmn :'\ATO. The e\'ent 
is tO be welcomed. because (at least this 1 how the argument can be consrructed) finally 
Hungary's Isolation has been left behind. 

m863: "for a small, impecuruous, virtually indefensible open country, which is bordered by 

se\'en countries. and "ruch does not at all cra\'e the role of the last outpost of Europe, and 

\\hat i5 more, would like to encourage a11 its neighbors to enjoy the same secunty as it does, it 

IS not pO~5jble to imagme a more raDonal, \'oluntary allIance." 

The argument is not perfecr, because .. nth accession, Hungary, m this sense, has become a 
final outpost on the AllIance's Eastem perimeter. Everyone knows this of course, and for 
this reason. the Presldent mentions the fact of co-operaoon between :'\ATO and Russla, 
"hich could also sene as a counter-argument to accession. This is the only argumentative 
connection in whlch the world-pohtical context related tO :-\ATO accession, the re-order
ing of power in furope after 1989, found ItS way into a celebratory address about ),'ATO. 
By referring to a concrete sltuaoon (the relation between Russia and '\"ATO), the Presl
dent oon gl\'es It a utopian-enhancing interpretation. 

m86+ "[Accession] 15 not dangerous, because the allIance endea\'ors to work out with 

pamstalang care peace and co-operation \1 ich iß one-ome enem}', Russla , wruch for the 

- 'orm Atlantic Alliance and the European Union, IS now an important econornic and politi

cal parmer, as It 15 for Hungary. 

The more serious argument follo\\'s: the alternati\'e to :'\ATO accession is neutrahc:', 
which is expensive. 

m86,-869: "To be armed to the teeth is the prerogaO\'e of the rich. Because It is a \'eryex

pensive thing. They did not im'em it for us." 

The argument evokes anational picture, the picture of a "small nation", which othenlise 
does not feature In the pre ident's stOry consrructions althouah it is not missina from 

.. 'b ~ 
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Hungarian historical consciousness. (The concept of the "small nation" is not identical 
\\-ith the "nation of sacrifice" This latter takes its starting point from the fact that the na
tion has suffered unjustly, or compared to its \\-Tong doing, disproportionately, which is 
to say unfairly. The former derives from the argument that because of its weakness, it 
could only appear \\ith what were always smalJer demands.) 

The I997 October 2 3rd commemorative address was also directly related to the ques
tion of neutrality35. In I956 one of the fundamental demands was neutrality, and so the 
President has to argue against those demands which carry with them historicallegit
imization. In the speech, which, compared to the pre\ious occasion, deals \\-ith the ques
tion of:\'ATO accession at greater length, we find two different arguments that are good 
enough in their own right. 

The President first alludes to the fact that neutrality is in practice unrealizable and 
serves no aim. That was also the case in I956. 

n936-T "This status of neutrality [which Irnre ~agy declared) was not confirrned byeither 

great power. \\nat is more, to be neutral between two enemies, where both of them are 

much stronger than the neutral country, is only possible wim the endorsement of mem both. 

Because withom me "assistance" of one of them, it would be incapable of defending itself." 

Today's situation is naturally quite different: 

n938--9: "Today, the world is militarily monopolar .. -\nd the determining power of this 

monopolar world is the unified army of the ~orth Atlantic Alliance." 

Logically, if we thus interpret the "two opposing" arguments, that neutrality is impossible 
when and only when at least one of the two opposing sides does not agree, it folIows, 
from the change of situation, that no\\' neutrality is possible. The President does not \\ish 
to reach this conclusion, so he tacitly turns to the argument of inexpediency. The inex
pediency argument is supported by the allusion to the role ofNATO peacekeepers. 

n943: "After tv:o murderous world wars, which very nearly swept the world to the brink of 

oblivion, the aim of the ~ orth Atlantic Alliance is the protection of peace in the world, and, 

above a11, in Europe." 

35 The quesrion of neurraury emerged already U1 1990: co8o: "To the future, WhlCh possibly IS not turning 

Out as we 1ffiagined U1 1956, for since then man}' terms - socialism, Europe, neurral..tty, pnvate propert}· 

- ha\"e been revalued and changed - and are changing still, as is the world around us." 
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Thi5 i5 supplemented by the eCOnomlC argument given in the pre\ious address, adding 
that acceSSlOn to the milital) alliance spares the countf}' from future bloodshed (the ar
gument IS in itself contraclictory: it would be plausible with the peace-keeper argument, if 
the histoncal precedent was a lmle more fortunate. The sufferings listed were not \isited 
on J Iungary for preserving its neutral status). 

n953-4: "If sorneonc conslders the cosrs of rnernbership, I would ask thern prirnarily not 

to take mto account the cOSt of weapons to be acqUlrcd - although the cost is bareI,. a 

third of what would be needed to rnamtam neurral status, and which would not offer the 

rcmotcst chance of there bemg the possibiuty for defense - but rather how many soldiers 

the I Iungarian Ann) lost at the Don Bend in the Second \\'orld \\ 'ar. If;\'ATO fiUs irs role 

as a peace-keeper - naturally with our own arrny - the Hungarian people will not have 

to contend wlth rnasses of future widows, war widows, the disabled, the blind and ehe par

alrzed." 

The President's three principal "profane" arguments for NATO accession (the im pos
sibility of neutraliry, its inexpediency, and its uneconomic nature) are onl}' loosely con
nected, and are almost totally unrelated to the historically motivated identity construc
tions which form the backbone of celebratol)' comrnemorations. The NATO theme -
in contrast to the "Europe theme" - is not built organically into the historical narra
ove. 

Conforming to his ceremonial function, the President scarcely builds actual political 
strategic consideration into the argument. This leads to the unique "economic" argu
ment - which has become devalued in part since the speech was made - becoming the 
most emphasized. \\'hich makes the President's arguments similar to someone who 
wants to persuade someone else to buy something, which for aesthetic or moral reasons, 
stirs a feeling of c1islike, bur which the persuader judges highly in terms of its presumed 
long-term use. 

\.\'e have seen that the "inrerest" motive was not absent from the "European" ele
ments of the speeches, either. It could be said that accession to Europe and entering 
NATO are both in the "interest" ofHungal)'. Howe"er, while the "European" "inter
est" element was dosely linked to identity construction, this link was missing in those 
speeches \\ hich deal with the problem of ::\'ATO membership. In the presidential ad
dresses, joining NATO appears to be the resulr of rational "economical" calculation 

* * * 

In sununal)' of the abm'e, it appears that in the President's addresses, which tend to be 
connected to the thought of liberallefr-wing thinking, the concept of Europe is strongly 
related to national identity-constructing discourse, while the question of 0JATO acces-
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sion is not linked to questions of identity36. In the final analysis, it does not integrate 
either positively or negatively into the sacral discourse of identity construction. 
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PU BLIC DEBAT E I~ HU~TGARY 
O~T THE ~ATO ALLIlli'\CE 

Introduction 

On \ 1arch 12 ,1999 Hungary, Poland and the Czech Repubhc officially signed their en
try 1Oto '\' -\TO 10 Independence l

, ~1issouri, (CSA). The fact that thlS happened should 
not bc consldercd as natural or predicrable, since these countries spent several decades in 
the opposing rnilltlI} alhance - the \\'arsaw Pact. \\'hat makes the e\'ent even more sig
nificant is the fact that the sIgnature happened three days before the XATO-bombing 
campalgn started agamst Yugosla\ia, Hungary's southern neighbor, (a country with a 
large population of ethnic Hungarians). 

Thc general aim of our re earch is to reconsrruct the changes that took place in the 
IIunganan political scene and public opinion when mming rrom a firm ano-X.-\TO 
srandpomt (a the country's position over the past decades can be characterized) to mem
bership. Our mam concern is to exarnine how chis change was elaborated through pub
lic discourse. \\"e have conducted various type of analysis on differing segments of the 
public debate concerning Hungary's relationship to ),TATO, the plarming and realization 
of joinmg ~ -\TO, and the consequence ~ATO membership has had on how Hungari
ans chink about national sovereignt)" Hungary's place in Europe, and other related topics 
such as - to mention the most important - national idenot)·. Discourse analysis has 
been carried out on several corpora of public debate at different periods of time. 

The topic itself ofHungary's membership in a military alliance was untouchable dur
ing the Kadar regime. Hungary's participation in the \\ 'arsaw Pact was not an issue for 
public discussion. It was one of several taboo topics.' Yet the i sue appeared in the pub
lic sphere quite early 10 the process of the system-change "\\ithout much public attention. 

I The very name of the tOwn ga"e occasion tO ironic ob,eryaoons of ano-:\"ATO public speakers, wluch con

srructed a relaoonslup berween the geographical denominaoon and the "Ioss of independence" that the act 

of slgnarure meant accordrng tO them. 

\ \ '1ule chis tOplC could neyer appear lT1 pubhc discourse durmg the K:idar-penod and the preceding Sraluust 

era of Rakosi, It was often treated lT1 pm'ate dLSCUSSions. The phenomenon that tOplCS a.rculaong through 

channels of pubhc and private communicaoon dmer tO a very large exrem 15 a strong sign of the existence 

of consrrainrs on the pub hc sphere. This 15 charactensoc of the so called "restricted public sphere" (HeUer, 

• -emedl & Ren);, '990, '99')' 
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Real public debate on rne issue started only in 1997, when negotiations \li rn " TATO had 
already gone considerably far, and when it had become clear to political decision-makers 
rnat Hungary would soon be accepted as a :\'ATO-member. All parties present in rne 
Parliament at rnat time agreed on rne planned membership3, and only a few non-parlia
mentary parties and scattered ci,ic groups expressly opposed it. Because of rne grQ\~ing 
debate, it became clear to rne decision-makers at rnat point rnat public opinion had to be 
prepared for ;'\fATO entry, and rnat steps had to be taken to ensure public support. A 
rarner strong pro-;'\fATO campaign was rnen orchestrated by public aurnorities. 

Our analysis of rne Hungarian public sphere of rnat period (born printed and elec
troruc media discourse) prmides evidence as to rne nature and effects of rne official pro
;'\fATO campaign held in 1997, especially in rne autumn monrns. The campaign reached 
its peak during rne weeks before rne referendum on wherner or not to join ;'\fATO (0Jo
vember 16, I997)' BI' rnat time rne nurnber of articles, interviews, televised debates and 
discussion programs about ;'\fATO membership had increased substantially. Daily news
papers appeared \lirn regular supplements4 on issues related to 0JATO membership, and 
to rne diplomatic events linked to it. Reports were also published on rne need for mod
emization in rne Hungarian army, rne high-tech weapons and instruments used by 
NATO, rne successful co-operation of Hungarian and ;'\fATO troops in rne framework 
of IFOR and SFOR, rne country's good performance in rne Parmership für Peace pro
gram, etc. Much of public discourse was dedicated to rne relative advantage Hungary had 
acquired in rne Partnership für Peace, and in preparations to enter ;'\fATO in compari
son to orner countries also involved in rne Partnership. 

The aim of our discourse analysis was to explüre rne strategies employed by different 
public speakers representing well-defined positions and standpoints in rne debate. The 
analysis attempts to reconstruct rne relationship among discursive positions, topic con
structions, discursi\'e strategies, modes of argumentation, value-structures, modes of 
speech, and rne status of rne speakers. Ir also tries to investigate rne relationship of rne 
general therne of NATO-ALLIANCE \lirn rne theme of NATIONAL IDEl'.'TITY, a central topic 
in Hungarian public debates in recent and most remote past. 

3 The follo\\'ing parues were present ill the Parhament in I99" as a result of the second free elecoons (1994): 
,\1SZP CHungarian SOCJalist Party) and SZDSZ (Alliance of Free Democrats) had been in the govemmg 

coalition and the parties of opposition were: .\fDF (Forum ofHungarian Democrats), FKGP (Independent 

Small Holders' Party, KD~'P (Christian Democratic Party) and FIDESZ (Alliance ofYoung Democrats). 

4 E.g. The supplement in :11.ag)'a1· Hirl4p: Xaro Panorama 12. I I. 1997 (ten-page supplement) 
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The public debate on XATO-membership 

Antecedents of the topic: the political context 

Preparation of public oplIllon for ).TATO-entry was made all the more important due to 
the fact that during the socialist era, and especially during the Cold \Var, ;\fATO was de
scribed in the public sphere in I Iungary in the most negative terms (revanchist, militaris
tJc, Imperialistic, etc.). In that period (the ' 50S and '60S) bitter anti-).TATO discourse and 
extremely exaggerated caricatures (an often-used propaganda device of the time) were 
frequently engaged ins. According to our investJgations, ;\fATO's extremely negative im
age became milder during the detente, and from the mid-'60s onward the ~ATO / \\'ar
sa" Pact c1eavage was less often referred to. ;\fonetheless, presumably, as long as the op
posItion berween :\'.\TO and the \\'arsaw Pact existed, ).TATO retained its negative 
connotations in lIungary. 

The whole toplC of military alliance versus neutrality appeared in the public sphere 
qUlte early in the process of the system-change. Several political forces and public speak
ers approached the question of whether or not the on-going changes would also affect 
Hungary's membership in the Warsaw Pact. Several discursive constructions appeared at 
that time. Our analysis of newspapers from 1988 and 1989 show that in the period of the 
system-change the topics of MVTUAL DlSARMA..>'fENT and NEUTRALITY were at the center of 
this dIscourse (and not the option of joining ;\fATO). Arguments supporting conrinued 
membership in the \\'arsaw Pact were also firmJy present (these tried to demonstrate the 
dlusionary character of neutrality with "realistic", pragmatic arguments, similar to the 
ones that were later used in official speeches supporting 0JATO). Vlhile it was clear that 
most new political forces strongl}' backed the withdrawal of So\~et troops from the coun
try, these forces differed on their \"isions of the future. Several alternatives were sup
ported, ranging from: the idea that I Iungary should withdraw from the \\'arsaw Pact, the 
dis olution of the \\ 'arsaw Pact; neutrality as the best way for I Iungary to ensure her sov
erelgnty and security, and what was seen as the most unimaginable and improbable idea 

5 "'e consmuted a speoal corpus of the cancarures about ~ATO that appeared In the mOSt famous saoncal 
\\eekl), Ludas .\1at)', throughout the ",hole period from the '50S to the end of the '80s. The analysIS of thlS 

corpus shows that dunng the Cold \ Yar penod the Journal gladlr treated polincal toplCS and :\'ATO was 
one of itS fa"onte targets ..• -\TO was mOSt often S)mbolised by fuHr armed gnm soldleß, "the blood-tlursty 
wannongers", dressed In umform and slmng on bombs and rocketS, often accomparued br typlcal exagger

ated drawmgs of"the nch bourgeOIs", smolang his cigar and slmng on heaps of dollars, "the unpenalJSt 
pollOcian", operena-dressed dIplomatS and other sllrular figures. Opposmg them one finds strong, healthy 

and good-looking workers or peasants, someomes dressed as soldlers, defendmg peace and liberty. These 

consrrucoons are quite frequent m the '50s unol me earl)" '60s and become more and more scattered and 
rare later. If:\'ATO is themaozed at all in later penods lt IS more often In scenes where tWO solruers (:\'ATO 
and \ \'arsa\\ Pact) argue, compete or fraterruze. 
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at the time - that the countr}' should ny to join ~ATO. The first time the topic of join
ing ~ATO appeared in public discourse was not in FIDESZ-president Viktor Orbin's 
notorious radical speech at II6sök tere (Heroes' Square) on the day ofImre ~agy's re
burial, when he demanded the withdrawal of Soviet troops Gune 16, 1989), but much ear
lief. Gyula Horn, President of the newly formed Socialist Party (MSZP) and Foreign 
Secretary at the time, raised the idea in February, 1989. 

From the change of regime, until 1991, the whole question of military alliance was 
rarely thematised and was rather not discussed in the Hungarian public sphere. The \\'ar
saw Pact, as an option for Hungary's defense policy, simply faded away. After the V\Tar-
saw Pact's dissolution, and the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary, the whole 
topic became somewhat irrelevant to public discourse. ~evertheless, the issue of align
ment could still have been constructed around the alternatives of neutrality versus 0.'"ATO 
membership. But for several years public discourse did not crystallize around this topic, 
and its appearance was ver)' weak. Although the topics of neutrality and national sover
eignty have a long history in Hungarian political discourse (consider the political goals 
of several national uprisings such as 1848, 1956, etc.6), the whole alternative ofHungary 
becoming a neutral counny without membership in any alliance was not seriously elabo
rated in public discourse. No significant political forces attempted to adopt this cause as a 
rallying point in the public sphere. Although associations of former active militants from 
1956 and liberal intellecruals (especially members of the Alliance of Free Democrats, 
SZDSZ) opted for a position of neutrality in the midst of the regime change, the fact that 
the new Socialist Party (MSZP) took a position in favor of possible NATO-enny in early 
1989 caused a political mix up. The liberals who held, at that time, a very strong anti
communist position, and who were characterized by \Vestern values and relationships 
(democracy, human rights, individualliberty, etc.), found themselves in an incoherent po
sition when backing the idea of neutrality. This was all the more so since in the meantime 
the socialists had raken a position in favor ofNATO membership, a liberal economy and 
other V/estern values, and therefore came to be seen as more lA/estern oriented than the 
liberals. The issue therefore narurally gradually changed, and the alternative of neutrality 
became less attractive. 

The weak appearance of the topic of neutrality might also have been motivated bya 
general uncertainty in the value-structure of the society, which ca me about after the 
change of regime. This lack of clear choices and assurances in political and ideological 
matters was responsible for radical political changes. These occurred at the three con
secutive legislative elections," and it also resulted in political struggles and heated debates 
conceming which orientations the countr}' should follow. Huge public debates stemmed 

6 See the article ofB.Juhasz in this volwne, 5 1-73. 

7 In 1990, 1994 and 1998 rand now we can add: also in 2002]. 
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from thi~ SJtuation. These dcbates were highJy ideological and centered around the ne
cesSlty of declding ho\\ the country, \\ ith its economic, political and legal system, could 
be reorgaruzed in ordcr to end the socialist experiment - to enable the country to build 
its own future and set Its own fates. If :\'ATO was not an importam topic in this debate, 
the rclanonsrup towards the \Yest, however, wa one of the main issues at stake. 

Debate on joining .VATO 

\\']ule In the pcriod of the regime-change, mutual disannament, and to a lesser degree 
ncutrahl:J, wcre also dJscussed in pubhc discourse, when - In the mid-90s - the topic 
of joinlng '\ATO was Introduced as a new alternative most political forces, parties and 
pressure groups had no dear publicly elaborated standpoint on the question. :\'0 public 
analysJs on the possible costs and benefits had been carried out, and the consequences of 
joming or staymg out had not been analyzed. In the second half of the '90S, with the 
"Partnersrup for Peacc" alliance, Hungary's approach to l\'ATO became more and more 
apart of the pohtical goals of ail parliamentary forces. Yet even then, there was no clear 
commurucanon of details or data in the public discourse abom the costs and the conse
quences of possible entry. \\'hen the real debate started in 1997, all parliamenrary parties 
had alrcady agreed on alliance. The underlying consensus had been elaborated in the 
mcannme, but onJy behind closed doors. The rcason for the large political consensus can 
bc found if one dosei)' examines how the \\hole topic was publicly constructed. Politi
cians, as weil as the media treated :\'ATO-enrrance as a technical issue instrumental to 
making what was perccived as a related more irnportant change. J oining 0JATO, for most 
political forces, as weil as for the general public, was considered to be the first step in at
taining the real and most desired goal: joining the EU. In this process of approaching the 
\\'est, :\'ATO membership was regarded as a goal that was easier to attain, but which 
would help to legally and symbolically recon truct the once existing ties between Hun
gary and the \\'est. :\' .\TO member hip with ws S)mbolic value was widely thought to 
contribute in the long-run to Hungary's eventual EU membership. Ir is in this general 
context that the topic appeared in the public sphere in 1997. 

As a general observation concerning the whole discourse on :\'ATO-alliance, it should 
be mennoned that facts and figures were largely lacking from the public discourse. Even 

8 Ths memaoc bundle consmured me mam roplC of public debares lfl Hungary ar tIus penod. Ir was srrongly 

relared ro me problem of naoona] idenmy. (See Heller & Renp 19~ a,b.) Bur tIus roP1C was also presem 
dunng me Kadir period, e\"en if in a more dlSgwsed form . Our former research dealr \\1m me fact thar be
cause of poliocal raboos in me resmcted public sphere, cerram groups of pubLe speakers constructed se\·

eral ropics of me rolerared pubhe discourse in such a manner mat mey elaborated memaoc relations and lfl
rerpreraoon-dependem alluslOns ro me raboo roptCS of national soveretgmy and nanonal idenmy. (See 
Heller, '>:emedl & Ren)1 1990 a, b, 19% 1995) 
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at the height of the debate, in 1997, calculations of costs (if there were any) were not 
made public. Virtually no imponant data was communicated, and a mist of secrecy lin
gered around the issue. In this context, however, the question was discussed from a prag
matic point of view of Hungary's general interests, without going into embarrassing de
tails. Value choices and alternatives were rarely thematized, and most of the arguments 
(for or against) rurned around questions of utilitarian ideology ("what are the country's 
interests)") ~-ithout precise argumentation or justification. At the time it appeared that 
the general public was not too interested in the issue, and there were fears that the refer
endum would only mobilize a small proportion of the population and thus would be an
nulled. Debate was also confused by the fact that the parties in opposition wanted to use 
the opportunity of the referendum to approach the populace with some unrelated issues, 
such as the ownership of land. The governing ~oalition and the opposition engaged in 
very heated debates on these unrelated issues.9 

Corpus 

Several sets of corpus were examined in the course of the research. The main corpus of 
our cliscourse analysis is comprized of a complete collection of articles published in three 
national daily newspapers from September to November 1997, aperiod immecliately pre
ceding the referendum on NATO membership. Another corpus includes articles from 
political newspapers and perioclicals fromJanuary to December 1997. A third corpus in
cludes TV and radio debates from the same period. A special, separate corpus is com
prised of newspaper articles from the period before and immecliately after the regime 
change (1989-1991), that made it possible to investigate how and when the topic ap
peared in the public debate. Analysis was also carried out on articles treating NATO-en
trance in cenain weekly magazines: HVG 1989-1997, JIagyar .Varancs 1989-1997 and 
},Iagyar Forum 1997-1998. Finally, another corpus is comprised of pierures and carica
rures from Ludas Alatyi, the satirical weekly from the post-war period (1950--1989)' 

In this article we concentrate on the results of the discourse analysis conducted on the 
corpus of three national daily newspapers from September Ist to November 15 th , 1997, 

9 The main controversy was about how to formulare rhe question conceming rhe ownersrup of land. Behrnd 
rlus quesnon rhere lies rhe deavage, whieh exisrs berween Hungarian political forces wherher or nor to per

mJr rhar foreign indi,;duals or instirutions buy agriculruralland in Hungary. Land has, of course, tmporranr 
symbolic \'alue, especially in d,scourse treanng nanonal identiry and national values. Ir is deal' rhar this dts
cursive srruggle was stirred up beeause rhe legislative elections had to take place six monrhs later, and all po
litieal forces ",anred to use rhe referendum as an occasion for mobilizing masses to back rhem. They also 

considered rhe referendum as a good occasion far measuring public opinion ar rhe same time. 
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the period immedlatelr preceding the referendum C\'ovember 16, 1997)' Thjs corpus 

contaIns 263 arucles. 
In order to explain the rustorical context of the actual debate, we also refer to findings 

of research carned out on some of the other corpora mentioned above. Y\'ith respect to 
the appearance of the topic of NATO-entrance In the IIungarian public sphere, we dis

cuss results of our anaivsis of articles from four national newspapers in the first six months 
of 1989" . Hlth regard tu the change in ~ >\TO's public image in IIungary, our analysis 
of LZUMS JIat)'i, the satirical weekly will be used. Analysis of one of the TV-debates is to 

be found In aseparate article. (Clmlapsztori, MSAT June 20,1997)" 

Participants in the debate 

For a more appropriate analysis, it seemed important to differentiate between two types 

of public speakers. The author of a pubLc, commurucative event (the writer of an article, 
a participant in a T\! program, etc.), is called a SPEAKER, while the public speakers who 
were either mentioned or sometimes referred to or quoted in public discourse are called 

ACTORS. E.g., in the ca se of a news arucle, the journalist, who signed the article is the 
speaker and when he or she refers to a poLtician's opiruon or quotes the person, ws per
son IS considered to be an actor. In the same way, in an opiruon article, or an op-ed piece 

the person who expresses rus or her views, and who signs the article, is also identified as 
the speaker. Inteniews, however, constitute a special case. Interviews are generally signed 
by journalists, but they also provide a forum for the individual being interviewed to ex
press rus or her opinion on a certain number of topics. Therefore, in ws analysis we \' .. ill 

consider the interviewed person as a speaker. 

A hypothetical hiemrchy of speakers and actors 

In our concrete analysis both speakers and actors were categorized according to their 
competencies and authorization, their symbolic resources, their position in the public 
sphere (e.g. well-known / unknown), according to the level of publicity they manage to 

achieve, when and where ther appear, and how ther present themselves", etc. 

10 S~=badsag, .\ lagj ar .\"ml':,et, .\lagyar Hlrlap, .\"epsurva. 

11 Joinmg '>:.\T0. The AnalysIs of a T\ '-Debate on Hunga,,;s Alhanee \11m ~.\TO. See in this volume, 

311 -345. 
12 Ir 15 tnreresong to note ho\\ eerratn speakers pur forward some of melr ticles, funeoons and ranks or sym

bahe resomees mstead of omers. E.g. ill an unporram opuuon arncle, .\likl6s Derer, a hrstorian, research er 
and tnrellecrual presents himself tn me slgnarure by UStng only one of hrs ocles Prcsident of me Hungar
lan Aclanoc CouncJ!. :'I1an)' sirrular examples could be quoted. 
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The following ruerarchy was used for classifying speakers as weil as actors: 
- International political actors 
- Members of govemment 
- First-rank politicians: parliamentary, leaders of parties, presidents of parties, Parlia-

mentary Commission ofDefense, party functionaries 
- Military leaders 
- Official experts, and govemment bureaucrats 
- \1iJitary experts for the parliamentary parties 
- Leaders, office-holders and representatives of the non-parliamentary parties 
- Representatives of civic organizations (party-affiliated and independent) 
- Private people with special competence (e.g.: historians, la~'Yers, political scientists, 

soldiers) 
- Private people without special competence 
- Journalists 

In the course of classification we also considered whether the speaker / actor was a 
civilian or a professional military person. 

The typology of newspaper articles on NATO-entrance 

Public discourse about 0JATO in 1997 can be divided into !Wo distinct categories. These 
t\vo categories should be exammed in close comparison, because there are sirnilarities of 
how they treat the issue, but there are fairly important differences, as weil. News reports 
and politicalor diplomatic accounts in the printed, as weil as in most electroruc media 
constitute the FIRST TYPE OF DISCOURSE: "NEWS ACCOUNTS". They treat Hungary's inten
tion of joining ]\fATO as self-evident, and membership as a quasi-fact, the result of a 
well-planned and successfully performed series of actions. The analysis of ws discourse 
shows that there was a general conception by most public speakers of Hungary as a 
macro-subject, wruch had an unwavering willingness, and even desire, to enter 0l'ATO. 
In these teXts we often find "the govemment", "the country" and "Hungary" in the same 
syntactic position. The topic is consrructed in a way to show that membership is the ob
ject of a nation-wide consensus, and the intentions of the govemrnent and the public are 
identical. Moreover, these subjects often appear as highJy active subjects, as responsible 
initiators of irnportant and serious activities, thus giving the image of a conscious macro
subject successfuUy carrying out a well planned and weil completed series of acts. The 
whole process is presented as a rational , well-elaborated scenario, which owes its success 
to a commonly agreed and carried-out plan, a joint effort on the part of several institu
tional actors, and a convergent and supportive public opinion. References to tension in 
ws type of discourse are usually connected only to debates within 0l'ATO. 



Pubuc Debate In Hungary on me ~.-\TO Alhance 

The most frequent consrrucrion of the topic of the enrrance in the news account type 
of arucles, does not rreat the quesrion as a "polirical" 15sue (KMgI, Liebhart, Sondermann 
1997) or a quesrion to dlSCUSS, but as a fact . .\lost cliscourse falJmg imo this category 15 on 
the pro-:'\ -\TO slde, and is pan of the official campalgn orgaruzed by state authonnes 
and Insnrunons. omenmes news accounts did repon on events orgaruzed by ann-:'\.-\TO 
forces, but these reports, In general, are pan of larger arucles, which consrirute a pro
'\'" ATO context to an ann-X,.1.TO event or opinion, which finds itself, in this way, in a dis
cursl\'ely subordinated posItion. 

The SECo:,-n 1YPE OF DISCOI..'RSE to be found In the public sphere in 199- , were com
mentanes, opmlOns, analyses, Interviews, i.e. discourses with a polemic or mobilizing In
tennon: we shall calJ thlS type of cliscourse, ~OPIXIOX DISCOI..'RSE". Speakers in these dis
courses are orren Hungarian or foreign polin Clans, or high officials who represent 
insrirutional authority (mainJy on the pro-:,\,.1.TO side). They also may be intellecruals, 
ex-perts on foreign policy and military affaJrS, representative of more peripheral polirical 
forces, acri\'e members of insrirutions of civil soclety, or even private indi\iduals \\ith no 
official authorizarion!3. In thi ector of the public sphere, contriburions to the public de
bate openJ} assume a pluralisric clistribution of opinions abour the counrry's X,.1.TO al
liance. Dlscursive acoons in this field attempt to identify and express opposing stand
points, and they explicitly attempt to jusrify their own point of "iew by trying to 
deleg'ltimize and deconsrruct opposing \iewpoints . . -\5 a general tendency we should men
non that this second t}-pe of public dIscourse was more heterogeneous concerrung stand
points, values, speech strateg'les, argumentarion, modes of speech and topic consrrucrions 
than news accounts. Because of the srrong pro-X,.1.TO official campaign in the news, it 
IS In this t}-pe of discour e that the dl\'ergent stand points and polincal a1temati\'es were 
expressed. The distribution of opinions and standpoints in this category is much larger 
than III the news account group. (See data belO\\ in Table 1.) 

Accorcling to the findings of the dl5course analysis, the folJO\\ing two hypotheses can 
be formulated: 

1. In the news account t}-pe of public discourse the topic of joining ~,.1.TO appears as a 
fact, as endence. Thi t}1le of discourse is more focused on international political and 
diplomanc aspecrs and on concrete details of the issue (e.g.: when do we join, what lan
guage \nlJ be spoken, \\ ho \\ilJ command the rroops, how will the Hungarian army fit 
into :'\ATO srrucrure , etc.). The process is shO\\TI as aseries of e\'ents, which unstop
pably and steadiJy comes clo er to Its goal. The actors in these eyents are aIJ high-rank-

13 Lerters ro me editor were also pan of me corpus. They are shon conmbutions, cornporting me speaker's 
slgnarure. The aumors are sornenmes pubucly knO\\TI persons, bur more often unkno\\TI. non·public per· 
sans. orne oi me aumors are professionals In me sense mat mer are pubuc or military officlals bur most of 
mern are iust laypersons .. ee data below.) 
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ing politicians, diplomats or military officials. It is onJy in the period immediately pre
cecling the referendum, when hea\)' pro-~ATO propaganda appears, that the idea that 
the process could, but should not be, stopped appears. In contrast, in the opinion type 
of discourse the whole topic appears polemically, in a more pluralistic choreography. 

2. In the debate on NATO alliance, the decisive character of the question (in the form of 
a yes / no-question: whether or not to join ~ATO) constituted a strong constraint on 
the participants. This way of putting the question induced a dichotomy in the distri
bution of the possible answers, and relatively homogenized standpoints around the yes 
and no positions. The analysis shows that the distribution of supporting and rejecting 
viewpoints among the different groups of public speakers is not random, but follows 
a certain logical pauern. Members of the political and goveming elite are on the pro
XATO side, while peripheral actors of the politicallife, representatives of non-parlia
mentaIJ' parties, certain ci vii organizations and many private people (authors ofleuers 
to the editor) representing certain layers of the population are more often against 
HungaIJ"s NATO alliance. 

The distributian of nI!'UJS accounts /opinian discourse within the newspapers 

The whole NATO-topic has a mosaic-like character in the printed press. Articles are 
scauered along thematically differentiated pages in the newspapers we analyzed. There 
is a characteristic difference betv ... een the place and position of news accounts and opin
ion articles in the inner srructure of the newspapers exarnined. In the daily papers pages I 

to 3 contain articles \\ith diplomatic topic consrructions Goint army exercises, \;sits, talks, 
international negotiations, press conferences, etc.). Page 4 and subsequent pages are de
voted to political news on domestic political topics (e.g. parliamentary debates, party 
gatherings and conferences on concrete topics, events organized by other institutions of 
domestic politics, etc.) As a general rule, it can be observed that more important, political 
institutional events are on the front page, but negative news (e.g. about military conflicts) 
are always set separately. Problems like accidents, etc. are again set apart, and generally 
appear toward the back of the paper. 

Opinion articles, debates, interviews, and bacJs:,oround analyses are put in the middle 
pages of the newspapers, on special pages called "Opinion", "Debate", etc. 

"Te should mention here that in the electronic media, as well, these different types of 
discourse are also separated. In most media, as in newscasts or other news programs, 
political, diplomatic, and institutional news are separated from conflicts. Opinions are ex
pressed in short, c1irectly or indirectly quoted phases, generally after the part consecrated 
for political and diplomatic events and negotiations. Debates, and other longer discourse 
pernlitting the expression of viewpoints and argumentation (such as round-tables, de
bates), are always broadcast in separate programs. 
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In our corpus there were some cases of negaove news concerning :'\ATO. They were 
always separated from the toplC of the :'\ATO-alliance, diplomatic evenrs, negotiations 
and military accounrs. \lost of the e articles were pur on later pages of the ne'o.\'spapers 
and figured among other "fairs ciJvers". This made it possible for the pro-:'\.-\.TO propa
ganda to separate news with negative connotations from the topic of joimng :'\ATO. 
Such 'negao'o."e' articles mclude reporting on: the accident with the ski-lift in ltaly, caused 
b} a :\' -\.TO plane; problems \nth the ;\fATO ba e at Taszar in Hungary, where ;\fATO 
cngmes caused damage to roads and houses, and where American soldiers reportedJy sex
uall} abused IIungarian kitchen workers. );'ews conceming failures of peace making in 
Bosnia were also set apart in separate articles. 

The eparaoon of news accounrs from opinion articles, resuJrs in the desired effect that 
attenOon can be diverted from the more touch]' aspects of the debate. In this way 0JATO 
can be mtroduced as a successfuJ institution, and thus problems as weil as debating opin
ion-articles do not interfere with the positive constfUction. 

lABLE I: Dzstributi(Jll of lle-UJS and opini(Jll articles and their va/ue assigmnents in 3 national doil)" 
ne-UJspapers ber-UJeen the In September and 15th :Vovernber, 1997 

1997 r-:ru's, REPORTS. L";DIYIDVAL CO~LRlBL"O:S-S (ARTICLES, Do.-rE.RVIE\\'S, 

ACCOv~S CO>'"TRIBL-rlONS TO DEBA'IT) 

POLITlClA..-"':S 
)OLrTARY, 

~ "TELLECTIJ ALS LAY'':\[E!' 
pOLmCAL EXPERTS 

+ +/ - ... +/- - + +/- - + +/- - + +/- -
Sepr 26 - 1 4 1 1 1 1 4 

Ocr 44 50 3 10 - I 5 1 I 

'\0\' 33 )5 1 11 5 I 3 3 

'Total 103 92 6 1 " 
-) 0 0 13 1 1 8 I 5 I 1 4 

Mn CLES A. 'ID .\lILITAR\', 
OnrrR 

t' = 163 [!t..-rER\'ll."·S POLITICAL LA1"IE,'i: 
~"TELLECTIJAl.S: 

6 OF POLmclA.'iS: EXPERTS: 
14 ," ]7 -) 

TOTAL >''L']>[lIER 

OF !'-.'"E\VS, TOTAL >''L~!1IER OF ~'Dl\TDt:AL CO>.TRIllL-rlONS: 62 
ACCOl~TS: 201 

The table above shows that durmg the two and a half months before the referendum, the 
number of newspaper articles dealing with );'ATO entry was rather high, Table I also 
demonstrates that news and accounrs \\'ere far more frequently published than opinion 
articles (201 Items In the first group against 62 iterns in the second group,). This fact just
ifies our initial remark abour the existence of a massive campaign be fore the referendum. 
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The value distribution of the articles as shown in Table I, further justifies the starting 
c1am, namely that the campaign was orchestrated by official sources to express an official 
point of \1eW, to mobilize people for the referendum, and to strengthen existing pro
),fATO publlc opinion. Table I c1assifies each article in one of three categories according 
to their \'alue assignments. The + and the - groups contain articles, which c1early treat the 
topic of the 'JATO alliance in a positive or negative way, respectively. Articles were put 
into the + group only if they contained facts and opinions strengthening the pro-~ato at
titude. In the - category, only articles expressly against 0JATO entry were taken into con
sideration. The +/- groups include articles in which both positive and negative facts, opin
ions and \'alue assignments appear. These articles are assumed to present a plurality of 
opinions, although, in most of the cases, they are positive articles which merely mention 
some contradicting arguments or opinions. In other cases, there is a certain attempt to pre
sent pro- and anti-~ATO arguments in a balanced way. But even in these latter cases, the 
imponance of the speakers (or the acrors) of the two opinions are ver}' different. 

In a sum total of the different value assignments in the whole corpus, we get the fol
lowing distribution among positive, neutral or bipolar (positive and negative: +/-) and 
negative groups: 151 : 95 : 17. \Ve should note that a great number of articles in the cate
gory of "neutral" or "bipolar" is prevalently in favor of NATO membership. They do 
present negative facts andlor opinions also but, generally, in a subordinated form, in 
much shoner pace. As the figures presented above clearly show, negative facts and opin
ions were gran ted much less attention in newspapers in the period analyzed. Among 201 

news-type articles only 6 are c1early negative, and out of 62 opiruon discourses, II are 
negative. The rate of negative articles in the two above mentioned groups justifies our 
earlier observation that negative \lews had a much lesser chance of appearing in official, 
institutional discourse than in indi\ldual opinion discourse. But their chance of occur
rence is rather weak in both types of discourse. 

Among news account articles, positive value assignments are rather high: 103 out of 
201 of these articles are c1early pan of the official pro-Nato campaign. They treat Hun
gary's NATO alliance as an ineluctable event, as an e\ldent fact. The)' describe a process 
\\lthout alternatives, where the acts ofboth the Hungarian govemment and NATO au
thorities irreversibly take the country in the same direction: :\fATO admission. They sug
gest there are no real alternatives, contradicting facts or opinions. 

"Hzmgary approached its .\'ATO entry with one more step yesterday, when Andras Simonyi handed 

his ktter of mission to Javier Solana, secraary general, in the presence of the ambassadors of the six
teen member states. "4 

14 In · Diplomaclal kapcsolat az atlano sz.ervezerrel (Dlplomaoc relaoonslups ,,~eh ehe Atlanoc orgaruzarion) . 

• "Hagyar Hirlap, 9. 10. 199- , I. 
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In these pro-:'\ -\'10 accounts (wh ich can also be called mainstream texts, because ther 
are most numerous in the debate), no doubts or fears are expressed. As there seem to be 
no altematil·es, the onl) fear IS that nme 15 passing, so mainstream cLscourses ohen speak 
abour the need to accelerate the process. \lany of these artieles deal \lith diplomatic 
events, the actors of "hich are people with high ranks and tides. The accounts present 

such events as being extremei) serious and significant, blessed \\ith high authorit)'. Con
sensus is shown on the intemanonallevel and also on the level of parties in the Hungar

ian Parliament. It is in these artieles that Hungary appears as the "good student" eager 

to gam recogrunon fTom those "above". (See later) 
'\'egative opiruons are rarei) expressed in the newspapers as can be seen fTom the fig

ures clted above in Table 1. Ir seems as if doubting intellectuals and public speakers had 

become uncerram and reluctant about public appearance and discussion. The pro-:'\ATO 
consensus was so strong among polincal forces that it appears to have become difficult to 
express doubts and uncerrainty. \loreover, only marginal poütical forces expressed their 

negative opmion aoout joining ~ATO, and thus, expressing a more skeptical stand would 
have c1asslfied doubters as jOIning marginal forces , or as sympathizers \lith certain ex
tremISt groups. In other words, the expression of a negative opinlOn in a largely pro

"\; -\10 dlscursl\·e field necessitated a high investment and the acceptance of a loss of 
presnge. 

Ir 15 interesnng to note that in the news account category of artieles, bipolar artieles 

are also represented in a rather rugh number. In other words, there is a high number of 
artieles wluch contain both posinve and negative statements, \·alue assignments, conno
tations, even if the positive arguments in these artieles are disproportionately much 
longer than the contra arguments. \\ 'hile in the mainstream positive accounts (in the 

above mentioned 103 cases), the whole situation is highly idealized, and the actors are 
shown as very posItive, ideaüzed figures, the main characteristic trait of the bipolar arti

eies is that they cease to show the issue in such an idealized form. These artieles do give 
information abour the fact that the whole topic can be seen and treated fTom different 

points of view. They introduce contradictory facts, describe contradicting opinions and, 
on the whole, present the topic in a more differentiated manner. 

The follo\\ing table exarnines the topic consrructions of the 92 neutral-bipolar artieles 
of the news group with reference to their interior topic-consrruction: 
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lABLE 2: Distribution of sub-topics of neutral-bipolal- news-type articles 

Debate on Propaganda, Debates Results of 
Real debate '\eurral 

Documem~, 

referendum mformation abroad opmion polis 
on Jommg ne\l.:s 

chronology 
'\ATO accounts 

Sept. 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 

OCt 33 2 16 2 3 3 0 

'\o\' 0 1 5 2 11 2 5 

Tot. 92 35 4 1 -
-) 4 14 5 5 

In Table 2, the groups "news accounts" and "documents" contain rrulv neutral anicles
articles dealing \\ith either completely neutral facts, or with the chronology of XATO 
accession, \\ithout any nlue assignment. All the other groups contain articles in which 
political alternatives, differing opinions, and positive and negative facts are related. These 
articles pro\ide a public image about the divergent distribution of stand points about 
XATO entrance. The largest group here deals \\ith a mera-question - the quarrel about 
the referendum. Indeed, there was a long debate among panies and political forces about 
whether the problem should be decided through referendum, and what questions should 
be put at the referendum. The main question of debate on the referendum, however, was 
not the XA.TO alliance but the questions inquiring about the ownership of land, which 
finally were not asked at the referendum. The heated debate on this issue was the reason 
for the high number of arti cl es (35) inside this group. 

The second group (propaganda) treats the topic of whether the government informed 
the population in a democratic way, or if they pour one-sided propaganda at the public. Ir 
also includes pieces on how the funds for promoting information have been used. This 
question gets very lirtle public space in the debate (4 articles) while the topic of foreign 
debates about XATO-enlargement are largely represented '; (25 articles). 

Four anicles deal \\ith opinion polls during the II weeks that were analyzed. Although 
these anicles depict a plurality of opinions, they also showed that the referendum would 
be positive about an alliance. 

The 14 articles which relate the existence of real debates about joining );,ATO, give 
accounts of conferences, debates, press conferences, demonstrations, etc. concerning the 
0:ATO alliance, and organized by political parties, research institutions or 0:GOs. 

Among the opinion articles, even if negative opinion articles are less numerous than 
poslOve ones, we should mention the fact that most positive opinion articles written by 
experts and intellecruals are based on rather strong positive stand points. These are, in 
most cases, strongl)' held opinions. But most of these speakers often quote opposing 

I5 E.g. \\111 the Senate m \\'ashingron rauf)' the adrrussJOn', etc. 
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opinions, as weil, and in this war, positive opinion discourse inrroduces, to some extent, 
negative opimons, thelr toplC constrUcoons, their argumentaoon, etc. Opinion articles 
give a more appropriate, or less clistorted image of the whole public debate than news ac
counts because they more c1early present the pluralistic character of the topic. 

In Table I, above, opmion arncles are c1assified accorcling to certain categories of speak
ers. It is Important to note that politioans as weil as military and political experrs are highly 
over-represented In the corpus: 25 and 17 out of 62, respectively. The figures m Table I 

make It c1ear that Ln most cases these speakers express pro-)JATO opinions. Among .p 
speakers of the mo above-mennoned categories, 39 are pro-)JATO, one is neurral and only 
2 have negative opinions. The scores are somewhat clifferent in the two other groups: intel
lecruals and la}men are more likely to express ano-)JATO standpoints, and negative opin
IOns: 5 out of 14 and 4 Out of 6, respectively. The peaker's high mstirutional position or rank 
In the hierarchy is in\'ersely proportional to a negative opinion about joining )JATO. 

I\'ATO-entrance: topic constructions and topic connections, 
characteristic narrative structures 

In our research, we differentiate bem'een two related terms. The term topic construction is 
defined to indicate the inner strUcrural constrUction of a given topic, its strUcrure of re

lated sub-topies. The term topic-connecti(JIl or topic-link i defined as discursively elaborated 
allusions, relationships, bridges, links worked out to build up relationships between clif
ferent topies, or to create discursive relationships between them. This signifies the con
strUction of syrnbolic passages in order to relate the given topic to other topies. This, 
consequencly, has an inAuence on the claim of the given speaker for the definition of the 
main topic, the the1lle of the discourse. ,6 

The most important topic-connection accorcling to the analysis done on our corpus is 
the relationship that is constrUcted bem'een the topic of Hungary's ::-\fATO alliance and 
the topic of Hungary's will to join the EU. One of our starting expectations was the as
sumption that, for several groups, the main topic-connection ",,111 be constrUcted bem'een 
joining :\'ATO and the topies of national identity and neutraliry. This connection, how
ever, proved to be much weaker than expeeted. 

Our analysis shows that there are several eompeting topie constrUctions dealing ",,;th 
="ATO enrry. The question is most often rreated as a pragmatie one, based on a ealcula
tion of advantages and clisadvantages, neeessary invesrrnents and expeeted benefits. The 

16 E.g. Dunng the penod of the resmcted publtc sphere, the tOpic of demography was used by cenain public 
speakers, namel} popuhst "nters, tO construCt relanonslups tO the raboo-struck tOpic of nanonal idemiry. 

(See I [eller, :'\emedi & Ren}': 1990 b,c, 1991, 199+. 1995) 
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topic is less often tackled from the point of view of abstract values and ideological alter
natives. These latter topic constructions mainly appear in opinion articles. There are also 
differences among topic constructions concerning their inner thematic contents : differ
ent speakers build up the topic in terms of one or several of the possible sub-topics. The 
issue is most often treated: as a political topic constituted by sub-topics such as interna
tional negotiations, diplomatic events, etc.; or as a security topic, involving problems of 
a geopolitical context; or as an economic topic, \oI-lth sub-topics concerning costs and ef
ficiency; and finally, more rarely, as a military topic, invoh.lng sub-topics like the mod
ernization of the Hungarian army and often related in this sense with the latter sub-topic 
(costs of modernization of the arm)'). 

In addition to typical topic connections and constructions, characteristic narrative 
structures or scenarios are also to be found in the ~ TATO-debate. Many of these occur in 
the pro-NATO discourse, both in news accounts and in opinion articles. This is not only 
because pro-NATO discourse is more frequent in the IIungarian public sphere before 
the referendum than anti-NATO discourse, due to the massive and weil organized official 
pro-NATO campaign, but also arises out of structural happenstance. The theme of the 
)J"ATO-ailiance was elaborated by the pro-NATO side, while the anti-:\'ATO discourse 
was left the discursive role of deconstructing and delegitimizing the discursive construc
tions offered and claimed by pro-:\'ATO speakers. This contextual condition lies behind 
the fact that the :\'ATO-debate contains several positive, optimistic discursive construc
tions in pro-:\'ATO texts, ·while the anti-)JATO discourse can better be characterized by 
pessirnistic views and a negative mode of speech, invohlng such speech strategies as at
tack, questioning and rejecting. ~10st anti-NATO discursive constructions are subordi
nated to pro-)JATO constructions by the fact that they are condemned to borrow and 
use their themes, arguments and values from the pro-Nato discourse, with the difference 
that the anti-0,lATO speakers present them in a negative light. The whole debate is 
marked by pro-NATO topic construction, the frames of the theme are defined by the 
pro-NATO side, and the anti-NATO side depends on the so-defined constructions, be
ing confined in discursive attempts at deconstructing adversaries' topic constructions and 
arguments. The topic construction of the pro-NATO side is so strong, constituting a 
kind of mainstream legitimated discourse, that it restrains the discursive possibilities of 
the opposing speakers and sets limits to their discursive achievements l

-. In the written 
press, anti-NATO opinions and topic constructions had less possibility to appear, while 
the active participation of anti-NATO speakers in debates organized in the electronic 
media gave more occasion to elaborate anti-NATO argumentation. 18 

1- See the concept of "DefintticmmUlcht" m the analysis of world market ruscourse by ~arr & Schuben 1994-

.\1ennoned m KargI, Llebhan & Sondermann 199-· 
18 See our analysis on a "IT-debate, m t1us ,·olume, 305 - 340. 
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As we have already pointed out in the analysis of former debates 19, there are charac
teristically divergent topic-connecrions m different speech modes: cüscourses made by 
pohricians, inteUecruals, experrs, professional journalists and laymen (e.g. readers' letters) 
greatly dlffer m the \\1dth of topic-connecrions. Experrs tend to use the narrowest topic 
connecrions, denudmg the core of the topic trom all kinds of adjacent problems, but at
tempnng to give more complex causal explanarions while polirioans and intellecruals (e.g. 
wnters) generally use deliberately larger topic-connecrions. Laymen stand on the extreme 
end of the scale, employing loose and broad topic connecrions, elaboraring loosely con
nected links among dl\'erse topics, sometimes juSt jlLxtaposing them but \\-ithout at
tempong to elaborate well-argumented causal or funcrional explanarions. In the acrual 
debate on :--: -\TO-entrance, the broadest topic-connecrions are also to be found in let

ters to the ecütor. 
As example of such broad topic-connecrions: 

~Jt /S easy to mlOgme 7L'hat eonseque1Ues ;11 [re;ecting .VlTO-membershlp} would have on our everydo)' 

li/e. H lth decreasmg GD? It wOlIld be hard to finanee pensions, to szzstal1l the level of subsidzes in the 

health eare, zn the educatzonal system, in the publie security and in agncultllre, anti one eOllld not even 

think of razsing these subszdies. 1t 7L'ould be impossible to presffve the standard of lzving, let akne in

crease ;t.' The "/:alue of the land as weil as of the kettle would decrease," ete . ... ' 0 

T\ATO 's image 

:'\ATO's image, as given in the texts, is in strong relarionship \\ith how different speak
crs see the relarionship between ;-,rATO and Hungary. Accorcüng to the speakers' view
point on the quesrion of :'\ATO membership, their representarion of:'\ATO as an orga
ruzarion based on values and/or based on interests cüffers greatly. 

OnJI' some of the pro-:\'ATO speakers see :-\ATO primarily as a value-based alliance, 
where univer alisric values like democracy, progres , peace, etc. prevail. ;\10st other 
speakers wh ether pro-0:ATO or anri, see the ~orth Atlanric Treary Organisarion as an 
mterest-based alliance, although they strongly differ accorcling to the kind of interests 
ther atnibute to it. Depencling on their viewpoints, speakers see cüfferently in both of the 
followlng points: 0:ATO's intenrions with regards expansion, and Hungary's morivarions 
for alliance (which also define the country's relarionship with the organizarion), 

19 \1. Heller, D ~emedl & -\. Renyi 199OC,1995 

20 P. Zwack. ,\;incs pot\;zsga ~ATO-llg)-ben (There IS no make-up exam m ~ATO-affaJIS) , Stps-..ß"va, 8. 11 

199" 
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In mainstream pro-0JATO discourses, especially news accounts, 0JATO is represented 
by high-ranlcing officials and internationally famous personalities. 0.'ATO appears as a 
highly active organization and most of the activities characterizing it, have large-scale in
ternational significance, such as summits, negotiations, diplomatic events, peace-talks, 
meetings. Newspapers often illustrate these events with highly official pictures like hand
shalcing diplomats, huge negotiation tables, international flags or military reviews at
tended by luminaries. In some texts, military exercises or military capacity is also tackJed, 
giving details of new technological development and arms precision. These discourses 
are often ilJustrated with pictures of high-tech equipment, most often aeroplanes. Such 
pro-0JATO discourses clearly try to demonstrate 0JATO's great international prestige. 
Two other ideas are also associated with this topic construction - the idea that Hungar
ian politicians and diplomats as weU as Hungarian army officials are successfully able to 
negotiate with 0JATO officials, and that the Hungarian army will rather easiJy fit into this 
modern and technologically precise army. 

~YATO as a value-based organi::::,ation 

This construction is onl}' typical of some of the pro-0JATO viewpoints. According to this 
construction, 0JATO is a just and democratic institution, apart of the "\Vestern" estab
lishment, that is, part of the civilization WE aim for, or WE belong to. Discourses treating 
the democratic qualities, the consensus seelcing decision-malcing processes within NATO, 
the decrease of its military character and the peace-keeping role given to NATO by the 
U0J are all meant to support 0JATO's qualification as a value-community. Thus those 
who talk about the weakening of the military character of NATO are also inclined to 
ascribe a political civilizatory role to NATO. 

" .\ATG /1'ies to aSYl/re peace, secun't)" stabilit)', ec01lomic development and welfare in Europe. ,,, I 

.\ATO as an interest-based organi::::,ation 

0JATO is not mentioned frequently as a value-based organization in the discourse ana
lyzed, although in many pro-0JATO discourses, some allusions of this lcind appear. Ir 
seems to have been much more common to depict NATO as an interest-based organiza
tion. There are, however, two different positions concerning the interests NATO is sup
posed to be \\~lling to observe. Pro-NATO speakers, whiJe admitting that NATO folJows 
its own interests and acts accordingly, do not suppose that NATO only observes its (or 

21 :-\. B. Kehoe, m: A miniszrerelnök szerinr a ~ATO garancilja haz3n.k blzronsag:ir (Accordmg ro rhe Prone 

,\Unlsrer, "iATO guaranrees our counrry's securiry), Xep=badstig, 10. 11. 199-,4· 
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lts members') selfish interests. In these discourses, 0JATO's interior interests do not con
tradlct our own mterests, or those in the region. A strong characteristic trait of such dis
courses is to see a community of interests between 1 ATO members and candidates for 
membership. Common interests (for security, development, etc.) are referred to in order 
to explain the act of candidature of Central and Eastern European countries and also un
derlme 0: -\TO' willingness to negotiate the admission of these countries. Positive 
;'\JATO discourses thus reinforce the idea of community between Eastern and \"'estern 
Furope, and deplct a basically homogenous European landscape with compatible aims 
and mterests. 

Anti-"J-\TO discourses, however, do not assume common interests between NATO 
and IIungary. 

A scenario of denunciation is generally characteristic of anti-NATO discourses." Ac
cording to this logic, when applying Boltanski's four-fold model, one can easily identify 
the different discursive roles. The role of the \'ictim in the denunciation is played by 
I Iungary, by "us". The Denouncer, the person who e:Kposes the persecuror, is the speaker 
himself; and the role of the Persecuror is usually played by NATO. The Denouncer turns 
to the public as to an arbitrator or to a Judge. 

In these discourses NATO is represented as an alien, interest-based organization, 
whose interests are antagonistic to "our" interests. Ir is an institution that wants to use 
and exploit "us" for its own selfish goals. Thus 0JATO is an interest-based organization, 
bur observing only its own interests. ;'\JATO is the organization of others serving their 
own particular purposes that are disadvantageous for us. The interests represented by 
NATO are "dirty interests", either because they are financial ones, or because they are 
attached to the arms trade. 

"H?e are ta/king about a mean business here. We have to bll)' arms from thenz". "The interest of 

.YATO lS the expansion of the anlls-market." "It is all about interests connected with the selling of 

anus. ">3 

NATO and EU 

Because of the scarcity of previous public consideration of alternatives for future devel
opment for the Ilungarian defense system, and because this topic has a somewhat am
biguous evaluation in public opinion, the main topic connection that characterized main
stream discourse concerning the topic of NATO-alliance was its relatedness with the 

22 Luc Boltansla 1990. 

23 Istvan Csurka, Tamas Csapody & Attila \'3Jna, In Cimlapsztori, S1sat, 20.06.199-. 
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topic ofHungary's planned and widely e),:pected enny into the EU. This topic has a fairly 
more positive reception in Hungarian public opinion and constitutes one of the main 
public concems. Official discourse, the very campaign for ~ATO-alliance strongly cul
tivated the topic-connection between ~ATO and the EU. Numerous examples were 
found in "news account" discourse : 

a) In public discourse produced by high officials Ce.g. Laszl6 Kovacs, Foreign Secre
tary at the time of the debate, or diplomats, govemment spokesmen, etc.), EU and 
NATO seem to be deliberately confounded, both if the officials are quoted in news ac
counts or if they personally express themselves in the opinion-type of discourse. In their 
public discourse, the European Union and ~ATO appear as the subjects of consecutive 
senten ces, and are often used as if they were synonyms. 

"The Hungarian F01'eign secretary asked for the contribution of his h01nologue to assure that the 

process of ratification of the admission of new .VATO-members could rapidly be acaflnplished also in 

the ltalian Parliament. Concerning the enn)' in the European Union, Kovtics said: 'It is important for 

Hungary that the elaboration of the inner l-eforms of the Union should not dela)' the process of en

largement, and that the process of negotiations could continue in a diffe-rential wa)" depending on the 

level of readiness of each candida te for me11lbership. In the meanwhile, Hungary is working to assure 

that no dividing lines should be for11Ied in the region in consequence of:vATO enlargement.' "24 

":vATO-me11lbership is part of Hungary''s Euro-Atlantic integration, it cannot be separated fr01n the 

integrati011 to the European Union .• Hembership in these organizations signifies the most important 

international guarantee of the country's securit)', stability and social development. [. . .} In numerous 

counn-ies around the world, the great investors that 1 have met (in Japan or most recently in Hous

ton) asserted that for them, Hungary's .YATO-membership constitutes the nwst important guarantee 

for the security of their investments."' 5 

"The referendum on joining .YATO will be an important message for the West - said Lamberto 

Dini, Italian Foreign secreta7Y dw-ing his negotiations in Budapest on Wednesday. The politician also 

gave assurances that Italy backs Hungary's entry' into the European Union." ,6 

b) In other discursive acts, where the two institutions are not intenv..wed in their presen
tation, joining ~ATO is stili presented as an initial phase in a weU planned series of ac
tions: it is often presented as the first step in joining the EU, or sometimes more gen er-

24 N.\1E: Dim az igent sfugette (Dini urged for 'yes'), ;I/lagyar Hirlap, 13· II. 1997, 2. 

25 Interview with L. Kovllcs. In : i'\agy .'I1elylditi Edit: A jöv6re gondolva keil politizalni (\\'e have to do politics 

while thinking to the furure), Magyar Hirlap, 12. II. I997,II. 

26 Dini Budapesten (Dini in Budapest), Sip=a, 13. II. 1997, I. 
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allv as IIungarv's "raum to the Tfest". From the analvsis of a11 the different rhetonc elab-
~ ..... ~ ., 

orations, it becomes clear that a very strong relarionship is constructed between .:\'ATO 
and the FU, between IIungary's entrance to the one and the other. 

The Imkmg of the (Wo insnrunons is weil-balanced \~hen the nl"O organizarions receive 
equal stress. This construction was also often found in official statements from diplomats : 

"The Ezmr-Atlannc C071l71wnit; is buift on rUJo pillars. lts mzlita7) pillar dealing wlrh dife7lSe polily is 

,v'4TO, Its econ071l/C pillar IS the EU The enlarge7llent of rhe rUJo organisations is in strong consonance 

wtth each other and the Joining of rhe mdlvlduol countnes can 0111) 7Il0ve ahead m a parallel ",:a)'. ",-

Trus balance is somerimes Q\'ermrned in certain pro-.:\'ATO discourses. ~ATO-enITance 
here is shown as somethIng wruch is not an end in Itself (military airn, defense poucy) but 
sen'es more as an instrument for Hungary to get into the European Union, (wruch is of
ten meant as a synonym for the circle of the democraric, constiturional states), In such 
texts, ~ATO is sho\\'n as less important far Hungary than the European Union, itself. 

".Yddas remmds 11S: !4ccording ro Sir Dahrendorf [. . .} rhe Eastenz expansion of:vrTO is onl] ~the 

second best solution". The fim would be Joming the ElI1'opean Union, roen if the EU is a "disaster" 

and it 'will sta) so because it still has not rold the trIlth to Easte171 Ellropeam about the filture of their 

Joining the rrrganl::.anon. That is exactl]' wh)' we shauld, 17l the 1Ileanti7llc, da roe1ythl7lg in our possi

bi/il) Jor the difeme of the democranc filmre of the Eastern European COll7ltn'es and m the interest of 

thlS goal we have no other possibiliC) than rhe Eastern expansion of:\ATO. "', 8 

The same topic-connecrion appears both in news accounts and in opinion articles, as 
weil . .:\' A.TO in these texts is descnbed as the antechamber, the precondition of EU-ad
mISSIon, Trus construction is strongly present In pro-government opinion-discourses. 

"The w~ Central-ElI1'opeam take a stand for .V/fTO-1Ile17lbership is not 1Il0tivated bJ the lack of a 

feelmg of711ilitl11) secunt;,Jor the171 :vITO me17lbership has S)71lholic meanmg.Ad71lission far the1ll1S 

a political acr., wh ich S)7Ilholz::;es their belOnging to the Eurrr-Atiantic C01717flll71it;. Pmnaril]', they want 

co beC01lle fit/I 7Ile711bers of the European Umon and thl!Jfinlll] beliroe that the European Umon and 

.'V1TO are closel]' related and rhat the onl] effective argani::.ation far secunt; is .\:.4To."'9 

2 i Laszl6 Ko\'acs, m ' A semlegesseg haromswr annyiba kerülne , 'eurraht} would COSt three nmes as much), 

Xips::.abadsdg, 13 . Il. 199- , 1-3· 
28 In : F. Gy .\lagyarorszag a "ATO-ba valö (Hungaf}' IS fit for "ato), .\1agyar HirilJp, 2 . 10. 199- . 
29 A. Balogh Kelet-Kozep Europa es a "ATO OO\1tes (East-Cenrral Europe and "ato-expanslOn), J1ßg)'ar 

HirilJp, 25.10,199- ,18. 
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Most of the speakers arguing for i'JATO-alliance, link the topics of joining the two or
ganizations. The tactic of this two-for-one sale suggests that if we want to integrate into 
the \Vestern world, the integration into the military-defense system is also a necessity. 

"There is a logical connectIon between participating in the EU and in .'\ATO. The European Union 

considers the Western European Union (WEu) its own defense component. But at the same time not 

tong ago WEU became the European pillar of.VATO [. . .} The defense polic)' of the Wo organi::;atlo11S 

will probabh merge, become one in the historicalh' not so distant fi1tul-e. "JO 

Speakers against joining ~ATO try to systematically separate the question of the :\'ATO
alliance from the question of entering the EU. Entry to the EU, a topic that has not yet 
been the object of areal and detailed debate in Hungary, however, is seen more positively 
in public opinion than 0.'"ATO, for several reasons. Hungarians, in general, prefer to think 
of themselves as belonging to the \Vest than to the East or the Balkans. The Balkans in 
parricular is considered to be a ver)' negative symbol throughout Hungarian society. 

" ... at the referendum it should be demonstrated that the country is resollltely heading to the 

West. Those who vote against or those who do not bother to go to vote are voting Jor the 
Eost.» "JI 

For Hungary's 'V/estern affiliation, historical ties, cultural and religious arguments are of
ten advanced. The \\-Testern wal' of life and standard of living also holds strong appeal to 
the publicJ2 . Because of these differences in evaluation, it is important for anti-NATO 
speakers to try to deconstruct the link between :\fATO and the EU. At the moment of 
the debate, before the referendum, their main concern was the detachment of the two in
stitutions. To date there has not been any negative campaign against the EU, their target 
exclusively remained ~ATO. 

« :vrro [. . .} is a diehard military organi::;ation, while the European Union serves the reinforcement 

of economic collaboratl'on and the development of civilian relationships. The two alliances are not the 

same and it is not true that one follows from the other''JJ. 

30 ;\1. Derer: '\'ara: mien igen ('\'ara: wh)' yes), .1,1ag)'ar Hirlap, 13. 11. 1997, 7· 

3 I P. Zwack, in: A KATO-tagsag nem leher p3rrügy ('\'ATO-memberslup cannot be a pany affrur), 0:epsza

badsag, 2. 10. 1997. 
J2 Public opmion aboilt EU is changing, though. Ar the time of the debate, public opmion was more poslo\'e 

aboilt EU than ir is in 2000, ar the moment we are writing chis. In the same way, public opmion aboilt 

KATO also radically changed as a consequence of the Kosovo CriSlS and 0:ATO bombmg of Serbla. 

33 T. Csapody: A KATO nelkül is jogallam maradnank (\\'e would remain a stare und er the ruJe of law e\'en 

withoilt i'\ATO), Sips=badstig, 13· 11. 1997, 1-3. 
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"U 7r, shuuld we start 'ü-'ith the dallgeraus ami expmSlve X4.TO, while the date aJ our admission to 

EU - the onl) one oJ whieh we can hope Jur some advantages - glides alwaJs Jurther away. "H 

,\ strategie means to detaeh "\TO and the EU is to stress the Ameriean eharaeter or a 
presumed Amenean dominanee inside ~ATO. :\"early aIl anti-~ATO speakers stress 
.\menean leadership, or speak of an imbalanee in favor of Ameriean influenee inside 
,",UO, 

"Hungary s admiSSlan to .YATO is maini) backed by the Ammcan administration. [. . .} the TJwin rea

son Jor thls IS to strmgthm the weakming poSItion oJ the Umted Staus inside .\'"'ATO agamst those 

who wlm!d Irke to grve a European characte1' to the difmse oJ the cantinmt. ''35 

Hungary's discursive images 

In the dlseourse of the different speakers, rather diverse images of Hungary appear. 
Speakers construet a symbolie image of the eountry aecording to their politieal and ideo
logieal srandpoint using a wide range of linguistie deviees, whieh are appropriate with re
speet to thelr diseursive strategJes. In the eonstruetion of the image of Hungary, various 
sub-topies are elaborated, ~ith the help of whieh the general image of the eountry and 
eonsequently of the emanating "\\,E" eategory is worked out. 

There are two eontradietory "WE" images that emerge from the debate, and most 
standpoInts erystallize around these two eategories. The traditional, eontinuous or "OLD 

WE"36 involves an intentionally secluded, isolated IIungarian identity, different from 311 
other possible identitie . The old "we" image is based on traditional values that are eon
sidered to be typieally Hungarian. The eategory is strongly built on the eountry's pre
sumed own interests, whieh may justify integration to the \\Test in the ease of eertain 
speakers, but may, as weIl, lead to more resolute isolation and segregation in the ease of 
others. \\ 'henever the eonclusion of this type of "we" diseourse is favorable to integra
tion, it is always justified by partieuJar IIungarian interests in eontrast to broader or uni
versal pnneiples. Ir is an old "we" eategory also in the sense that it is based on historieal 
arguments, on symbols of the past and of national identity. It emphasizes disereteness, 
dlfferenee, disjunetion, although the eonerete arguments and linguistie means differ 
among different speakers and viewpoints. 

34 \1 H6dos (engmeer), m .V~...Abadstig, 12. 09, 199~. (letter to the etlitor) 
35 L.Borhl :\,ATO:mlertnem • 'ato whyno), .\1ßgyarHirlap, 13 . 11.199-,-. 
36 Here we tlifferenoate bemeen twO dlStmct categones of Idenmyon the basis of the defirunon made by Ruth 

\\'odak and her team describmg the use of the categol) of"we", See " 'odak, R. et al. 1998. 
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In opposition to the "old we" category, there are discourses which elaborate a "r-..'1::W 

\\'1::3'" notion. It is characterized bya more universalist discursive mode, and on univer
sal principles, built on open, inclusive categories and values. The "ne",' we" notion con
stitutes a common participatory category, in which we, "new Europeans" are full time 
members. Hungary's memberslup in Europe is based on a common past and culture, and 
it is presented as a perennial quality. Events of common history, as weil as common cul
tural heritage and values are referred to with predilection. Arguments of interest also find 
their place in this construction. The discursive mode of this kind of"we" construction is 
concessive and universalisL ;\lost vie"''Points built on this type of new "we" are for inte
gration ",ith the \\-Test but some speakers build an anti-~ATO conclusion on this base re
ferring to larger solidarity (i.e. ",ith the Balkan region or East European or even non-Eu
ropean counnies). 

Hungary as a macro-subject 

One of the characteristic features of pro-?\'ATO discourse (both in the news account and 
the opinion type of discourse) is the frequent appearance of the construction of Hungary 
as a macro-subjecL In these articles, (where often politicians from the government's side 
and high ranking actors speak or are quoted), Hungary's 0JATO-entrance is thematized 
as the collective ",ish oE a macro subject. The ",ish to join 0.'"ATO is shown as prepon
derant iE not unanimous. Thus the problem of choice, the problem of the underlying de
cision is not thematized as a political question, ha\ing several alternatives, it is presented 
as uniquely e\ident. The acting subject is either the government, (backed in this endeavor 
by all parliamentary parties) or Hungary, a macro-subject ",ith its own undi\ided will. 
The "government" and "Hungary" are often in the same syntactic positions, sho",ing 
their interchangeable character. Unity of ",ill is constructed through the follo",ing chain 
of arguments; Hungary is united in wanting the alliance, because all political parties agree 
on the question, and public opinion supports it (= unity). ;\loreover, in a great number of 
discourses, the statement that foreign political and economic forces also agree on and 
urge Hungary's 0.'"ATO entrance is also emphasized. Since this construction is over
whelmingly present in news account type pro-NATO discourse, it also means that at the 
time of the debate it was nearly impossible to legitimately question it. In these articles 
controversial opinions are either not present at all, or onJy appear in an already disap
proved, delegitimized form. 

In the period of the debate before the referendum, the two issues, the broader topic of 
NATO-alliance and the narrower sub-topic, the referendum, are strongly connected in 

r See me wa}' r:his category is elaborated in: Kargl, Liebhart & Sondermann, 199-' Bur as a difference, in me 
Hungarian XATO discourses me category of"new wen is not meant in an irorucal war 
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pubhc wscourse. The referendum is presented as a last threshold that has to be surmounted 
for membershlp, and the strong connection between the twO shows that in spite of the 
heavy campalgn, the pro-~Al 0 side still thought that the outcome of the referendum was 
some\\hat unpredlCtable. Pro-'\'ATO speakers and actors in the debate kept up an opti
mlStlC tone, they evoked the sunny side of the alliance. They expressed their strong con
\1COOn that the referendum \\ilJ be positi\'e and valid and that ::-\ATO counmes \\ill quickly 
ratit} the admission of the new members. The discourse of the pro-::-\ATO speakers in 
general is full of positive categories. Optimistic views characterize their constrUction of 
sub-topics, e.g. army modemization will be cheaper, Hungary will have more effective de
feilSe, and the country's secunty will be guaranteed. These positive e>..'pectations can best 
be summarized by such oft-used statements: '1J.tlast we shall stand on the right side".l8 

There IS, however, another strategy, which appears less often. As the pro-::-\ato side 
was not totally convinced before the referendum that it would be positive and valid, in 
some wscourses a strateg;' of threat is used staring that a negative or void referendum will 
give the count!)' a bad image in the YVest. Such a result is described as totally illogical, 
contradict1ng the long efforrs made by the whole count!)', the government, the diplo
maoc instirutions, etc. for the sake of integration. This discursive strategy constirutes a 
kind of coercion, a moral and cognitive obligation für a positive referendum. 

The image of Hungar)' in different disc1l7"Sive scenarios 

Our anal}" is of the debate in newspapers highlighted the existence of several special di -
cursi\"e scenarios. These enabled public speakers to strengthen the imporrance of joining 
),TATO, the delicateness and precision of the decision-making process, and the in
e\itability of the resuJt. Several typical identifiable scenarios were found in pro-" ato dis
course, ome of which appear quite often, especially in the discourse of politicians and 
experu. The e scenarios constrUct frames of interpretation for the whole debate and, use 
traditional rhetoric topoi which all serve to direct the readers' interpretation. In the 
course of the analysis, different scenarios or narrative strUcrures were separated although 
they often overlap in the discourses as weil as in different speakers' strategies. Their role 
is to represent the decision as e\idenr, unquestionable and to ensure positive answers at 
the referendum. 

38 The heavy slgruficance of such statements is dosely connected to \\"lde-spread feelings and amrudes of me 
Hunganan population concerrung age-long defeats and nanonal affucnons, a feeling of exduslOn from Eu

ropean developmem, erc. Such feelings of mfenonty are pan of ehe Hunganan nanonal idenmy, ",here mer 
often find melr place m a peculiar mixture of negan\'e and pOSlDve feebngs and arnrudes, rruxmg "1m na
nonal pride and feelings of supe rio nt)'. The regime change and ehe mregranon of ehe counrry mto vanous 

European mscirucions slgrufies for man)' Hunganans me end of long cenrunes of ill fare and exdusion. 
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a) One of the most frequent pro-:\'ATO narrative constructions is one (that we called 
"the good student" narrative), which uses as an analog:' a dass. \\ith a traditional compe
tition among the students. According to this narrative. several Central and Eastern Eu
ropean countries are in competition for acknowledgement from the \Vest. Among all 
competitors, Hungary is presented as the best, complying with all the requirements. In 
manl' of these texts, Hungarl' is personalized as "the eminent student", who is able to ful
fill all the conditions set by the se\'ere examiners, and who acts like an over-zealous stu
dent, an eager-beaver, as he tries to anticipate the requirements and toadily agrees to all 
new conditions. 

The "good student" model is expressed in two different wal's. ~ot oilly Hungarian 
speakers treat the country as a student passing a test or an exam, but foreign speakers, e.g. 
:'\'_-\TO officials also use the same construction when evaluating Hungary's achievements. 
praising or scolding the country for conerete actions or results. This scenario constructs a 
meritocratic frame, where achie\'ements and actions count and the actors are continually 
evaluated according to their achievements. A strong asymmetry can dearll' be felt in this 
scenario among the "students" and the "examiners". As will be shown, in most of the 
a\"ailable scenanos there is a strongly asymmetric position between those "inside" and 
those "outside". All these scenarios depict a paternalistic relationship between the "smalI" 
and the "great", the "candidates" and the "judges". 

"Succemve govl?rWnents. the pOplllati{JTl and our dlpllJ7/UJC) have been pUl to hefIV) trial b; co-operati{JTl 

v.:ith the Atlantic organi-:.ati{JTl, and SlleceSS at the vanO'l/S exams alwaJs took the cO'lmtry {JTle step ckser 

to.\ATo." 

"This is not an exam where {JTle can fail and then repeat it at a second exam becal/Se nobody knfrUJs ex

actlJ when the sec{JTld round ,,-'ill fol/frt.!.· the firn olle "39 

An integral part of this scenario is the suggestion that relations of solidarity between the 
candidates are weakened and meritocratic criteria prevail. Achievements are more highll' 
valued in these discourses than solidarity among participants in sirnilar positions, Hun
gary as the best student defends her position compared to the other contestants. A very 
strong inequality structure is present in most of the disco urs es : highest in the hierarchy 
are 0.'ATO members; in second position are the three countries in\ited to join 0.'ATO in 
the first round; countries not chosen for the first round come next; and in the lowest po
sition of all are the countries which have no chance of getting in, for the time being. But 
inequality is also supposed to exist among the three countries, among which Hungary is 

39 L. Km'acs, Forelgn secrerary m: .\la sranolnak a :\'ATO-tirgyalasok (:\'ATO-negociacions sran roday), Xep
szabadsdg, 10·09· 1997,4· 
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said to be In the firsr place ("the besr student"). This is wh)' se\'eral speakers urge :'\..\TO 
ro admjr each contesting country indi\idually, according ro their own pace and maturirr 

.. [ .•. ] K01.:ics SOld: it is important Jor Hunga1J [. . .] that the process oJ negotiatiuns sholild proceed zn a 

difJerentiated "Wa), depending on the state oJ readiness oJ each candidate. ~ 

b) Another narraove so-ucture (nor complerel)' detachable from the former one) contains 
as Its central ropos a contesr or a mal, where among all the different conte tants "we" did 
weil, srood the mal, and thus gor the e> ... pected prize. The main strategic force of this nar
rative scenano ("the contesr scenano") is that it sets the whole issue in a discursive par
tern where Jr becomes nearly impossible ro \'ote against the alliance at the referendum. 
The frame of a contesr ignifies that all those engaged in the ra ce want ro auain some
thmg, and this goalls by definition supposed ro be something positive, or worth the ef
fort. The contesr is represented as a "clean" one, and the crireria ser by the judges are jusr 
and legitimare. The referendum is presented as an act of ratification, where negative vor
Ing appears as irraoonal, because one cannot sa)' 'no' when success auends one's O\\TI pre
\ious efforts (the coerClOn pattern described abO\'e). The ourcome of this narrative script 
JS that through its use, the focus of the problem is shifted in public discourse : the ques
tion is not whether "we" wanr ro join, but whether "the) , want ro admit uso As a proof of 
our qualioes and a result of our efforts "ther" do accept "us" at the end of the contest. 
The fact that we managed ro comply with the requirements proves that Hungary is a re
hable parmer. 

" 'Feelings and oUt",;:ard appearances do not <!'eigh here. This is not a beaut; contest, <!'here e.xternal 

qualities count; what lS 17Ilp01'tant here is znte170/' qualities, meeting the require1llents; It is accordmg to 

these crite7'-a that .\.A.TO deClded who to i1l'vite allumg the counmes attemptzng to jOlIl.'- said Great 

Bntam's .\ATO a17lbassadm:" 4' 

c) The fonner narraove srructure is close ro another one, a typical folk tale narrative: 
"we" (Hungary, the Hungarians) are in a (gentle, peaceful) race rogether \\ith other can
didates. There are trials, acts ro accomplish, proofs ro attain, and three of the contestants, 
(Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic) are chosen by the strict bur just judges. There 
IS, indeed, a strong resemblance with a rypical narrative srructure of Hungarian folk tales, 
where three bar try their fare, most often attempr to eam a king's daughrer and (half of) 
his kingdom. The first two fail because ther do not make all of the necessary efforts but 

40 ~\1E Dtru az.lgentsUrgeae(DmJ urged for'yes'),.HogJorHirlop, 13. 11. 1997, 1. 

41 I KJarpk. , .. \ ~ATO-bO\1tes nem sz.epseg-·erseny" ("~ATO-enlargement is nOt a beaury-contest"), .\10-

gJor Hlrlop, 11. og 1997. 
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the youngest son, the most intelligent, cunning and handsome, stands all the trials, per
forms alJ the necessary qualities and puts in alJ of the necessary efforts and thus eams alJ 
of the posslble prizes: the kingdom, the daughter and the esteem of everybody. In the folk 
tale narrative of the :\'ATO debate, the choice is made according to the countries' 
achievements, and Hungary, as the cunning youngest son, has met alJ the trials that were 
required from the contestants and thus, at the end gets the prize of the contest and is ad
mitted to inherit the old king's kingdom and his daughter. 

"rYbile Hzmgary has to stand more trials (referendum, ratification) In order to enter :-"ato ... "+, 

UHungary had to prove in the PartlleTship Jor Peace mOVmle1lt that it took entrance to .\'ATD seri

o/lsl)'.", etc.4J 

"Yln extre1llefl positive image has been formed in Brussels after the first two rounds of negotlations be

r-llJeen .\ATD and Hlmgary '- answered Javier Solana [. . .} to Hungarian Joumalists. [. . .} '1 am very 

pleased, even happ) that after these wo rounds of negotiations, Hungary once more proved its capacit) 

and matllrit)ln+1 

d) Y\Te often find in pro-:\'ATO discourse, in relationship to the achievements, another 
well-known narrative construction: the comparison narrative, where HungaI)' is com
pared \\ith her more or less immediate neighbors45• In the debate on :\'ATO-entrance, 
this construction allows to boost "our" achievements in comparison ~ith those who have 
not been chosen for membership, and for whom we ~ilJ be the benign helper, once in
side. HungaI)' appears in these scenarios as well, as a \\inning, more skillful and able par
ticipam than the other contestants. 

"lmzdun did not feet antipathy tcrUiards Romania for a minute. [. . .} Rqmania did a kJt in the last years 

to compl; 'with the requirnnents. 1f it continues, the result will be unquestiollable."- Great Britain ~ 

.YATD ambassador46 

42 Z, Gye\"31 Kopogtatäst6l a kapunptäSlg (From knocking unol the operung of the gates), J,lagyar Hirlap, 

12,11. 199- . 
43 Z. Gyeval Kopogtatäst6l a kapunptäSlg (From knocking unol the openmg of the gates), Jlagyar Hirlap, 

12.II 199-
44 Cs. Szerdahel>,: :\lagyarorszäg blzonyirona erenseget (Hungary pro'-ed her marumy), Jlagy'ar Hirlap, 25· 

09· 1997,1-3· 
45 ThIs consrrucoon was wldely used as a cliscursi,'e de\,ce far legiomizaoon dunng the Kädäs-penod in Hun

gar)". Compansons bet\\een standards of livrng, poliocal treedom, etc. were often used in pohocal ruscourse 
as weil as m jokes and pohocal cabaret. Tlus contributed ro the \\;del)" held image of Hungary bemg "the 

most cheerful barrack m the camp". 
46 I. KHtyik : "A ~ATO-bOvites nem srepsegversen}~' (,,~ATO-enlargement is not a beauty-contest"), .Ha[!J'ar 

Hlrlap, 22·09· 199". 
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".'(.:[TOS .Hodnd SlIllImit [ .. .} did not im:rte the S(ntth-&mem countnes but did n()t slom the c/()or m 

therr face, ond thus strmlilotes them to octrun. ",-

e) In yet another narrao\'e structure, HungalT is represented as a defenseless child that 
needs the protecoon of the strong "adults". In this scenano, expressions like "defense", "se
ClIrif)", "stabilif)''', and "proteetion "prevail. Hungary is represented as a "small" actor as op
posed to the other actors who are represented as strong, and resourceful. The small and 
weak seek the help, goodwill and protecoon of the great, as in a parent - child relation
ship. The weak in return are willmg to compl}' \\ith the requirements and demands made 
by the strong. 

"GJulo H0172 pointed out thot bekmgmg to the defense organisation meons securit)' ond protection.",s 

".Yicholor B. Kehoe, [. . .] DepIlI) president of.\/[['O S 7IlilrtoIJ C01nmittee stressed thot :vrr0 tnes to 

oSSI/re peoce, seczml)', stobrlrty, ecol101llic developllle1lt and welfore in Europe. "49 

Linguistic represmtation of the a5)'l717netr)' bet"UJem .'\ATO-7nl:llzbers 
and the candidtztes Jor '!Ju:mbership 

:\.11 of the above mentioned scenarios share in their representation of Hungary as a small, 
defenseless actor, seekIng the protection, help and good \\ilJ of the great. This is wh} it 
accepts all the trials, examinations, and judgements of the powerful. In all these scenar
IOS, the relationshJps among the countries and actors are hierarchical. Hungary is shown 
as precedmg the other canclidate states, but is in a subordinate posItion compared to 
~ATO member-states. The asymmetric position of the counay with respect to the \Vest 
IS weil detectable m the Imguistic means used in the cliscourses. 

Very strong asymmetry can be found in the te).LS before the Madrid summit (8-9 th 

July 1997) and after when, beyond the decision to admit the three Central European 
countries, ~ATO proceeds to the "audit" of the Hungarian army. At these moments, 
there is some anxiet\." to be feit in the official discourse, becau e the immediate future, 
(namely the deClSions :,\:\.TO is going to take about Hungary) is still uncertain. Ir is dur
ing these penods of uncertainty that the "good student" narrative construction is espe
cially relied upon. Ir is as if certain discourse in the newspapers were directed to readers 

4~ F Kepecs Kunarad6k a konferenclan (The left-out counmes at the conference), Sips::ß"Ja, 18. 10. 1997. 
48 In. Vita a tagsagr6l orszagszen:e (Debates concerrung memberslup, throughout the "hole counrry), .Uag

Jar Hlrlop, 10. II 199" 

49 In "mtniszterelnök szertnt a :-;ATO garamalJa haz:ink blztonsagat (According to the Prune .\ltnJSter, 
:-;ATO guarantees OUf counrrys secumy), Srp=badslig, 10. II. 1997,4. 
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frorn "there" frorn "outside", as if they wanted to convince "thern" and not just the Hun
garian readers. In the period of the corpus under analysis the formerly most acute ques
tion ("Are we going to be invited in the first round )") is already decided: Hungary has 
already been chosen among the first three. Public dis course presents this as a great suc
cess ofIIungarian politics and cliplomacy. 

"lnvitation into XATO is the success of I 5 million Hungarians" 5° 

Ir follows from the hierarchical representation of the different countries that states and 
actors at clifferent positions in the hierarchy are represented by different linguistic means. 
Expressions like: "asked for admission ", "c011lpl)' with the requirements", "is up to the standard", 
is or im't "W077/ry of .VATO 71lembership ", "winning or meriting mernbership ", "being found suit
able", "is a strong and reliable candidate", etc. suggest that the positions in the symbolic set
ting of.NATO-enlargement are higWy asymmetric. NATO-members are in a superior 
position, they are already members of the "elite club", they are the ones who pass the 
judgement, while the applicants are in a suborclinate position: they "ask Jor admittance", 
"stand trials", ''prove their abilities", "hold their ground", and then "are judged", "are weighed", 
"are foltnd wortl7JI or unwortI7JI". The linguistic representation of this situation recalls the 
terminology of the clifferent discursive scenarios described above. E.g. the student / 
teacher relationship ("stand one's ground at exams'') ("Good student" narrative), the folk
tale relation between the brave peasant boy, (the youngest son,) and the king setting the 
conditions for a contest to find the most meritorious son-in-Iaw. ("Hungary will have to 

stand more trials'')5! ("Folk tale" narrative), etc. 
If we disregard the hierarchy within NATO, (i.e. among member states from the US 

to Turkey), on the top of the hierarchy presented in the cliscourses we find the group of 
the .NATO-members. The countries whose applications were accepted in the first round 
precede the ones who dropped out of the first round. The countries that have no chance 
at all to be accepted are in last place. Those who were left out of the enlargement or are 
"only partners in peace" often appear as third-rate states in the cliscourses. 

"During the talks, the Hungarian delegation became acquainted with documents that are still secret 

Jor the partners in peace "5' 

50 Gy. Csoti, In: A miniszrerelnök szennr a :t'\ATO garanralja haz:ink bizronsag,h (According ro rhe PrIme 

Minisrer, :t'\ATO guaranrees rhe securiry of our counrry), Nep=badstig, 18.°7.1997. Ir is worrh noting rhar 
rhere are 10 nullion citizens in Hungary. 15 milhon is rhe esomared nurnber of all Hunganans }jving inside 

and outside rhe rerrirory of rhe nation-stare. 
51 Z. G)'evai: Kopograrasrol a kapunyirasig (From knocking until rhe opening of rhe gares), :'vlagyar Hirlap, 

ILII. 1997. 
52 D.B.: Rutinleltir utan kiszivargorr minden (After a routine in\'enrory everyrhing rhar leaked out),111agym

Hirlap, 12. 11. 1997. 
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I Iungarys subordInate position compared tO ~ATO members is also weil symbo]jzed by 
the fact that In most of the texts the country plays an extremely passive role. \\ 'hile 
'\; ATO and ;'\'ATO officlals are represented In powerful positions of decision-making, 
setting condltions, judgmg and enluating, IIungary is most often referred tO either in 
passive constructions or In genitive constructions. Although in discursive scenanos like 
the good student model, the country is represented as an active subject, deliberately fol
lowing pre-set goals, in numerous texts I lungary just end ures the actions of others. This 
image of a pa slve country IS presumably in relationship "",'ith a cenain feeling of inferi
onry, which is an integrated part of a complex and contradictory pattern of Hungarian 
national idennty, in which pride and shame, feelings of superioriry and a complex of in
fenorit} constitute a weird rnixture. 

UThe G'mted States offe1'ed 50 million USD credit to Hungar)' to moderni:;e its a17Il)''s arsenal."H 

"ToM)', HUllgar)' IS seen zn a more objective way and judged aeeording to its rrum value. "H 

"XobocJ;, questions Hungar)' s abilzt) to become an al6 of.Y/ll'O and the G'nited States. " H 

UHzmgary ma)' expect milch help dllring its preparation for full me11lbership. ";6 

" Hungary was im'ited in the fim rmmd - a final deeisi(m was takm abollt Ollr admittanee [. . .], The 

debate about the riferendum Mes not provide a good intenzational i71zage to HungaIJ', [. . .] the events 

will hopiful6 not spoil Hungary s evalzultlon so that catastrophie polztical eonsequences would have to be 
foeed."·-

"Hungary''s ElII'o-Atlantie engagmzent", "Hllngary''s planned 7Ilembership", "evmtual neutrality of 

Oll7' eozmtry ", "our eOllntry 's chances f01' admIssion", "HungmJ's intenlatzonal evaluation", ete. 

Hungary's place in the European space 

Our analysis of the debate also attempted tO describe where the speakers situate Hungary 
in the concrete European space. Ir is dear that in most of the texts, Hungary is "some
where in the center". Ir is rareI)' located expressly in the rniddle of the center but expres-

53 \'isszamondott feg}"\'erhttel (Cancelled credlt for weapons), \,ips-...obadsdg, 4. 10. 19'-. 

54 \1 Derer ,\Iien keIJünk a ~ -\TO-nak' (\\11) does ~ATO want U5 ' ) , .\1agyar Hrrlop, 26.09. 1997, " 

55 L. Kovacs In : O. Füzes Ktilönle.:;es starus gyorSltva a ;-';ATO-ba (Special starus: accelarated war to 
'\'ATO), \'ips-..abadsag, I. 10. 199-

56 In Ankara nem gatolJa , 'ATO-tagsagunkat. (Ankara does not runder our XATO-membership), ,\ 'ipszo
badsdg, + 0<).199,,1 

5; T. \\'achsler m Orosz bir:ilat a bnisszeL bemuratkoz.:lson (Russian criciclzm at the presentation m Brussels), 

Sipszobadsag, 1+ 10. 1997. 
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sions such as Central Europe, Central Eastern Europe or East-Central Europe are ex
tremely frequently used to describe Hungary's position. One of the main issues which 
seems to be at stake for most of the speakers is to make it clear that Hungary is not on 
the periphery, \.\.'hich usually means that it is not in the East or in the South and certainly 
not in the Balkans58 For many speakers, the main concern in the whole topic of~ATO 
and EU integration is the question of wh ether "we" can be considered to be part of, or 
to belong to, the '\'est. For certain speakers, integration means that "we" are going to be 
part of the ,Nest, at last, ("new we"), for others, it means that we are going to get back to 
the " Test where we had always been, before our historical afflictions59 befelJ us. For cer
tain anti-~ATO speakers, ~ATO-admission and gliding towards the " Test means gi\ing 
up national sovereignt}" losing specifically Hungarian characteristics, melting into an 
alien cuJture, and giving up national interests to serve foreign interests. 

"Our 1'ejection comes from the national side and hecause 01 national interests. "60 

For another group of anti-XATO speakers, a future stronger alliance with the \\'est 
means lea\ing behind former fellow countries, breaking former solidarit}, and denying or 
gi\ing up humanistic values and engagements. 

~1ost of the contributions detect a notion of movement in Hungary's position. The 
process of integration into ~ATO and even more to the EU is interpreted as a symbolic 
shift from an old position to a new one. This space-shift is considerably part of the "new 
we" image of the speakers, whether they back or reject integration itself. For all of them, 
XATO admission signifies a change compared to the former position, and more con
cretelyan approach to the \\'est. In fact, for most speakers, the "new we" \.leiH appear 
when Hungary, at last, \.Iill be part of the " Testern alliances. 

This shifting place, the in-between position of the countr)' is largely feIt and expressed 
by public speakers in the debate, but also in other discursive acts of the public field. Ir is a 
rather central topos treated by modern Hungarian literature, as well. Traditional and 
welJ-known literaI)' symbols are often evoked in the debate. They stress either Hungary's 

58 The word Balkan has an exrremelr negaove connotation in Hunganan. People speak about "Balkanic siru

aoon" when they want to express theu disgust on negative experiences like something Out of order, systems 
not funcoorung, filthy places, etc. It has always been anational concern that the counrry should nOt "glide 

down to the Balkans." 
59 The long !ist of affucoons takes Its source at different historical periods according to different speakers. Ir 

is often considered to have happened after the death of lang .\latthias at the end of the 15"' cenrury, "hen 
the period of subsequem occupations staned which lasted untiJ the recem past, according to man)' public 

speakers. 
60 1. Csurka, lJl : A mmlszterelnök szerint a ;,\,ATO garancilja haz:ink biztonsig:it (According to the Prime ;\1m

ister, ;,\,ATO guarantees the security of our counrry), ,Yep=badstig, 18.07· 199- . 
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oseiUaring posltjon between East and \\'est (the 'jerr)' COlllZtl) 'j, or her historie role of de
fending fortres~ on the bordcrs of European eivihzaoon, culture and religion61 (the "bOT

der fortress ofEllrope'j, ete. Symbols of this SOft appear regularly in the debate: and ther 
contalTI a connotaoon of saerifiee, of suffering, a feeling of being misunder tood, and 
non-apprecJated by those (the \.\'esr) who should be earing. "People of the East", "the s-UJept 
a-J,'~ C01/1ltl)", ete. 

As has alread} been menooned, the spaee \\ hieh Hungary sits in is not only horizon
tally srruetured, between East and \\'est, understood as geographieal eategories, it is also 
organized aeeordmg to eeonomie and soeial value seal es into a verrieal hierarehy. Contri
butions m the debate also reveal where speakers see I Iungary in spaee defined in this sym
bohe way. The dIfferent discourses also position other eountries and institutions on dif
ferent b'cls of the metaphorieally interpretcd, vertieaUy, or hierarehieally organized spaee. 

East / \\'e t and ="orth / South oppositions, whieh di\ide the geographical spaee hori
zontall}, pracoeaUy al 0 signif} a verrieal, hierarehieal \'alue distribution. There is a strong 
dIfferenee between pro-0JATO and anti-0JATO speakers eoneeming the values and mer
its of dungs, ideas, guarantees eoming from the \\'est or eoming from the East. Criteria 
for defimoons, and the bases of classifieation also differ aeeording to the speaker's posi
oon. Different speakers use dIfferent oppositions in their erireria of what dimensions de
fine the borderllTIes between the two regJons. 

e.g. nch / poor, devekped / undeTdevekped, civili::,ed / barbaric, peaceful / aggressive, stable / unsta

ble, etc .. 

Horizontal and verrieal representations of spaee meet at eertain points of the diseourse: 

"extendilZg stabibty to the East". Pro-:\'ATO diseourses make it palpable that the \\'est (ge
ographieal, honzontal spaee) is at the same time the stable, positive, superior spaee (ver
Deal distribution), and the East and South are in every sense the opposite. (This repre
sentaoon ma~' prove important for IIungary in eonneerion ~ith the quesrion of 
belonging under the ="orthern or Southern division of 0JATO, a question that had not 
yet been deeided at the time of the debate.) 

This Fnbohe shift deseribes the "road" the eountry has to go over as a eolleetive subject 
towards the " 'est, towards a "new we", towards a new European idenrity from whieh 
others are left ou t. 

61 Often-used metaphonc construcrions are to be found m Hunganan literarure bot also in schoolbooks and 

everyday represemarions: Hungary bemg ehe defendmg forrress of ehe' "est durmg ehe Tartar wars, ehe 
T urkish wars, etc. 
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The clifferent stand points of the parricipants of the debate detennine where the speak
ers place Hungary, both in the representation of the concrete geopolitical space and in 
symbolic space. In the consrruction of Hungary's syrnbolic position, reference-groups 
playan irnportant role in the "we" representation . Reference-groups may be connected 
with the "we" representation either with positive or v.rith negative connotations. Accord
ing to the kind of representation the speaker wants to give Hungary and its syrnbolic po
sition, clifferent reference groups are cited. E.g.: the former socialist countries appear in 
the discourses of left-wing speakers more often, while the countries of the Visegrad 
agreement are more often referred to in pro-~ATO discourses of the governrnent side. 
Central-Europe and Eastern Europe are frequently used categories, and are clearly dif
ferentiated from the \Vest, but there are very few occurrences of references to categories 
with historical connotations like the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the Danube
countries or the Danube-confederation, even though these might carry a notion of com
munit), or solidarit)' in the region. However, long-srancling historical tensions and actual 
competition between countries of the region make the relationships among them rather 
fragile. Relations \",ith the \Vest and competition among the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe for high ranking relations are more highly yalued and more present in 
the discourses than solidarit)', comrnon past and future, or comrnon action in problem 
solving, etc. On the other hand, Hungary is often shown as a country which is able to 
playa certain role of connecting East and \Vest, constituting a bridge between the twO 
sides of Europe. This ligamenta!)' role, however, sometimes goes together with a certain 
feeling of superiority, a kind of paternalizm, where Hungary, once inside, (but only then, 
once in a secure position) wililend a helping hand to its less fortuna te neighbors. 

"[The Fonign secn:tary .. .} stressed, with regard to countries which,for the 171mnent, are left out of the 

integration process to ,YATD and the European Union, that we would like to avoid the formation of 

new dividing lines and we will give help to all countries to be able to catch up with the processes ofEu

ropean deveiopment by widely enlarging regional co-operation. '>S, 

Allies and threats: the friend / 
foe dichotomy in the represen ta tion of geopolitical space 

As the whole debate is more centered around pragmatic problems of alliance than around 
ideologicaJ questions, the geopolitical situation of the country plays an important role in 
the discourses . GeopoliticaJ considera tions, indeed, seem to have more effect on the de-

62 L. Kovacs, m: Magyarorszag nem akar uj valaszrovonalakar (Hungary does nor wam new dj,~dmg lIDes), 

.yep=a, 2, IO. 1997. 
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cisions as weJI as on the choice of stand points of the speakers than ideological considera
tions, as can be detected from the high occurrence of geopoutical sub-topics in the dis
courses. In the argumentation ofboth the pro-0JATO and the anti-~ATO side, facts and 
SUpposlDons of geopolJtlcal relc\"ance play an important role. 

To orient readers concerning the coumry's eventual friends and foes, in most of the 
discourses we do not find unamblguous, bipolar space represemation, nevenheless, in 
many texts the quesDon of threats and dangers as well as a certain opposition between 
friends and enemles are present. Uncertainties, contradictions, and obscurities charac
tenze the discourses dealIng \nth chis toplC. This is because it is rather hard to openly af
firm that I Iungary is under some sort of threat, and it is especially hard to nominate who 
it is exacrly that IS threatening the country. The enemy then should be named openly, and 
chis is highly risk.1' from a poliDcal point of view. The pro-~ATO side makes aUusions to 
some kind of danger coming from the unstable neighboring regions to the East and 
South, but In most of the ca ses no concrete countries, institutions or political forces are 
named, instead abstract sources of danger are referred to Ce.g. migration, the 1\1afia, etc.). 

Friends and allies are more easily nominated in the texts. In the discourses of ~ATO 
supporters It is obvious who the friends are (the "Test, Europe, the "Testern democracies) 
but it is obscure whether they presume that the counD)' has any enernies or not, and if it 
does, who they are. Those among the pro-),'ATO speakers who occupy high public po
sitions are especially unlikely to name concrete enemies, as such an e~:plicit designation 

would ha\'e diplomatic and imernational consequences. Those against :-\ATO cannot 
name any specific enemy either, for strategic reasons: in their opposition to the alliance 
they must minimize danger. This is especially the case of leftist peakers, who would pre
fer to return to friendJy terms with former socialist countries, and prefer not to see them 
put in the negative category of threats and dangers. 

In certain cases, howe\'er, there are concrete denominations of threats coming from 
countrlcs or geograprucally identified entities: Russia, Ukraine, the Balkans, etc. Even in 
such cases, howe\'er, there is no clarification as to whether the threats coming fr-om these 
sources are mainly military or are rather of a different character: political, economic, ide
ological, social, etc. "lost often the danger which is hinted at is a rruxture of economic, 
political and milItary threats without any furcher precision. 

UTbe ca/mn) is meTUlCed l:> tbe J!ufo, tbe sex indllst/) ,floods, drougbt, a bole in tbe 0:;JJ1le, akobolism, 

drllgs, poverf), environ7llental poIlIman, a decrease in cbild binb, depression, etc. For tbe moment, 1 

feaz'more tbe Cbecben, Ukramiall, Russian, Romanian, SI!1'bian and Hlingarian JIafia, tban tbe 

a7771ies of tbese cozmmes. "63 

63 AI Szab6: :-':atO\'al a bekeen? (\\"im :-':ATO for peace '), .~1ßg)ar HirIßp, 19. 10. 199". (letter to me editor) 
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.. The most important threats and challenges crmcerning semril) polilY: I. the questiun marks ofRuss

ion dl?1;elopment; [. . .} 4. the restrictiuns of human rights, especialö those of the 11linorities, anti ag

gressive reactions to the mzancipatllT} ejforts of the minorities, 5. the hardships of ecunormc restl7lctur

mg m the region, the /?'l;ident dm-ease of the level of productiun, of consllmption and of the qlzalil) of 

lift, 6. varJing appearances of aggressive nationalism, ... ~ 

A) There is 710 donger 

Cenain texts in the corpus concretely deny that there is any danger threatening Hungary. 
Concrete statements expressing the lack of danger are often part of the argumentation 
both on the pro and the contra side. The 710 threats premise can be foUowed by different 
conclusions at the same time, depending on the speakers' viewpoint. 

a) Speakers on the govemment's side conclude from the no threats premise that Ws is 
exactly the best moment to enter a military alliance ",hen there are no enemies: "."\1ilirary 
aLliances have to be made when there is 710 dongf1"" 

b) In some discourses where mainJy ideological statements prevaiJ, (e. g. those depict
ing a most apolitical, weakly stIUcrured world) the :--;ATO alliance is presented as if it had 
no ffilhtary component at all. In these discourses the geopolitical space is represented as 
homogeneous, neutral, and without poles. The confucts of the world disappear, no an
tagonism, no tensions are assumed. In this conte>..'! :--;.-\TO is a dominantly political (as 
compared to military) alliance, aimed at de\'elopmenr. and is not directed against anyone. 
:--; -\TO is shown as being the place of fellow countries aiming at peaceful development. 
These discourses characterize the organization as one based on common \·alues. Argu
mentation in these te>..1:$ say that while no danger threatens the countrl', it is not because 
of threats that we should enter XATO at all. :'\"ATO is an institution, which represents 
important (European) values, so Hungary should enter - for political reasons . 

.. 1f 71:e s~ Jes to the allzance, Hunga1} will at last get the opportlinitJ to beiong to the grOllp of the best 

in Ellrope anti to participate m decisiun-making. '>S; 

c) .-\nother type of no threat argumentation is to be found in discourses where the :--;ATO 
alliance is supported by economic arguments. Here, too, geopolitical and military con
siderations are pushed into the background. Thus, it is not danger that drives the country 
into :--;ATO, but the country's m\TI economic interestS. This is a verl' frequently used ar
gumentation because most contributions of the debate address the problem from the 
pragmatic point of \'iew ofHungary's interests, and primarily, economic interests. 

64 A_ Balogh Kelet-Käzep Eur6pa es a :\"ATO OO\;tes. (East-Cenrral Europe and :\"ato-expansion), .\1al0ar 
Htrlop, 25. 10. 199- , 18. 

65 In. Tanacskozasok a :\"ATO meliert. "egooaoons \nth :\"ATO), .\1aI0·ar Htrlop, I LI 1.199;, 3· 
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u We oum/veJ <I,'ill create welfore l7l Hungary, nobody will do it for US. The best 7lleans JO'r this IS the 

Euro-Atlantic integratiO'll oJ our amnt1). 66 

..... to speak <I,'ith I/UJst citi::-ens and explaill to them [. . .} that the/r direct revenue, the price oJ good 

qualil) wine,fruit and 7lleat depends 0'71 what Hzmgary' is Joining. '>5; 

d) In most of rhe discourses rhe Ideological-polirical and rhe economic modes of argu
mentatlon are joined. Pro-='-'ATO \iewpomts typically treat rhe process of ='-'ATO al
liance Insrrumentally: rhe alliance is important onl}' because rhrough it, we can achieve 
cenain pobtical and economlC goals. Arnong rhese the most important one is rhat rhe 
'\·:A"fO alhance \\ill help Hunga'T enter rhe EU and move away from this unstable re
gJon (pobtical). Becoming a member of rhe alliance means rhe country \\i11 be pan of rhe 
rich \\Testern world (economic), where economic, polirical and military stability reign 
(stabIllty). ='-'ATO albance \\ill make it possible ro have a cheaper arm)' reform (eco
nomic-military). 

The b), c), and d), müdes of argumentation go systematically rogether \\irh connect
Ing '\,,"ATO alliance and EU membership. 

"Those who sa) that thl!) da not back ,YATO-entrallCe, but are for our enll) to the Eu~ shO'llld hlO"<.L' 

that if thl!) sa) no to .\:-rr0, then thl!) also sa) no to our quick and SI/UJoth integration to EU »68 

e) In contrast, in anti-::\'ATO discourse, from rhe previous premise (i.e . there is no dan
ger rhreaterung rhe country): "the cold war is OVe7,)' "Hungm)' has no ene77lies" rhose against 
"ATO ob\iously conclude rhat rhere is no need for Hungary ro join, and even that 
".VA.TO does not have a raison d'etre". 

\lrhough most speakers stan from rhe point of view that there is no danger menacing 
Bungary, and rhe countl}' has no enemies, still sooner or later allusions ro different dan
gers, threats and risks, etc. appear in rhe discourses of both ='-'ATO supponers and rhose 
against XA.TO. 

"If therr IS no attack, if nothing threatens our securil)', what is .\"'ATO Jorl U'h; should we join a 

military organi::,atiO'71 wh/ch decides on prices, and obliges 11$ to bu)' military high techn%g;, [. . .]"69 

66 Gy. Horn, Pnme -'illuster m A rruniszterelnäk szenm a :-\ . .\TO garancilJa ha:cink blZtonsaf(lit Accorchng co 

me Prime \lmlSter. :-\ .\TO guarantees me serum} of our country), .YepS':Abadstig, 18.0-.199- . 

6- P Zwacl.., m .\ "ATO-tagsag nem lehet partügy (:-\ATO-memberslup carrnot be a party affau), Seps-:o
abadsag, 2. 10. 199-. 

68 L.Km·acs m: .\Hr befogadtak berrnünket a :-\ATO-kormanyok • 'ATO-goverrunems have a1ready accepted 
us), \'asamapl hrrek, 2 11. 199~, 5. 

69 T Csapod) A :-\ATO neIJäillS )of(lillam maradn:ink (\ \ 'e would Star aState under me rule ofla,,' even mm
Out :-\ATO), .\'tpr..Abadstig, 13. 11. 199;, 1-3. 
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B) There is danger after all 

a) "There is no questirm of defense frc,m any direct military threat, because Hungary is not threat
ened b)' an)' of its dose neighbors, 01' even by countries farther trrJJay. We are not seeking protection 
frum milita7)' attack, we are expecting the guarantee of security and stabilit)' in the long run frrrm 
.\'ATo. We cannot disregard the fact that the region which encinles us - co the East, the South 
anti the South-East - sujfers from lack of stabilit)'. "-0 

There is no concrete naming of a concrete danger in mainstream discourses, but speakers 
suggest that the purpose of ~ATO membership is to expand the secure region and re
duce the unstable one. This means that the geopolitical space implicitly does have a bipo
lar srructure, it is divided into (WO opposing regions: a stable "Testern and an unstable 
Eastern part. The euphemistic reference to the "eastern expansion of stabilit)''' pretends that 
the issue is onl)' that this abstract space of stability, which is "ithom precisely defined out
lines but has positive qualities (stable and secure), should be increased and extended. But 
it is not supposed at all that this might also be a question of interests, that the extension 
might interfere "ith the interest of others, or that this process can create tensions. The 
linguistic asymmetry described earlier can often be found in such discourses. 

b) In certain discourses, instead of speaking of military threats, official supporters of 
:\'ATO-alliance allude \'aguely and euphemistically to "risks anti (hallenges", wruch are ge
ograprucally situated South and East of us, or start from there and head towards us ("mi
gration" and ".Uafia", in particular, are named as sources of danger). 

"Sodal tensi071S are the best source Jor certain popl.llist 07' sometimes extremist tendencies (. . .] There are 

certain dangers which are not partiClllarlJ characteristic JoI' this region, but which htnJe a heavy presence 

here, like international crime and terrorism, dmg-dealing and roen pollution of the errvironment. "-1 

" ... we will süde back to the Balka71S, and from there into dsia into the amzs of the Russian, L"krain

ian, Chechen, etc . .1Iafo, putting the countr)' into the menace of great-Russian imperialism. »-, 

In this way, some sources of danger are mentioned without being directly connected to 
geographicallocations C\1afia) while other public discourses systematically connect these 
dangers "ith the Southern and Eastern regions (Ukrainian, Serbian, Russian, etc. ~1afia) 

70 L. Ko\-aes. In: ~agy .\lelylmo Edit: A )öv6re gondolva keU polltiz:ilni (\\'e have to do poliries while tlunlang 

towards the future), .'\.1og)'ar Hirlap, 12. II. 199- , IL 

7 I L. Kodes. In: ~agy .\lelylnJo Edit: A )öv6re gondolva kell polinz:ilru (\\'e have to do polioes while thinking 

towards the future), .\1ogyar Hirlap, 12. I I. 199- , I L 

j2 A. Kertesz . Po)acik es politikusok (Clowns and poliricians), Xepsza-va, 30. IO. 1997. 
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Ir is qutte clear from me analysis of me discourses mat in me el'es of most public 
speakers there are some kinds of dangers and threats to IIungary. Hungary's geopolitical 
situation has always been constdered as a factor of danger. Historical allusions and bits of 
collecnve memo!) keep up this continual notion of the possibility of threats and uncer
ramty (cf. rustorical allusions to Trianon, to the German or Slavic supremacl' in the re
gIon, to the possibility of the reorganization of a Little-Entente around Hunga!)', etc.) 

" [. .. 1f the referendum is unsuccessful} Future 7Ilember staus joinmg "VATD, like the C:;ech-Republic, 

Polond ond Iater R017l01ll0, Siovenio or eventuolh Siovakio 'will lonn a continuous choin.1f the ar

guments 01 those ogal7lst .YArD in Hungory bec011u mle, Hzmgary os an isolated loop will not be re

Iated to ollybody. '>-J 

Pro-'\'ATO speakers build on this explicitly unpronounceable common knowledge when 
thel' argue for :-\ATO entrr The paradoxical point of their argumentation is that they 
do not dare to explicitly speak of these threats. On the other hand, with respect to this 
topic, the ano-:-\ATO side is di,ided into (\\'0 distinct groups. Some anti-)lATO speakers 
rrunimize dangers and thus conclude the lack of justification for ~ATO-entry, while on 
rare occasions anti-NATO speakers from the right or extreme right, representing the 
"old we" constTUction, heavily lean on these threats when arguing for a national, inde
pendent miltrarl' development, torally isolated from an)' possible alliances. 

c) The main statement of the opponents of ~ATO is that "the Cold war is over" so the 
danger is over, to; but then thel' also often use argumenrslike "our alliance with SATO 
will irritate RllSsia" and this is then considered to be a source of danger. Such discourses 
implicitly reaffi.rm the old idea that Hunga!)' is not surrounded by good friends but by 
unpredicrable, potentially aggressive neighbors. A thorough analysis of references and al
lusion to dangers in these discourses points out that even anti-~ATO speakers refer to 
the dangers, threats and uncenainties, which characterize the country's geopolitical situ
anon. 

In the cL courses of anti-:-\ATO speakers, friends and allies appear in various forms. 
In spite of common human values and solidarity, which characterize the left-wing or 
some autonomous speakers, there are no real, unambiguous friends, and in the majoritl' 
of the discour es there are no \\ ell-outlined enemies either. (The onl)' exception is the 
extreme right, \\ith its most acti"e public speaker, I. Csurka, where a precise enemy-im
age is present - see beUrLv). 

73 P. Zwack ~mcs pot\;zsga ~ATO-ügyben (There 15 no make-up exam m ~ATO-aff.llrs), .\"eps=va, 8. I!. 

199-· 
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"We will lose the friendship of the neighboring countries, especialh' ofGrkraine and Russia because with 

.YATO we join the image of the enemy. ""4 

In most anti-~ATO discourses, there are frequent allusions to neighboring countries 
suggesting that their interests have to be taken into account, stating that Hungary might 
need to help and back them in their development. Bur in most discourses, the friendly 
(sometimes paternalistic) attitude towards these countries is not so much posed in terms 
of principle-based friendship, comrnon causes or solidariry, but more because of fear of 
these countries and their political options. 

The countries of the region often appear as potential enemies (a potentially reorga
nized Little-Entente, the easily offended Russian bear, etc.) whose (anticipated) aggres
sion has to be prevented through peaceful, helping gestures. 

":vrTO-enJargement is nothing less than pushing the old wall more to the Bast. This will lead to ten

sions among those left out. [. . .} Because of the admission of new members to .YATO, nationalist fones 

rua) take the power in RtlSSia. ""5 

d) Fears and suspicions in connection with the neighbors who are represented as mis
trustful and potentially aggressive appear in the pro-0JATO discourses too, but usually 
with a \\'eaker emphasis, and in a subdued tone. For example, GezaJeszenszky, president 
of the Hungarian Atlantic Council recalls the possibilil:Y of the creation of a Russian-Be
lorussian-Slovak military block, but at the same time does not consider this danger to be 
serious.c6 On the same day Foreign secretary, Laszl6 Kovacs stares that: 

"It is in Hungarys vital interest that there should be no mistrust in an)' of its relationships with its 

neighbors jolwUJing our .'VfI'O alliance ... Hungary's task is to make bilateral relations with its neigh

bors more intensive. n·. 

This subdued topic consrruction is probably the result of the fact that these discourses 
are made by active politicians, dealing with foreign policy or diplomacy, whose words 
have to be weighed in all circumstances. It is especially interesting how official speakers 
avoid frontal representation and explicit naming of the "Russian Mnger". They use cun
ning means to recall this danger and use it in their pro-0JATO argumentation as part of 

74 T. Csapody, spokesman of the Alba Circle, ill: M. D.: Semleges ,\lagyarorszag-kep (The unage of a neutral 

Hungary), J,1agyar Hirlap, I2. I!. 199". 
75 In: A XATO-csatlakozas ravlatai. (perspectives of joining 0JATO), :\!lllgyar Hirlap, 3· I I. 1997, 3· 

76 Geza J eszenszb., quoted in ,Hag; ar Hirlap, 20. 09· 1997· 
77 A XATO egyerert a magyar rervekkel • r ato agrees with the Hungarian plans), Sips=abadsdg, 20. 09· 1997 
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the common pubbc knowledge, and a background com1ction that should push the bal
ance rowards the ~ -\'1 O-ailiance, 

.. bad 77le71l0nes of the influence of Russia in the Central Ew'opean region and contradicto7) signs of 

RlISSlan forelgn poli') ". ,,;8 

e) The most preClSe enemy-image pertaining ro a weil-defined group appears in the dis
courses of the extreme-right (e,g, L Csurka, ~lIEP). The enemy here is an international 
"jinancial oligarch)''', \\hich dri\'es "us" inro "debtor-slavery" they are clearly "our ene1l1)''', 
".; -\TO defends this phanrom, which appears in the shape of the " 'orld Bank against 
"our" interests, Thus '\ATO is part of the parasitic international creation which reigns 
over the whole world, and against which we should defend ourselves. In these discourses 
the danger threatening IIungary appears primarily as a political and economic one, 
Csurka - as opposed to the pacifist anti-0.TATO speakers - does not emphasize the 
military nature of~ATO because the enemy-image he has worked out is mostly linked 
wlth civilians and not \\1th military threat. (Only in one speech that he made to a general 
assembly dld he affirrn: "XATO is the military force of the bankers", "a mercenaryflfrce",-9) 

l\'"ational identity and neurrality 

According to our initial hypothesis, the most prominent topic that was supposed ro be 
Imked \\1th the topic of 0.'ATO-entrance is that of national identity. Ir was also claimed 
that the topic of the nation and of national identity would be introduced at different 
points in the debate, The speakers' \1ewpoints conceming the nation mal' weil appear in 
the space and time representation of HungalT in the discourses, Discourse thematizmg 
national identity u uall)' builds on categories of the past: it uses past events of national 
history, symbols of national glory and affiiction . It often employs emotional discursive 
means80 in order to mobilize people's feelings and it generalJy builds on communitarian 
categories, In the analysis of the debate, however, it became clear that contrary to prior 
expectations, the past appears rather rareI)' in the debate, Historic dimensions do not ger 
much attention on the whole, and there are relatively few cases when argumentation is 
builr on the pa t. Among these are the (sometimes positive bur mainly negative) refer
ences to the \\'arsaw Pact, and, more often, references to some glorious or tragic mo
ments of the Hungarian past. These latter cases occur in argumentation when Hungary's 

,8 .\.. Balogh Kelet-Közep Europa es a '\:\TO bOdtes. (East-Central Europe and ='ato-expanslOn) In. ,HafiJ'ar 
Hirlap, 25, 10. 199-, 18, 

79 ,\1J1fiJ'llr Frirum, Csurka's speech at the general assembly oL\rrEP held on 20. oS. 199-. 
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sovereignt}, is thematized (e.g. King .\1atthias's Blaek Army). Saint Stephen, Hungary's 
first Christian king is referred to by both pro- and anti-~ATO sides, either as the "en
lightened" king who ereated strong ties bet\veen IIungar-y and the \Vest, or as the king 
who ereated a strong state and thus laid the foundation of the later nation-state. 

Among the positive historie referenees, military deeds are the most frequently eited 
events of the past: eases when Hungary defended the \Nest frorn attaeks and danger eom
ing from the East. Such historie referenees include the Tartar war of the 13 th eentury, and 
the Turkish \vars of the 15 th and 16th eenturies. 

"The original thought ofSaint Stephen is that we can on~)' think in terms ofEurope. [. . .] It is the 

armm071 responsibilitJ of the political elite what will happen or not happen nrr<1J when we reached a 

crossroads and we have to decide where to go. A thollSand Jears aga, Saint Stephen gave lIS an a7lS"<1Je?; 
which is still valid. ~I 

"HlIng01J has not had a feeling of mecess since King Jlatthias .• \'ot onl)' did we kise the battle of.lIo

hdes, and not onl)' did the lilrks manage to occupy Buda without a shot and without a whisk of r<1Jord, 

so that we onf) could get rid of them [50 )'ears later with strong Western help, with the cast attached 

that the sluttish lilrkish oCCllpation was jollrr<1Jed b; a much more orderf)' and cariful Habsburg occu

pation, but roen all our revolts, revolutions and wars of liberation foiled, and we ended all 0'111" wars on 

the side of the kism, and we even wen made, 11lOst of the time, the scape-goats [. . .] and nrru: this will be 

the first occasion for Hungary, since the time of King .Hatthias, to pla)' in a team of world champi

ons.~' 

One of the most suitable anti-~ATO arguments coneerrring the past eould be the topie 
of 1956. In 1956 Hungary expeeted military help from the \\Test in vain, so this deeep
tion eould form a suitable basis for anti-i':"ATO argumentation. But this topie is rarely 
mentioned in the articles. 

" Let us consider [956. Althollgh the Hungan"an case was ver;' popular in the United Staus, the)' 0;

eluded a11) military' i71ference. One could fear that a military' action taken in foV01" of Hungary' w01lld 

lead to a Soviet-Ammcan nl/elear war. [. . .] In the same wa)', it is highf)' improbable that Westerll 

prr<1Jm would accept confrontation with a nuclear prrUJer.' 3 

80 See: Angenot 1982. 
81 I. Völgyes : A törtenelem. mw6 pillanat (History is a fadll1g moment), xeps-:.abadstig, 20. IO. 1997. 

82 A. Kertesz: Poj:ic:ik es politil:usok (CIO\\11s and policicians), Xeps-:.ava, 30. 10. 1997· 

83 L. Borhi: ~ATO: miert nem _ "ato: why no), .Wagyar Hirlap, 13· II. 199- ,7· 
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" »Hungarians walted in vam. The Allurieans did not eOllle and ow' great Europea71 neighbors eould 

not do more than admit the refllgees and send us Danish butter and Dutch eheese» - 'wrote Perer 

.\'ddas ab!lllt 195 6.'>!l, 

1956 as the symbol for neurrality is rarely thematized either. A1though in 1956 the short
hved Imre ~agy government proclaimed neurrality, WS is not taken up as an argument 
br the parnclpants In the debate. _ 'eurrahty in general does not play an important role 
In the debate. Several speakers allude to deceived hopes of 1956, and then come to the 
conclusion that \\'estem integration will definitely heal this problem as well. 

"lmre Jlies (SZDSZ) eonsidered that Joining .YArO 11lakes late amends Jor the erushing of 1956. 

f. . .} In his speech Jo-::.sefTor?;J'dn, President ofFKGp, eonde7llned those u'ho, distorting 'the Spirit' of 

1956, use the anmversary to express ami-.\:.:JTO feelmgs. Both in the name of his party as weil 

asf. . .}m the name of KD.\'P he affirmed that in spite of all irresponsible agitation against Ellro-At

!antle mtegration, the 7Il0rallesson of the revolution 01'56 strengthens the neeessity of HungalY s jom

mg .'\ATG." 8; 

I lunganan history, as represented in the texts, is seen at the same time not onl)' as a se
ries of glorious moments but also, and often simultaneously, as centuries of biner decep
rions, defeats and losses. Both anti-0JATO and pro-NATO speakers use historieal allu

sions of one or the other view concerning history to argue their own point of view. There 
is an underlying debate about how to evaluate IIungarian history and how to put it in re
lationship with the irnportant shift that is taking place with regard to Hungary's plaee and 
position inside Europe. 

There are certain common points in the view of history between the two sides, but the 
differences are very irnportant. For pro-NATO speakers, \Vestern responsibility in Hun
garian defeats is mirumized ([rianon, Yalta, 1956, etc.), while Hungary's responsibility in 
the two wars of the 20th century is srressed, stating that Hungarians have always been on 
the \.\-Tong side. This view of history contributes to the foundation for the argument that 
we alJ must do our best to join the right side, the \\Test, at last. Aceording to expectations, 

NATO will solve the historic problem of affiliation, it will establish long-standing peace 
between I Iungary and the\ \ Test, and it \\ill also contribute to the pacifieation of the prob
lems with the neighboring eountries that have aecumulated throughout hiStOl)'-

On the opposite side, right-wing anti-NATO discourse emphasizes and idealizes the 
role of I Iungary in the defense of the \Vest during long drawn out centuries, while it de
piets the \\Test as an ungrateful, selfish rraitor, whieh never takes into aecount the heavy 

84 G) F. .\1agyarorszag a ~ATO-ba \'aI6 CI lungar)' IS fit for _ 'ATO), J'lilgyar Hlrtap, 2. 10. 1997. 

85 G}. Bal:izsl: \lta a ~ATO-nepszavazisr61 (Debate on :\ATO-referendum), Seps=va, 28. 10. 1997. 
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sacrifices HungaIT has made. Hungary's role and position in the wars of the 20th centUIT 
is not considered by this type of discourse, and speakers representing this standpoint 
reach the conclusion that HungaIT should not join 0JATO, it should not enter an}' mili
tary alliance. Hungary has to stay alone and defend itself against all possible enemies, 
wherever they come from. They claim the importance of a strong, independent national 
army and isolation from all possible international forces. 

In spite of the fact that both sides use history as an argument, in both anti-:-,'ATO and 
pro-~ATO discourse, we find certain meta-statements claiming that the other side uses 
history in a distorted or illegitimate way. 

" ... It is a typical strateffJ of false historical analogies and hist017cai demagoguerJ when a well-known 

citation is taken aut of its historical context to be applied to a complete!; different sitll.atian in the pre

sent. >"l6 

The topic of national sovereignty 

Just as the topic of national identity and national past, we also supposed that the topic of 
national sovereignty would haye a strong relationship "'1th the theme of ~ATO-en
trance. In the starting phase of our research, we supposed this was one of the key issues 
wruch would deterrrune the distribution of opinions and discourses in the debate about 
),TATO. Bur just as in the case of national identity and neutrality, this topic also proved 
to rank much lower among the underlying values in topic constrUctions than expected. 
The weak occurrence of the topic might be due to the fact that the debate, (as mentioned 
earlier), was much more pragmatic, and centered more around utilitarian topics than 
around ideological ones. Argumentation dealt "'1th the interests of the country, and both 
pro- and anti-),TATO arguments addressed questions of economic interests, security and 
costs of development. Trus was because the participants of the .l\"ATO-debate had no in
terest in tackling the problem on an ideologicalleveJ. This can be explained by many 
causes, one of which is the fact that v,,1de-spread ideological debates during the &st pe
riod of legislation after the regime change ('90-'94) did not bring success to the partici
pating political forces. Thereafter the general tone of pubLc debates during the second 
legislative period (the one under scrutiny) was much more characterised by utilitarian de
bates. 

Conditions, regulations, requirements, the necessity of adjustment, 0JATO-compati
bility, etc., however, are often on the table for debate. References to constraints on na
tional sovereignry are frequent (e.g., during the talks HungalT "assu:med obligations", "a)1'fl -

86 Gy. Csalciny (renred unJ\'ersny teacher) in a letter to the erutor, .\'ip=badstig, 12. 09· 199- · 
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mitted itself", or that Hungary has ro cope \nth requirements in order ro jOln XATO). 
Regular references ro constraints necessariJy decrease the strength of the notion of 50\' 

ercIgnt). Bur constramrs and requiremenrs seem ro be considered as necessary conditions 
for XAl O-admittance, and they are rarely pur into a context of naoonal sO\'erelgnt)'. 
Thus, X ;TO requirements do not seem to affect national so\'ereignt), [TI the texLS. In 
most of the discourses no contradlcr:ion IS set up berween the rwo notions. 

In the discourses of '\:\TO- upponers, sO\'ereignt), doe not become a centraJ ropic, 
and its imporrance is mlfumlZed. -\s an explicit argument, XATO is described as a de
mocratic institution, \\ here each country takes part in the decision-ma.king as a so\'erelgn 
cntit), \\here consensus has to be achieved and where even the es has no more \'otes 
than an} other counrrie . \ \ "hen rejecring the fear of our loss of sO\'erelgnt)', most pro
X ;10 speakers point ro the opposlte problem: if the country is left our of'\ATO, it will 
ha\"e no possibilit) in partiClpaong [TI impOrtant decision making . 

•. ~H shollld not be afraid that our COZa/tr) u'iIIlose its sO'llereignty, because no decisi01l affecting 0111' 

(ountry (im be mnde u'ithollt Hzmgarian political acceprance. "'!, 

",'\ATO IS not a mpraTUltional urgani=mio71. De(1Slons can 071~) be raken u'lth each me711her's approl/al. 

The 7IlDJOT1f) cannot fora its u'ill on HII71galJ. "'l' 

"If u'e are lift out of dectsion making pOSSlbilities ofFred b:J ,"".[['0, then decisions <::ill be raken u'ithout 

IIS in the fIlmre. 

In ano-'\' ;TO discour es, howe\'er, the topic appears more often in a contrasted form. 
Threats to national sO\'ereignry and national independence are explicicly and consciously 
expressed. In some of the e cases, the topic of sovereignt), is relared to the ropic of neu
rralit)-. [n the dIscourses of those ralking abour neutralit),. rwo different Hungary-images 
appear. In one of them, Hungary is an oppressed bur heroic small communit)' thar can 
onl} rely on itself ("~iie are akme''), chis topO is well-known from traditional nationalist 
ideology and IS used by the right and extreme-right speakers (as already mentioned con
cernmg the use of Iusrory in the debate). The outside world is, in general, rrange, differ
ent, porentially hostile. Admirrance of the sma.ll Central-European countnes by XATO 

8- .\.. unanYl Hungary's "'.-\TO ambassadar, In , Tanacskazasok a ".-\TO meilen , 'egariacans wlm X.-\TO), 
.\w[f>or Hir/ap, 1I 1I 199- ,3 . 

88 L. Kovacs, Hunganan Farelgn secretary, In Halnap z3rul a "-\TO-kampan) _ '.-\TO campaJgn ends to
marra" ,.\'rp.=badstig, 13· II. 1997,1-3. 

89 G) Keleu, Hunganan .\1uuster of Defense, In \'ira a ragsagr61 orszagszerte (Debares abaut rnernberslup, 
throughout me count'}'), ,\1.1l[f>JT" Hirlap, 10. 11. 199-
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forces is denounced as an attempt to extend influence, and thus a case of fight for more 
power. This point of ,iew is characteristic of speakers on both the extreme-right and the 
extreme-left. 

"ln the future, .'VfI'O-HlIngarJ we will lose all ho pe that in our ITUTTl cO'IIntT) Hzmgariam might pos

sess PITUJeT. "qo 

"Toda) what is at stake is the independence of the cOllntT), let's sa) no to .\ATo. » -« lankee, go 

hame.I »- allS"<L'ered the crlTJJd. n 91 

In the discourses of the peace-group, Alba Cirde, though, another Hungary-image ap
pears. Here the notion of neutrality is used not as an argument for national isolation but 
is considered as an element of solidarity between the underpri\ileged Eastern European 
and Third \\-'orld nations. In these texts, neutrality and sovereign!:)- can better be inter
preted in the dimension of the Xorth / South dichotomy and they signify that we should 
not join the rnumphant, selfish 0."'orth but shouJd show solidari!:)' ~ith the counrnes of 
the oppressed South. The representation of the counrnes of the Xorth, the conceited, 
haughty, rich and selfish \\'est (sometimes Europe), is strongly negative and draws hea\"
ily on traditionalleft-,\ing rhetoric. 92 So\'ereignty here is interpreted as the country's lib
erty to act freely and in solidarity \\ith others, to chose irs place on the side of the small, 
the underprideged yet just and worthy. 

"With .\ATO-memb=hip, Hzmgary wauld lose its classicol role as a bridge in Eurape with all its cul

tural and ecanomic cansequences. [. . .} At arr) time fareign troops cO'llld be statianed in the cazmtT)'. The 

geopolitical probli:ms of the cazmtT) wOllld not be solved - an the cantraT), integratian into this mili

tarJ strl/cture withaut the neighbaring cazmtries and their HlIngarilm populatian waztld anl) increase 

already existing tensians beween natianalities in the ngian. We wazlld lose the friendship of neighbar

ing cazmtries, especzalf; the Ukraine and Rlissia because wlth .\ATO, we join the image of the en

tn9 .''93 

90 1. Csurka, presldent of .\rr:EJ> in. \ 'im a tagsagral orszagszerte (Debates about membership, throughout the 

country), J/wgyar HJriap, 10. II. I99~ . 

91 Gr Thürmer, presldent of the " 'orkers' Party, In.: Tanacskozasok a :\'ATO meilen G\egotiations with 

:\'ATO), .Hagyar Hzr/ap, II. II. 199- , 3. 
92 The extreme right, the uruversalist and the exrreme len all use the rherorie about unperiahsm worked Out 

by the traditional Len. :\'aro supporters aeeept the raison d'etre of thlS negao"e :\'aro unage but they eon
slder it "ahd onl)' as a desenpoon of the past. "TblS .Yato is not tbat .\"ato an)" more". 

93 T. Csapody, spokesman of the Alba Circle, tn:.\1. C.: Semleges :\lagyarorszag-kep (The image of a neutral 

Hungary), .Hagyar Hir/ap, 12, I I. 199- . 
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Articles of the debate cited above 

A 7llinis::,terelniJk s:;erint a XATO garanttilja ha:;tink bi:;trmstigtit (Aeeording to the Prime 
\1inister, :'\ATO Guarantees our Country's Seeurity), Xeps::,abadstig, 10. II. 1997, 

p.4-
A .'\ATO egJ:eten a magyar tervekkel ~ato Agrees with Hungarian Plans), Xeps:;abadstig, 

20. 09· I99~· 
A .YATO-esatlako:;tis ttivlatai (perspeetives of J oining :'\ATO), .\1agyar Hirlap, 3· I I. 1997, 

p. 3· 
A smllegesseg htiro17ls:;or ann:yiba kerulne (:'\eutralit)' \\'ould Cost Three Times as Mueh), 

.'\eps:;abadstig, 13. II. 1997, pp. 1-3· 
Ankara nem gtitolja .YATO-tagstigzmkat (Ankara Will )Jot Oppose Our 0JATO-Member

slup), .'\eps::,abadstig, 4- 09· 1997, p. I. 

Dilli Budapesten (Dmi in Budapest), Xeps:;ava, 13. Ir. 1997, p. I. 

Diplo771aezai kapesolat a:; atlanti s::,erve:;ettel (Diplomatie Relations \Vith the Atlantie Or
ganisaoon), .\1agJ'ar Hiriap, 9. 10. 1997, p. I. 

Holllap ::;dnd a XATO-kamptill)' (0JATO Campaign Ends TomoITow), Xeps::,abadstig, 13. 

II. 1997, pp. 1-3· 
.Ha startolnak a .YATO-ttirgyaitisok (:'\ATO-:'\egotiations Start Today), .Wps:;abadstig, 10. 

09· 1997, p. 4· 
.\lagYa/-ors:;ag nml akar 1/j vtilas::,tovonalakat (Hungary Does Not \Yant 0Jew Dividing 

Lines), Xeps:;ava, 2, 10. 1997 . 
.IIdr befogadulk benmmket a .YATO-konntin)'ok • TATO Governments Ha\'e Already Ac

eepted Us), Vastinzapi hirek, 2. Ir. 1997, p.). 
Xato Panonima (0JATO Panorama), /\Jagyar Hirlap, 12. I I. 1997. 
Oros::, birtilat a bnzss::,eli bemutatko:;tisrm (Russian Critieizm of the Presentation in Brussels), 

Xeps:;abadstig, 24, 10. 1997. 
Semleges JIagyar01-s:;tig-kep (The Image of a )Jeutral IIungary), iHag)'ar Hirlap, I2. I!. 

1997· 
Tantiesko:;tisok a ."\"ATO meliett (:'\egotiations \\'ith :'\ATO), Jlagyar Hirlap, II. II. 1997. 

p. 3· 
~ 7ss-...a17lrmtk;tt fegyverhitei (Caneelled Credit for \\Teapons), Xeps:;abadstig, 4. 10. 1977. 
Vita a tagstigral ors--digs::,ene (Debates Coneerning .\1embership Throughout the Coun

tr)'), .Hagyar Hirlap, 10. II. 1997. 
BALAZSI, Gy.: Vita a .\ATO-nepr...ava:;tisrol (Debate on the 0JATO Referendum), In: .'\ep

=a, 28. 10. 1997. 
BALOGH, A.: Kelet-I(jj:;ep Europa es a .\"ATO b6vites (East-Central Europe and Nato Ex

pansion) In: Jlagyar Hb-lap, 2). 10. 1997, p. 18. 
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BORHI, L.: ;VATO: miirt nenz (Nato: vVhy no?), In: l'vIagyar Hirlap, 13· II. 1997, p. 7. 
CSAPODY, T.: A NATO neLkül is jogallam17Zaradnank (We would stay astate under the rule 

of law even without NATO), In: Nepszabadsag, 13. 11. 1997, PP.I-3. 
D.B.: Rutinlelttir utan kiszivargott minden (After a routine inventory everything that leaked 

out),J;1agyarHirlap, 12. Ir. 1997. 
DERER, M.: A1.im kellünk a NATO-nak? (VVhy does NATO want us ?), In: AIogyar Hirlap, 

26.09· 1997, p. 7· 
DERER,M.: .Vato: mim igen (Nato: vVhy yes?), In: Magyar Hf1-lap, 13· 11. 1997, p. 7. 
FüzEs, 0.: Kiilönleges status: gyorsitva a iVATO-ba (Special status: accelerated entrance to 

:\fATO), In: Xepszabadsag, I. IO. 1997. 
Gy., F.: JIagyarorsztig a ;VATO-ba vaLO (Hungary is Fit far :\fATO), In: Alagyar Hirlap, 2. 

IO.1997· 
GYEVAl, Z.: Knpogtattist6l a kapurryittisig (From Knocking to the Opening of the Gates). In: 

,Uagyar Hirlap, I2. II. 1997. 
H6DOS,M.: In: Xepszabadstig, I2. °9.1997. Getter to the editor) 
KEPECS, F.: KimaradOk a konferencitin erhe Excluded at the Conference), In: Xepszava, 18. 

IO.1997· 
KERTISZ, A.: Pojti.cak es politikusok (Clowns and Politicians), In: Nepszava, 30. IO. 1997· 
KLATYIK, I.: "A ;VATO-b6vites ne-tn szepsegverserry" (,,:\fATO Enlargement is not a Beauty

Contest"), In: l'vlagyar Hirlap, 22.09· 1997. 
NAGY l\1ELYKUTI, EDIT: A jö"v6re gondolva kell politi::::.tilni (We should think of the future 

when we do politics, Interview with L. Kovacs), In: lV1.agyar Hidap, 12. 11. 1997, p. II. 

NME: Dini a::::. igent siirgette (Dini Urged a 'yes') In: Magyar Hirlap 13. Ir. 1997, p. 2. 
SZABO A, 1.: .Vatoval a hekem? (With 0.lATO for Peace?) In: l\.Iagyar Hirlap, 19· IO. I997· 

Getter to the editor) 
SZERDAHELYI, Cs.: lV1.agyarorszag bi=:mryitotta irettsegit (Hungary Has Proven its Maturity), 

In: Magyar Hirlap 25·09· 1997, pp. 1-3· 
VÖLGYES, I.: A tÖ·l'tenelem: mziLO pillanat (History: a Fading Moment), In: Nepszabadsag, 20. 

IO. 1997. 
ZWACK P.: A NATO-tagstig nem lehet partügy (NATO Membersrup Cannot be a Party Af-

fair), In: .'\fepszabadstig, 2. IO. 1997. 
ZWACK, P.: .'\fines p6tvi::::.sga iVATO-ügyben erhere is no make-up exam in 0.lATO-affairs), 

In: .Vepszava, 8.11. 1997. 
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"\iVE ARE FACIN G A :t\TEW ORDER IN EUROPE" . 
NEUTRALIT Y VERSUS NATO 

Inrroduction 

OnJanuary 1", 1995 ustria joined the European Union. This marked the end of a long
standmg debate about whether Austna '5 neutrality would permit Austria to join a supra
national union (sec Kann Liebhart' chapter, ws volume). \\'hiJe ws effectively closed 
thlS particular dcbatc, a further dcbatc about the meaning and usefulness of neutrality was 
raging on. For supporters of the Peoplc's Party (ÖVP), Austria's joining the European 
Um on was seen only a5 the beginning, v,1th the next step being Austria's joining 0.TATO 
and the abolition of Ausnia's neutrality. With the end of the cold war, they no longer con
sidcrcd neutrality to be an asset in forcign policy, but sa\\' it as a hindrance to a fully in
tcgratcd Europe. In contrast, the ocialist Party (SPÖ), having been more hesitant in its 
polic) on Europe a11 along and looking back at almost two decades of a successful policy 
of "activc neutrality,,,, wanted to ensure that Austria's neutrality would not be givcn up. 
In parncular, neutrality had become part of the Austrian discourse of identity under the 
SPO govcrnment, and thus the Socialist Party and its electorate has strong emotional ties 
to thlS neutrality (see also Reinprecht & Latcheva in ws volume). 

This was the situation in 1997 whcn a number of prominent Austrian politicians met 
to dlscuss "Austria between 0.Teutrality and NATO" in a v,1dely broadcast TV-discussion. 
-\t ws point, the SPÖ and the ÖVP were still engaged in a coalition and jointly govern
ing the country. \\ 'hiJe both parties clcarly had different visions of Ausma's (international) 
future, at that time they were nel'ertheJess unwilling to risk a major conflict in public. 
Differcnces of opinion did exist bctween the two parties, but in direct confrontation ther 
werc mitigated and ncgotiated, and an amicable atrnosphere was retained. This changed 
as bttle as two years latcr ' (in the autumn of 1999) when (after elections) the coalition was 
not rcmstated, but the SPÖ faced the ÖVP as a governmental opposition. 

1 A.ccordUlg to an Ulreme\l \11th the fonner leader of the Soclalisr Pany, \'icror Klima with Profil, the coop

erarion ceased to funcoon Ul the spnng of 1999, bur both parnes kepr up appearances Ul order not to hann 

their chances U1 the govemmemal elecoons Ul the fall of 1999. 
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In what fo11ows we will analyze this TV discussion with politicians of both parties and 
several other participants. As will be explained in more detail beim'.', because of its very 
nature, the broadcast provides a good example of the public discourse about neutrality at 
this time. In analyzing this TV program, we will seek to answer the follo,",'ing questions 
about the ongoing discourse : 

How do the politicians involved discuss neutrality and :-JATO? \iVhat are the positions 
of the parties (in particular the coalition) in this debate and what arguments are put for
ward? How do they try to address their auclience and gain support for their perspective? 

Ho\\' does the coalition reconcile clifferent opinions where direct public confrontations 
occur? 

\iVho is successful in this discussion and why' 

The foUov.'ing section will introduce the data and each of the participants. Then we will 
present our methodology, and in the next section, we will provide an overview of the 
whole TV discussion with a characterization of the roles different participants played in 
the discussion. liVe will then turn to the analysis of the contributions of the politicians of 
the coalition, and analyze a short excerpt of their contributions qualitatively. This pre
sentation will be enhanced by contrasting it v.'ith the role of a participating "expert". In 
the final section, we will sumrnarize our analysis and come back to our research questions 
and discuss some of the results in the framework of the meaning and changes of public 

space (Fairclough 1999). 

The data 

On February 2 y d, 1997, six people were invited by the Austrian national broadcasting 
service (ORF) to discuss "Between neutrality and NATO" in a weU known weekly TV 
discussion which is broadcast live and caUed "Zur Sache" (roughly translated : "concem
ing the issue"). This TV discussion is broadcast every Sunday night at 10 p.m. on the sec
ond (national) channel, which is generally oriented towards an educated auclience dis
playing an interest in politics. The program addresses topics of public interest, and 
usually features well-known politicians and other public figures among the participants. 
In this respect, the show informs a wide public about the present positions of the various 
political parties (or the government ministries). However, this feature of the discussion 
also hinders areal "discussion" in which people would present their opinions and then 
be led to change their points of view. Instead, participants tend to state their points of 
view, these are then contes ted before someone else takes over the cliscussion or changes 
the topic altogether (Wodak & Vetter 1999; Fairclough 1999, Gruber 1997)· 
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On the dar of the dlscussion, six people had been imited to particlpate, The discus

SlOn moderator was Peter Rabl (PR), (ORF) and the dl cussion was to last about 75 rrun

utes', The discusslOn parocipants were (in alphabetical order): 

- Ceorg I Ioffmann-Ostenhoff (GO): a "leftist" journalist and weekly eclitor of a foreign 

pohtics column In one of the most established Austrian weekly news magazines calJed 

"Profil" 
- Andreas Khol (-\K): party leader of the People's Party (0\ 'P) (member of parliament) 

- Erich Reiter (E R): head of a di\ision within the defense ministry, and working as a 

consultant for the right-V:111g Austnan Freedom Party (FPÖ), who e program resem

bles that ofLe Pen's party in France 

Peter Scfueder (P ): foreign policy spokesman of the Austrian Socialist Party (SPÖ) 

(member of parliament) 

Helnz Schmutzer CI I ): unaffiliated, relatively unknown person, who initiated a polit

ical peotion concerrung neutrality. The success of this petition would require the na

tional assembly to hold a referendum before neutrality could be abolished. 

Andreas \Vabl (A\\.'): Green Party spokesman on peace (member of parliament). 

Of the paroes not mentioned so far, the Freedom Paft}' (FPÖ), which is led by a right

wing extremist!, would like to see Austria joining :\'ATO. At the other end of the spec

trum stands the Green Party', which promotes neutrality as the most peaceful international 

stance possible. For the Green Party, joinmg a military alliance is equivaJent to abandon

mg a c1ear orientaoon towards peace, and to buying Into the logic of the arms race . 

. \lost of the partiClpants confirmed the positions impIied by their political affiliation. 

The exception was GO, ",ho was strongl}' in favor of Austria joining i'\ATO, despite his 

leftist orientation, 

Overview of rne discussion 

At the begmning of the broadcast, there is a short seetion in which you can see the par

ticipants advancing towards the builcling or walking up the stairs. A voice-over introduces 

them, and for each parocipant presents a short posItion statement summarizing their po
SlOon, 

1 The followmg descnption is based on the pohneal positions people held m 199". Sinee then, the pohtieal 
landscape In Ausrna has changed remarkably. and so have the poutical funcuons and poslOOns of various 
polIOclans. 

3 Accordmg [Q Scharsach 1992. dus was aernally senled m court, when Halder rried [Q sue the lustorian \\'olf
gang ~eugebauer for defamarion for bemg ealled a right- wing exuerrust, and lost. Thus, Halder 15 an of
ficlally recogruzed nght-\\'ing exuemlst. 
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;\Jext, the discussion leader (PR) introduces the topic of the day, and begins to address 
the participants one after the other, providing room for them to make a first statement 
and reveal their general positions. 

After that, HS, the initiator of the poil, introduces the first overall topic. He asks what 
kind of peace people are trying to defend by joining NATO. This leads to statements 
questioning the role of a military organization in upholding peace (AW, Green Party) as 
weil as the idea that wars in the old sense could ever happen again in Europe (AI<, Peo
ple's Party). PS (Socialist Party) finishes this discussion by directly asking the military ex
pert ER (Freedom Party) whether the obligation to defend an ally ("Beistandspfiicht'') 
might possibly be dropped by NATO. 

This shifts the overall discussion to the topic of NATO and the issue of "security". 
The military expert and the journalist GO present NATO as an organization that en
hances Europe's (and Austria's) security. The green politician AW protests against NATO 
and accuses the socialist PS, i.e. the Socialist Party, of supporting the People's Party in a 
policy of undermining the meaning of neutrality. This leads to a brief digression in which 
the conservative AK and the socialist politician PS state the overall political positions of 
their respective parties on Austria's place in a future European security system. The mil
itary expert reintroduces the issue of NATO with a European-wide perspective. In par
ticular, he addresses NATO's relationship with Russia, which is seen as a potentially 
destabilizing factor. The journalist supports him once again. 

The discussion leader changes the topic by asking the conservative politician AK 
whether his party is willing to give up Austria's neutrality. AK responds rather cautiously, 
declaring that his party will wait until the results of currently negotiated issues (within 
the EU) are in hand. 

The military expert follows this with a lengthy statement in which he declares neu
trality obsolete. He argues that it is upheld for purely "ideological" reasons. This claim 
is refuted by the socialist politician who questions whether the arguments for ;\JATO 
membership are any less ideologically-based. As expected, the expert rejects such a no
tion (he claims to be speaking sirnply of security issues). This in turn is questioned by the 
poJitician of the Green Party, who wants security to be understood in social and eco
nomic terms and who addresses the issue of the assignment of one's resources. The con
servative politician counters by stating that there is no security without military security. 
He is followed by the sociaJjst who argues that the real issue is who (i.e. which organiza
tions) may legitimately use miJjtary measures (e.g. the Uni ted Nations). 

Next the discussion turns to the overall topic of "costs". The green politician A\,T has 
already attempted to introduce this topic several times but on each occasion he has been 
asked to wait. Now it is reintroduced as a legitimate topic by the discussion leader. The 
journalist predicts that joining NATO will enable Austria to reduce spending on defense, 
the sociaJjst presents some figures on the defense expenditure ofEuropean states in gen-
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eral, the military expert assumes that the defense budget can remain as it is bur pOInts to 
the currenr absence of an} serious calculations. The green pohtician rejects aU of these 
esomates and cltes a G congress budget report on the esrimated costs of an expansIOn 
of '-\'10 to mclude Eastern Europe. Based on rhis, he posits that Ausrrian memberslup 
of" .x-10 wIll force the country vastly to mcrease its defense budget. This proposition is 
reJected by the conservaove polIOclan, the journalist and, less emphaticaUy, by rhe mili
tary expert, as weil as pel haps by the chscussion leader (see analysIs below). 

Then the soclalist returns to the issue of (military) requirements resulring from a pos
sJble Austnan membership of),'ATO. The military expert responds by chscussing once 
agam the "BelStondspjilcht" (i. e. the obligation upon each 0JATO member to defend any 
other member if it is attacked by a rhird counrry). 

The green polIOclan -\\\' bnefl} mm.'es rhe discussion back to the issue of costs. The 
military expert responds by c1alJJ1Jng that no one could force Austna to pay a particular 
sum, e\'en If "moral pressure" were exerted. 

The dJscussion moderator c10ses rhis chscussion by inrroducing the final sequence, ask
mg the pollticians to outline their stance on the poll promoted by HS. 

Thus we see rhat the discussion focusses on ),'ATO rarher rhan on neurrality. ),'ATO is 
mrroduced, quesooned and defended in various forms and from \'arious perspecti\'es. 
'Jeurrality never becomes the main focus of the inreraction. Although wirhin the flow of 

the chscusslOn arguments, for or against neurraliry are raised on se\'eral occasions (see be-
10\\), neurrality never becomes a topic in its own right (for any longer segment of the chs
cusslOn). 

Arguments 

In the following analysis, '.ve analyze the arguments pur forward by different speakers. In 
rhlS secoon, arguments were defined as statements "ith "new" propositional content (rhis 
therefore excludes evaluations that simply supported or refuted pre\;ous statements with
out offering new information) that were meant to make a point about the topic under chs
cusslon. 

If one categorizes the contribuoons of the mdi.idual speakers4, one finds fi\'e chffer-

.; In the analYSIS, the rranscnpt was read for the appearance of arguments, a lIst of all arguments was made 

and then analyzed for toplcal o\·erlap. Thus, our categories were found through an analysis of the material. 

Conceming our segmentaoon mto arguments, we would like to note that a "story" or reasoning for some

thing prondmg more or less extensIve evidence IS counted onl}' as one argument (i.e. e\ldence for an argu

ment is nOt counted as an argument itself). In problemaoc cases, we decided to break a sequence of propo-
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ent dasses of arguments;: arguments concerning the function of neutrality (whether it 
still had a function, what that function was, and so on), arguments concerning ~ATO in 
its present role (as a positive, modern organization, ensuring security in Europe), argu
ments concerning the costs of joining .0JATO, arguments concerning (other) aspects of 
Austria joining .0JATO, and arguments concerning aspects of an enlargement of.0JATO 
to indude Eastern European states. 

Speakers differed remarkably in terms of the numberlratio of their contributions to 
the clifferent areas, and in terms of their evaluation of the topics under discussion. Table I 

presents an overview of the breakdown of arguments put forward by the different speak
ers, as well as their evaluati\·e stance. 

It shows that speakers favoring neutrality, (AY\T - green politician, HS - poll initia
tor, PS - socialist politician) make no positive evaluations of .0JATO, while speakers 
dearly favoring .0JATO make no positive evaluations of neutraliry (ER - military expert, 
GO - journalist). The assessment of the cost situation and of other "aspects of joining 
NATO" confinns this picture. The only participant who does not fall dearly into these 
categories is the conservative politician AK. Although he is very much in favor of.0JATO, 
his stance towards neutrality features both positive and negative evaluations. 

The greatest number of contributions is made by the military eX'Pert ER, and he is fol
lowed by the socialist politician PS. The poll initiator HS makes the smallest number of 
contriburions: he is completely marginal in the cliscussion. "'ith respect to neutrality, the 
politicians of the major parties, Al( and PS, contribute the largest number of statements . 
.0Jevertheless, the military expert ER and the green politician A,\T also contribute no
riceably to this cliscussion. The cliscussion of.0JATO is dearly dominated by the military 
expert ER; he makes alm ost twice as many arguments as the journalist GO, another ac
rive proponent in this cliscussion. However, a dose look at ER's statements on NATO re
veals that although he makes the greatest number of arguments, most of them are not 
dearly evaluative (which might add to his image ofbeing an expert, see below). 

Finally, the topic of costs is strongly promoted by the green polirician AY\~ 

sitions down into the smallest units wluch each make con\'ersationa! sense as being arguments for or agamst 

sometlung m therr own right. 
5 On!}" arguments that appear more than once are described here. 
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Per,on 
Funcnons of 

'HO CoSts 
.-\speers of Eastward enlarge. 

Total 
neutralHY Joirung " .\TO meor of"..1.TO 

• - + - + - +1 

AK 
Peoplc's 10 2 5 3 4 3 I I I 0 2 I" 

Part) 

I A\\' 
Green 5 4 I I I 10 10 0 I 1-

Part)· 

IR 
\Lhtary - 7 11 4 - 4 3 I i 29 , 
expcn 

(,0 
3 3 6 5 I 2 2 I 3 2 16 

Joumahst 
+ 

115 
poil 2 2 0 I 1 1 - 0 5 
mmaror 

PR 
d,scusslon I I 2 2 3 
leader 

PS 
<;oClahst 9 5 4 4 4 2 2 4 - 2 21 
Part)· 

Legend : In tlus table me first emry of each mam eolurnn presents me nurnber of arguments fulling in chis dass. 
The first gray area shows posmye evaluaove statements, me seeond grayarea contams arguments that were nei
mer po lOve nor negaove (but pro\ide, for mstanee, mformaoon about general pouoeal developments), and 

me tlurd gral' area presents negaove enluaoons. for cOSts me first gray colurnn mdlcates statements assurning 
nsmg eosts, me seeond one mdlfferenee, and me tlurd one fal!mg costs. In me eolurnn of u Aspeets of joining 

, \TO" me plus mdlCateS mat poslove aspeets were menooned, wmle me mmus indicates negao\'e aspeets. In 
thlS eategor) people on I} had evaluam'e comments of me one or me omer land. 

The interactional profile of the discussion 

A further imponam aspect of the analysis of this lY discussion is the imeractional pro
file. Trus pro\;des not omr an importam comexwal characterization, but also constitutes 
an explanatory le\'el in its own light. \\'hIJe examining the interactional dynamics, we also 
reveal who (as aperson) had mo t to sa}', who received the most attention, and so on. 

mce people are \'ery oghtly linked to positions in discussions such as the one under in
vesogaoon, rracking the interactional dynamics also constitutes an inillrect means of rrac
ing the succes of the positions and ideologies pur forward. 
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To analyze the interactional pro@e, we segmented the discussion into units in wruch 
one speaker was holding the floor. By that we mean a speaker who was the main speaker 
and who was talking about a particular topic (whether by his own choice or in response 
to arequest for his opinion)6 

For each of these units (henceforth: floor) we noted how the main speaker obtained 
the floor - through self-selection or through assignrnent by the discussion leader or an
other participant. \Ve also registeredlcoded who was holding the floor before and after 
the floor, who comrnented on the floor, whether the initial statements made during hav
ing the floor were an "answer" to a previous contribution, who tried to interrupt the 
floor, and finaily, whether the main speaker of the floor got into a "conversation" "\\ith 
another participant. \Ve only registeredlcoded turn-sequences as conversations if some
one comrnented on something that the main speaker had said and the main speaker went 
on to address this comrnent in his follo"\\ing turn. Thus, the shortest conversation com
prised of one turn of another speaker and an "answer" to this turn by the main speaker. 
In other cases a longer interaction ensued. 

The following example from our data "\\iil illustrate these categories: 
I. ER the Security Council of the United Nations has to be infonned about this im

mediately and ALL military measures of the ~ATO - are to be suspended -
ennm / as soon as the Security Council has taken appropriate steps "\\ith a view 

2. ER 
PS 

3. ER 
4. PR 

ER 
PS 

5. PS 
6. ER 
7. ER 

A'0,T 
8. ER 

to re-establishing security and order 
this is very far this 
it is also a matter of the run-up to the UN measures 
this is very much embedded in the -
good second point 
activity of the United Nations, (XXXXXXX) uh 
that means we 
would have to - take part in the fighting. 
it may - happen. if it [A\V laughs] 
came to that well >(adrnittedly) this is this is< 
it may happen 
[it is] theoretically possible in practice - things look 

PS this is the question 

6 \\'e do nor \\~sh ro claim thar rhis caregory would be successful in all situations, bur in rhis n'-discusslOn Ir 

was the case thar one person - either an m\~red speaker or a self-selecred speaker - would address a par

ticular ropic ar length. This speaker, although inrerrupred and commenred upon, usually remained the cen

rer of the conversation; l.e., the conversation carne repearedly back ro hirn. The boundaries berween Boors 

are fuzzy, and there may be a number of rurns in which nobody can be considered the main speaker. 
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9. FR different. \\ ho is going to attack i'JATO. - and who is going to attack an ex

panded ~ATO 

1. IS the conrinuarion of a longer rum ofER who holds the floor. In 2 PS raises a quesrion, 
which 15 l.ITUTIedmel} (\\lth an overlap) answered by ER. Thus, ER and PS are involved in 

a "conversation". In 4 PS raises another quesrion, which is again answered by ER in 6. In 
our analysis, we onl} coaed the existence or non-existence of a conversation between PS 
and ER on each of the occasions that ER held the floor, thus the ongoing exchange be

tween ER and PS does not influence our analysis any further. In 7 A'0/ ironicaUy repeats 
ER's answer to PS. V/hiJe ER seems to be a little thrown off track, he does not address 

A\\~ but continues his interacrion with PS. Thus, AVI's statement is classified as a com
ment (it is not an interruption, since he is not trying to take over the floor). 

V.'hile this analysis will allow us to gain some insight into the interactional dynarnics of the 

dlscussion, its methodological shortcomings have to be kept in mind: naturally, the "floors" 
vary considerably in length from a few lines of transcript to up to two pages. This difference 
m length influences the number of possible interruptions, conversations and comments. It 

is more likely that a longer floor will show more of all of these, even if a per minute count 
wouJd result m the same or even reversed figures. For this reason, we did not count the fre

quency of any of these categorie , but rook only idenrified the individual that commented, 

mterrupted or conversed during a floor. \Ve believe that the results of the analysis allow us, 
at the very least, to see who reacted ro whom, and provide us with a emde measure of 
strength. Anorber aspect which is not considered in this analysis, is rbe unsuccessful attempts 
of participants to take over the floor (at the end or begirming of a floor) and unsuccessful as
signments of the floor by the moderator of the discussion. 

Main speakers and their floors. 

1A.sLE 2 

Speaker "umber of f100rs asslgned by PR % ~umber of self-selected f100rs Total 

\K 7.0 100% 0.0 -.0 

A\\" 6.0 100'70 0.0 6.0 

ER 5.0 56% 2.0 9.0 

GO 2.0 29'" 5.0 7.0 

IlS 5.0 83'0 1.0 6.0 

PS 2.0 18% 9.0 11.0 

\lean 4.5 :\lean: 2.5 7.-
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Table 2 provides an oveniew of the total number of floors for each participant. and 
whether these floors were self-selected or assigned br PR or somebody else. 

The participants differ remarkably m the number of floors ther hold during the ent:ire 
discussion. 

A\\' and HS have little to say, AK and GO say neither a lot nor ver} little, while ER 
and PS have the largest number of contributions. PS and GO are seldom imited to make 
a contribution, but they do frequently contribute to the discussJon (self-select:ion). In con
trast, AK on!y speaks when imited to do so by PR. A\\' behaves in a similar manner. 
\ \ bile he does try to speak on other OCcaSlOns, he fails to get the floor . .\lost ofHS's con
tributions are also made following in\itations from the moderator. ER somet:imes speaks 
after being in\ited by PR and somet:imes after being in\ited by somebody else (PS) - he 
is the only participant who is in\ited to make a contribution by somebody other than the 
discussion moderator. Eoth the number of floors assigned to him by the PR and the num
ber of his self-selected floors are relative!y low as a consequence. 

Sequence of speakers 

WLE 3 

speaker 

Subsequem speaker AK .-\ \\" ER GO HS PS 

AK 1 1 2 3 

-\w 3 1 1 

ER 2 1 2 1 2 

GO 1 1 2 1 

HS 1 1 1 1 1 

PS 1 5 3 1 1 

Table 3 shows "\\'ho speaks after whom" and "\\'ho responds to whom". In other words, 
the colurnns indicate the reacrions of speakers to previous speakers, for example, AK 
seems to respond the most to A\\"s statements, while he never responds to the statements 
of ER or GO, the two other )JATO supporters in this discussion. 

\ \ bile A \ V never responds to the statements of PS, he does get the floor after each of 
the contributions of the )."ATO supporters. ER seems to be in a complementary position 
to AK, that is, he never succeeds hi.m and responds in particuJar to one proponent of neu
trality, PS. For GO, no c1ear preference for proponents of neutrality or XATO can be 
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disccmed, while HS predominancly follows up on the :'\'ATO supporters. PS is the only 
parcicipant to respond to all the other parcicipants (he also has the highest overaU number 
of Roors), but he responds more to the ).TATO supporters than the proponents of neu

tralil}. 
The rows indicate which speakers foUowed a particular speaker. Thus, one can see that 

PS followed .V( on three occasions. This was more often than an}' other participant. Fur
ther analvsls of the data reveals that where PS did not immediately follow AK he orten 
followed the subsequent speaker . 

.V( is the predommant speaker after A\\'. For ER no elear preference as regards the 
followmg speaker is discernible, but one concrete conelusion is that AK never follows 
hirn. For GO and IIS we do not find any elear preference as regards the subsequent 
speakers. PS is moscly followed by ER or GO, that is by 0JATO supporters . 

The above relationships are indicated in the following diagram (Figure r). This dia
gram shows the sequence of contributions using arrows. The thickness of the lines indi
cates the frequency with which peakers followed other speakers. A count of frequenzies 
was not meluded. 

FIGURE r 

Responding 

The sequence of speakers does not elearly indicate the 'reactions' of participants to the 
contributions of a particular speaker or to the content of contributions. Speaker A might 
folloK speaker B for a number of different reasons. To look more elosely at the particular 
reaction , we also noted whether a contribution referred direccly or indireccly to a previ
ous contribution, for instance by referring to a particular previous speaker by name. The 
resulting table (table 4) confirms the general trends that have been established with re
gard to the equence of speakers. However, there are sJight modifications. Overall the 
distinctions indicated in table 4 are even greater than those indicated in the speaker-dia
gram. 
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1ABLE 4 

Speaker lrutiative PR AK AW ER GO HS PS 
AK 3 3 

A\\' 2 3 I 

ER 2 2 0,5 4,5 

GO 2 I I 3,0 

HS 3 I I I 

PS 5 I 3 1 I 

The table shows once again that AK responds in particular to AVl However, we also find 
that AK makes an equal number of responses to questions posed by PR. NN is especially 
responsive to ER, who, in turn, responds mostly to PS. Similarly to ER, GO replies 
mostly to PS. HS shows no clear preference far any individual participant, but his re
sponses are made exclusively to 0JATO supporters. PS has the highest number of contri
butions that are not made in response to previous contributions. At this point, we should 
note that PS frequently introduces topics in the form of questions instead of responding 
to issues that are already being discussed. "V.'here a response is made by PS, it usually 
comes after a contribution by ER. 

A diagrammatic representation results in the following impression (figure 2): 

FIGURE 2 

In comparison with the speaker-diagram, one particuJar difference may be noted: in fig
ure 2 the participants can clearly be grouped into two separate groups - on one hand we 
have AK, AV\T and PR, and on the other we have PS, ER and GO. ,Ne think this impres
sion is primarily due to the fact that AK and PS never "respond" to each other. Thus, we 
find that although PS frequently follows the contributions of AK, he never responds to 
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anythmg .\K has sald Ln a manner that quesoons AK's contribution. PS's statements are 
elaborao\"e and enhancing. He adds the opinion or perspective of his party, wruch is in a 
coalmon wlth AK's party, without indicatmg the differences between the positions of the 
two parnes. I Ie slmply states their (common) point of view. Thus, at a thematic level (in 
the macrostructure), it frequently becomes obvious that both participants are discussing 
the same toplC. '\Jevertheless, references to the preceding statements are rather indirect 
("\\'e are also of the opmion that ... "). There is no direct reference to the speaker. And 
there 15 also an absence of explicit disagreement as weil as of direct strong agreement. PS's 
contribuoons are above all 'statements' directed at all of the participants. They tend to 
present the pan:y's position, rather than move towards or away from AK. 

Conversing 

Another important category wruch picks up aspects of the responsiveness of participants 
to each other is 'conversing'. 

1ABLE 5 

Ilanng com'crsarions \\lm 

Speaker .\h A\\' ER GO HS PS 

.\1< \ 

\\\ " 3 \ 2 I I 

FR I 2 \ 5 

GO \ 3 

IIS I \ 

PS 3 3 \ 

An analysIs of conversing clearly shows the monologue character of AJ('s contributions. 
IIe is ne\'e r involved in 'conversations' with other participants; instead he makes his 
statements without getting involved with other participants. At the same time, he fre
quently converses with other participants - in particular proponents of neutrality
wrule thel' are holding the f1oor. In contrast to AI<., A\\ 7 gets into conversations w~th al
most all of the participants wrule presenting his positions. He only gets into conversa
tions with ER when the latter is stating rus point of view (i.e. no one else is \\iIling to re
act to A\ V's comments). ER is in turn mostly involved with PS, but he also gets into 
conversations wlth .\\\. when the latter is speaking. Similarly, GO has discussions \\ith 
PS when he (GO) is holding the f1oor, but he rareI)' gets into discussions with other par-
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ticipants when they are speaking. HS is completely marginalized. Finally, PS most fre
quently converses \-vith AK and ER. 

To sum up, we find the following picrure: the interactional dynamics reAect the 'battle
lines' between the proponents of neutrality and the supporters of NATO. Participants 
rarely react to contributions made by other participants who share their views. Most re
actions are made to speakers of 'the other camp'. Almost everyone has his preferred 'op
ponent'. \\'e see a symmetrical relationship between ER and PS, who follow each other, 
respond to each other and converse with each other. In contrast, the interactions between 
the other participants are predominantly asymmetric. AK is oriented towards AV\.~ but 
A'''' reacts mostly to ER. PS frequently 'follows' AK in the Aow of the discussion (which 
indicates that he is monitoring AK), yet he does not take any open stance towards AK's 
contributions. HS is completely marginalized Chis contributions are usually also quite 
short) and his arguments are frequently ignored. In one instance, even the discussion 
moderator changes the topic after one ofHS's statements. 

GO is another marginalized participant. Mainly he reacts to ER (thus he is the only 
participant to respond to somebody holding the same position in the discussion),- but his 
own contributions are reacted to only by HS. 

'Ve consider this discussion, therefore, to be a typically party political one. The pecu
liarity of such discussions is that discussion participants (politicians and administrators) 
sirnply state their confucting points of views and demarcate their topical 'territory', rather 
than giving reasons, challenging them, and working on an agreement. In the abm'e dis
cussion, the lay person and the journalist, who follow a different discursive strategy', re
main mere observers of this process. The main axis of the discussion runs between PS 
and ER, who both make the highest number of contributions. 

Comments 

One further aspect of 'reactivity' to a particular speaker is the number of comments 
which were evoked by the contributions of a particular speaker. (Naturally, the total num
ber of contributions will to some extent vary according to length of time someone holds 
the floor.) Therefore, we have again opted for a categorical coding scheme - for each 
participant we noted the presence or absence of 'commenting acts' while someone else is 
holding the floor. 

7 One mJghr e"'Plain r1us br me panicular part)' affibaoons of me twO parricipants, which would usually place 
mem Ln strong 0pposlOon ro one anomer. As noted before, GO's opinion was ramer unusual considermg 
rus panr preference; and gll'en me strong emotions of man)' intellecrual sociabstS agamst me Freedom Party 
(FPÖ), it lS not surprizmg mar mey should o\'erride me momenrary mematic agreement. 
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WLE 6 

Gerting commenrs (per Roor) 

Speaker 

ER GO HS PS 
Floor total total Com/ 

Commenrer -\K \\\' ",th no Floor Com Floor 

IAK 2 1 1 2 ~ ~ ~9% - 8 114 I 

1,\\\ 3 4 1 3 1 1 1- Yo 6 12 ~.OO 

ER 3 6 1 3 4 2 ~2 % 9 1- 1.89 

GO 3 4 2 3 6 0' - 18 1 --, _.) 

IlS 1 1 4 6- 6 2 0.33 

PS 2 5 3 3 3 4 36% II 16 1.45 

In general, we can observe that almost all participants are to some degree commenting 
on each other, with the sole exception of I 1S, who is almost never reacted to. His contri
bUDons are silently l.tstened to (or not), and aftenvards we often observe a change in topic. 

One speaker who seem to be particularly reacted to is GO, although we did not find 
reactions at the level of speaker-sequence or 'responding'. More than anybody else, PS 
comments on 0' statements, \\'hich is not surprizing considering that GO often fol
lows PS and responds to something PS has said. Thus, PS comments in turn on GO's re
sponse to hllTI. 

-\nother person who is strongl}' reacted to is A\\'; this time it is ER who gi\'es com
ments more &equently than other participants. Again, we see the same interactional pat
tern as before: AV,' follows and re ponds to what ER has said, wrule ER in turn com
ments on -\\\"s contribution. 

10 an extent A\\' foreshadows his later contributions by &equently commenting on 
ER's contributions. H 'e might say that he tries to preselect himself as the addressee and 
next respondent. This strategy appears to be successful if we consider that although he 
never manages to select rumself for a contribution, he does get rus flOOfS byassignation 
&om PR. 

c-\nother person who 1 ver}' active in rus commenting on ER is PS. In fact, rus overall 
Involvement with ER IS even higher than noted in the table, as rus "comments" &e
quently lead to conversations (wruch do not figure in this table). 

In contrast, PS's contributions are not commented on to the same degree (36% of rus 
flOOfS go by wlthOut an}' comment). However, as he also has the rughest number of floors 
in the overall discussion, the overall attention paid to him during the whole discussion is 
not lower than for the other participants. Moreover, he is often engaged in conversations, 
wruch naturalI}' lowers the frequency of rus comments. 
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PS is most frequently commented on by A\\'; the "comments" of ER often lead into 
conversarion. He himself is frequently commenting on the contriburions of other parric
ipants. in particular upon the contriburions of GO. 

The arguments put forward in the case of PS cannot be applied to AK. On average 
there is only one commenting person per floor, and he does not engage in any con\'ersa
rion. 29% ofhis floors do not result in any comment. Taken together \\ith the low num
ber of responses, we find .-\K to be a rather peripheral participant in this discussion. HIs 
contributions are long. coherent and do not evoke any reacrion. He is frequently com
menring on the conmburions of other parricipants \\lthOut any discernible preference for 
any particular speaker. 

Anempts to take over the floor 

Last but not least - and again in a categorical fashion - we looked at attempted inter
ruptions. A turn was counted as an attempted interruption. if it was placed like a com
ment. but heeding it \\ould ha\'e resulted in a change of topic. or would have shifted the 
interaction to another participant (than the one presently holding the floor), for exam
pIe. by putting a question to a third participant. 

lABLE 7 

lmerrupoons 

lmerruprer 

Speaker AK A\\' ER GO HS PS Tou! 

PR I 2 I 3 -

AK I I 2 

.. m' 3 2 3 8 

ER 3 3 

GO 2 2 

HS I I 2 

PS I 2 3 

Hoar w/o Corn .f 5 .f .f 5 I 

5- 83 -H 5- 83 64 

Tou! Hoar - 6 9 - 6 11 

Arrernpred lmerrupoons 3 2 - 6 I 8 

% 43 33 - 8 86 l ~ ;3 

Imerrupoons e\'ery xm Hoar 2.3 3.0 I.3 1.2 6.0 lA 
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-\gain we find that I IS lS the participant whose connibuoons are li tened to \\ithout an: 
reacrion. Also a \'el! 10\\ frequency of attempted interruprions can be found in the con
tnburion~ of A\ \~ It seerns that in his case the high frequency of comments and responses 
indicatcd strong rcacrions which rusputed what he wa saying. and so l.mle attempt was 
made to change the tOpic or change the main addressee. 

As tor K we interpret the low number of attempted llterruptions again as indicator 
for his self-contained statements, \\ruch were not closely ried into the o\'eraU discussion. 

GO, P and ER all face a number of attempted mterruprions. In detail. ER is inter
rupted b: GO, who agrees \\ith rum and nies to take o\'er the floor to elaborate \\hat ER 
was sa:ing, and hc is interrupted by A\\', who strongly disagree \\'lth ER. P 15 1nter
ruptcd prcdominantl: by ER (who disagrees) and by PR who mes to control P '5 rela
ti\'ely succcssful sclf-selecrions as the neX! peaker. 

The main 'interrupter~' are PR and .-\\\~ In that respen, it is telling that A\\' has more 
attempts tO take o\"er the Roor than actual OCcaSlOns m wruch he is holding the floor. ,-\\\' 
is unsuccessful in rus attemp to gain the Roor by hirnself; we saw that II all rus insrances 
of holding the Roor, it was assigned to rum by the discusslOn moderator. 

SummaI)' 

In terms of the interacoonal dynarni~, we do not find clear groupings by any character
isti~ - the poliricians differ remarkably from each other, \\ith A\\' rr:ing to speak much 
more than he can and doe . W1th AK gI\'en the word by PR and being only rarely inter
rupted, and P \\ho peaks a lot, self-selecring his turns. and who is vel!' much in the fo
cus of the ruscusslOn. The 'politicallay person' H ,15 slighted in the dlScussion. while the 
poliocal olY.,en'er GO Stays on the fringe . .\lost of the dlScussion re\'oh-es around ER an 
ex-pert \\ith a clear opinion and polirical preference. His main com'ersational partner is 
P ,);'or urpnsllgl:" people of the same opinion ( ee arguments), in general do not con
\'erse \\lth each other. 

If we plit people into groups accorrung to OPlniOns (P ,A\\' and H for neutrality; 
ER GO for '\ATO; AK at odds \\ith neutrahty), we see that each of the groups has a 
prominent peaker P for neurrality and ER for );'ATO, In seeking A\\' as his mall con
\'ersational opponent. _-\K affihated hirnself lillphotly \nth the pro-);'ATO group, How
ever, he would nor attack PS, he would not endanger the offioal agreement and coopera
tive polmcal stance with his partner in the gO\'ernmental coalirion, Ho\\' AK and P 
managed to maintain the semblance of a uniform position for the duration of the discus
si on is what we want to look at in more detall now, 
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Negotiating the coalition 

A short time before this discussion, there was a significant change in the political situa
tion in Austria. The former Austrian chancellor, Franz Vranitzky, resigned and Viktor 
Klima became the head of the Socialist Party and the new chancellor. Only about a 
month before the discussion analyzed here,s the new chancellor presented his govern
ment's program (Regierzmgserkläntng). The People's Party declared its support for the 
new governrnent and its readiness to continue the coalition under the new leadership of 
the Socialist Party. According to an article written at the time, the head of the People's 
Party was said to be astonishingly supportive and welcoming of the new chancellor.9 

This constitutes an important context for the discussion. At the very time of the dis
cussion, the parties of the coalition had been able to avoid a conflict that would have been 
damaging to the image of both parties . .:-.Jow they wanted to show unity, and the desire 
and will-power to govern the country together. Yet the positions of the two parties re
garding the measures that needed to be taken in order to preserve Austria's security, as 
weil as their attitudes towards neutrality, were quite different. 

In the following section, we will present the programmatic positions that were pur for
ward by AK and PS in the discussion 10. This will be followed by an analysis of a short 
transcript of each of them, which allows us to characterize them in terms of their linguis
tic or rhetorical strategies. The strategies used constitute another means for explaining 
whya particular position ends up as being interactionally more successful. 

AK's progra17l'l'llatic position: Austria in a period of change 

The main tenor of AK's arguments dealing with neutrality was "change". "Neutrality has 
a different function today and we are facing a new order in Europe." "Neutrality used to 
be valuable, but it has a different meaning today, although it is still significant." This 
change is presented as the overallloss of importance or significance of neutraJity. 

At the same time, this change is accomparued byan overall change in European poli
tics. The new developments in Europe, and in particular the outcome of negotiations 
within .:-.JATO are uncertain, and AK presents his party as cautiously waiting for the re
sults of these debates before making adecision about neutrality. 

Nevertheless, the overall framing of the discussion suggests a preference for joining 
NATO: "One may not see European politics as being simply European, we also see ef
forts to establish peace at the UN. In Europe it is not neutrality that is called for today, 

8 Die Presse, 30. 1. 199i: \'P-Sanftmur, ein "böser Geist" und "intellektuelle Hochseilakte" 
9 Die Presse, 30. 1. 199i' Schüssel nach dem "Down": DIe letzte Chance der "Finna". 

10 Tlus rrught differ from the one pur forward in other media. 
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but 50hdanty." "One should replace neutrality ",ith active policies for peace." :\1oreover, 
Al<. beJieves in and stresses the necessity of military power as a means of enforcing peace 
and prondmg security. His orientation towards ~ATO is in general positive; his evalu
ations of)'"ATO are all positive. (e.g. " ~ATO has never led a war.") Taken together \\ith 
the summanzmg statement presented in the preface to the whole discussion, "peace and 
secunty for A.ustria are of the uunost importance", this leads to the irnplicit condusion 
that Austna should indeeJ join ~ A.TO, wruch is in line with the party's later official state
ment. lr 

PS's programmatic position: An altemative future 

In contrast to AK, PS tries to uphold the meaning of neutrality, for the present, yet fre
quently follows AK in the discussion (see below). He seems to respond to AK's skepti
cIsm conceming the current imporrance of neutrality: "0.'eutrality has still a considerable 
slgnlficance for our country." Bur for one statement: "~eutraJjty' is our contribution to 
the effort to establish peace in the world", his arguments for neutrality are either oriented 
towards the past, rughlighting former accomplishments, or question the alternatives. His 
stance towards ~ATO is skeptical. However, he rarely uses assertions to express his skep
tlCIsm. Instead he raises doubtful and sometimes rhetorical questions, such as "Is it in
deed the case that European ecurity can only be won in cooperation ",ith ~ATO)" In 
particular, he wants to strengthen the role of the U'{ and is worried by a strong ~ATO 
that IS able to take action in the international arena withour necessarily being bound by 
mternationalla'.\ and political guidelines (in the manner of the U'\T). 

IIis future vision of Europe strongly contrasts '.\ith that of AK; however, it is not di
rectly bound to the issue of neutrality. For instance, PS can imagine a European security 
system "m which the different organizations are dosely linked with each other and co
operate without everyone being part of each of the organizations involved." 

In other words, while PS does not take a strong stance on neutrality (and can even 
in1agine abandoning neutrality in the lang run, depending on the European political sit
uanon), his idea of the possible future is quite different from that of AK PS is much more 
oriented towards traditional international peace-keeping organizations, which are not 
military pacts. He fa\'ors the ~, the OSCE etc., and tries to bring alternatives to 
"'\ A.TO into the discussion. In this, however, we judged him to be rather unsuccessfuJ. 

Each of the two politicians uses particular linguistic strategies to make their point and 
comince their audiences. 

I I D,e PoS/nm der Ö VP ::.ur Zukunft der ästerreichischro Slchtrhtttspolmk. Beschluß des Bundesparteivorstandes dtr 

ÖsterrtichlSchro Volksparttl. (\ \ 'ien. BundespaneJ\'orsrand, 4. - . 199-). 
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AK 
"And I think the political petition is a really important matter, one that is to be raken seriously. 

The aim is - I think we all agree on this - that Austria should not parricipate in any war in 

the future as weil - we don't want a war at our borders, and we don't want a war in Europe. 

And we don't want Austrian soldiers abroad, and we don't want any foreign soldiers in Austria, 

and in the end we all strive for the goal - I hope you do as weil - mentioned in the biblical 

prophecy - that swords will be made into plough-shares and spears into ... - that this some

time, uh will come true. And THIS is the important question. And I think that neutrality

which has been of great benefit to us for many years - has a different meaning today, we are 

facing a new order in Europe ( ... ) And we simpl}' have to find out, if - everl'thing is evolving 

this year, what - is the best wal' to reach the aims which I have mentioned. ( ... ). 

Of all the politicians present, AK proves to be the most prolific in his use of the all-in
clusive "we". In the quoted example, which is taken from his first contribution (right at 
the beginning of the discussion), he starts with a v;ish of "all Austrians", and thus sets 
the stage for a discourse in which he can project the point of view of his party on to all 
of"us" and porrray it as something all (sensible) Austrians would \\o'lsh for. Thus it is no 
longer clear who is being referred to in the last sentence - who has to find out what is 
the best way - "we" Aus tri ans (as in the preceding discourse) or "we" the People's 
Party? 

In this respect, AK's language displays the typical features of political discourse in 
which the audience is drawn into the perspective of the speaker (v\7i.lson, 1990). Fre
quencly speaking about "we" Austrians, he occasionally slips into "we" the People's Party, 
ob]jterating the different points of view. 

Moreover, AK's longer statements tend to be quite general and vague or otherwise 
hedged. For instance, "we cum't want war at our borders" is a common-sense truth which 
he uses to build up a line of argument that ends with the vague conclusion that neutrality 
has a "differeni' meaning today. In other places, where he takes a clear stance, he person
a]jzes his position: "because I am personally of the opinion that our national defense costs us a lot 
of money right now, we don 't spend enough to safeguard neutralit)', but if we are members of a 
European peace-keeping S)'stmz, we can probably save considerable costs." 

AK frequencly projects long statements and delays conclusions with insertions and di
gressions. This might - in conjunction with his vagueness, the "we-"discourse and the 
use of common-sense truths - explain the small number of interruptions and comments 
occurring during his statements. 

PS 
"but in the meeting on \Yednesday - and we were all there, all three of us - the issue was 

not neutrality itself, nor whether the existing law should be changed. Instead the debate was 
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whether your proposal - whether the text of the \'olksbegehren - should be recomrnended 

or not. \nd all of the sciencists who were there, and It was a hearing of SClenOsts, you were 

there your~elf, with these unJver,ity profes>or, "ho told us they were of the oplruon that this 

text would not conmbute anything ro neurraJity (. . .)" 

"\lost wert: of the opmion, and in parocular my party as weil, that, even if neutrabty has 

changed, even if the policics of neutrahty is changing, neurraJIty still has a significant meaning 

for our counrry; one should uphold neurraJJty, and e\'erybody who wants ro do away with 

neurrality 5hould 5a} \\hat they would like ro put in its place. And "hether what they would 

put In its place would do the same for us, and would adueve the same thing, as neurraJity. 

And not onl)' in legal terms. :-:ot only legally, and not only poliricaIJr But also in terms of 

the thmking and feeling of the people . . \nd we may not - only one more sentence (ro PR) 

- and we may not forget that neurralit} also led ro Austrians becomlng aCO\'e, that they 

cared about the world at a ome when people used to think much more locally." 

Although a polmcian himself, PS does not use the "we" -discourse to the same extent. In 
the first example, his "we" is much more oriented towards (some 01) the participants In 

the dlScussion. In this sense, the 'TY-audience is only watching a debate among the par
oClpants in wluch they ha,'e no projected role. In Goffmanian terms they are overhear
ers rather than a targeted audience (Goffman r98r). 

This tendenCJ continues in the second excerpt, wluch constirutes a more program
matic presentaoon of the party line. In this statement, PS introduces Ius party's posioon 
with a parocularizaoon "most were of the opinion" and "my party" - but definiteil' not 
"all" and "everyone" and "we". That is, he presents his statement as a group of people 
thinking about "us", "the Austrians" and so on. In their perspective, neutrality is still of 
importance for "us". In this wal' the addres ed audience, "the Aus tri ans " , tends to appear 
in the "paoent position".lt is not something acti\'e, but something that holds the recipi
ent poslOon. This stands in contrast to the acti\'e "they", who try to do away with neu
tralitr "The) " is also presented as a group that threatens "us" by taking away the benefits 
of neutralIt) wlthout necessarily replacing them "ith something equally good. 

In thlS dIscourse, P u es the only general "we" in this whole section. Howe\'er, the 
reference to this "we" is rather vague. Does "we" mean the people in the discussion group 
he is aslang not to forget? I it the general TV audience:: Since he continues "ith "led 
Ausmans ... ", he makes a co-referential relation of"we" "ith "Austrians" rather unlikell', 
i.e. In general, "we" will not be interpreted to mean "we Austrians". 

In short, in the whole section being presented here, PS does not use a single all-inclu
si,'e acti,'e "we" In his discourse. Instead, where it appears at all, "we" is the passive re
ciplent of other people's doing. At the same time he presents rather straightforwardly his 
paTt). and its position, in other words, in contrast to AK, he sets up Ius part)' as an entit)' 
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that is clearly separate from "the Austrians" and "we". Thus, whereas AK tries to fuse 
both eoneepts into one, PS preserves the distinetion and tries co portray rus party as the 
one party that "serves" the people. 

In studies of politieal diseourse (Chilton & Sehaeffner 1997), these different styles are fre
quently (and eritieally) interpreted as follows: the obliteration of the differenee between 
the speaker and the audienee, in the use of the all-inclusive "we", leads to a loss of de
taehment on the part of the audienee. Listeners or readers may simply aeeept what is be
ing said if it must be proeessed immediately. However, in doing so, they do not only ae
eept the position of the speaker, but also a point of view in wrueh they are already 
situated. The discourse does not readily offer a position outside the diseourse wrueh ean 
be used to evaluate one's own position towards what is being said. Thus, it takes extra 
mental, eogilltive effort to distanee oneself and eritieally reAeet on whether one truly is 
part of this "we" and believes in everything that "we" are said to do or to believe. If lis
teners do not make this extra effort (wrueh often they will not), they will end up with a 
model wrueh already ineorporates unintentionally their own positioning, i.e. their "opin
ion". 'Nithout further reAeetion and later eritieal examination of this model, the listener 
will in terms of beliefs and aetions be informed by this modeL 

Thus, the use of the all-inclusive "we" proves (under these theoretieal assurnptions) a 
very potent politieal means - whieh is, in a eritieal perspeetive, termed "populist dis
eourse" (beeause it tries politieally co "eonvinee" the viewers '"-i.th implieit linguistie 
means). 

In eontrast, PS's style of upholding the distinetion between "the party" and "the peo
pIe" affords a eritieal detaehment wrueh invites one co think about whether or not the 
party's actions are in one's own interests. Trus is often deemed the more 'enlightened' de
mocratie diseourse style. Nonetheless, in affording this distanee, it is also eonsidered less 
persuasive and less politieally effeetive. In this diseourse, it is the affiliation with the party 
ideology whieh takes aetive partieipation and reAeetion. 

Thus, in terms of diseursive studies of political diseourse, AK's style might be consid
ered 'populist' and more sueeessful, and PS's style 'morally superior', yet politieally less 
effeetive. 

As we have already diseussed, there are very few instanees of AK and PS interaeting \\i.th 
eaeh other. Both tend to direet their contributions at other partieipants. However, in an 
attempt to assess how they dealt with the eoalition issue in this diseussion, we also looked 
at instanees in wrueh PS and AK did interaet. ' Ve were partieularly interested to find out 
how they managed disagreement and how they negotiated the eoalition. 

In total we found 26 segments in the texts in wrueh PS and AK talk at the same time 
or in sequenee. In four of these segments, their contributions are not related to eaeh 
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other in tenns of subject matter (I.e. they are made in response to the contributions of 
other pamclpants). In one further case, AI<. comments on somebody else's remark to PS 
(\\ ho 15 holding the Roor). 

The remammg 1I segments can be grouped into four classes: 
Elther PS or -\K IS tal king about neutraliry and the other one disagrees or tnes to 

weaken the expressed posItion (of the other). 
Or one of them IS talking about '\ATO, and again, the other disagrees or tri es to 

weaken the expressed po inon (of the other). 
- Or one of them IS speaking on an} other topic and the other one agrees. 
- Or both are acting m mutual agreement and momentary support of each other while 

talang a stance agamst a thu-d participam. 

Spcaker "eurraliry ".\TO Agreement 
Collaboraoon agalIlSr 

tlurd pany 

PS I 2 
3 agreeing, 

8 
3 elaboraong 

.\.k I - 5 agreeing 

Thus, the m'o politician of the coalition tend to cooperate with each other rather than 
acrually enrer into a debate, as long as the discusslOn does not concern their different 
POInts of \,iew on "neutrahty" or on ":--;:\TO". Even when the discussion does revolve 
around these la t Issues, dlfferences of opmion are Light or mdirectly expressed. This is 
sho\\ n in the followmg example, \\ hich contains the most elaborate interaction of a1l. 

P we may not forget that neutrality also led tO Austrians becoming aeu ... e, that they cared 

about the world at a urne when people used tO think mueh more locally, 

-\K but it is just this 

P their perspeeth'c for the larger lssues 

\1:. (issue =) that the WISS expert 

PS and that is a good thing for a eountry. That is good for 

\K has sald that neutrality has lost iß funeuon. 

P eountry< 

yes 

PR what should in 
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\K in rhis matter. 

PS the - Swiss expert (has) in rhis respect 

PR 1:) (what should) (xxx) na=na m=m 

PS be critical >(one) should talk about whether < 

PR (we) 

PS that is indeed the case and what should be put in in the place of neutrality 

In this example, AK contests PS's claim by quoting the opinion of an "expert". This wal' 
he can defer the responsibility for his refutation to this expert, it is not he himself, that is 
AK, who is contesting PS, but the opinion of somebod} else, wruch stands in possible 
conflict with PS's statement. This mOye allows him to retain the image of joint action 
\\lthin the coalition, even while he is questioning PS. In response, PS does not start a de
bate about neutrality itself (as he could do), nor does he reject the content of the state
ment. Instead he redefines what was actually said in the reported statement. This, how
ever, is a different matter altogether, and the two politicians may happiJl' disagree or agree 
on this issue, \vjthout touching anl' of their respective party politics. 

It is possible that both politicians were invited \\lth the expectation that thel' would ar
gue on some of the points. Trus might also explain whl' the discussion moderator, \\lthout 
any apparent reason, changes the topic at one point and asks AK about his party's position 
on neutrality. But, as already noted, A.K's answer is quite cautious, and can be readiJl' ac
cepted bl' PS, who is onll' led to affirm when AK says that "the meaning of neutrality has 
changed (AK)", "but it still has one (PS)". In the same vein, we do not see PS making neg
ative eYaluative statements about NATO: potentiaJly critical statements are, on several oc
casions, put forward as questions to ER ("vtlil we have to fight, if we join NATO)" "\\'hat 
does it REALLY cost?"). In general we thus observe that AK and PS do not confront each 
other. Their orientation towards each other and the difference of opinion show up in other 
a pects: (a) as was already demonstrated above, PS frequently tries to make a statement af
ter a statement by AK, and (b) both of them chose other participants as opponents to whom 
thel' mal' react criticaUy, and it is during interactions with these other participants that they 
express their positions. For AK the "opponent" is A\'~ wrule for PS it is ER. 

ER: an expert in conversation with Ps. 

In the folJo\\lng, we shalJ briefly analyze the interaction of PS and ER, as it is ER (and 
his main conversant PS) who hold the f100r for extended periods of time. ER's talk dif
fers linguistically from that of both PS and AK. He displays a lot of features of expert 
speech (Kotthoff 1997; Y\Todak & Vetter 1999), which - at least in this interaction -
proved to be a \'ery effective register: 
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FR Uh, somedung whlch ;-\ATO, uh, wruch neutrality most definitely is not - rmember of 

parhament \\'abl - i an up to date instrument of peace-maintenance. It is an ancient in

strument of mtemationallaw from a ome when war was stiU an acceptable rneans. Since 

we Jomed the lh", there is no permissible war any more - Trus means neutralit:y does 

not provide an adcLtional security to the statuS of anormal country. Because everyone has 

the nght not to be attacked. 

IIowever, neutralil) does add sornedung in contrast to one not being neutral, and these 

are obligaoons. The obligation not to join a military treaty and so on. And also the oblig

aoon to pursue a policy of neutrality. It constrains - without yielding in turn an)' specific 

advantages. 

I\nd now to you, member of parliament Scrueder. i'\aturaUy, you are completely right in 

thal one has to respect people's feelings. And I know mat it is easy for a security advisor 

to gn:e good advice - but you then have to put it into action. This is a difference, I am 

weil aware of that. ;-\ evertheless, it is the function of a security advisor to be frank about 

the SItuation, 

FR. and to state his reasons. In here we want to talk about the 

PS: There must be a place for debates 

ER: the dirnen ion of "neutralil)''', which concems national security, in mis there are a lot of 

people \\ ho talklunderstand somedung different. For so me dus is an important element 

of ,\usman national identil)" for others [ .. ] and so on. Our neutralil)-, if conceived as a 

secunty instrument, is based on the federal law on neutrality and that states wimout 

doubt ... 

ER's talk in this and other contributions features many of the characteristics of 'scientific' 
language (Dressler 1989; \;\'odak & Vener 1999). He uses a nurnber of indirect passive 
constructions (there is almost no "we" or "they", but frequent use of "one", where an 
agent lsn't mentioned at all), many norninalizations (in German), and so on. Everything 
sounds factual. The speaker does not have opinions and points of view, but simply teUs 
everyone the one and indisputable "truth", the "plain facts". \ iVh.en he mentions a range 
of opinions (about the possible meanings of "neutrality"), he restriets his point of view 
explicitly to the one which. a security advisor would give. In other words, he is making ex
plicit reference to his expertise (as a security advisor) and implicitly asserts that every se
curit:y advisor would be of this opinion, as it is the only rational one in terms of anational 
security policy. 

In the course of the discussion, ER is very successful in establishing his position as an 
expert. Although he is originally introduced as an individual who is affiliated to the Aus
man Freedom Party (FPÖ), throughout the discussion he is more and more explicitly ad-
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dressed with reference to rus function within the defense minisrry. (At the beginning of 
the discussion he is often addressed as "Mr. Reiter", but towards the end the specific ad
ministrative title of rus position within the minisrry is used). 

As an expert with a seemingly i m partial position, he can dismantle neutrality (as in the 
transcript shown above) without being contes ted by the other participants. 

In interaction \\-1th PS, we see a change of the interactional style from the beginning of 
the discussion to the end. At the beginning, PS has a more antagonistic dis course beha\O
ior, wruch displays unmitigated disagreement, or refutations. 

E.g. (example repeated from above) 

ER: But, nevertheless it is the funcrion of a security advisor, to be frank about the situation, 

ER: and to state his reason . In he re we want to talk about the 

PS: There must be a place for debates 

ER: the dimension of"neutrality", which concerns national security, 

In this example, ER tries to assert rumself as the impartial security expert. PS rejects this 
self-presentation, indirectly stating that there is more than just one point of view. 

In the following discussion, PS raises critical questions at several points. In doing so he 
calls into question several assumptions forrning the basis of arguments used by the sup
porters of NATO. His tone changes when he directs a long question directly to ER. 
Meanwhile, he actively seeks to establish common ground - things that they both agree 
upon (e.g. that :\TATO does have positive aspects), and addresses the question explicitly 
to ER in his function in the ministry. Already in the elaboration of that question, ER be
gins to participate in a collaborative manner in this discourse (see example). 

PS: article five of the ~ATO-treaty 

PR: what does this mean exactly' 

ER: "Beistandsverpflichtung" 

PS. which is the obligation to offer support 

PS: all states, if they are attacked ... 

In his subsequent answer, ER ex-plicitly exempts PS when attacking some opponents of 
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"-\'10. For most of the rest of the discussion, FR and PS collaborate in their interac
tIons, e\cn though they are still c1earlj of different opinions. 

ER. all milItary measures of~ \TO are to be stopped as soon as the "secunty council" takes 

measures to ensure the restorarion of order and security. 

FR. t1us IS very much 

PS: So, at issue are the measures that are to be taken prior to the measures of the UX. 

ER aligned mth the operaoons of the L""'\ (xxxxxxxx) uh 

PS But that means we would ha,'e to fight for them 

ER: ThJS could happen. If it came so far. Uh. Of course, this 

ER: IS posslble theoreocally. In pracrice, however, things look different:. 

PS This IS the quesoon, yes. 

FR: \\ no would atrack ~ATO) And e,'en more so: who would atrack a larger ~ATO) 

In additIon, PS and ER wouJd occasionally gJVe each other interactional support, saying 
"of course", "sure", "res", and the like. Throughom the following discussion, PS directs a 
number of additional questions at ER. He is the only participant who explicitly directs 
his questIons at somebody. The questions usually contain the administrative title of ER, 
estabIJshing hirn as the expert. Since PS addresses ER as an expert on national defense, 
his questIons usually concern :-JATO (and costs, and so on), and do not deal 'with neu
tralitr Thus, as the principal speaker of the participants in favor of retaining neutrality 
(for the moment), PS helps ro make" TATO the dominant ropic in this discussion at the 
expense of the ropic of neutrality.12 In addressing ER solely in his administrative expert 
functIon, he partiClpates in co-constrDcting ER as the impartial expert, although his af
filiatIon ro the Freedom Party is known ro everyone presem. A\\"s protests remain un
heeded \\hen ER says: 

PS: [ ... ) Parmership for Peace in se[\~ce of the ;' - that is t:enific. But you [ER) use that 

as a legJtinuzarion for arricle five. And IS TI-L-\T right) 

12 The role of the moderator was unpOrtant inasmuch as he alIowed chis topic to take hold of the Aoor, whereas 

he cuftailed other people and thelf toplCS - e.g. A\ \·.ln resmcnng the access or the topic-definioon of oth

ers, he clid not gI,'e them the space to sho\\ thelr eX'j>Crtise and establish themseh-es with their fa\'Orire topic. 
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ER. ,\lember of parlJament Schieder, it is not ideology when I say that in the end you need 

to be able to defend yourself, to defend a collecove: this is not philosophy but security 

policy. 

In brief, in this con\'ersation, the two main speakers (i.e. speakers \\ith most Boors) both 
end up talking most of the time about :--\.-\.TO, and the supporter of neutrality ends up 
defemng to the expert who supports :--\ATO. Both stick to their positions, but Q\'eraU 
:--\ATO dominates the discussion. The :--\ -\.TO e.xpert and supporter "ranks" higher than 
the supporters of neutrality. 

Only a study of the reception of this discussion could discern the exact nature of the 
impression that was leEr on the audience. However, it seems reasonably clear that );ATO 
was ulomately concei\'ed as more important and effecti\'e than the concept of neutrahty. 

Conclusion 

Although both representatiyes of the main coalition parties present their position pro
grammatically, they do not insist on the program or on the ideologies behind these pro
gramslJ.In this paper we understand and define ideologies as clusters ofbeliefs and opin
ions (Fairclough & " 'odak I99- ). This leads us ro conclude that the politicians of the 
gQ\'erning parties avoid confrontation and seek instead to transfer the conBict to other 
participants in the debate. In one case. this transfer leads to a rather marginal discourse 
between a representati\'e of the Green Party and the conservative politiclan. In another 
case, this transfer lead to an mteraction berween participants \\ith different baclsarounds 
and different interactional styles: namely a (military) expert and a politician.In the con
text of the topic under dlscussion. it is the expert whose style of speech proves to be more 
successful. Gi\'en that he is drawn inro the discussion in his role as an expert, the ropic 
becomes constrained by the particular expertise he displays. In this discussion, this leads 
ro one topical side of the proposed discussion (neutraliry and :'\ATO) being much more 
prenlent in the discussion. In a theoretical account, in which ropic-hood, i.e. sheer dis
course presence. can sometimes be much more important than a particular stance to
wards a topic, this also means that the expert topic was quickly equated with "impor
tance" and probably looked upon fa\·orably. 

' \'e may suppose that the conservative politician, who is known for his eloquence, saw 
no need ro im'oh-e himself in a problematic and "dangerous" dispute. He doubtlessly 
concluded that his party's attirudes towards :--\ATO were being sufficiently well defended 
by the expert. 

I3 Yet we may assume that .,ewers of the discusslOn kno\\" these ideologJes: they are thus presupposicons. 
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In brief, whar we saw In this discussion was a strong identification of people with par

ticular po~itions, a subsequem splir of the parnclpants inw rwo 0PPOSIng camps, and -
with the support: of the discussion moderawr - the formation of a prominem speaker in 

each of rhe camps (hlghlighring thelr respective issue and downpla}ing the particular 

concerns of rhe other parncipants, e.g. COSts for A\i\T; peace for HS). In our analysis of 

how the coalition was maimained in this conrrontation we saw a relocation of the "bar

tlefield" (sancrioned by Al<, who possibly did nor see a need w inreryene) w the imerac

rion bel:'.~een the rwo main participants in this discussion: an expert: and a politician. A 

shift rrom an Inreraction beN'een pohricians w an imeraction beN'een a politician and 

an expert: (who stresses his role as expert:) changes the "rules of the game"; expertise now 

becomes the main wken of acceptabiliry. Thus ir is not surprising thar ;\ATO (whom the 

expert: \;ewed fa\orably) became the main wpic of the discussion and seemed [0 "\\in 

through". 
\ \ 'har are we w make of this; Looking ar the results of the focus groups, of the news

paper analySIS and In parncular the paper on oplll.ion poUs by Reinprechr & Larcheva (in 

this volume) suggesnng a declining bur overall still prevailing emotional arrachmem w 
neutrallt:y, the success of the pro-;\ATO hne In this show may seem surprising. Howe\'er, 

we think thar this success should nor be amibured w the success of the concepr (securiry 

pro\1ded b} '\ ·\TO) in general, bur w the failure [0 communicare arguments in favor of 

neutrabry-. _-\$ shown in Reinprechr & Larcheva and also in the chaprer on rhe focus 

groups, ehe neutrahry discourse may be di\;ded inw 1:'.\'0 different discourses: a discourse 

on ehe hiswncal meaning of neutral i ry', and a discourse on the political srare of affairs. 

C'SIng a lirerary- metaphor, we may sa}' thar the larrer discourse has not (yer) found its 

voice. Regardless of the emotional component, neutrality becomes infused through its 

hiswrJcal slgnificance, in direct conrrontanon and however, neutraliry' discourse is si
lenced our b} the military ;\ATO discourse. 
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]OH\'T0.TG 1'\ATO: THE ~"\J"ALYSIS 

OF A TV-DEBATE O?\T H NGARY'S ALLIA..~CE 

WITHNATO 

The present article summarizes some aspects of a discourse analysis done on a TV-de
bate, ~ hich was broadcast on one of the Hungarian private commercial satellite chan
nels: .\lSAT, on July 6t , 1997. The analysis was part of a larger research project carried 
out on several sets of corpora concerning the public debate about Hungary's ::-.JATO 
membcrship'. The teb'ised debate fitted into aseries of sirnilar public debates in the 
electronJc medIa, the printed press and also public meetings where the topic was dis
CU5sed before the referendum on Hungary's ::-.JATO membership C\'ovember 16th, 1997)· 

Thc analysis alffied at describing discourse strategies of the clifferent participants, their 
topic constructions, their wal' of establishing topic-links, their value-structures and tech
niques of argumentation. The concrete TV-debate also gave occasion for the exploration 
of how coalItions are farmed during a discourse, how the choreography of opposing 
groups is executed, how dIfferent speakers support or attack each other. The analysis 
made it possible to cxplore the legitimizing and delegitimizing strategies of the two op
posmg groups. 

The l\1SAT debate Guly 6th I997) 

This tele\'ised debate was broadcast in a weekJy series of the ;\1SAT charmel under the 
title: Clmlapsztori (Cover story). Ir lasted far 60 minutes, and opposing each other were 
two c1early distinct group of public speakers. The cleavage between the two groups was 
consntuted by the different answers they gave to the yeslno question regarding ::-.JATO 
membership. The participants were aU public figures, either aCDve politicians, represen
tatives of clvic organizations, ar experts. The public was already acquainted with their 
standpoints in the debate because of their previous public appearances, and the spatial 
arrangement in the 1Y tuclio stressed the gul f between them. They were arranged in 
two oppo ing groups according to their viewpoints in the debate: 

I .\1. HeUer & A. Renp. Pubbc Debate I.ll Hungary on the XATO Alliance. See I.ll this volume, pp. 231 -280. 
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On the pro-:,\TATO side': 
PP: Pal Papp, an ;\1P from the Hungarian Socialist Party, and member of the Parlia

ment's Committee of Foreign Affairs. 
DP: Peter Deak, a military expert, and researcher at the center of the Research Institute 

on Security Policy and Defense. 
GYI: Istvan Gyarmati, Deputy-Secretary of State of the Defense ?-.1inistry, in charge of 
~ATO negotiations 

\\1: Tamas \\Tachsler, MP of the center-right FIDESZ party, member of the Parlia
ment's Military Committee. 

On the anti-XA..TO side: 
CST: Tamas Csapody, sociologist, and President of the Alba Circle, a pacifist, anti-mili

tarist ci\ic organization. 
CSI: Istvan Csurka, ~Titer, and President of the extreme-right (Le Pen type) NlIEP party, 

not represented in Parliament at the time of the debate. 
VA Attila Vajnai, \lce-President of the Ylunkäspart (\\Torkers' Party, a non-parliamen

tary left-wing party, descendent of the former state-party: MSZ\1P) 
BR: Rezso Banyasz, a left-'wing senior politician, former diplomat and government 

spokesman during the Kadar period, and President of the Foundation for a Neutral 
Hungary (SemJeges Magyarorszagert Alapftvany), a small and rather weak left-wing 
. . .. 

CI'v1C orgaruzanon. 

The debate was orchestrated bya moderator who sometimes addressed the speakers and 
asked them questions. IIe is neither well-knowTI, nor a professional communicator, and 
rus political views or opinions on the topic were not expressed. 

The scene of the debate was arranged in a rather peculiar way stressing the di\iding 
line between the two opinion-groups. The moderator stood in the middle and the four 
pro-~ATO and four anti-~ATO speakers stood in opposing rows behind two high 
counters, (a red and a blue one respectively), a copy of the type that can be found in lo~ -
class, ill-famed Hungarian pubs. This setting lent a rather vulgar connotation to the 
whole debate, making it look like a pub quarrel or a quarrel between supporters of two 
opposing football clubs. (The use of the two colors, red and blue, connibuted to this con
notation). Apart from generating such uncontrollable and bizarre connotations, the set
ting also implied two things: it opposed four persons in each of the two groups, and thus 
concealed the differences which exist among the participants in both groups. The equal 
number of participants in each group also gives the false idea that the two groups are 

2 Wim POSItIons held dunng me urne of me debate. 
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cqually important, or have a sirnilar disnibution among the population, \\ hjch is, to put it 

mildI}, a highly dubIOUS supposition. 
'\loreover, the two counters were set in an unnatural position: because of the technical 

constraints of a manlfestly poorly eqUlpped tele\ision studio, the two opposing groups 
dld not face each other. They were set next to each other facing the camera and the mod
erator stood In the same line between the t\ .... o groups. This setting caused an unnatural 
space for dlScusslon, and the particlpants \\'ere visibly frustrated by it3. There was also an
other detail In the semng wruch further deepened their frustration: there was not enough 
space for four people bcrund the counter, 0 they kept bumping into one another. The 
counters were also too rugh, and the speakers berund them could not use them as tables 
and could not put thelr papers on them. The counters were just swtable for the speakers 
to rest thelr elbows on them. Trus bodily position also connibured to the pub-style set
ting of the \\ hole TV program. 

Our analysis of the TV debate conceming the participation of the eight speakers 
shows that the debate is quite equally disnibuted between the two opposing sides if one 
consldcrs the number of speech turnS4 on each side. (See Table r) 

1A.sLE I: XumbeT 0/ turns by speakers 

Pro, ,\;\TO s,de no. of contributions Ano-,\;ATO slde no.ofcontriburions 

pp 19 CsT 20 

DP 21 CsI 1 --, 
Gd 23 \ 'A. 14 

\\T 16 BR 12 

TOTAL 79 TOToU- 81 

Thc anti-='ATO sidc has some\\hat more turns, bur the difference bet\\'een the t\\'0 
groups IS relatively small. Howe\'er, there are more imponant illfferences bet\\'een the 
indi\idual speakcrs. \\'e will er}' to explain these indi\.idual illfferences by examining the 
illffcrent speech strategJes wruch can be extrapolated from the inill\idual speakers' con
nibunons. Bur let us first consider the results of the analysis of the totallength of indi
\idual contribunons. 

3 Their frustration and uneasy feehngs could easily be detected by obsenmg the,r bodily mo\'emenrs, ges
rures and other behanoral patterns. 

4 \ \ 'e counted an indl\idual speech rum ",hene\'er a speaker had the opporruruty to make an accounrable con
mbuoon, a whole semence, or an undersrandable utterance, 
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There are characteristic differences concerning the totallength of contribution by the 
different speakerss. These results show that despite of the advantage of the anti-='JATO 
group in the nurnber of turns , the pro-~ATO group spoke more during the debate, (See 
Table 2) 

1ABLE 2: Totallength of contributions (calculated according to transcript lines) 

PRo-NATO SIDE LENGTII IN L~'"ES AXTI-NATO SIDE LENGTII IN LINES 
pp 1~9 CsT 113 

DP 103 CsI 7I 

GyI 78 VA 92 

\\T 63 BR 43 

TOTAL 373 TOTAL 319 

The difference in Iength between the two groups is 54lines, which accounts for 7.8% of 
the totallength of the debate (692 lines, ~rithout taking into consideration the few ques
tions from the moderator.) 
The average length of contributions was also calculated for each individual speaker as 
weil as for the two opposing groups. Here again, there are important differences between 
the different individual speakers, as weil as the two groups. (See table 3) 

1ABLE 3: Average lmgth of contributions (transcript lines) 

PRo-NATO SlDE A\"ERAGE LENGTII A.,-n-NATO SIDE AVERAGE LE.."GTII 

PP 6.8 CsT 5.-

DP 4.9 CsI 2,8 

GyI 3.4 VA 3.8 

\\T 3.9 BR 3.5 

TOTAL 4.- TOTAL 3.9 

The results shown in the previous rabIes display differences of speech strategies used by 
participants in the debate. In the pro-NATO group the two experts (DP and GyI) have 
the highest number of turns. PP, the political figure , and representative of the biggest 
coalition party (MSZP), elosely foilows them. Although he has slightly fewer turns, he is 
the person who speaks most in the debate (129 lines, see Table 2) and he also has the 
highest score in the average length of turns (6.8, see Table 3)' His role is to defend and 

5 The Towllengrh of C01ltrilmti01l was the sum total of the number of lines of each contribuoon of each mdi
vidual speaker in the program calculated according to the transcripoon of the debate. 
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explain the offieial policr of the government and his party, and ws dlscursive task ex
plains his long contnbutions. The dlfferenees between the two experrs, DP and GyI can 
be explained bj the fact that DP, being a military expert, gives explanaoons on military 
questions, whleh neeessitates some ome (here: spaee), while GyI, the diplomat, inter
\'enes wlth short, someomes ironie answers when the gm'ernment's defense policy or 
diplomaoe relations are attaeked. \\ 'T has fewer turns and his total eontribution is con
siderabl} shorter. Thls can be explamed b} the fact that although he and his party 
(fIDf·.sZ) agree on I Iungarr's :"JATO entr}, because it is an opposition pany, his discur
sl\"e task 15 more amblguous. IIe is not there to defend the government' military or 

dlplomaoe pollcy. 
In the ano-'\XI 0 group CsI is the most active in taking!UmS in the debate, whiJe BR 

is by far the least aem·e. \\ niIe CsI has more turns than CsT, this laner speaker speaks 
eonsiderably more \olubly than Csl, \\ ho is even behind VA in totallength of eontribu
oons. lIere again, different speech strategies can be detected: CsI, the extreme-right 
part} leader, has eonstructed a discu.rsl\·e strategy to challenge the govemment's policy as 
well as the consensus of all parliamentary parties conceming 0J"ATO membership. This 
dlscursl\e goalls best attained by numerous but short, un-argued attacks, hke the strat
egy in a guerrilla war. He uses short rurns to advanee radicaJ attacks \\ith un-argued short 
unerances to delegJtimize the government's policy in many different sub-topics. CsT's 
strategy 15 different. Being a well-known intelleetual, and president of a CiVIC mm'ement, 
his ehaJlenging strateg: IS to take up many different topics, including some of the most 
sensible in the debate (values, uni\'ersaJ principles). He uses his argumentation to point 
out negaove eonsequenees of:-\ATO membership, contradictions in the govemment's 
pobc} or argument, weak points in public consensus, or the main reasons for hesitation 
among the populaoon. His discursive strateg:" is highJy argumentative. VA's strategy is 
qUlte slmilar, wlth the exception that some ofhis turns are quite short anempts to publi
clze his partys poliocaJ \iews - \iews which are then quickly rejeeted by all participants. 
BR, the least actlve in the whole debate from all points of view, does not have a very 
strong discursJ\'e position: he represents a ver}' weak, nearly invisible left-\\ing movement 
and he himself belongs too clearly to the nomenclature of the former Kadärist political 
establishment. This po ition destabilizes his discu.rsi\·e acti\ity. In addition to ws, his ar
gumentation is too narrow and too closel} rooted in the former state-sociaJist ideology. 

The introduction of new topics 

-\11 the parucipants tried to introduce ne\\ topics or ub-topics in the course of the de
bate. This IS an important part of the speech strateg:' of each speaker, especially in a de
bate, where many opposing standpOlnts or discursi\'e positions are represented. \\'ith the 
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inrroduction of new topics a speaker can attempt to prove to the audience his or her eom
petence, pubLc commitment, cognitive and diseursive quaLties, and ean proceed to the 
elaboration of a discursive capital, eontaining topic consrruetions, modes of speech, ar
gumentative modes, and so on. At the same time, the consrruction of pubLe topies can 
give an oecasion to the speaker to proceed to the delegitimization, and destabilization of 
opposing standpoints and the deconsrruction of opposing speech srrategies. 

Our analysis of the TV debate shows typieal results concerning the inrroduetion of new 
topics or sub-topics6 by each speaker in the course of the debate. 

WLE 4: Introduction of new topics- or sub-topics by each p071icipant 

PRo-l\'"ATO SIDE ~E\" TOPICS A.'T1-~ATO SIDE l\'"EWTOPICS 
pp 16 CsT 11 

DP 5 CsI II 

Gyl 2 VA II 

\\T 4 ER I 

TOTAL 7-- I TOTAL 41 

Beyond the indi"idual cases it is interesting to note here that the ami-)JATO group is 
more active in broadening the domain of diseourse by inrroducing new topies. The in
rroduetion of new topics constitutes an attempt to take conrrol of the definition of the le
gitimate topie of the diseourse, and to impose one's O\ITI topic consrruction on the other 
speakers. It represents an attempt at discursive control over a topie, and also an attempt at 
self-presentation in the role of a competent pubLe speaker. The speakers who manage to 
inrroduce ne~' topics are suceessful in defining or at least modif}ing the course of the de
bate; by specif}ing their own points of \iew, putting consrraints on the other participants 
by pushing rival topic consrructions into the backocrround, and thus redesigning the dis
cursive playground. A ne'wly inrroduced topic is not automatically accepted and discussed 
by the other partieipants, it is a1ways a proposition or a claim that might be rejected or 
aceepted depending on the distribution of forces presem in the situation of eommuruca
tion. Our analysis found only a small number of rejected topie inrroductions. 

6 The m'erall general theme of the \\'hole debate is ~ATO-enrry. This general theme has itS own toplC con
srruction, i,e. itS internal srrucrure consriruted by the main topics of the debate' e.g. legJtimacy of the decl

sion, the geopohocal slruacion, ~ATO-Iffiage, and so on. These topics and therr consorucive sub-topics will 

be rreated bela\\'. 
- Tapics and sub-topics \\ill be described bela\\. 
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For example, \' mice attempts to tntroduce the sub-topic of mobilization for a ref
erendum initiated by his part}.li. On one occasion he also tries to introduce the fact that 
his own pany initiated a movement for neutraliry together \\lth other Central European 
forces, hur all three attempts at topic introduction faiJ. It is c1ear that a1l of the three re
marks are attempts to increase the \'lsibiJiry' of his part}" and it is no wonder that the other 
paruclpants reject his strategy. 

Another example IS CSI, a well-known wnter and represenrative of the eXtreme-right, 
who also attempts to stan a discussion of one of his fa\'orite topics. He tries to trap the 
other participants tnto entering one of his 0\\11 familiar syrnbolic domains : b)- mentioning 
the \\'orld Bank as "our worst enemy" he evokes his favorite amalgamated scapegoat. the 
intemanonalliberal judeo-bolshe\ik-plurocratic conspiracy. 

Bur this toplC proposioon is also left without an)' reactions, even negative. The partici
pants tn ws debate are not open to ws level of ideological discussion, they are on a dif
ferent, more pragmatic level. They are more concemed abour the concrete decisions and 
altemam'es concerning the topic at hand. As a general remark on this particular TV-de
bate, we could sa)- that it was ideologically rather weak, unlike other public debates in 
Hungary, \\ here Ideological topics are more often treated and discussed than pragmatic 
ones ( ee lable 11 below). 

lable 4 shows that the anti-).'ATO group is significantly more active in introducing 
new topics . • \1ost of the new topics taken up by this group of speakers are intended to 
delegitimize the :-\ATO-consensus or the go\'emmenr's policr These newly introduced 
topics are somenmes just shon urrerances, thrown in at random, or evoking an issue al
ready publicl)- debated. The pro-:"-,'ATO speaker who introduces the highest number of 
topics of all the speakers is PP, who initially has the opponuniry' to introduce many topics 
at the begmning because he is the first person to speak, and later because he is the per
son who speaks most (see Table 2). 

Topics and sub-topics in the debate 

In order to anal)'ze the distribunon of the different \iewpoirIts and the discur~i\'e strate
gies in detail, we proceeded to a detailed categorization of the topics treated by the speak
ers in our corpus. In the following chapter the results of the analysis of the TV-debate 
will be presented accordmg to the main topics and the sub-topics discussed by the par
ticipants. The overall general theme of the debate was idem:ified as "HuNGARY'S i'{ATO-

8 Ar me urne of this teb-ised debare It had not yet been deoded mar mere would be a referendwn on :\ATO
enrry. The represemari\'e of me \ \'orkers' Party mes to forge a S}mbolic profit Out of me Fact mar mer had 
game red public suPPOrt for a referendwn. 
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ENTRY". Our analysis of the debate made it possible to identify the interior strucrure of 
the general theme: the different topics and sub-topics as they were constructed and used 
by the different speakers. Topics are elaborated by the speakers in order to specify their 
own viewpoints, and to construct their own discourse about the general theme. This 
means that the global theme of 0JATO-enrry was discussed along the dimensions de
scribed by the thematic constrlictions constituted by the different topics. These different 
topic constructions, sorted in the analysis, are displayed in the tables that follow. 

Each table rreats one topic with its constitutive sub-topics (horizontal Iin es) , showing 
(vertical columns): 
• the total occurrence of the topic and its sub-topics, 
• the distribution of the topic and sub-topics among pro and anti-0,'ATO speakers, 
• the value assignment of each category (whether the different speakers attach a posi

tive, negative or neurral value to them). In this part of the analysis connotation and 
context were taken into account. 

The analysis was conducted at the level of sentences. The methodology of the analysis 
consisted of assigning scores to the topics and the sub-topics according to their use by 
the participants. A topic or a sub-topic was given a mark each time it was thematized in 
a sentence. The hierarchy of topics and sub-topics was elaborated through the general 
rule that topics are more general categories than their sub-topics. Scores were assigned 
according to the rule that whenever a sub-topic was clearly thematized or mennoned 
concretely during the debate, it received a mark \~'hen a participant mentioned the topic 
in its general sense, a score was assigned to the general topic. 

Value assignment was carried out according to the context and connotation the 
speaker expressed concerning each topic or sub-topic. Positive, negative and neurral as
signments were differentiated in the hope that they would help to find the characteristic 
features of the different discourses. As a general rule, positive and defending dis course 
was characteristic of the pro-0JATO side and negative, delegitimizing, or challenging dis
course of the anti-0JATO side. 

In our detailed analysis careful attention was paid to how different speakers supported 
or rejected each other's discourse. For each senten ce the anaphoric relationships were 
identified to deterrrune temporary coalitions, negotiations, hostiJity, and denunciation, 
and to establish the topics, sub-topics or value-assignments to which support or rejection 
was directed. 

I. Legiti17laey of the decision to join .YATO. 

This topic was largely debated in the course of the public discussion carried out several 
months before the referendwn. Ir also figures prominencly in the TV-debate. This cate-
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gory mcludes questions concernmg sub-topics of polmcaJ relevance. The main topic crys
tallizes around proceduraJ quesnons at a meta-level. DIscourse belonging to this category 
thematizes problems concernmg the rules of the political discusslOn and rules of deci
sion-malang. (\\ 'hat procedures should be followed to decide about the alternatives of 
entering ~ \TO or stapng outside the alliance? Should the dilemma be decided through 
referendum, parliamentary consensus, or public debate? Does it nece sitate a nation-wide 
publicity or propaganda campalgn? \\ 'hat procedures can legitimize such decisions?) 

The most important alternatives of the question are described in the sub-topics: 
a) Consensus: t1us sub-topic treats problems of the following kind: 

• there should be consensus be fore such an important move, 
• there is consensus among all parliamentary parries, 
• nanon-\\ide consen us should be attained, 
• there IS no consensus in the population, 

• and so on. 

b) referendum: 

• onl} a referendum can bring adecision on such an important question, 
• there \\ill be a referendum, 
• certain parries have already gathered public support for a referendum, 

• the present government will not hold a referendum, 
• it IS not Important to have a referendum, 

• and so on. 

c) public information: 

• IS the question bemg sufficiently debated by the public ~ 
• does the pubhc get enough data and information for discussion, or does it just get 

propaganda ~ 

• IS the media activity concerning the problem sufficient~ 
• and 0 on 

d) gO\'ernment acti\iry: 

• does the gO\'emment gi\'e enough information or does it only throw one-sided pro
paganda at the population; 

• govemment propaganda is too expensive and biased, 
• the gO\"emment does its best to gi\"e the public sufficient and comprehensive infor

manon, 

• the gO\"emment has a clear policy, 
• and so on 
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In the follo\\ing table (fable 5) the oeeurrenee of the topie "Legitimaey of the deeision" 
and its sub-topics have been aeeounted for as folIows: their oeeurrenee in eontributions of 
pro- or anti-XATO partieipants; and the eo-oeeurrenee of eaeh of the sub-topics with 
their positi\-e, negative or neutral signifiers, eonnotations or eontell.'t. 

Value assignrnents took into eonsideration the speaker's open or hidden value judge
ments, and positi\-e or negati\-e eonnotations in a partieular context. Consider the fol
lowing examples: 

* A positive \-alue is assigned to the sub-topie of referendum in the follO\\ing sentenee 
ofCsT: 

"It Ir ur) important that a refermdum shollld be held about Hzmgarys .\'/[['0 mtry.n 

* A neutral ease of the referendum in PP's utteranee: 

" ... there are debates abollt it (i.e. the referendum) and it is a fad that so far there has on/; bem one 

anmtry, Spain, where a referendum decided aboztt .'\.470 entlJ ... " 

* A negative eonnotation is assigned to the referendum in \\'T's utteranee: 

"[Tf.'hile there are no e:rad details), ... the referendum is, if 1 put It mddf) ,just misinfoT771otion, but if 
1 want to give it a sbarper fonlllllatio71 tben it lS a polrtical provocation or a blllff.~ 

lABLE 5: Distribution of contributi(}71s abollt the legitimacy of the decision 

Topic, subtopics items pro anti pcsitive neutral negative 

1 Leqlbmacv of the deCislon 3 1 2 1 0 2 

1a consensus 2 2 0 2 0 0 

1b referendum 20 8 12 13 4 3 

1c I pubilc Information 17 5 12 4 1 12 

1d govemment actlVlty 25 6 19 5 1 19 

TOTA L 67 22 45 25 6 36 

The legitimaey of the deeision of joining ~ATO is judged differently by the two sides 
(the general time-eontell.'t of the debate is still be fore ealling the referendum): this whole 
topie is mainJy eultivated by the anti-:'\ATO group, (45 oeeurrenees out of 67). Ir gives 
the opposition an opportunity to depiet and thus delegitirnize the pro-~ATO poliey of 
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the government as non-democratic, propagandlstic, and manipulative. This topic is 
mainJy directed against the ruling coalltion and its msorutions rather than against oppo
sition pames. which also agree on joining :\"ATO, 

The pro-:\" -\10 slde is rather passive and defensl\'e on this toplC, (22 occurrences out 
of 67). Thelr passl\1l} can perhaps be explained by the fact that they rell' on the parlia
mentary consensus of the si>.: pames, and the apparent evidence of thlS political consensus 
might nourish their comiction that most factions of the population also agree on joinmg 
~xro. At the rime of the debate the gO\'ernment had not yet decided clearly about the 
referendum: it was qUJte ambivalent. especially because certain parties of the opposItion 
would have liked to mclude questions concerning the ownership of the land, This political 
snuggle leaves the pro-:\"ATO side with lmle to say on this topic, a sItuation that is deep
ened b} the fact that speakers close to coalition parities also trI' not to thematize the ac
ri\iry of the govemment and the paruament about the question of "the legitimacy of the 
decision ", 

\\'hile the pro-:\"ATO speakers base their argument on the consensus berween the si>.: 
parties. the anti-:\" -\TO group try to delegitimize the reference to the consensus b} call
ing anenrion to the lack of a referendum. The four anti-:\"ATO speakers represent po
lirical groups \\hich are alJ outsIde of the parliament. In their discourse they consnucr an 
opposirion berween the pobtical ehte (the establishment, the parliamentary parties, etc,) 
and the public (the nation for CsI, the citizens for CsT), and they alJ insist on the sub

topic of the referendum because ther see in it the posslbility for a pohtical mobilization 
and acti\ity which is outsIde the Parliament and where thel' can a11 gain ground in oppo
sirion to the established pohtical elite, -\ referendum i demanded bya11 four participants 
of this group, but of course they all argue from different positions, 

- Csl uses the fact, that the pro-:\"ATO pohtical force as weil as the ruling coaution are 
rather ambIvalent at chis ome aboilt the referendum, He makes a connection berween 
the toplC of the referendum about •• -\TO memberslup and the topic of the election of 
the presldent through a referendum, a topic wluch is judged negatively by the go\'ern
ment. 

~The g07:e17lment. ur l11thrr the t"<1J0 parries9, da not ",'ant to ereate a precedent. this is dry' the)' da not 

'want to call for 011) rifrrmdll7ll. becallse then the president shOllld also be elected b; a rifrrmdulll and 

th~ da not want that at oll," 

9 The rulmg coalltion at mat ame .\1SZP (Hunganan Soclahst Party) and SZD Z (Alliance ofFree Demo
crats) 
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esI constructs a delegltimizing argument, showing that the political elite and the gov
emment are against the referendum and thus he hopes to prove that the govemment is 
antidemocratic. 

The arguments of the Left-wing (\\'orkers' Party) and the pacifists (..1Jba Group) pre
sumably meet here because implicitly they both hope that in the case of a referendum 
the majority of the population would vote against :\"ATO membership. 

The high scores for the two sub-topics "public information" and "govemment acti\lty", 
and especia11y the fact that they are mainly taken up by anti-:-\.-\.TO speakers, sho\\ that 
these two sub-topics are especia11y apt for delegitimizing the govemment. The sub-topic 
"public information" gets 12 negative values because here the anti-:-\ATO group ex
presses Its belief that instead of real information, only propaganda and manipulated fig
ures are made available to the public. The 19 negati\'e scores for govemment acti\lty also 
accuse the go\'emment of un\\l11ingness to take into consideration the will of the popula
Don, and of concealing the real figures, and so on. 

" l-Vbat is going on here is jugglmg, the bewilde?7ng oJ the population.It should be ended." (CsT) 

~ Thzs IS onl)' pari) propaganda, the propaganda oJ the gO'l.'ernment. ~ (CsI) 

" l-fe have no role ·whatsoe7..'er in this. Xothing else is happening in this debate. The question oJ.Vll'O 

hasn 't been with /IS JOT kmg: tblS is j/ISt because oJ the gent/e, coruealed or even Jeverish pari) propa

ganda that is going on." (Csl) 

2 .• \ATO-i771age 

Table 6, below, summarizes the :-\ATO-image presented by the different speakers. Un
der ws category we took into consideration a11 utterances expressing the different speak
ers' general description and judgement on :-\ATO's inherent features, either in general, 
or in particular (i.e. as a value-based community, or as an alliance based on mere inter
est.) The meaning of these categories is rather ideological if compared with the other 
topics. Ir became clear from the analysis that an underl:ing opposition can be found here 
between interest and value. The opposition between the \lewpoints of the pro-0JATO 
and anti-:-\ATO group concerns the different speakers' attributive suppositions as to 
0J.-\TO's motives for accepting new members. The topic is treated by the two sides in a 
dual framework: 0JATO is either a \'alue-based community aiming at the extension of 
stability, democracy and security, or it is an interest group bus)' trying to ensure its own 
interests in new partS of the world. 
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• ".l..TO-image in general 15 treated in topiC 2, while the dual framework is to be found 
m the t:wo sub-topics. ub-topic 23 consists of expressions and statements about XATO's 
standing for universahstJc values like democrac:y, justice and lawfulness. In so me of the 
cliscursive consrructions XATO appears in a highJy idealized representation, the defender 
of values of human ClvihzatJon, an image dose to that of a "good crusader", 

" ... the COl/nmes which c01lSldered /Ibert), legal rights and de7ll0craey as basic values created this al

liance, the alliance of the Sorth Atlantic Treat) , as the mstituti01l111 repl'esentative of these values, so I 

would insist once 7lwre that zr /S a value-c071lmumty" (PP) 

The opposmg sub-topic 2b encompasses statements about XATO being an inrerest
based InstJtutJon, senwg the (economic, politicaJ, military) interests of its members. This 
is nearly always treated negatively. 

"It is a quest/on of business, dirlJ busmess. Th/?) want to pl/Sh us soml?'"<iJhere where a lot of weapons 

have to be bought, and on credlt." (Csl) 

lAsLE 6: Distributüm ofcontriblltions about .\ATO-image 

Top.c. subtoplCS total pro antt poslbve neutral negative 

2 NATO'Image In general 23 15 8 10 6 7 

2a NATO as valu<HXlmmunrty 8 7 1 7 0 1 

2b NATO as Interest group 21 1 20 t 0 20 

TOTAL 52 23 29 18 6 28 

The toplC i treated by both sides, aJthough the anti-:,\TATO side is somewhat more ac
ave in dealing ",ith it. :\lore than half (28) of the 52 occurrences of topic 2 give a nega
tive image of XATO, :\lost of the e (20) conceive of ~ATO as an mterest-onenred or
ganization. X -\TO was described as a value-community 8 times (of which 7 were 
positive), 

There are IO positive contributions about the ~ATO-image in general (topic 2), and 
mo t of these talk about facts conceming the acruaJ organization of~ATO, This type of 
cliscourse uses ratJonal argumentation, or concrete expert categories making aUusions to 
concrete facts and data, and can most typicaUy be found in conrributions from expens: 

" the standard of moderni':ßtion appears in the organi':ßtlon 01 a modern army", " ... 77wdern mili

t.aT) technolog;,jlexible stnutllres, mobili/) sultable fOl' dealing 'with crises, ... , S1.uh armies can 0121) 

be f01md wesr.;:ard [rom us" (DP) 
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There were 7 occurrences of explicitly positive, idealized ~ATO-images (2a). which 
depict ~ATO as the carrier of such universal values as democracy, constitutionalism, lib
erty and "Europeanness". These utterances, in contrast to the former ones, are highly 
ideological and are made by political actors. 

Accorcling to a particular division of discursive roles, certain pro-NATO speakers af
firm that :\TATO is a value-based union characterized by democracy, constitutionality and 
freedom (PP). This argument is connected \\-'ith the sub-topic, accorcling to which 
0.'ATO is becoming less and less a military and more and more a political organization, 
within which democracy is the norm. This indicates an estrangement from the earlier 
(socialist) official propaganda, which ga\"e a revenge-oriented, military 0JATO-image, 
which is probably still very alive in the minds of the participants as weil as in parts of the 
audience. So if they argue that 0.'ATO is less and less a military organization, this can 
only be a positive argument here, as otherwise an organization for security policy can 
rightly be expected to be a military organization. The weakening of the military character 
is related to the end of the bipolar world and to the lack of military threats or dangers. 
The pro-NATO side want the people to see XATO as an organization under transfor
mation in which both its inner structure (democratic), and its role (stabilizing, peace
making) are positive. Other pro-0JATO speakers, politicians, goverrunent officials also 
talk about XATO positively but \\'ith completely different sub-topics: not universal values 
but pragmatic details. 

In total, there are 28 highly critical, negative opinions against 18 positive ones, and 
most of the positive comments are less expressive, showing a weaker expression of the 
speaker's personal comrnitment than in the case of the negative statements. This finding 
can be explained by the fact that topic 2, just because it concentrates on the speakers' 
opinion of 0JATO, is one of the playgrounds where the well-known discursive game of 
legitirnization / delegitimization takes pi ace. Anti-0JATO speakers construct a negative, 
repellant image using techniques of denunciation, cliscursive annihilation, and a whole 
symbolic arsenal which gives them the possibility to excel in rhetoric. XATO as an inter
est group is overwhelmingly mentioned ",,'ith negative connotations. There is only one 
case where 0JATO as an interest-based organization is treated positively: GyI is the only 
speaker who gives a realistic interpretation of interest, and so does not fit into the afore
mentioned dual framework. 

"111 my opinion, .VATO has onl)' one big interest in its enlargement, {. . .} , that it will be able to per

form its new functioll, a fimction which is real0' taken serio'lls0' - the extension of stability. .'\ATO 

has no other interest whatsoever, but this is a rather realistic interest because the securit)' of the actual 

me7llbers of.VATO, the stability of Ellrope. depends on whether there will be stabilit)' and securit)' in 

this region." (G)!) 
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\11 other parricipams (both in the pro- and anti-~ .\TO group) agree either ell:plicitly or 
lmplIcltlyon an underlying assumpnon which detines 0: ATO as an interest-based insti
rutlon. They quesnon the real representation of constirutionalIt) and democracy, on 
wh ich '" ·~TO's characterization as a value-based organization is based in the discourse of 
the pro-~ATO speakers. ~ATO, according to them, is an alliance servmg the interests 
of Its members, and thlS standpomt fits weil with the convicrion of the participants that 
the question of I Iungar}' jOlning ~ .\TO should also be weighed according to the coun
tIJ 's own lfltereSts. Thl5 general assumption shared br most participants (certain uner
ances of CST, BR and pp offer a fe\\ exceptions) explains why the whole debate is char
acten7ed by unlitarian and pragmanc consideration and arguments lO

• It can be said as 
an overall observanon that the whole debate revokes around rational considerations and 
not around the choice of abstract values or principles. 

Ann-" .\TO denunciation is often built on the discursive technique of confrontation 
of abstract princlples and concrete facts. This is the case in the present debate when the 
membership ofTurkey is set against the value-pnnciples of democracy and justice. The 
argument of the anti-~ ATO side is that the 0:ATO-member Turkey does not respect 
human nghts and the values of bourgeois democracy, and that 0JATO puts up \\-ith ws 
(CsT, \' .\). (As an answer to ws \ \ T advances the argument of the independence of 
member states \\1wn 1 ATO, i.e. the fact that NATO carmot interfere with the internal 
affairs of its members.) A coumer-argument of the anti-NATO side: the geopolitical situ

ation does count inside 0:ATO, so interests and strategies and not abstract values and 
principles gm'ern the organization. (\ TA) 

"1f rt were true that pollt/cal democral) and the defense of human rights were {. . .} om of the main 

stmctural principles of.VlTO, then 7ilrkey would not have a place in :-:ATo." (VA) 

0:ATO is seen by a1l anti-~ATO speaker as an interest-based organization. They are di
\1ded on the question of wruch interest is the most central: military ("XATO is basicall; a 
mi/umy organi=at1on", (BR», political or economic. The military character is seen br most 
parriClpants as clearly negati\Te. If it is a military organization then its prima!)' interests 
are lfl the selling of arms and the enJargement of the military arsenal (CsT, CsI). Its char
acter as an interest-based organization is indicated by the fact that it aims at exclusion, 
ki1ling solidarity and the exploitation of the new applicants. 

"_YATO meds us so that we amid bUJ rheir weapons" (es!) 

10 There are, of course, differences as to how me participantS define Hungarian mterestS. 
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XATO's character as a nlue-based organization is denied most radically by CsT, who 
bases his argument on general, uni'"ersal values. 

"It serves the interests oJ the white people oJ the Xorth", "we leave our old friends, the Baltie states in 

the lurch [. . .], this is a betrayal oJ the social-democratie values oJsolidßnf),justiee and eqllalif) " (Cs7) 

On the other side, the creation of a positive image does not provide the same possibility 
of rhetoric power: indeed, pro-XATO speakers feel more uneasy in their attempt to con
srruct a positive image or positive, convincing arguments: among 15 pro-XATO topic 
consrrucrions for topic 2, only IO are positive. This may be the result of several converg
ing problems: a general discursive constraint, the lingering ghost of XATO's former 
negative image, and the difficulty some speakers may have had in consrructing a positive 
image for a military organization at all. As to the first reason mentioned above concerning 
the general discursi'"e constraint, we can observe that commendatory texts are generaliy 
rather dose to apolog}", and the di,"iding line between the two types is rather narrow. The 
role of a laudatory speaker is not always comfortable, and this may make some of the pro
XATO speakers in this debate feel somewhat embarrassed. Some pro-XATO speakers 
try to avoid an overly strong commitment, and try to keep some distance. and so their 
identification \\"ith the topic, and their engagement ,,"ith it, is somewhat ambiguous or 
hesitating. At some points, anti-XATO speakers gripe about the weak points of the ad
versaries' positive discourse and consrruct ironical ripostes by turning their statements 
upside down, taking them in the literal meaning or pushing them to the extreme. Y\'hile 
pro-X.-\TO speakers try to avoid the use of o,"erly idealistic terms, the ironie counter-dis
course pushes them towards apolog}", such as when CsI asks the folim\IDg question after a 
pro-XATO value-community had been argued for: 

"ls it a Bible-circle then?" (Cs!) 

3. The relationship between Hungary anti .YATO 

This topic deals \\"ith the type of relationship the speakers see or suppose between Hun
gary and XATO. In most of the topic-consrructions under this category, the relationship 
is assumed to be based on interest, the question being whether its character is econornic, 
political, rnilitary or ecological, as reBected in the sub-topics. The main discord between 
the two sides, however, concerns the assumption about wh ether the interests are only 
~ATO's mvn, or whether Hungary's interests are also being taken into consideration. 
This gap strongly defines the distribution of the positive / negative scores in Table 7· 
Here XATO's interests, in most cases, are judged negati,"ely, but Hungary's interests are 
considered as legitimate and thus valued positively in most cases. This accounts for the 
bipolar distribution of positive and negative scores in the folio\\IDg table. 
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lABLE 7: Distribution of [ontributüms abo/lt the charader of the XATO-Hzmgar)' relationship 

Toplc, sub-toplcs total pro anti positive neutral negative 

ß Nato-Hunoarv rel 7 5 2 5 0 2 

ßa flnanclal . economlc 30 10 20 8 4 18 

Pb polltlcal 8 5 3 4 1 3 

ßC militarv 14 7 7 6 1 7 

ßd ecologlcal 3 0 3 0 0 3 

TOTA L 62 27 35 23 6 33 

In deahng with the :-.JATO-Ilungary relationship and its eharaeter, the anti-:-.JATO 
group lS more aetive: they take 35 turns, while the pro-NATO speakers take only 27 
turns. The speakers provide more thoughts on the eeonomie eharaeter lI of the relation
ship between IIungaJ) and 0:ATO (30 of the total of 62 utteranees in the eategory), than 
to an} of the other sub-topies deseribing the possible types of relationship between 

rATO and Hungary. Even the e\'idently logieal relationship - the military one - is 
gran ted mueh less attention in the debate, (14 out of 62). These results cJearly highlight 

the underlying tendeney that eharaeterized both the publie debate in the eountry, and 
also the main motivations of the politieal forees in the proeess of integration. The main 
dmmg foree in the willingness of IJ ungarian politieal aetors and the population for 
~ \TO-membership ean be found in the long-standing desire to belong to the iNest (or 
to return to it, as eertain publie speakers pur it). Joining :-.JATO, in this proeess, is seen 
as the fir t step towards the most desired stage of integration: entry into the EU. This 
\\idely shared hope and belief ean also be deteeted in the publie debate, and in the offi
eial propaganda on NATO-entry. There is a general eonf1ation of the rwo topies in the 
offieial diseourse. Ir is also cJear that wrule there are politieal, eultural and other faeets of 
the willingness to belonging in the \ \'est, the most important motivation is economie. 
The importanee of this motivation ean weil be measured through the high seores of sub
tople 3a. Ir IS also quite cJear that in general, ~ATO's value assignment is less positive 
than the EC's. ~>\TO-membership is often regarded a a neeessary priee to pay to attain 
the more desirable EU-membersrup. Trus differenee in evaluation ean be deteeted in the 
following utteranee: 

I I Questions concerrung econOffilC mteresrs ofboth '\'ATO and Hungary In the alliance are rreated under this 
sub-category. 
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" 1 w(illld most respeaJully claim that it should not be stated that .VATO is a pacifist peace-organi:;a

tion . .. When it is said that it is an institution for security, a UJt of thing> are hidden. 1 think it would be 

C017ect to say that it is a military and political institution. And inside this, regarding its coercive means, 

it is predominantlJ a military organi:;ation. Otherwise we would be speaking about the Ew"opean 

Uni011. " (es 1) 12 

The figures in Table 7 also c1early show that it is the anti-0JATO group which is respon
sible for the high score of 3a in this debate. The economic character of the relationship 
is rather negatively treated (18 negative comments) in this debate because it is thematized 
around the economic, financial interests of :\fATO. This involves such topic-construc
tions as :\fATO accepting Hungary as a member only to be able to enlarge the market for 
their military industrial complex, or that )JATO only wants to defend the interests of its 
members, of the liVestern countries, of the liVorld Bank, and so on. 

In general we can say that the whole topic of integration is constructed as a calculation 
of expenses and benefits. Military and security expenses are set against expected symbolic 
and concrete profits. \Vhen the pro-0JATO side thernatizes Hungary's interests, they 
consider that the end surn of the calculation is positive. 

" .. . But if we have to choose on which side ofthis problem to stay, 1 would rather choose to stay on the 

credit side than on the side ofthose who are begging.1J one can choose ... " (Wl) 

Anti-0JATO discourse tries to overcome the general high level of expectation which is 
attached to this topic construction. They try to argue that the expected positive outcome 
of the calculation is false: the prices to be paid are higher and the benefits highly ques
tionable. If the debate crystallizes around this sub-topic, it is also because there are not 
rnany concrete figures available to the public about the costs of rnernbership. 

Other sub-topics are given less anention. The sub-topic of ecology (3d) is rather weak 
in the debate, as it is, in general, in the Hungarian public sphere. Topics of ecological in
te rest are still not very widely debated in Hungary and the issue does not receive too 
much public anention. In this TV-debate the speaker of the \iVorkers' Party tried to in
troduce this topic several tim es, but his anempt rernained unsuccessful (3 scores out of 
62). 

"In Hungary, .YArO tanks or other .VATO weapons will cause as rnuch pollution as Iatssian weapons 

did ... "(VA) 

12 The above citation belongs to topic 2.h is quoted here to illusrrate the strong relationship berween :\'ATO 

and the EU as described m the ten. 
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IOplC 3 and Its sub-topics are more often treated in a negative light. This is because the 
whole topic 15 more often thematized by anti-~ATO speakers, who feel that the rela
nonshJp between 'JATO and IIungary is not based on equality, and that ~ATO can dic
tate condmons tO IIungary, but that I Iungary w'iJl not have the right to claim its own in

terests. 

" .\ATO daes not need US, the)' 0110' want 115 to hu)' ver)' expensive Weap(17IS, and the)' want to exercise a 

certam press/l1-e on RUSSla thrrmgh thls . ... It is a rather primitive game, we have to admit. We da not 

have a71) role in thls [. . .}. Do we dmde if we want to join .\'ATO? .\'0 wa)" we don 't decide a71)

thmg ... " (esI) 

Pro-~ATO speakers try to negate the unreciprocal narure of the relationship, and insist 
on negotlations and the interior consensual decision making procedures: 

" ... the) da not exercise pressure, [. . .} I da not understand wh)' {it is saidJ that .YATO force their will 

on the me'lllheT-states, when even {an ,\ fP . . .} stated that the/-e is a consenslIal decision-making process." 

(01) 

4 . .YeutTalit::/ 

"~eutralitl''' gets little attention in this debate, although its distribution between the rwo 
sides of pro and con speakers is rather even. The sub-topics deal with the question of 
neutrality from different points of view, approaching different facets of the issue. (See 
Table 8) 

TABLE 8: Tbe distribution 01 contributions about neutTality 

Toplc, sub-toplcs total pro anti positive neutral negative 

4 Neutrallty 4 3 1 1 2 1 

4a flnancial, economic 11 7 4 3 1 7 

4b polltlcal 3 1 2 2 0 1 

4c military 2 0 2 1 1 0 

TOTAL 20 11 9 7 4 9 

The above scores show that in the same wal' as the topic of the ;-JATO-Hungary rela
tionship, the topic of neutrality is also more often treated from an economic and finan-
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cial point of view, rather than from a political or military one, This means that the speak
ers construct the topic of neutrality versus joining ::\fATO as a pragmatic question, where 
economic points of view (interests) playa more imponant role than political ones (like 
questions of national soyereignty or ideological principles), 

In contradiction to the preliminary expectations of the research, neutrality did not play 
an imponant role in the public debate before the referendum. Although neutrality could 
have been one of the main topic consrructions in Hungary's relationship with J'\ATO, 
and the whole debate could have crystallized around this question, it only played a minor 
role and was seldom used in discursive consrructions, The anti-~ATO side especially 
could have built their opposing strategy on this topic, using symbolic historic allusions: 
events, names and dates to strengthen their argumentation, Discursive ties could have 
been constructed upon cenain "sacred" moments ofHungarian history, when neutrality 
was among the main political demands, such as during the revolution in 1956, Further
more, strong ties could have been consrructed between "neutrality", (topic 4) and "na
tional sovereignry" (topic 5), both topics being heavily loaded \\>ith highly evaluated his
torical and national symbolic values, The inner distribution of topic 4 shows that also this 
category is treated in a rather pragmatic way: the general topic gets only 4 scores out of 
20 and here again, the economic, financial sub-category (sub-topic 4a) gets more than 
half of all the scores, ::\feutrality is discussed in the debate as a concrete, pragmatic prob
lem - wh ether it is cheaper to be a neutral country, which has to defend itself alone, or 
whether the benefits of integration are higher than the price of the entry. The calcula
tion game can also be found in sub-topics 4b and 4c, and this demonstrates that on ce 
again the ideological facets of the question are neglected, or are pushed into the back
ground by pragmatic ones, In some cases several sub-topics are put into relationship, such 
as the follo\\mg example of military and financial, economic sub-topics: 

" I think, in apposition to what had been saUl b)' CsT, that Hungar)''s .\/rTO-alliame will costnothing, 

The question is not whethe'r we want to firulme our .'VfTO-membership but whether we need a Hun

garian arm)' {, . .}. Those who think that Hungmy as a sovereign countr), needs armed forces 01' needs 

an anny (topic 4) also think, by consequem:e, that money has to be spent on it. And once we have de

cided that we want to spend mo1lC) on the maintCrulnce and moderni:::;ation of the army then I think, 

and it is my conviction, that we can manage to do this much more cheapiy if we can share certain tasks 

with others and on~' parts of it should be finamed out of O'llr own pocket," (Wl) 

The 7 negative statements about the economic sub-topic of neutrality are made by pro
J'\ATO speakers, who insist on their conviction that it is cheaper to defend the country 
from within the alliance. 
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~The counmes in Europe 'il'hich spend a lot oJmonl!) 011 defense, are the smallneutral COll11meS like 

Su:eden, So:.:it::.erland or n:en Austria. (sub-topic 42, negati\'e) Small COZl71tnes IIke ZIS can get off 

cheaper if thl!) are in ,\ . .'fTO" (H 7) 

5. Hungarian natianal savereignf), particular Hungariall interests lJ 

Thc topic of "national sm'ereignty" and Its sub-topic, me "sovereign national army", are 

not mcntioned frequcntly eimer almough, in omer public debates 4 , this topic is ramer 
central and Important. 

lABLE 9: The dIStributIOn of cantributians about national savereigl1f) and the national anll) 

TOPIC, subtoplC total pro anti positive neutral negative 

~ Na t ion , sovereignty 10 2 8 6 2 1 

~a nat iona l army 6 3 3 6 0 0 

Total 16 5 11 12 2 1 

\ \ 1ule clus topic is \\ cakly represented in this 1\ T-debatc, it is mentioned 5 times by pro
TATO peakers (of \\ luch 3 nmes by \ \ T) and II times by me anti-),TATO side. Ir seerns 

normal mat me toplC IS mentioned more often by me anti-XATO group. \\1, me 
peaker, who treats mJs topic most often in me pro-XATO group, addresses it in terms 

of me IInportance of me existence of a national arm)' (as opposed to a latent but pre
sumed \le\\ mat there IS no need for anational armv ar a11). This consrruction in \\ 1'S 
discourse finds Its place in an argumentation mat such a nationaJ army is more effective in 
an alliance man on Its own. 

" The QUesti01l IS not 'il'hether u:e want to finarue our .'VlTO-71lf!mbership but whether there is a need 

Jor a Hzmganan amI) or not, 'il'hether there is a need for Hzmganan military defense. " (U;7) 

Anti- • .\.TO peakers mamly treat 5 and 5a positi\'ely, and attach positive values to bom 
me tOplC and me ub-tOpIC, as mer consntute a solid basis for anti-XATO argumentation. 

13 'eutraLtry 15 defined as a mlLtraT) tenn, belongmg tO the semannc /leid of defense, while national so,'er, 
elgn~ 15 defined as a political tenn, belongmg tO the semannc /leId of srarehood, naoon. 

4 Debates on naoonalldeno~', on national S)mbols, on the O\\TIerslup ofland, etc. [Q menoon just a few rather 
ideologteal debates of the recent Hungarian public sphere. 
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"We are against S'/rrO-membership becallSe we Mn't want foreign troops, forelgn troops again to be 

statloned 011 the unitory of Hllnga1J ... " (T-~4) 

"We M need a Hllngarian amI), but we need a Hzmgarian amt)' and not one cO'Jll711anded by :vrro." 
(ER) 

"The population of a neutral Hunga1J' would gladly defend it and would glad6' spend mon/!) on its 

(defense)." (ER) 

Here we should mention that while in the larger public debate some speakers took a 
clearly anti-militarist point of view, and completely rejected both the possibility of joining 
~ATO, and also the alternative of anational army, these cliscursive constructions do not 
occur in this T\'-debate, despite the participation of CsT, the president of an anti-mili
tarist organization. IIowever, the only negative utterance concerning topic 5 was pro
nounced by him, but there seems to be a kind of a consensus running throughout the 
T\'-program about the non-thematization of anti-military values and alternatives: 

"f think that it is a narrow-minded approach to think that ecological problems stop at the borders and 

that these or other problmls can be solved at a locallevel." (Cs1) 

6. The geopolitical situati(m 

The topic of "geopolitical situation" involves several sub-topics: the existence of "dan
ger" in IIungary's direct neighborhood, and the existence of the possible "enernies" or 
"friends and aliies" outside ~ATO. 

lABLE 10: The distribution of contn'butions abollt the geopolitical situation aroulld Hungary 

Toplc, sub-topics total pro an ti positive neutral negalive 

ß Geopolltlcal situation 23 10 13 8 8 7 

~a danger - secunty 21 12 9 6 2 13 

~b enemles 6 2 4 2 1 3 

~c friends 2 0 2 2 0 0 

TOTA L 52 24 2 8 18 11 23 
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The ann-;\' ~ro group has somewhat more affinity to the topic of the geopolitical situa
tion than the opposing group. Of 52 contributions mentioning this topic, the ratio of 
ann-~ATO comments is 28 to 24 from the pro-0JATO group. \Nhile topic 6 is more of
ten mentloned by the anti-0JATO speakers, the sub-topic of danger - securiry has a 
higher score in the pro-~ATO contributions. The distribution of the whole of topic 6 
among the different speakers is very uneven. There is one participant in the pro-0JATO 
group, \\'T, who only mentions topic 6 once, and in the anti-~ATO group VA onll' 
tackles it rwice. But at the same time, in the pro-0JATO group GyI mentions the topic 
IO times, wrule in the anti-NATO group esI mentions it 12 tim es. Anti-0JATO speakers 
have a more negative standpoint concerning the whole topic of the geopolitical situation 
but the general topic (6) is granted a rather even treatment berween positive, neutral and 

negaove occurrences. 
It is especially the sub-topic of"danger and securiry", wruch gets a high negative score 

in the debate, while there are only a few cases of naming a concrete enemy. 

" .. . lf we enlarge .Y/ITO, we will irritate the Russians and push them to reinforce theil' arm)' with all 

pomble lneans . .. " (es!) 

\\'hile concrete "enernies" are rarely named during the debate, possible soure es of dan
ger are often mentioned and identified (2 leases). 

"The region and Hungar)' within it is not threatened b)' a7l)' kind of total, traditional invasion or war, 

for several reasons. [. . .} But we also have to see that after the disappearance of the bipolar world [. . .} 

there are ne-tlJ defil11ues and risks in this region. [. . .} I am talking not onl)' of the Balkan confiict and 

the possible outcomes of the Russian - Belorussian alliance, or the Albanian problem, but also of the 

appearl11ue of Islamlc fundamentalism, phenomena of the J lajia, migration and other things, which 

all szgnifj that the regroll to the East and 50mh ofus is unstable." (DP) 

" ... the fiml1'e role of Ruma, becallse it probabh' still has the second strongest anny in the w01'ld. Until 

now thltre has been a ce1'tain balance between the two systems, or between the two w01'ld-syste17LS, Imt 

thls LS gone nrrtlJ. [. . .} Wbat will happen now to this ver)' strong militar)' potennal, wh ich daes not be

long to an)' alliance, which)ltst hangs arol/nd like that ... 1" (PP) 

The whole topic, however, is full of ambivalent stand points and argumentation. (See de
tails concerning argumentation below). Our detailed analysis points to internal contra
dictions in both groups, and sometimes even between one speaker's different contribu
tions. BR gives a positive treatment to geopolitical questions (having a rather optimistic 
view on the region's future). 
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" First of alf, I think, we should start frcrm the question whether there is an)' military threat to Hun

gary'·lf there is none, as is asserted by the military, expeTts as welf, if it is tme that now and in the fore

seeable future nobody is trying to threaten Hungary', then it is absolutely unnecessary' to spend hun

dreds of milliolls of O/t1· non-existent moul?)' on armament. » (ER) 

" Should we not believe in the development of a boulgeois-democTatic RllSsia?" (ER) 

Most other participants of the anti-~ATO group see the problem in either a neutral or 
a negative light. Only CsI (7\lIEP) speaks of enemies in an explicit way, mixing the topic 
of geopolitical danger with the image of an international phantom hanging over the re
gion: the \". 'orld Bank, an institution which is often referred to as the worst representa
tive of the amalgamated enemy in CsI's numerous political pamphlets. 

" I would be a devotee of ,\'ATO and of entry to .\'ATO if, for instance, ,\;4TO defended XIS frrml the 

World Bank.lf it wiped out tbe World Bank right here, then I would be ,\'ATO ~ great friend. But it will 

not do that, on the cantrary', it will defend the World Bank here, against us, so I am against it. " (Csl) 

"Friends" are only mentioned explicitly by CsT, speaking of the Baltic countries, and by 
BR in a more implicit way when he talks of the countries of the former Eastem bloc. 
Apart from them nobody mentions international solidarity, and a value-community is 
on!y mentioned by pp in his abstract contribution about :'\ATO being a value-based al
liance. 

" ,vrTO has no more ,·ole to fulfill, they want the territories to the Bast of XIS to be shut into a political 

and military' qua17mtine, (md this is a smOlIS 7Ilistake.» (ER) 

" ... letting down the Baltic cauntries, Ollr fonner friends, because it beco17les necessary in order to en

tl!1; at an)' price, into this elite set, and then we will vote about the others from inside ... » (Cs7) 

7. History and the past 

lABLE I I: The distribution 01 contributions about the past and hist(1)1 

Topic otal Ipro anti Ipositive neutral neqative 

7 History, past 5 3 2 2 0 3 

The topic of"history and the past" also receives little attention in this debate. This topic 
couJd have been a base for the construction of either a pro-NATO argument, as it is often 
used in the public debate conceming Hungary's belonging to the \ "..rest, or the country's 
chances to join the EU. Anti-~ATO argumentation usually also uses historica! topics to 
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construct anti-"'" A'l 0 arguments by making reference to past events, historical claims 

like 1956, or the past \lctories and glory of former Hungarian armies, and the like. 

It 15 rather surpnsmg that the toplCS of":\'eutrality" (fopic 4), "","ational sm'ereignty" 

(IbP1C 5) and "IIlstory and past" (fopic 7) are given so little attention in the debate. If 

we add up the scores of the three, they \.\'ould still only amoum to 4I utterances, and this 

is lower than occurrences of all other topics. (See Table 12). This fact contracLcts the an

ticipations, as weil as the usual scenario of tracLtional debates on political matters, wruch 

find thelr mner srrucrure around dividing lines, (in topics of sovereignt)', national rustor'y 

and naoonal identity), like populist vs. urban, Hungarian vs. alien, and so on. On the con

trar}" the formation of a new dividing line can be observed here, between, on one hand, 

the center-Ieft and the center-right parries, represented in Parliament, and the extreme

right and extreme-Ieft parties together \\ith civil organizations, on the other. In this new 

distribuoon of the battle-field, both opposing groups are politically and ideologically het
erogeneous, and this prevents them from engaging in tracLtional ideological debates, us

mg tradlOonal topics and usual topic-relations, such as rustorical references. 

The findmgs listed above concerning the topics dealing with military and political in

dependence (neutrality and national sovereignty·) and history can only be accoumed for 

if one takes mto consideration that the whole 0JATO-debate in IIungary was more a 

matter of pragmatic solution-seeking than a matter of principles. The general topic of 

the debate was embedded in a large consensus far EU-entry, of wruch 0JATO-member

Shlp was considered a fore-runner. Trus is generally wh}', both among the political elite 

and the population, the opinion and decision for joining 0JATO became so self-evident 

(see the proportions of the referendum) \\ithout being characterized by the usual cLviding 
lines of leftJright, populistsl\Nestemizers, and so on. 

Taking into consideration all the topics and sub-topics mentioned by the participants, 
we amve at the following scale showing the relative weight of the topics during the TV
debate: 

WLE I 2: Order 0/ importance (ocCllrrence) 0/ topics in the TV-debate 

1. (topic 1) Legitimacy of decision about entry 

2. (toplC 3) ~ATO-I Iungary relationsrup, (especially economic) 
3. (toplC 6) Geopolitical iruation 

4. (topic 2) 0JATO-in13ge 

5. (topic 4) 0Jeutrality· 

6. (topic 5) 0Jational sovereignty 
~. (toplC 7) History, past 

Total contributions 

67 
62 
52 
51 
20 
16 

5 

273 
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If we examine the share of the above-memioned topics and sub-topics in the contribu
tions of the eight participams, the even distribution that characterized the number of 
rums (see Table I) between the two opposing groups fades away. 

WLE 13: The number of topics and sub-topics in the contribution of the participants 

pp 39 CsT 47 

DP 26 Csl 41 

Gyl 33 VA 41 

WT 17 SR 29 

r- OTAL 115 TOTAL 158 

Table 13 clearly shows that by using the "e.>..'1:ended topic assignrnent" models, the speak
ers of the anti-NATO group are more active, and treat or mention more topics and sub
topics in spite of the even distribution of rums (as seen in Table I). Broader topic-con
struction (relating several sub-topics and topiCS)I6, is more characteristic of the opposition 
group, especially CsT and CsI. Out of 79 rums, the pro-NATO speakers provide II5 
topics or sub-topics, while the participants of the anti-NATO group mention 158 topics 
or sub-topics in their 81 turns. 

Analysis of the topic constrlictions of the speakers in the TV-debate 

The following table gives a complete picrure of all topics and sub-topics mentioned by 
each participant and the value assignrnent that is attached to each occurrence. (See Table 

14) 

I5 The assignmem of several topics or sub-topics addressed by the same speaker during one rum with the pos
sibility of assigning me same utterance to several topics or sub-topics. 

I6 See Heller, 1'\emedi, Renyi I991, I994· 
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Standpoints and values 

The follO\\ing table gives a comprehensive picture of the opposing world-vie\\s of the 
speakers in the t\vo groups. Pro-:-\_-\TO speakers have three times as manl' positive ut
terances as negative (69 vs. 2 r). \\'hile in the opposing group ER is the onll' person who 
has more positive utterances than negative ones (r6 vs. I2). The other anti-:-\ATO speak
ers see the whole theme in a significantly more negative light. 

lABLE r 5: Distrilmticm of positive, neutral and negative valzte assignments in the ccmtributions of 
the two opposing groups 

Pro-:-\ATO: -0: 24: :21 
Anti-:-\ATO: 36: 10: 11:2 

Significant differences can be observed between the mo groups of speakers concerning 
the \'alue-judgement of all the topics and sub-topics. The wal' the speakers assign posi
tive, neutral and negative values reveals their optimistic or pessimistic world-\iew and 
their expectations about ehe future. 

lABLE r6: Distribution of voLl/es assig;ned to topics and sub-topics 

positive neutral negative total 

Pro-Nato group 70 24 21 115 

Anb-Nato group 36 10 112 158 

TOTAL 106 34 133 273 

The differences bemeen the t\vo groups are significantll' high. The pro-0JATO group 
has a more positive approach to the whole question: more than 3 times as manl' positi\-e 
utterances as negative ones (,0 positi\'e utterances against 2 r negative ones), while the 
opposing group has a much stronger negative approach. They make 3 times as many 
negative assignments as positive ones (36 positive accounts versus II2 negative ones). 
Pro-0JATO positive assignments are approximately m1ce as numerous as anti-:-\ATO 
positive responses (70 VS. 36) but anti-~ATO negative assignments are 5 times higher 
than the same category for the pro-0,'ATO speakers. A similar distribution can be ob
served when taking in account the neutral utterances: speakers of the pro-. TATO group 
tend to be neutral in judging the topics more than m1ce as often as speakers of the anti
~ATO group (24 vs. IO cases). 
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Thl5 dlstnbuDon of values is dosely related to the global context of the general theme 
of "XI O-entry in the Ilungarian pobtical fjeld and public sphere. Pro-::-\ATO argu
ments and standpoints were the pre\'ailmg polirical \iews in the country at the moment 
of the TV-debate. The government, Parliament and all official insoturions shared this 
\iew, and the polJOcal proceedings (dlplomatic negoriations, the official government pol
ic)', and ~o on) all strengthened it. The state ofbalance of political forces, and the fact that 
the problem of'-' ·\TO-entry is pur in the fonn of a yes-no question, constiture the mam 
structural constramts on the debate. Because of the eXlstence of these constraints, both 
groups (pro- and ano-'-'ATO speakers) are forced into a particular role of defenders and 
opponents. In addJOon, the anti-0: A..TO opposing group is rather scattered in the Hun
ganan political and intellectual sphere, and these forces are highly di\ided among them
selves, representing dlrectly opposed posItions and Ideologies r-. 

The negative coloring of the di course of anti-::-\.A..TO speakers is also caused bya dis
cursive structural constramt: it is related to the discursive fact mat ther are in the posi
tion of attacking, refusing, deconstructing the discursive propeIl}' of their opponents. 
A.no-).'ATO discourse attempts to deconstruct and delegitimize pro-:\TATO discourse 
- that 15, Its toplC constructions, ItS definitions, and its assertions of discursive claims. 
Thls dlscurslve role explains the higher acti\ity of the challenging anti-::-\ATO group, 
thelr broader topic-constructions and their negative "alue assignment. And becau e of 
their \.\ill for strong and coherent attack against the pro-:\TATO side, anti-)JATO speak

ers have had tü gI\'e up their heterogeneity. Because of their fear of weakening antl
:'\xro dl cour e and argumentation, they cannot afford to enter into discussions con
cernmg IdeologIcal, political and ethical questions because they would re\'eal the 
fundamental dlfferences that exist among anti-:-\ATO forces. This is why they fail to 
elaborate alternative topics-constructions such as neutrality, and why, in the whole public 
debate, and especially in the 1Y-debate under analysi , political, ideological and ethical 
questions are left mainl}' unthemaozed. They need all their ammunition to fight and re
ject the topic constructed by the pro-. 'ATO side and cannot build up diverse counter
tOpICS, especially because their alternative tüpic constructions would differ according tü 
the different stand-points they occupy in the public sphere. Their incompatible stand
points and posIDons pre\'ent them from being able to construct strong rivalling counter
toplCS. 

\ \ 'e also conducted a detaiJed analysis of the "choreography" of the T\ '-debate. In this 
part of our analysis attention was paid to how the different arguments of each participant 
reinforced or challenged statements pronounced earlier in the debate, either by the same 

17 Exueme nght· and left·\\'ing groups and parnes are mvolved on this side as weil as civil organizarions of cli· 
verse ideolog'lcal backgrounds. 
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speakerI8 or another participant. Wlth this type of analysis, the discursive relationships 
among the \\'hole dyadie group can be examined, and the strategies of strengthening or 
weakening discursive positions can be detected. The following two tables (rabIes 17 and 
18) show the results of the dyaclic analysis of anaphoric references. Table 17 demonstrates 
the positive, consorting references, i.e. how often the utterances of the different speak
ers givelgain support (through arguments using the same or similar words, phrases, state
ments, agreeing remarks). Table 18 summarizes the negative, opposing references: it 
gives the figures for opposing or negated utterances throughout the TV-debate. Table 17 
shows the level of agreement, temporary or more durable discursive coalitions, while 
Table 18 elucidates strategies of contention, steps in the process of weakening the argu
mentation, and thus the cliscursive position of opponent speakers. 

lABLE 17: Supporting m-guments and uttermues 

XbackmgY pp DP GYI \\T eST eSI VA BR 
pp 3 4 3 I I 0 0 I 

DP 4 0 2 I 0 0 0 0 

Gl1 3 4 I 3 0 0 0 0 

\\T I I 0 3 3 I I I 

eST 0 0 0 0 5 4 4 5 

eSI 0 0 0 0 4 2 3 2 

VA 0 I 0 I 7 3 2 I 

BR 0 0 I I 0 I 2 I 

Internal support in the pro-NATO group is 34, (i.e. members of the pro-~ATO group sup
port their own, or other group members' utterances 34 times during the TV-debate) but the 
external support is very weak: they onJy receive support from the anti-NATO group on 4 
occasions. The total score of supporting utterances backing pro-NATO cliscourse is 38. 

Internal support in the anti-~ATO group equals 46, and they also receive 8 external 
supporting utterances (i.e. from speakers in the pro-NATO group). The overall figures 
indicating the support of the arguments are higher in the case of the anti-NATO group: 

541tems. 
Thus Table 17 gives evidence that argumentative solidarity is weaker among speakers 

in the pro-NATO group: they give external support 8 times. Anti-NATO speakers show 
more internal solidarity in their support for one another's arguments (in spite of the 

18 Tables 17 and r8 contain figures of anaphoric references of consorring and debating utterances wim no lirru
raDon on me personal source, i.e. all anaphoric references were raken UltO account, whemer mey concemed 

speakers of me same or me opposing group. Self-references are also raken into account. 
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greater polItical dlfferences among the participants of this group) and they give only four 

supporong arguments ro the pro-i'JATO side. 
Rate of support: 38/54 ro the advantage of the speakers of the anti-;,\.'ATO group. Ex

ternal support recel\,ed is also higher in the anti-i'JATO group: ~8. 
Table I'" makes it possible ro dra\,\' more specific conclusions about the discursi\'e srrate

gJes of parocular speakers. In the role of the "rrairor" one can find \\7, who backs the 
speakers of the opposmg group 6 times. Table 17 also shows that there is srrong hannony 
among speakers of me same group (in spite of their political differences, which - and this 
should be srressed - are not thematized in the course of this debate). CsT backs all other 
ano-" -\TO speakers in a nearly equal way. Among these, surprisingly enough, he also backs 

CsI's utterances 4 times and, in return, CsI also backs CsT's utterances 4 times. As may be 
seen from Table 18, CsT and CsI do not conrradict each other during the TV-debate, they 
do not weaken each omer's argumentacion, and there seems ro be a certain latent solidarity 
between them. This, howe\'er, conrradicts CsT's already existing public image and public 
representacion, by which his movement attempts ro create a clear demarcacion line ro sep
arate itself and its discourse from "the nacionalist, fasciscic, racist-rooted" anci-i'JATO move
mentsJ9 . It should be mencioned, however, mat CsI's behavior and discourse during the TI'

debate is ramer moderate in comparison with some ofhis public appearances. In this debate 
he does not offer harsh points of discordance. I Ie refrains from extreme statements and his 
fe" claims of extremist ropic-construction are not taken up by the other participants (e.g. 
when he starts ro taLk about the \\Torld Bank as Hungary's worst enemy, other fellow discus

sants isolate him and do not react ro this ropic-offer). Tables 17 and 18 give some evidence 
about the "forced" or temporary soJidariry among anci-0JATO groups, which was imposed 
on them b} the strucrural consrraints of me discursive context. 

fuLE 18: Contradicting arguments and utterances 

Xtmackmgr pp DP G\1 \\T CST CSI VA BR 

pp 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 3 

DP 0 0 0 0 2 4 7 4 

G\1 1 0 0 0 3 11 8 4 

\\T 0 0 0 0 5 0 9 0 

CST 11 8 7 1 0 0 0 0 

CSI 13 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 

VA - 1 3 5 0 0 0 0 

BR 2 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 

19 "If all groups opposmg .'\..jJ'()-mnnbenhlp clearly take a stand, b; the/r o-"m nltans, against the nationalist,fascistic, 
11UISf-roored antl-.'VITO opposrtlllTl, thm lt can be nuuU ckor that thm! an bOSlc dijJn'ences amang dIVene ,'VITO-op

posmg argumentatIons", In. Csapody, T & \1 t, L. (199 "): A11UJkjuuis a .'VITO-bo. Cartafilus: Buda pest, 183 . 
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Speakers of the anti-0,"ATO group use 78 utterances attacking the viewpoints of the 
speakers of the opposing group. There is no attack \.\ithin the group. The speakers of the 
pro-~ATO group attack opposing views 68 times and there is one ca se of dis cord \~ithin 
the pro-NATO group. Here, again, speakers of the anti-NATO group mobilize the con
rradicting arguments more actively than the pro-NATO speakers. 

Scores of the conrradicting discourse : 
External: 68/78 to the advantage of the anti-XATO speakers 
Internal: I / 0 

Comparing the rates of support and attack that each participant of the debate receives 
from ail the other speakers (\\ithout differentiating between opinion groups) we get the 
foilo\.\ing results: 

lABLE 19: Support and disagreement received by each participant in the TV-debate 

Sl:PPORT 
CST: 20 
\ TA: 12 

BR, CSL PP: 11 
\\1, DP: 10 
GYI: -

TOTAL: 92 

ATTACK 
PP:H 
\TA: 29 

G):1: 20 
CSI: 17 
DP: 16 

CST, BR: 11 
\\1: 9 

TOTAL: 14-

The above results show that CsT is the person, who is gi\·en most the support, and one 
of the lowest scores of attacks. \\ nile he is attacked only I I times, he is the person who 
speaks most in the debate. The fewest counter-arguments, however, are addressed to \\1 
<9) but he speaks lime in the whole debate (see Table I). PP, in conrrast, gains the highest 
score of attacks: although the nurnber of his contributions is not outstanding, he is the 
speaker with the highest length of contribution (rabIes I and 2). CsT's high score of sup
port and low score of attack can also be explained by the fact that he is the speaker who 
most often advances universal , humanistic principles. It is difficult in a public debate to 

attack or reject such normative principles of civility, solidarity and peace because thel' are 
advanced as characteristic of a positively represented large group in the community (a 
positive WE-GROUP). In this debate, as weil as in the political and discursive context of the 
debate, the EU, Europe in general, the \\'est, and the ci\ilized human world are con
srructed as we-categories, assigned positive values (the more restricted we-group - Hun-
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gary, the I Iungarians - want to belong to ws larger group). Therefore it would be very 
djfficult to reject, negate or delegitimize these categories. The onJy opposing strateg}' that 
might lead to success would be the construction of an opposing "we-category", that of 
the nabon, (the neutral, sovereign nation, built on past glory and victory). As we have 
seen from our analysis, the elaboration of the opposing "we-category" is rather weak in 
this TV-debate. Ir IS refrained from because of the political consensus for ~ATO-entry, 
m \\ruch all the important political forces take part, and also because of the narure of ws 
particular TV-debate. It is indeed quite easy to elaborate a nationalistic cliscourse using 
excludmg, foreclosing categorization, emotive argumentation, mobilizing and populist 
discursive modes, but a face-to-face debate is not the appropriate context for the elabo
raDon of this type of discourse. 

The foJlowing table summarizes support and attack addressed to both groups without 
taking into account the origin of the remark. 

WLE 20: General support and attack on speakerr' utterances 

supported attacked total 

Pro-Nato speakers 38 78 116 

Anti-Nato speakers 54 69 123 

TOTAL 92 147 239 

These general figures also demonstrate that, at least formally, the speech and argumen
tation strateg}' of the speakers of the anti-NATO group was more active and effective 
than that of the pro-~ATO speakers. 

The analysis of the TV-debate showed the c1ear c1eavage between pro-NATO and 
anti-~ o\TO political forces and also that the main clividing line lay beeween left and right 
Parliamentary parties on one hand and civil movements, extreme-right and extreme-Ieft 
non-parliamentary parties and political forces on the other hand. The peculiar setting of 
the TV-debate that clivided the participants into "ewo groups in a pub" proved to be rel
evant in the representation of their points of view conceming NATO-alliance. 

Thc whole debate can be characterized by the lack of ideological questions and the 
over-emphasis of pragrnatic aspects'o. Ir seems that participants on both sides find their 
interest in this fact: thlS is the onJy way to demonstrate so me kind of unity inside the op
posing two groups. The analysis proved that a certain constraint for consensus existed 

20 The dlscourse analysIS done on the larger newspaper corpus also proved the same resultS. 1\1. HeUer & A. 

Ren}1 : PubLc Debate m Hungaf)' on the '·:ATO Alliance. See in this volume, 23 I - 2 80. 
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among political parties of the center (right and left) conceming 0JATO-membership and 
political or ideological differences were definitely left in siJence. 0JATO-alliance is seen 
and shown by them to the public as the first step for EU-membership, an issue that defi
nitely caITies a much greater value for the Hungarian public. In the light of this con
struction, the discourse strategies of the political parties in the center show imponant 
simiJarities, especially the emphasis of uruty concerillng pragmatic topics. 

A simiJar converging discourse strategy can be observed among anti-0JATO speakers. 
Although they are sometimes rather far from each other in the political field, their par
ticipation in the debate concentrates on common topics. They sacrifice their differences 
in order to join their forces to fight back pro-0JATO argumentation. 

The analysis of discursive relationships between the participants (backing, attacking) 
also c1early shows the existence of the two opposing groups. There seems to be some kind 
of latent solidarity among the members of the two groups, respectively, which can also 
be pointed out by the lack of some deliberately non-treated questions. 

So we can say that the particular debate under analysis is an exceptional one in the 
sense that the political alliances are not marked by the typical traditional dividing lines 
and deavages Geft and right) and where the ideological struggle is "suspended". This is 
how in the group of anti-0JATO forces traditional commurust, extreme-right and paci
fist discourse can co-exist and form a temporary coalition. The price they have to pay for 
anti-0JATO coalition is the shading of their political and ideological heterogeneity. 

The fact that ideological issues are relegated to the background can best be seen by 
the fact (see e. g. Table I2), that highly ideological topics which are in general in the fore
ground of Hungarian public debates, (topics like neutrality, national sovereignty and his
tory) are far less present in the debate than utilitarian questions (geopolitical situation, 
costs, etc.) Economic questions are all the time in the centre of the debate. Anti-i ATO 
discourse is characterised by the emphasis of 0JATO's military role and its American su
premacy while pro-0JATO discourse insists more on the European character of0JATO 
and on its irnportance in the moderillzation and stabilization of the European region and 
its role played in the construction of European unity. 
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Gertraud Benke 

"SOMEHO~ EMOTIO~ALLY -
IF vVE LOSE l'\EUTRALITY, 
TRAT MAKES ME AFRAID" 

An analysis of focus group discussions on neutraliry (1997)' 

F3 I vmteh zwar von dem GO.\ ZS ned so 'viel i hob n1l1' angst 

() 1 ehrere reden) 

F3 Irgendwo: (xxxx=) gfilhls17I.ilßlg - wenn 'iDir die .\'eutraltatl ä die ,Y~ltra/itizt ver~\~ 

thnn >des mocht nut angst<. thbei 

F3 kannt i Jetzt gor ned defimern u:a771nl. 

[F3 1 dun't undc-rstand so much abolltALL this, 1 am Jlm afraid 

(Sn'erat people speak ) 

F3 s01nc-u.'he·re: (U'xxx~) e1notiolla/~)' - if we LOSE neutralir) uh lI~ltralit), then >that makes me 

afraid<. 

F3 1 couldn't sa) exact6' wh)'.} 

Introduction 

In the aurumn of 1997, we conducted seven focus group discussions on neutrality in order 
to explore what people, who are not politicians or othen\ise heard in pubuc, think about 
neutralir:' todar, and to find out \\ hether or not ther wi h to preserve neutralir:, and to 
determine what the) as oClate \-lith neu trali r:'. 

The composioon of the seven groups varied in terms of age, education, and so on. 
:\'everthele ,sirrlilar issues were addressed repeatedly in the discussions of the groups. 
\\'hen speaking about neutralir:', members of the groups refer among other things to war, 
the econd \\'orld \\ 'ar, and the :\'azi period. Some ofthe discussion participants imme
dlatel) move on to JUso!}' the :\'azi period - to explain how "things" came to be "that 
war". In addition, in alrnost all discussions Ausma's neutrality is compared to the S\\iss 
one. Other Issues mentioned include the changing political and econorrlic situation in 
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Europe, the European "Cmon, and the ="ATO. In connection \\ith the =".-\TO, the dis
cussions oEren turn to the C mted tates, and the question is raised to who is to decide 
what in ... vorld politics, and where, i. e. whether the small state of Austria maI' have no 
choice but to do as others saI" 

Our aim in the folJowing is to brieflI' present the method of focus group research and 
the questions put to the groups and to characterize each group. \\re shall then describe 
in greater detail the Yarious 'topics' mentioned, citing contributions from the focus 
groups by war of illustration. Sub equently, we present a longer example of the discourse, 
which links together almost all of the subject matter pre\iously discussed. 

S1ethodology 

The social scientific method of focus group analysis was already successfully employed in 
a pre ... ious project by \ \ Todak et aJ. (1998)1. This method of inquirI' permits - in the 
cour e of group dlScussions led by hosts - the semi-public opinions of discussion partic
ipants to e),:plore. \\1llle opinions elevated in this way maI' be less profound than opin
ions expressed in the course of personal imeniews. the developing group dynarnics pro
motes frank discussions of the issues. In addition, the small size of the groups allows 
participants to express their opiruons at length . 

.\loreover, o"'\1ng to the dynamics of the imeraction, in the course of the sessions dis
cussion participants oEren anticipate issues that are to be raised by their hosts later on. 
And sometimes they return to aspects that ha\'e already been covered. In this war, differ
ing points of \iew may be given \'arying amounts of emphasis, and the discussions maI' 
lead to various different conclusions. In other words, group discussions are not always 
consistent: contradicoons ",ill also appear. Thus, although most of the groups wish to re
tain neutrahtJ·, they nevertheless believe that neutralitJ, is irreconcilable ",ith member
slup of the EC.Inasmuch as such statements are discussed on different occasions during 
the sessions and as different aspects of the same topic - rather than being set against 
each other direccly - they maI' be regarded as parts of the same discourse (Billig 1988). 

The focus groups and the questions asked 

In the course of the research, in late 199- seven focus groups on "="eucralitJ'" met, each 
group being directed by the same host. The discussions were recorded on ... ideo and tran
scribed for subsequent analysis. 

I For a langer theoreocal cliscusslOn, see \\'odak er a1. ( I9911, 3I5 ff.). 
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In accordance V.lth the method of foeus group research, the focus groups were given 
topics directed b} the host. On average SlX questions were raised. The number and order 
of the questions varied depending on the topics raised by the participants. 

In general, the following questions were asked': 
• \\ 'hen dld you first hear about neutrality, what personal experiences do you associate 

with neutrality, whatlwho do you associate with neutraliry (particuJar politicians, etc.r 
Tfus was usually the first question. 

• \\ 'hat other expenences or memories do you associate \\;th neutrality (trom the I950S 

unru the present); 
• \\ 'hat advantages or disadvantages do you associate v.;th neutraliry? 
• IIa\e your atnrudes towards neutrality changed; 
• To rour knowledge, has Austria's neutrality ever been ,;olated or disregarded? 

The seven foeus groups were carefully selected to cover as broad a spectrum of the pop
ulation as possible. -\ partieular aim was the inclusion of young and old, urban and rural, 
well-educated and less educated members of the general public, as well as to ensure the 
representation of vanous political \;ews and national backgrounds (domestic and foreign). 
Of course we do not claim to cover the population in full. ~evertheless, we do hope that 
through the broad selection of people we v.ill be able to record qualitatively a \\;de range 
of different opinions3. 

Thus, the followll1g groups were fonned: 
• Journalists, JO, (Acadernics) from the I950S to the I990S - ws was a group of peo

pIe trom \·arious age-brackets who were well-infonned politically, expressed a variety 
of pohtical \;ews, and lived in or close to Vienna. Ir was in this group that the most 
complex contributions on neutraliry were made. lJsually the various subject areas were 
lmked together; vanous elements were associated and discussed with neutraliry
sometirnes In the fonn oflong monologues. 
\ \'ith regard to neutrality, the group rurned out to be \'ery heterogeneous; opinions 
ranged from strong support to strong rejection ("it's had its dar"). In addition, the 
journalists' group is the only one in which individual participants consciously observe 

2 In fact, se'·eral omer quesoons were asked. Howe'·er, mese questions were parrly nOt raken up br me par
ticlpants, because mey dld not add anythmg subsrannal tO me subJect mauer already co\'ered by me dJscus
SlOn of me omers quesoons. 

3 "'e were less interesred in sratisocal represenranon, bur m documenong me range of rusCOtm;es abour neu
tralir}". For this reason older people are ramer more numerous among me discussion parncipants; we ex
pected mar meir discourse would be ··richer" man me young people's ruscourse, because mey ha,'e first
hand experience of poliocal eVents affecong neutrabt)·, while young people know abour neutralit)· only 
"from school". 
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the changes in their attitudes towards neutrality over time, from detachment (legit
imization of an "Operettenarmee" [pretend army]) to acceptance (the pacifism of 1968 
directed against NATO, the pointlessness of armaments for a small country in the era 
of nuclear weapons) and then to detachment once again (must join in "burden shar
ing"). 

• Academics, AK, who studied in Vienna in the 1950S. Compared with the other groups, 
this senior citizens' foeus group is well informed and rather sceptical about retaining 
neutrality. The consensual view of the group is that - with the referendum on EU 
membership and Austria's accession to the Union - implicitly neutrality has already 
been relinquished. \iVhile this is the consensual view, most members of the group nev
ertheless regard neutrality as something positive and as something that they would like 
to retain if they could. The group solves the paradox by arguing for the retention of 
neutrality as well as for a change in the content of neu tra lity. Overall the discussions 
in the group tended to take the form of detached reflections rather than personal and 
emotional contributions - probably owing to the influence of one of the participants 
who, as a constitutional expert, had once worked for the Aus tri an Parliament. This 
pamcular participant made severallengthy and substantial contributions to the dis
CUSSlOn. 

• Active senior citizens from Vienna, SE. Participants in this group were contacted 
through a center that regularly stages political (and other) discussions for senior 
citizens. Senior citizens in this group were mostly left-wingers or former Commu
nists. (E:> . .'pert) knowledge about neutrality and current politics was relatively wide
spread in this group, and the views expressed were strongly influenced by political 
attitudes. 

• Migrant workers and political refugees, MI. Most of the participants in this group 
were emigrants from the countries of the former Eastern Bloc who had come to Aus
tria after the Hungarian uprising or the Prague Spring. Only one of the participants 
had come from the "West". This paritcipant was German (with an Austrian mother) 
and had moved to Austria as an adult. Members of this group have an enernal view of 
both neutrality and Austria. Nevertheless, some of the participants have been living in 
Austria for over thirty years. In the main, the participants are very weil-informed both 
politically and historicaily. Their judgement of neutrality is ambivalent - sometimes 
neutrality is considered to be a positive factor that kept Austria free, while sometimes it 
is seen as a negative factor that strengthens the tendency to "rnaneuver around" and 
keep out of things, as weil as fostering a mentality of isolation. 
As regards neutrality today, there seems to be a consensus that neutrality has been re
linquished, and that one must accept this as a fact and acknowledge it - even if this is 
done with a feeling of sorrow. 
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Othen\Jse, the discusslOns in this group foeus on Austrian identity, the Austrian char
acter, and Ausman lustol). This group tends to remember and debate earlier scandals 
C'oflcum, Ludgendorf) more !Tequently than other groups. 

• Young people aged 16-20, JD. This group also includes rwo participants with a dif
ferent and somev, hat more reAex.i\'e relationship towards Austria and Austrian neu
tralit} because of their backgrounds: the first of these parricipants is a woman from 
South l).Tol who sees herself as an Italian (in the first instance) and who states that she 
has no relaoonship to neutrality. The second parricipant is a Carinthian Slm'ene4. The 
dJscnmmation of Ius ethnic group has led hirn to srudy the histol)' and politics of Aus
ma in depth, and he demonstrates this knowledge in lengthy and well-informed con
tributions to the dJscussion. This group displays a minimal "depth of experience". 
),'eutralit} was first perceived just a short time ago (usually in school). Thus, atritudes 
towards neutraht)-" wruch are generally positive in the group, have not changed much 
in the course of the lifes of these young people. 

• Generations-Families' Group, FA: This group consisted of rwo families - one of the 
"families" comprised the grandmother, the mother, and her school-age daughter, while 
the other family was made up of a great-uncle, a father, and his son, who was still 
studying at a universit)-, in Austria. The rwo families had different educational back
grounds: The fir t family (the mother, and so on) clearly belonged to the upper middle 
da s of \ienna; thi wa obviou by the way ther spoke and the answers ther gave. 
The "mother", who was the main contributor to the diseussion, seemed to know what 
she ought to say what the "correct" opinions were - even though she in fact displayed 
onlya limited knowledge about neutrality. In the other famiJy, the son seemed to be 
the first member of the family to have gone to university and to have concerned hirn
self in depth with Austrian history. As the "main speaker" in this family, he explained 
lus views - sometimes in lengthy monologues. 

• 

Even though minor differences of opinion are expressed in the group, these differ
ences are never expanded upon, and the range of opinions is vel)'limited. V\ithin the 
families, there seems to be a constant consensus and a uniform outlook on life. 

enior Cl ti zens and middle-aged employed people (workers and farmers aged 35 -50) 
!Tom lJpper Austria (OÖ). Of a11 the groups, it is this group which is the most rooted 
in the past - four of the participants were born between 1913 and I917. Ir is only \-\Tim 
difficult}- mat me host manages to steer the discussion towards the present. Parrici
pants in me group repeatedly refer back to "the \'\'ar" and "unemployment in me pe-

4 The Slo\-enes are a small ethnic nunomy m Ausma who were guaranteed nunomy nghts (pamcuJarly the 

nght tO use their own language) in the State Treary. Some of these nghts are disregarded e\'en tOday, and 

Slo\'enes are forced tO m the mostly only German-speaking educanonal msnrunons. Owmg to this discrim
mation, increasing numbers of Slovenes raJSe thetr children m German. 
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riod between the two wars". Compared to other groups, personal experiences domi
nate the cliscussions. ).Teutrality is (still) welcomed as an instrument that has brought 
Austria peace and liberty. 

Topics in the focus groups 

For the analysis, the focus group cliscussions were transcribed and their content analyzed 
qualitati\'ely. In particular, this means that the transcriptions were read repeatedly and 
summarized with their characteristic passages. Thereafter, a semantic web of the (signif
icant) "topics" was established for each group5. Trus part of the analysis - the detenni
nation of the inclividual topics - was a hermeneutic process undertaken through the re
peated reacling of the various cliscussions. The iterns picked out as topics6 were above all 
specific "keywords" or "actants" that were mentionedJraised repeatedly in different 
groups: For instance, "Switzerland", ":\,ATO", "war" and the like.-

In the course of the analysis, initially only the connections between the \'arious topics 
were recorded and there was no evaluation. For example, Switzerland is often mentioned 
in connection with neutrality, sometirnes as a positive example (they clid weB during 
"\, \\ TI while things were going badly "for us") and sometimes as a negati\'e example (the 
"wheeling and dealing" of the Swiss during the ::--Tazi period - "we" don't want to be 
"neutral" like that). 

As cliscourse analysts, the thematic connection is initially just as irnporrant to us, as the 
e\,aluations that will follow. 'Ye are interested in fincling out what people associate \\ith 
neutrality - and this does not val")' much in a cliscourse about one thing. Differences be
n>,!een individuals and sub-groups of a society appear above aB in their evaluation and 
their argumentation; the topics (or the relevance attached to the topics) seem to be of a 

5 Three examples, one wlth an e.'lllananon may be found In the appendtx. 
6 Linguistically the "thernes" correspond most closely to the hyper-thernes of the Therne-Rheme theory (Fir

bas 1992). That is, the thernes are prototypes of~'Ps (that are related to neurrality) bur are quite different 

from the macro-proposirions of\'an Dijk (1980). 
By liminng them to ~'Ps (rather than to proPOSlriOns) we are able to record the occurrence of the themes 
lI1 the \'arious groups, while leavmg open the specific relarionsrup lI1 the discussion In quesrion, i.e. \\~thour 

presupposing a cenam arnrude. 
i ~lethodologically, it should be noted that given the non-operarionalized (and only parriallr operarionaliz

able) approach, some thernes (wtuch other forms of ln\'esrigarion nught ha\'e covered) \\'ere probably disre
garded. In OUf opinion, rfus does not affect the \'alidiry of the themes that we did discover - the semanric 
net\\"orks and the connections would become at most richer and more substannal, i.e. more complex, bur in 

pnnClple the exisnng connections \\"ould nOt be changed. 
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more general and collecti\'e narure. And this is whar parricularly inreresrs us here - in 
addmon ro the manner in which the individual ropics are linked rogether. Obviously, 
some roPICS may be approached rrom various angles. For example, a cliscussion may rum 
ro "war" where neurraliry is being considered as rhe solution ro rhe "never again" prob
lem, or "war" mal' also be raised in discussions abour 0iATO - an organization thar 

same consider belligerent. 

The following topical associations arose in a majoriry of rhe groups, and will be described 
below - togerher w1rh rheir evaluations: 
• ;";eurraliry as ,,\",rar, never again I" 

• The neurraliry of Switzerland 
• 0:eurralitl' and hisrorl': rhe Ausrrian State Treary, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, "rhe 

Russlans", rhe Cold \ Var 
• 0:eurralitl' as an answer ro rhe 0iazi past 
• ;";eurrality and Identiry 
• European Union, rhe economy and neurrality - a conrradiction 
• ~eurralirv, :\'ATO - Americans and the small state 

In addItion, rhere were two specific issues rhat were not formed out of a combination of 
variou ropic (a in the li t above), but that addre ed the definition and valuaoon of a 

topic directll', nameI}': 
• \\'har does it mean ro be neurral: Political, economlc, and military neurraliry 
• 0ieurraliry and moral obligation 

It is impossible, of course, ro draw a clear clividing line cutring up the discourse inro seg
menrs belonging ro one er anorher ropical association. For example, stories about rhe war 
are mixed up wirh personal experiences of war-time witzerland, and so on. Thus, in rhe 
following, rhere will be a constant influx of elemenrs associated wirh other ropics. 

The connection between rhe EU and 0iATO proved to be so srrong in rhe discussions 
rhat Ir seemed appropriate to rreat rhe two ropics as one item. Likewise, in most of rhe 
cliscusslOns, rhe topic "\\'hat does it mean ro be neurraI)" was linked to a moral evalua
Don. 

I .• Yeutralit)' as "J;VtI1; never again!" 

JO 
.112: ich glaub Xeutralitat is auch Dm.vegn so ein wirklich umschi wirklich um HElSS umstrit

tener Begriff - weil - die .\"eutraiitats-Bejilrw017er sicherlich auch memen - das Gegnteil 

von Xeutralitat ist Kriegslust. 
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PIz: I think that neutralit) is such a hot issue beca/lSe the supporters of neutralit) Mubtlessh think 

that the opposite of neutrality is a cravingfor war.} 

FA 
.\4 iman - sicher i wurd sogn DIE Leute, die - den Krieg .\1ITGEJ WCHT hobn. 

FH Erinnerungen 

.1,II ja, 

.1,4 SICHER für die .Yeutralität. - weil's das ;\7CHT nochmal erleben wollen . 

.1,II ja,ja, 

FI ja GE.\AU [lachen} es IS ganz KLAR (xx) [lachen} 

P4 I1Ilean - definiteh, I wOl.lld sa)' that THE people who have EXPERIR"'CED wal: 

FH me'lllones 

.1,1 I )'es, 

.11.; DEFJ:\7TELY Jor nel.ltralit)'. - because the)' do ;VOTwant to experience that again . 

• \1 I )'es, )'es, 

FI )'es EXAC7LY [laughter} it is quite CLFAR (xx) [laughter}} 

In aU of the foeus groups exeept the migrants' group, neutralit), was regarded as a reflee
tion of the desire - or even as the "legal" guarantee - that Austria shouJd (would) never 
again take part in a war. This topos was a major element in most of the diseussions, espe
eiaUy in the group of senior eitizens from Upper Austria and in the group of aetive senior 
eitizens from \'ienna. In these groups, neutralit)7 was direetly linked to memories of the 
war, "a lost youth", and the like. Partieipants feit that their ehildren and grandehildren 
should not "have to go through something like that". Neutralit)7 was seen as the primary 
guarantee. 

OÖ 
.HZ: was fallt ihnen ein zu dem Thema .Yeutralitat 

Tm: mei, was sollt mir denn eillfalln. es ist gut, daß der Krieg ned kummt. und? wos denn 110 

.1IZ: jo? 

[J 1Z: what comes to )'our mind regarding neutrality 

WH: weil, what should CO'llle to 171:)' mind. it is good that war does not come. and? what else 

.1IZ: realh'?} 

FA 
JII ja also .Vachteil - .\ACHTEILE also ;\'achteile kllnnt ich wirklich für .1,flCH - würde mir 

G13ERH4GYI' ."\7CHI'S einfallen eigentlich, - und VORTEILE,ja, qja,AB CJ:'\V Zl~ ich 
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7IlfIn eher dmk ich wie Ich KE,;D war. Also In Gedonken wenn (7Ila noch abisseI A-YGST so ) 

u:aß werft Ich. bricht noch ein Kneg aus oder Irgendwl, - doß man donn schon dos Gfilhl hat, 

Xaja naa, lind eIgentlich - wir smd ja .YEG TRAL 

plr weil thm, disadvalltagesl - DISADf/L\ T.J.GES weil disadvantages, I cOl/ldn't realI)' thInk 

of - of~\T/fT ALL, - andADVA.\TAGES, well,)es, FROJITL\fETO TLHE. 17Ilean 

I (md to (hink more whm I was a CHILD. So m m) (houghts if (it still 7llakes 7Ile a bit 

AFRAID) ""hat tkJ I knO'I1!, a1lOtheT war wl!1'e co bTeak Ollt (ff s07llethi71gl, - that )011 still have 

the feelmg. u·ell. ,wm kn<r.:-' - we al'e .\ 'EG TR.4L aftl!1' allJ 

The e\'aluation of this "realizarion" varied among the groups. \\'hile some of the groups 
eonsidered thls to be liule more than '\\ishful thinking" (something that would not re
fleet the "reahties" in any wal' whatsoever), other groups did indeed see some kind of 
guarantee m neutrality. The follo>\ing example (a passage from the diseussion of group 
AK) reveals both a eertain amount of skeptieism as well as ideas about what "people" 
would thmk. 

AI< 
Fr also bitte ich glallbe es Wal' JED-Y kla:r 

F I di1ß ",'mn es H 7RKlich ::;/1 e7ller Ausemanderset::;zmg kQmmt 

F3 doß 171/ - Kaltn Kneg (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.n:xx) 

FI ::;wIschn A711mka und Rlrftlond - doß - Gsterrerch natur/ich G73ERFLOG-Y und - und 

ah - e17l ah die s die: - geog-raphlsche Lage war SO - doß JEDE - JEDER TEIL dieser 

Tntpplll einmarschiert ware bei U-YS und der Kneg - natü1'lich - von .Yeutralitat - in 

DEJI Sinn keme SPuR mehr FRAGE, - ob sich donn TEILE unseTer - ost7nichischn 

T/'71pplll - A.SGESCHLOSS.Y hattll dm westlichn Tntpp7ll. - also dos war eigmtlIch je
dem KLA:R. - aber - ich mem 

Fr dos - GRO:s der J[enschhelt hat dos GeFGHL gehabt-

F 2 aba wir H4BJ [ uns do - durch 

·\13 Ja, 
Fr wir smd .\'EG TR.4.:L 1I1u} Jet::; 

Fr Gott sei Dank lS amol a RGH. - nicht, 

[Fr there )'ou are, I think It was dear to EVERYO.\'E 

Fr that iflt REALly caml! to a confiict 

F3 that In (he - Cold fVar (xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) 

Fr ber-.:-'een Ammca alu} IUzssia - that - Austria wO'uld of course be FLOr,V:,; OVER- alu} uh 

- a IIh the the: - geog-raphical situation was SUCH - that EACH - EACH PART of 

(hese troops would have marched in to OG'R country and the war - of course - no szgn - of 
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neutralil:) in this sense, yau cauld ask - whether then PARTS af am- - Austrian traaps -

wauld have ]OE\"'ED the weste-rn traaps_ - -u:ell that was quite CLE4R ta everyane_ - Imt 

-1 think 

FI the - JIA]ORiI:) afpeaple had the FEELJ:\'G-

F 2 bm we HA VE ane thraugh - this 

.113 )'es. 

FI we are .\"'EGTRAL and nlT<1i 

FI Thank Gad that thl7lgs are quiet for ance. - dan't )'au think,} 

AK 
F3 eines würd ich SEHR in ah in s - JIllTLPU:--1 ... :T set:;n das VOLK - der - sogenannte 

KLEE\"'E .1 JA. \ X. - der war SEH:r SEH:r froh dan/ber. 

FI Ja. 

JIr sicher. 

F3 deT hat das GEFG1fL der SICHERheit gehapt. - USabhiingigJet:; von dem (VVlSSX) 

[F3 one thmg 1 wlmld put VERY much in uh the - CE..\ TER the PEOPLE. - the - sa-called 

LIITLE .\L4X - he was reali)' VERY VERY haPfJ) abaut it. 

FI )'es . 

.11 I sure. 

F3 he had the FEELJ:\'G afSAFETY. - E\'dependent af that (L'YOU'LEDGE.)} 

Similar ideas are expressed in the group OÖ. In this group, however, one of the parrici
pants argues that neutrality might somehow reduce the number of soldiers if war were 
actually to break out. Skepticism aside, the (consciously irrational) hope is that neutral
itr wouJd - in some way or another - offer proteetion. 

OÖ 
J,f2: und i kamma, naja, auf da aan Seim Seutralztiit, deng i ma, daß irgndwie wal Seutralität is Ja 

effektiv ka Gegengwalt. aisa da hat ma (xxI) 

J 1T: na, ubahaupt ned . 

.112: ma hat, ma hat eigntlich nua an 2ml in da Hand, der besagt, daß waahmheinli neamt kummt 

((Gelachter)) (xxx) Krieg machn (eina), ned? und - ab des Jet:; effektiv nüt:;t ada ned, des waaß 

i a ned. aba wanns euch -:;um Beispiel die Geschichte es so J1ustabeispiele gelm hat, was ghulfn hat, 

dann deng i ma, na, vielleicht hat ma a wieda des Glück ((lacht)) 

WK: (netta) vielleicht (xxx) das Glück ((lacht)) 

[J 12: and 1 can see, weil, an the ane side neutralil:)', 1 think that sa1'llehITW wherel neutralil:)' is weil in 

effect na counter-fone. weil then )'au have (xxI) 
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J 1T: no, 710t at all . 

• 112: .rou have, yrm hat'e reall; jllst a bit of paper m the hand that staUS that probably nobody will conte 

((lalIghter)) (xn) to make war (bere), iSll't it so? and - whether it is of a1'l) use, 1 don't know 

that either. and if there have been examples, 7Iwdels m histo'rY, that have helped, then 1 thmk, 

weil, lIlaybe we Imght have S011le lllck again ((laughs)) 

WK (11laybe) pomblJ (~:xx) lllck ((Iaughs))} 

The idea that neutrality is a fonn of proteetion from war was also a major element in the 
discussion of the young people's group. The scope of these ideas becomes clear if one 
considers juSt what views ther need ro hold if they are ro debate in all seriousness wh ether 

ustrian troops should fight if foreign troops enter Ausman terrirory! 
The appearance of these ideas in the young people's group is of particular interest 

given that this group 15 the onl}' one ro know neutrality purei)' as "hisrory". Indeed, we 
ma} categorize the ideas associated by the young people with neutrality as hisrorical or 
collective memory er lalbwachs 1985). 

Ju 
FH mhlll [4 sec} TASJA? 

Fr nja. also I mem: - shot EHA VORTEILE Östareich RAUShaltn wird wann LU Lond 

ka/se/ba kampft wird vo FRE11DE - also der .Ueinung bin i auch. - und des 1Illt In KRIEG 

des stimlllt schon. aba es wird ja ned nmd lJJ1 dIe w'en::,n gekillrlpft also de - weTdn do keine 

Ruckslchtn nehmen d7mif - S7AATSGRE,\ZY oda so? - und werdn - TR07ZDRU 

durch uns durch - KAUPF.U und i glaub net daß si donn 

FH lIIhlll 

Fr JfACHTE und I man - ::,eTStört wi7'd ja trOcdC1ll olls und i glaub 1Iet daß si dan1l Östare

Ich - ::,unlCkhalt},..J es hat kann Krieg O.\'GFO.VGRV oba - JilTJI0CH:\' tut's donn 

vlelcht SCHO.\'. -

FH mhm-

FS nja verteidigt? - soll Östareich DOCH werdn und - i glaub net daß da TA:TS'LOS 

::'lIgscham wird 'V • .'ie - KA UPFT wird LU Lond. -

FH mhlll 

F S a wonn 7IIa S net selba IS. 

FH 7/Ih7ll-

Fr also - aba sonst - GLAUB i eha daß: Vorteile hat. -

[FH lIIhlll [4 sec} TA·\7A? 

FS weil weil 1 thmk: - it has more ADVA.\ TAGES not to involve Austria if ifFOREIG.YERS 

jight J:\'THE counny - weil 1 am ofthat opi711on too. - and what has been sald about T+:4R, 

its qUlte !nie. but the jighti71g won't be done AROL':\7) the borders the)' won 't - shlY'()) a1'l) 
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consideration for that - national b01'ders or something? - and will - fight through DE

SPfTE THIS through us and I don 't believe that the)' will then 

FH lllhm 

F S the POWERS and I think - ever)'thing will be destra;ed anYUJa)' and I don 't believe that then 

they that Austria - would hold back YES it didn 't START the war but - it might weil then 

JOE\'E\'. -

FH 7Ilhm-

FS wellAlIstria shollld STIlL be difended? - I don't think that people will just STA.\7) BYand 

watch as - the FIGHTE\'G goes on in the countr). -

FH 7Ilh711 

F S even if it 's not oneself doing it. 

FH mh7ll-

FS weil - but othen))ise - I tend to THE\'K that: it has advantages. -] 

In general, we may conclude that in all groups (except the migrants' group) neutrality was 
(and is) very closely related to the subject of "war", and that the possible surrendering of 
neutrality awakens fears about war. Depending upon people's ages, these fears are either 
more concrete (older participants) or more abstract (younger participants). "0Jo war" is 
understood as the main advantage of neutrality. Thus, in the discourse of the participants, 
neutrality is still the anti thesis of war. 

The neutrality of Switzerland 

In all the focus groups, S"'1SS neutrality was also mentioned whenever Austrian neutrality 
was spoken about. This topos is often connected "'1th the topic "war" - how the S"'1SS 
fared during the war. 

FA 
FI weil das WEISS ich von meinem LEBR"\' her, daß die SCHWEIZ imme.,. .vEGTRAL war, 

- lind am BESTRY gefahren is im Krieg. 

FH lllh71l, 

FI als neutrales Land. Und for mich is DAS eigentlich, .Yeutmlitöt verbind ich mit SCHWEIZ. 

Mit SCHWEIZ und KRIEG nicht, 

FH 17lhm, 

FI also-

FH mh17l, 

FI das heißt also wenn - ICH ich plil/ würde natürlich pLADIERE.Y daß Österreich neutral 

BLEIBT aus DIESRY Gründen heraus weil ich's einfach so GESEH.v hab . .vicht, 
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FH mhm,7Ilhm,mh7ll, Gut, -
,\[; naJo 'iCenn Sich sogn ma WIR so [;)'1STELL"\' wurden wie die Sclr<.1Jei::. dann wär jo des sehr 

ASGEXEHU. 

[F I becat/se I A.,,\'OvV It from 71t) own LIFE that SWITZERlA.. \ 'D was alwa)'s ."\'EG T&1L, -

and fared the BEST during the war. 

FH 7l1h71l, 

F I as a neutral countrJ. And for me THlS is realI)', I conneet neutralif) with SWITZERlA.. \ 'D. 

Wtth S"WITZERLA."\'D and WAR )'OU see, 

FH mhm, 

FI well-

FH mhm, 

FI that means therifore if - I I argl would ofcourse ARGG'E thatAuSt77a should STAY neu

tral. Jar THESE reasQ1lS because I have Slmpl)' SEES it like that. You see, 

FH mhm,mhm,mhm, Good,-

J[; weil ifthmgr wou/d, let's S~', WEwould CHA.\'GE to be like Swit::.erland then thatwould re

al!; be q1l1te .\7CE.} 

-\parr from ehe young people's group, among whom any reference w Swirzerland was no 
more chan a citation of a fact probably learned at chool (" ~ltzerland i neutral, wo"), 
allocher groups discussed S\o\.lss neutrality at length, and compared it wich Aus tri an neu
trahty. 

SE 
J13 und du LEGT san olle scherLXZOG.\' und so, und von diesem: AG'GR\13LlCK on is mir 

BEWUßT wordn und i hob donn in den JA:HRE."\' sechsundfonfoig und siebenundfiinftig 

::.weiJahre m der Schwei::. geARBEITET in mein Be'ruf als GART:\'ER, und od hob i des: A 

- do WOI' schon bei G",:\TS: - des beschlossn, ned - (xxx) hob i s elnn durch verschiedene 

Zeztungen: a gl den Begriffkennengelernt oba i hob des SCHWED,\' G-:--" 'D SCHWEIZ ::.wa 

LAI LAnde?' die me an KRIEG ghobt h07ll ne, - und: - i hob des: als etwos 

J13 GXGEHEUER POSITWES - >ä=hegrußt= und hob i wor immer< 

F I POSI tlves 

.113 DAFG"'R. ned und: I bm HEGTE noch nicht dagegen. 

[JI3 and the PEOPLEwere all well-dressed and the like, and frum this: JWJlR"\ T UTrUJards it be

came CLE4R to me and then, m the YEARS OF fifty-six and fiftJ-seven, I WORKED in my 

job as a gardener in Swit::.e?'land, and thenl did: A - it was alreadJ deaded at h071le, )'OU see 

- (xxx) then through vanollS newspapers: 1 got to knrr<.1J the concept Imt I thought of SWE

DR\'A."\'D SWITZERlA..\'D two col countries that have never had a WAR, - and: - I 

{thought oj] this: os sumething 
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.113 J:\TCREDIBLY POSrrn7E - >a='"dJelarmed= and I have I have always been< 

FI positive 

.113 J:\T FA VOR you see and: I a7ll not against it even TODAY] 

Despite the positive tone of these two contributions, S",'iss neutrality tended to be given a 
negative evaluation. Ir seems that the debates about the "0Jazi gold8" have been read by 
most of the cliscussion participants, and Jed them to adopt a critical stance \V'ith regard to 
"wheeling and dealing" under the cover of neutrality: "\'Te don't want to be neutrallike 
that"9. This type of rejection was not usually linked to a rejection of neutraJity per se, but 
constituted a rejection of a specific form of neutrality (see also "moraJity"). 

JO 
.\12 aba - und das zweite is=wie sich Jet::, imma mehr HERAUSstellt. =warum - v:! konntn sie 

ihre .Yeutralitat bewahl'en im GROSSS Konjlikt, - weil sie sich pmktisch als HEHLER -

ah angebotn haum und als .\1ITSPIELER. - das sind zwei: Gesichter der STeutralitat. -

gfalln mir (71amlich) BEIDE nicht.='"dJeder das sich dannA.YBIEDERS an den Aggressor -

um - verschont zu bleium,=des is net WIRKLlCH SEGTRAL. - des is eigntlich eine -

eine - HEHLEREI. des is eITle JIIThi!fe. - und des Zweite is - bis an die ZJJhne bewaffnet 

zu sein um so richtig schon TRUTZIG allein auf de1' Insl sich zu ve1'wdign,=gfallt ma auch 

nicht. - das sind echt zwei zl7Ispnpatische Gesichter von .YeutraliTAT 

[.\12 but - and the second thing iS='"dJhich is becuming increasingl)' CLFAR now. ='"UJh) - v:! the; 

could keep their neutralit)' in the G REAT conjlict, - becallSe the;' in ifJect - uh offered them

selves as RECEIVERS OF STOLE.\T GOODS and as CO-ACTORS. - These are two:faces 

of neutralit)'. - I don't (actually) like EI1HER OSTE = neither OFFERE\TG oneself to the 

aggressor - in order to - be spared,=this is not REALLY STEG TRAL. - this is in fact -

receiving stolrm goods. this is contribllting. - and the second thing is - to be armed to the teeth 

in order to dife71d YOllrself so om can be rea/ly proud of oneself and alone on the island, = that 

doesn 't appeal to me either. - these are rUJo really unappealingfaces of neutralit)".} 

Thus, other negative features emphasized in connection with S\\'itzerland were S",'iss 
rearmament and the isolationism of the S",'iss. It is in this context that one of the few neg
ative evaluations of neutrality is made: 

8 "~azigold" <as it has been descnbed by ehe press) refers to money stolen from Jews and depoSIted m 

5\\1tzerland by ehe :\'aZlS. After ehe war ehe money was len m ehe possession of 5\\155 banks. In ehe Aurumn 

of 1996 ehe ":\'azigold" recelved a lot of attention m ehe Ausman maS5 media. 
9 The exact quotation from group .\11 IS ehe followmg: Fz: "because I ehought to myself, thank God I live m 

Austria, and Austria!S neutral m a manner that IS dIfferent from 5wltzerland." 
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JO 
,\1z so Wie mir Jet::. die Schweiz komisch vorklYl'flmt wenn ich 

? F 2 (xxxxxxx spezifisch xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) 

.\12 seh Wie SIe sagn sie sin - alSO wie sie auf ihra Tradition da .Yeutralitiit beharrn, und sie kom

men mir von A USS.\' gesehn immer mehr ais a Insl vor, - und wia a komische Insl. aiso wenn 

Ich des eine Assoziation hab, fallt mir zur Schweiz nicht mehl" hell, transpa7"ent, und weltojfn 

em, - (wohl) es die Schweizer ja schon SI;-'lD teilweise, sondern - mir falln eignlich nur noch 

eher DÜStare Gschichtn em. r.vSL ist nicht mehr so ein heimeliges Wort, - wie s vielleicht 

amal war, .\ 1lR kommt des a bissl - isolationistisch - und abissi nach Weltflucht und - nur 

mcht anstreifn mcht eimnischn V01; und des ka=i=mi erinnern, des hats sich so im Lauf dea -

dea da ,\1ITTLschulzeit imma mehl" heraus. - enrt.IJickft . .\'eutralitiit ,YICHI mehr SO pos

itiv beset::.t, - wie i s ebm von den F1tern, ursprünglich - mitbekommen hab 

CI 12 just like Swit::.erland seems quite funny to me when 1 

?F2 (xxxxxxx specificall)' =xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx=xxxxxxxxxxxx) 

J [2 see how the)' Ja)' the)' are - how they insist on their tradition of neutralit)', and from the 0 GT

SID E they look to me mOl'e and ?lwre like an island, - and like a fimny island. so if 1 have an 

assOClation, 1 den't think of Swit::.erland as light, transparent, and open to the world, - (as) the 

SWISS clearly ARE in par!, instead - IonI)' tbink of ra th er more SI:';ister stories. ISLA.VD is 

not S1Ich a comf)' WQrd - as it used to be perhaps, it see7ns to ,HE to be a bit - isolationist -

and a bit like escapis17l and - tr)'ing at all costs not to get involved and not to inte7fere, and I 

can re71le7nber, this developed more and nwre while 1 was - at secondary school. Ta see neutral

it)' .\'0 longer SO positive6, - as I had understood it originaI6', from 111.)' parents} 

Teutrality and History: Austrian State Treaty, Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, "the Russians", and the Cold War 

In part influenced by the questions of the host, but also in part spomaneously, the discus
sions turned sometimes to the context in which neutrality arose. Conrributions were 
made particularly by those who had been experiencing this period (or in those groups 
where some of the participams). The "Srare Treaty" was mentioned in all groups. Re
pearedly, ir was poinred out thar "in general" neurraliry was incorreccly regarded as some
thing embodied in the Stare Treary. 

The evaluation of neurraliry in the comext of the Stare Treary ranged from "the price" 
to the "deslred end resuJr" (with reference to S",,1rzerland). Moscly, the negative conno
rations of"price" were immediarely weakened, for insrance in group AK. 
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AK 
F2 man hat nur::;u der dmnolign ZEIT im fiimunfonf::;iga Jah:r, - schon GEWUSST - daß 

wi:r - mit der immeru.;ahrendn X~utralitilt uns den Stootsvertrog eigntlich 

FI JO:. 

F2 ERKAGFT hobm. 

F3 JO:. 

F2 und warn eigentlich GLL'CKJich: daß also - WIR - ::;um [/nterschied von den OSTblock

staatn - es ERREICHT houm daß die RJISS71 OBZIEHX 

[F2 at that TLUE in the fifties people did - IC\'OW - that we - had bought the state treaf) 

FI )'es:. 

F 2 with perpetual nwtrality. 

F3 )'es:. 

F2 and were in fact HAPPY: that welt - WE - unlike the states of the EASTERX bloc - had 

ACHIEVED the WITHDRAWAL ofthe RztSSians.} 

AK 
FI eigentlich war ::;u J JElner Zeit die Hauptsache daß wir - iih 

FI wolttn daß eigentlich die BeSATZLXGStruppm abm.arschiern. - nich, -

Fz Ja.-
FI und - erst DA.\':\' kam - der Begriffder XwtraltTAT 

FI in dem Sinn war der Staatsvertragfilr uns ein GESCHE.\X 

F2 ja: - altes danach. ja:. 

FI und - die .Yeutralitiit war ein gutes XEB.U. - [liichelt} - PRODLXT so::;usagn 

FH mhm.-

[FI in fact in J1Y time the 1nain thing was that we - uh 

FI - wanted the OCCG""P/fT/OX troops to march off. - didn't we, -

F2 )'es.-

FI and - it was only THE.\' - that we thought ofllwtrality. 

FI in this sense, the state treaty was far us a GIFT. 

F2 )'es: - e7J(1)'thing that came afterUJards. yes:. 

FI and - nwtralit)' was a good SillE. - [smiles} - PRODUCT so to sa) 

FH mhm.-} 

People reponed to be pleased that the}' were neutral - especially in 1956 Gust one year 
after the signing of the State Treat:y) when fears had been large that "the Russians" would 

invade Austria as weil. 
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The strong pohrical hnkage between the State Treary and neutrality in the 1950S is still 

operaove in dJscourse for some of the participants more than 40 years larer: 

SF 
FI und ich glaub mcht nur for .HICH ist die ;\'eutralITAT im STA/fTSvertrag so:;usagen EJ:-.v'E 

SACHE - uns auch JETZT mnerlzch das EJ[PFISDR\~ GIBTJL4X DIE .\'EuTRAL

/TAT AL'S[auf} unterhiJhlt 'Inan du SeutmliTAT - unterhöhlt man die Kraft (in) den 

STAATSVERTRAG. können KD.\":\TRYAlLE diese abenteuerliche 

F I Dmge wieder vo'rkommen, freilich -

[FI and I Mn't believe neut711lity in the ST/fTE treaty is on0'I01' me as itwere /L\' ISSu'E - even 

XOW inside llS lS the the FEE.LD.'G, IF YOU GIVE [ /P .\'EuTRALITY,)'ou undenlline 

neutrabt) - )'011 undermine the power (in) the ST/fTE TREA7Y ALL these risky things can 

COLLD 

FI Things could happen again. qwte possib0' -} 

Asked ho"- ther had "then" experienced the neutrality resolution and the State Treaty, (the 
older) participants remarked that they did not take much note of the ongoing political af
farrs ar that time, unless they had been involved in poutics ar the time because of their jobs 
Goumahsts' group), The evaluations shown above are made as participants "look back": ar 

the acrual time of events, they had not really been very interested in poEtics, but had been 
concerned \ovith other, more immediate problems of their everyday Eves. The participants 
had been dlildren or young adults, who were starting their family or auempting to return 
ro (or to begin) their careers after the years of war and occupation. 

\"\'hen mentioning brieAy the "context" of how neutrality "came into being" (or the 
"first memories of neutraEry"), reference is also made to the "Day of the Flag" or the na
tional holiday. IIere, neutrality proves to be in part "de-historicized" - neutrality is re

membered as a dar of remembrance without an)' specific reference to the historical con
text that gave rise to neutrality. Particularly striking are the contributions made by the 

young people, who have onlI' second-hand knowledge of the events. Here, subsequent 
events in international poEtics such as the Prague Spring do not appear at all. 

This dehistoricization is also apparent in the auempt of one of the young people to re
historicize the national holjdaI': 

JU 
F4 also - was ICH damit verbmde is eigndlich - daß - also :;um: sechsun:;wan:;igstn Oktober 

ghört ja eigndlich der erste JL4I: irgndwo DAZU: weil des ja begonnen hat. - und meine 

.Hutta hat mir imma er-...a.hlt daß sie DAJL4LS am eTstn JL4I - also - am Belvedel'e 

W.4R? - und DABEI war - wie also - die Untmchriftn herge::eigt wordn - SJ:\ 7). daß 
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dh - Österreich ebm FRElls? - und - dar an DEXK ich eignlich [\LUA weil sie mir das 

er:.ahlt hat daß des fii7' Sie AUCH ein pragendes Erlebnis wal'? - und das er-dihlt sie ebm 

.\!IR damit ich das auch f,-VEISS [lacbt} WAS da - D.4JIALS paSSIert iso -

[F 4 well - wbat I thmk of is actual6 - that - well: the twenty-sixth of Oetobe.,. is linked to the 

first ofJ,L4Y in same war becallse that's when it started. - and mJ mother always told me 

that she - well - Tf,I1S at the Belveden? ATTH/fT TIJIE an the fim of.\L41'- and was 

THERE - as - the signatures were shrrum. that lIh - Austria is FREE? - and - I al

waJS TliE\X ofthis because she told me that this was a decish:e expenence far her TOO? -

and she tells this to .HE so that I shollid also KXOf,-V (Iaughs) what - happened there AT 

THATTL\IE. -} 

This young person eonfuses Labor Day (~ay Ist) with the day on whieh the State Treaty 
was signed (.\1ay 15th) and the passing of the neutrality resolution (Oetober 26th). 

Evems in HungaI)' and Czeehoslovakia are mentioned spomaneously by some of the 
older partieipants when asked to reeall their memories of the role of neutrality. But sueh 
events are not giyen great emphasis in this eontext. This aspeet is mor prominent among 
partieipants in the migrants' group (most of whom emigrated from the eountries of the 
Eastern Eloe). These partieipants are the only ones to bring "the Russians" into a direet 
argumentative eonneetion \\ith neutrahty. In all the other groups "the Russians" tend to 
be seen as actors in other events whieh are then in turn linked to neutrality (e.g. their role 
in the drafting of the State Treaty, or their role in the oeeupation of Hungary and 
Czeehoslovakia, and so on). 

:\11 
.H2: WE.\'":': Siejet::.t dh - erWAID'EX sie hat in der SCHULE geLER.\ Toder geHÖ:RT m 

da ZEITzmgen geLESEX - oder im RG":\7Jfimk gehart - das lag for mich auf der 

STRASSE e das lag in der LGFT also JEDES .Hal. - also G'":':SERE - immeT"<1Jiihrende 

- .Yeutralitiit. - und iih - ich hab das dabei: auch [als; lacht} -laIs ZACJBAfim7la ab - ab 

- RlfPFG,,:\7).\'. - SPEZIELL - bei da -/beim E/:";marsch ab der - Truppen des äh 

~%rschaller PAA.TES ahACHTunsech::.ig - in die Schi ab Tschechoslrr<1JaKEI? - ich KA\X 

mich erinner/1? - ab das wa:r Bundeskan::.la KLAG's. -

FI Ja . 
.1,12 hat das iih - A.u":\7Jgetan was ist passiert? - G":\7J - wie gesagt als -Iquasi als 2.4-

CJBAFORJIEL. - aber unsere immerwiihrende XeutraliTAT TtVIRD uns vor alle Kllmp

likationen und so weiter schut::.en. - also - man brauchte oStareichischerseits also XFR ::.u 

sagn unsere immerwiihrende - Xeutralitii't G":\ 7J wir waren gescbüt::.t. -

FI mhm 
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P12: IF vou now uh - mentlOn she LEAR.\T it at school 01' HEARD READ it in the newspaperr 

- or heard It on the RADIO - for me It lay an the STREET and it la) in the AIR EVERY 

time. - OG"R - perpetltal - neutralit). - and uh - I uh - uh - SAW it: [also laughs} 

-I also as a 7llagzc formula. - ESPECIALLY - at the time of - the J:\'vasian of uh - the 

troops ofthe Wtzrsaw PACT uh in SIXl)-EIGHT - into Czechluh Czechoslovakia? - I CA\' 

remenlber? - uh how uh federal chancellor KLA Us. -

FI )'es . 

.112 announced uh - what had happened? - A.-\V - how he said like -lalmost like a JIAGIC 

Fa R. \ lULA - but our perpetltal nelltralit), WILL protect us fr01n all c01nplications eU. - so 

- all ane had co sa)' an the Austnan side was our perpetual - neutralit)' A.\V we were pro
tected. -

FI 7llhm} 

In the politically well-infonned groups (i.e. in the joumalists' group and in the active se
ruor citizens' group) mention is also made of Kreisky's role in the shaping of neutraliry 
pohcy (active neutrality), as weil as the effects of this policy on Austrian identity. 

JO 
.\lI I i muaß sogn i hob des - j hob des wh'Hicb allch ähnlich - schon auch ahnlich erlebt, a: 

na7l1ich - wei i::;erst gsogt hob aiso - a: Tschechnkrise, - a: da woa irgzuiwie so die Empfind

ung, - duckn, net dazltaghean, n: n: Kopf einziehn daann - passiert scho nix, - a: wahrend 

DA ... \ ",:\'. diese diese diese kl'eisk)'sche - a Außnpolitik a: - Aktivität va711ittlt hat. a: - be

WG'SST ausgleichend - zu wirkn. 

PlI I I have to sa) I - I expenenced this rea/~v in a similarway - in a Slmilarway, a: - because 

I sald at firrt weil - a: the Czech crisis, - a: I s01nehlTrJJ had the feeling, - duck, don 't get in

volved, n: n: keep your head in then - nothing will happen, - a: whereas THRY this this this 

Kreisk)'an - a fol'eign polu) a: - brought activity. a: to act - cansciously balancing} 

JO 
.112 1St daß mir aufgefalln is (so xxxx) im Lauf der siekiger Jahre in meiner '-Hittlschulzeit, -

daß - Seutralitat, - is .\UR vorgek01nmen eignlzch errt untern Kreisk)', - beWUSST 

eingesetzt wurde - um Selbst'rJJertgefiihl - den Jlenschn zu vermittIn. 

P 12 It ocC1lrred to me (so ==) in the course of the seventies during m)' school years, - that - neu

tralit), - it ocCl/rred to .I JE anly Under Kreisk)', - was J:\ TR\ Tionalh applied - in order to 

gzve people selfesteenl} 

In the other groups, however, Kreisk)' is not mentioned. 
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Only in the journalists' group do participants continue the historical reflection (alm ost) 
all the way through to the present. In the other groups, while individual elements of the 
recent past are mentioned in connection ~ith specific questions (e.g. when participants 
recall "iolations of neutrality), "history" is usually put aside ~ith the signing of the State 
Treaty - or at most \\ith events in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. This is probably the 
reason why differentiated positions on neutralit:y corresponding to different periods of 
contemporary Austrian history are to be found only among the journalists. In this way 
~4 determines the "golden age" of neutrality (under Kreisky); and this is said to come 
to a definite end \\ith the fall of the Iron Curtain: 

JO 
.\12 vereintes 1'0/ Europa mal gebm könnte hat erstmals so ausgschaut (als obs) vielleicht DOCH 

- keine-

.1·12 totale Utopie (sondan) vielLEICHT irgndwann a .Uijglichkeit. 

?F danke 

.112 und das hat I:\sofern meinen - meine meinen Blick dann auf unsere eigene Stellung vaän

dat, weil ich mir - schon gedacht hab - WR,:\' man - ein vaeintes Europa anstrebt. 

(dann xxxxxxx=) IRG.\ T>-<lJO etwas (einbringen oder auch) dieser Idee eT<lJas opfern. und 

wenn JEdes Land, auf - auf liebgewordenen Sonderrolln. beharrt, - dann wird es irgend 

(xxxxx), - die Idee einer Vereinigung - behindern. auf Dauer.; Xebengerällsche: 

Gschirrschieben, Geschirrklappern, Schritte 00 wie gsagt i hab - ::,ur Xeutralität - einige 

POsitive Empfindungen einige SEgative - aba ich denk mir EIGndlich müßte man SO eine 

Tradition, ::'Ugllnstn - da da Chance auf eine (s) vereinigtes Europa .\I[;'SST ma eigntlich 

alifgebm. 

{J 12 that there amid be a united 1'0/ Europe at same time, looked at firn (as if it) perhaps was nev-

ertheless - 110 -

.112 total utopia (but) perHAPS at some time a possibility. 

?F thank Y01l 

.\12 and that changed - mJ o'lltlook on our rr<lJ7l position, because 1- had alread:y thought - IF 

one - strives for a united Europe. (then xxxx:x:nx::t::\:) SO.\IEwhere sacrifice something to this 

idea or contribute. and if EVeT) countIJ', insisted upon - upon special roles that had become 

dear to them, - then this will hinder somehrr<lJ (xxxxx), - the idea of union. forever; as I said 

I have same POsitive feelings - abillit neutrality - as weil as same ;VEgative - but I think 

one shollid SHOLlD probab6 give up StiCH a tradition - because of the chance of a (the) 

united Europe.} 

The fall of the Iron Curtain and the ensuing radically changed global political situation 
are mentioned on isolated occasions by participants in other grau ps, e.g. "the san" in the 
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group FA, This event, or the acknowledgement that the global political situation has 
changed, is always accompanied by calling neutrality into question, In the focus group 
discussions on neutraIH}, the Iron Curtain becomes rele\'ant as a topic only to the e>.1:ent 
that apolineal connecoon is seen between it (or the \\'arsa,\' Pact) and neutrality. \\'ith 
the disintegranon of the \Varsaw Pact, the implicit argument for neutrality - its political 

function "nth regards to the Iron Curtain - is also lost, As a result, either neutrality it
sclf is declarcd obsolete or a change of its content is proposed (FA). This leads directly 
Illto thc ongolllg public discussion about the EU and to the question of an Austrian 

'\'ATO membcrship, 

FA 
.11 z: - Xur allf dem U-cg il1 a veTemtes E1l1'Opa und deshalb IS die .\'eutTalita.t irgendwre :::;u ube7'

denken, - Wer was BRISGTS heut noch, - Es is irgerulwie ah - ja - a KOSSTRLKT 

gl?"<vesen, um einen bestr71lmtm Zweck :::;u e7follen, abeT dlem' Zweck HOT si e7fi"lt und -

jett muß 17111 des gan:::;e glaub 1 neu DEFJ:\1ERE.Y -

[.Uz: - On~1 on the wa} to a umted Europe and theTifOTe neutralit)' shcmld be Teconside7'ed someher<E, 

- Because her<E does it BESEFIT us Weil toda)', - It was somehow uh - Jes - a COX

STRL'CT, m orde7' to fulfill a specifo TOle, bm this purpose has been fulfilled and - ner<E one 

has to TeDEFJ:\'E the whole thing, 1 think.} 

Thus, the di course on the role of neu trali ty in Austrian history leads directly to the cur
rent debate on the relationship between EU membership and neutrality (see below), 

:t\Teutrality as an answer to the 1'\azi past 

The ~anonal Socialist past of Austria was a regular feature of the discussions, The ::\'azi 

period was explicitly addressed at some point in aU the groups apart from the migrants' 
group, m wluch it also romed up '\\ithout being named as such (see below). 

There are a number of different ways in which the ~ -time enters the discussion on 
neutralHy. In four of the groups, an explicit connection is established between 0-'ational 

ocialJsm and neutrality, and neutrality is seen as more or less the answer to the burdened 

past 00, FA, .\1I, OÖ) when discussing, for instance, personal experiences, or advantages 
and disadvantages of neutrality (the funcrion of neutrality) for Austria. 

:\1I 

FI - mir Gedankm gemocht - wamm? - fiir die Östareicha also WICHTIG - 1ST - wie 

ich mzma wzeda Silg - LXSERE - L~'SERE - Se1ltralitat. so BETO.\ T - vielleicht -
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aus ah der - historische GESCHICHTE da sie doch in diesem - ZWEIT:\' Weltkrieg -

JIITGR1-IACHT habm in einem KRIEG? - [. . .} - und PLÖTZLICH - SJ:\7J wir -

""\'EuTRAL - WIR - SCHUESSR\, - eine - GESCHiCHTE? - bis DA:. - und 

auf einmal sind wir A""\ 7J ERS. -

.111 mh7ll - (xxxxx) 

Fz ja aba das is ja 

F I neh7ll ich an. 

F 2 das is ja WIRKlich 

.I II das is irgdrrUJie anders. 

Fz das: is: irgendwie wirklich eine große LUGE wenn das dann SO iso weil 

FI ja: aba die FUHLY sich so. 

Fz man kann doch netlman kann do net sagn ob JETZIJE7Z hob 7Ila irgendwie an Vertrag un

taschriebm und ab jet;:; sl7ld wir GU:T bisjet;:; warn 7IlO nicht so GUT 

J II 7Ilhm 7Ilhm 

[FI - I was thinking - wh)'? - IS - itso LUPORTAST for the Aurtrians - as I alwa)'s sa)' 

again and agail1 - OUR - - OUR - neutrality. RUPHASIZED in this wa)'. - perhaps 

- out of uh the - hist011cal history because the)' TOOK PART in this - SECO:--"7J wodd 

war? - [. . .} - and SL7JDR"\1X - weARE - .\'Eu TRAL - WE - CLOSE - a -

CHAYTER? -untiIHERE:. - andsudden~' weareDIFFERE.\T-

JII mh7ll - (xxxxx) 

F z )'es but that is 

FI I assume. 

Fz that is RFAL~' 

.1-1 I that is somehow different. 

Fz that: is: s017lehrrUJ rea//)' a great UE ifit is like THAT becallse 

Fl )'es: but the)' FEEL like that. 

F1. but one can't just sa)'lone can't sa)' that from XOWI:\'OW we have signed s07lle kind of a 

n·eat) and fr07ll nrr<!-' on we are GOOD, undl nrrUJ we weren't so GOOD 

.11/ mh7ll mhm} 

JO 
Fz aus eina - politisch denkendn Familie. - die "\'eutralitat war wirklich die die die die die DIE 

Antwort, allf, das Problerll des ~7a::;io71also::;ialismus unsere - Vawigglung in den Xazional

so::;ialismus diese - diese valogene Opferrolle die wil- angenommen hattn - un wo jeder ein 

bissl unbehaglich sich gefiihlt hat - un DAS:--'" kam die .Veutralittit >un wir wa17l von dem 

ALL\' bifreit<. =wir warn nicht mehr SCHULdig wir warn nicht mehr SCHJ flJTZig wir 

warn keine .UÖRder17lehr wir warn GOR nix mehr wir warn XUR einfach Selige. [34 I} 
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(Fz fr(Tm a - fomi!; that thought In political terms. - neutralit)' was ,·eall)' the the the the the 

THE answe'!; to, the proble'!n oJ natzonal sOCUllism - the involve'lrzent in national socialism this 

- this folse role oJ vlctim that we has assumed - arid wlth which ever)'one had feit a bit un

ea.l)· - and THE.'\' came nel/trabt) >and we were freed oJ ALL this = we were not G[,'IL1j' 

all)711ore we were not DIR1j all)7TLOre we were not J[[JRDERers all)7nore we were not A.\ 'Y

THISG all)7Tlore we were ][;ST simple souls. [34 I}} 

JO 
.1.11' also für mich u'ar die Seutralitilt in der - in de'!· Phase schon - insoJe'!71e wichtig als sie glaub 

ICh Österreich - äh - eme Phase de'!· - RG1iE gebracht hat sich selbst - ::.u entwickeln, sich 

von dieSe'!· - von diese'lrz - BALLAST äh:: - dn· .\'a::.i::.eit - a bissl::.u BEFREIE.\~ - ah 

wie weit des gelungen IS ode'!· net gelungen is: und obs vielleicht anders besser gewel - waß i 

ne:t. - ah: - aba - m: - in ge-u;isser Weise war s schon eine eine eine: - JIÖGLICH

KElT - eine eigene - PERSÖ.\'LlCHKEIT. - als - Satio17 ::.u entfoltn. - des glaub i 

schon. - des: - war wahrscheinlich dn· HAUPTVORTEIL aus meine'!· Sicht. 

[J. [I: weil Jor me neutmlit), was in that - in that pmod - important inasmuch tlS it 1 think brought 

to Austna - uh - a pmod oJ - REST in which to develop itseif, to FREE itself a little fro17l 

thls - from this - BURDE.\' uh:: - oJ the Sa::.i pm·od. - uh to what exte'llt this worked 

or dldn'twork: and whaher perhaps itwouid have been bme'!· othe'!-u;ise 1- 1 tJon't know that. 

- uh: - bm - 771: - in a certam wa)' it was a a a a: - POSSIBILnY - to develop a a 

- PERSOSALITY - as - a nation. - 1 do beiieve that. - this: - was probably the 

J1.41:\; ADVA. \ TAGE fr0'l11 TlIJ' perspective.} 

The connection between neutrality and National Socialism arises in the discussion not 
only in this conscious and explicit form, but also as an automatie discursive link (made as a 
matter of course). This happens, for example, when a student says "in history I think we 
spent T\~ro years on ?'\azi rule to neutrality" (FA). In this quotation, Nazi ruJe up to neu
trality appears as a 10gicaJ historical unit. The final point of this chapter of Aus tri an his
tory is neutrality - and none of the participants questions (or scrutinizes) this. 

The second point of reference that often leads participants to mention the Nazi pe
riod is \.\;tzerland (already described above). \~ 'hen taJking about Swiss neutrality, par
ticipants often turn to the roje of S\.\;tzerland during the Nazi period. 

The other points of reference are of various types. Thus, mention is made of the ~azi 
period as participants discuss the differing attitudes of parents and chiJdren - taking the 
experiences of the ~azi past either as a yardstick (the same - or different - political 
outlook) or as an extreme - which "young people today" can no longer even imagine; 
and as they discuss the role of the EU - where the hope that the EU might solve the un
employment problem leads some participants to recall the unemployrnent of the 1930S 
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and then to justify their support for I lider. On the other hand the hopes that the EU 
might bring lasting peace to Europe gave raise to memories of the war, leading one par
ticipant to defend his own role in the Second \\'orld \\'ar (as a member of the SA). 

As the discussions turn to these different topics, one aspect becomes very clear: the ve
locity and ease ~ith which the discourse mm'es from a discourse abour neutrality to a dis
course about the 0Jazi period and a justification of one's own role and the beha"ior of a 
generation. The follm\ing two quotations should illustrate this: 

FA 
FH Sie wollm was da:::,usagn noch, 

J12 ja. Z[lERST muß ma a VEREE\ TES Europa halm net, dann - is des - viel BESSER :::,u 

:::,um VERHAS'DEL Y n, - die GROSSE OARBEITSLOSIGKEIT bei um (xx bringt x 

mit sich) des woa jo (xx) net in die DREISSIGER Jah10 e GRYAL'SO net, (da sind viel ille

gale) .Yazi woarn net, - wei sovü OARBEITSLOSE woarn.net, - I hob von d1'eiunddreißig 

bis sechsunMrezßig GELER.\, T, dann woa i a hoibes Joa - ARBEISLOS, - und dann woa i 

AeSGESTEL'ERT, hot ma tU; gsogt. Ich weiß net ob's ihnen vielleicht erinnern können aber 

- dann habn sie SICHTS bekommen, KEI:\'E [;nterstüt:::,ung. - dann hob i gsogt. SO net. 

Arbeitsamtleiter, na von wos soll ich jett LEBR\'~ - hot er gsogt, najo gengam zum 

BAl)ER.Y oarbeim, des wo (xx) und DRG"J1 dann - ja die ILLEGALITAT sehr stark 

ZL'GRYO.1n1E\~ - dann is der - U7mch71llmg kummen ja, - dann hat dl!l° Hitler a lei/ 

leichtes - Lelm - also 

J 11 aber was hat das jet::;t mit der .Yezttmlitat zu tun, was sie da I!r..,ahln . 

.11] Sajo i glaub, daß des die PARAT T ET E\' zu HEGTE sand. - mhmAlso er hot ange

.111 mhm, 

.1,[3 sprochen >die die ARBEITSLOSIGKEIT, als ;I,IASSWES Probll!l1l - und die Arbeits 

;l1I Arbeitslosigkeit 

FI a die ARBEITSLOSIGKEIT 

;1,[2 man konnte sogn 

.U3 losigkeits danwls die woa WIRKllCH einer der der HAUPTgründe foT des daß die 

,113 daß da SATIO.'\ALSOZIALlSJ1US - lJBERHAUPT Ja. - jo. - ,Ya und WES 

homma 

FI daß (xx) da reingekommen sind. Ja. 

;111 JaJa. 

[FH You wanted to add something more, 

,H2 yes. FIRSTwe have to have a ffiTTED Europe, then - this is - much BE7TER to dealwith, 

- the GREAT ffiP-.HPLOD1E\T here inAustria (= brings x with it) it was really (=) 

wasn 't it exactly like that in the THlRTIES yes, (because there were man)' illegal) Sazis, - be

muse there were so many USP-.\1PLOYED people,yes - I was STL'Dffi'G from thirty-three 
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till thlr1)-rlx, then I'war U:-"E.11PLOYED for halfa Jear, - and then I1:.'as TAKEX OFF 

THE BOOKS, thats what people calld Ir. I don 't Jmrr.c 1:.'hether YOIl can rtill mne-rnber but -

then )'011 dldn 't get .'1.\ YTHE\;C, .\'0 SIlppOrt whatsor!'i;er. - then I ra/d. it can 't be LIKE 

miT (1 asked) the head of the emplOJ7Ilent ojJüe, weil nrrilJ what rhould I LWE from, - he 

sOld, go and work Jor the PEASA.\ TS, that was it (xx) and THEREFORE - Jer the ILLE

CAlll1' I:-..'CRE4SED a lot, - then there was the - change yes, - then HItler an eas/eoS) 

-lift 
.\11 bllt whot has that got to dJJ wlth neutrolrl), Imeon whot JOIl are saying . 

.113 Weil I thmk thot there are PARiLLELS to toda). - mhm He did add

.1!I mhm, 

.113 address >the the L':\7DIPLOYJ1R\ T, os 0 7JIossive problmz - and the zmemplo)' 

.111 unmz 

FI a the LXE.1IPLOYJ1E.\ T. 

.112 Ollt' could sa) 

.\13 pl0')711ent ar that time was REALLY one ofthe the JlAE\' reasons for the foct that the 

,113 thot .\'ATIO,YAL SOClALIS.1l - AT ALL. Jes. - )'es. - And WHO dJJ we have 

FI thot (xx) there came In. les . 

. H I Jes J·es.} 

oö 
.11Z JO. oba, m da PraxiS hots im Zwelm [,}eItkneg so ausgschaut. daß die neutrain Stootn, ah mehr 

oda weniger abgeschottet woarn, vom Knegsgeschehen. 

JIR?: ]JO 

['}'K: Ja, in da Schwei::. is a da Hilter ned elmnarschlert. und bei um is er einmarschiert do hot nea7llt 

wos ::"'edn ghobt mehr. 

,HZ lS f?1' wegn da .Yeutralrtat ned einmarschiert oda 

H'K: na, der hots, er hot JO (xxxxxxx) 

.1 IT: (xxxxxx) der hot jo scho is (xxxxxxxx) Im Ochtadreißgajohr. war un7ll0gltch Ef.cem. ne? wer 

hatt ihn denn aufgholtn. kein J1emch ned. (xxxx) hamma eh gsehn . 

.1 IR· obf?1' i mueß sogll (x=) lind woar jo kein .Va::.i ned dJJ obwohl olle dafil1' gstimmt ham, ha77lS 

gsogt (x.\:\'xxxx) 

H 7iIKIJo weils a Oarbm ghobt ham 

[J lZ: Jes. but, in practice what happened in the Second [,}'Orld War was. that the neutral rtates uh 

were mOl'e or lers lSolated, frOlll the events of war. 

.1 IR?: Jeab 

[,} 'K: Jes, Hltler didn 't march Into S"-'It::.edand. and he did march Into Aurrria, nobody could speak 

up a11J7nore . 

.1IZ: Imt was It because of neutralrl) that he didn't march in or 
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WK: weil, he did, he did (xxxxxxx) 

.Irr: (xxxxxx) he did it already (xxxxxxxx) in thirt)'-eight. it would have been impossible. no? who 

would have stopped him. :Vobody at all. (xxxx) we saw it too. 

AIR: but I must sa)' (xxxx) and I was no }Vazi although everyone voted Jor it, thry said (xxx=xx) 

WH/K?: yes because they had work] 

Neutrality and Identity 

The identity discourse may be found at two levels in the transcripts. On one hand, the 
whole of the discourse about the neutrality of Aus tri a is an identity discourse in itself; 
very many of the propositions that have been exarruned - or will be exarruned - de
scribe positions that feature in the discourse of Austrians about Austria. On the other 
hand, the transcripts also contain explicit reflections on the manner in wruch - or the 
exrent to wruch - neutraüty has become apart of Austrian identity. 

The identity discourse finds its clearest expression in the young people's group, be
cause participants in rrus group can refer only to collective memory (for lack of subjec
tive memories of Austria before the I980s). Trus was revealed when participants in the 
group made an association between neutralit:y and the national holiday. In general, it ap
pears that a profession of loyalty to the state is often linked to neutrality. Discursively, 
state, statehood, and neutrality are one and the same thing. 

JU 
Fz imzh: ja. - 12a das ERSTE was ich mich erinnern kann war in da VOLKSSCHULE so mit 

siebm ACHT weil - unsre Volkschullehren·n ebm - anlaßlich des :'lationalfeiertages da 

irgndso: - ERZAHLT halt - JA: Österreich:ja. - geht in keinen KRlE:C und - wir s 

- krinnen so STOLZ sei:n und elmz daß wir in FRIED,V und WOHLSTA::VD lebm im Ver

gleich je:::, zu AVDEREV elrm - JA. - und da hab ich am Nationalfeiertag [lacht] vor 

meinen ELTER.Veine Rede gehaltn. 

Fz [mmh: yes. - the FIRST thing I remember was at PRLl1ARY SCHOOL about seven 

EICHT years old. becallse - 01l1' teacher SAID - because of the national day somehow: YES: 

JU 

Austria:yes. - won't take part in an)' WAR and - we - can be so PRO UD: becazzse we live 

in PEACE and PROSPERIIY cO'ltlpared to OTHERS - YES. - and then on the national 

day [laughs] I made a speech in front of 711)' PARE"\rrS.] 

FH - WAS: il"h - welche - BECEBMHEITN oda ERFAHRUNCEV oda welche ERLEB

}.,TISSE - verbindest du mit da ;Veutralitil"t Östaerreichs? -
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Fr n: also - STAATSFElERT.4G? 

Fr {lachelt} 

FH mh71l-

373 

Fr l1JO:. - .Y:eutralztat I71z.l1: - es kann keiner - .HITRED_Y bei uns also ka fremdes Land bei 

U:--"S.-

FH mhm 

[FH - WHAT: uh - which - EVE.\ TS or EXPERlE\'CES - do )'OU link connect with the 

nlmtrallt) of Austna? -

Fr n: weil - the :vfnO.\AL HOLIDAY? 

Fr [sm/les} 

FH 77lhm-

FS weil:. - .Y:eutrality in the: - nobod:y can - ISTERFERE in our country that is, no f01-eign 

count!)' In 0 [/R countlJ. -

FH mh771} 

'\,'"eutraLty defines Austria in many respects. Some aspects linked with neutrality are eval
uated positively. The following example from the young people's group illustrates the 
connection between neutrality and self-image. 

JU 
FI ah: des mIt de: lIrspnmg/iclm BEDEG T:\'G der .,\'eutra/itat? - ahm: - nicht nur fiir lX\TS 

aba auch fitr die A.\'DRE.Y oder es: es es mocht - es gibt in: irgndwie so ein BILD. - tih ja 

Östareich lS HARJILOS. - und - ah des Bild is holt daß 77la nach J,ldglichkeit auch nich 

VERLOR..\' gehn. - DE.YK ich 77li1- halt mal. - und - in DR.1-1 Sinn is die UR

SPRU.YGUCHE BEDEUTL~'G hat sie DOCH noch einen Wen. -

[FI uh: as for the: original.l1EA.\"'ISG of neutrality? - hmm: - not only Jor US but for the 

OTHERS or it: it zt Clmld - there is in: someh(TtJ) a kind of PIC71JRE. - uh yes Austria is 

RARJ ILESS. - and - uh the picture is such that if possible it shouldn 't be let go. - 1 

THNK - and - in THAT sense the ORlGIXAL JlEA.\T\'G does STILL have a value. 

-} 

The discussions contain many aspects that V/odak et al. (1998) have already determined 
to be elements of the discourse aboilt Austrian national identity: in particular, the articu
lated self-conscious identity of being a citizen of a neutral countr}' (when abroad), and 
stories aboilt the preferential treatment received in Commurust countries, and so on. 
There is pride in Austria's role of intermecliary (the policy of active neutrality) and regret 
that Austria's reputation abroad suffered under \Naldheim. 
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Relatively oEren participants talk about "Austria as a small country". They sometimes 
state that they have read Andic's book "Der Staat, dm keine1' wollte" [The state that no
body wanted]. The small size of Austria is seen in part as something positive, but it also 
leads to feelings of impotence. Such feelings are expressed in the next passage and in the 
debates about the EU and 0JATO. 

OÖ 
J 12: oiso kriegerisch kamma si ois nemrala Staat nicht helfn. 

Ti, X: so a kloas Landl ned 

,112: jo. oba, in da Pmxis hots im 2weitn Weltkrieg so ausgschaut. daß die neutralll Stootn, äh mehr 

oda weniger abgeschottet woam, vom Kriegsgeschehen. 

[.'112: weil in terms of fighting as a neutral state one can't help oneself. 

fVK: no, [not asJ such a little counny 

,H2: yes. but, in practice what happened in the Second World Wal' was. that the neutral states uh 

were mol'e or less isolated, from the events of war. } 

The European Union, the economy and neutrality - a contradiction, and 
Neutrality and l\ATO - Americans and the small country 

The European Union is mentioned in all groups, and is considered to be irreconcilable 
with neutrality. In some groups, a phenomenon observed in connection with the State 
Treaty occurs once again: there is a consensus among discussion participants that broad 
sections of the population believe (or have been made to believe by the government) that 
the EU and neurrality are reconcilable - even if c1iscussion participants themselves dis
agree with this proposition. 

AK 
FI also ich glaube in dem AUGXblick wo wir der EU beigetreten 

F1 sind is die .Veutralitilt äh - filr uns schon PASSE. 

FI das stimmt also AllES. - aba das VOLK -

J.f I i find seinfach (xxxxx) =gn JO. 

F2 aba das geh:t ja nich. - wir können da auch. 

F3 spürt sA.\.7JERS. 

[FI weil I think as SOOS as we joined the EU 

F1 neutrality uh - was f01' us a thing of the PAST 

FI ALL that is true. - but the PEOPLE -
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JlI 1 find it simple (xxxxx) as it were )es. 

Fz hut It (an 't be bke that. - we can also. 

F3 see /t DIFFERE..\ TLY] 

The concluslOns clrawn from this evaluation vary greatly among the groups. In one group 
(AK) the common view 15 that if you say res to one thing ("A" - the Eu) , you must also 
5a} res tO "E" - the consequence of"A" (and thus relinquish nemrality)'O; another group 
pur forward that Austna shouid not insist upon a special roie GO) which might slow 
down the process of European unification. A simiiar view is expressed in the follo~-ing 

passage: 

-\.K 
FI Ja. - seihstvastandJich. - weil sich die gan::;e politische SITLiAT10.Y verändert hat. - also 

Ich - GLAL13E daß: ah - mit dem Augnb/ick des: - Eintritts ::;ur EU. - die SEL'

TRAIJTAT - ah VERLORY war. - es gibt eine ein DOPPELTE 1dentitiit ich fohl mich 

als Österrezcher aha ::;ugleuh auch als El./ROPAER und wenn ich mich als Europäer FUHLE 

muß Ich mich auch damit IDR\ TIF1ZlER\'. - also ich KASS nicht wenn heute - Au

seinanderset::;ungen sJ:\n, - jet::; sagn ja. - das: GI.., TE wolln wir wohl hahm die 

wirtschaftlichn Vorteile und so weit« aba - das kannen wir wieda .\7CHT doß wir jet::; da -

mit - em emgreifn oa so-u;as. - dos is BEDALERLlCH aba es 1ST nicht anders. Es is eine 

SlTL:4T10.\~ - die gegehm IS. - die .\'eutralitiit war et"Uias anderes dumols die - ah auch 

die ZElT Wal" eine andere m den fiimf:;iger Jahren als heute. 

FH mhm oka). Fmu G, -
F:z ja ich kann mich der Sache 7ll11" O'IlSchließn. muß ich sogll. - es STßnfT - es is natüdich 

wir hohm JO gesagt ::;/1 EL': - also we"rdn wir a/uh ::;ur .\'ATO - JA sagn mlJSSTl. - mehr 

oderwenlga Slndma schon - JE7Z - DRr-.r:--.,'EX -

[FI )es. - of course. - because the whole political SITLiAT10.\' has changed. - so 1 - BE

UEVE that: uh - as soon as we: - joined the EL~ - .\'EGTRALnY. - was uh LOST 

- there IS a a DOL13LE identit)' 1 feel 71tyseIf as an Austrian hm at the same time as a Euro

pean tao. and if 1 FEEL 7I1JseIf to be a European then 1mu..st IDE.\ TIFY with that as weil. 

- that is 1 CA.\,:\'OT sa) no-<1: if toda) there are - confticts, - we want the GOOD things 

the econ01Il1C advantages etc. hut - on the other hand - we can 't interfere 01" s01nething. -

this is LXFORTL':'I'ATE but this lS the simple tmth.1t is a SITT.:/fT10X - which is given. 

10 "Iin- [1 sagt, 71lUSS olKh B sagro" - me one who says A, has to say B, toO, 15 a weH known German pro'·erb, 

\\ruch ImplIclcly refers to syllogisoc reasorung. A 15 presumed to be raken for granred, as weU as A--B. Thus, 

one wanrs to stress mat me hearer ought to accept B. Consequencly, me speaker presupposes mat me Eu
ropean Cnion and neurralIry are murually excluslve. 
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- neutralit) was something diffe-rent at that time the - uh the TD [ES 71:eTe also diffeTent in 

the fifties fram toda). 

FH mhm okay. Frau G, -

Fz weil 1 can onl) agree with what has been SOld. 1 have to sa)'. - it is CORREeT. - it is a nat

ural thing we said YES to the EU: - so we shail have to sa) YES to SATO too. - we are 

71wre or Im alreadJ - J:\'S 1T - .YOW - } 

This passage also reveals the close discursive link between the Eü and ~ATO. F2, for 
insrance, makes no distinction between the EU and ~ATO. In her ,iew the links be
tween the two organizations are so strong that the decision to join the Eü also implies a 
decision to join ~ATO. 

In two groups (AR, FA), participants proposed a change in the coment of Austrian 
neutralitylI, while expressing their support far neutrality - whatever neutrality was to 

mean: 

Al( 

JIr: also man ZEIGT hier - daß HIER ab - daß äh - die ZEIT sich geandert hat. - daß 

Jeder Anpammgs ah - ah - ah - FAKTOR - A.\TJERS ist alS'wie netm:;ehnhundrtfiill

fimfimftig. - und ob dieser A."Ypammgsfaktor so:;usagen, - vom VOLK beantwortet werden 

kann. - und nicht von einem POLITIKER gesett -;.::erden muß, - IS ne A.\TJRE Frage. -

nicht, - ICH pers{)nltch bin - fiir die Seutralitat, - ich sage aber - so=-sagen - sie 1ST 

nicht nur D[JRCHfiihrbar, - man muß sie eil ALS - EJ:\~ muß sie ED.schieifn so:;usagn. 

- dieser - diem BU:-'7).\7SFAA.TOR - in die SELlE - LAGE - in Europa. 

VVEU:, - undEuropa. -

FI (jo. xx=x) 

Plr: so one is SHOWJ:\'G heTe - that HERB uh - that uh - the TLUES hffve changed. - that 

a17) adaptation uh - uh - uh - R4CTOR - is DIFFERE.\ T fram In nineteen fift)-five. 

- and whethe-r this adaptation factOT so to speak, - call be adLiressed by the PEOPLE. - and 

does not have to be set by a POLITIClA.\: - isASOTHER question. - isn't it, - Persona") 

1 am - m favour of netltrality, - but Isa) - as it WeTe - it IS not realisablelellfOTceable, 

11 The semannc emptmess of neurral!ty, which enables people to go and redefine Ir to therr üking, was already 

nored by Anton Pelinka (1994 14): "JOlrUng the EC after ;\1aasmcht and acceptmg .\laasmcht's terms was 
the the beguming of the end of Ausman neurralIty. ".'ow the final stage has begun. \\ nat is still missing is 
the coup de grace. Bur here there IS no longer much to be finished by such a coup. Ir IS primarily the se

mannes which are still all\'e. ".'eurraliry is just a word, bur one which still causes a lot ofheadaches "ith the 

upper echelons of Ausman pollcies." 
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- if ane bas to adapt lt. bas to adapt lt as it were. - to tbis - tbis FEDERATIO.Y FAC

TOR - in tbe ;\'EW - SllVATIOX - to Europe. - WEU:, - and Europe. -

Fr 6·es. xxxn)} 

FA 
.113 aber .Y/?lltralitat könnt ma a a neu definieren als ElGRVST AXDIGKEIT ÖSTERREICHS. 

Zummdest a - was A.'LLT1JRELIE - a Belange betrifft oder - eben was zu einer .vation 

.113 gbort. - Eigen/ - a a eigenes SELBSTWERTGEFUHL. 

.\1? elgen-

JIr JaJa,-
.\13 also.1.11LITARISCHist das SOWIESO überbolt.Also. -

[.113 bm ane C/mld ub redefine neutrality as tbe !:\TJEPRYDRYCE OF AUS1R1A.At least ub -

wrtb respect to - cultzmtl iSS/fes 01' - wbatever belangs to tbe llatian 

.\13. Its rrum / - SELF-ESTER11. 

JI? rrJJ1l-

.\Ir tbat'sngbt,-

.1 13 weil m a 7llilital)' sense it is 0 L TJ 10 D ED arr;r..vay. Weil. -} 

Others express once again their fears that Au tria as a "small state" would be subject to 

the pressure of the (economically) powerful, and would be unable to take independent 
acoon. 

Participants repeatedly point out that, de facta, neutrality has already been relin
quished: 

\11 
.\12 daß wir wieda ab: - icb - bitte das bab icb ernst gemeint also 

FH 7llbm 

.)[2 nicbt z)71iscb also - wie kommt iib die Jungfrau zum Kind. - also wir - S/'nd iib fossadn-

17lllßig nacb außn n.·eutra:l. - und wh' babnl unsere - so zur Jungfriiulicbkeit als neutrale 

Staat [lacbt} scban liingst auJgegebnl. - nur wir -/wir babm nicbt so viel Zivilcourage das -

zuzugebm daß wir [lacbt} - scbonliingst nicbt neutral sind. 

[.112 tbat we againuh: - 1- believe 7lle, Imean tbat quite se-rious0' 

FH 7llbm 

.112 I was not being c)'nical - bfJW does tbe virgin get cbild - so we - are n:eutr:al Im tbe out

side. - and we bave given up our - fJ1l tbis virgmity as a neutral countr)' [laugbs} a lang mue 

ago. - but we don't bave enougb civil courage - to ad17lit tbat we [laughs} - baven't been 

neutral Jar a kmg time.} 
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In one group, the European Union is seen as an organization dorninated by Germany 
(which Austria has finally joined or been joined to [angeschlossen)). Other participants 
see the EU as a "Europe of business corporations". A dose link is established between 
NATO and the EU (in part through the V/EU). Indeed, as we have already seen, some
times participants faiJ to make a dear distinction between the EU and NATO. Thus, they 
fear that by means of the NATO Europe will be run by the Americans. (Most participants 
consider NATO to be dorninated by Americans). (Some consider this to be already the 
case (SE)). 

OÖ 
.lfT: jo, mei (xxxxxxx) zamm, weil es gibt einige Großmiichte, gan:::; große - die hom ja s W011. da 

wem die Leut eh ned gfrogt. ne? China. - dAsiatn. ne? Amerika. (xxxxxx) no dazue. ned? 

die mochens wohl aus. und mia hiingen oiwei dran, irgndwo hiinga ma dran. meine .1"leinung. 

[:tlT: weil (xxxxxxx) together, because there are several great powers, great big ones - the)' call the 

shots. people are not even it. right? China. - the Asians. right? America. (xx=xx) an top o[ 

this. OK? the)' decide things and and then we are attached to them and we are alwa)'s also im

plicated, somehow we are pm1 o[ this. That's r!l'Y opinian.} 

Thus, great fears are expressed in most groups GU, FA, SE, OÖ, JO) concerning a loss 
of sovereignty as "a sm all country"12 as well as the possibilty of being "sold out" (SE) or 
"run from abroad" (by the US or " ... ATO"). Neutrality still being associated with ele
ments such as "liberty" and "independence" continues to be seen as a bullwark against 
these dangers. But even this hope is met with skepticism: 

SE 
,Hz joAUCH erUJiihnt, und die Deutsehn sanjo WIRKLICH deutlich die STÄRKSTRY,jo

wie woll71 Sie da eine .Yeutral eine Seutralitiit VERTEIDIGRY irgendwie. = des i kann mir 

des AUCH ned vorstel/n. - ich bin AUCH dafiir daß die Seutralitiit, - a: daß sie einen 

WERT hot. ned, - daß man sich sog mr - als - a Leetes no SOG.Y konn, 

,Hz >jo ober DOCH< Sie kiinnen ;VED mit um 1'flochn wos s wol/n. 

Fr (xxxx xxxxx)schrecklich [Durcheinanderreden) 

12 Smallness of size is not always seen as something negative. In accordance ",'ith the "small is beautifuJ" motto 

of Ernst Friedrich Schurnaeher (a follower of Leopold KOM, winner of the alternative ;-.; obel prize) small

ness is exphcitly considered by some participanrs in some cOntexrs ro be an advantage and as something de

sirable. 
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,112 )ooba - WR\':\' I des sog, locht mi dach deT7lächste AUS dlrrsogt - na - sigst as EH woss 

G,\1OCHT hom. - ned, - dze JIASCH1:\TES ho'/1ts sogar weggeschleppt - und in die 

TSCHECHOSLOWAKEI A [JFGESTELLT und unsere Leute sind - was ham ma von der 

.'\'eutralztat - wenn DIE mit [JSS JI0CID' was sie wolln [mit hoher Stimme und en-egt] 

- und das stnnmtjaAUCH: ned,-

[J 12 )'es mentzoned that TOO, and the GernlAns are realI)' by for the strongest, yes - how da you 

want to DEFESD neutralit)' somehow. = that I that I can't seeAS WELL. - 1'771 ALSO JOT 

supporting nt:utrality, - uh that neutralir)' should have a VALUE. nght, - that one can say 

- as - still say 1:\' THE E.\lD, 

,\1z >yes BuT< They canSOT do whatroer the)' want with 11S. 

Fr (xxxx xxxxx)awJul [various voices] 

,'1z yes bitt - IF 1 say that, otheT people will just laugh at me, they sa)' - weil - )'ou see what 

thr:y've done. - nght, - they've roen raken the .\1ACHE-."ES away - and ERECTED the711 

zn CZECHOSLOVAKIA and our people - what is neutrality worth - ifTHEY (an DO 

whatever they want to US [in a raised voice and worked up] - and that's tme AS WELL )'ou 

know, -] 

In other groups, there is only great pessimism in this respect: 

oö 
J1T: nO)o, i sog, vielleicht is s ned amoi a771 Schlechtesten, Neutralität. ne? oba hoitn tue i ned viel 

drauf weil die Groß71 machen wanns soweit is was sie wolln. die h0171 die ')littel. (xxxx) geht 

die Luft aus. is aso. 

A1O: FI·au WK 

WK: was soi nIA song. hoffentlich darhoit lilAS, und dann wird niemand frong wann was kimmt, ob 

lilAS ham oda ned. weil die andern san stärka wie mia. (is scho a) bissi a kloas Land. h771? s geht 

ned. 

'\10: Frall WH 

WH: i sieg übaballpt nix daß anders worn war für mi weng da Seutralität und dann 

WH: iman 1ll/.tl die Sorgn hot '/1ta ned, daß an Krieg angangert. 

[JfT: weil, I think that pt:rhaps it's not such a bad thing this neutrality. Bur I don't pm '/1tltch foith in 

it bemllSe the gnat powt:rs will do what they want when it comes to it. they have the means. 

(xxxx) this is how It is . 
.1,10: Frau WK 

WK: what sbould I say. hopefoll)' we keep it, and then nobod)' will ask if samething happens whetheT 

we have it 01' not. becallSe the others are strongt:r than lIS. it (really is) tin)' this S7llAllland. hm? 

it doesn't work. 
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}',10: hau WH 

WH: I dun 't see arrything that has developed differently fOT me because of neutmlity and then 

WH: I mean one is on6'free ofthe worry of stm'1ingup a war.] 

Apart from the inscrutibility of the "Great Powers", some discussion participants suspect 
that other interests (e.g. the interests of business corporations) are connected in some way 
to the dis course about 0JATO membership: 

JO 
FI: - was ICH mich frag. bei aller Sympathie - zum Beispiel fitT IHR - fii7' Ihm EU-Idealis

mus. - ä i seh net ein warn771 die .Veutmlität, - a: m: euTopafeindlich sein soll. und ich frag 

mich auch, - ob - nicht - persönliche EignintaTessn - Profiliernngsintanssn - und auch 

WIRTschaftliche Intaressn diese gan;:,e Diskussion irgndwo - SO sehr in ins ROJL.V gebracht 

hat dl ebm daß ma ZUT Nato will -

[Fr: - the thing that I ask myself even though I might like - for example yaur - yaur EU ide

alism, - but I don 't understand why neutrality, - a: m: should be anti-Euro pe, - and I also 

ask myself whether - or not - personal interests - interests to show off- and also ECO.vOmic 

interests have given SUCH mmnentum to this disc1tSsion aboutwanting to join .YATO-] 

SE 
Fr iman il i glaub il i glaub und: - ul und DAS is: mein 

J,I? [Flüstern] 

Fr BeDRVKEV, - bei dieses EEVgehn in größe're Bündnisse, egal welcher ART, - a: daß: die 

EU wies das Schlagwort HEIßT, - ein EU/'opa der KO,\lZER.\rE ist und ich kein Europa der 

Leut. - das is das EEVE und 

[Fr I think 11 I believel I believe ami: - al and that is: 171Y 

,W [whispering ] 

Fr conCav, - with JOINing larger alliances, it doesn't matter ofwhat KDlD, - a: that: the 

EU as the catchw07'd goes, - is a EU7'ope of the CORPORATIONS and not a Europe of the 

people, - that is O,VE thing and] 

An additional factor is that NATO is considered to be first and foremost a military al
liance. It is considered an organization that is very much concerned with war (and the 

making of war). 
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JG 
.11 r TUlja dich: - Ich WOLLT mich - ah - tU; onschließn. - ahm: - WEIL - das muß schon 

dtJrauf hmgewzem werdn dtJß: - dtJß NATO eigndlich: ahm: - die EIXZlG.V Aktionen die 

SIe durchgeführt wa: ah HAT. - die WAR\' eigndlich ehe: - AGGRESSIVERE.\' -

Charaktas. - also - STICHWORT GOLFKRlEGjo:. - zmdwennman'sjet;:;AUCH 

wzedtJ hort - dtJ geht des: - tM ah die BEDROHUXG - von dem VERTEIDIGu"':\'GS

BG"':\'D.\7S allS Jai - u:nd - des is schon em wichtiga Aspekt de?' - ahm: u"':\ TA GEHT 

und und dtJ zweite Aspekt is holt ]E.'VI dtJß: - ahm: in meinen Augn: - die .Yato: ebm von 

de: von den l/SA DO.l1J:\7ERT is und - dtJß ich tMS als Ew'opaa nicht AKZEPTIERS 

kann. -

[J.lr weil I:/l: - I WOULD LIKE to agree with - uh - what has been said. - uhm: - BE

C4 [/SE - It should be pointed out that: - that .YATO is realh': uhm: - the O.VLYactions 

that It has perjo17lud - were really more like: - of an AGGRESSIVE - character. - that 

lS - thmk of the GULF WAR:. - and if one hears it again - the: - the THREAT comes 

more !rom the - from the DEFE.\'SIVEALL1A.VCE tU;em't it? - a:nd - this is quite an 

I1npOI1;ant aspect which - uhm: is IG:VORED and the second aspect is that: - uhm: in 'In)' 

Vlew: - :-"ato: is: DOJ.1I.YATED by the USA and - that I cannotACCEPTthat as an Eu

ropean. -] 

In several groups, participams do not understand why Austria should join a military al
liance at a time of no visible threat tO the coumry. (?11I, JU) 

JU 
F; ja mir ist AUCH noch etwas eingefolln - [rauspert sich] wenn da Thomas tMS VORHJ:-..,' 

gesagt hat - n: de: n DISKUSSIO.\'KV in seina Familie. - m WIR BRAUCH:-'; - wir 

konn: auch nicht ALLEJ:\'E dtJstehn sondern - ja. - ahm: - WIESO: brauchn wir denn 

ubahaupt - dieses große BU),7).VIS der VERTEIDIGUVG? - ich mein wenn 's jet;:; jet;:; 

ganz speziell um die .'VJTO geht. - wer hat denn vo:r - in nächsta Zul..·unJt einen KRIEG 

zu fithren? - ha? 

[F3 )'es s017lething else has ALSO occurred to me - [clearing of throat] when Thomas was saying 

EARL1ER - about the DISCu"SSIO.\'S in his famih'. - 1Il WE DOST XEED - we 

can't: standALO.\'E bllt - )'es. - uhm: - WHY tU; we need this greatALUAVCE ofDE

FE.\'SE at all? - 1 mean if what we are now talking about is .'VITO in particular. - who is 

planning - to go to war in the llear future? - weil then?] 

0:evenheless, the fear is expressed that as a small country Austria really has no other 
choice: 
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FA 
.142 ja, J,ll tdt interessieren, wenn wenn jet=:.t WIRKIJCH Östm'eich neutral BlEIBT, - bei dem 

gan:::,en, und die A.\,7JERRY Ldnder ALLE - :::,ur EU und und und - .\'ATO gehen und 

alles, - (xx) wie's dann WIRTSCHAFTliCH weitergeht, - ob uns die GROSSRY dann 

net irgendwie -

.Hr unter DRUCKset:::.en. 

,H2 Unter Druck set:::.en. Set, -

,Ur naja,(dasiseh) 

.142 is a große GEFAHR, net also - (weiß net) 

P12 yes, it would interest JIE to see, ifif Austria would REALLY STAY neutral, - in all ofit, and 

all the OTHER countTies - join the EU and and and - .\'ATO and ever)'thing, - (xx) 

what would then happen to the ECO.VOJfY, - whether the GREAT POWERS would then 

somehow -

J,Ir place us under PRESSURE. 

.112 place us untier pressure, right

J1r well, (that's a) 

.112 is a great DA.VGER, isn't it - (I'm not sure)] 

On several occasions, the question is raised as to wh ether or not Austrian so!diers would 
also have to fight; participants recall the Gulf\\Tar and the engagement in Yugoslavia, 
and talk about the high costs ofNATO membership GO). Again in this context, anti
Americarusm becomes apparent particuJarly in the Family group; America is negative!y 
portrayed as the "global policeman". And members of the group do not want to stand 
by. 

JU 
J1r - und ich GLAUBE daß EUROPA: halt - weniga: - AGGRESSIV gegniiba ondarn 

Undern is als so man könnt auch sagn LlIPERJAlJSTISCH - ALS - die USA. - und 

DES WEGS - hab ich hier PTobleme, - DA.UIT -

Fr mJa: 

J1 r si - daß daß wh' uns da ,Vato anschließn. -

[Mr - and I THE\TK that EUROPE: is simply - less: - AGGRESSIVE towards other coun

triesthanandalsolessI\.IPERlALlSTIC - THAV - the USA. - andFORTHlSREA

SO,V - 1 have s01lle pToblems here. -with -

Fr yes: 

JIr with - joining .Vato. - ] 
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In other group~ and passages (OÖ, \1I, FA), however, a positive e\'aluanon of the EC is 

made, The hope is that the EC as an economic alliance will be capable of soking con

Alets before they escalate. In other words the EC is seen as a peace-malang orgaruzation. 

In connection with ws, other dicussion-participants note that the (perceived I3) peace

keepmg function of neutrality is no longer as significant as before, or that this function is 

now performed (or could be performed) by the EU. 

00 
.\1Z: oba.fur du Zukunft hot si fiir mi u'os ergebn, illSofern u'eil i ma deng - jet::.t iJb va die Er

fohnmgen, des es habts ghobt, vom Kn'eg, dLJß H, 'irtschaft und KJ1eg I7nml1l1nd lind u'as a sie 

gragt bam, dLJß H'irtschaft und Krieg im71l11 in an relam: direkten Zusammenhang stehtl 

H 10 des geht in in, des geht olweil 

.\1Z: und u'ann jet::. du Zukunft ah EU heißt praktslch IIl1d Wirtschaftspakt, dLJnn dLJnn bedeutet 

des fin'ml odLJ schemt des - äh jo des bedm filr mi dLJß des praktisch ah auch Wirtschaft und 

- dLJnn am,Q/ a SIchahmspakt wird in weite'ra Fonn lind dLJß dLJnn die Seutralltlzt mehr odLJ 

u'eniga fost Slcba aufgegebm - werdn mueß 

WK: du lost sie eh va selba auf 

.HZ: ja odLJ lost sich auf 

(.HZ.· but.for tbe fimm ir diJes hal.'e sl)1netbingfor me, maS7J/luh as I think - frl)1l1 the experiellce 

)'0/1 't'e had of 7:,,'ar, that the eCOl1I)1'1) and 7:,,'a/' are always, as people have said, that the eCOl11)11l) 

arid 7:,,'ar are always elosel)' linked I 

WJ{; thf?) go togetherl 

.HZ: and if the filture is the EL: and an ecOl1l)1nic pact, then thm this meallS for mel or it seems -

uh ,ws It meallS fl)1' me that in practlce an ecOl1I)1Il) and - then at Sl)11ze time beCl)11ze a secunf) 

pact m a fil rth er fann and that then neutralrf) will ml)1'e or less have to be gzven up 

H 10 or ir 7:,,'ill disappear bJ itself 

.HZ: Jes or It v'.'ill jUst disappear bJ Itselj} 

13 This lS to be seen 1Il me comext ofPoint I, 1Il wluch it was sho"l1 mat neurrauty lS regarded by me partici
pants as a "guaramee of peace", The fan mat 1Il reahty neurralit)' can offer no such guarantee is of no great 

unportance lIlasmuch as we are concerned "im me beliefs of me illscusslOn parncipants. 
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.:\loral ideas and neutrality: \Vhat does it mean to be neutral
political, economic and military neutralit:y 

In all groups, participants state during the discussions what they believe neutrality to be, 
or what it means (or implies) to be neutral. 

00 
.HZ: für 7Il1 fur mi is .Yeutralitilt, daß ah, aso errtns mueß i sogn daß i, heut ViJ7771ittag hab I ma 

durchglesn was die :--'eutralitat ah Im .Yeutralitätsvertrog gmocht 7J:um is, und daß des ml .\'a

tionalrot beschlosSTl wordn is und eigntlich ned direkt mltln Stootsvertrog ::.amhangt und fiir 

7!11 woars tdnfoch a vurher wo i ma docht hob is .Yeutralitat, daß es do an Vern'og gibt daß ahm 

neamt Österreich angreift, und daß mia a militarisch ned so stark wem dearfn, daß mia wen 

angreifn kinnen und so. das is filr mi .Yeutralitilt, und i denk ma, vo vo den Wert her find i s 

gan:::, positiv, und ah - jo. des is fiir mi die .Yeutralitat. 

PIZ: for ml fur me neutralil) is, that uh, weil firn 17!UIst s~' that 1 that thlS 1/torrling 1 read thnmgh 

what neutralil) is in the neutralzl) treal), and that it was voted fur by the .YationaIAssemb~l' 

and ISTl 't act/lal~l' linked to the Stau Treal)' dirett6, and fur me it ",'as si1/lp~) bifure when 1 still 

thought that neutralil), that there is a treal) that ?Ihm nobodJ ",'ould attack Azlstria, and that 

7J:e may not becume strung enuugh to be abte to attack sumeune. that is neutralil) Jor me, and 1 

think, in in terms of its value 1 find it quite positive, and uh - yes. this is neutralityfur me.} 

This topic turned into areal discussion in just one group - the migrants' group. In this 
group a number of misunderstandings occurred, owing to language problems, and this 
led to a more intensive discussion of the definition of the word. In addition, personal ex
periences of the Communist east (e.g. restrietions on freedom of speech, and so on) mean 
that members of this group ha\'e a greater awareness of freedoms in neutral Austria. 
:\loreo\'er, they tend to link these freedoms specifically \\ith neutral Austria - and there
fore \\ith neutrality. 

FH Wie 

F3 denke DAR4...Y daß also - JIIR hat die iz'h Seutralitilt ah s -ISOVlEL bedeutet daß ich iz'h 

mich FREI gefiihlt habe 

FH fUihat 

F3 1'm thinking that - for .HE neutralil) meant uh uh -Ithat 1 feit lIl)'self to be FREE} 
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,\ 11 
.\15 bisjet:; - D...J.Dl./RCH s SAJrTUCHE - JIessenlJIalJIassmmedien - ah - habe 7Illch: 

- mezne D. TE.RESS - uber das H,'ort - .Yeutralztät imma. - - äh a71 erste Stelle? -

GE\'O.\L'1EX - - zn Gedanke - Seut7Yllztilt, - das HEiSS - Unabhangtgkezt von 

dn' - se - ähA.\'DERE - gan::, SEuTRAL. -

F1 daI heißt das aber .\7CHT 

.H5\'.:[J1./RLlCH - fur .WCH: - .YEu TRAL - D.4.JIALS: - hat SIe BEDEuTET - ab 

mch ESGAGIERT? - - und .\7CHT VERPFUCHTET -

Fr (xxxxxxxxxx) 

F1 das lS dann aba was SCHLECHTES. 

.\15 o;mso?-

F1 mcht EXGAGIERT lind mcht VERPFUCHTET das ist doch was SCHLECHTES, - i 

mezn .YEu TRAL heißt doch mcht 

F 1 daß 1IIan Irgendwie sagt um G01TES willen (xx) u"BAHA UPT nicht 

.'15 uX...J.BHA.\'GIG - U:vABHA.YGIG - u:YABHA.YGIG. 

Fr nem. ah bIsJet::, 

Fr IU/gtlt a. - A.\'DERS jet::, . 

. H5 USABH...'l..\'GIG. - XEuTRAUTATnach - 1Ilel7ler JIeinung .\'ACH SOLLTEunab

hangtgSFI\? - VOll dn' - • ..J...\'DERE SEIT. - fur FI\' VL\'D. - WIR werden -

(.IIs Imtd 1l!r<./.' - GIVE.\' the JL4...\Y - mass/7Ila/mass media - 1Ih - I have always 

PL4CED: - mJ J:\ TEREST - about the ward - ne71trality. - - 1Ih in fim place? -

- zn the /dea of - neut71llitJ. - that JIM\'S - independence of - the - uh OTHERS 

- qlllte XEL TRAL. -
Fz Imt It does .\'OT mean that. 

JI5 OFCOL'RSE - farJ1E: - .\'EuTRAL -ATTJ-f./[J'TJJ1E: - J1EA.\T - uh not be-

mg J:\ VOLVED? - - and w/thout OBUGATIOSS. -

Fr (xxxx.uxxxx) 

Fz but that is something BAD. 

JI5 "ih..,.?-

F1 not being E.YGA,GED not havl7lg OBUGATIOSS that is s01llething BAD. -1 mean being 

.YEu TR..J.L doesn 't mean that 

Fz that om says sUlIlehcruifar GOD's sake (xx) not AT ALL 

JIS D-'DEPE.\'DE.\T - J:\'DEPE.\''DE.\'T - J:\'DEPE.\'DE.\T 

Fr no. IIntil ncr<./.' 

Fr It IS real~)' - quite DIFFERE.\, T ncr<./.'. 

·\15 D-TJEPE.\TJE.\T - SEuTR....J.LIlT /1l - 111) opinion SHOULD .UE.4...Y being J:\'DE

PE.\TJE.\T? - from the - OTHER SlDE. - for O.\'E COL--:-'TR}~ - vVEwill-J 
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Trus discussion demonstrates the extent to wruch a definition of neutrality is linked to 

moral ideas. \Nhen trying to define neutrality, many of the parricipants end up making 
normative statements about what neutrality ought to be (or how people ought to behave). 
Thus, in the discourse, neutrality is considerably more than a juristic term or cancept: it 
is the hinge point to wruch normative notions about an ideal society are attached. 

In the folJowing we see two examples of neutrality being "just" defined. But elsewhere 
such definitions encourage parricipants to begin normative discussions and to ask them
selves whether or not this is something good. If nothing else, these attempts at definition 
reveal just how little parricipants know about the political-juristic dimension of neu trali ty 
(or just how irrelevant Ws dimension is for them): rarely in the discussions do parrici
pants cancern themselves with the legal aspects or implications of neutrality. Instead, the 
discussions tend to concentrate on the consequences of neutrality in terms of action (a 
functional definition). The main issue, therefore, is how a neutral country should act. 
0Jevertheless, the attempt to formulate a functional definition leads inevitably to a nor
mative debate - even though the "norm" is seen as something established by law. Thus, 
in the discussions, the yardstick is changed: the objective is no longer a legislative "aim" 
(crearing a societal fact) but an idealized aspiration - one that is determined by subjecrive 

moral ideas. 

SE 
.111 nU1- früher hots nicht XEGTRALITAT geheißen sondern hot .\7CHTeinmischung: -

geheißen. {Jlehl-ere Personen reden} was aufs GLEiCHE (xxx kommt). die .\lCHTeinmis

chung hot SO allsgesehn daß man sich Ef:\, gemischt hot. -

FH 77lhm-

.111 ned=EVGIAYD is ja a gutes Beispiel dafur mit/ for dei _\lCHTEE\"'JllSCHU:YG - fitr 

die SOgenannte Xeutralität. -

[J1 I but it it didn't use to be called XEUTRALITY but simpl)' .VOX-interference: [Various people 

speak} wh ich (xxx is) the SAl1E.In practice :YO.V-interference meant that one did J:\TER

fm. -
FH mhm-

.l11 right=E.VGLAVD is a good example of / .VOX-J:\ TERFEREVCE - ofSO-called neutral

ity. - } 

AK 
;H2 also F())'PZlGERJahre. es gibt - JIEJ:\'ER ."\.1EI:Yung nach - WER nnmzehnhundert

sechsunfonf::.ig bei der .Yiederschlagzmg des ungarischn VOLKSau.fttandes - noch gesagt hat 

das geht mich nichts A. Y - wir sind XEU7RA:l. - also die Östreicher warn Gott sei Dank 

damals ~lCHTso - SCHÄBIG, - sie habmsich GUTverhaltn. 
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Sie hobm sich glll verhall7l 

JO. 
das wurd ich .-ll./CH sagn. 

{.I h weil in the FIFTIES. there wn'e people - m JrY OPE\'ion - who sald in nmeteen fifty-six 

durmg the Hunganan people's upnsmg - that zt has ,"\'OTHE\'G to do with /lS. - we are 

XEl TRA:I. - the A1Istria1lS were thank God at that tzme XOT so - CHEIlP, - the:; be

haudWELL. 

F1 the:; behaud weil 

F3 .res. 

F 1 1 would s~r that TOo.; 

This discursi\'c link mal' also be explained in lmguistic terms. The term neutralitl' is not 
onl} used in international law. "To be neutral" is a phrase often employed in e\'erday lan
guage, where It 15 applied to persons. Thus, as in the aboye example, a "shortcut" is often 
taken m the discussions from the international legal term (wruch is applied to states) to the 
e\'erl'da} language-use (to describe people). ome of the discussion-participants were con
\;nced that as cltizens of a neutral state they also were subject to certain resoictions. 

For example, m the young people's group, the media reports of several events are crit
icized für ~nüt bemg neutral". The assumption of the group is mat neutrality should also 
appl} to the citizens and media of a neutral countI)'. 

JU 
FH aufgnmd dc:: - WAFFXtrallsporte war das DIESES was du DAJIALS gesagt hast also mit 

ah 

Fr .\'/1 von Vf,/1FFX hab ich 

Fr nIchtgredet das muß diese - ahm: - doß man die J[einungen 

FH oda war's <L'ar's was andn·es.? -

FI aba nicht durch dIe Xellt77zlitat wegkriegn kann. - lI:nd - doß: - ebm durch .\IEDIE.\? 

- - TEIL <L'Ie dIe lIntamu-:;t WlRD.\' sind - rVORDX sind. 

FH ach so. - JaJa - Jet-:; wa 

Fr auch HILFSGUT.-l nicht - ahm - XEG 7RAL verteilt wurdn. -

FH .\lCHT glelc/mUzßlg verteilt wllrdn. 

FI Ja)a genau. 

FH Ja. - mhm - mhlll. -

FI und des IS: - Ja. - doch eine auch eine - A.\TI: neutral - (AusdnlCkswelse) 

FH mh7ll -mhm. -

F1 njo: Bn7chtmtattllng: - Im GOLFKRIEG -.:Jar AUCH =innlich ei1lSeitrg. -

FH 7Ilhm 
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[FH based on the:: - transport of AR,1-1S was that THIS what ym said THRV with a uh 

FI :vo.I didn't speak about WEAPO;VS 

FI that must be this - uhm: - the opinions 

FH 01' was it was it something different? -

FI cannot be got rid ofby neutrality. - a:nd - that: - by the media? - PART how they have 

been supported have been S[]PPORTED. 

FH I see. - oh yes - no-UJ 

FI even ca re packages - uhm - we-re not divided up !Y"'EGTRALLY.-

FH :-"'OT divided up equally. 

F I yes )'es exactly. 

FH )'es. - mhm - mmn. -

FI and this is: - )'es. - still a also a - A."\Tl: neutral - (method of expression) 

FH mhm -mhm. -

F2 weil: the reporting: - in the GULF WAR was also quite one-sided. - -

FH mhm} 

In several groups, participants began to make a distincrion between political, military and 
economic neutrality. Thus, private acts were separated in discourse from acts of state. 
This helped solve the contradiction between individual actions and the neutrality of the 

state. 

Ml 
,1-'4 ein neutrales Land heißt fiir mich nicht daß ich nicht - wirtschaftlich politisch oda politisch 

schon. entschuldigung - iih wirtschaftlich - nicht etwas produ:::.iern kann? - was ich wohin 

verkaufn kann. -

A1? aba 

,1-L; es is was anders ob ich dann personlich diese UTaffn einsetze? 

FI das is es. 

J.1? na: 

[lVL; a neutral country doem 't mean for me that I cannot produ.l:e s0171ething - economically politi-

cally or politically )'es. excu.se me - uh economically -? - what I can seil and to where. -

J.f? but 

'''''4 it is s01nething different if I personal!), !/Se those weapons? 

FI yes it is 
M? weil:.} 

SE 
M3 es gibt a ,HILfT ARISCHE Neutralitiit und a GEISTIGE 
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.1.13 Seutralitat. des IS a [,'). TERSCHIED ob: Im/ I 7Ili 7Ililitonsch, - also 7Illt der Hand in de1-

Uliffe nl'lltral verhalte und::.u kan hulf, oder ob I von dmA:S - die GEISTIGR'\' Sochn 

,\13 annehlllund (xxxxx) 

[J 13 there IS a ,\1IL1TARY type of nl'lJtrality and a SR\ TLUR\ TAL type of 

,1/3 Seutralil). it is different if: I behave llIyself! milttari~)', - that is behave neutralI)' with a hand 

on the weapon and help nobody, 01' if - 1 acapt - the SR\ TDIR\ TS of sumeone] 

SE 
:Ul a ERDBEBJI is ka Seutralttätsver/ (verstoß) nei:n 

,1/3 110 selbseverSTASDLICH das 1St ebm der 

,1,13 &UJelS daß es - Seun-al/ tät gibt de1- 7Ililitänschm Art, oba nicht a Seutralitat der J.IR'\'

SCHLICHESArt. - ned, es gtbt verschiedme SOCHS ned, 

JlI na 

[JI I an E-iRTHQUAKE is no breach of neutrality/ no 

.113 weil thatts ob/JIousl) the 

.113 proof that there does exlSt - 0 neutral/ 0' of the military 0pe, but that then is no nl'lltrali0' 

of the HUJIAXITARIA.:V type. - no, the1-e are differmt THL\.'GS. isn't that so, 

,Ur yeah) 

F-\ 
J 13 polttisch polmsch war war eigentlich au.ch SIE die VV7RKIJCHE ,\'elltralttat da, weil - ir

gendwle hat man Anschluß GEBRAUCHT, ::,zl1Izindest WIRTSCHAFTLICHR\~ - und 

um WIRTSCHAFIL1CHE Be::.iehungm aufbauen ::.u krmnm, braucht man Politik, - poli

tische Be::.eihzmgen, - und die hat man srrwieso - nut'7Il WESTES - VOR'\'EHJIUCH 

gefuhrt, uud des - also in DEH Smn - WIRKLICH neun-al war Österreich ,\1E, -

[:\13 polmcal~) poltticall) theu was ,\'EVER such 0 thing os REAL neu.traIi0', berause - people 

,\'EEDED to have links, at least ECO_VOJ1JC ones, - and )'011 need politics to establish 

ECOSOJ,1JC relations, - polmcal relatiomhips, - and these already existed - with the 

WEST - and were FAVORED, and this - thus in THIS seme - Azzstria 11:as :-"'EVER 

RE4LLY neutral, -) 

These examples also reveal the skepticism that sUITounds the issue of whether or not Aus
tria really \o\-as neutral (or e\'er could be neutral). Several times this is explicicly contested: 
participants refer to current international economic relations, the Internet, and Austria's 

lffipOnant geopolitical position, all of which would make it very difficult for the countr)' 
to stay out of a confuct - thus rendering neutrality impossible in practice. 
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SE 
.113 wo die gan:;e Welt vl:'rZAH:.\T is elektmnisch, kann man doch nimmermehr auf allen Gebi

eten .\'EUTRA:L sein:, wo an jeder in Ondern frogt, und die ~Virtschoft so :;usommenhtmgt. 

obm wh- a: - aus Jllttelamerika BABASE\' kaufen, und de in Brasilien wie Wil' 

GESTER.\' gsehn habm von Österreich ElSEVWARE.\, verkaufen, aber wenn mh- .VEU

TRAL san können wir an DIE nix vl:'rkaufen, 

[.113 given that the world is electronicall)' imerrc1Jined, one can't be .\'EuTRAL in all areas an) 

more:, given that ever)'one is asking everyone else, and the econom)' is so interlinked. whether 

we a: bu)' BA. \,ASAS from Central America, And those in BI-a:;il who are selling IRO.\' 

GOODS fromAustria as we saw YESTERDAY, but if we are .\'EUTRAL we can't seil a71)'

thing to THE\1,] 

~evertheless, neutralit), was seen mainly as a positive value, especialJy because neutrality 

was linked dosely to morality. The moral implications of neutrality were discussed at 
length in the migrants' group and in the journalists' group, and were mentioned brieBy 
in the other groups as welJ. 

\U 
F2: - weil fiir mich netJtral nil:\1CHT heißt sich _\1CHT ein71lischn sich aus allem ramhalrn keine 

VerantwortzmgfiJr olles L13RlGE übaneh71len und:;u sagn - SA:. - des geht uns olles SIX 

an weil - mein Gott wir sind ja SEL TRAL. - weil des is irgendwie für mich: - das is 

,\1CH die .Veutralitiit. die Seutralitiit heißt unabhiingig im POLITISCJ-L\' Sinn daß ma 

DLUA so entscheidet wie ma so:;usagn - MORALISCH verpflichtet is oder sich verpflichtet 

FUH:LT oda wie die - REGIERU:VG holt da jet:; di/die ma gewiihlt hot iih: 

F 2 holt grad irgndwie AUSgerichtet sein soll 

[F 2: - because Jar me neutral does not I:\'OT mean .\'OT to intafe-re not to take on arry' responsibil

it)' Jar an)'thing ELSE and to sa)' - WELL:. - that is _VOTHD:G to do with us - m)' 

GOD we are .\'EuTRAL. - became Jar me that is sonuhow: - that is ;\'OT neutrality. neu

tralit)' 71uans to be independent in the POLITlCAL sense tbat om ALWAYS decides in the wa)' 

that one is as it wl:'re - JI0RALLY obliged to or FEELS obliged or how the - GOVER\'

JIEVT, wh ich om has elected uh: 

F2 should be alignedJ 

MI 
Fz wos mir da: - iih wos: - f -!fitr mich irgednwie i hob das GifUhl daß die - ;\'eutralitiit den 

Östareicher? oft irgndwie als Entschuldigung for wos auch i7ll71l.ll gedient hot. d:Jß man dann 

imma so sich j a bissl ausgeredet hat. - de imma gsogt hot das muß ma jm weil jet:; - san 
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77la neumJ:!. also dze Argumente warum Bundeshee'r mch abschaffin? - hat man si des leIcht 

gemacht hat gsagt steht im Staatsvertrag. - muß ma habm. - genau:so: - dann holt VIele 

andere Dinge. - wos mir aba - irgndwie wirklich abgeht - illmt - weil ich die ,Yeutral

itilt msgesmt Irgendwze auch noch so mIt so einer - .\foral in da Politik oda so verbundn hab. 

- oda Ich tat ma s wzinschn Ich weiß daß ma von .\foral heute nich spn:cht und unsre Politika 

holm schon goa nIX davon. - aba ilXenffUiie geht des insgesamt ab - daß es anfoch Dinge gibt 

die: moralisch smd und die unmoralisch sind. - und - des irgndwie eine Kategorie die ich ma 

mda 

FI Anstandigkeit. 

[F2 the thl7lg that makes me: - uh that: - f -!fOT me somehow I have the feeling that - neu

trabt), has often served the Austrian? as an excuse fOT s0771ething 01" othel: that sOinehow one has 

always Jound some kind of excuse. - because people alwa)'s said that we don't have to do that 

because - we are n071) neutra:!. that is, the arguments about wh)' not to abolish the federal 

anned forces? - one rnade it easy Jor oneself, and said that it's required by the State Treat)'. -

so we have to have It. - ju.st like that - then marry other things. - which 1 - realI)' miss -

uh71l - because 1 alwa)'s linked neutraliry with some kind of - 7Jloraliry in politics or some

thmg. - 1 know that toda)' people don 't talk ab07lt moralit), and that mir polrticians don 't think 

an)'thmg of it at all. - bm s01llehow that's missing - that thel"e si71lpl)' are things that: an 

moral and that are I7Inlloral. - and - that is somehow a category that 1 make in the 

F I decenc)'.} 

Among the journalisrs, a long discussion about the meaning of neurrality in the war in 
Bosnia was the starting point for a debate about the moral obligations of astate. Once 
again, some parncipanrs criticized the fact that neurrality was sometirnes used as an ex
cuse for staying out of everything and for not "getting one's hands dirty". Furthermore, 
participanrs considered it "unfair" to wait until all the neighboring countries had joined 
~ A..TO and thereby save on defense spending. 

~1oreover, the fear was expressed that the great powers are more inclined to act ac
cording to their interesrs (because they can afford to do so) and are therefore less inclined 
to mink about the moral issues. 

]0 
F2 und HIER ist das eigentliche Problem aba das is in in - in jeden - in JEDER AusJonmmg 

ist dieses Problern da: WE..\':\' man sich eine171 Größeren anschließt wird - die - UHlS

eHE K017lponmte kleiner weil Großmijchte halt einfach wmigel" - moralisch: äh denkn als 

kieme lAnder die wenig bedroht sind. 

JI I najo: Sachinteressn habrn kleine genauso wie große. 
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Fz Sachinteressn schon. oba wegn Sachinteressn geht ein KJ..EI:\'ER nicht in den Krieg. ein 

GROSSER vielleichte1: - oder eine große - EE\1iE1T ein ein - ein B"l.J:--.n:--'1S. - ah 

- aba sicherlich. wenn es moglich ware eine ::.ukunftige - Sicherheitsstmktur - ETHiSCH. 

- - wie soll ich sagn ah - EE\ZG Vf,7CKLY - ab - dLmn is: - JEDE Losung gut ob 

JIIT -Yeutralitat oder Offi"'E. - weil es kommt net auf die .'-'eutralitat an sondern auf die 

ASST.4.\ nIGKEIT. 

[Fz and HERB is the real problem but that is in in - in every - in EVERY 7lumifestation thls 

problml is present: lF olle joins up with a greater prrtJ,'e1' - the - ETHiC4L crrmponents be

comes smaller becau.se the great prrtJ,'ers simpl)' think less - moral~): uh than the small amn

fries that are less threatened . 

.\ 1 I 71-'ell )'es: both small and large ones act according to their mterests. 

F2 Jes interests. but a SJL4LL countr)' T.I:on't go to war for its interests. while a LARGE state is 

more likel)' to da so. - or a great - united group a a - an ALLIA-YCE. - uh - but of 

course. if it were pOSS1"ble to - - hrrtJ,' shollld 1 sa)' uh - TO DEVELOP - a future - se

curit; s1:ructure - in an ethical manner. uh - then: - BACH solution is good whether 

f,f, 7TH or f,f,7TH 0 G T neutralit;. - because the ke; factor is not ne1ltrality but decencJ.] 

Other assessments of neurrality 

In this last section. we wish to cover tv,;o further areas that were mtroduced explicitly by 

the host's questions but were less present in the contributions made by the participants 

in the course of the discussions. The answers, therefore, display not topicallinks that 

would tend to be appear when people talk about neutrali(y. i'\evertheless, they are of in
terest as reflective meta-statements about neutrality. 

The (WO questions are the following: 

• \\ 'hat advantages and/or disadvanrages do you associate \\ith neutrality? 

• To your knowledge, has Austria's neutrality ever been \iolated or disregarded: 

The question about the advantages and disadvantages of neutrality was answered in part 

\\ith examples of positive experiences abroad (see the section on identity) but also \\ith a 

criticizm of isolationism (see the section on morality). The statements tended to be rather 

vague, and there was no clear idea about what really was an explicit advantage or disad

vantage. 
In general, however, a positive assessment of neutrality was made, even though partic

ipants were not always able to define exactly what was positive about it. 
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JU 
FH mh7ll [8 sec} ELKE Wie is das bel DIR wenn du -

F4 )0. 

FH so BlUt\'2 ziehst? 

F4 also Ich KA. \':\' nur nicht vomel/n daß es .Vachteile HAT? -

FH 7Ilhm 
F4 weil: - eha ~ 'ORTEILE weil wir· ebm FREI sind? - gut das EIS21GE was - vleicht 11 

Sachteills ir irgndwie mit da EU: - weil die anderen Lander ja nicht WOLL\' daß wir 

dann.' - eine SO.\'DASTELLlJ;-"'G habm. - das is vI/eicht da .\'ACHTEIL daß wir das -

DADlJRCH dann ABGEBJ 1 SOU.\'? - - die .\'eutralitat aba - ALLGE,UEJ:\' glaub 

Ich daß es eha VORteile hat. -

FH lIIh1ll 

F4 olr<1}ohl I ah - nicht WEISS ob - was die Vorteile uns wIrklich BREVGE,\,? - lmd was SIe ja 

gesagt hat. - was ich richtigfind irgndwle - WE..\':\' wirklzch ein Krieg AUSbl'icht -

angenommen: - Wie ein Weltkrieg der - ebm - in ganz Europa is - KA.V:,: ich mir nich 

vomel/n daß wIr uns rallshalm kimnen. -

FH mhm 

F4 so gesehn bringt's - also dann EHA weniga. -

[FH 7Ilh71l [8 sec} ELKE what condusions da )'ou c071le to ifyou-

F4 yes. 

FH kind of weigh thmgs up? 

F4 wel/ I cannot mUlgme that lt HrlS disadvantages? -

FH mh711 

F4 because: - ra th er ADVA,.\ TAGES becau.se we are FREE? - good the OXLYTHEVG that 

- perhaps lS a dlsadvamage is /S somehlr<1) Imked to the EU: - because the other countries 

dun 't want IlS to have a kind 01 - SPECIAL STATUS. - that is perhaps the DISADVA.\'

TAGE that therefore we - SHOULD GlVE UP? - - neutrality but - 1:\' GE,\"'ERAL I 

thmk It tends to have advantages. -

FH 7Ilh1ll 

F4 although I uh - don't A...,\'OW whether - how the advantages really HELP !/s? - and what 

she said. - 'what I find correct somehlrLiJ - IF a war did break 0'0 T - let's mppose: - like a 

v.}orld war that - takes ploce m all ofEurope - I C4.Xnot inUlgim that we Clmld. stuY!l1tt of it. -

FH lIlh1ll 

F4 seen like this, it benefits llS - weil not veT)' mIlch -} 

The econd quesrion is of imerest because there have been a number of different foreign 

poliey events recently that some poliricians have judged to be violarions of neutrality. 

How were these events perceived by the discussion parricipants? 
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Interestingly, participants seem to have a relatively good knowledge of the violations of 
neutrality. A great number of different neutrality violations were mentioned in all groups 
(transport of troops, use of airspace, and the like). This knowledge, however, is not con
nected very much with the neutrality discourse - it is not something that occurs to peo
pIe automatically when talking about neutrality. It is mentioned, however, when partici
pants express their regret that neutrality has already been abandoned by the politicians 
(or v:ith joining the ElJ). That is to say, the political dismantling of neutralilY is not re
flected in the discourse; in the discourse neutrality is still seen as a monument - political 
violations of neutrality damage the politicians or the organizations inmlved rather than 
neutrality itself. As an institution, neutrality is not placed in any further doubt. 

~1I 

JI3 oder - als au.ch inl::;wlSchen TL1U(E]: und ZYPERS und so weita - und dns hat SCHO;\' 

- auf die internatirmale ah: SZ:E.YE eine BESOXDERE - iih XA:J·IE.'\-for Österreich -

PI gemacht. 

.113 genulcht. - und - JETZ: - also in de LEIZTE Zeit - ich bin selber SCHOCKIERT? 

- dnß: die: - J·IlLlT ARISCHE: - ah: - RCStungen - üba ÖSTAREICH ::;lIrn Beispiel 

- TRAXSPORTIERTwerden. - u:nd - iih: - ich bin: SELBE - üha.HICH RYT-

TAUSCHT. - u:nd - üba oStareichische PoliTIK - dnß ich -ldnß ich eigedlich in einern 

LAXD LEBE? - dnß: - KED.'E - neutrale Zukunft mehr halml KÖ.'\':\ TE. - wenn es 

SO: weitagmge. 

PI3 or - like in/ber<i.leen TI/RKEY: and CYPRUS etc. - and this has REALLY 

PI made . 

.113 made a SPECIAL - uh .'V4:..HEforAustria on the international STAGE - and - XOW: 

- that is j1/.St RECE..'\ TLY - I have been SHOCKED m)'self? - that: - .\IlLlTARY: -

uh: - EQUIPment - is transported - over AUSTRlA [01' example. - a:nd - uh: - I 

am: m)'self - DISAPPOISTED abollt .\fYSELF - a:nd - aboutAustrian poIiTICS. -

that I -Ithat I liVE in a CO lJ:"\ TRY? - that: - can.YOT have a - neutral future an)' 

more. - if things go on: J:\7HIS WAY] 

The same participant says the following: 

MI 
M3: - ich gelallbe auf de anderen Seite hat Östareich große Cha:ncen? - wenn diese - Xeutralitiit 

- weitahin - beibeholten wird. fs sce] 

PI;: - I think on the other hand Austria has great oppor:tunities - if this - neutralif)' - is re

tained - in the future as weil. !s sce]] 
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Qualitative analysis of a cliscussion segment 

The final example of this chapter shows the inter-connecteclness of the topics mentioned 
atme. The selected section occurs half-way through a long discussion about Austria's 
conduct during the war in Bosnia. The topic is war and neutrality, while the issue of the 
moral action of the tate forms the implicit issue in this discussion. 

The ~azi period is wuched upon in this seetion in the form of a reference to the 
Holocaust; and the activities of the lh\' and NATO in ex-Yugoslavia are also mentioned 
im pli CItly. 

Tvpical of the discussion is the easy transition from one topic to another, from one 
contribution to the next. \\'hen, far the sake of analysis, individual contributions were se
lected and described individually, on each occasion what we were loolcing at were ele
ments of a Ion ger discussion and of a single great discursive network - at the center of 
which 4 was neutrality. 

\\ 'hat is unusual about this discussion n comparison to the discussion in other groups 
is the vehement war in which neutrality is questioned here; but this is what is interesting 
for us, for it leads to a relatively explicit discussion of the values Iinked to neutrality. 

I 

2 

3 
4 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 
II 

12 

13 

JO 
,Hz 

Fz 
.112 

Fz 
.112 

F2 

I muß Ihnen wi1-klich sagen. - jo. - i muß Ihnen wirklich sagn. - dos H/[[ schon et"t1.1as. 

- lind dos ZUSCHALRV der Aggression - ist in Wahrheit au.ch eine An von Krieg. -

dos GEW AHRR'\7assen von Aggression ist .VfTÜRlJCH eine An von ](Yieg. - nur halt 

- dos man sich net einmischt und die HASD E angeblich saubeT laßt. 

des 

des is - des war die des war des des große ARGlJJIR'\ T - doß man immer sagt - alle 

smd sozusagn nicht schuld am HOLOCAUST - - weil des habm nur die DEl.JTSCI-LY 

gm.acht. - es ha/mt abab auch viele zugschaut die s GWUSST hobm. - ist dos eine Teil

nahme doran oder SICHT, 

Ich glaube dos geht zu weit - dos filhn zu weit von der 

hat man de?- Aggression zugeschaut 

Seutralitat weg. der Holocaust is ein - eigenes PROBLEH und naturlich hohnt Sie recht 

warn alle mitSCHULD aba -

14 In general. U1 our opuuon, discourse has no a pnon center (or focus). The "anous elements hang rogerher as 

U1 a net, and jt depends solel)'upon rhe parncipants (or rhose anal)'zmg rhetr d,scusslOn) what rheme will be 
emphaslzed, from ",luch perspecove rhe network will be ';ewed, wh ich node \\;11 be chosen for further in
specoon ro determme Its nelghbours. For us, neurra!Jty was of course rhe mam Item, and t1us was probabi)' 

also rrue for rhe dlScusslon parnClpants, \\ ho were aware rhat rhe)' were taking part U1 a discusslOn about rhe 
role and trnportance of neurralIry. 
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14 JIz weil wir bewußt net - :::,uschaun - nur Verhandler schickn 

15 F 2 das laßt sich nicht mit einem -

16 .112 den Herrn Q-dJen schichi - de:r sich tausnd .Ual was - ah unterschreibm laßt was dann 

17 nicht EE\'gehalrn wird nm' :::'lIschaun und warm. - ist das - was ist des - ist das n -

18 neutra:l ist das-

19 FI na sicher net. 

20 .112 SIch nicht die Hande sch7llut:::,ig machen 

11 Fz des war kein - keme."\"'EuTRALITATSFRAGE.-

22 .I 11 na ich denk des is was PrindP IELLES 7let, 

23 Fz aba die Frage die EIG."\ TUCHE Frage is - ware - eine - Amue der IJsterr des IJsteT-

24 rein de I DiviSl'on oder irgnds(TdJas des osterreichischn Bundesheeres. - in Bosnien ein-

25 marschiert und hatte don ORD.Yl.JSG gemacht, - hatte die Serbn davon abgehaltn dIe 

26 armen .110s1ems :::,u -

27 

28 

29 

30 
31 

32 
33 
34 

35 

36 

killn und die Kroatn - und umgekehn und so weitl!'!; -

und u7llgekeh1"1 a, 

ah glaulnn Sie WIRKlich daß das IJstl!'!7euhische Bundesheer da etwas GuTES getan hatte 

und vor alll!1n - was ware das Ende gewesn. die Österreicher sind schon EIS'J1AL in 

Bosnien einmarschil!'!7 halnn drei J10nate lang einen BRuTAL\' Krieg gifUhn 

JO. 
wurdn auch bnttal von den anderen ah - attackiert, - und das Ende war halt i waß net 

:::,wan:::,g oder - nem. wohl eher vier:::,ich Jahre [lacht} 

i wurds nur gern - eine Stufe PRE\ZIPIELLER machen wenn Inan sagt .Yeutralitat is 

gut und richtich dann muß das nicht nur für Österreich geltn dann muß es fir JEDES 

37 Land gelrn und an SICh HOCHgerechnet ja, - nur um das PRE\'ZIP, -

38 HOCHGERECID'ET jedes Land sagt es is neutral. - und jedes Land hat GuTE 

39 Grunde - seine - J1enschn don .\7CHT hin:::,uschickn in einen Krieg. - dann IS es 

40 eigntlich so: daß der Aggressor tun kann - solange er will - und WAS e1' will. (..) -

41 wanl7n sollte irgendeiner HI:\'J 1USS.\' und don Ordnung schaffen lind die anderen 

42 .YICHT, - lind da muß ich schon sagn. - gan:::, PRE\':::'ipiell. - ist es - hai hat man 

43 wirklich saubere Hande, - wenn man sagt geh wir gehen ."\7CHT hin und machen sie uns 

44 nicht SCliJfL 7ZIG, - ich glaub des irgndwo nicht. - weil man damIt in! I:\7J!REKT 

45 

46 

47 

48 
49 
50 

51 
", ,-

dl!'!nAggressor HIlFT. -

F2 und hat man saubere Hande WE;\r:Y man hingeht - und dl!17z-

.112 (und die Gewahdeimmg) 

F2 Opfer hilft 

.112 SAUBER bleilnn sie .WCHT. - aba des ist. - nein. 

.112 saubI!'!' bleibm sie ."\7CHT. 

F 2 also wantl - also dann dann -

F2 in DIESJ1 Fall. - enrschuldign Sie: 
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53 .1h ja? 
54 Fz aba m DIESJI Fall irr - IHR Argument fii7' die DIskussion über den vVERT der SNI-

55 tralitat eigentlich nicht sehr - nicht sehr releVA.\T 

56 ,Hz v;irklich mcht, 

57 Fz denn wenn der EISE schmuclg w/1'd und der A.\lDERE schmucig w/1'd dann - is es 

SR wlIr>cht wekhe POSItIOn man EE\'nmmzt. -

59 
60 
61 .1 10 darf kur::; der Herr Klein eingreifn, 

62 Fz Ja:: natur/Ich. 

63 .1[3 Ich Ich glaube daß ähm: - ähm das hat auch schon der Goljkrieg ge::eigt diese wenign 

64 Beispiele von von - von InterventlonISJn;S von globalem - äh gehorcht großen InteT-

65 ESSEX - ähm die Probleme dort mul net wlrklrch GELOST sonden! I1gentft1!ie befmdet 

66 1111 berren FALL. (.) 

67 .\12 is des em Plädo)'er fiirr Zuschauen, 

6R .1 [3 i bin sehr skeptisch fit äh übe'r dlem InterventionIsmus in jeder Hinsicht. - auch wenn er 

69 sehr - auch wenn e1' sich sehr JIORAllSCH äh - hm - definiert. - Ich glaub net das 

70 des:! 

71 .H z wenn ich em Ei7TWohner von SaraJlrt1!o wär ... 

[.U 1 I murr teil )'011. - )'es. - I real~l murr teil JOll. - that it IS TR[J'E to an extent. - and 

2 H:4TCHISG aggression - is m mlth a Ope of W01: - PUTTJ:\'G up with aggression is 

3 OF COlJRSE a form of W01: - on!; - that ),(m don't get in710lved and Jour HA. YDS are 

4 sald to rra) clean. 

S Fz thls 

6 .112 thls IS - thlS was the this was the the great ARGUJIR\'T - that one alwaJs IIsed - no-

7 bod) IS guill)for the HOLOCAUST - - becallse that was done bJ the GER.1IA.YS 

8 aume. - bllt wts ofpeople watched who L'\'ETV what was happening. - IS that taking part 

9 orSOT, 

10 Fz I thmk that goes too JaI' - that is gomg too far from 

11 .1 11 people who just watched the aggression 

12 Fz /rom IlNltralil). the Holocaz<IT IS a - dlstina PROBLE.U and of course you are right all 

1 3 were pan!; responsible but -

14 .111 becallSe we conscious!;' - watch - jllSt send mediatorr 

15 Fl thatcan 't be -

16 .111 send .1lr D-t1!en - who can be made to sign something a thousand times that - is not 

17 KEPT to, JllSt wauh and wait. - IS that - what is this - is thlS n - neutra:l is this-

18 F I of cour>e not. 

19 J 12 not getting Jour hands dirt; 
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.20 Fl that was not - not a Ql./ESTIOX OF XEL TRALITY -

2 1 J 1 z I think it is a matter of pmuiple, 

n Fz but the qllestion the RE4L question is - would be - if an - arm) of the Allstr of the 

23 
24 
?" -) 

Allstrian / division 01' something of the Austrian fedeml armed Jorces. - had marched into 

Bosnia and had restored ORDER there, - that wOllld have stopped the Serbs frljm killing 

the pOOl' .UlIslims -

26 F2 and the Croats - and vice versa and so on, -

17 . .112 and also vice veTsa, 

28 F 2 IIh do Ylju RE4LLY believe that the Alistrian federal armed forces wOllld have done some 

29 GOOD there and above all - "where wmdd it have led to. the Allstrians did alread) march 

30 Into Bosnia once and carried Ijut a BRG 7/J.L war there Jor a penod of three months 

31 .112 yes. 

32 Fz teJ were also brutal~) attacked bJ the others, - and the end was I don't knrru; t"<iJenl} (jT -

33 no. I think closer to fort)' )'ears [lallghsJ 

34 .112 I would like to move - to a more theoreticallevel, if one stry's that neutralit)' is good and 

35 legitimate then that must be valid not just for Al/stria but for EVERY countr) and the 

36 SC'Jl ofthis, - on!; at a THEORETICAL level, - SUPPOSE that eve7) cozmtrJ stry's 

37 it is neutral. - and each cmmtry has good reas= XOT to send - lts - people into a war. 

38 - then the aggressljr can clo - if he wams - U-1iA7EVER he ,::ants. (.) - wh; shmlld 

39 anJone HAVE TO GO there and sort things out while the others clo SOT go, - and I 

40 have to stry here. - pure!; at the THEORETtcallevel. - it is - clo JOll real!; have clean 

41 hands, - ifJOll stry we are XOT going and we 're are not getting them DIR71~ - I don 't 

42 belzeve that srmlehrr<iJ. - because in a wa) YOZl are helping the aggressor in/ IXDI-

43 RECTLY-
44 F2 and J()1[ have cleans hands IF Jml clo go there - and-

45 .112 (and the guamntee) 

46 F2 help victims 

47 .1 12 the; clo .\'OT stil)' CLEAX - but that zs. - no. 

4 .112 the; clo .\'OT stIly clean. 

49 Fz then wh;/ - then weil then -

50 Fz inT1UScase.-excuseme: 

51 .112 )'es? 

52 F2 bm in T1US ease - YOUR argument fljr the discussion about the VALL"E of neutralit)' is 

53 not - not ver)' releV/L\T 

54 .1 12 l"eal!;', 
55 Fz becallSe if O.\"E gets dirt)' and the OTHER gets dir!) then - it reall;' cloesn't l1uztter whieh 

56 position one TAKES. -
5-

58 
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59 .\10 77la) Hm- Klem 10m m, 

60 F 2 :res of crmrre. 

61 .113 ] ] think that uh771: - uhm the GuIf"War has shlTum alb-ead) that these few examples of of 

62 - ofmterventlOmsm of global - uh that IS, of great interESTS. - uhm have not real6' 

63 SOLVED the problmlS there but have at '!?wst led to people putting du-um their amIS. (. . .) 

64 .1.12 IS that a plea Jor watchmg, 

65 .\13 ] am very skeptzcal for uh about this intervention mn in ever)' Tespect. - even if it is - even 

66 iflt - hm - is defined in very .110RAL terms. - ] dun't think that this:! 

67 .1.12 if] were an mhabltant ofSarajevo .. .} 

The first statement above Oines 1-4) made by Mz indirectly questions the antagonistic 
connection between neutrality and war which arises in all of the discussions. "\Vatching 
aggression" is equated implicitly with neutrality, and is declared explicitly to be "a form 
of war". Thus the normal antagonism between war and neutraliy is discursively set aside 
and rcplaced bya relation of identity. 

This is supported argumentatively in the subsequent passage (lines ~) through a 
rcference to the I IolocausL The Holocaust as the ultimate failure of humanity - or as 
the failure of the stateJstates vis-a-vis the people - serves as an argument for doing more 
than simply standmg by watching aggression; the assumption is made that the Holocaust 
would not (or could not) ha\'e taken place if other state had intervened. The issue of the 
guilt of the non-intervening states is raised, but not answered. 

In lines IO, I2, 13 and 15, F z questions the relevance of this discussion. The habitual 
discursive linking of neutrality with aseries of different topical elements allows discus
sion participants to question each single realized topicallink and to replace it with an
other supposedly more relevant one. This is exactly what Fz is doing when she states that 
the IIolocaust has nothing to do \\ith neutrality. \Nben making her objection, she sees 
herself forced to answer the question of guilt in an alrnost reflexive-cliche manner, while 
clairning that A12 had declared that all (I) states were guilty, something which would "of 
course" be correct l5 . 

Then, in lines 14 and 16-17, Mz returns to the war in Bosnia, and questions the spe
cific conduct of Austr1a as a neutral state. In line 19 he goes on to attack neutrality by re
ferring to a biblicaJ metaphor (to get one's hands dirty - "to wash one's hands in inno
cence"). 

15 The cliche aspect IS expressed lfl the brenty and alleged self-e\~dence of the statement, ",ruch was lflUO
duced much more aluoously by.\12 as a POlflt in the ruscusslOn. The quesoon IS not answered lfl a consid
ered manner, but addressed as an already accepted statement - ,,~th ",ruch F2 agrees, emplo}mg a stereo
typed urterance. 
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In the next contribution, F1 seems (line 18) to anempt to get to address the link bet\\'een 
neutrality and Austrian foreign policy, but fails to elaborate on this. F2 again questions 
the relevance of the connection ; and states that what M2 is saying has nothing to do ".ith 
neu trali ty. 

F2 then expands upon her position concerning the war in Bosnia (lines 20--31). 
\\~thout establishing any (explicit) discursive relation to neutrality, she concentrates on 
what Austria could have done - or could have refrained from doing - during the war 
in order to pre\'ent a human disaster. 

After these comments, M2 returns to his topic (lines 35-44) and poses his question 
in the form of an unreal scenario: what would happen if everyone were neutral. Thus, 
once again he equates war with neutrality. 

F2 counters (line 45) in an ironic manner, pointing out that active engagement also re
quires "dirty hands" and is therefore no bener (than the neutral position). She then ex
pands upon this explicitly, placing the two positions essentially on the same level r6. Morc
over she again denies the relevance of the argument, thereby defending neutrality - this 
argument does not alter the value of neutrality, and it may thus still be regarded as the 
best foreign policy alternative. 

After a short while, the host (;\10) encourages a contribution from another discussion 
participant. This participant irnplicitly continues the discussion on the war in Bosnia and 
(also implicitly) anacks NATO; explicitly he refers simply to "global" organizations and 
their intcI\'entions. In the contell.1: of the discussion so far, he thus gives support to F2 and 
her pro-neutrality position; he sees global interventions as negative and as driven by (self
ish) interests. Thus far a brief moment the topic of small country versus international or
ganizations is addressed, a theme that we have covered in section 6. 

In general, this discussion, which is rather unusual because it direccly questions neu
trality, reveals the following (which is also valid for many other of the discussions in our 
corpus): (a) what lies behind the discussion of neutrality is the question of what the car

rect conduct of astate in a normative sense should be. In the "normal" neutrality dis
course, the positi\'e assessment (evaluation) is made in comparison with war, which is con
sidered inherencly "bad", (b) In the debate under examination, the assumption that 
neutralit:y is something good (because it is the opposite of war) is questioned and then 
linked with negative elements (neutrality in the Nazi period, neutrality and indifference). 
In ccrtain respects, this line of argument is a logical necessity. If - as in our discussion 
- neutrality is seen as connected with various thematic elements, and its positive assess
ment (evaluation) is based on its relationship to these elements, then in order to change 
the evaluation of neutrality it is necessary to separate neutrality from the positive context, 

16 Even If both positions do leave "hands dlrl)", one could stress differences in degree, l.e. that one alterna

tive is "dirtier" than the other, e.g. because more people dte in the other case. 
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In this discussion an attempt is made to show that what is commonIy regarded as a posi
tive context is in fact a negative one (in which "war" is not universally "bad", but in some 
cases "good" as weil). In this way, however, the discourse still remains within the thematic 
context described here. \\'hil e the relationships to the individual topics are evaluated (as
sessed) differently, those aspects that are seen as being linked to neutraliry do not change. 

(c) The "counter-strategy", which is rypical of discussions in general rather than specif
ically of the current debate, is a questioning of the relevance of the arguments put for
ward. :\!eutraliry, with its great symbolic meaning, but at some distance from its juristic 
defirution, is very suited to such an argumentative strategy. As the need arises, neutraliry 
can be restricted to its juristic core meaning (whereby the moral-ethical questioning be
comes insignificant) or expanded to its discursive symbolic and identiry-providing senses. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have examined the discourse on neutraliry in the semi-public arena on 
the basis of seven focus groups. The same discursive elements arose time and again in all 
groups, some of which were positively linked to neutraliry and some negatively linked. 
\10st of the evaluations were positive, but skepticism about neutrality was greater among 
the more informed di cu ion participants a ,AK) than among the less informed - this 
was also found in a separate analysis of the content of the same material (palt & Kirch
ner 1999). \Vhat seems to be at the root of these evaluations is a linking (taken from 
everyday language) of neutral behaviour with a moral position. The moral (or "good") 
position is strengthened through an association with other positions that are generally 
considered to be "good" or "morally correct", such as "no war", "no wheeling and deal
ing", and "never again Nazism". In such instances, neutraliry is incorporated into a se
mantic srrucrure in which individual concepts (and their opposites) are seen - in a di
chotomous manner - as "right" or "wrong"I-. :\!eutraliry belongs to the group of"good 
concepts" and its content is tied up with strong emotions. 

Furthermore, neutraliry also plays a part in the discourses that do not fall within this 
evaluated field: e.g. the discourses about the European Union and ~ATO. These new 
discourses have a different srructure; thel' are not (yet') srrucrured into a system of eval
uation; and in part they contradict the old semantic field (e.g. it is good that we are neu
tral, it is good that we are in the EU, the EU and neutraliry are irreconcilable). Thus, 

I' ee Lakoff (1994), who describes rn greater detaIl how, rn language, concepts are integrated rnto an inter
nal suucrure ",luch - through sunilarity, dassIficaoons etc. - also rn pan determrnes values. (Tlus 1S re

flected rn the ode of the work: Accordrng to lus analyslS, unlike rnen, wornen belong to the dass of"fire" 
and other dangerous thrngs.) 
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neutrality stands at the center of an ideological dilemma, such as Billig has already de
scribed (I988). As Billig states, dilemmas of this type do not have to be solved immedi
ately; they may even exist over long periods of time. 

At the present time, however, the first field still seems to be dominant. Neutrality is 
primarily connected - as a discursive matter of course - with war. And it appears only 
secondariJy as a conscious reflection in the debates about the relationship with the EU. 
Even if neutrality is dead already, and we have to go on and bury it, as Anton Pelinka has 
stated [8, neutrality is still very much present in the feelings, thoughts and national ideol
ogy of the Austrians examined in the course of our research. 
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Appendix 

The semantic network shown below describes the thematic connections that were made 
in the discussion of the family group. v\.t'hile constructing the networks, we read the tran
scripts sequentially and observed various topics and their argumentative development . 
, Ne used the text analysis program ATLAS.ti for the description. For each topic (of suffi-

18 Personal communicarion, 16.-19. 4.1998, \'ienna, Conference: u\.Vestem Europe between l'arionalism 
and Globalizarion - me DisCUTS[Ve Consrrucrion ofEuropean l'anonal Idenrines". See also Foomote 11. 
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Fig. I. Scmantic nctwork of the family group. 

cient relc\'ancC and importance) identified, we introduced a new node and drew !ines 
showing the discursive connections Oinks) between the existing topics. ATLAS.ti pro
\1des certain predefined relationships, but in principle it is possible to define further re
Iationship if necessary. "'hen consrructing the networks, we used the relationships of
fcrcd, and In casc of doubt - and for all other cases - the generic relationship (there 
exists a relationship beN een A and B). \\'e used the networks primarily as an exploratory 
tool, thus a prccise categorization of the relationships was not necessary. 

The following relanonships were applied in the network: 

a) symmemcal relationships A (for antagonism, .\ is opposed to B), R (for relationships, 
Ais related to B, of the generic type). 

b) asymmemc relationships ~ (for cause, A is a cause of B), P (for property, A is a prop
erty of B), G (for part-oflkind-of; Ais a part-oflkind-of B), ~E (for needs, A needs B). 
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The transcript passage of ehe family group presented in seetion -+ (see also ehe semantic 
network III Figure I) should be regarded as an example. This passage ga\"e rise on one 
hand to ehe introduction of ehe topics "unernployment" and u:\'azi period", and on ehe 
oeher hand to ehe relationship linking me two mernes (in ws case: unernployment causes 
'\'ational-Socialisrn). ),'aoonal-Socialisrn was not discussed further as a merne. and was 
not linked in a relanonship to anything else, and merefore no (further) Iines lead awa} 
frorn me merne u:\'ational-Socialisrn". The merne of"unemplo}ment" was linked some
where else to "war": unemplo}ment was seen as a cause of war. 

Furmer examples of semantic networks for different groups are pro\ided belO\\ in or
der to demonstrate me nriability of me discursiye formations. 

Figure ~: Semantic network of me youm group 
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Fig. 3: Scmantic nerwork of the group of journalists 
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HUNGARY AN D EURO -ATLANTIC 
INTEGRATION 

Focus group research 

Introduction 

Focus groups and in-depth interviews are qualitative methods, so what we can learn from 
thJS research is a repertory of attitudes toward Hungary and 0JATO, and Hungary and 
the European Union. This qualitative approach provides insight into the arguments, feel
ings, amblvalences sUITounding the respondents' attitudes, and with this insight we are 
better able to interpret survey results. \VhiJe there are characteristic differences between 
groups of respondents, valid extrapolation to broader social strata is impossible from our 
results. 

Thi report i divided into two parts. The fir t part describe ome a pects of the re
search and the respondents, and provides an O\'erall report of the whole research. The 
second part contains a more detailed, individual description of what are in our view the 
two most interesting of the six groups: 

• The group of university undergraduates and graduates, because they can be regarded 
as the age group most Iikely to be affected 

• The group of politically acti"e persons, because they are expected to have a more re
Aecti\'e and informed "lew on these issues 

1. General Report 

Research objectives 

The aim of the research was to obtain a deeper insight into the underlying arguments, 
attitudes and values concerning Euro-Atlantic integration. V/e broadened the scope to 
include - beside 0JATO - the European Union as weil, because at the time of the re
search Hungary's joining 0Ji\fO was a matter of fact. The main interest was whether and 
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how values of neutrality and national independence occur in cliscussions about joining 
these rwo international organizations, both of which require Hungary to give up some of 
her sovereign!)". 

Ir was also an aim of this qualitative research to provlde complementary data for the 
other parallel studies. \\'hile in the group discussions we tried to touch upon the main 
topics of the sUITey, we expected to and actually clid find interesting qualifications of some 
of the survey results. As to why, one mal' give the same proposition as an answer to a 
question for a number of clifferent reasons. These subtle reasons were in the foeus of our 
cliscussion groups. 

Research methodolof!J' 

The method of foeus group interview was chosen because it is verl' suitable for cliscover
ing underll'ing motives during a I. 5 - 2 hour group cliseussion moderated bl'an expert 
psychologist (Barbar & Kitzinger I999)' Relying on group dl'namics this method pro
,rides the best ways to look behind the surface of stereotypes inflicted on people by the 
media - or, at least, to find out whether such issues are important enough for the re
spondents to consider genuine attitudes about them at a11. Focus group interviews can of
fer a repertory of ideas, associations, and emotional reactions of individuals, which can 
contribute to a more refined view of an attitude object, and it can be evaluated against the 
background of quantitative data such as suryey research (Krueger I988). 

To make our research as comparable as possible to that of using Austrian data, we con
ducted foeus groups as sirnilar to the Austrian sampIe as was permitted by the clifferences 
berween the social contexts. \\Te had five focus groups and one batch of in-depth inter

views replacing a focus group: 

• Journalists between 30 - 70 years of age interested in political issues 
• Older persons (m"er 40) presently or in the past active in grass roots political life 
• Uni\Oersity undergraduate and graduate students 
• Emigrants who have resettled in Hungary 
• A group of rwo, third-generation farnilies 
• One group in the far easr of Hungary in the corner close to the Ukrainian and Ro

manian borders - the tO\'I11 ofFehergyarmat 

JJain topics discussed in the flcus groups 

• Background 
• Hungary's position in the world 
• Hungarl"s position in Europe 
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• Spontaneous associations with :\fATO 
• Spontaneous associations with the EU 

• \1earung and significance of Euro-Atlantic integration 

• In general 
• Concerning Ilungarian values 
• Concerning IIungarian mterests 
• Concerning lIungarian traditions and histOry 
• Detailed discussion of advantages and disad\·antages of joining NATO, including the 

obligations undertaken by IIungary 
• Detailed discussion of advantages and disadvantages of joining the EU, including the 

obligations tO be undertaken by Hungary 
• A projective task: personification ofNATO and the EU respectively 

Aremark is in order concerning this last point, "projective task." Since focus groups try tO 
grasp sub- or unconscious emotional attitudes, in addition tO rational arguments and 
opinions, special methods are often used for this purpose. One such task is tO imagine the 
attitude object as aperson, and then project on tO this fantasy person emotions and traits 
associated with the attitude objecL A picture obtained by this method provides a tool to 
refine or check our interpretation of the more rational data. 

A coding sheet was set up based on the main topics. The interviews were transcribed 
into a word processor and coded with the use of a computer tool for analyzing qualita
tive interview material, TextBase Alpha. 

The focus grau ps conducted 

Group I Far East 
Ten high school students of a school of economics in Fehergyarmat, including an unem
ployed young man anending a special course at the school, and a young man from the 
part ofUkraine inhabited by ethnic Hungarians (Karpatalja). 

Group 2 Graduates and undergraduates 
Ten university undergraduates and graduates in Budapest from various disciplines such 
as law, philosoph}', natural sciences, sociology, foreign trade, engineering, language and 
anthropology. 

Group 3 Farnilies 
1\\'0 third-generation farnilies 
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Family I: 

• Anna, retired, li\ing alone, spent all of her working Iife (35 years) as an unskilled 
worker in the wool industry 

• Her daughter ~ones, an interpreter 
• Her granddaughter, :\1irjam, 23, university undergraduate student and part-time jour

nalist 

Family 2 

• ~1aria, retired, skilled electncal techrucian, used to work as the head of a departrnent of 
personnel management company, 80 years old 

• Her on Andras, 53, literary historian 
• Her grandson Bors, 25, newl: graduated sociologist 

Group 4 The politically active 
• Zsuzsa, formerly a teacher, presently an entrepreneur, used to be involved in the lib

eral political movement 
• Joli, retired, part-time accounting consultant for a Budapest municipality, used to be 

active in the former communist party 
• ,\ndrea, teaches etiquette, used to be active both in liberal and conservative political 

mO\'ements, especially around the change of regime 
• Antal, jJ1\'oh-ed in management training, worked in the establishment of the first 

freely elected Hungarian go\'emment 
• Zo]ran, executive manager of a limited parmership dealing \\ith property manage

ment, active in a rightist party and holds a position in the \\Torld Association ofHun
ganans. 

Group 5 The journalists 
• Senior journalist for the conserYative national daily, .Uag)'ar Xern-:,et (male) 
• Journalist for the national economic daily, Xapi Ga:::,d.astig (male) 
• Deputy editor-in-chief for the Hungarian version of Cosmopolitan magazine (female) 
• enior journalist for the liberal national daily, "Uagyar Hirlap (female) 
• Program manager for Hungarian &dio (male) 

Group 6 The resettled 
These people turned out to be Q\'er-cautious and diso-ustful, resulting in two failed ses
sions: most of them either refused to take part right away, or cancelled at the last minute. 
Therefore we decided to conduct one-on-one inteniews \\ith them instead of the more 

public focus group discussion. 
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.\1am findings 

Hungary's place in the world 

Thcre are three mam aspects influencing this positioning: 
• Culturallhistorical: Although settled by Asians, Hungar)' belongs very dosely to the 

Christian European culture and civilization as anation living here for more than a 
thousand years, and throughout its history fought for Christianity against Islam. This 
is a very ~,del} held stereotype, and a pivotal element of the Hungarian self-image. It 
was most expressed in the politically acti\'e group irrespective of their ideological pref
erences, i.e. whether the respondent revealed vie'.\'s characteristic of a socialist, a lib
eral, or a nght-wing extremist. 

• GeographlCal: Hungary definitely belongs to Europe, and another widely held stereo
type 15 that it is the gcographical center of Europe. 

• Economlcal: Hungary belongs to the countries economically lagging behind (HTest
ern) Europe mainly because of the decades spent under communist rule in the Soviet 
sphere. 

Three remarkable atritudes could be observed in three groups of respondents: the Bu
dape t univer ity graduate , the politically active, and the repatriated. 

The unJ\'erslty graduates reported experiences concerning economic and civiI aspects 
ofIIungary's relationship to II Testern and Eastern Europe. A number of personal reports 
quoted experiences ~;th public restrooms as tri\;al but representative examples of the 
ci\;] gap betwcen East and \\Test. The quotation below is especially typical in that it com
bin es matenal and spiritual elements in a funnyway: 

"lt 'was a great trauma far me. 1t 'was the time that 1 started secondaT)' school. llived in an buhble dur

ing ele7llentar)' school. 1 was an e711l7lent pioTleer, 1 regarded Hungary as bewnging to the Bast, and 

this was qllite a positive thmg Jor 7IIe. Then 1 happened to start a secOTldaT)' school with more of a 

Christzan, thall a l'eal c01ll1ll1lnist background, and it favored more a Weste17l orientation than an 

Bastern one. 1used to be an mzinent schoolbO), and suddenl;, in secondalJ school1 failed in mathe-

1l1.tltl'CS in the ','eT) firrr J·ear. And we visiud [U'estjGerman:y wzth 111) parents and 1 was shocked that in 

a public restr0077lS everything was working, the vmtilotiO'Tl S)'st1!111 and all, ami 1 feit VC1)' haPPJ, and on 

the w<ry back h011lC 1 saw the gradual fall in the level of civili:::.atiO'Tl, GC177taTl) -Azzstria-Hullgal'), 

and all throllgh the restrOO7JlS, and then 1 was col1frO'Tlted with the fact that the bubble 1 had been lit'mg 

in was gone, it disappeared dllring that Spnng and Sum71lC1: n 

This i a psychologically "ery interesting and marvellously formulated compression of 
ideological and trivially material aspects of anational self-identity, and whiIe it seems to 
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be (tragi)-corrUcal, this experience is quite a common and genuine one, '-"1th the hygienie 
level of public restrooms being an emblem of a gap in level of civilization between East 
and \Vest. 

EconorrUcally, Hungarywas placed halfway between East and West: 

"Whm we were in Bast Germany 01' Bulgaria as tourists, we had money, there was no problem at all. 

Howevel; in England it was nothing, 1 was pmniless, it did not matter that 1 had money, it had no 

valzte." 

Another aspect is that Yugoslavia used to be perceived as closer to the West than to the 
East, but now the situation has changed in favor ofHungary: 

"We used to visit relatives in Yugoslavia every Summer, the)' were a ver)' rieh fomil)', the)' financed 

our holiM)', we were the poor relatives; the)' used credit eards as earl)' as that time, and it was very 

shameful Jor 711)' parmts, but still we visited them ever)' )'em; and TUr<1! it is the other wir)' around. Thm 

we thought Yugoslavia is the West and as eompared to them we were Bastern, but now the situation 

has reversed." 

Implicit in this personal report is a favorable attitude toward Euro-Atlantic integration 
\vith these changes serving as evidence that this is the successful route to take. 

For the politically active group it was the historical and cultural differences that mat
tered and that contributed to our national identitv. In this, there were no differences . 
among the respondents, wh ether they were former communists, present right-wing na-
tionalists, liberals or conservatives. A central element of this view is Hungary's cultural 
isolation, while at the same time the strong feeling of our belonging very strongly to Eu
rope, which is mainly justified by our cultural assimilation (taking up Christianity), and 
the fight against Islam on behalf of Chri sti an Europe. 

"1 would sa)' that Hzmgarians live in the emter oJElIrope in the Carpathian Basin, and they are fo

mous Jor somehow ending up here. Howevez; they have not 11luch in eommon with Eurape, they have 

no relatives in E71rope, and the)' have lived during the last 1000 )'ears as a strange small island. Their 

relationship with the people living around them has artlJa)'s been probleznatie, and this nation is still 

uneertain abollt her roots, about where she belongs." 

The repaoiated respondents were characterized bya kind of self-justifying attitude: they 
had to justify to themselves that it was a good idea to resettle from the West. There were 
both econorrUc and cultural-historical arguments to this effect. The typical argument of 
economy goes like this: 
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"Hungar) is szmilar to the West. After all, Spain or Portugal also count as Western Europe, but 1 think 

111m people live better here. Thc average people have higher living standards in Hungary than in those 

cozmmes. VVhat is more, although 1 have not been there, 1 think the /iving standard is higher here 

than m Creece. The average Hzmga1ian lives better than the average Creek." 

The historical-culrural argument is muddled, but the emotional meaning seems to be 
cJear : 

"Helmut Kohl was an historian and he 11light even know that the fim wife of their fim king was the 

bealltlfit! dallghter ofHenrik the Qllarrelsome, who was a 'Gemzanophile', and the K UK ,1,1.onar

ch)' has probably also an infiuence on this, that Hungarians have an advantage in German)'. lfyoll 

are Hllnganan, it is agreeable in Germany. VVhat is mOTe, if )'OU are Hungarian, then )'OU do not 

count as a foreigner at all." 

"We belong to the West. Becallse we have alwa)'s been the gatekeeper of the West. The wall between 

FAst arid West. VVhen the Tztrks call1e, or the Tartan, it was alwa)'s us who shed blood. 1f we had not 

shed 0111' blood, we might also have had a population of 40-50 million." 

To sum up, ws positioning provides asound psychological basis for the claim that Hun
garian national identity fits very weIl, from a number of different angles, with the idea of 
belonging to (V\Testern) Europe, and hence is in accordance with the political goal of 
Euro-Atlantic integration. The main aspects of fitting in are: Christianity as an histori
cal tradition, economic trends, and geographical position. There is a certain ambivalence, 
however, concerning our remote Asian origin, wruch has the consequence that Hungari
ans have no related nations as Slavs or Germans do. 

IIungarian values with respect to Euro-Atlantic integration 

As to the values relevant for integration there is self-criticism, as weil as national pride. 
Two negative characteristics were mentioned of Hungarians by the conservative-lib

eral etiquerre teacher: intolerance in debates, and dishonesty. 

"We are quarrelling all the time. That is, if someone expresses a view, the result is that everybod)' comes 

for-UJard with a counter-argument at that ver)' moment. Even in the most tlifiing matters. As if we 

were able to show who we are onl)' b)' contradicting. This is a matte.,. of c017l17lunication culture, The 

other is dishonest; . This nation has become dishonest. l've been waitlngfor a lang time for a quer)' in 

17lass com7Jlunication askingfor a Hungarian citi::.en above 20 )'ean of age who has neveT cheated. Ta 

ask such a person to C017le out and show up. VVho has never used the tram without a valid ticket? 1 be

lieve we would find very few such persons. One single roO'm would be enough to contain those deaf 

17lutes, crippled, handicapped people, who have never cheated. 1 think this is a cultural peculiarity of 
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Hungary. Tbis is not so widesp1'ead in European cultun Tbey cbeat sometimes, Tm sure, but bere it is 

a group nonn. We cannot join Europe tbis way." 

An imponant theme is a kind of fatalism, survival as a value in itself. This attitude is 
somewhat related to the geopolitical position ofHungary as a "feny country" that always 
made desperate efforts to break out of isolation and belong somewhere. 

"We alwa)'s wanted to belong somewbere. Hungal)' bad tbe cbance o[ belonging to tbe West for a long 

time, but tbis aspiration bad [ailed. In tbe recent past a number o[ bappenings were more tban sbeer 

cbance, tbe orientation o[ tbe countr)', but it was sometbing [orced on us from outside, and joining 

.\'ATO is tbe first step to joining tbe EU, as weil, wbicb means aWestern orientation, at last." [Stu

dents group) 

"Tbe most imp017ant Hungarian value is survival. Tbere is no otber value in bistory but mere sur

vival, to cboose tbe least bad o[tbe unfovarable options." [Students group) 

There is a feeling of one-sidedness in Hungary's aspiration to belong to the West, which 
is a kind of criticism, too. Note the fatalistic attitude, which is an important underlying 
feeling that returns in many forms during the discussions. 

There is an important and widely held myth that Hungary is over-represented in 
world culture and science. T ypical references are to the invention of the atomic bomb, or 
the an of film-making and business. 

':4 film bistorian friend o[ mine told me tbat if)'ou put a [oeus point in Eastern Europe and drew a 

circle of 500 - IOOO km diametei' around it, tben all tbe fomous film directors and producers came 

fr(1'1rl tbis circle, all tbose wbo created tbe American dream, and bad great infiuence on American soci

et)'. Tbis is wb)' 1 want to live bere in Easte172 Europe, tbis is wbat sbapes m)' personalit)', good tbings, 

bad tbings aNke bad an effect on me, 1 dan't want to live in America. " [Students group) 

This cultural chauvinism is complemented bya claim for some exceptional general tal
ent, and alJ the blarne for our gloomy present situation is put on the previous regime. 

"If aWestern compan)' comes bere, tbat is, aWestern European, a Swedisb, a Gennan, after a time 

tbe)' realize tbat tbe)' da not need to bring bere an)' experts, because Hungarians are able to da every

tbing excellently. (. . .) Tbis is anation tbat need not be taugbt bow to manage a firm, bow to direct 

an econ0711Y, bow to da tbings cleverly and reasonably. At tbe beginning o[ tbe century tbe Hungarian 

was tbe best worker in Gennany. Tbey were brougbt to [arms, aTl)'Wbere from bere, because tbe Hun

garian workl?1' was warld fomous. Tbey went to America, and Inany o[ tbmt became ricb, became really 

successful, made areal career. ,"lot to mention music or arts, we are everywbere. We are number one 
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111 spurts, too. As wmpured to ollr ;moll nllmbn- as a population. -'::1' (k-hze,;e sr.:eral tzmes more, Ln 1lle 

stress thut thr foct thut -'::1' are -.::hn-r -'::1' au presmtlJ becallse of 40 years of aJ711lnlznism, a By-:.ontme 

sy'stml. ~ IRil!hH,ing nationalist) 

Another posio\'e feature ofHungarian society as compared to \\'estern Europe is formu
lated by the young people in the far East of Hungary: we are not yet alienated, 

/l1im.Jtion IS not that expressed hn-e so for, not so milch as zn the ~Vesrl'17l counmes_ So, thn-e, ~'hm 

peoplr arr -.::alking on the srrut, tbl') ~'alk past b; each other ~·lthout a ~'urd_ Hn-e, if 'wo acqllam

tanas mmlp into each othn- thl') -,::ollid stop, sbake hands, ha,;e a Imle chat, ~ 

'[c) sum up. the o\'erall \lew is thar Hungary's bad fate has caused some distortions in the 
naoonal characrer, so some improvements are necessary before we can join the EG. but 
I lungarys genuine talent ill a number of areas of culture and science enotle us to a beuer 
future mthin the European commuruty. 

Oyerall YleWS on Hungarr's Euro-Atlantic integration 

There i -a recurring theme relevant to attitudes roward Hungary' Euro-.-\t1antic inte
gration: Hungary has always been ell:ploired by other. more powerful nations and there 
was a \-er: frequent pes inusm that these new developments will not bring any change in 
this, Both ~ -\TO and the EC will probably selfishly take ad\"3ntage of us_ This pes
simistic amtude was quite strong ill four of the groups; only the joumalists and the repa
triated people cliffered, 

-TbIS COllntr)" bas ar.::ays -.::amed to bekmg S01I1r-.::hn-e: CbnstianitJ. IWbsbllrgs, ~yarstr~· Pact. rur.:.-· it 

IS .'\.-[[,0 ":bieh is described os all good and niee_ He are mode fur polirieal reosons to belil'1:e thot this is 

zn Ollr bm zntn-m. and -'::1' da belil"l:e it. mItfrum a broadn- perspecm:e it sums tragicomic,for this is 

;::hat -'::1' btn:e aba)"s belie-o'ed and ~'e km,..:; frml histol) ;:;bat ~'flS tbe reSlllt_" [ rudents group) 

-n r'II br tbr oppressed_ Hungary -.::ill please the H estl'17l TIOtzons, os it lISed to da trr.::ard the RlISSioTlS," 

IFar East group) 

-Ellropr bas ne-o'n- helped llS, Seitbn- tbe .-lmencans, nur Europe, And ~'e can go back hn-e as for as 

tbr Ta17.lr cOTUJuests. iJyou plrase, Here Europe belped on~) ~'bm it ~'anted to pm its pllppet lI7uier a 

mr~"TI SlIitabit fur Ir, Otber'::lSe Ellrope ne-o'n- difmded llS, J ha.:e no i/llmoTlS that, iJ ad absurdurn 

tht StTbs traTlSgress the Hll7Igarion 1xJrder.. an)oody ~v)l/Id amu co our dife1lSe, Rotbn- J feel that ;:;1' 

risk a tLmger. ~'bich ;:;as not ine-o'itoble,~ [Conservative·liberal) 
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Another topic relevant here is the possibility of neutrality. The overall \iew is that neu
trality has never been a real option for Hungary, and it is not really important, either. The 
onJy exception again is the politically active group, where pro-neutrality feelings domi
nated. As to the value of neutrality, the dominant view was that our famous declarations 
in the middle of the last century and in 1956 was onJy areaction to the threatening out
side forces, mainJy the Russians. In 1956, for example, when neutrality was declared, it is 
said that :\fATO affiliation would have been preferred both by the Hungarian people, and 
by the politicians, but then it would have been too risky a move to go straight from the 
YVarsaw Pact into 0:ATO. But there was no deeper, ideological value underl}ing that de
claration. OnJy the right-wing nationalist politician debated this position, and a slight 
doubt was detected on the pan of the consen-ative respondent, both in the politically ac
ave group. 

Basically five main motives were found in the group discussions ~ith regard to neu
trality. The sequence of presentation does not refiect priority or degree of imponance. 

The first one is again a kind fatalism: Hungary has never had a choice, and it was no 
different this time, either. 

"I think neutrality was nothing bm a forced decision in I956, because it was impossible then to join 

.\ATO directly." [Students group) 

"The cozmtr)' cannot really get ahead alone in relation to the other developed countries." [Far East 
group] 

"There was an alternative, it was not ine-uitable to join .VATo. The other option, wh ich to rfl:Y mind 

would have been possible, was total neutrality. Hrr<1Jeve1; it cannot be reali:::.ed in this particular situa

tion. Then, I prefe1" .\ATO as a possible partne1". _." [polirically acrive group) 

Another somewhat similar argument is that neutrality has no historical precedent in 
Hungary. 

"Basically neutrality was never achieved by Hungarians . .Yever in its hist01J', that it could have been 

independent. There always was injluence, once R:ussian, C:::.ech or German; recently it has become under 

Western injlueru:e. So, after all, independeru:e is just a concept that has never been reali:::.ed." [Far East 

group) 

"It see1ns to me that neutrality is not an option Ja1" Hungary, and it cannot be, either. This was proved 

in the last decades, and even earlier. It was always pushed here and there, and there were no favorable 

consequeru:es. Weil, nrr<1J we have joined .Y/ll'O, it means again that we are pushed s01ne-<1Jhere, bm this 

time at least there was a referendum about it." Ooumalist group) 
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A more soplusticated \1e\\ claims mat neutrality has no political reality anymore in gen

eral, not only for I-Iungary. 

".\'eutralit) has no real value a1'l)7110re because as long os theTe were r<Vo wor/d polzticol systems op

posed to eoch other, and the super powers counter-bolanced eoch othe1; neutralzt) made smse_ It was 0 

delicate balance but still 0 balance. So neutrolit; could be guaranteed in thlS balanced situation, each 

opposing part; V.las a gu.arantee. But now us all over." [Family group) 

"This is a beautiful dream, rhot I would /ike to l'e1/zam neutral. Hrr<veve1; that means that I den 't take 

a1'l) resp()1wblllt) , I pull out fr()11! ever)'thing. But it daem 't work thot I would like to take the good 

parts and onl; the good olles. fl.nd the one who is neutral m actllo/it) is not neutral because it is i771-

lllerYed m the global eCOn()1111C syste1Jl." [Reparriated) 

Some respondents expressed meir wish to become neutral even in such improbable cir
cumstances. 

"Independence wauld be the best. Like SWlce1'lonci, not to join a1'l)'bodJ." [Far East group) 

"Rtzthe1' the neutral Azzstrio, aur neighbol; shauld be the model J()1'11S to JollovJ." [Family group) 

"I thmk Hzmgal) is the odd mall out in Europe, a cllckoo in the nest dropped he1'e fr()11! s()1Ile--<Vhe1'e. 

Therefore neutrolit), w()1t!d be ve1J' mlportant Jor it. This is 0 kind oJjoining, tao, if yau wish. W7:ry', 
Europe has a neutral care, Even geogrophica/~)' it might have been possible. It did not happe1l. And I 

think, it was Jet another wrollg step by the nattan." [poli ticaUy active group) 

And finally, mere was some tricky wishful thinking; an example of me cheating mentality 
one respondent was talking about be fore as a characteristic of Hungarians: 

"Perhapswe maJJom, the1l break owtl) when we htl1Je bec()11ze developed." [Far East group) 

"Presentl;' we are too weak to stand atolle, later I can il1zagine, bm not nrrUJ." [Repatriated) 

Let us UD1ITIarize mese general views about integration. The most remarkable is me bad 
mood, me pessimism about me possible consequence of integration. One corollary is 
me unforrunate history, me view mat Hungary has always been oppressed and exploited. 
Anomer corollary is a kind of leamed helplessness. ~eutrality might be good in princi
pIe, however, it never was, and - as it now seems - never wiJl be areal prospect, and 
mere is nothing we can do about it. Let us surrender to our fate and join 0.'ATO and me 
EU. \\ 'e will now turn to me \-iews about 0.'ATO and me EU respectively. 
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Hungary and NATO 

The groups were very ambiguous in their attitudes towards Hungary's joining NATO, 
which was a matter of fact when the discussions were conducted. Ir is generally regarded 
as a necessary evil. It is not sympathetic, nobody likes it, nobody is happy about it. L ATO 
does not bring any positive values for Hungary. However, there are a number of cold, 
reasonable arguments in favor of joining, which made this decision inevitable: Hungary is 
too smalI, too poor, too weak a country to defend itself, whiJe it is sUITounded by poten
tially inirnical populations such as the Serbs, the Slovaks, or the Romanians. 

As to the detailed argumentation about the advantages and disadvantages of joining 
NATO, only those aspects emerged during the discussion that were already familiar from 
the public discussions of the issue in the media, but these issues carne up quite regularly in 
the groups, except, again, in the group of joumalists, who were determined to stress the 
positive aspects, even though they were embarrassed by the bombardments going on 
when the discussion was conducted (see Table r). 

WLE r. Perceived advantages and disadvantages ofjoining NATO 

Advantages . ~ ~, . .. ,. 

NATO wlilimprove Hungary's secunty NATO membershlp makes us Just as dependent on 

NATO as we were on the Warsaw Paet 

By JOIning NATO Hungary's relative position wililmprove Hungary would be better off aSSOClaling wlth ItS nelgh-

among ItS nelghbors bonng eountnes Instead 01 wlth NATO 

By JOlnlng NATO we are more able to assert our national We shall have to take on obligations that are not In the 

Interests Interests 01 Hungary. 

JOlnlng NATO may delend us lrom Russla 's attempts to JOlnlng NATO will provoke Russla 

Inlluenee Hungary 

JOlnlng NATO may help us delend the Interests 01 ethnIe Hungary would be better off assoclatlng wlth ItS nelgh-

Hunganans IlVIng In nelghbonng eountnes bonng eountnes Instead 01 wlth NATO 

JOlnlng NATO helps reduee our delense budget. JOlnlng NATO eosts more lor Hungary than It ean 

afford or than IS worth spendlng. 

JOlnlng NATO will eneourage lorelgn eapltallnvestment NATO IS Interested In our JOlnlng because It ean seilits 

In Hungary weapons to Hungary 

First let us consider in detail what the negatives are associated with NATO, then turn to 
the positives and the reasons or rationalizations in favor of joining. Finally we shall give a 
picture of the image ofNATO, the associations it evoked, and the kind of personality at
tri buted to i t. 
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X egatives of joining ::-\ATO 

There IS a general feeling of danger, an anxiety tim our Joining '\xro might be an excuse 
für a conAict \\ ith some neighbors - and a worry that '\'ATO perhaps does not help. 

"Tht) stress U7}' much that joining X.fTO 1JUl) cal/se no hann to Hungary, but, I must admit, 1 can

not belin:e it at all One sn/all n:mt migbt put HlmgaT) in flomes. ~ [Farnily group] 

"Tm afraid of gming into trouble "il.·ith the neigbbanng (()zmmes. Srr",' that -.::e belang to .'VfT0 and 

are so mvoh-ed in the canjlict in }/Igaslat'ia, and Msat"a, It IlUl)" bnng abollt I!'1:m greater tkmger for 

the Hlmgaria71f Ih'ing m the nezghbaring cazmmes." [ rudents group] 

'\' '\TO is regarded by some respondents as belonging to a culture aLien to it, which may 
result in getting into confucts which ha\'e nothing to do \101m ie, \Ioim its values and inter

ests: 

"This allinnce, after a//, ... 1 tUm 't see zt as a natural alliance far us. Sat at all. On the cantrary, I find 

it difimu~\ farced.]ust because there is no alurnath'e a/~\ araund at the 77lO1llmt, It does not mean 

that <::e hau to jump mto this ane .. 'VfT0 is an alliance far another, a differmt culture. Tm strang~\ 

opposed ta X.fTO. It is not mere paClfism, althaugh 1 hau r.:;a sans af ablzgataT) age to sene in the 

aml)." [Poliocally aco"e group] 

"1 71:all/dn 't Izke 111) san to be sent t(/ a Jar tTWay part of the 71XJr/d just because the l..:SA gar info a qu.ar

rel v.:lth same cauntl) an the athe''- szde af the -.::arld, and f!7)m die far ail7ls and Interests totall] alim 

to au7S." , rudent!> group] 

There Jre also some direcr internal poLirical arguments against '\'ATO. One oi\ial nega
tive result IS me pnce Hungar-y v.iU probably ha\'e to pay for joining, while '\'ATO was 
perhaps only interested In getting acce to our terntory to be used in me Balkan war. 
Anomer counter-argument has to do \\ith corrupt politicians. 

~4 good fnend af mine is a sa/dIer and he SJry'S that the Hunganan amI) is not read] to jain. It am/dn 't 

hau Jamed if the canditiaru had bem taken seria/Lsl]', but .'VfT0 wanted (mI' territaT) in the Yugaslat' 

71:ar." [Srudenr group] 

"There is alle thing nobod] speaks about: the 1;ested interests of a great manJ politidans in joining 

X.fTo. Far exa771ple, so/dien :::ho like figbtmg. 01' politicians "il.'bo can get ach'antages - both political 

and uanomical - ollt of It, there are huge amqzmts af mane; here, -.::eapons, l7lachine and airplanes 

ba.:e to be pllrchased." [ rudents group] 
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Positives oE joining NATO 

Obviously the main advantage of joining i'JATO is peace in general, defense against out
side enerrues, and political stability. 

"Advantages ma)' be expressed by ... weil, nrrtlJ thl) bO'l1lbard Serbia and if Se'rbia attacks Hungary, 

thl)' hopifully will keep their promise and defend us, unlike in 1956." [politically active group]
the skepticism is palpable underlying this 'positive' claim-

"Weil, ifRussUz for example attacked us nrrtlJ, it could be expected of.YATO, the other members, to de

fend USo Fo'r thiS is what it is all about." [Repatriated] 

"Sew prrtlJer centers are developing in the world, 1 mean not so much China, but the Islamic world, 

wh ich means a thl'eat for us against which .YATO is a defense, therefore 1 accept joining as a necessary 

evil." [Family group] 

"A number ofWestern companies Sltggested that they are ready to invest in Hungary, if it joins .YATO, 

because then they feel safe." [Students group] 

There were also some very sober and practical considerations in favor of joining :"\ATO 
concerning young men's obligations of senring as solcliers, more efficient army strucrure, 
and opporrunities for technological development. 

"1 was ver;' glad because 1 haven't been able so far to make sure that 1 could avoid service in the arm)', 

and 1 was waitingfor the HungarianArm; to be turned into a professional ane, so 1 thought, m:y san 

will not have to be afrald ofbeing obliged to serve as a soldier." [Students group] 

"Those will become soldiers who want to, and thl)' will be paid for it. This is a fair alternative to un

employment, as weil." [Family group] 

"Hungary might easily become a country taking part in technological devekpnumts, research will be 

done," [Repatriated] 

At this moment the Hungarian Army is in very bad shape and its prestige is quite low. 
Many respondents see joining i'JATO a solution to this problem. 

"1 served as a soldier and 1 saw high ranking offo:ers, those who are the leaders in the army, vomiting 

all akng the corritkm, and 1 could tell you scores of interesting details like this, so this arm;' is not led by 

people who have the talent and skill, the)' have their positions only 17)' their former political connec

tions." [Students group] 
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".\1) father used to be a profeSSIonal ojJicer, later he taught at the military academy, and he told us 

Im imaginable horror rrones about the medin:al condltions in the arm)'. And it probabI] has not 

changed in 7llarr)' parts ofit. Frum thls respect .\/[["0 is all right." [polnically acti"'e group] 

"Expn7S calc1llate that neutrality corts l1wre than joining, at learr in the kmg TUn, and neutralit; COI'

ries 170 guarantee, e:ther." 0 ournahst group] 

There are also some vaJue-reJated arguments in favor of joining ~ATO. XATO is asso
ciated \\ith the western democracies and with the \'alues attributed to them. 

"FreeMm, dmwcrac), the)' are general human values and bJ joining .\/[TO we oblige uurselves to SIIp

port these values." Oournahst group] 

"After all, 'we hau ah1)ays wanted to belong to the West,fur decades, and bJ'joining SATO we are 

TllllCh ckJser nrr<1..' 10 this aim." 0 ournalist group] 

There was an idea of international political relevance for Hungary. A typical criticizm was 
by those opposing :'\ATO that it wouJd cause harm to Hungarian minorities in the 
nelghboring countries, which remain outside the alliance. Here is an argument to the 
contrary: 

"If Hlingary is a mmzher of.\ATO, It reall] can take a stronger position in negotiations with neigh

bonng counmes, lt can bring Its prestige hIgher." [Srudents group] 

A special paternalistic or infantile attitude was observed in the remarks of clifferent repa
triated respondents. 

~I think morr Hzmgarians look up wlth respect to SlICh an organi::.otion. S(T7neh!TU! they are pr01td of 

bemg a mnnbn:" [Repatriated I] 

"HlIllgary' is SllCh a country that it does need a strong soldin' father and a strong soldier mothn:" 

[Repamated 31 

~..J.fter all, it IS a good feelmg to kn!T<1..' that '11t) doddy is strO11ger than )'our doddy, and then l'm de

fmded. This is that simple." [Repatriated 4] 

In general, respondents mentioned mainly practical arguments in fa\'or of~ATO such 
as defen e, a professional and significantly more efficient arm}', technological develop
ment, and a safe environment for foreign in\'estment. Only the journalists referred to the 
suppon of humanistic values as a possible positive consequence of joining :\'ATO. 
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Image ofNATO 

So far we have discussed those aspects of the respondents' views that are predominantly 
rational. However, emotional aspects of the attirudes may and often do differ from ratio
nal ones, sometimes even conrradicting them. To give insight into these affecred aspects, 
respondents were asked to take part in projective games: spontaneous associations and 
personification. The insrruction concerning spontaneous associations was to say the first 
word(s) that came into their rnind when they thought of0;'ATO. The other task was to 
imagine 0JATO as aperson, and give a detailed description ofhimlher. 

To anticipate the results, the image ofNATO is practicaily identical \\lith the image of 
the United States as a military power. Despite the many positive attributes and arguments 
mentioned during the discussions, the emotional attirude ranges from negative aggres
siveness to machismo. 

First, let us take a look at the results of the spontaneous association game played to
wards thc end of the srudents group: what comes to mind when thinking of NATO. Here 
is the list: 

\;I, 'eapon, USA., cold war, violence, che\\-wg gum, fear, obsession with an absolute measure 
It was very insrructive that - while ail the respondents in this group claimed to sup

port joining NATO on rational grounds - none of the associations is emotionaily posi
tive. This ambivalence was palpable when it came to the personification game. There 
were nice and perhaps significant differences in the persons the different groups imag
ined as an idealized representative of 0JATO. Here are some examples illustrating how 
ambivalent the respondents' attirudes are toward NATO: 

Students group: 
• a man with a big gown with which he can do all kinds of things: he can srrangle you, 

but just as weil defend you, he is ambivalent 
• American mold, brushy hair, aggressive 
• private Ryan : wishy-washy, disgusting and attractive at the same time 

FamilJI g;roup: 
• thin, skinny, white, but a bttle bit overbearing 
• rniddle-aged German or English figure with a frosry expression and a moustache, has 

an unerly tough and honest look, but down inside is biased and prone to corruption 
PoliticallJI active group: 

• he reminds me ofBill Cbnton: good looking on the outside, nothing to criticize, sug
gesting strength and authority. Inside, however, corrupted. 
Journalist group: 

• a brushy haired older officer, who teils lies not because he is evil, but because he has 
to. That is, he foilows basically gentle goals, but he can succeed onJy by using unfair 
means. 
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Thus, thc other groups gave strongly and explicitly ambivalent descriptions of the person
aUt)' of thcjr Image of ).'ATO. He can elther strangle, or defend you. He is all right, but a 
bttle ovcrbcaring. Seems to be honest, but yet prone to corruption. Very illsrrucrive is the 
emononal rcaction of the journalists. Tlus was the only group that gave an unambiguously 
positive rational descnpnon of:\'ATO, and reported a perfeccly "pro" attirude. Yet :\'ATO 
15 described here as dishonest, whilc chis negative mut is explained away by referring to sit
uational constramts. Tlus pro)ecrive game, which enabled us to gain so me access to the less 
consclOus layers of respondents' attirudes, convincingly reinforced the ambivalence per
ceived during the discusslOn of rational arguments for or against joining ~ATO. 

H ungary and the Eu 

Thc plan to join the EU is much less controversial than the fact that Hungary have joined 
:\'ATO. This ambition is perceived to be consistent with our self-image as historically 
and culrurally an integral part of Europe. There is a rational awareness that joining the 
EC 'will mean gJ"ing up some of its sovereignty, but for the moment it seerns to be noth
mg more than a theoretical issue, and respondents seem unable to experience any emo
nonal reacoons about this sacrifice . 

.\10 t re pondents expect more po itive consequences than negative ones, but they 
secmed to be rather superficially informed about the probable outcomes for Hungary. 
The only concern arriculated generally, and most strongly in the Far East group, is that 
IIunganan agriculrure is bound to suffer a lot, even may collapse as a result of joining the 
E"C. Otherwise, the most important positive outcome seems to be that joining the EU 
will consolidate Hungary's position in Europe in the long run. The young man from 
L'kramc exprcs ed hl WOIT}' about the probable isolation from the mother COUDtry of 
cthruc Hungarians living in Ukraine, and he saw no chance of avoiding this fate. 

The main advantages and disad,oantages mentioned are as follows - reflecting again 
the arguments disseminated by the media: 

Disadvantages 

JOlnlng the EU Will Improve our economy Western companles Will completely take over the 

Hunganan economy 

It will be easler to find a Job abroad Unemployment Wlil grow 

The standard 01 IlVlng wlilimprove Pnces Will skyrocket 

Hunganan agnculture Wlil go bankrupt 

Trave!hng will become easler Chances 01 ethnlc Hunganans In the nelghbonng 

countnes Will suffer 
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Negatives of joining the EU 

The most important worry about joining the EU is the same as the \\1despread fear, su
perstition or negative experience that V\Testern capitalists wiU buy up IIungarian proper
ties and means of production, in order to exploit and take unfair advantage of the Hun
garian people. This danger was formuJated from various viewpoints anticipating different 
negative consequences. Here are some examples. 

"OK We join and da what they expect ofus, but what if the)'just exploit our country like so far." [Far 

East group) 

"The)' come and bu)' Hungarian companies cheap, and take the profit out of the countr)'." [Family 

group) 

"Foreigners bu)' up Hungarian soil, the prices will sk)'rocket, to a level higher than Hungarians can 

pa)', so that our good, qualit)' soil will be lost to foreigners." [Family and poli tically active group) 

"Real estate will become freely accessibie to Westenlers, so prices will skyrocket, making the Hungar

ian hOllsing situation even worse. That can create social stress and as a consequence nationalism "na)' 

increase." [Family group] 

A related worry, mainly in the Far East group that belongs to an agricultural area, is that 
Hungarian agriculture would collapse as a result of joining EU. 

"It will be a disaster Jar agriculture. Let us take Holland or Italy,farmers are paid not to produce be

cause there is redundanc)'. And they sa)' that it is cheape-r to produce in Holland than in Hungary. So 

there will be an en0171WUS crisis." [Far East group 1 

There was a generational difference in the extent to which respondents were worried 
abour joining the EU. The middle or older generations were much more worried than 
the younger generation. Even young people in the Far East group were more optimistic 
than the FamiJy group or the Politically active group. This is partly rational, partly emo
tional. 

"So 1na1l)' bad things happened to the peopie that the majorit)' can see no pnmlising perspectives. Peopie 

above 40 or the pensioners won 't find thei-r pface even in the EU." [Family group) 

A simiJar idea is that there are great expectations, which are bound to faiJ. 
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~I don 't think it will be harder to live in the El..:, but there 'will be no sigmficant diffe1"l"1ue and this 

v.:ill wake 7I1Dn) people disappointed." (Repaoiated] 

Finally, man} respondents consider the prospect of losing some of Hungaf}"s sovereignt}, 
andlor nanonal character. However, chis outcome is viewed with resignation . 

.. Ue have to give up SlT!ne of 01l1' notllT!IDI sovl"1'eignt)' zn the traditional sense, but if we look arollnd in 

the warld, we see that the idea and praetlce of tradmonalnatzonal sovl"1'eignt)' is in the past." Dour

nalist gToup] 

Positives of joining the EU 

Before turnmg to the positive outcomes ex-pected from joining the EU, let us quote an 
mteresting remark concerning the above cluster of negatives: a perspective. 

"BasicallJ, 1 thmk we are llngratiflll, because if we had been discussing these ve1J' same ismes 8 )'ear; 

ago, we wUlild have fOlmd a great marr) indisputable advantages in joining the EL'" [Student group] 

This quotation suggests that IIungarians have forgotten very quickly how baciGvard our 
country had been before the change of regime, and how much the Hungarian population 
used to admireWestern Europe. This change of attitude may panly be due to the disil
lusionment follo\\.;ng the great expectations. 

There are (WO, omewhat related arguments in fa vor of joining the EU: one is free
dom to travel; the other concerns various economic advantages. Ir is very interesting, 
howe\"er, that even these relatively undisputed advantages are formulated with some 
reservation: respondents are quick to add a 'but' to the positive outcome. 

Suppornng beliefs: 

"U'hat 1 see as an advantage of the EU is that man)' n/!'"u; resources opm IIp for the Hungarian ecm-

1T!ll) to help 7Il0dernl:;Dtron. AlthOllgh It is not alwa)'s fair, becallse fIT!' example in PHARE )'011 can get 

SlIppOrt, bm v.mh the emdltim that )'011 have to invlte and pay a Western expert fIT!" the projeet, so that 

thl?) get back ;0-80 0
0 of the monl?)'. Yet, the EU is perhaps the best of man)' bad thmgs." [Students 

group] 

The Portugal example: 

"1 hare knuum Portugal frlTlll the tI'me when joming the EU was out of question. It was a beautiful 

cOlmtT), bm despemte~)' poor. And then, whm thl?)'Joined, reallJ'fantastic allwunts Ofl1l1T1ll?) pOltred m, 
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th!!) built roads, 1-eamstrllcted roerything. It was fontastic. And people became much happier. The prob

lems begin, hrrUiroer, becallse afm- a while these anwzmts must be paid back slowly. Yet I hope we can 

join, we have 120 otheTChoice." [Family group] 

A related issue is management culture: 

"Th!!)' hing us a new corporate culture, work ethics. A Western multi expects)'ou to work 12-14 hours 

a da)' and to be maximal6' lll)'al." [Student group] 

As these few quotations illustrate, an ambivalence is expressed here, quite similar to the 
one concerning ~ATO. PI !ARE money is fine, BlTT most of it flows back to the Eü; fi
nancial aid is fine, BlTT it has to be paid back; developed management culture is fine, BUT 

it involves exploitation. The conclusion is the ambivalent and somewhat fatalist state
ment: "\Ve have no other choice." 

PERSONIFICATJON OF THE EU 

In the cliscussion of the attitudes toward joining ~ATO, we found that the ambivalence 
that could be inferred from the rational arguments was reinforced and became more ex
pressed by the projecti\'e techniques that were used to gain access to less conscious reac
tions. IIere we found something similar: as the ambivalence at the rational level was 
slighter, the emotional reactions to the EU were less ambivalent, but resen'ations are still 
easy to assess. 

The almost unarumous association in all five groups was a kind of matron. A power
ful female head of household, who holds the key to the pantry, the one who looks over 
the personnel in the family economy, as weil as the budget of the farnily members. She is 
firm but fair. Particular associations ran from a matron of a medieval manor house 
through the Madame of a Montmartre brothel to the powerful granny or to the emanci
pated businesswoman of OUT times. Let us look at some quotations: 

Students group: 
• "On the Montmartre a Madame from a red light house" 
• "For me she is a Spanish dancer lady, with a garter-belt, hot, fervent, but when it 

comes to the point, she cuts that thing off' 
• "A woman, extremely fat and sits over everything with her big bonom" 
• "She has a style ofHonthy IIanna [she was a famous operena prima donna, a dame] a 

very knowledgeable, wise woman, who keeps the family together, semes the maners 
around the household, about 40-50 years of age" 

• "A Swiss banker who always calcuJates how much it will cost to have us among them, 
weighs everything." 
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Far East group: 
• "lt IS more of a female." 
• "French, strong character, brave, Isn't afraid of anything." 

• "Ha a strong \\ill, awful." 
• "Sncks to the rules and regulations, any resistance is in vain." 

• "Keep her eye on e\·erything." 

Fa1ll1lJ group: 
• "A gray-headed man of 40-45 years of age, looks ver)' nice and friendly, but when it 

comes to negotianons he ruthlessly gets his interests through." 
• "-\ forcefuJ woman, strong, detemuned, brave, who can gather people around her, \'ery 

effi ci en t." 

PoliticallJ Active grollp: 
• "A female. She is a matron, a housekeeper, a bit cunning, a bit aggressive, she is very 

alert, keeps an eye on e\·erything. Perhaps not a housekeeper but the owner, the lady 
housewlfe herself who is very cunning and spies upon the maid lest she cheat her out 
of a rotten apple. 0 she is not that generous." 

• "A careful matron who hands out wheat to the Farm hands. A patriarch but female. A 
ma01arch," 

Jou.malist group 
• "A woman, no doubt. She holds the key to the pantry. And wouldn't give it over to 

anybody." 
• "Maybe a Swiss banker, definitely the French type." 

Ir is amazing how similar the image IS in these otherwise very different groups. And ws 
image seems to be far from being a stereotype. \\ bile personification of :\'ATO was ex
plicitly ambiguous, which was reflected, far example, by the use of "but" conjunctions, 
here the ambiguity is more semantic: the description of a "material woman" who at the 
same urne has authority. She is not somebody to love, but neither is she corrupted. 

TI. DETAlLED RESULTS 

Two of the six groups are described separately in more detail: the group of university 
graduate and undergraduate srudents, and the group of politically active persons. The 
point of ws is to presem a particular group's views as a whole urut. In ws wal' we can 
gain a more coherent picrure from a particular \iewpoint. The rudent group was cho-
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sen because these respondents were perhaps the most affected by integration, while the 
politically active group was chosen because they were the most informed. Our attention 
\\-ill be focused on the specific attitudes characteristic of these groups toward ;'\fATO and 
the EU, and we will also look for group specific differences. 

I. Group of university graduates and undergraduates 

Hungarian values clid not seem to be resonating deep in the heart of these students. They 
mentioned some values belonging to the general national stereotypes such as our doomed 
fate, our role as a bastion of Christianity, and our being anation of outstanding talent. 
\A.'hat seem to be subjectively more important to them are quite trivial and very material 
symbols of the ci viI gap between (perhaps the former) Hungary and Western nations. 
Their emotions toward Europe can be grasped against this bac~OTound. 

'Y1s to the transition I remembeT that the boundary marker 'People's Republic' was changed.I saw it 

on the television. And we stopped learning R:Jlssian." 

"ln connection with toilets I remember when we first visited Austria we stopped in a rest area akng 

the highway. We wanted to go to the toi/et and we took paper with uso [It was typical then in Hun

gary that there was no teilet paper in public restroomsJ Aswe were Teturning to OU1" carwe were 

asked by a service man wh)' we had stolen the paper!" 

There were also so me other quotations related to this material attitude and civilization 
gap in the general cliscussion (e.g. another toilet-story, the "Western" Yugoslavian rela
tives with the credit card, etc.) 

As to Euro-Atlantic integration, this is the only group which explicitly expressed the 
view that the connection between joining NATO and the EU need not or should not be 
taken for granted, one is not a precondition of the other, or more particularly, to join 
NATO was not a condition for joining the EU. However, they admitted that in the final 
assessment the two could be separated only in theory. 

".VATD and the EU are alwa)'s mentioned together. I tU; not understand why. It seems to me as ifjoin

ing the EU has to be preceded by join ing ,YATD. We have to separate then; they are separate organi

zatial1s. " 

"The country would develop more Tapidly under international protection. But I tU; not think that 

we could not join the EU without joining NATO. Df course, under ,VATD protection the EL; invest

ments are safer in the region. But joining NATO. is not a stipulation." 

Thus, students accepted the necessity of joining ;'\fATO, but very half-heartedly. \Vhile 
they paid lip service to the advantages ofNATO, their emotions were very ambiguous. 
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The lOgical ambiguity in these quotations - the statement that joining the two organi
zations are not related, and the admission that joining 0JATO makes joining the EU eas
ler - actually reAects a psychological ambiguity. Another, even stronger symptom of af
fective amblguity is a kind of fatalism. Like it or not, this is "our fate": 

".11an s strongest wlsh is to mrvlve. Joining ),:4TO is the least bad option to choose." 

"Fear IS ve?J often stressL'd as a reason to join .YATo. Smce Hungar)' is a S/lUlll countr)', we have no 

other wa)' to proteet ourrelves. " 

"We dld not want to jom .VATO, but in spite ofthis faet it would have been explicitly an e-rror not 

to Jom. We had no other choice." 

One might expect this generation to anticipate a number of advantages for them, oppor
tunities for more favorable careers by joining the EU. Yet along with the politically ac
tive group, these young people were the most skeptical about the possible outcomes, only 
a fe\\ of them mentioned any positive expectations. Let us begin with the hopes, and then 
turn to skepticism. 

"The EU: yes. It f!}Ulrantees a West-European standard ofliving. It meam a more liberal wa)' oflift, 

another kmd of thznkzng. Without the EU it would take several decades to reach that level, .11)' life 

wIll be rea/~)' m)' lift 'UMhout instructiom front the outside." 

% to the econO'fJ'l)" It IS questiolUlble whether Hungary is in a position to have hel' own wa)' 01' 

whether It is necessar)' to Join the EU. I think, howeve1; that the joining period has already begun. Tbe 

bzg Ammcan and European "multis" are in the country. That way joining the EU - just like joining 

.VATO - IS a second-best solution again." 

"Jommg the EU will be a long procedure. As long as Jor I 5-20 yearr after joining, mif!}·ation of 

labor Jorm frWll Eastern Europe will be forbidden. I shall be nearly a pemioner when 1'11 be allowed to 

go and work in Western Europe. " 

"Look at the countries in the EU' Ethnic and social confiicts in France, the Basques in Spain, reli

f!}rnlS and cultural differenw in Great Britain, which begin with .11010tov cocktails and end with base

ball bats as a soft solution to the problems. I ask whether these are mch civili:::.ed and high~1' developed 

ern/nm'es we have to join? In spite of their fiourishing economies the)' have to face the same proble-rm 

as we da zn Hungary. I da not see how the)' are on a higher level than Hungar)'. I agree with the ."\'01'

wegiam who were drunk Jor two M)'S after the)' had refllsed to join in the refe1·endum. I underrtand 

all the pros and CDm, but Tm not happy about joining the EU" 

Finally, let us turn to the values of neu tra li ty and national independence. As a matter of 
fact, these values did not seem to be really important for these students and occurred only 
in an historical comext. 
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"SeutralitJ in 1956 came from the pressure of'real-politik'. It wuld not be said explicitlJ that we re

a16' wanted to join .\ATo." 

"Rl?fJlies to the different questions of life in Hungar)' are aba)'s directed against something ami not 

in Javor ofsrmlething .• Yeutralit; in 1956 was declared against the Russians." 

In summary, the group of graduate and undergraduate students regarded Euro-Aclantic 
integration as something Hungary has to go through for rational, material reasons, forced 
by objective circumstances. It mal' bring some advantages, but reservations are justified. 
These young people showed a rather cold, affected attitude toward the two organizations. 
In their thinking material values domina ted, they considered more spiritual values such 
as neutrality and national independence as unrealistic and not relevant. 

2. Group 0/ the politically active 

.\1embers of this focus group were alJ professionals with degrees in econornics, theologl', 
and philosophy. .\10st of thern were opposed to joining 0JATO and were not verl' happy 
aboilt joining the EU, either. Those whose opinions were not so sharply expressed, and 
who were frorn a particular point of view pro-0,'ATO, were not too happy, and ernpha
sized our present econornic, military and safety affairs that force us to join. 

Judgements about 0JATO caIU10t be clivided along partyaffiliations. \\'hether liberal 
or conservative, communist or right-·wings, some opinions about joining were a very def
inite "no" and in this case respondents voted for neutralitl'. The other group of opinions 
can be characterized as ')oes, bur'; "1, then"; "necessary, because" replies, which showed a cer
tain ambivalence, similar to that of the students. Obviously there is some distTUst both 
toward :\ATO and the EU. Therefore the imporrance of neutrality was ernphasized. 
Hungarian historical and cultural values, the strong will of the Hungarian people to sur
vive, and injustices comrnined against Hungary domina ted the argumentation. The daily 
events of the war and the fear of Serbia attacking HungaI)' also influenced the parrici
pants' replies. 

"During the reign of King J[athias, Hungar)' was one of the greatest powers in Europe. The Peace 

Treat;' ofTrianon resulted in smollS consequences and influenced the life of Hzmgary together with 

that of the whole ofJlicldle-Europe.1f we do not take care of ourselves, we shall be swept away." 

"1 belirrve in the strength of Hzmgarian culture, and 1 kncr<iJ that the Hungarian people within and 

outside the borders of Hzmgal) will be able to survive in the Carpathian basin. Ami they da not need arry 

support. When we were supparted, it was alwaJs disadvantageollS and we always had to pay its price." 

The respondents of this group ( first of alJ those against 0JATO ( vigorously criticized the 
rneclia for their one-sided information. They argued that the press, television, and raclio 
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did not help them to make an infonned decision, since onJy the advantages could be read 

or heard. 

"1 am ver) poorl)' infornzed abollt .YATD. 1 was not supplied with enough infomlation. And what 1 

knrrt!!, 1 do not undemand a word ofit. The government tells onl)' lies even when it puts questions. 

Ulbat 1 have been told about this topic is not authentic 01' credible to me. " 

The anti-integration voice in this group was quite strong and had very emotional arguments. 
They feit that this process of joining ~ATO and the EU is something forced on memo 

"The SWISS and the Danish people have solved this issue very weil when they decided it was better for 

thl!1l1 to be alone." 

"Hungary differs from the West in its culture, development of its econ01111 and its habits. As to the econ-

07l1Y, Hunga1)' shollld stand on its own fiet. And then, if.VATO 01' the EU sayr, OK,)'ou are wek07ne, we 

cauld loin b)' OU1" own decision with01lt arry force. We tlo not need to toady to the71l, as we tlo to the EU," 

"We alwa)'s wanted to be neutral, independent and free. We did not want to join anybody. These 

characteristics are realI)' Hungarian values. And now, when we have achieved the goal of independence, 

we give up. We fiel an llndetermined inducement to join .YATD. We hated the WIlr.raw Pact and now 

we voluntarily loin another one. Wb)'? We c01l1d manage it alone as weil. And let me ask, "Ullry' is 
.'VITO more European then the WIlrsaw Pact used tQ be?" Instead of one l'ed sttl1; now we have fifty." 

';4 treaty should wOl'k on a volulltar)' basis. In the previolls milittl1)' and econ07llic treaties we were 

explOIted, and to a certain extent .vrro is the same." 

Although neutrality was always preferred, it was acknowledged that with respect to the 
safety of Hungary against her possible enemies, :\TATO was the only alternative. Bur its 
only positive feature was its ability and power to defend uso 

"Serbia has already announced its wish to join the C07mnonwealth of Independent States of the for

mer S01Jiet G-ni071. After the )'ear.r of the WIlr.raw Pact this was no alternative for uso And nrrt!! we an 

on the othe-r side. The Soviet Union, China and the countries around them are practically on the op

posite side. And if we have to cape with them. which 1 hope will not occur, then we have no othe-r choice 

than .vrrD. We have to regard it fonn such a practieal point of view." 

"It would have been good to re?71am neutral and independent, but we have to undemand that in 

the present econ07nic situation it is impossible. Apan fr071l our geographical situation, neutrality, which 

we wanted so much, cannot be rea/i::;ed. We are too Slnall, too weak and we need sante bigger prrt!!er be

hind US." 

NATO membership is already an accomplished fact. In connection with joining the EU, 
however, the Hungarian people still have a choice. Let us see how members of this forus 
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group think about joining the European Gnion. In the argumentation Hungarian inter
ests and self-confidence stay in the foreground. 

"Selore joilling we haue to conside'r ver)' thoroughly the advantages and disadvantages in am
nectio71 with the EU membership. We must not join until the EU me11ZbeTS accept our most im
portant interests. I mean land ownersbip, agriculture, and food production, wh ich are ve1)' impor
tam Jor Hzmga1)', and the; belong to the image oJ our cou.ntry'. 1f we cou.ld not defend these 
bmllches frum the negative effects oJ the EU mm-ket, it is not worth joining, becallSe we shall de
struy evl!1J"thl7lg that 'i1:e have already bllilt up." 

Another counter-argument concems Hungary loosing its soverelgnty, mainly through 
econOffilC processes. 

~}es, there is a problem. Transdanubia has alread) been sold out. .YITIL' the Great Hungarian Plain fol

IITJJs. But I think the Parlia711ent has to pass mch bills that prevent this procedllre." 

"If we m-e me711bers of the EL~ we have to give up issuing our lTum man!!) outright. There will not 

be the Forint, onl; the Euro. In the big United States of Europe we shalilose our sovereignf). And we 

shall be full; mbordinated. n 

The different culture, habits and norms seem to be important arguments against joining, 
too. AJthough such cultural aspects conrribute to a self-criticaJ attitude, these differences 
are attribured by this group mainJy to the communist era, 

"ClIlmrall; Hungary differs from the Hist. DlIring the last 40 )ears of armmunism every'bod) had 

to learn to lie a little bit. This fact has inco1lt'enient effects on the HlIngarian wa) of c07n71lunication 

up to our present days. Another difference is that Hungarian people think that certßin norms are not 

c07npulsOlJ to follrrJJ. The; 7llO) travel without a ticket; th!!) M not want to pa) tax, etc. With such no1l

observance of the norms we cannot Joill Europe. n 

Interestingly enough, personification of .:-\ATO seems to be less negative than rnight have 
been expected after the discussion. Perhaps the \iews expressed in the group discussion 
reflect more an intellectual standpomt, and less an emotional attitude. Also, a critical at
titude towards a majority opinion rnight be a means of presenting themselYes as inde
pendent-rninded intellectuals, 

".\'/fT0 is something like Sean Connf?1J. He is accurate, balanced, quiet, selfconfident. n 

".\/[['0 is masculine, with a big, strang bod). His cloth es are regular, and evl?1J'thing is in order 

an his cloth es. n 

".'\.4TO looks like Bill Clinton. He is handsome, quiet, seC'ms to be perfict from all point of viev.:, 

has respect, lrut from inside he is 71wmll; depraved and corrupt. " 
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Personification of the EU reveals a cautious, ambivalent attitude. \i\Te mal' remember the 
plcture of a head of household keeping her suspicious eyes on servants. Here are some 

other personi fications: 

"Sbc lS a V.XTman and a reallmreaucrat, Imt sbe is Ve?) polite to the climts. In her office rocrything has 

tts placc and she manages tbe affairs silentl) bm decisively. " 

"Tbc EU IS a mzxture of different nations. She ham't got areal character and Mem't Im()'"~ who 

shc IS at all. The?'cforc she IS a hermapbrodtte. Tbe Ger7llons rep,"cSe?1tS tbe masculine features, thc 

Soutbent counn-ies are lJlorc fe?nininc" .\'()'"UJ she is lookingfor he?" real identity." 

In summary, national pride dominated the attitude of chis group. Accordingly, in their 
feelings thel' were in favor of neutrality, and were suspicious, to sa)' the least, of the 
benevolence of the \\Test. On the other hand, they acknowledged that Hungary was not 
able to defend herself in case of aggression, and so, however sad it is, we have to join 
'\ATO. A number of cuJtural and econorn.ic reservations were expressed concerning join
ing the EU, while there was no definite decision either for or against it. It is quite inter
esting that at the emotional level reactions of chis group were more positive toward both 
.'JATO and the EU than at the rational level. We mal' suppose that the strong criticizrn at 
the rational level was a kind of self-presenta ti on of the intellecroals. 

III. SIDL\1ARY OF THE FOCUS GROUP RESULTS 

I. Overall characteri::::,ation of the f!70UpS 

\.\'hile such smalJ groups of people cannot be validly compared to each other, it is worm 
enumerating the features that can be tentatively used to characterize them. 

I The young people of the Far East group were not knowledgeable about any details of 
either :\'ATO or the EU, and reflected general, uninforrned optimism with some 
reseryations mainJy concerning Hungarian agriculture. 

2 The group of journaliSts seerned to stick to their 'official' role and gave voice to the gov
emment's optimistic interpretations of Hungary's prospects in the two organizations. 

3 The most critical were the groups of university undergraduates and graduates and the 
(currently or forrnerll') politically active, rn.iddle-aged intellectuals. The main differ
ence was that the younger people were more rational in their skeptical attitude, and 
perhaps less pessirn.istic, while the rn.iddle-aged people reacted more emotionally, es
pecially towards :\'ATO, and they sa\\ the furore of Hungary in these organizations 
more gloomily. At the same time, some of ws pessirn.ism may be due to the typical in
tellectual critical attitude, and so part of it may be discounted. 
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4 Remember that the repatriated persons were inten-iewed incli\-idually because they 
were too suspicious to take part in a group cliscussion. However, in the inten-iews they 
proved to be the most optimistic about Hungary's furore in both organizations. Their 
attirode sometimes seemed to be even naive. One plausible reason is their special psy
chological siroation: as repatriated people they have to be optimistic, otherwise they 
would be inconsistent in their own, and probably in others' eyes. Another explanation 
is that they wanted to conform to SOClal expectations - as they perceived them. Of 
course, the (Wo motivations do not exclude each other. 

2. Hzmgarian vallies 

All the groups share the same stereotypes about Hungary and relevant Hungarian values 
such as 
• Hungary is an integral part of Europe despite its Asian origins. Trus position is weil 

deserved and proven by Hungary's role in defending Christian Europe from the Turk
ish conquests. 

• Hungarian people are unusuaily talented. Trus claim is supported by \'arious examples 
from the area of science (for example physics) or culture (for example film). 

These stereotypes form a basis for Hungary's claim to be integrated into (\\Testern) Eu
rope. On the other hand there is some self-criticizm, as well as resen'ations about Hun
gary's maroritr as a member. 
• IIungary is a poor, sm all and weak country, economicaily lagging berund the \\'est, 

partly or mainly due to the decades spent under communist rule withln the Soviet 
bloc. 

• Hungarian people have yet to learn some organizational, communicational and be
ha\-ioral skills necessary for a successful furore in an integrated Europe. 

Thus, the dominant values attributed to Hungary are in accordance with its ambition to 
become an integral part of the European community. 

1. Hlmgar)' and the West 

There are some commonly held resen'ations towards European integration based on 
Hungarian history. 
I 'FeITY country.' Hungar-y was oscillating between an Eastern (Russian) and \\'estern 

(Austri an , German) orientation, but neither brought it much advantage. On the con
trary, it was exploited both ways. 

2 Hungary was left on its own by the \,Test when it was in danger, be it at the hands of 
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the Tartars, the T urks, or the Russians. The most recent and most painful occasion was 
the 1956 revoluuon, when Soviet troops defeated the revolutionaries and the \Vest did 
not defend Hungary from intervention despite promises given by the United States. 

Altogether, the typical attitude towards the V/est was found to be arnbiguous: admiration 
on one hand and resentment on the other. 

2. Xeutralit)' 

The stereotypes concerning llungary's historical relationship to the \Vest outlined above 
have resulred in a kind of leamed helplessness, and rhis is the background against which 
the concept of neutrality is viewed. Being independent and neutral is a wish that never 
had a real chance to be fulfilled. There was only a weak voice in one of the groups (the 
poliucally active), which claimed to believe that rhis time we had a real chance (the ref
erendum abour joining 0JATO), but we missed it once again. 

3. Hungary and j'\'ATO 

The overaJJ attitude to IIungary joining 0JATO is characterized bya serious arnbiguity 
or ambivalence. 
3 There is a rational surface level where joining 0JATO is accepted on such objective, 

rational grounds as Hungary being a smalI, econornically weak country suITounded by 
potentially (and historically) inimical nations, and so only a big power can defend her. 
Therefore, NATO: yes. This level was straightforwardly reflected in the stereotypes 
disseminated by the media and repeated in the group discussions. 

4 There is, on the other hand, a deeper, more emotional level, where all the disappoint
ments concerning the U.S. and ~Testern European nations are reflected. Deep in their 
hearts most respondents have doubts whether l\'ATO really can be trusted (remem
ber 1956). Ir is also destructi\Oe of national pride to admit that Hungary is weak and 
helpless, and has no other choice than to trust in apower proven to be untrustworthy 
only decades ago. 

The upshot of all these considerations is that Hungary (and the respondents themselves) 
had no other choice bur to say 'yes' to NATO as a necessary evil, bur they refuse to be 
happy or proud abour it. 
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4· Hungary and the EU 

The EU has more favorable associations than ~ATO. There seems to be a number of 
reasons for this: 

5 The EU is not a military organization, and also relatively new, therefore less painfully 
associated with negative historical remembrances. 

6]oining the EU is a symbolic reinforcement ofHungary's age old national claim ofbe
longing to Europe (as opposed to the East or the Balkans). 

7 The bulk of negative feelings of resentment has already been put onto ~ATO and so 
Hungarian people have disposed of them. 

8 Both the general and the particular personal experiences of\\'estern Europe are posi
tive, while nobody has any concrete, detaiJed knowledge about the future possible dis
advantages of integration. 

The respondents are aware that the consequence of joining the EU is that Hungary v.ill 
have to give up some of its sovereignt},; this price is seen as a fair one. On the other hand 
also there are reservations. The EU is seen as a very selfish orgaruzation, and the chances 
are that it \\ill exploit Hungary if it is not cautious. And again, the fatalistic attitude: "we 
have no other choice but to join". 

5. Persanification of.\ATO and the EU 

Understandably, both organizations were persorufied as autocratic, and neither was seen 
as really sympathetic: 
9 ~ATO was an alien soldier or a powerful politician with both positive and negative 

traits. 
10 The EU was a domineering matron looking Q\"er the households of European nations. 

6. Relationship with the surve)' results 

A1together, the results of the focus group research are consistent with those of the SUITey 
and, at the same time, highlight some of the arnbiguities. One such ambivalence in the 
sUITe)' results is that the majorit}- supports joining ~ATO, while agreeing to statements 
about its probable negative effects. This is at a rational level, where the expected advan
tages are considered to be greater than the possible disadvantages. The focus groups re
inforced this arnbivalence, but added to it a strong emotional underpinillng. These un
derlying feelings can be described as disappointment and disillusionment with the ,Nest. 
This negative attitude is set against the rational argument that keeping out of the alliance 
is too dangerous to our future to risk. This feeling is related to the arnbiguities of our na-
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cional idencity; the survey showed that the proporcion of those ,,\ho regard Hungar)' as 
belonging to the \\'est is dose to those who deny this. 

-\s to the Issue of neutrality, the survey showed that the majonty' prefers joining 
'\'A'1O to remalnlng neutral. IIowever, foeus groups revealed that neutrality" would be 
much more agreeable, even to those who support joining. There is a relaxed, disillu
sioned, ranonal consideration that bends these people toward 0!ATO. In a somewhat 
mlDgated wa}, the same also holds for Q\"erall atcitudes toward the EU. The main con
tribunon of the focus groups to the favorable atcitude toward Euro-Atlancic integracion 

shown In the suryey resulrs is that thi support is accompanied with a strong feeling of 
dIscontent. 
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Christoph Reinprecht . Rossalina Laccheva 

l\TEUTRALITY fu~D AUSTRIAN IDENTITY: 
DI COURSE ON NATO AND NEUTRALITY AS 

REFLECTED IN P BLIC OPINION 

I. Introduction 

".'"eutralit] represenrs a crucial point of orientation for national self-confidence in Aus
tna. Both the State Treat]' of 1955 and the notion of perperual neutralit] together con
stirute the cornerstones of civic education - and even today, Austrian children are still 
made aware of their meanings from their earliest schooldays: the idea of the country's 
freedom and independence; of a democratic republic that is the ver)' anti thesis of the 
cl\'"il-war expenences, the ~azi regime, annihilation and fareign rule; astate exercising 
voluntalJ self-control in the face of irs own problematic heritage and traditions. As em
pirical srudles Indicate, the idea of neutralit], was integral to the consolidation of Austrian 
pamonc senomenrs and till remains constirutive of Austrian identity to chis dar. 

ret since the democratic change in Eastern Europe, at the velJ' latest, a grm\'"ing dis
crepancy has been observed bet\l:een the ideal and reality (Reinprecht 1995)' Prevailing 
for decades, the countl}"s self-description as neutral and belonging to the '\'est, yet not 
fully committed to irs instirutions, seems to remain firmly anchored in public conscious
ness. The rapidJy changing historical-political context, however, has triggered off a liveI}' 
debate In political discourse on Austria 's international position: V\'hat sort of tarus does 
chis countl}' hold after the end of the East-' \'e t conflict) " 'hat kind of self-understand
ing governs Austrian participation in the process of European integration; " 'hat does 
the "post-national constellation" CI Iaberrnas 1998), the loss of nation-state sovereignt]" 
mean for the national self-image of a smalI , neutral state "at the heart of Europe"? And 
what does this mean far a recently consolidated national consciousness; 

These lssues are indeed a matter of conBict, as shown by Austrian social and political 
development by the end of the zoth and the beginning of the new cenrury. In almost any 
European countl}', the end of the postwar era was characterized by intense self-interro
gation and identit]' crises. In chis countl}"s case, ehe process consisted of con fron ting the 
Second Republic's historical preconditions, especially the ;'\Tazi period, and in a lifting of 
taboos, as far as authoritarian politics and the populistic demagogy of ehe Right was con
cerned. joining the European Union in 1994 marked an important caesura: although ac
cession was apprm'ed by rwo-chirds of ehe Austrian population, a reactive-defensi\'e pa-
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triotism so on emerged to be directed against Union membership. ~eutrality, too, has 
since undergone a certain change in meaning (see ::\feuhold 1992; Luif 1995 et al). Yet the 
situation remains contradictory. Crises in the ::\fear East (such as the GulnVar) and in 
ex-Yugoslavia have made it seem inevitable fundamentally to reassess Ausnia's role, im
plying in particular a rejection of the po pul ar definition of neutrality as "permanent non
partiality" (Rotter 1995)' Contributions to the current discussion are controversial, rang
ing as they do from recommendations for neutral politics under stronger parliamentary 
control (for instance, see Gärmer 1998) to demands for membership in the Atlantic Al
liance put forward by politicians adhering to the conservative camp. Yet in the mirror of 
public opinion, neutrality continues to appear as an esteemed collective good - virtu
ally, as a particular habit of the heart, or even as an "essential trait of the conceptual char
acter of the nation" (Burger 1994, 364). Habits of ehe hean, however, are not receptive 
to rational arguments. Rather, such susceptibility would require emotional dissociation 
or, in a pointed formulation, a slow "weaning" process (prisching 1995, 72). 

2. Subjects and srructure of this article 

The connection between neutrality and national identity will also be discussed in the fol
lowing contribution: in the first pan, recent opinion polis will serve as a basis to repre
sent continuity and change in people's attitudes toward neutrality, with some attention 
paid to the questions of 0.'ATO membership (section 3)' The second pan of chis paper 
\vill analyze the capacity of the idea of neutrality to constitute identity (section 4). In chis 
connection, three issues will be centrally imponant: First, it wili be necessary to investi
gate various aspects of the way people evaluate neutrality with respect to their socio-
tructural background, which in this case will be facilitated bya secondary analysis of a 

quantitative survey The second line of inquiry focuses on the question as to what di
mension of national identity - emotional attachment, constitutional patriotism, nation
alism - is most strongly linked to attitudes regarding neutrality: Is neutrality a con
stituent element of emotional attachment to Austria or is it rather a factor of patriotic 
attitudes or of a nationalistic syndrome ~ Finally, evaluations of neutrality \vill be exam
ined in the context of social change: how significant are the fundamental changes in the 
political framework, such as membership in the European Union, in terms of neutrality 
and ehe relation between neutrality and national identity? 

The poil results summarized in section 3 have been provided by various institutions 
operating "",.jth significantly divergent questions. For chis reason, caution must be exer
cised in dra\\-mg comparisons between the resultant data .• \1oreover, polis are often car
ried out on politico-strategic grounds, thus suffering from commercial or (party-)political 
bias. Nonetheless, they do convey an impression of tendencies in the public. 
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Data of entirely dIfferent kinds are the key to secoon 4, presennng the results of a sec
ondal) analysis based on a representati\'e survey conducted by the International Social 
<;urvey Program (IS P) 10 1995. for several years, and 10 more than twenty countries, 
representanve surveys ha\'e been camed out, within the ISSP framework, on a specific 
set of issues. Trus endeavor has been supported bya fully standardlZed questionnalre, de
veloped b: an internanonal re earch team and supplemented by focus areas for each na
tion. In 1995, the un'ey concentrated on the "naoonalldenoty" complex, with a sen es 
of complemental)' questions designed for Austria, addressing such issues as neutrality and 
'\,' A.TO membership (for the \ustrian results, see Haller 1996). 

Lnhke pure 0plnlOn polls, baSIC quanntative research in the social sciences seeks to do 
Jusnce to the compleXJty and the manifold layers of amtudes prevalent In society. A con
cept such as national identity, integrating a multitude of ideas, thus calls for measure
ments performed !TI terms of more than just one or two statements. Our secondary analy
SIS has the objecti\'e of wsclos!TIg the structure of a latent complex of attitudes and making 
\isible thelr mterdependent relations. 

In the I SP framework. national identity was operationalized as a multidimensional 
concept, llOkmg to such relevant items as emotional commitment to the nation and na
tional self-referenoabty, to self-exaltation (nationalism and ethnocentrism), and to pride 
taken !TI the efficacy of democratic and legal institutions ("constitutional patriotism"). At
titudes regarcling neutrality were tested by means of three statements pertaining to two 

dimensions of neutrabt)-, (to be elaborated 10 the follow'lTIg). This has sen'ed to delineate 
the options ansmg from (secondary) analysis in a fairly clear fashion. Of course, the con
cepts and operationalizanons applied in second31J' analyses have been developed both on 
the basis of conventions (e.g. the quesnonnaire being a time-tested tool) and in vie\\ of 
theoretical considerations. The analysis is ultimately dependent on such considerations, 
since It can only lay claim to plausibilit)-, within the framework of a gi\'en theoretical 
model. For thlS reason, primal)' research cannot simply be superseded by secondal)' 
analysis. An analysIs of attitudinal changes with respect to neutralit)-, and ),"ATO mem
bership touches not only on cliverse aspects of national identit)-·, but also on ocio-polincal 
attitudes and "alue onentations regarding democracy, militarism and authoritarianism re
lated to the Issue. Since these cruClal aspects could not be exarnined in the framework of 
I P, in what follows we refraIn from analyzing the effects of these factors. Such an analy
SIS must be postponed for future Im'estiganons. 

3. Continuity and change in attirudes toward neutrality 

If one wanted to summarize the most important trends in Austrian public opinion, the 
following picrure could be delmeated: accordmg to findings of empirical opinion polis, 
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esteem for neutralit)' seems to be based primarilyon the idea of passivity in military con
frontations and "staying out" of international conflicrs (see Haerpfer 1998). Ir is especially 
among the elderly groups of the population that we find a very positive emotional at
tachment to neutralit}', associated ~'ith cherished memories of occupying powers with
drawing from the country in 1955. Yet even in the younger generations, researchers ob
serve a strongly developed awareness of neutrality. Despite the remarkably v,1despread 
esteem given to neutralit)', hOWL r, poll findings are suggestive of increasing doubrs mat 
mostl) refer to me significance of a neurral status in terms of national security. In partic
ular, there has been a decrease in the percentage of Austrians who are commced that neu
trality would guarantee security in cases of emergency, while possible participation in a 
military alliance is no longer evaluated as negatively as it used to be in the 1980s. These 
poll resulrs, however, suggest no increase in support for 0.'ATO membership. The ma
jority of the population continues to reject this option and would instead support a rein
forced security role to be played by the European Union including Austria. 

Looking beneath the surface of this complex picture, the first important finding to be 
formuJated is a difference in the way the historical and the present meanings of neutrality 
are assessed. Table I suggests mat the historical role of neurrality generally tends to be 
evaluated in a ver}' positive sense, appearing to be influenced neither by the historical
political conteA't, nor by ongoing debates on national security. In 1998, in a poll comrrus-
ioned by the Austrian Society for European Politics and conducted by the "Sozialwis

senschaftliche Studiengesellschaft", 91 % of the respondenrs considered neutralit)' to have 
been a historically correct decision. In conrrast, evaluations of neurrality in the contem
porary political context turn out to be more discriminating. Although 68% believe neu
rrality to be an indispensable element of the Ausrrian state concept - a majority of 
roughly the same percentage considering neurrality to be a continuously valid principle 
- the very opposite applies to every fourth interviewee: 27% judge neurrality to be ob-
olete. Those questioned provided skeptical responses to the question whether neurral

ity would offer security und er military threat: 5 I % had doubrs in this regard (Haerpfer 
1998). Investigations carried out by other institutions have produced similar resulrs, aJ
though, as one might expect, the semantics of the questions have a considerable influ
ence. For example, a poil conducted by the "market-Institut" in 1998 showed mat 62 % 
consider neutraJity "topical and up-to-date", whereas 32% fee! it is "outdated and su
perceded". A majority of 69% concurred in "adhering" to neurrality, whiJe 23% were in 
favor of "abandoning it" (Beutelmeyer, SeidJ & V\'ührer 1998, 19)' 
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lABLE I; EvaluatIOll GI the histO'l'ical and present-da)' significance GI neutralit)' 1998 
(percenrile results) 

yes no 

In order tO receive astate rreat)", Ausma had tO choose neurrauty 
91 4 

In 1955, accordlng tO me S\\1rzerland model. \\ 'as tlm decision rightO 

IS neurralit) an mdlspensable part of the \usman concept of state? 68 ~O 

IS neurralit), soll a valid prU1clple? 68 1" _ I 

ho\\ IS .\usrrian neurralit), tO be e\'aluated no\\ ? 
40 51 does It offer me counrr)" protecnon from military threat? 

Round figures (someomes more or less man 100 %) 

'louree. S\\'S/Osterreichische Gesellschaft für Europapolmk 1998; T=I006 
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don't knO\\ 

5 

10 

5 

9 

-\nother tmportant fincling can be observed with regard to how approval of the neurrality 
Idea IS socially distributed. As repeatedly confinned, political orientation plays a decisive 
role In evaluations of neurrality: above-average affinity for neurraliry is ro be observed 
among sympathizers ofboth the Social Democratic (SPÖ) and Green parries. The high

est percentage of neurraJity skeptics was detected among followers of the FPÖ (the so
called "Freedom Party"). According to the Austrian Society for European Politic's sur

vey, 78% of SPÖ sympathizers thought that neurrality represents an indispensable 

component of the Austrian state concept, whereas the corresponding figure for FPÖ fol
lowers was onl} 57%. In the larter group, there is indeed a relatively srrong minority of 

IO% that IS dlsmissive of the hisrorical significance of neurraliry (Haerpfer I998). \Vhat 
marufests Itself in this skeptical attitude toward neurrality is no doubt the alrogether crit

ical stance of the FPÖ with regard ro the Second RepubLc's self-understanding, norori
ously identified by Jörg IIaider as an "ideological monsrrosity". An above-average per
centage of people with right-wing sympathies - the "People's Party" (ÖVP), alongside 

the FPÖ - and similarly srrong parts of the male and more highJy educared population 
consider neurraJiry a principle thar is no longer valid and hisrorically obsolete. Arnong 
those with higher education, the prevailing opinion seems ro be thar although neurraJity 
once was an historically appropriate decision, it has lost a good deal of its significance in 
terms of national security. Arnong women, by conrrast, support is solid for neurrality. 

Turning ro long-term tendencies, we note a change in the significance of neurrality. 
Sympathy for the idea of neurrality is not simply dropping - in I992, 80% still held that 
neurrality was an indispensable component of the Austrian state concept - but the in
ternal differennation among the population has additionally increased. Thus, according 

to an investigation of the "Imas-Institut", only 12 % of the respondents in I992 thought 
that neurrality had become "pointless", rising ro 2 I % by 1998 (Die Presse, Sept. 3, I998) 
and, according ro an opiruon poil of the "market-Institut", ro 26% in 2001 (PrGfil, Feb. 5, 
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2001). Over the same time penod. the percentage of those convinced of the meaningfuJ
ness of neutrality remained relati\'ely stable. oscillating up and down from 62 % in 1992 

to 59% in 1998 (Die Presse, Sept. 3, 1998) and to 69% in 2001 (Profil, Feb. 5. 2001). The 
overall change in sympathies has repeatedly been related to the political tunnoil of the 
late 80S. the collapse of "state socialism" in the communist bloc. A glance at poll results 
confinns that a change in public opinion had, "quietly and inconspicuously". become ev
ident by that nme. In 1980. for instance. 46% of the .\ustrians asked about the benefits 
and disad\'antages of perpetual neutrality stated that it ooly had benefits, 48% seeing it 
as both beneficial and disadvantageous. But by 1987, 35°/0 were convinced that neutral
ity ooly had benefits, whereas 61 % saw disadvamages as well (\\'eninger 1991, 491). 

\ \ ben considering long-tenn trends, however, we must not Q\'erlook the fact that e\,al

uations of neutrality are crucially influenced by currem political events. such as Austria's 
joining the European L:nion in 1994, the 1999 Kosovo war or the Sept. II th terrorist at
tack on the CS.\ in 2001. Thus. neutraLty became less attractive with ElJ membership. 
Accordmg to im;estigations carried out by the "Gallup Institut", the percentage of ap
prQ\'ers of presen'ed neutrality dropped from 81 % to 63 % over the 1993--96 period. 
Positive evaluations of neutrality in fact continuously decreased: according to the "Öster
reichische Gesellschaft für ~larketing", ~1 °/0 of the inteniewees in 1995 were in favor of 
maintairung neutrality (De'r Standard, July 17 th , 1999)' An opposite effect was genera ted 
by the Kosovo war which, as poll results suggest, gave rise to renewed trust in the coun
try's "old" neutraLty. \ \ 'hile a mere 5 - % would ha\'e maimained neutrality at the time 
the war began (~1arch 1999), "Spectra-Institut" inquiries found the figure to be as high 
as 68% three months thereafter (Der Standard, June II th, 1999; see Die Presse, July r d, 

1999, for similar findings generated by a "Gallup-Institut" poil). \\lth the dramatic 
events in KosQ\'o, a long-term trend seems to have come to astandstill : an investigation 
carried out by the "Sozialwissenschaftliehe Studiengesellschaft" in 1999 re\'ealed a per
centage of 55% of people 'who considered neutraLty to be a principle of continuing \'a
lidity. which is higher than the corresponding figure for 1991 (46%). while the number 
of those who no longer found neutrality up-to-date and opted for a change in national 

security policies had noticeably shrunk (1991: 43%, 1999: 33 %) (Haerpfer 1999)· An in
creasing support of neurrality could be noticed also in aftennath of the terrorist attacks 
on September II: In a sun·ey. carried out in october 2001 by the "market-Institut", ~5% 
of the inteniewees were comwced that neutraliry i extremely importam (Profil, Oct. 
22nd, 2001). In the course of the last decade of the 20m century, opinions ha\'e nonethe
less tended to become more dear-cut in general, which is why almost mice as man)' peo
pIe thought that neutrality should be abandoned in 1999 as in 1991 (7% and 4%), and 
this tendency continued to increase at the beginning of the 2 Im century. The most pow
erful vehides of a "neutrality renaissance" in the late 1990S (and after September II) turn 
out to be groups who could fully identif)' "ith neutraLt)' as an integral part of the Aus-
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trian ~tate concept. According to political affiliation, these groups include sympathizers 
of the SPO and the Greens, alongslde pensioners and the majonry of women who ex
press lmle gain from neo-militanstic discourse on armament and ~ATO membership. 

The emergence of crises In -\ustria's immediate proxirnity has resuscitated the discus

si on about hO\~ naoonal security should be viewed now that the bipolar postwar constel
laoon has dissolved. In particuJar, the pubLc debate about "neutrality" vs. "~ATO mem
bershlp" was intensdied prior to the 1999 elections to the European Parliament. An 
Increasmg sense of uncertainty manifested itself in the course of the debates.Influenced 

b} the expenence of the Kosovo war, onlI' 25% of the respondents shared the opinion 
"that Austria could be under military threat in the near future"; yet 53 % deemed it pos
sible "that mIlitary conAicts bet:ween neighboring states might extend to Austria even if 

we are not involved" (figures taken from IIaerpfer 1999). In this situation, public opin
Ion was dl\ided into two major camps defined by conflicting \lews on national security. 
Strengthened b} the crises In outheast Europe, the pro-neutrality group proved 

stronger (see table 2): In 1999,58% of the interviewees believed that neutrality provided 
the best protection, a mere 44 % sharing this view in 1998, the year before the Kosovo 
war. On the other hand, there was a smaller group of Austrians who would have wel

comed membership of a military alliance. 
As table 2 documents, the latter camp has somewhat decreased as a result of the his

toncal-political events of the time; yet support for NATO andlor V/EU has distinctly 

nsen, and the climate of opinion has been accordingly polarized. 

1AsLE 2: "What can gzve Austna the best protection?" (percentile figures) 

neutralit}' 

our arm}" 

a European alhance for secunty 

membersfup Ul " \TO 

membersfup Ul a nubtal) alhance 

don't knO\\ 

• in 1999, me quesaon read "a well-armed army capable of defendUlg Ausrna " 

.. was not asked clus )'ear 

1998 

44 

12 

21 

13 

10 

Source S\\'S!Ösrerrelcrusche Gesellschaft für Europapolitik 1998 (:\'=1006) and 1999 " '=1049) 

1999 

5 

10' 

26 

6 

Thus, according to an investigation of the "Gallup-Institut", 15% were in favor of 

:,\'ATO membershlp, H % considered accession conceivable, and 45% were absolutely 

opposed to it by the beginning of the nineties (in 1993) (Der Standard, ~ov. IIth, 1993). 
At the end of the decade, in 1998, a poU carried out by the Austrian Society for European 
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Politics already identified 24°10 who were unconditionally in favor of • 'ATO member
ship, 25°1 . apprm'ed of joining under certain conditions (preserntion of "residual neu
ITality"), and \\ith 40% opposing membership altogether. 

Of course, extern al factors play an especially important role in this issue. The war in 
Kosm'o, in particular, shifted the proponents of0.'ATO membership into a defensive po
sition. According to a poil conducted by the "Spectra Institut" at the beginning of the war 
(;\larch I999), 1";% of those quesuoned were in favor and onJy 39°/0 were absolutely op
posed to membership - b} the end of the war Guly I999), onJy I I % were far, and 59% 
against jOlnmg the European Union. The findings of the Ausman Society for European 
Politics, quoted \'ariously, argue in a sirnilar direction: In the summer of I999, only I6% 
of Austnans were in favar ofXATO membership, with 54% stating that the counIT}' 
should not enter any military alliance whatsoe\'er, and 12% placing confidence in the 
Ausman army. At the same time, 25% fa\'ored the idea of joining a European military al
liance. This study also makes it clear, however, that an overwhelrning majority would like 
to see the EU playa more central role in mternational security. 78% of the respondents 
agreed that the European Union should not simply be lirnited to economic and financial 
policies, but rather should also attempt to guarantee Europe's security (Haerpfer I999). 

In the aftermath of the attacks on Sept. !Im, 2001 many people feared terrorism and 
war. Howe\.·er, this did not lead to a stronger support for 0.'ATO membership. Accord
ing to an opinion poU conducted in September 2001 by "Gallup-Institut", only 2I% of 
the inteniewees believed in the proteeting role of neutrality; at the same time only 23% 
spoke far a :'\ATO membership. That the majority of the Ausman population is rejecting 
this option and supportS a strong role of the national govemment is also confirmed by 
the Eurobarometer opinion SUl"Ver In autumn 2001 (Euro barometer 56) only 9% be
lieved that decisions about security and defense should be taken by ~ATO; 4I% pre
ferred a leading role of the national government, 31°10 fa\'ored the European Umon. 
Comparison of Eurobarometer sun'eys shows that the support for a common European 
defense and security policy has decreased under the impression of the terrorist attacks in 
September 200!. ,\ nereas in autumn 2000, 65°/0 of the Ausmans supported a further in
tegration in the field of common security and defense poliey, in autumn 2001 only 5-% 

shared this \iew. The average for all I5 EU-counmes remained unchanged ",ithin this 
period: - 3 % of the Europeans favor a further integration in this pohcy field (see also 
Giller 200I). 

The enormous reservations shared by the Ausman population regarding :'\ATO 
membership become evident in comparison \\ith the counmes of East Central Europe 
(table 3)' \\ 'hile in every one of Ausma's Eastern European neighbors, including the Slo
yak Republic, a distinct majority of the population \iew participation in :'\ATO as bene
ficial for their population, only 29% of those questioned in Ausma share this opinion. 
For a conspicuously large majority, disadvantages outweigh benefits. 
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lAllLE 3: "Do ]011 thlnk that lIle1flbership in XATO is beneficial or disadvantageolls?" 
(percentile results) 

Poland Hunga1) 
euch Sionk 

Slo\'erua 
Repubhc Republic 

Beneficial 74 68 70 59 66 

Disad"anrageous 7 18 18 41 30 

don 't knO\\ 20 14 13 0 4 

round figures (someames more or less than 100%) 

Source: S\\' lOsterreichische Gesellschaft für Europapolirik 1998 
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Ausma 

29 

59 

12 

,ote The attitude towards ,ATO membership lfl each of these counrries is subJect to suong Ilucruations. 

The unsrahle chmate of puhhc 0plfllon does not alter the fact chat the possibiuty of ),'ATO memberslup is c"al
uated much more negati"e1) lfl Ausma than in the other counmes. Thus, table 3 IS meant as a snapshot of tIus 
circumsrance. 

IIo~ are these poil results to be evaluated) As indicated in qualitative studies (e.g., 
\ \'odak et al. I998; Benke in this yolume), neutrali ty has many facets. Ir is a doctrine of 
both the State's pobtical self-definition and of national security, bearing positive conno

tatJons that are linked to security and peace, to freedom and sovereignty regained, self
determination, democracy and the welfare state, as weil as to Austria's position in the in
ternational system. Like~ise, neutrality has a strong emotional dimension, which is why it 

15 frequently claimed to have " truck roots in the people's hearts". The circumstance that 

people enjo}ing a higher level of education, along with those belonging to younger gen
eration , ha\'e distanced themselves from neutrality and are principally open to the idea 

of,,\;ATO membership seems to be indicative of a change in attitudes. Yet in what direc
tlons is such change likely to proceed? And ~ hat dimensions of the people's attitudes ~ill 
be affected) 

One difficulty in evaluating the above findings derives from the fact that the debates 

on neutrality and ~ATO membership are located at different levels of discourse. Emo
tional discourse barely seerns to converge \\ith politico-strategic discourse on the part of 
the elites .. -\ttJtudes towards neutrality seem to express a certain concept of the Austrian 
nation, often transfigured into an ideal ("Island of the BIest"). Moreover, the symbolic 
significance shown by neutrality is more of an item of discussion than its political mean

mg. But on the other hand, the debate about ;-\ATO membership, though also touching 
on symbohc and emotional aspects, primarily concems the evaluation of a certain con
ception of national secunty. If polis have tended to suggest a more sophisticated attitude 
\\lth regard to neutrahty and :'\ATO membership among younger and more highly edu
cated people, thi may act to gi\'e e),:pression to increasing criticizm of an unwritten post

war consensus, according to which neutrality means being impartial and avoiding con
flicts. Conceming this issue, unfonunately, there is a scarcity of empirical research results 
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that would allow for a refined analysis of attitudes toward neutrality, of comparisons be
tween ~:\TO membership and neutrality, or concornitant hypotheses. Incidentally, ws 
scarcity of research findings seems to be less than accidental: Until very recently, neu
traLty was a powerful taboo (\Nodak et a1. 1998, 160) in terms of a "tri baI legend of the 
Second RepubLc" (Bruckmüller 1994, 135). 

4. Tational identity and neutrality: Empirical findings 

4- I Concepts and bypotbeses 

Should neutraL!)" indeed prove to be ahabit of the heart, as poLtical researchers would 
claim and poll results suggest, then there must be an internal connection between na
tional identity and neutraLty that can be empirically measured. The following will dis
cuss ws connection on the basis of a representative random sampIe of the Austrian pop
ulation, conducted in 1995 in the framework of the International Social Survey Program 
(ISSP). Questions regarding national identity, patriotism and nationalism, as weil as atti
tudes toward immigrants and rninorities, were the center of ws international research 
program. A specific research module was designed to capture both current political 
themes and aspects of Austrian history (the monarchy, inter-war era, 0Jational Socialism), 
in addition to the question of neutraLty. The sampIe size of the Austrian survey totaled 

~=ro07· 
In accordance with international research, the ISSP endeavor operationaLzed national 

identity in terms of a multidimensional concept. In the following secondary analysis, na
tional identity will comprise three sub-dimensions - sense of identity, constructive pa
triotism, and nationalism - which can also be extracted in a theoretically consistent man
ner as mutually independent factors of statistical analysis. The disOnction between these 
dimensions is conceptual, and it is based on the assumption that national identifications 
are linked to various contents beyond the mere fact of emotional attachment. Instances 
of national identification are thus often associated with an overestirnation or ideaLzation 
of one's nation, such cases being referred to in terms of a nationalistic attitude syndrome. 
Yet they mayaiso fulfill a positive function in establishing a basis for trust in the commu
nity, for a commitment to democratic norms and institutions, and for a collective self-un
derstanding beyond nationalistic arrogance and ethnic intolerance. Scholars have vari
ously referred to such "nation-affirrning" behavior as "constructive patriotism" (Staub & 
Bar-Tal 1997) or "constitutional patriotism" (''Verfassungspatriotismus'', see Habermas 
1990; Sternberger 1990). 

One prernise found in the research Lterature is that patriotism, as a "nation-affirming" 
system of convictions, is always based on positive emotional commitment, whereas ws 
does not necessarily apply to nationaLstic attitudes (aggressive nationaLsm is often cou-
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pled with emotional indifference). Both pamotism and nationalism, however, are based 
on establishing dlffcrcnces, that IS, of a di.iding line bctween "we" and "the others". Col

IccO\'c symbols, a common language, and instances of riruallZation tend to stabilize the 
meeharusms of incluslOn and excluslOn. A destructive effect mal' arise when (artificial) in
group UnIty or Oikewlse artificial) inter-group differences are overemphasized. The cru
cial quesnon therefore seems to be whether Ir is possible to chensh constructive pamo
tism wlthout a nonon of enemles or hatred for foreigners - and wh ether loyalty· to a 
nation-state IS necessary, or at all possible, under the conditions of late modernity'. In
<.!ecd, scveral authors believe that the destructive potential of nationalism is inherent to 

ca eh and every form of national commitment. 
-\s a habir of the heart, arnrudes toward neu trali ry should correlate .\ith both positive 

emotional commitment and pamonc pride, yer not with a nationalistic mind (neutraliry is 
scarccl} sUlred to function as an aggressIve, ethnocenmc concepr). Haller (1996) also sees 
ncutrahty as an essential component of Ausman identity - failing to disringuish, how
evcr, bctwcen historical and currcnt, political neutrality" even though this author's indi
cators woul<.! seem to suggest such a differentiation. At any rare, the differentiation is par
ticularly Important from our point of \1eW, assuming thar these dimensions are variously 

relared to such concepts as the sense of identity·, patriotism or nationalism. Therefore, 
evaluations of the Iustorical significance of neutrality, are regarded as strongly linked to a 
postnve sense of identity and patriotism, while this connection is probably looser in the 

contexr of current polttical debares. 

4.2 Social and political backg;round 01 the evaluation 01 neutralit), 

The 1 P framework operationalized the concepr of neutrality, by means of the foUow
ing Irems: "O\llng to Austria 's consistent politics of neutrality" the country managed ro 

secure much international reputation after " 'orld Y\'ar TI"; "Basically, neutral counmes 
are nothing bur 'free loaders' who are prorecred by other counmes' security efforts"; and 
"lüday, after the collapse of the Smier bloc and the end of the Cold \\'ar, neutrality, has 
lost its meaning". Ir is nor difficulr to recognize that these three items cover two distincr 
dimensions of amrudes toward neutrality,: The firsr irem unequivocally concerns the Ius
toricallmplicanons of neutrality" whereas the second and third are rele\'ant for the cur

rent meaning and sense arrached to the question of neu trali ty' (see table 4). 
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lABLE 4: Attitudes trrilJard neutrality (percentile results) 

owmg ro Ausma's cons15tent politics of neurraltty, the cOW1rry 
managed ro secure much international reputanon after 
World War TI 

basIcall)", neurral COW1tnes are notlung but "free loaders" 
"ho are protected by other COW1tnes' secumy effortS 

roday, after the collapse of the So"et bloc and the end of 
Cold \\'ar, neurraltty has lost Iß mearung 

Answers on a five-pomt scale 1 = I full} agree, 5 = I don't agree at all 
* 1 +2 = approval 
** 3 = neurral amrude ("neither - nor") 
*** 4+5 = dIsapproval 
X = mean nlue 

Source ISSP 1995, X=IOO7, calculation by the authors 
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1+2* 3** 4+5*** don't know X 

84 7 2 7 1.6 

23 17 42 18 3.3 

23 13 53 II 3.8 

The distribution of the attitudes fully corresponds to the poil findings quoted in the first 
sections of this study. According to these results, an overwhelmingly large part of the re
spondents identify \.\<1th the historical significance of neutrality, and only few of them are 
indifferent or negative. \Vith regard to the other two items, however, the picture is en
tire!y different: almost one in four affirrns the statement that neutral countries are just 
"free loaders", an argument that was frequcntly used by people opposed to neutrality in 
the mid-90s. The percentage of those who approve of neutrality is 42 %; however, 
near!y one in five inten1ewees chose to refrain from responding. LikeMse, the "1ew that 
neutrality has become meaningless after the collapse of the So';et bloc is held byevery 
fourth respondent. Responding to this question, 53% rumed out to be strong proponents 
of neutrality; but about every tenth respondent answered Mth "don't know". 

Brought to bear on the current neutrality debate, these findings are indicative of a dif
ferentiated, yet uncertain and unstable climate of public opinion. Is it possible analyti
cally to identify specific sociopoJitical milieus as primary sources of support far the idea 
of neutrality) As far as the historical dimension is concemed, we observe a merely weak 
influence deriving from such socio-demographic variables as age, sex, education, income, 
occupational status, comrnunity size ar political orientation. Thus, there are somewhat 
more people in their thirties who express a distanced attitude (13 % answered with the 
"neither - nor" category), whiJe the opposite is true for Austrians in their sixties (95% 
approval). Political party preferences are also key factors (see table 5): adherents of the 
SPÖ show the highest level of identification ,",1th neutrality (96%), whereas the strongest 
skepticism appears to prevaiJ among those of the FPÖ (84%). Sympathizers of the ÖVP, 
the Greens and the Liberals can be located between these two extremes. However, it is 
important to note that the statistical connection between evaluations of neutrality and 
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age is altogether qUlte weak (\\ith a correlation coefficient ofPearson -.13), whereas the 

correlation \\'ith polJocal orienraoons is \inuall} deficient (see rable 6). Complex analI't

ical rools (multiple regressIon) also confinn the fact mat lower age tends ro influence neg

am'el} the evaluaoon of neutrality, yet socio-demographic variables onlI' explaining 1% 

of thc vanance. TIm would impl, that evaluations of hisrorical neutrality have almost en

nrel} detached themselves from social and political milieus and now represent general 

0pInlons. 

1ABLE 5: Evaluation 01 neutralit)' according to party preference (approval in percent)' 

SPÖ 0\1' FPÖ Greens Liberals 

owmg ro .\usma's conslsrent pohocs of neurralit), me counrry 
managed ro secure much mtemational reputaoon after 96 88 84 87 89 
World \ \ 'ar rr 
basIcall)" neurral counmes are norhing but "free loaders" 

23 35 41 21 33 
"ho are protecred b) omer counmes' secunt)' efforrs 

roda)', after me collap;e of me So\;et bloc and me end of 
24 32 33 23 40 

Cold \\ 'ar, neurrahry has lost lts mearung 

• answers on a 5-pomt scale 1 = J fullyagree, 5 = J don't agree at all, approval = I ~2, unlike rable 3, "don't know" 
responses have here been excluded from analysIs 

50urce ISSP 1995. '\,'=100"; calculaoons by me aumors 

\\nen It comes ro evaluating the role played by neutrality in me current political con

texts, the facror of age disappears, while party sympathies and positions occupied in the 

left-right scale rogether acquire greater significance. Thus, rhose who consider mem

seh-es ro be right-wing, approve of sratements criticizing neu trali ty significantly more of

ten than others. As far as party preference is concerned, evidence is once again dear for 

the neutrality-affirrrung attitude of Social Democrat spnpathizers, as opposed ro the crit

ical opirUon of those sympathizing with the Freedom Party: Only 23% of me SPÖ sym

pathizers affinn the "free loaders" thesis, whereas the rate is 41 % among followers of the 

FPO (rable 5). The figures are 24% and 33%, respectively, for the thesis mat neutrality 

has lost its meaning. Interestingly, with regard ro the contemporary role played by neu

tralitj, the tendencies are more pronounced among sympathizers of the Greens and the 

OVP than \\ith respect to the historical significance of neutrality: 35% of the ÖVP sym

pathizers and ZI % of the Greens agree with the "free loaders" thesis, with 32% and 23%, 

respectively, stating that neutrality has lost its meaning. To surn up, foUowers of the ÖVP, 

unlike those of the FPÖ, think highly of the historical significance of neutrality, but 

nonethele s would encourage a change in policies under the current circumstances. By 

contrasr, Greens tend to be more reserved about the historical irnplications of neutrality, 

while evaluating its contemporary role positively. Furrhennore, the analysis supportS a 
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conclusion already conf1rrned by opinion polis, namely, that men are more likely than 
women to agree with the thesis that neutrality has lost its meaning (see table 5). 

As soon as the analysis goes beyond a merely deseriptive level, however, it also be
comes c1ear that the tendeneies deseribed above should not be overestimated as to their 
signifieanee. Thus, the eorrelation matrix in table 6 shows a connection between the "free 

loaders" thesis and politieal preference that is relatively weak (pearson -.18). But further 
analysis reveals that a mere 3 % of the varianee of this attitude is explained by soeio-de
mographie variables - of whieh politieal orientation is the only one to have any irnpor

tant influenee (a left-wing orientation has a negative effeet on this item). Signifieant eor
relations only emerge with respeet to the thesis that neutrality has beeome meaningless 
after the collapse of Soviet eommunism: eorrelations ~ith income (pearson. 16) and po

litieal orientation (pearson -.14), slightly weaker \\-ith sex (Pearson.IO), and tenuously 
with edueation (pearson -.09). This seems to indieate that this is the item that most pow
erfully measures the change in attitudes and that the evaluation of neutrality amid an al

tered politieal framework is more strongly differentiated aeeording to soeio-struetural 
features. But even here the explanatory power shown by these factors of influenee is fairly 

modest. 0Jo more than 5% of the varianee of attitudes ean be explained in terms of so
eio-demographie variables, the most signifieant role being played by politieal orientation, 

less signifieant ones by personal ineome and sex, and none by edueation. Br eonsequenee, 
left-\\ing orientation, low ineome, and being a woman are variables that tend to exert a 

negative effeet on approval for this thesis. 

lAsLE 6: Evaluation ofneutrality and socio-demographie variables (eorrelation coeffieients) 

owing ro Ausoia 's conslstent poLIncs of neu
rrallty, the counrry managed ro secure much 
lI1temaaonal reputation after \\'orld \ "ar TI 

basIcall}, neurral counmes are nothll1g but 
"free loaders" who are protected by other 
counoies' security effortS 

roday, after the collapse of the So\'iet bloc 
and the end of Cold \\ 'ar, neurrauty has lost 
Its meanmg 

sigmficant p < .0 I 

I h.ighest school degree obtamed 

2 personal net income 

Sex Age 

-.13 

.10 

3 answers disoibuted along a I O-point scale, I = far left, 10 = far right 

Source: ISSP 1995; :-;=1007; calculation by the authors 

PoLItical 
Educaaon 1 Income' 

onemanon l 

-.18 

-.09 .16 -.14 
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In summary we mal' 5a}" that education (measured according to the highest level of per

sonal educacion) and age e\ldently have a much smaJler influence upon the e\'aluation of 

neutraJity than one mlght have supposed on the basis of a\'ailable poil findings. On the 

other hand, there has expectedly proved to be a connection with political orientation, es

peciall} ID the context of the discusslOn concerning the current role of neutralit}. The 

poJicical "camps" generaJly function as milieus that advocate posicive evaluations of the 

Idea of neutrabt}". The altogemer sm all explanatory power of socio-demographic \'ari

ables would indlcate that neutraliry is more closelv linked to attirudes and values relacing , , 

to ~oclet}, IDcluding the relation to Ausrria. The next seccion will focus on this connec-

non between neutralJry and national identity. 

4. 3 Xeutmlity 05 0 a»lzponent of national identity 

The hypothesis that neutralit}, is an imporrant component of national identit}' was pur to 

the test by means of complex sratistical procedures. V\ 'e artempted to identify connections 

between the latent constructs of"national idencit}'" and "neurralit}r". In this connection, it 

proved nece sarI' to represent the interdependence maintaining between the componenrs 

which are essential for this inquiry - the various dimensions of national idencity as weil 

as the two dImensions of the concept of neutralit}'. The analysis proceeds in two steps: 

first, the connection is analyzed between the construcrs of "national identiry" and "neu

tralit}", and second, the change of attirudes with regard to political neutralit}' is focused 

on in connection w;th attirudes toward the European Union. 

-\s mentioned above, our analysIs sees national identit}' as comprising three sub-di

mensIOns: sense of Identit}', constructive parriotism and nationalism. Sense of identit}' al

ways shows some relation to strong, emotional, national arrachment, however the nation 

Itself mal' be defined. Sense of national identiry was exarnined \\;th the following ques

tions: "to \\hat extent do you feel artached to Austria ?"; "how strongl)' do you feel at

tached to ;\usman nationhood )"; and "ho\\' imporrant is it to you to feel ;\usrrian ~". Fi

nall}, the ans\\'er were Jistributed along a four-point scale (from ver}' strong/very 

imponant to not strong/not imponant). 

Constructive pamotism is an individual attirude characterized by positive identifica

cion \\1th, and crincal disrance to one's nation (Blank & Schmjdt 1997; Sraub & Bar-Tal 

199~; temberger 1990)' In the ISSP and other such sUf\'eys, paoiotism is frequently op

eranonalized as a dimension of national pride in \;ew of cenain collective goods, such as 

democracy, social welfare, the country's international prestige or econornic success. In 

other research, paoiotism is more strongly defined in terms of emotional comminnent 

to ones nation (\\'eiss & Reinprecht 1998). The present analysis applies me ISSP indi

ca tors, measuring constructive parriotism with respect to questions conceming pride 

raken in "the wal' democracy functions", "Ausoia's political influence in the wodd", "eco-
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nomic success" and "the achievements of the welfare state". Once again, a four-point an
swer scale has been used (ranging from "very proud" to "not at all proud"). 

Gnlike constructive patnoDsm, nationalism in\'olves an idealized and hence uncritical 
Q\'erestimation of one's own nation, together \.\.i.th a negative valuation of the foreign (\\Teiss 
& Reinprecht 1998). ~ationalism and national arrogance (chauvirusm) give rise to state
ments such as "overall, Austria is a beuer country than most others"; "everyone ought to 
support theu country even if that country is \.\.Tong"; and "whenever my country succeeds 
in international sports, that makes me feel proud to be Ausman". The answers were mea
sured applying a five-point scale (ranging from "I fully agree" to "I do not at all agree"). 

Figure 1 shows the results of the analysis, I dearly confirrning the assumed connection 
between historical neutrality and national identity. Historical neutrality has prQ\'en to be 
a key component both of emotional commitrnent to Ausma (r = -.35) and of a nationalis
tic attitude syndrome marked by an overestimation of the Austrian nation (r = -.34), 
whereas the connection \.\.i.th constructive pamotism is somewhat less strongly pro
nounced (r = -.29)'. As one might expect, the two dimensions of neutrality (current po
litical and historieal) strongly correlate \.\.i.th one another (r =.40). 

However, it seems important to note another meaningful insight: the current-politi
cal concept of neutrality appears to ha\'e no significant connection "ith the three sub-di
mensIOns of national identity. This \\"ould imply that the ongoing debate concerning the 
role of neutrality has detached itself from attitudes toward the nation. \ \ 1lile historical 
neutrality IS highly significant in terms of emotional commitrnent to the nation, chis does 
not apply to the present situation. In other words, the debate about the meaning and ad
vantage of neutrality for contemporary Ausman society has \irtually no bearing on the 
counny's national self-understanding. 

The analysis shows the obviously large conmbution historical neutrality makes to an 
iclealized self-understanding of the Ausman nation, representing as it does a crucial ele
ment in the national narraDve structure of the Second Republic. This impression is con
firrned by analyzing the attitudes that refer to history, especially to country's role in the 
Second \\Torld \\Tar, which have been investigated in the conte).'t of the ISSP. \\'hat chis 
investigation has shown is that commitrnent to historical neutrali ty is dosely connected to 
an attitude toward the past, induding the ~azi regime, mat tends to be uncritical. This 
sen'es to explain why such commitrnent shows a stronger correlation \.\.i.th nationalistic 

I The present analYSIS tests for me measurement quaut)' of particular mdlCatorS br means of confinnatory 
lilCtor analysis, correlaaons between me latent consuuets add.monaUy becoming visible. The esamated co
efficients were calculated Wlm me LISREL8.30 program Ooreskog/ Särbom, 1988), by using polychonc 
correlanon mamces and a5Jmptonc cO\'anance mamces as welg"hong factors. In ,iew of me obuque dism

bunon of me data and me ordinal scahng, me "LS (\\'elghted Least Squares) memod was used as an esti

manon procedure. 
2 The neganve signs are product of me oppome item 5 scaling. 
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Figurc I Confirmatory factor model: '\euu-ality, patriorism and emotional attachrnent 

to the naoon (srandardized solution) 

11 ",. / r::-l .. -
:. n· ' ';''\ \1', ,'5 
~ . 

C,i~ 

cc~ 
.. c~ C,6S 

r c ~Jl ' ~
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The model has been weil confirmed ",th a goodn~s of fit in

dex (GD) of99O and an adJusted goodness of fit index 
L-\G FI) of98.t . ln addition, other stansncal measures of lfl
ference calculated for the goodness of the model (such as du' 
= 90,3, df=55, R.\lSEAs=o.op and R..\1R=a.046) confirm 
compatibtltty bem een the data and model srrucrure. 

Legend: 

X-\TID = sense of ldennry, comprising \"an
ables V 56 ("ra what extenr do you feel 
attached ra Ausrna:"); \'lI- ("how 

strongly do you fee I attached ra Ausman 
naoonhood:"); and ViO ("ho\\' lfl1por

tanr lS It ro you ro feel,-\usman:") 
"'AT = naoonausm, compnsing ",nables 

V-4 "o"erall, Ausma lS a better counay 
than most others"); \ ' -5 ("everyone 

ought ro suPPOrt thelr countT), even if 
that country lS wrong"); and \ ',6 

("\\'henever my counrry succeeds in in
temaoonal spons, that makes me feel 

proud ro be ,-\us rn an ") 
PAT = (CorlSrruco"e) parnoosm, compnsmg 

\'3nables V-- ("proud of the war democ
raC) funCOOrlS "); \ . 78 ("proud of Ausma's 

pouocal influence in the world"); \'-9 

("proud of econonuc succe~"); and \ '80 
("proud of the acruevemenrs of the wel

fare Sta te") 
~"EL TRI = rusroncal neutraltty, compnsmg 

the (re,'ersed-polariry) vanable \ ' 339 
("owmg ro Ausma's COrlSlStenr poliocs of 
neutraltty, the country managed ro se
eure much mtemaoonal reputation after 

the econd \ "orld \ \ 'ar") 
~ "ECTR2 = neutrauty m the currenr pouo

cal conrext, comprising "anables \ '340 
("basicaUy, neutral counmes are noilimg 
bur 'free loaders' \\'ho are protected by 
other counrries' secunry effons") and 
V34I ("roday, after the collapse of the 
SO\1et bloc and the end of the Cold \ \'ar, 

neutrauty has lost irs mearung") 
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than with constirutional-patriotic attirudes which are primarily based on identification 
~ith a modem and democratic Austrian state. Historically, the idea of neutrality has de
cisi\'ely contributed to a positive sense of nationhood pertaining to the Second Republic. 
This required a dear dissociation from the problematic past for which people failed to 
feel responsible - but on the other hand, this was not necessarily accompanied bya dear 
commitrnent to democracy. The state doctrine of perperual neutrality made it easier "to 
steal out of history" and fai! to acknowledge historical responsibility. Perhaps this is not 
the least important reason to consider (historical) neutrality more in terms of a mvthical. . . 
historicizing figure of thought than as a constructive patriotic mind-set. 

4.4 Xeutralif) in the process of social change 

At the end of the cenrury, poll results indicate a change in attirudes toward neutrality. The 
results of our analysis haye so far shown that the generational effect - a frequently used 
indicator of social change - plays only a minor role in this context. To be sure, this ef
fect becomes manifest in evaluations of the historical significance of neutrality, yet the 
connecnon is rather weak, such that age ancl other socio-strucrural ymables show a mi
nor explanatory power. 

The follo\~ing section \~ill therefore attempt to examine the change in attirudes to
ward neutrality as linked to those ~ith regard to E"C" membership and Austria's role in 
the European Union. This procedure appears justified insofar as joining the EU has 
opened a ne\~ chapter in the country's history, giving rise to far-reaching consequences 
for its mtemational and security position. 

The ISSP questionnaire contained two questions that are relevant to this set of prob
lems. They addressed the process of joining the EU, which took place a year before the 
ISSP sun"ey, and Austria's future role: Should Austria "enter into full unit} \~ith the Euro
pean ünion" or rather "secure the country's mdependence within the European Union"; 

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that connections are causal between approval or rejec
tion of EU membership and the attitude conceming the meaningfulness of neutrality in 
the current political context. The same applies to preference for maintaining Austria's 
sovereignty \\ithin the Union and the idea of neutrality in the current political context 
(wrnma =.25 and .31, respectively).In parricular, this suggests that those who opposed 
Eü membership andlor supported the maintenance of Austrian sm-ereignty ~ithin the 
EU tend to give preference to presening neutrality (the amount of eX'Plained variance is 
21.4 % and 22. I %, respecti\'ely). By contrast, opinions conceming the historical mean
ing of neu trali ty seem to ha\-e lilie significance in this respect. In other words, positive 
or negatiye evaluations of historical neutrality do not influence attirudes toward the Eu
ropean ünion (and vice versa). 

At the same time, the strucrural models enable us to recognize the strong inRuence ex-
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erteJ by the historically formed idea of neurraJity upon the development of contempo
rary attitudes toward neurrali!} (AI and .33, respecovely). This supports the inslght ac
cording to \\ hich the contemporary discussion conceming neurrali!}' is shaped by myth
ical and historicizing ideas that, as RudolfBurger (1994,364) has argued, make a "fetish" 
of neurrali!}. As long as the dl cusslon fails to dissociate itself from the myth of histori
cal neurrali!}', howe\'er, such a taboo may weil hinder the rransition to a dynamic func
tion of neurrali!} - a funcoon that would be based on a constant revision of Ausma's po
sition \~ithin the international communl!}' of states \\lthOUt necessitating a renunciation 
of the Idca of neurrah!}' . .wother remarkable feature is the slgnificant causal relationship 
that obtains bctwccn histoncal neurrali!}' and emotional attachment to the nation, and 
that can bc rccogruzed m both models. Once agam, the immense imponance sho\\TI by 
the ncurrali!} consrruct far Austrians' emotional attachment to the nation becomes \isi
ble (--43 and -'38, respecovely) and is reAected in the guanti!}' of explained variance 
(I9.9% and 1;%, respectivcly). On the other hand, attitudes toward the EG have no sig
mficant effcct on the sense of identi!}'. 

Figurc 2: Structural eguaoon model: Emotional attachment, approval of EU member
ship. histoncal neurrali!}, and neurrali!}' in the contemporary political context (standard
ized solution) 

GFl=O·996. AGFI=O·990. R\1R=o.03, 

Legend . 

'>; -\TID = naoonal feeling (see fig. 1 for detalled expla
nations) 

:'\T.LIRI = Iustoncal neutraltry (see fig I for derailed 

explanaoons) 

:'\T.lIR2 = neurraliry m me contemporary poluical 
conte>., (see fig. I for detalled e:\-planaoons) 

E1..:Z1..: = amrude roward E1..: membership, compnsmg 

nnable \'310 ("were rou m fa"or of :\usma's be
commg an El.: member stare; "); mlS ttem was 

coded as a dummy nnable 
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Figure 3: Structural equation model: Emotional attachment, approval of full integration 
into the EU, historical neutrali ty, and n eutrali ty in the contemporary political context 
(standardized solution) 

r"-e~ 
0 . 07 0 . 31 

\""-E"~~"::,----t 
Chi-Square=l9.59, df=ll, P-value=O . 05l28, RMS EA= O.032 

GFl=0·955, AGFI=0.982, R.\1R= 0.030. 
Legend : 

.'\'"ATID = national feeling (see fig. I for detailed explanations) 

"'EUTRI = lustorical neurrality (see fig. I for detailed explanations) 

r-., 'EL'TR2 = neurraliey in the contemporary political context (see fig. I for detailed explanations) 

EUU:-"'B = Ausma's role in the European Cn.ion, comprising variable V 120 ("wluch of the folloWlng 

statements do you more srrongly agree \vith ''': (a) "Ausma should do e\'erything ie can to wute entirely with 

the European GlUon"; (b) "Ausma should do everything to secure the counrry's independence within the Eu

ropean Gn.ion"); tlus nem was coded as a dummy variable . 

5. Summary and prospects 

T he empirical analyses confinn a key function held by the idea ofrustoncal neutrality in 
the constitution of Austrian identity, while at once revealing the broad extent to wruch 
current ideas of neutrality are impacted under the sway of prevailing forms of thinking. 
T he public discussion about the future of neutrality is taking place against the back
ground of the historical neutrality model - a model that is more closely connected \\~th 
feelings of national identity and attitudes of collective arrogance than ~th democratic 
patriotism . This is no less remarkable than the fact that no significant causal connection 
can be detected between emotional attachment to the country and evaluations of the 
meaningfulness of neutrality in the current politicaJ context. This indicates that public 
cliscourse is less concerned ~th neutrality as a concept of national security than ~th safe
guarding a myth. We argue that aredefinition of Austria 's international role - including 
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ItS concept of neutrahtJ - will not prove feasible, therefore, until current political dis
course detaches itself from this mythical pattern of thought. Let us emphasize once again 

that crltlcal opinlOns concernmg neutralitJ, do not auromatically imply approval für 
'\' .\10 membershlp. Indeed, the available data indicate a discriminating srructure of at
tltudes (although the discussion itself is not always conducted in a differentiated manner), 

\\ hile, for whatever reasons, many people have still failed ro form a coherent opinion. 
There has been much speculation in recent years about an impending change In Aus

tria's self-understanding, brought about by the new century. The 1986 \VaJdheim Affair, 

the great hlstorical-political turning point of 1989, the 1994 accession ro the European 
C"nlOn, along \\1th the wars In ex-YugosJavia, altogether mark important rnilesrones in 
this process of redefinmg Austrian identitJ'. Yet it has become evident, at me very latest 
slnce the turbulent change of goverrunent in the winter of 2000, mat Austrians' notion 
of thelr country 15 In need of a fundamental correction. This involves a dissociation from 
the old definItion of neutralitJ" reAected in the desire to "stay out", "be uninvolved", and 
"be imparuaJ". Ir is painful ro realize that, once again after the \Valdheim Affair, "prov

ing attention" paid by the international arena was what reminded Austria of responsibil
ltles for lts past and present. This experience has made it clear, however, mat Austria's 

identitJ In a "cooperative Europe" (Ralf Dahrendorf) can only be based on a vigorous 
ci\il democratic cuJture and the ruJe of Ja\\" alike - and neither on nationalistic attitudes 

nor histoncal ideoJogIes. Indeed, the concept of historical neutralitJ" ultimately repre ents 

such an ideoJogy, even mough it persists as the main scale of ori enta ti on für many Aus
tri ans. 
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If we look back at the decades of Communist rule m Hungary, we are probably nght to 
conclude that, of a11 the consequences of the post-war Communisr take-over, it wa Hun
gary's political and rruhtary dependence on the Soviet Union that the Hungarian public 
was least able to accept. Although from the mld-1960s the administration's efforrs to 
pacify ociety did achieve some kmd of internal acceptance, the legitimacy of the whole 
ystem remained in doubt throughout the period. Tlus was because the Kadar system's 

leginmaC} was rooted in the suppressIOn of the 1956 remlution, an event that the major
Ity of society had experienced as a srruggle for national independence. The regime was 
never able to free Itself from thl~ sngma despite the fact that, from the 1960s, it began 
gradually to abandon the rahrust policies of total control of society and constant inter
ference in the e\'eryday lives of the general public, and made numerous concessions to 
individuals who wished to achieve a peaceful existence in the private sector after the po
litical frustration of the post-I956 period. Over man)' years, this more moderate poliC}' 
wa rather successful, and there are still numerou signs (as welJ as public opinion re
search endence) mdicating a conslderable amount of nostal81a on the part of contempo
rary Hungarian society for the etanst patemalism of the latter years of the Kadar regime. 
For secnons of soclery srruggling mth the difficulties of the transition and finding it dif
ficult to adapt to the capitalist system, the idealized image of the w'ise, provident, but in 
e\'eryday life non-interfering state continue to have an effect on political s}mpathies, 
\iews, and part} choices. :'\'everthele 5, one of the fundamental elements of the old ys
rem - a sme-qua-non of Its existence - is rnissing from this nostalgic and idealized im
pression: membership of a military and political bloc dorninated by the Soviet Union. 

The majority of Hungarian society clearly experienced Hungary's membership of the 
m'iet system - including the \\ 'arsa\\ Pact and CO:\lECO); - as a resmction of the 

country's independence and its right to self-determination. Hungarians tended to think 
that their abihty to lead lives free of politics and the relati\'ely fa\orable economic situa
tion had been estabhshed in spite ofthe given framework of conditions. Indeed, much of 
society beheved that the country's dependence on the m'iet ünion was the only obsta
cle pre\'ennng the continuation and extension of reforms. This resulted in many unful
filled expectanons m the initial period of the transition: many people "Tongly thought 
that, freed from the yoke of the eastem alliance, Hungary \\ould immediatel)' begin to 
enjoy western levels of affiuence. 
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The fact that membership of the Soviet alliance was unable to achieve even the limited 
degrec of legitimacy of other polier areas of the system was due to a number of factors. 
The first of these was undoubtedly the suppression of the 1956 revolution and the cir
cumstances that gave rise to the Kadar regime. Despite an improvement in the interna I 
political atmosphere, the feeling of bcing at the mercy of the Soviet superpower was kept 
alive by such dramatic events as the Cuban missile crisis, the occupation of Czechoslovakia 
in 1968, and the constant military threat against the opposition movements in Poland dur
ing the years of the Solidarity movement. ;\10reover, the wars fought by the Soviet Union 
and lts allies in the third world (Afghanistan, Angola) repeatedly raised the possibility of 
IIungary's involvement in military conflicts in which it had no interest whatsoever. 

~e\'ertheless, the fact that people were aware of the country's lack of national self-de
termination did not mean automatically the existence of a widely accepted vision ofHun
gary's place in the international system. There was nothing that one might compare with 
the vision of German unity in both halves of Germany. In general, public opinion tended 
to support the idea of neutrality as against dependence on the Soviet Union. ~evertheless, 
neutrality had few political traditions in Hungary: the idea became popular for practical 
considerations alone. In the first half of the 195os, Hungarian public opinion watched with 
great interest both the implementation of Commurust Yugoslavia's policy of self-determi
nation and the developmem of Austria's neutral status. Ir saw in the former an example of a 
Communist govemment that was able to renounce total dependence on the Soviet Union 
without losing political control and. at the same time, enjoying the support of the \\'est. In 
the latter, meanwhile, it saw proof that it was indeed possible for a country occupied by the 
Red Army at the end of the war to change its international status. In 1956 it was probably 
these two examples that both Imre 0Jagy's govemment and the leading revolutionaries had 
in mind when they decided upon neutrality as the main aim ofIIungarian foreign policy. I 

After the suppression of the revolution the symbolic significance of neutrality conrin
ued to strengthen. This process was enhanced by the disappointment feIt by Hungarians 
after the revolution, owing to the passivity of the \Nest and its failure to offer assistance 
during the revolution. The idea of neutrality became popular once again w.Jth the ap
pearance of small political opposition groups after 1976 who regarded a policy of neu
tralityor "Finlandization" as the most realistic aim of foreign policy in the long term. 
They hoped to attain to a status quo in a distant future in which, in return for full 
domestic autonomy, Hungary would voluntarily take into consideration and realize the 
interests of the So\.Jet Union when formularing its foreign policy. Even after the Soviet 
system had begun to collapse, IIungarians conrinued to regard the possibility of mem
bership of the \Vestern alliance as highly unlikely and as a most dangerous demand. 
Thus, even in the late 1980s, such ideas were still absent from all the written manifestos 

I See BorbalaJuhasz' essay lI1 tlus \'olume. 
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of the Opposition parties and movements. The opposition hoped to achieve greater 
maneuverabdlty in foreign policr by avoiding security poLc)' issues, and their policy was 
characterized by, if anything, the idea of self-limiting independence. 

\Ve ma} conclude from the abO\:e that when, with the \-\ithdrawal of 50\iet troops and 
the abroganon of the \\Ta rsaw Treaty, the earlier barriers were remO\'ed, and it became 
clear that a cnsis-ndden Russia would be unable to prevent its forn1er alLes from co-op
erating Wlth the western military alliance. The only certainty in the eyes of IIungarian 
politiCians was that the majority of IIungarian society supported their effortS to lead 
llungaf} out of the eastern alliance. 0:evertheless, they could not be sure how the pop
ulanon would react to a policy of integration with the \i\'est (EU and ~ATO) once the 
illusion of a rapid economic transition had been dispeUed and under conditions of wide
spread regional conAict and growing nationalism. Other parts of this volume have re
\ealed the strategIes used by the politicians to promote a general acceptance of~ATO 
membership. This study examines the other side of the issue, nameI)" the reaction of pub
lic opmion to the political offer ofNATO membership. 

\\'hen examining the ways in which public opinion was persuaded to accept accession 
to "\TO, we sought answers to a number of quesnons. Firstly, of course, we wanted to 

find out \\hether public opinion in the country really did support the decision of the 
polinclans to jom '\TATO, or whether by not participating in the referendum on 1 TATO 
membership the majority of voters were in fact expressing their rejection of member

ship.' \\Te were also curious to discover how many people who opposed ~ATO mem
bership were supportive of clear alternatives, that is, how many people \\ished the coun
t[} to be neutral and how man)' people belonged to so me kind of anti-V/estern camp. 

\part from registering the respecti\'e sizes of these groups and defining them in social 
and demographie terms, we sought also to answer rwo other important questions: 
whether the positions held by respondents were based mainJy on current political con
siderations and factors, or whether ther couJd be explained by deep-rooted socio-poLtical 
atotudes. In addition, we also examined whether, in public opinion, Hungaf}"s integra
tion into the western military srructures was linked in some war to the identity debates 
about Ilungaf}"s place in the world.l 

, 4924% of eligible voters tOok pan in the referendwn on 16 :--:o"ember 1997, and 85.33% of those "ho tOok 
pan voted for "\TO membersrup. 

3 In the course of a pubuc opmlOn survey in Februar)" 1999 staff at GalluplHungary persona 11) mtemewed 

1000 people, "ho formed a representati"e sampIe ofHungary's adult populaoon m terms of gender, age, 

donucile. and educaoon. I am indebted to György Fischer and Roben .\lanchm for providmg me \11th the 

data of the earher Gallup surveys on :--:ATO membersrup. Fundmg for dus research was pro,"ded by; Orsza

gos Tudomanyo!> Kutatasl .\Jap (TO, 5643 proJekt), \ \'ittgenstem Forschungsschwerpunkt "DISl"Ul"S, Pou
nk, Identität", \'ienna, and the Soros-Foundaoon Research Scheme, Prague. I am mdebted to Kata Csiu'r 

for her asslstance in the analYSIS of the data. 
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1. Public opinion on TATO membership 

Since Hungary was already a member of :\fATO at the time of the survey, respondents 
were asked retrospectively how they would vote if the referendum were to be held now. 

More than two-thirds of participants in the survey (69%) stated that they would now vote 
for accession to :\fATO, 2 I % said they would vote against 0:"ATO membership, while 
10% were unable to decide how they mjght vote. These results show that support for 

0:"ATO membersrup among the adult population has increased since the referendum. 

DIAG~\1 I : Support for Hungary s "VATO membership among the adult population between 

1994 and 1999 
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As iliagram I illustrates, during the five years before our survey, support for :\fATO mem
bership among the population increased steadily, although the curve contains several sig
nificant fluctuations. The arrival of the first XATO troops in Hungary (at the beginning 

of I996) resulted in areduction in support, while the i\1adrid summit (I997), which was 
portrayed as a great triumph ofHungarian foreign policy, was followed bya dramatic in
crease in support: it was at tIDS summit that the :\fATO countries accepted Hungary's ap
plication to join the organization. The ensuing political campaign in Hungary, the goal 
of which was to spread information about XATO and to win acceptance of membership, 
resulted in a steady increase in support for membership. The data from the sun'ey also 
demonstrate a link between knowledge ofXATO and choice. \\ben asked to choose be

tween several alternatives, 62 % of respondents correctly idemified the group of countries 
constituting :\fATO as weil as the functions of the organization (the ratio was 68 % for a 

similar question concerning the European Union). Analysis of the data showed that sup
port for :\fATO membership is higher than average among well-infonned people and 
lQ\,\.'er than average among uninformed people: Hungary's :\fATO membership was sup-
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poncd b} ~5% of those who correctl} selected both definitions, while just 53 % of those 
who stated both defimoons wrong were ill favor of accession. 

GrowlTIg suppon for :\':\TO membership is demonstrated by the answers of respon
dents with regard to majoritJ oplruon in the countr}: at the time of the referendum, 55 % 

of respondents thought that the majoritJ' of the countr}' supponed accession, while by 
the time ofthe survc} in Februar:' 1999, this ratio had risen to 62°/0 . 

There was littlc change ill the relationshIp between majoritJ, and minorit}' opinion 
even when we posed the question tn a dIfferent way, namely \\hen we offered the choice 
of neutrahtJ, as an alternative to :-\-\TO membership. V,'ben we did this, 60% of respon
dents chose '\1ATO membership and just 32% neutrality (the others took no position). 
If we consider the answers to the two questions together, we find that in both cases 58% 
of those suneyed chose the pro-:\' -\TO answer, while in both cases 18% rejected :\'-\TO. 
The proportlon of tnconsistent respondents was also 18% (6% took no position on ei
ther quesoon). 

All this demonstrates that in the period be fore the Kosovo war the majority of the 
I Iunganan populaoon really did suppon the I Iungarian government's decision to join 
'\'ATO.4 un'e} data from the last years show that despite of shon term Aucruations the 
suppon of:-\-\TO membership permanently grew in Hungary. InJune 2002 71 % of the 
adult population agreed Wlth the country's membership in the organization and onlI' 18 
% opposed it. 5 

2. upporters and opponents ofKATO membership 

If we seek to characterize the groups of supponers and opponents of )JATO member
Shlp on the baSIS of socio-demographic variables, we find that there are surprisingly few 
variables clearly disonguishing the two groups. In general we may state (see diagrams 2 

and 3) thar suppon for :\'ATO i greater among young people, males, the more educated, 
and inhabirants of larger towns in country areas (county seats) than among members of 

.. In rne urne of • \TO mtervenoon m KosO\'o me Hungarian public opiruon showed a srrong flucruacion : 

on :'.larch 26, 199966 % of me lnternewees supported me ~ATO accion. untiJ :'.la) tlus proportion went 

back to 50 , and m lune me proporTIon of me supporters was 53 of me adult populaoon. (see The 

Gallup Kosovo Page, http://\\w\\.gallup.hu). After me end of me Koso\'o acnon me first Gallup survey was 

carned Out m December 1999. In tlus ome me quesrion sounded slightlj dIfferent: me researchers asked 

"hemer ~.\TO memberslup LS ad\'antageous or chsad\'antageous for Hungary. According to me resulrs 73 

% of me adult populaoon mought mat ~.\TO memberslup is advantageous and 11 % mat It LS disad\'an
tageous for Hungary. (See http://ww\\.gallup.hu). 

5 The sur\'ej' on a representao\·e naoonal sampie of 1000 imerviewees was carried Out by me T\RKlInsn
rute U1 Budapest. 
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other socio-demographic groups. IIowever, these differences are statistically significant 
in only a few cases - for instance, place of residence and level of education.6 If we com
pare suppon for :\fATO membership with suppon for neutrality, we receive the same re
sults, but here there is also a significant difference between the two genders (chi'=.04): in 
this case 32 % of men took a position against :\fATO and for neutrality, while 38% of 
women chose neutrality. 

DlAGRAM 2: Supporters of.VATO 11u:mbership by demog;raphic data 11. 
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In the debates surrounding NATO membership and during the campaign preceding the 
referendum, the political parties often clearly eApressed their positions on the issue. For 
this rea on , we may suppose that party preferences did influence opinions on :\fATO. 
Perhaps they did so in such a wal' that supponers of parties arguing in favor of ~ATO 
membership were more likely to suppon Hungary's accession to :\fATO. Indeed, this hy
pothesis is supponed by the data in Table 1.' 

6 The resulrs of ehe chi' test in ehe twO cases was : .01 and .04- The survey resulrs from 2002 show a very sim
ilar plcrure. 1\'ATO memberslup is slgnificantely more supported by men, by ehe mhabitanrs of Budapest 

and by ehe educated, politically acuve groups of the population. 
7 The gm'emrnental coalmon at ehe urne of ehe survey in Hungary consisted of three parties: the liberal con

servam'e Alliance ofYoung Democrars - Hunganan Civic Party (FID ESZ-.\1PP), and the conservam'e In· 
dependent Smallholders Party (FKGP), and the Hungarian Democratic Forum (:\lDF). The left Hungarian 
Soclalist Party (.\lSZP), the left oberal Alliance of Free Democrars (SZDSZ) and the extreme nght Hun· 
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DIAGRA..\! 3: Supporters of.YATO 
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lABLE I: llPPOrt for .'\..4TO melllbership and party ehoiee 1. 
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"lf a referendum were to be held today, hrr~ would )'OU vote: that HzmgarJ should join .\ATO, or 
that Hlmgary should not join .\ATO?" (percentage) 

YE ~o DO~'T K..'-'OW 

FlDF 7 -6 16 8 

FKGP Si 3 5 

\101 92 8 0 

\lIFP 53 42 5 

\1'iZP -, 20 

\1t: :1\..-\. PART 3i 38 1 -
-) 

S7DSI 81 \- 2 

DO""! K: -0\\ 6 19 13 

\\ OelD '-'OT\'OTE 51 0-- I n 

garian Llfe and Trum Party (:\lIEP) formed me parliamenrary opposItion. The largest non-parhamental)' 
party has been me far len \ \'orkers Party (.\Iunkaspan). 
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Support for XATO 77le711berrhip and party choice ll. 
"If)'OZl had to choose between Hungary being a neutral and non-aligned cozmtry and Hungary be
ing a 1lle711ber ofXATO, which would )'Oll choose?" (percentage) 

~ATO ~ 'ECTRALITY DO~'TKKOW 

FIDESZ "2 23 5 

FKGP 52 48 0 
\1DF 75 r -) 0 
\lIEP 26 74 0 
.\1SZP 60 36 4 
\n.: X-\SP . .\RT ? --) 63 15 

SZDSZ "3 22 5 

DO):'T IC\'Q\\' 54 33 13 

\\-OCLD ~OT\'OTE 46 39 15 

As shown, the dividing line between the positions taken on 0,!ATO membership does not 
run between the governing parties and the opposition parties. Supporters of ~ATO 
membership form the majority of supporters of the a1l main governing and opposition 
parties ll1 1999. The greatest antipath}' towards XATO is to be found among supporters 
of parties that openly oppose Hungary's joining ~ATO: members of the extreme right
wing -"'tiEP and of the extreme left-v.ing Munlcispart (and those who indicated that they 
would not take part in the vote). Interestingly, however, there do appear to be signifi
cantly higher than average numbers of opponents of0,!ATO membership and support
ers of neutrality among supporters of the - officia1ly pro-0,!ATO - Independent Party 
of Sma1lholders, which was one of the parties comprising the governing coalition, and 
among the voters of the post-communist socialist party, which was one of the main pro
ponents of~ATO membership.8 

In the next pan of our analysis, we examined whether there were any connections be
tween opinions on XATO and general social-economic attitudes, which - according to 
previous sm-veys - do influence political positions and pany choice (see Angelusz-Tar
dos 1991a, 1991b, Kovacs 1996). Based on the questions on the questionnaire we con
structed variables that reflect the social-economic attitudes of respondents.9 Some of 

8 The 2002 survey has inclicated that the effect of pany preferences dmunished in the last years. Fidesz-voters 

still supponed Hungary's 01ATO memberslup above the average but the voters of the exueme right seized 

to oppose the countries military affiliaoon more than other partS of the population. The nght-Ieft c1eavage 

appears more accenruated U1 the case of the EC' memberslup. 

9 "oe used principal component analysis. The vanables included U1 the analpas and the results of the analy

SIS were: 
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these vanables - feelings of anomie (A .. '\'O.\lL\), xenophobia (XE;'\.T), strong national 
sentiment ('\ -\'1'10;'\."'), ano-lJberahsm in the economy (fu"\.TTILIB) and egalitananism 

(FG -\LT'1') - are again correlated w'ith posItions on ;:\IATO: if the question was posed 
In terms of \oong for or against '\ATO membership, then those who rejected member

shlp recelved significantly higher scores on the indicators measuring rejection of liberal
ism and xenophobla, than did those who voted for . ATO member hip. If, however, the 
qucsoon was rclated to a choice between ;'\.'"ATO membership and neutrality, then those 
selccong ncutrabty received significantly higher scores than did the other groups on the 
anomlc factor as weIl as the twO other factors already mentioned. 10 

elgem'alue explamed variance (%) 

I \"."O\lL\ 2.65 20 

2 Xl;" 1.75 14 

3 ,\\TIO"." 1.43 II 

4 \'\-nLIB 1.17 9 

5 [. (,\] n l.01 8 
Total 62 ~o 

FactQr IOddinf(f: 

.\:-.'0.\1L-\ XE:-.' :-.'\110:-.' A:"nll.IB EGALIT 

)"ou "ould bxrut the number of block people U1 
the countI) .801 

,"ou h3VI! a.n aversion for Gypsles -84 

)ou don't hke Jew, 66-

Pm'ate ownerslup should rule throughout 
the econorny -729 

Dlfferences U1 income should be reduced 673 

People ",th naoonal feelmg should be glven 
!-!Teater inBuence '65 

... tougher sund should be raken for Hun~anan 
nunonoes .807 

.\larket compeotion should be res01cted .542 

In the U1terest of econoxruc gro"m, one should 
aceept that mam' "iU become poor -.825 

Hunganan interests should not be sacnficed 
for the sake of )OU1lng the n: .640 

People had more [a,th U1 the future under the 
prevlOUS Soclallst system .620 

lt doesn 't make an, dJfference that there are law5. 
The, \\111 be messed around \\1th unol those U1 

po"er are pro"ed n~ht .856 

'0\\ .,d3\·, the courts often fOlI to dehser lusoce .83 i 

10 In the course of one-wa}- anova analysis the result of me F-test \\'as sigruficant in every case (at a lel'el of at 
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Finally, we sought to determine the extent to which the attitudes that are linked to 
support for or rejection ofNATO membership together explain the differences in posi
tions. The result of the analysis was that, in the case of the first question, three social-eco
nomic attitudes and two decisions concerning party choice had a significant effect on the 
position relating to NATO: rejection of NATO membership was positively linked to 
anti-liberalism and xenophobia, while negatively linked to the indicator of national sen
timent - i.e. respondents with strong national sentiments were inclined to choose 
~ATO membership. In addition, voters for the Smallholders' Party (FKGP) as well as 
non-voters were strongly inclined to reject NATO membership. An analysis of the sec
ond question revealed that respondents who chose neutrality are characterized - in ad
dition to the above factors - by a strong feeling of anomie, and that a significantly large 
proportion of these respondents are MIEP and MunJcispart voters, while a significancly 
small proportion of them are Fidesz voters. II 

least .00.,). A slmIlar result was produced bya T ARKr (lnstitute far Social Research, Budapest) survey in 

Februal)' 1999: the repon on the survey concludes that xenophobia in aU its forms is more common among 
opponents ofXATO membersrup, as weU as among those respondents who expressed no opinion abour the 

XATO, than among ~ATO supponers (see Sik 1999)' 
II The dependent vanable m the discriminant analysis was defined by us in the first case as acceptance or re

jection of ~ATO membership and in the second case as the choice of ~ATO membersrup or neurrality. 

The mdependent variables were the previously described soc13l-demograpruc "anables, social and economic 
attitudes, pany cholce as a dumm)' variable. \ \'e performed the analysis using the stepwlse method. One 

funcoon was established as the result of both analyses. The standardized canonical discriminant funcoon 
coefficlents are the following: 

FKGP-voter 
A...'-."TILlB 
~Ton-voter 

K\TIOX 

On the basis of these variables, in 78% of cases the categorization was correct. 
In the second case, the variables and coefficients were the following: 

ANO:wA 

FIDESZ 

:\UEP 

MP 

M"TILlB 

~on-voter 

XE~ 

On the basis of these variables, in 69% of cases the categonzation was correct. 

.421 

.480 

.561 

-.384 

.388 

.313 

-.328 

.397 

.319 

.408 

.280 

.399 
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Summarizing these results, we may state that among the opponents of:'-JATO mem
bershlp, but especially among respondents favoring neutrality, we found large numbers 
of people ,,;ith poor social standing and characreristically negative artirudes rowards the 
new polJncal system, and that these respondents - where they have any articulated po
lincal preferences - tend ro be attracted by groups on the margins of Hungarian poli

ncs. 

3. The structure of opinions conceming NATO 

Support for, or rejection of, NATO membership is, of course, the combined result of 
opinions formed in many areas. In the next part of our exarnination, our objective was ro 
discover the types of opinions which led finally ro the choice of one of the alternatives. 

The questionnaire contained sixteen statements relating to NATO, and the respon
dents were required to indicate on a scaJe of one ro live the enent ro which they agreed or 
disagreed W1th the various statements. If, for a given question, the average score of re
spondents was higher than three, rhis showed that respondents tended ro agree with the 
statement. If their average score was less than three, rhis indicated that respondents re
jected the statement. The foUowing table shows the extent of agreement with, or rejec
tion of, the sixteen statements. 

lAsLE 2: Opinions abollt joining "YATO 
(average scores; 5 = completely agree, I = completely disagree) 

a\'erage SD 

If IIungary )oms ?,ATO, th15 "ill mcrease Hungaf}~s securiry. 4.06 1.16 

Hungary's )ommg ?'ATO wtlliead ro a cons1derable mcrease m the counay's 
4.05 1.04 

mIlitaryexpend1rure. 

By jommg ~ATO, Hungal)' mal' gam acce 5 ro ad\'anced military equipmem and 
3.88 I. J J 

technolo~ 

J lungary's memberslup of~ATO Will srrengthen confidence among fore1gn 
3.88 1.15 

mvesrors and thus more western cap1tal ",li Ao" mro the counrry. 

Jommg ~ATO \\'ould COSt the counay roo much. 3.86 1.16 

"\TO memberslup \\'ould mean protecoon lf Russ1a on ce agam wanted 
3.78 1.26 

ro exrend 1ts mAuence over rhe counrry. 

Br )ommg~' ",-TO, Hungal) could become m\'olved m a confuct in ",luch Ir has 
3.70 J.r 

no mrerest. 

As a ~ATO member, \\'e have more chance of realr1.lng our naoonal mterests. 3.30 1.30 

:'\ATO memberslup makes us dependent on the \\ 'est Just as we were once 
3.05 1.43 

dependent on the \\ 'arsa\\ Pact and rhe SO\1et üruon. 
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The \\'est supportS Hungal)!s accessIOn to XATO so that they can sell therr 
2.84 1.33 wea pons to us at a good price. 

KATO memberslup will help us to take a finner stand when defendmg Hunganan 
2.77 1.36 mmomies m the nelghbouring counmes. 

Jommg XATO slgnificantly resmcts Hungal)!s independence. 1."4 1.3" 
Instead of Joinmg KATO, Hungary should star neutral. 2.68 1.66 
IfHungary joins KATO, nuc1ear weapons may be deployed m the country. 2.67 1.51 
Instead of!'ATO memberslup, Hungal)' should co-opera te militarily with 

2.14 1.33 nelghboring counmes. 

Hungary's security would be beuer served if the counrry were to forge a c10ser 
1.46 .94 alliance ,,~th Russia rather than Joining XATO. 

Table 3 shows the numbers of people agreeing with the five most supported statements 
and the three most rejected statements. 

lABLE 3: Opinions about joining NATO (percentage; 5 = fully agree, I = fully disagree) 

Accept Reject 
(5-4) (1-2) 

Hungary's joining ~ATO ,,~Illead to a conslderable increase m the counrry's 
72 8 

military expendirure. 

IfHungal)' JOms KATO, t1us ",11 mcrease Hungary's secumy. 72 10 

Hungary's memberslup ofKATO ,,~1I strengrhen confidence among forelgn 
67 12 

investors and thus more western capltal will Aow into the counrry. 

Joinmg l\'ATO would cost the countl)· too much. 65 11 

l\ATO membership would mean protecnon ifRussia once agam wanted 
65 16 

to extend its mAuence over the counrry. 

Instead of jommg KATO, Hungary should stay neutral. 34 53 

Instead ofX "'TO membership, Hungary should co-opera te militarily with 17 62 
nelghboring countrJes. 

Hungal)!s secunt:y would be beuer served if the countl)· were to forge a c10ser 
6 86 

alliance with Russia rather than joining KATO. 

The responses demonstrate that participants in the survey strongly reject the alternatives 
to NATO membership - i.e. neutraJjty, and a regional or eastern alliance - but are also 
aware that NATO membership may be accompanied by consequences which they fear. 
An analysis of the above opinions and of aseries of statements serving to reveal opinions 
about the possible consequences ofNATO membership (table 4), shows that Hungarian 
public opinion supports NATO membership for political reasons, and accepts that mem
bership will have certain economic and political consequences, but is far less willing to 

accept the responsibilities that go \vith membership in times of military confiict. 
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lABLE 4: Opmions 011 the ((mseq1lcnces of.YATO me?llbcnhip 
"Please tell me to what extent )'011 accept ... " 
(a\'erage scores, 5 = fully agree, I = full} disagree) 

.. rhat ~sro should be able w use military installaoons in I Iungar)' . 

... rhat :-..·S[O trOOps may be stationed m Hungary. 

... rhat llungar)" should contribute to rhe '\ATO budget. 

... rhat rhe llunganan arm) should only enter mw aetion ....,th "ATO eonsent. 

.. rhat llungarian soldrers mrght bc deplo)ed in forergn eounmes. 

473 

a\'erage SO 

3.51 1.30 

3.42 I.H 

3.38 1.36 

2.99 1.46 

2.78 1.46 

\s the next step in the survey, we sought to find out whether acceptance or rejection of 
"'-: ~TO was linked In some wa} to hidden attirudes which the various statements on their 
own do not express, but which could be indicated by agreement \\i th cenain statements. 
\\'e therefore performed a principal component analysis with the help of sixteen state
ments concerning ,\TATO. The result ofthe analysis was that the sixteen statements fell 
into three factors, and so we could suppose the existence of three groups of opinions lring 
behind acceptance or rejection. 

lABLE 5: Comzeettons bet"tJJeen opmions on .YATOn 

(prinClpal ((J'mponent analysis; fact01' loadings) 

- jOU1mg '\.-\TO would cost the eountry wo much. 

- Hungal)"s JOtntng "\TO \\ill lead w a eonsrderable merease m rhe 
eountry's milltaf) expendrrure. 

'\ATO memberslup makes us lUSt as dependent on rhe " 'est as rhe 
\\ 'arsa\\ Paet once made us on rhe Sonet COlon. 

B)' Jommg '\ATO.! Iungaf)' eould beeome m\'ohed m a eonfliet m 
wlueh rt has no lOterest. 

- The "'est supports Hungal)"s aeeessron to '\ATO so that rhey can 
seil rherr \\eapons to us at a good pnce. 

- jommg "ATO signlficantly resmers Hungal)'$ independenee. 

12 The results of principal eomponent analysrs: 

ergen"alue explamed ,'aTianee 
I. 4.940 31 % 
1 1.977 12 % 
3. I.H4 % 

Total: 51 % 

I pe 2. pe 3. pe 
.-31 

.~19 

.653 

.627 

.60-

.546 
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-lnstead of joirung );ATO, Hungary should stal' neutral. .543 

- IfHungary )oins ~.-\TO, nuclear weapons may be deployed m me 
.490 

counrry. 

- Br jommg );ATO, Hungary may gam access to adnnced military 
equipmem and techno lOg) .in 
- Hungary's memberslup of);ATO mll srrengthen confidence among 
forelgn In\'eStors and mus more western capltal "ill Aow mto me country .696 

-.-\5 a :\"ATO member, we ha"e more chance of reali.smg our nauonal 
mterests. .675 

- IfHungary )oms );ATO, tlus wIll mcrease Hungary's security. .666 

- X-\TO memberslup will help us to take a firmer stand when 
.642 

defendmg me mmonues in me neighboring counmes. 

- ); -\TO membership would mean protecrion if RU551a once agam 
.543 

wanted to extend Its inAuence over me counrrr 

- Hungary's securitl' would be better served if me countr}· were .756 
to forge a doser allIance "im RusSIa ramer man jommg ~ATO. 

-lnstead of );ATO membership, Hungary should co-operate 
.601 

nuLItarIly mm nelghbormg counmes. 

On two (the first and the mlrd) of the three principal components opinions rejecting 
NATO appear, while the second principal component comprises the opinions of those 
who support joining ~ 4..TO. As Table 5 shows, in the first principal component rejection 
is based on fears concerning the costs of accession, the associated military risks, and the 
restrietion of the country's independence. These factors are accompanied by the choice 
of neutrality instead of::\'ATO. This factor may therefore be cal1ed the neutrality factor. 
The third factor comprises those statements which express a clear rejection of NATO 
membership for political reasons. 

::\'en we examined the specific characteristics of the groups supporting the \'arious 
types of opinion. Once again we included three variable groups in the study: social-de
mographic variables, socio-econorruc attitudes and party preferences. 

\\'ith regard to the second principal component expressing opinions supporting 
::\'_4..TO membership, the same differences developed between the various groups as had 
already been identified: residents of the larger countr}' towns scored significantly higher 
than Budapest residents, Fidesz voters scored higher than voters for other parties, and 
people \\;th strong national sentiments were also found to be more supportive of acces
sion than other respondents. In contrast, MIEP voters and non-voters could most often 
be found among those who reject ::\'ATO. 

There are interesting clifferences between the two groups rejecting ::\'ATO on the ba
sis of clifferent groups of opinions. The group of opinions on the first principal compo
nent, which express the costs and risks accompanying 0JATO membership and the fear 
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of dcpcndence on the \\'est and support for neurrality, are characteristicaUy expressed by 
a group in which o\'C[ 70 year-olds are significantly more numerous than under 25 year
olds, people \\ith less than eight grades of schooling are more numerous than other edu
cational groups, and there are large numbers of \'oters for .\lIEP and for the .\lunlcispirt 
(\\'orkers' Party) and non-\·oters. In thlS group, anomie, anti-liberalism and egalitarian
ism are srrong, but there are also srrong national sentiments. In conrrast the group of 
opinions expressed by the third factor (pnnclpal component), which would prefer an east
ern or regional alliance instead of the western alliance. are \\1despread among a group in 
which there are abm'e average nurnbers of persons belongmg to the oldest and youngest 
age groups, people wlth few educational qualifications (a maximum of eight grades of 
schooling) and \'oters for the .\lunlcispart. This group is not characterized, howe\'er, by 
egalitarian ldcas, which are rejected to a significant extent by members of the group, but 
srrong national sentiments are present among members of the group. 

\\'e also exarnined - emplo}ing regression analysis - the extent to which the vanous 
groups of opinions (as dependent \'anables) are explained by the socio-demographic data, 
socio-econolTllc attirudes, and part} preferences (as independent \'ariables) mcJuded in the 
exarnination IJ . Thc result was that while these variables explain support for joirung ~ATO 

13 Results of re!!'TesslOn analysIS (Step\\1Se method) 

.\lodel R R Square 

1 .209 ,044 

2 .240 .05 
3 ,256 .066 

a Predictors' (Constantj, '\;.\TIO'\; 

b PredlCtors' (Constant" .. \TIO~, :"O),TOTE 

c PredlCtors: (Constantj. '\; \TIO:", :\,O),TOTE, A .. ~JILIB 

ßeta T SlgT 
'\; \TIO,\; .205 4.7H 000 
,O,TOrE -.114 -2.647 .00 
-\: :nUß -.090 -2095 .or 

.\lodel R R Square 

.300 ·090 
·393 .rH 

3 4 15 .1 i 2 

4 4 29 .184 
a Predictors (Constant), EGALIT 

b Predlctors: (Constant). EG.\LIT, ,\ATIO:" 
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only at a 10'-' level (R' = 7 %), they do help to explain the groups of opinions expressing 
rejection ofXATO (R' = 18 %, or R' = 20 %). Ir seems probable that a variety of motives 

lie behind support for membership, and therefore the gIOup ofNATO supporters is more 
heterogeneous than the group ofNATO opponents, who can be easily divided into two 

c PredlCtors: (Constam), EGALIT, ~ATIO~, EDDCATIO); 
d Predictors: (Constam), EGALIT, );ATIO);, EDCCATIO);, .\1P-VOTE 

Beta T SigT 
EGALIT -.299 - ' .421 .000 
~:\TIO); .249 6.1 ,- .000 

EDCC -.131 -3.239 .001 

\1P-VOTE .111 1.'61 .006 

3. "SlIP PORT FOR ~r:lTnlALrIY" PRINCIPLE COMPO~r:NT 

:'-lodel R R Square 
1 .235 .055 

2 .296 .088 

3 .334 .111 

4 TO I" . ) 

5 .394 .155 

6 .411 .1'0 

.430 .1 5 

8 .440 .194 

9 .451 .204 

a Preructors (Constant), .\.c'>O:\lL\ 

b Preructors (Constant), ASO.\1lA, XE'" 

c Preructors (Constant), Ac'JO.\1lA, XE"', .\lP\'OTE 

d Preructors (Constant), ANO.\1lA, XE"', \1PVOTE, EGALIT 

e Preructors' (Constant), A..'JO:\1L.\, XE.'>, .\1P\'OTE, EGALIT, r-\A110'" 

f Preructors (Constant), .-\SO.\1L.\, XE"', :\1P\'OTE, EG.\LIT, "'A110"', -\."-.llLIB 

g Preructors (Constant), .-\''>0:\1L.\, XE"', .\1P\'OTE, EGALlT, SA110"', Ac"-.llLIB, .\IDFYOTE 

h Preructors (Constant), .-\.'>O,\lL.\, XE"', .\1P\'OTE, EG.\LIT, "'A110"', .-\."-.'TILIB, :\IDF\'OTE, F1D\'OTE 

I Preructors (Constant), .-\.'>0.\1L.\, XE"', .\lP\·OTE, EGALIT, "'A110"', .-\.'\."TILIB. \IDF\'OTE, F1DVOTE, 

DO\l1CILE 

Beta T SigT 
A...'>O:'-l1.\ .200 4.885 .000 

XE~ .198 4.916 .000 

,\1PVOTE .15 I 3."19 .000 

EGALIT .172 4.280 .000 

);ATIOS .149 3.693 .000 

A."--rILIB .13 I 3.212 .001 

.\1DFVOTE -.130 -3.176 .002 

FIDVOTE -.104 -2.5 I I .012 

DO.\llCILE .10 1 1.493 .0i3 
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5ub-groups. In the first sub-group - supporters of an eastem alliance - there seem to be 
a high number of people who, in splte of ha\ing few educational qualifications, do not ap
pear to be poor, for the} do not support areduction in income differences or a restriction 
of the economlc tranSlOon for soclal reasons. \\ 'hile they are not characterized byegali
tanamsm, they do have strong national sentiments. Supporters of the far-left Munlcispärt 
are to be found In greater than average numbers among ws group. 

The group of those who oppose )JATO membership and support neutrality is of a ruf
ferent composlOon. Although there are also relatively high numbers of \'oters for the 
~1unlcispart In ws group, members of the group appear to belong to sections of society 
that have been frustrated by the change of political system: characteristically, they are in
clined towards anOffiJe, xenophobia, a rejection of economic liberalism, and egalitarian
Ism. In thls group such attirudes are also accompanied by strong national sentiments. 
Voters for the center-nght parties are relatively rare in ws group, which indicates - as 
pre\10U5 data have already shown - the presence of large numbers of supporters of the 
extreme-right in ws group, as weil as extreme left-wing supporters. 

4, The European Union and NATO 

The questionnaire included eight statements reAecting the typical opinions often ex
pressed In connection Wlth Hungary's joming European nion. Table 6 demonstrates the 
extent tO which participants in the survey agreed with, or rejected, some statements. 
(Don't know5 and those choosing a score at the middle of the scale, do not appear in the 
table.) 

WLE 6: Opmions about joining the EU 
(Scale 0/ I -5, 5 = /ul6' agree; I = ful6 disagree; percentage) 

Do )"ou agree "ith the statements belo\\'o 
Agree DlSagree 
(5-4) (2-1) 

lf I Iungar)" joins the EC, lt ",U be easler to ITa\'el and work in Europe. 6~ 12 

If I lunga!)' Joins the EC, clus \\1L1 bring an econOlTIlC uprurn. 67 9 

lf I Iun~a!)' loins the E1..:, pnces will go up. 56 19 

If I I unga !)' joins the EC, the standard of In'ing willlmpro\"e. 50 18 

If I lunga!)' joins the EC, then western comparues wIll really push aLl Hunganan 
37 31 

companles Out of the marker. 

IfHunga!)' joins the EC, unemployment will nse. J-

"' 40 

IfI Iunga!)' joins the EC, the Hunganan agrlculrural sector ",11 coLlapse. 11 50 

Ifllunga!) joins the EC, the slruaoon ofHunganans Ilnng In nelghboring 
16 55 counmes ,,;11 become more dJfficulr. 
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The break-down of answers shows that a majority ofHungarian soeiety supports Hun
gary's joining the European Union: two-thirds of survey partieipants stated that mem
bership of the European union would bring an economie upturn or that membership 
would make it easier to travel and work in Europe. Half of alI respondents expeeted living 
standards to rise as a result of joining the EU. '4 

In order to eharaeterize groups supporting or opposing membership of the EU, ,,'ith 
the help of prineipal component analysis an indieator was formed whieh expressed over
all suppon for or rejeetion of membership. 15 Analysis of the soeial and demographie vari
ables showed that signifieantly large proportions of young people, people ,,'ith higher ed
ueational qualifieations, and inhabitants of larger towns in the eountry supponed 
Hungary's membership of the Eu, whereas older people, the least edueated, and inhabi
tants of other towns and villages, including Budapest, were opposed to membership. 
\;I,lth regard to party preferenees, Fidesz voters are significantly numerous among sup
poners of membership, Khile MIEP voters are over-represented among those who op
pose membership.'6 \\nen we examined soeial-eeonomie attitudes, we reeeived results 
that were similar to those reeorded in the ease of 0JATO: opponents of EU membership 
were typieally eharaeterized by strong feelings of anomie and a rejeetion of eeonomie lib
erallsm. l

-

14 In ehe zooz SUf\'ey 73 % of ehe adult population stated ehat in case of an El: referendum eher would vote 

for ehe memberslup, and II '0 was agalIlSt it. 

15 AccesslOn to European C"mon (pnnclple component, factor loadings) 
elgem'alue explained vanance 

2.9606 37 % 

loadings 

IfHungary )OillS ehe EC, t1us \\ill bnng an econorruc uprurn .692 

IfHungary )OillS ehe El:, ehe standard ofli \"ln gwill unprove .679 

IfHungary joins ehe El:, ehen western companies "ill really push all Hunganan 
-.667 

eomparues Out of ehe market 

If Hungary joins ehe El:, ehe Hungarian agncultural sector "ill collapse -.660 

IfHungary' )OillS ehe El:, unemplo)ment will rise -.619 

If Hungary joins ehe El:, It will be easler to rravel and work in Europe .536 

If Hungary joins ehe El:, prices will go up -.510 

IfHungary)OillS ehe El:, ehe situation ofHungarians livll1g in neighbonng eounmes will 
-.458 

become more clifficult 

16 Aeeording to ehe resulrs of ehe one-way ano,"" analysIs (Dunean-test), ehe F-test mall ehese eases IS sigrufi

cant at ehe level of .05, 

17 \ "e performed ehe analysis using step-by-step regression analysIS, in ",hich ehe dependem variable was ehe 
EC" factor, while ehe mdependent \'ariable was ehe sum of ehe soclal and economJC amtudes shown above. 

(R'; 5%; Anom' beta; -.156, sig. T; .CXXl; Antilib: beta; -.128, sig. T; .001) 
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Support for Joining the European Cnion and acceptance of:\'ATO membership are 

dosei} linked: the correlation between the (wo rele\'ant indicaror~ is highly significant (p 

= '500). 

5, ' Nestern integration and the cliscourse on national identity 

The pnmaf} Issue of our research was the meaning of western integration - in rhis case 

accession ro :\' \TO - for pubhc opimon: is public opinion in rhis area formed on the 

basis of pragmanc pohtical and econornic conslderations, or is it linked ro a wider hisror

ical framework and I Iungaf}"s position and role in Europe; As we have seen, both argu

ments \\ere used on numerous occa5ion in the debates on European integration and on 

"\TO membership. The siruation 15 the same with regard ro the positions raken by pub

hc opmlOn: there IS considerable public support for pragmatic political and more com

plex argument!> both for and against 0JATO membership. 

Our questionnaire induded a senes of questions designed to assist us in forming a 

more exact Impression of the Vlews of opponents and supporters of:--,TATO membership 

concerning those arguments which encase rhis political decision in hisrorical connections. 

Table seven shows the break-dO\m of answer : 

lAlILE ~: .\:4TO membership and Hungary's plau in Europe 
"Frrmz the statements beUrtlJ, pfease seleet the ()ne that is dosest to )'our personal opinion" 
(pe rcenta ge) 

Jomm!! '\''''TO manifests chat Hungary is pan of che West and belongs to che \\'est. 

Hungaf} belongs nelcher to che \\'est nor to che East, and has to defend its mterests 
against boch, 

Hungary" roOts lie m che East, and one of che great dangers chreatening che counrry 15 chat che 
\ \'est \nll arme~ it. 

Don 't knO\\. no response. 

48 

31 

10 

II 

shown b} the break-dO\m of an5wers, the relative majority of the adult population (48 

0/0 ) thmks that 0J \TO membership IS an expression of belonging ro the western world, 

but for many I Iungarians (41 0/0 ) I Iungaf}' is not part of the \\Test and must defend its in

te rests against both \ Vest and East. Table 8, however, proves decisively the existence of a 

dose link between the positions taken by people on :\'ATO membership and whether 

they conslder thar Hungaf}' belongs ro the East or ro the \ \Test (or ro neither), 



1A.BLE 81A: :YATO membership and Hungarys belanging (ta East or West) 
(percentage) 

Hung:Jry IS pan of 
Hungary belongs 

Hungary belongs to 
neimer to the \\'est 

me \\'est 
nor to me East 

the East 

SupportS XATO 
86 62 37 

membership 

Does not suppon 
10 28 54 

i\"ATO memberslup 

Don'tknow, 
4 10 9 

no response 

100 100 100 

1A.BLE 8/B: Neutrality and Hungarys belonging (ta East or West) 
(percentage) 

Hung:Jl)' IS pan of 
Hung:Jry belongs 

Hungary belongs to 
nelmer to me \\'est 

the \\'est 
nor to the East 

the East 

suppons XATO 
77 53 22 

membership 

suppons neurralrtr 21 42 72 

don't know, 
2 5 6 

no response 

100 100 100 
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don't know, no 
response 

47 

14 

39 

100 

don't know, no 
response 

42 

23 

35 

100 

More than three-quarter of those, who think that Hungary belongs to the ,Nest support 
~ATO membership, and only one-fifth of them preferred neu trali ty. It comes as no sur
prise to find that the composition of the three camps - Hungary belongs to the West, 
Hungary belongs to the East, intermediate positions - is very similar to that of the 
camps supporting or rejecting Hungary's participation in western integration. Age and 
place of residence are the only two social-demographic indicators which are slightly dif
ferent for the two groups: older people and inhabitants of provincial to\\-TIS consider the 
country's eastern roots to be important, whiJe residents of Budapest and inhabitants of 
villages tend to be found in the other camp. Social and economic attirudes do, however, 
distinguish between those - on one hand - who emphasize the connection between 
NATO membership and the country's western character, and the others on the other 
side: members of groups displaying strong feelings of anomie, opposition to liberalism, 
and xenophobia are over-represented in the latter camp. 

The opinions that respondents were required to select from the questionnaire con
ceming Hungary's belonging to East or West and its associated interests contain some of 
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the t}Vlcal identJt}-options that were formulated in the course of the political debate on 
'\J \TO membershlp. If we examine the break-down of answers, it becomes quite obvi

OU5 that, rather than eva ding the question, most of the survey-participants - almost 90% 

were qUick to select one of the alternative positions offered by the questionnaire. This 
demonstrates that the respondentS accepted what was being suggested by the elite groups 
who were dlrectJng the discourse: namely that there are dimensions of the debate about 
the country's western Integration that are linked to national identity. IIowever, the data 
collected In the course of our survey glVe an interesting impression of the public's inter

pretatJon of these connections. 
The first noteworthr piece of data is that the indicator of the strength of national sen

tJment (:\'ATIO:'\ - principal component) correlates positively ""ith both the indicators 
of suPPOrt for :'\ATO and EU membership and with the indicators of opposition to 
membership of the two organizations. 18 In addition, we found no significant difference 
In terms of the strength of national sentiment between groups formed on the basis of an
swers to the question of II ungary'~ belonging to East or \Vest. This aU shows that both 
5upporters and opponentS of NATO membership found aversion of the national dis
course that was 5ultable for the expression of their political goals, and that both support
crs and opponents of membership succeeded in mobilizing national sentiments 'with a 

\1e", to promotJng their auns. 
It IS Ob\10US that many of the opponents of ),TATO membership could be susceptible 

to Isolationist, anti-\\Testern national rhetoric, for - as we have seen - many of them 
mal have 5uffered from the consequences of the transition and have drifted towards the 
extremes of the political spectrUm. But it is also quite understandable if national senti
ments are used to mobilize support for the pro-NATO camp. On one hand, support for 
NATO membership may have a content that sees the realization of the country's national 
mterest through integration into the instirutional system of the developed \Nest. But sup
port for membership may also be motivated by the experiences of the past, and above aU 
b, anti-Commurust national sentiment. The presence of this ambiguit}" is suggested by 

18 CorrelatIons of pnnclpal components measunng suppon for integratIon and of the factar measuring the 

srrength of natIonal sentIment: 

,'VlTlO.\;- focror 

P Slgnificance 

Suppon tor ,ATO membersrup .1"'''' .000 

Suppon for an eastem alliance .256 .000 

Support for neurrality .126 .002 

Suppon for E1.: membership .108 .008 

OppositIon tO E1.: membership .153 .000 
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the existence of a group of NATO supporters whose support for membership is not ac
companied by strong national sentiments. This is the group that not only agrees with 
most of the opinions expressing support for 0JATO membership (i.e. with the statements 
comprising the "support of membership" - principal component), but also accepts the 
consequences ofNATO membership as they appear in the statements ofTable 3. Apart 
from the factor measuring the strength of national sentiments, this group also received 
low scores on the indicators of anti-liberalism and social egalitarianism. Another group 
of respondents were those who supported NATO membership but refused to accept the 
consequences of membership. This group had large numbers of old people (over 60) liv
ing outside Budapest and people with strong national sentiments - which could mean 
that their opinions had been greatly influenced by historical experiences. (Support for 
NATO membership does not always mean support for western integration in general, 
and this is shown by the fact that six percent of the representative sampIe supported 
NATO membership while rejecting membership of the EU.) 

Summarizing the findings of our research, we may state that public opinion on NATO 
membership is influenced on one hand by political factors. On the other hand, the effect 
of the attempts of politicians, writers, and other "opinion-makers" to link attitudes to 
NATO to more deep-rooted attitudes with historical dimensions, has been considerable. 
The effect of the first factor - political developments - is shown by the clear link be
tween fluctuations in public support for NATO and political events (see Diagram I). 
V\'hiJe support for NATO has fluctuated where fears have arisen that the country rnight 
become involved in a military conflict or be required to accept responsibility for the con
sequences of such a conflict, NATO membership continues to be supported overall bya 
majority of society - even during crises such as the Kosovo war. The extent of support 
for NATO indicates that a proportion of public opinion was indeed responsive to the ar
guments that raised the issue of NATO membership above the level of everyday politics 
and rendered it part of the discourse on constrllcting national identities. Thus, the efforts 
of the elite were successfuJ: both the "modernists" and the "traditionalists" were able to 
evoke national sentiments rooting in totally different collective memories. These memo
ries served as a basis for unifying the politicaJ camps in supporting NATO membership, 
and gave historical pathos to a pragmatic decision. 
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l\TEUTRALITY, TAT 0 , AND THE 'VORLD 
AFTER THE "COLD WAR" 

A Political Scientist's Summary 

In his essay "0ieutrality in the 1956 IIungarian Revolution", Borbala Juhasz indirectly 

ralses the declsi\ e question: \\ 'hy had the concept of neutrality such an appeal for IIun

gar]' In 1956 - and \Ihy has that arrractivity alm ost completely \'anished after the trans

formation of 1990) \ \ 'h) was a llungarian government, looking for an alternative option 

to I Iungary's im'ohement inro the Soviet bloc in 1956, foUowing the Austrian path and 

declaring IIunganan neutralitl' after the Austrian (and Swiss) model - and whl' was 

practically nobod} interested in IIungary, from 1990 onwards, to foUow the very same 

.\usman (and S\\lss) path of "permanent neutraIity"? \\ 'hl' was neutrality so arrractive for 

l lunganans In the I950S - and wh)' was the very same neutrality "out" in the 199os) 

The answer is simplI' that fort I' years after the heroic failure of the Hungarian revolu

tion neutrality just was not the same as it used ro be in the I950s. Even if Austria and 

Switzerland mal' not have fully reahzed it: neutrality in Central Europe under the aus

plce of the bipolar conclitions of the Cold \Var cannot survi\'e the end of the defining 

framework of the Ea t-\\Test conRict. 

Ir is a paradox that IIungary, in 1956, wanted to foUow the Austrian lead towards neu

trality - but was not allowed to do so by the USSR's military intervention. Beginning 

with the 199os, I lungary would have been free to choose the Austrian wal' - but was no 

longer willing ro do so. )Jow Austria, already a member of0JATO's Parmership for Peace 

program and a parocipant in 0JATO-led militaryactions in the former Yugoslavia, could 

be tempted to follow the Hungarian example and officially deal neutrality for 0JATO 

memberslup. There is even a certain logic in the expectation that the IIungarian (and 

Polish and Czech) ~ATO membership must be considered a model for opting out of 

neutrality. 

Austrian neutrality has ceased ro be a model for Central Europe. ~one of the Euro

pean post-communist countries opted for neutrality; practically alJ those west of Russia 

opted for 0JATO. Austria's neutrality is not perceived as a positive example for today's 

Europe. But IIungary could become a model for Austria. If, in the foreseeable future, 

Austria finds itself surrounded (with the exception of Switzerland and Liechtenstein) by 

;,\,ATO countries onJy, IIungary (and the Czech Republic and lovenia as weU as Slova

kia) could be een as positive examples for Austria. 
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Neutrality as a function - not as a purpose 

0-Teutrality is not a concept designed bl' and for a specific country, independently of gen
eral global conditions. 0-Teutrality is always to be seen together with the background of 
interests and dependencies. Neutrality is not a goal in itself. Ir is an instrument which can 
offer the best possible outcome for a country under specific conditions. Under different 
conditions, the very same country could find that neutrality has outlived its usefulness. 
Belgium was perrnanently neutral prior to 1914. The experience of two wars and two oc
cupations made Belgium rethink its neutrality. In 1949 Belgium became one of~ATO's 
founding members. 

~eutrality has to be seen in a functional \I'al" It has to fulfilJ a pUlpose, it has to serve 
specific interests. This was clearly the case with Austrian neutrality in 1955: Austria's main 
interest was to make the occupational powers leave. The main interest of the USSR was 
to pre\'ent Austria, led by democratically legitimized anti-communists, from becoming a 
member of0JATO. The main interest of the US and the other western powers was a kind 
of guarantee that a fully sovereign Austria would not be manipulated by the Soviets, 
whose tanks would be stationed just one hour east ofVienna. 

In 1955 neutrality far Austria was the recipe able to serve all these interests. In that re
spect Austrian neutrality was the "right" decision. Austria's neutrality became a success 
story - under the conditions of the bipolar confuct between East and ,Nest. The wan
ing of these conditions necessarily implies the rethinking of neutralit},. 

In 1956, neutrality for Hungary was not the recipe to satisfy the basic needs of the ma
jor players. For Hungary, far the 0-Tagy govemment, Hungarian neutrality - shaped after 
the Austrian pattern - would have been a perfect way out of the Soviet orbit. But for the 
USSR this must have looked like the beginning of a domino process. ,Nhich country 
would have been next) Considering the anti-communist mood prevailing beneath the 
surface of commurust one party-rule, Hungarian neutrality would have been the begin
ning of the end of Moscow's control of Eastern Europe. 

A broad consensus, combining the interest of all major players, stood behind Austrian 
neutralit}, in 1955. Such an consensus was clearly missing in respect of 0-Tagy's neutrality 
declaration in 1956. The function ofHungary's neutralit}' was significantly different from 
the function of Austria's neutrality. That was the reason why Hungarian neutrality was 
not allowed to prevail and to become a success story like Austrian neutrality. Austria's 
neutrality fitted into the contemporary dominant pattern of European and international 
politics - the balance of power. Hungary's neutrality would not have fitted into that pat
tern. Therefare Hungary's neu trali t}' was not allowed to survive the few days of illusion. 

In his speech of November I, 1956, lmre 0lagy based Hungarian neutralit}' on the 
linkage benveen national sovereignty and neutrality. 0-Tagy clairned, somewhat romanti
cally, that neutrality would ser\'e the "cause of liberty and independence". (See Borbala 
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Juhasz's arocle In thl~ book.) Tim used to be the official philosophy behind Ausnia's neu
tralJt)" as weil. In both cases, this linkage i~ understandable. In both cases, neutrality was 
justified as an InStrument for maximizing national independence. In both cases, the in
te rests of the major actors In Furopean politics had to be considered - in the Austrian 
case, everyone agreed; in the J Iungarian case, one power used its opportunity to veto 

neutralJt:y b} using military force. 
The lInkage between neutrality and sovereignry' is clifficult to understand trom a legal 

vlewp0Int. The status of permanent neutrality includes certain restrictions on sover
elgnry. A. permanentl} neutral state is not allowed to join military alliances or to permit 
foreign troops on ItS own terntory. A. non-neutral state is tree of these restrictions. Ir can 
be argued that neutrality is an instrument not for maximizing but for limiting national 
soverelgnry. Bur both cases - the Ausnian and the IIungarian - demonstrate that sov
ereignry must not be seen as an absolute but as a relative concept. The real status of so\'
erelgnry must be evaluated trom a comparative ,,;ewpoint: v\'ouJd the alternatives to neu
traliry increase or decrease the national freedorn to act) 

In 1955, the answer for Ausnia was clear - neutrality was the only choice to end the 
occupaoon. In 1956, the answer for IIungary seemed also to be clear - neutraliry' was 
an instrument to get rid of the direct control of the USSR over Hungary. In both cases, 
the claim to use neutraliry' for the improvement of sovereignty was creclible. In the Hun
garian case, the government was just not independent, not sovereign enough to imple

ment Its neutraliry' deClSion. I Iungary was considered, by the logic of the East-\" 'est-con
AICt, to belong to the Soviet zone of inAuence, to be part of one bloc. I Iungary was not 
entitled to maxirnlZe national sovereignry' - clifferently trom Austria, which in 1955 was 
considered to lie between the blocs. 

\\-'hen I Iungary decided to join ::'\TATO, it was sovereign enough to choose bet\>leen 
different options - between the status Imre ~agy would have preferred in 1956 and 
~ATO membership. In 1956, NATO membership was out of the question: the US was 
unable to im;te such a move, nor would IIungarian membership of NATO have been 
feasible. In 1956, lIungary was surrounded by the USSR and two of its allies - the 
eS SR and Romania. Non-aligned Yugoslavia, which played very much to the tune of 
Mosco\\ in the decisive days of November 1956, and neutral Austria were the other 
neighbors. In 1956, the alternati\'es were either tO Stay in the \\ 'arsaw Pact or to opt for 
neutraliry' - or so '\'agy and his parmers thought. In the 19905, the choice was between 
neutralit) and N :\..TO - or so some analysts thought. In realit)" in both periods neutral
it), was not much of an option. In 1956, Smiet tanks easily destroyed Hungary's neutrality 
option. Fort}, years later, ="ATO membership remained the only practical possibiliry', be
cause of the unattractivenes of neutralIry' in the 199os. 
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The preconditions of neutrality 

According to the experience of neutrality in the 20th century, permanent neutrality must 
be based on certain preconditions: 
• Power Balance: Neutrality must not be seen as a threat to the balance of power as it 

exists in a given situation. To be neutral means to be accepted as neutral by the others, 
especialJy by the major powers. To be neutral means also to accept the existing power 
balance. Permanent neutrality cannot and will not survive as a threat to the given bal
ance of power, because it will lose its acceptance by at least one side. This explains why 
Austrian neutrality, beginning in 1955, was globally accepted - bur not Hungarian 
neutrality in 1956. The neutralization of a Soviet aUy would ha\'e been a significant vi
olation of the balance benveen East and \\Test. ~eutrality is the product of a status quo 
- and must not jeopardize this status quo. 

• Geopolitics: Neutrality has a lot to do with geograph)'. Belgian neutraliry was estab
lished in the 1830S because it was "between" British, French, and Prussian (German) 
territorial interests. Bur Belgium cou]d not survive as a neutral country in 1914 and 
again in 1940 because of Belgian geograph)'. Belgium was strategically roo important 
ro have its neutrality respected by Germany. Austria and Finland were able to estab
lish their post-1945 neutrality because they were situated "ben\'een" - benveen the 
Eastern and the \\Testern spheres of influence. Yugosla\ia could develop its non
aligned, quasi-neutral status because it was "between" ~ATO countries (Italy, Greece), 
\\'arsaw Pact countries (Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Albania), and neutral Austria. 

• Size: Neutrality as a principled position - "permanent neutrality" - has usually been 
the orientation of smaller countries only. In the 20th century, among the great powers 
only the USA prior to 1917, and again prior to 1941, could be considered permanently 
neutral. And the USA became just roo important ro remain neutral. Stalin's (and oth
ers') proposition ro unify and neutralize Germany was turned down precisely because 
the general assumption was that a unified Germany would be roo large ro be aUowed 
to become neutral. India's non-alignment and quasi-neutrality did not survive fulJ}' the 
military conflict \\ith China: India was potentialJy too powerful to be left alone. All 
the passive and active roles usually associated "ith neutrals (e.g. abstaining from active 
political involvement, good senices far and beN'een belJigerents) are qualities which 
could be expected from sm aU but not from major powers. 

Post-communist Hungary is lacking especialJy the geopolitical precondition of perma
nent neutrality. Ir is no longer situated "benveen", as Europe's politicallandscape is no 
longer characterized bya bipolar confuct. In geopolitical terms, Hungary is on the fringes 
of an oven\'helming center - defined as the European Union and as NATO. This center 
enjoys monopolistic hegemony. Hungary came to feel the power of attraction of the 
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hegemonie center tn such a geopolicical slroauon. \\ 'hat could, and ,\ .... hat should "neu
trality" mean for such a posinon? 

For the Austrian ca e, the changing geopolicical framework had a strong implication 
on the percepnon of neutralIry. The IIungarian media in the 1990S played an important 
role inAuencing the public mood tn favor ofi'\ATO membership - as the focus group 
research by Gyorgp Btndorffer and Ismin Sfklaki shows. (See the article in this book.) 
In Ausma, as demonstrated b} Christoph ReInprecht and Rossalina Latcheva, the media 
reAected the decline of neu tralI ry as a determining factor for Austrian policics: neutraliry 
was withenng awa} - not In a legal sense but as a broadly accepted concept able to de
fine Ausma's position In Europe. 

The posItion that both counmes choose does not have much impact on the European 
power strllcrore at all. Russia, faced \\;th the i'\ATO orientation of the Baltic republics, 
I not IndIfferent to -\ustria's neutraliry'. But as ~ATO has reached Russia's border, the 
furore of a neutral country suITounded by :-\ATO is not in Russia's primaI)' interest. And 
as .\1osco\\. had to accept Poland's option for :-\ATO, the parallel option ofHungary (and 
the Czech RepublIc) also had onl}' a secondaI)' effect on Russia and its interests. Austria's 
and Hungary's decIslons for or against ~'-\TO membership do not effect the global or 
even the Furopean power balance in any significant way. 

The strategJc lroanon in post cold war-Europe implies a cenain logic for countries like 
lIungaI)' and Ausma. And thlS logic means \\'esternization. About 1990, HungaI)' and 

usma started to gra\;tate towards the now undisputed European center. Austria joined 
the FU - and keeps the option ofi'\ATO membership open. Hungary joined :\'ATO 
- and IS among the candidates for the next round ofEU-enlargement.ln what must be 
seen as a nostalgic sentiment, Austria hesitates to declare neutrality dead - and joined 
the EC first. \\lthout any reason for the same nostalgic sentiment, HungaI)' did not 
postpone i'\.-\TO membership and tried to get what was possible for the country -
~ATO first, EU second. 

The domestic politics of neutrality 

The companson between Hungary and Austria emphasizes another dimension of neu
trahry - the dome tic side. Br opting for permanent neutrality in 1955, neutraliry' be
came pan of Austrian "identiry' building" and "nanon building". (See especially Gertraud 
Benke's contribuuon to this .... olume.) A pattern of international politics and of foreign 
poliq de .... eloped a function for domestic purposes. Br stressing its neutralIry', Austria be
came "different" - especially different from Germany which was, in 1955, fully inte
grated into the confrontation between East and \\'est. The need to be different was sat-
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isfied byan international "mission": Austria was accepted, Austria could even think to be 
loved - because it was not German j and because it was part of neither bloc. 

This domestic function of Austrian neutrality seems to have stronger roots in the Aus
trian sociery than its international function. Austrian neutrality is \-vithering internation
ally - especially after the end of the Cold \Var and after Austria has joined the EU: This 
is the dear message of all the analyses of Austria's international behavior since 1989. 
(Hauser 2002) But Austrian neutrality still enjoys a broad consensus domestically - even 
years after joining EU, the European Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and 
~ATO's "Partnership for Peace." G'Jeisser & Puntscher Riekmann 2002) 

0;eutrality is not neutrality. ~eutrality as in instrument to reach a specific goal inter
nationally is one thing. Neutrality as a concept to fulfilJ domestic expectations is another 
one. But what are the domestic expectations which neutrality can fulfill in Austria, even 
after the end of the East \\'est-conflict has put an end to alm ost all international mean
ings of neutrality in Europe J And why is Austrian public opinion eager to believe in neu
trality - while Hungarian public opinion is not so eager at all? 

The possible answer is the perception of the years of the Cold \Var. In Austria, neu
trality has been and still is identified as a way out of the explosion of the arms' racej of 
keeping Austria's armed services financially at the lowest level of all comparable European 
countries. By staying neutral, Austria has escaped the military costs the rest ofEurope had 
to accept. Austria, happily, stayed on the sidelines. By most Austrians, neutrality is per
ceived as a kind of soft, pragmatic pacifism. This interpretation has of course nothing to 

do with the Swiss or the Swedish pattern of neutrality - but it is a kind of specific Aus
trian pattern. Is it surprising that this interpretation is still very popular in Austria J 

In Hungary, the Cold V/ar is seen differently. The Hungarian experience was domi
nated by the center-periphery-relationship 'W1thin the Eastern bloc system. The transfor
mation of the 1990S was the escape of S0\1et (and Russian) dominance. This is the expla
nation of why Hungarian public opinion was looking for an alliance which could protect 
Hungary from a possible revival ofRussian hegemony. (See Zsuzsanna Dakai's artide.) 

The consequence was that the Hungarian response to the end of the Cold \\Tar was 
different from the Austrian response. Hungary's option for NATO was backed by a sig
nificant majority in Hungary - as is the Austria's formula "neutral within the EU" in 
Austria. 

The contradiction between the domestic and the international function of neutralit:y 
is not acrual as long as the consequences of the EU's CFSP are not fully defined. As long 
as the relationship between NATO as the military alliance, accepted by most EU-mem
bers, and the EU is vague, Austria can live 'W1th such a contradiction. As the crisis be
tween the EU and Austria in 2000 has demonstrated, the role and the "nature" of the EU 
is not complerely agreed upon by many Austrians - as weil as by many Europeans in 
general. (Hummer & Pelinka 2002) 
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'-'eutralitv is not neutralitv. Austria's decision to declare irs permanent neutralitv in ., . 
1955 was internationally accepted because it fulfilled a specific function for all major ac-
tors in \\orld politics in a gi\'en geopoliocal situation. Hungary' declaration of neutral
Ity in 1956 was internaoonally nOt accepted because it \-iolated the interesrs of one of the 
major players. In Ausma, the internaoonal function of neutrality created a domestic func
tion wluch became more and more independent from neutrality's international meaning. 
In I lungary, the failure tu become neutral internationally imphed the lack of any domes
oe function neutrality eould ha\'e had. 

The consequence: In 1999, Hungarians comfonably accepted ~'ATO-membership as 
the con Istent answer to the global and European situation as newly developed in the 
1990s. ~o domestic function prevented this opoon. In Austria. the still broadly accepted 
domesoc function of neutrality did not allow such adecision - yet. 

l"eutraliry and post cold war "Grand Theories" 

\\ 'hen the \ \ 'arsaw Pact and the C SR collapsed in 1991, all the baSIC assumptions of the 
"nature" ofInternational PollOcs fell apart. Gone was the "ed empire", gone were bilat
eralism, containment, and detente. \\ 'ars became possible which had been unthinkable 
du ring the decades of the "cold war". The only superpower demonstrated irs ability to 

dommate global pohocs. In 1991, the second GuJf\Var followed the script of the "~ew 
\ \ 'orld Order". 

\ \nen FranClS Fub.'Uyama published his essay "The End of HirtorJ?" in 1989, his ap
proach was seen as a Hegelian \1S10n of an end of a11 pnncipal contradiction. Liberal 
democracy had triumphed - communism had practically ceased to be an alternative, an 
annthesis to the \ \ 'estern thesis. In a world conslsting ooll' of liberal democracies neu
trabty has no conceivable function. As liberal democracies do not go to war against each 
other, neutrality· has lost irs mearung. In Fuku~'ama's (1991) book the term "neutrality'" 
IS not even mentioned. llistory is nearing irs culmination w-ithout any understanding of 
neutrality,. According to Fukuyama, neutrality is clearly a phenomenon of the past. By 
overcorrung the baSIC contradictions of this past, history has Q\'ercome the possibility~ of 
neutrality. 

But Ful:uyama's interpretation was soon to be challenged by another "grand theo0"'. 
Samuel P. Huntingron first published his "ersion of the world after the cold war in 
"ForeignAffain", 1993, and then as a book in 1996 - The CLash ofCivili:;atiOl1S and the Re-
11loking ofWorld Order. llisto0' IS not going to be fulfilled and consumed in a unified de
mocraoc world. The world i going to be deepl)' fragmented by "cl\-ilizations" which 
were defined primarily by religious traditions, Huntingron '5 politicallandscape, which 
divided the world U1to different blocs of ci\ilizations, became the most favorite wall-map 
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for Srrategic thinkers, especially within the military profession. According to Hunting
ton, the end of the cold war opened up a Pandora's box of ethnic, reLigious, and cultural 
conflicts: fanatics of different creeds thinking to fulfill their respective gods' wishes b} 
killing as many of their enemies as possible - that is the impact of Huntington's as
sumpoon. 

The Huntingtoruan perspective of potentially nuclear conflicts our of conrrol does not 
consider neurrality as a ,iable concept either. Especially for countries like Hungary and 
-\ustna, Huntington's world interpretation gives Hungary and Austria a clear position 
\\ithin the \\'estern-Catholic-Protestant ci\ilization. Gnlike Huntington, Benjamin R. 
Barber's 'Jihad vs .• 11cU-vrld" - published in 1995 - does not seem to exclude the con
cept of neurrality. Barber's ,iew of a world, disintegrating into different social and re
gionallayers under the weight of globalization, is based much less on religion and much 
more on the economy. Countries like Hungary and Austria are not seen as part of a spe
cific bloc. Bur as Barber sees the rraditional state crumble, neurrality as a state-based con
cept also does not fit into this perspecti,'e. The idea of the (nation) state as a sovereign 
entity has outlived its usefulnes - especialJy as the result of a globalizing economy. Con
sequently it makes no sense to expect from states to see themselves as "neurral". The con
filet between "jihad", the forces challenging the "Testern rational econornlzed logic, and 
".\lc\\Torld" di\ides neither countries nor states. This confiict separates subcultures 
\\ithin countries - '.\ithin Hungan-, '.\ithin Austria. 

w • 

Interestingly enough, it is Henry Kissinger who gives neurrality a future. In his 
DiplmlUlCJ (1994), the former :-\ational Security Ad\iser and Secretary of State, who was 
ne\'er a friend of "neurralist" rrends among liberal democracies, sees the next future 
dominated by multi-polarism. There is no monopolistic center. There is not much of 
an ideological (or fanatical) dri"e behind the world wlUch Kissinger sees gro'.\ing. 
There is a large amount of rraditional power politics. And within the power structures, 
dominated by the US and other big powers (Russia, China, japan, India), there is some 
room for smaller states in specific geopolitical positions to behave "neurrally". 
Kissinger's ,iew of the 2 Ist century is \'ery much infiuenced by his \iew of the 19th cen
tury. Bur even when Kissinger concedes the possibility of neurral niches, he does not 
see them for countries like Hungary and Austria. Kissinger predicts "Europe" as one of 
the major power players - not Germany, not France, not Britain. Kissinger's Europe 
will be the EU - or there \\ill be no Europe able to plal' in the same league \\ith the 
US, Russia and China. Counrries which have opted for EG membership have aban
doned the possible ruche of neurrality. 

Kissinger's expectation for a urufied Europe west of Russia is also Paul Kennedy's ex
pectation. In IUs book Preparingfor the Ft:-'f!1lt)'-First Century (1993), Kennedy sees the for
mer commurust bloc managing disintegration - and the former \\ 'estern bloc integra
tion. Opting for integration into this newly defined '\Testern bloc means an end for 
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ncutrality as a COfiSlstent concept of internanonal behavior. If the EG succeeds in its c!ri\'e 
to overcome the nation state, then thcrc will be no neutrality thinkable within the EU. 

Summary 

I Iungar) and Austria - tradinonally neighbors, parmers, and opponents - had been in 
complctel} different siruanons during the decades of the cold war. The outcome of 
\\'orld \\'ar II and the pmver configuration in Europe after I945 decided that Hungary 
had to hve under Sonet dominance. For that reason, neutrality was a - utopian -
drcam for all Hungarians who tried to shake off the dependence on Moscow. As this de
pendence was part of a \\'orld-wide power of balance, the Ilungarian dream of neutrality 
was not allowed to become reality. For Austria, unlike IIungary, "between" East and 
\\'est, ncutraht) was the pragmatic formula combining a maximum of independence and 
a guarantee of the balance of power. 

\\'ith the end of the bipolar stabilit)" both countries started to move towards the now 
undlsputed monopolistic center - the \\ 'esr. Hungary did it without bothering about 
ncutralIt) as a possible interlude in the counrry's journey to the \Vesr. Austria's western 
onentanon was less dramatic, was a lesser break \o\ith its post I945-politics. Austria was 
allowed to Join the EU \\ithout dedaring "permanent neutralit),,, obsolete. By joining the 

FU as a neutral country, Austna has postponed the decision to accept the logic of post

I99I Furope. 
But the logic of the new order does not really permit a position "between" - becau e 

there IS no other, no second center. All the analyses of post-cold-war Europe indude a 
dear message: there is no ruche, there is no function, there is no possibilit}, for neutralit),. 

Ir is the log'lc of an indmed plane. Europe has become lopsided. The general assump
non of national interests is that every nation is anxious not to end at the lower side of the 
plane. Everybody west of Russla - with the remarkable (but seemingly not very attrac
tive) exception of erbia - wants to be part of the upper side, of the monopoListic cen
ter. Tlus center has two different names: EU and :\'ATO. Both are finns of the same po
litical entit)' - the center. 

For some countries, It was possible to join the first of the two finns - Like Austria. For 
others, Jommg the second firm was easier -like Hungary. But for the first urne since 
1945, I Iungar}' amI Austria are bound together by the same geopoliticallogic. 
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